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This document contains licenses and notices for open source software used in this product.

With respect to the free/open source software listed in this document, if you have any

questions or wish to receive a copy of any source code to which you may be entitled under

the applicable free/open source license(s) (such as the GNU Lesser/General Public License),

please contact us at external-opensource-requests@cisco.com.

 

In your requests please include the following reference number 78EE117C99-1195198311
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1.1.1 Available under license : 

mapbox-gl-js v2.0

 

Mapbox Web SDK

 

Copyright (c) 2020, Mapbox

 

All rights reserved.

 

Mapbox gl-js version 2.0 or higher (“Mapbox Web SDK”) must be used according to

the Mapbox Terms of Service. This license allows developers with a current active
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Mapbox account to use and modify the Mapbox Web SDK. Developers may modify the

Mapbox Web SDK code so long as the modifications do not change or interfere with

marked portions of the code related to billing, accounting, and anonymized data

collection. The Mapbox Web SDK only sends anonymized usage data, which Mapbox uses

for fixing bugs and errors, accounting, and generating aggregated anonymized

statistics. This license terminates automatically if a user no longer has an

active Mapbox account.

 

For the full license terms, please see the Mapbox Terms of Service at

https://www.mapbox.com/legal/tos/.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Contains code from mapbox-gl-js v1.13 and earlier

 

Version v1.13 of mapbox-gl-js and earlier are licensed under a BSD-3-Clause license

 

Copyright (c) 2020, Mapbox

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Mapbox GL JS nor the names of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

 without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Contains a portion of d3-color https://github.com/d3/d3-color

 

Copyright 2010-2016 Mike Bostock

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Contains code from glfx.js

 

Copyright (C) 2011 by Evan Wallace

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
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THE SOFTWARE.

<OWNER> = Regents of the University of California  

<ORGANIZATION> = University of California, Berkeley  

<YEAR> = 1998  

 

In the original BSD license, both occurrences of the phrase "COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS" in

the disclaimer read "REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS".  

 

Here is the license template:  

 

Copyright (c) <YEAR>, <OWNER>  

 

All rights reserved.  

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the

following conditions are met:  

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.  

Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.  

Neither the name of the <ORGANIZATION> nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote

products derived from this software without specific prior written permission.  

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS  

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT  

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR  

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR  

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,  

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR  

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF  

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING  

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS  

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.2 xhr 2.5.0, 2.6.0 
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1.2.1 Available under license : 
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.3 gdal 3.1.4 
1.3.1 Available under license : 

GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

		       Version 2, June 1991         

        

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA         

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies         

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.         

        

			    Preamble         

        

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your         

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public         

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free         

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This         

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software         

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to         

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by         

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to         
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your programs, too.         

        

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not         

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you         

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for         

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it         

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it         

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.         

        

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid         

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.         

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you         

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.         

        

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether         

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that         

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the         

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their         

rights.         

        

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and         

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,         

distribute and/or modify the software.         

        

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain         

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free         

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we         

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so         

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original         

authors' reputations.         

        

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software         

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free         

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the         

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any         

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.         

        

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and         

modification follow.         

        

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE         

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION         

        

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains         

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed         

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,         

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"         

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:         
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that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,         

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another         

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in         

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".         

        

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not         

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of         

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program         

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the         

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).         

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.         

        

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's         

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you         

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate         

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the         

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;         

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License         

along with the Program.         

        

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and         

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.         

        

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion         

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and         

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1         

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:         

        

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices         

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.         

        

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in         

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any         

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third         

   parties under the terms of this License.         

        

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively         

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such         

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an         

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a         

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide         

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under         

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this         

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but         

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on         

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)         

        

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If         
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identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,         

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in         

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those         

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you         

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based         

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of         

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the         

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.         

        

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest         

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to         

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or         

collective works based on the Program.         

        

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program         

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of         

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under         

the scope of this License.         

        

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,         

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of         

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:         

        

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable         

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections         

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three         

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your         

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete         

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be         

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium         

   customarily used for software interchange; or,         

        

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer         

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is         

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you         

   received the program in object code or executable form with such         

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)         

        

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for         

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source         

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any         

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to         

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a         

special exception, the source code distributed need not include         

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary         

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the         
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operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component         

itself accompanies the executable.         

        

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering         

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent         

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as         

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not         

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.         

        

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program         

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt         

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is         

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.         

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under         

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such         

parties remain in full compliance.         

        

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not         

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or         

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are         

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by         

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and         

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying         

the Program or works based on it.         

        

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the         

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the         

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to         

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further         

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.         

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to         

this License.         

        

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent         

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),         

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or         

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not         

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot         

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this         

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you         

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent         

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by         

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then         

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to         

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.         

        

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under         
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any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to         

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other         

circumstances.         

        

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any         

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any         

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the         

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is         

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made         

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed         

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that         

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing         

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot         

impose that choice.         

        

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to         

be a consequence of the rest of this License.         

        

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in         

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the         

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License         

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding         

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among         

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates         

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.         

        

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions         

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will         

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to         

address new problems or concerns.         

        

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program         

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any         

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions         

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free         

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of         

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software         

Foundation.         

        

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free         

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author         

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free         

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes         

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals         

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and         

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.         

        

			    NO WARRANTY         
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 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY         

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN         

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES         

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED         

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF         

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS         

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE         

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,         

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.         

        

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING         

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR         

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,         

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING         

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED         

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY         

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER         

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE         

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.         

        

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS         

        

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs         

        

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest         

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it         

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.         

        

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest         

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively         

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least         

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.         

        

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>         

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>         

        

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify         

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by         

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or         

   (at your option) any later version.         

        

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,         

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of         

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the         

   GNU General Public License for more details.         

        

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along         
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   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,         

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.         

        

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.         

        

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this         

when it starts in an interactive mode:         

        

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author         

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.         

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it         

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.         

        

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate         

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may         

be called something other than 'show w' and 'show c'; they could even be         

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.         

        

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your         

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if         

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:         

        

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program         

 'Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.         

        

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989         

 Ty Coon, President of Vice         

        

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into         

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may         

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the         

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General         

Public License instead of this License.
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1.4 cffi 1.14.3 
1.4.1 Available under license : 

 

Except when otherwise stated (look for LICENSE files in directories or

information at the beginning of each file) all software and

documentation is licensed as follows:

 

   The MIT License

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

   obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

   files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

   restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

   copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or

   sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

   Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

   in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

   OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

   THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING
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   FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

   DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.5 docker-ce 19.03.13 
1.5.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2013-2018 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.6 ncurses 6.2_p20200523 
1.6.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2018-2019,2020 Thomas E. Dickey

Copyright 1998-2017,2018 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, distribute with modifications, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE ABOVE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR

THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name(s) of the above copyright

holders shall not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the

sale, use or other dealings in this Software without prior written

authorization.

 

-- vile:txtmode fc=72

-- $Id: COPYING,v 1.9 2020/02/08 13:34:12 tom Exp $

 

1.7 sqlite-jdbc 3.34.0 
1.7.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2006, David Crawshaw.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE REGENTS AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE REGENTS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that
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you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the
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entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data
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prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no
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   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for
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that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,
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whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.
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 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.
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 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.
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 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries
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 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This product includes the following softwares developed by David Crawshaw.

See LICENSE.zentus file.

 

And also, NestedVM (Apache License Version 2.0) is used inside sqlite-

Copyright 1992, 1993, 1994, 1997 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

This software is not subject to any license of the American Telephone
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and Telegraph Company or of the Regents of the University of California.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose on

any computer system, and to alter it and redistribute it, subject

to the following restrictions:

 

1. The author is not responsible for the consequences of use of this

  software, no matter how awful, even if they arise from flaws in it.

 

2. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented, either by

  explicit claim or by omission.  Since few users ever read sources,

  credits must appear in the documentation.

 

3. Altered versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.  Since few users

  ever read sources, credits must appear in the documentation.

 

4. This notice may not be removed or altered.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.8 reflect-metadata 0.1.13 
1.8.1 Available under license : 

/*! *****************************************************************************

Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use

this file except in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the

License at http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0 

 

THIS CODE IS PROVIDED ON AN *AS IS* BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE,

MERCHANTABLITY OR NON-INFRINGEMENT.

 

See the Apache Version 2.0 License for specific language governing permissions

and limitations under the License.

***************************************************************************** */
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Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been
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received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise

complies with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product
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names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.9 Nginx 1.18 
1.9.1 Available under license : 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2002-2019 Igor Sysoev

* Copyright (C) 2011-2019 Nginx, Inc.

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR AND CONTRIBUTORS ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
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* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

1.10 aiohttp 3.7.3 
1.10.1 Available under license : 

- Contributors -

----------------

A. Jesse Jiryu Davis

Adam Bannister

Adam Cooper

Adam Mills

Adrian Krupa

Adrin Chaves

Alan Tse

Alec Hanefeld

Alejandro Gmez

Aleksandr Danshyn

Aleksey Kutepov

Alex Hayes

Alex Key

Alex Khomchenko

Alex Kuzmenko

Alex Lisovoy

Alexander Bayandin

Alexander Karpinsky

Alexander Koshevoy

Alexander Malev

Alexander Mohr

Alexander Shorin

Alexander Travov

Alexandru Mihai

Alexey Firsov

Alexey Popravka

Alexey Stepanov

Amin Etesamian

Amit Tulshyan

Amy Boyle

Anders Melchiorsen

Andrei Ursulenko
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Andrej Antonov

Andrew Leech

Andrew Lytvyn

Andrew Svetlov

Andrew Zhou

Andrii Soldatenko

Antoine Pietri

Anton Kasyanov

Anton Zhdan-Pushkin

Arseny Timoniq

Artem Yushkovskiy

Arthur Darcet

Ben Bader

Ben Timby

Benedikt Reinartz

Boris Feld

Boyi Chen

Brett Cannon

Brian C. Lane

Brian Muller

Bruce Merry

Bryan Kok

Bryce Drennan

Carl George

Cecile Tonglet

Chien-Wei Huang

Chih-Yuan Chen

Chris AtLee

Chris Laws

Chris Moore

Christopher Schmitt

Claudiu Popa

Colin Dunklau

Cong Xu

Damien Nad

Dan Xu

Daniel Garca

Daniel Grossmann-Kavanagh

Daniel Nelson

Danny Song

David Bibb

David Michael Brown

Denilson Amorim

Denis Matiychuk

Dennis Kliban

Dima Veselov

Dimitar Dimitrov

Dmitriy Safonov
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Dmitry Doroshev

Dmitry Erlikh

Dmitry Lukashin

Dmitry Marakasov

Dmitry Shamov

Dmitry Trofimov

Dmytro Bohomiakov

Dmytro Kuznetsov

Dustin J. Mitchell

Eduard Iskandarov

Eli Ribble

Elizabeth Leddy

Enrique Saez

Eric Sheng

Erich Healy

Erik Peterson

Eugene Chernyshov

Eugene Naydenov

Eugene Nikolaiev

Eugene Tolmachev

Evan Kepner

Evert Lammerts

Felix Yan

Fernanda Guimares

FichteFoll

Florian Scheffler

Frederik Gladhorn

Frederik Peter Aalund

Gabriel Tremblay

Gennady Andreyev

Georges Dubus

Greg Holt

Gregory Haynes

Gus Goulart

Gustavo Carneiro

Gnther Jena

Hans Adema

Harmon Y.

Hrishikesh Paranjape

Hu Bo

Hugh Young

Hugo Herter

Hynek Schlawack

Igor Alexandrov

Igor Davydenko

Igor Mozharovsky

Igor Pavlov

Illia Volochii
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Ilya Chichak

Ilya Gruzinov

Ingmar Steen

Jacob Champion

Jaesung Lee

Jake Davis

Jakob Ackermann

Jakub Wilk

Jashandeep Sohi

Jens Steinhauser

Jeonghun Lee

Jeongkyu Shin

Jeroen van der Heijden

Jesus Cea

Jian Zeng

Jinkyu Yi

Joel Watts

Jon Nabozny

Jonas Krger Svensson

Jonas Obrist

Jonathan Wright

Jonny Tan

Joongi Kim

Josep Cugat

Josh Junon

Joshu Coats

Julia Tsemusheva

Julien Duponchelle

Jungkook Park

Junjie Tao

Junyeong Jeong

Justas Trimailovas

Justin Foo

Justin Turner Arthur

Kay Zheng

Kevin Samuel

Kimmo Parviainen-Jalanko

Kirill Klenov

Kirill Malovitsa

Konstantin Valetov

Krzysztof Blazewicz

Kyrylo Perevozchikov

Kyungmin Lee

Lars P. Sndergaard

Liu Hua

Louis-Philippe Huberdeau

Loc Lajeanne

Lu Gong
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Lubomir Gelo

Ludovic Gasc

Luis Pedrosa

Lukasz Marcin Dobrzanski

Makc Belousow

Manuel Miranda

Marat Sharafutdinov

Marco Paolini

Mariano Anaya

Martijn Pieters

Martin Melka

Martin Richard

Mathias Frjdman

Mathieu Dugr

Matthieu Hauglustaine

Matthieu Rigal

Michael Ihnatenko

Micha Grny

Mikhail Burshteyn

Mikhail Kashkin

Mikhail Lukyanchenko

Mikhail Nacharov

Misha Behersky

Mitchell Ferree

Morgan Delahaye-Prat

Moss Collum

Mun Gwan-gyeong

Navid Sheikhol

Nicolas Braem

Nikolay Kim

Nikolay Novik

Oisin Aylward

Olaf Conradi

Pahaz Blinov

Panagiotis Kolokotronis

Pankaj Pandey

Pau Freixes

Paul Colomiets

Paulius ileikis

Paulus Schoutsen

Pavel Kamaev

Pavel Polyakov

Pawel Kowalski

Pawel Miech

Pepe Osca

Philipp A.

Pieter van Beek

Rafael Viotti
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Raphael Bialon

Ral Cumplido

Required Field

Robert Lu

Robert Nikolich

Roman Podoliaka

Samuel Colvin

Sean Hunt

Sebastian Acuna

Sebastian Hanula

Sebastian Hther

Sebastien Geffroy

SeongSoo Cho

Sergey Ninua

Sergey Skripnick

Serhii Charykov

Serhii Kostel

Serhiy Storchaka

Simon Kennedy

Sin-Woo Bang

Stanislas Plum

Stanislav Prokop

Stefan Tjarks

Stepan Pletnev

Stephan Jaensch

Stephen Granade

Steven Seguin

Sunghyun Hwang

Sunit Deshpande

Sviatoslav Bulbakha

Sviatoslav Sydorenko

Taha Jahangir

Taras Voinarovskyi

Terence Honles

Thanos Lefteris

Thijs Vermeir

Thomas Forbes

Thomas Grainger

Tolga Tezel

Tomasz Trebski

Toshiaki Tanaka

Trinh Hoang Nhu

Vadim Suharnikov

Vaibhav Sagar

Vamsi Krishna Avula

Vasiliy Faronov

Vasyl Baran

Viacheslav Greshilov
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Victor Collod

Victor Kovtun

Vikas Kawadia

Viktor Danyliuk

Ville Skytt

Vincent Maillol

Vitalik Verhovodov

Vitaly Haritonsky

Vitaly Magerya

Vladimir Kamarzin

Vladimir Kozlovski

Vladimir Rutsky

Vladimir Shulyak

Vladimir Zakharov

Vladyslav Bohaichuk

Vladyslav Bondar

W. Trevor King

Wei Lin

Weiwei Wang

Will McGugan

Willem de Groot

William Grzybowski

William S.

Wilson Ong

Yang Zhou

Yannick Koechlin

Yannick Proux

Ye Cao

Yegor Roganov

Yifei Kong

Young-Ho Cha

Yuriy Shatrov

Yury Selivanov

Yusuke Tsutsumi

Zlatan Sianica

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.
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     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not
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         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,
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     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2013-2020 aiohttp maintainers

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.11 pytz 2020.4 
1.11.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2003-2019 Stuart Bishop <stuart@stuartbishop.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.12 mousetrap 1.6.5 
1.12.1 Available under license : 

 

                             Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or
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  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:

 

  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents
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      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

--- Exceptions to the Apache 2.0 License ----

 

As an exception, if, as a result of your compiling your source code, portions

of this Software are embedded into an Object form of such source code, you

may redistribute such embedded portions in such Object form without complying

with the conditions of Sections 4(a), 4(b) and 4(d) of the License.

 

In addition, if you combine or link compiled forms of this Software with

software that is licensed under the GPLv2 ("Combined Software") and if a

court of competent jurisdiction determines that the patent provision (Section

3), the indemnity provision (Section 9) or other Section of the License

conflicts with the conditions of the GPLv2, you may retroactively and

prospectively choose to deem waived or otherwise exclude such Section(s) of

the License, but only in their entirety and only with respect to the Combined

Software.

 

1.13 awscli 1.18.144 
1.13.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2012-2020 Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. All Rights Reserved.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"). You

may not use this file except in compliance with the License. A copy of

the License is located at

 

   http://aws.amazon.com/apache2.0/

 

or in the "license" file accompanying this file. This file is

distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the License for the specific

language governing permissions and limitations under the License.
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1.14 body-parser 1.19.0 
1.14.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.15 strongswan 5.9.1 
1.15.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 1995-1997 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

All rights reserved.

 

This package is an Blowfish implementation written

by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

 

This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

the following conditions are adhered to.  The following conditions

apply to all code found in this distribution.

 

Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

the code are not to be removed.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

  must display the following acknowledgement:

  This product includes software developed by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The license and distribution terms for any publicly available version or

derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

copied and put under another distribution license

[including the GNU Public License.]

 

The reason behind this being stated in this direct manner is past

experience in code simply being copied and the attribution removed

from it and then being distributed as part of other packages. This

implementation was a non-trivial and unpaid effort.

Format-Specification: http://svn.debian.org/wsvn/dep/web/deps/dep5.mdwn?op=file&rev=59

Name: NetworkManager-strongswan

Source: http://download.strongswan.org/NetworkManager

 

Copyright: 2008-2009, Martin Willi <martin@strongswan.org>

          2005-2008, Dan Williams

          2005, David Zeuthen

License: GPL-2

On Debian systems the full text of the GNU General Public License can be found

in the `/usr/share/common-licenses/GPL-2' file.

Except for code in the blowfish, des, md4 and md5 plugins (see below) the

following terms apply:

 

For copyright information see the headers of individual source files.

 

This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under

the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later
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version.

 

This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY

WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with

this program; if not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses>.

 

Linking strongSwan statically or dynamically with other modules is making a

combined work based on strongSwan. Thus, the terms and conditions of the GNU

General Public License cover the whole combination.

 

In addition, as a special exception, the copyright holders of strongSwan give

you permission to combine strongSwan with free software programs or libraries

that are released under the GNU LGPL and with code included in the standard

release of the OpenSSL project's OpenSSL library under the OpenSSL or SSLeay

licenses (or modified versions of such code, with unchanged license). You may

copy and distribute such a system following the terms of the GNU GPL for

strongSwan and the licenses of the other code concerned, provided that you

include the source code of that other code when and as the GNU GPL requires

distribution of source code.

 

Note that people who make modified versions of strongSwan are not obligated to

grant this special exception for their modified versions; it is their choice

whether to do so. The GNU General Public License gives permission to release a

modified version without this exception; this exception also makes it possible

to release a modified version which carries forward this exception.

 

 

The DES implementation in the des plugin and the Blowfish implementation in the

blowfish plugin are under a BSD style license (see source files for details).

Note that these parts have an advertising clause in it.

 

The MD4 and MD5 implementations in the md4 and md5 plugins are from RSA Data

Security Inc., so this package must include the following phrase:

"derived from the RSA Data Security, Inc. MD5 Message-Digest Algorithm".

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
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freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
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   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
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making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
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may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
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to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.
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   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2015 Bjrn Schuberg

Copyright (c) 2015 Martin Willi

Copyright (c) 2015 Tobias Brunner

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell
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copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.16 python3 3.8.5 
1.16.1 Available under license : 

 

 

Additional Conditions for this Windows binary build

---------------------------------------------------

 

This program is linked with and uses Microsoft Distributable Code,

copyrighted by Microsoft Corporation. The Microsoft Distributable Code

is embedded in each .exe, .dll and .pyd file as a result of running

the code through a linker.

 

If you further distribute programs that include the Microsoft

Distributable Code, you must comply with the restrictions on

distribution specified by Microsoft. In particular, you must require

distributors and external end users to agree to terms that protect the

Microsoft Distributable Code at least as much as Microsoft's own

requirements for the Distributable Code. See Microsoft's documentation

(included in its developer tools and on its website at microsoft.com)

for specific details.

 

Redistribution of the Windows binary build of the Python interpreter

complies with this agreement, provided that you do not:

 

- alter any copyright, trademark or patent notice in Microsoft's

Distributable Code;

 

- use Microsoft's trademarks in your programs' names or in a way that

suggests your programs come from or are endorsed by Microsoft;

 

- distribute Microsoft's Distributable Code to run on a platform other

than Microsoft operating systems, run-time technologies or application
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platforms; or

 

- include Microsoft Distributable Code in malicious, deceptive or

unlawful programs.

 

These restrictions apply only to the Microsoft Distributable Code as

defined above, not to Python itself or any programs running on the

Python interpreter. The redistribution of the Python interpreter and

libraries is governed by the Python Software License included with this

file, or by other licenses as marked.

Copyright (c) 2002 Jorge Acereda  <jacereda@users.sourceforge.net> &

                  Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

                 

Portions may be copyright others, see the AUTHORS file included with this

distribution.

 

Maintained by Peter O'Gorman <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

Bug Reports and other queries should go to <ogorman@users.sourceforge.net>

 

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

X Window System License - X11R6.4

 

Copyright (c) 1998 The Open Group

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OPEN GROUP BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of The Open Group shall

not be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or

other dealings in this Software without prior written authorization

from The Open Group.

 

X Window System is a trademark of The Open Group

libffi - Copyright (c) 1996-2003  Red Hat, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

``Software''), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL CYGNUS SOLUTIONS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 1998-2000 Thai Open Source Software Center Ltd and Clark Cooper

Copyright (c) 2001-2017 Expat maintainers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to
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permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations, which became

Zope Corporation.  In 2001, the Python Software Foundation (PSF, see

https://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a non-profit organization

created specifically to own Python-related Intellectual Property.

Zope Corporation was a sponsoring member of the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no
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   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2 and above   2.1.1       2001-now    PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017, 2018, 2019, 2020 Python Software Foundation;

All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or in any derivative version

prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of
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the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"
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basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License
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Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be
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bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This license applies to the bootstrapper application that is embedded within the installer. It has no impact on the

licensing for the rest of the installer or Python itself, as no code covered by this license exists in any other part of the

product.

 

---

 

Microsoft Reciprocal License (MS-RL)

 

This license governs use of the accompanying software. If you use the software, you accept this license. If you do

not accept the license, do not use the software.

 

1. Definitions

The terms "reproduce," "reproduction," "derivative works," and "distribution" have the same meaning here as under

U.S. copyright law.

A "contribution" is the original software, or any additions or changes to the software.

A "contributor" is any person that distributes its contribution under this license.

"Licensed patents" are a contributor's patent claims that read directly on its contribution.

 

2. Grant of Rights

(A) Copyright Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section

3, each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to reproduce its
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contribution, prepare derivative works of its contribution, and distribute its contribution or any derivative works that

you create.

(B) Patent Grant- Subject to the terms of this license, including the license conditions and limitations in section 3,

each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free license under its licensed patents to make, have

made, use, sell, offer for sale, import, and/or otherwise dispose of its contribution in the software or derivative works

of the contribution in the software.

 

3. Conditions and Limitations

(A) Reciprocal Grants- For any file you distribute that contains code from the software (in source code or binary

format), you must provide recipients the source code to that file along with a copy of this license, which license will

govern that file. You may license other files that are entirely your own work and do not contain code from the

software under any terms you choose.

(B) No Trademark License- This license does not grant you rights to use any contributors' name, logo, or

trademarks.

(C) If you bring a patent claim against any contributor over patents that you claim are infringed by the software,

your patent license from such contributor to the software ends automatically.

(D) If you distribute any portion of the software, you must retain all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution

notices that are present in the software.

(E) If you distribute any portion of the software in source code form, you may do so only under this license by

including a complete copy of this license with your distribution. If you distribute any portion of the software in

compiled or object code form, you may only do so under a license that complies with this license.

(F) The software is licensed "as-is." You bear the risk of using it. The contributors give no express warranties,

guarantees or conditions. You may have additional consumer rights under your local laws which this license cannot

change. To the extent permitted under your local laws, the contributors exclude the implied warranties of

merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose and non-infringement.

 

1.17 jooq 3.14.4 
1.17.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Other licenses:

* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

* Commercial licenses for this work are available. These replace the above
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* ASL 2.0 and offer limited warranties, support, maintenance, and commercial

* database integrations.

*

* For more information, please visit: http://www.jooq.org/licenses

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultTransactionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterDomainFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/JSONTableColumnsFirstStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ScopeStack.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/sqlite/SQLiteDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JoinTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultCharsetProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/jaxb/tools/MiniJAXB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RowN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ConvertDateTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractStore.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LabelledStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/TemplatingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-
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jar/org/jooq/impl/CaseConditionStepImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Role.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TableAlias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/WindowSpecificationOrderByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultExecutor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Statement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CurrentSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectDistinctOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/FieldOrRow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectWithTiesAfterOffsetStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectForXMLStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CreateTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Overlay.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterTypeStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStepN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TruncDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateTypeStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ExecuteListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/GrantOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/PeriodSpecificationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/DiagnosticsListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractWindowFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/DefaultResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JSONNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Cosh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DiagnosticsConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ExistsCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AlterViewImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/conf/SettingsTools.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/BoolAnd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/AlterDomainDropConstraintCascadeStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep19.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractAggregateFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectOffsetStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultExecuteListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/mysql/MySQLDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ResultsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AlterSequenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Version.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/GenerateSeries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Results.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DropDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/LoggerListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Query.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/EmbeddableRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CreateViewImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/OrderedAggregateFunctionOfDeferredType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Neg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/FlowToReactiveStreamsSubscriberBridge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DateAsTimestampBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockDataProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TableFieldImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropViewFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/LegacyConvertedDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordOperation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Greatest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WindowOverStep.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CatalogImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterTableAddStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/WidthBucket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Decode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectForXMLPathDirectivesStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/FilePattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultMigrationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/InlineDerivedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/BatchSingle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/SingleConnectionDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DiagnosticsListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CreateDomainImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Degrees.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/BoolOr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CaseValueStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/BatchCRUD.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/InterpreterMetaProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterSequenceFlagsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/postgres/PostgresDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DomainImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ContextTransactionalRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/FilteredMeta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/AlterTypeRenameValueToStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SourceMetaProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterDomainStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CaseValueStepImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CustomField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectStartWithStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/DivideByOnConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ForImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/BetweenCondition.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LoaderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLAttributesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/TimestampToLocalDateTimeConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/UDTRecordImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ConstraintFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStepN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/UniqueKeyImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LinkImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/WindowSpecificationRowsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Transform.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Collation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeMatchedThenStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderLoadStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultTransactionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeMatchedSetStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLForest.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DeleteQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertReturningStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Name.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/postgres/PostgresUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ConvertedDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Coerce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ClobBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RecordContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Snapshot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MigrationConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/NoConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Constants.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/UDTConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/QueryPartInternal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropSequenceFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TableList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/AlterTableRenameConstraintToStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/ThreadLocalTransactionProvider.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Pivot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Converter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AliasedSelect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/MigrationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/PlainSQL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DiagnosticsDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/FunctionTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WindowRowsAndStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/QualifiedField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RecordMapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TruncateFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Substring.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ResourceManagingScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ParamMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DiagnosticsStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CharacterSetImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/QueryPartListView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DelegatingConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/mariadb/MariaDBDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/IndexImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Round.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectFromStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterTableFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateTypeFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/ProviderEnabledStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/CommonTableExpressionList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONArrayNullStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JSONExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/PartitionJoinTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/QualifiedName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectLimitAfterOffsetStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/InsertOnConflictWhereIndexPredicateStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DivideByOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep5.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockFileDatabase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ConnectionRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DateOrTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/WrappedList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ToChar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateOrderByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/XMLTableColumnPathStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/cubrid/CUBRIDDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/FilenameComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderError.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateSchemaFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/ArrayTableEmulation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Batch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RowId.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/LoggingStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateSequenceFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertOnDuplicateSetStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractBindContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ParserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RecordHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ContextTransactionalCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TransactionalRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BatchedRunnable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ResultOrRows.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/IfThenStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Support.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/PeriodImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateDomainAsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateLimitStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record16.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultBindingSetStatementContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Values.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RankingFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractStoreQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Expression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/FileComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DerivedColumnListImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultDiagnosticsContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/QuantifiedSelectImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/CreateTableConstraintStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WindowOrderByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CountTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateSequenceFlagsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Choose.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/WindowFromFirstLastStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SQLStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractRoutine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RenamedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Comparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Alias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectGroupByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/WindowSpecificationExcludeStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/NullIf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SchemaMapping.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectWithTiesStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ArrayDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/AlterDomainRenameConstraintStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLParse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderRowsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JSONReader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/StoreQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Variable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Sqrt.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TableRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DeleteConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeMatchedWhereStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DerivedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Extract.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLPI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CommonTableExpression.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LabelImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SequenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/DefaultConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Internal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/MappingException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Diff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/UserImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RecordMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ExecuteType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/sqlite/SQLiteDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterTableUsingIndexStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CSVFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Collect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DDLExportConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/PeriodTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/TranslatingMetaProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ArrayRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DropTableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SQLImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/OrderField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/DataChangedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/XMLFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Parameter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Case.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep9.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Domain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Sequence.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/QueriesImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectOptionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectQualifyConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONValueDefaultStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertOnDuplicateStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UDTField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultRecordListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ContainsIgnoreCase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderSourceStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImplN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ConstantSortField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/conf/SettingsBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStepR.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Nullability.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultAggregateFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Execute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertResultStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectForJSONCommonDirectivesStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Ascii.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/ExecutorProviderCompletionStage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/WindowSpecificationPartitionByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/MappingIterator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Position.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectQualifyStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Coalesce.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Check.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row2.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RecordUnmapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateTableIndexStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateDomainFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TableOuterJoinStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DDL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultUnwrapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MigrationListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/VisitContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateResultStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Update.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractNamed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/firebird/FirebirdDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DatePart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TableComparison.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/NoTransactionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Queries.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UnwrapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/DataMigrationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Configuration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/VersionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TransactionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderXMLStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/VariableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SelectImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultDiagnosticsListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/FetchCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/LocalDateAsLocalDateTimeBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/NullStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/MigrationListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/JSONTableColumnPathStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectConnectByAfterStartWithConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LazySchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/PeriodSpecificationBetweenAndStep.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectForXMLCommonDirectivesStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/MetaImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Product.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DDLStatementType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectOnConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultDiagnosticsListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/DefaultCallableStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Atan.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DeleteWhereStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowIdField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateIndexFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Link.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/FieldAlias.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowsFrom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/ProviderEnabledConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/WindowSpecificationFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/cubrid/CUBRIDDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderListenerStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/SQLStateSubclass.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DSLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeOnConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/BlobBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ScopeMarkers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/InsertOnConflictConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SQLDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectForUpdateStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CharsetProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectJoinStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/FieldMapForUpdate.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Exp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/JDBC41Connection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractXMLasObjectBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CombinedCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateSetFirstStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TransactionContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeMatchedSetMoreStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractQueryPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ExpressionOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterIndexOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/WindowSpecificationRowsAndStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Privilege.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SQLCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockFileDatabaseConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DropDomainImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TableLike.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SchemaImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterIndexFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TableMetaProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Attachable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ConstraintType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Cursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ScalarSubquery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractParam.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultRenderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Rollup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Ceil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/TimeToLocalTimeConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectForXMLRawDirectivesStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DropSequenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultBindingSetSQLOutputContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WindowBeforeOverStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/postgres/PostgresDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSelectStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectConnectByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Nvl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UniqueKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/False.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SetCatalog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateIndexIncludeStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TimestampDiff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/UniqueCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/VersionsImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultBindingGetSQLInputContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Lpad.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectCorrelatedSubqueryStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/SettingsEnabledPreparedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectJoinPartitionByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractDelegatingQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WindowFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DiagnosticsListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/PeriodSpecificationFromToStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ModeDeferred.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateTableColumnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row1.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/AlterTableAlterConstraintStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/InsertOnConflictWhereStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/WithImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DomainDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/JDBC41ResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/CallbackExecuteListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Pi.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Tanh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DAO.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Named.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TableOnConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ConstraintImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Constraint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/JDBCUtils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DivideByReturningStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/InsertOnDuplicateSetMoreStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/AlterTableRenameIndexToStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/UDTFieldImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CaseWhenStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropSchemaStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultBindContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONEntryValueStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/derby/DerbyDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/GrantWithGrantOptionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SetSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/FlywayFileComparator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ForInStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectOrderByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/FetchServerOutputListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/GrantImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep8.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BindingSQLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectWindowStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/CreateDomainConstraintStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/PivotForStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CaseConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/LoaderConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TableDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/PivotInStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Rownum.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Comment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/mariadb/MariaDBDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Require.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Package.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Routine.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropIndexOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LTrim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Contains.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateTableFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterSequenceFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ParsingDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JoinType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LinkedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TableOptionalOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/TransactionListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/MapCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ArrayAgg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CurrentTime.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/InsertImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ExecuteContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Mod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TXTFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Transaction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectForJSONStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RegexpReplace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONObjectAggNullStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Converters.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/exception/SQLStateClass.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CreateTableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ArrayConstant.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectLimitPercentStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/Mock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/MergeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/h2/H2DSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RTrim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CreateIndexImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultRecordUnmapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ArrayAggOrderByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Sinh.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TrueCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AsteriskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Key.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultConverterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ConstraintTypeStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/XMLExistsPassingStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/XMLAggOrderByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SetCommand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ExecuteListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/FlashbackTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/VersionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectForUpdateWaitStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/BatchedConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DiagnosticsResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ReferenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/IsNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/InformationSchemaMetaImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DeclarationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Schema.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Rpad.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/InCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateSetStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractRow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DeleteOrderByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/UpdateImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/TimestampToJavaUtilDateConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/WindowList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Explain.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Val.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLExists.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Least.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DeleteImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/SQLConcatenationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Reverse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Delete.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Radians.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/UpdatableRecordImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateSetMoreStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LoopImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/VisitListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AlterTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractTypedNamed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultRecordListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/Convert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CurrentDate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DiffCLI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowIsNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterDatabaseFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterTableAlterStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ForByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropIndexFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/BatchMultiple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/FieldOrConstraint.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DataTypeProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Acos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Replace.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterViewFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CombineOperator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectHavingStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DropTypeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractName.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectLimitPercentAfterOffsetStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DropViewImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Median.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderJSONStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Tools.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ForXML.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/ControlFlowSignal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SortFieldImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Cardinality.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/GroupConcatOrderByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CurrentUser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CaseWhenStepImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CustomCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AggregateFilterStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MetaProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CollationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractDelegatingRowCountQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SQLQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Insert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TruncateIdentityStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/InternalRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Dual.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeMatchedStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RecordType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/UDTDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractKey.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CreateSequenceImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TransactionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DeleteFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/types/Interval.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Euler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Quantifier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SortFieldList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateIndexWhereStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/XMLTablePassingStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/GroupConcat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TruncateImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeMatchedDeleteStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RecordListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Power.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CustomRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RepeatUntilStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStepN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectWhereStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Ntile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONExistsOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Term.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ParserCLI.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Merge.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/QuantifiedSelect.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/SettingsEnabledConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertSetStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TopLevelCte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Internal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/FutureResultImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DropSchemaImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/PackageImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AggregateFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ConverterProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep13.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/LoggingConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockResultSetMetaData.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoopStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropSchemaFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStepN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ForLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RatioToReport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectIntoStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LazyVal.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/F.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Clause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/FieldMapsForInsert.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Lateral.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/QualifiedAsterisk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterSchemaFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockExecuteContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockConfiguration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/BindingGetStatementContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/IdentityImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/hsqldb/HSQLDBDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Rand.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordDelegate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedSetStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Ln.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractQueryPartMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectUnionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractCursor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TableOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropDatabaseFinalStep.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ChartFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LazySupplier.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DeleteReturningStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/QueryPartCollectionView.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/h2/H2DataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultExecutorProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AlterDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultTransactionListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/PeriodSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Right.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Upper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CursorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/MockFileDatabaseException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ArrayGet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterSequenceStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ArrayRecordImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Period.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateTableWithDataStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/GrantFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/DefaultPreparedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Return.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateWhereStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/DataTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/True.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectForStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DateAdd.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateTableAsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/XMLTableColumnsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record14.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Identifiers.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/DataMigrationValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ConnectionCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropDomainFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/VersionsBetweenAndStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Mode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowIsDistinctFrom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterViewStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TransactionalCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/IsDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderOptionsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedWhereStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/derby/DerbyDSL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/UDTImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Truncate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLAgg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JSONObjectAgg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TablePartitionByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderJSONOptionsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WindowIgnoreNullsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/DataDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Exit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CatalogMetaImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DeleteUsingStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/InsertQueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintEnforcementStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WindowRowsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/HintedTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JSONValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Asin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TableOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Operator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertFinalStep.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedSetMoreStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractVarcharBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/XMLQueryPassingStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockSavepoint.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ExecutorProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ResultImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Plus.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/jaxb/tools/XMLAppendable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CompareCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultVersionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Identity.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/RowOverlapsCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/QueryPartList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateTableCommentStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/SQLDialectNotSupportedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeUsingStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DDLQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Meta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/WithTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Binding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectForUpdateOfStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/FutureResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CustomQueryPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ConditionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ExplainQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CatalogMetaProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DateToLocalDateConverter.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Migration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateDatabaseFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/InformationSchemaMetaProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultBindingGetStatementContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TransactionListeners.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/JDBC41Statement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/MD5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultBindingGetResultSetContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStepN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RenderContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectConnectByConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Typed.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AlterDomainImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Condition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Formattable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Table.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AlterTableImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterDatabaseStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/XMLAttributes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/EmbeddableRecordImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractTransformable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/JSONTableColumnForOrdinalityStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Concat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLConcat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectHavingConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderCSVStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/JooqLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Field.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DataChangeDeltaTable.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateTableStorageStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DAOImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RevokeFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/jaxb/tools/StringAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultInterpreterConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SortField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/exception/IOException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JSONTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CommentOnFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectFieldOrAsterisk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Asterisk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/DataAccessException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/BindingGetResultSetContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractBatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONFormat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderCSVOptionsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Versions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Cot.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SelectFieldList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultRecordContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ParameterImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/WindowSpecificationImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/types/YearToSecond.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/types/YearToMonth.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DropIndexImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/CreateTableOnCommitStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-
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jar/org/jooq/util/firebird/FirebirdDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Trim.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CollatedField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectConditionStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SelectQueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/ProviderEnabledPreparedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONB.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertSetMoreStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Left.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/hsqldb/HSQLDBDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/RowSubqueryCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdatableRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/AlterTableRenameColumnToStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BatchedCallable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/NotCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RevokeOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Transformable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ParamCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterTableDropStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Translate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/UpdateQueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/jaxb/tools/TrimAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ExecuteEventHandler.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/IfImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/DetachedException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Param.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WindowSpecification.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/BindingSetStatementContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JSONEntryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Context.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/FalseCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Declaration.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultCloseableDSLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterTableStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CurrentTimestamp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SQLResultQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Index.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TruncateCascadeStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ContinueWhenStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CommentOnIsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/RowBetweenCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStepN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/IsJSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/NoCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MigrationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/QueryPart.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultVisitListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/GroupConcatSeparatorStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractKeys.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BindingRegisterContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/ConditionProviderImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RegexpLike.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RenamedCatalog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DiagnosticsContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONValueOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-
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jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Label.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterIndexStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Interpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Function.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Block.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateIndexStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/TooManyRowsException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/WindowDefinitionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RoleImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ConditionAsField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/GrantToStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JSONArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractResourceManagingScope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImplN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateDomainDefaultStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DeleteLimitStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/StopWatchListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl6.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultRecordMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Cast.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/XML.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Floor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BindContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SQLField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONArrayAggNullStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ArrayTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl17.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultTransactionListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Assignment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row19.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WindowExcludeStep.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/XMLTableColumnsFirstStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SortOrder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractMeta.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/ProviderEnabledCallableStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/EmbeddableTableField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RevokeFromStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CreateDatabaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Result.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultVisitListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DivideBy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/conf/LocaleAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep22.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/InsertValuesStep9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/PrivilegeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WindowDefinition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Nvl2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/KeywordImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DataMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/conf/SQLDialectAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/JSONArrayAggOrderByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JSONArrayAgg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/QualifiedAsteriskImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Log.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/exception/ExceptionTools.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/MetaDataFieldProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CloseableDSLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep12.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep11.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WindowPartitionByStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Trunc.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Goto.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/ChainedConverterBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Unwrapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropTableFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TableMetaImpl.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CheckImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLPassingMechanism.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/conf/RegexAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Space.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DeleteResultStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Cascade.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/FieldLike.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/GroupField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractRowCountQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CustomTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DeleteQueryImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONObjectNullStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CommentImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SQLTable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CaseImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SQL.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DDLFlag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowIdImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekLimitStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropIndexCascadeStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Pro.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/DefaultStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ForJSON.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep15.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateViewAsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractResultQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep16.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AlterIndexImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/mysql/MySQLDataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/CommonTableExpressionImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectLimitStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterTypeFinalStep.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ExitWhenStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Qualified.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CharacterSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStepN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowInCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Source.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateFromStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/FieldProxy.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MigrationListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/InsertOnConflictDoUpdateStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LikeEscapeStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Array.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Row5.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ListAgg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/BindingGetSQLInputContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/jaxb/tools/XMLBuilder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CreateSchemaImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/IsDistinctFrom.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/EnumConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLasDOMBinding.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LoaderErrorImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UpdateReturningStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RenamedSchema.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Iif.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RecordListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultRecordMapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/BindingSetSQLOutputContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/MockResult.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Allow.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ResultQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropDomainCascadeStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/TableRecordImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/CreateViewFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep7.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultConfiguration.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/EnumType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/CommentOnImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/LazyCatalog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DataSourceConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Record9.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/SelectConnectByAfterStartWithStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Repeat.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ParsingStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep4.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractFormattable.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Names.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/TableField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/ParsingConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ExecuteListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DataType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RevokeImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RecordImpl13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/IfElseStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultDSLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectOptionalOnStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropTypeStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Keyword.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultRecordUnmapperProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Catalog.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultMigrationListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/OrderedAggregateFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep18.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep13.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultExecuteListenerProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/types/DayToSecond.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BatchBindStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Keywords.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/jdbc/BatchedPreparedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/NoDataFoundException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Select.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/UnqualifiedName.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultBindingSQLContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Prior.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/IdentityConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep1.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/InvalidResultException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONEntry.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeKeyStep14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RecordUnmapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/JSONTableColumnsStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/QuantifiedComparisonCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderRowListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropTableStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/BlockImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/XMLTableColumnForOrdinalityStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/ConstraintForeignKeyReferencesStep21.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/SchemaMetaProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep14.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Continue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/AlterSchemaStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/BetweenAndStep8.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/exception/ConfigurationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UDTRecord.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultBindingRegisterContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/ForeignKey.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DerivedColumnList20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/StopWatch.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/MergeNotMatchedValuesStep20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/PositionalWindowFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AlterSchemaImpl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Lower.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowImpl20.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Intern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultMigrationContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/JPAConverter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultMetaProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/NotField.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/RowCondition.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/FieldCondition.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/LoaderFieldMapper.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Fields.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/VisitListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/User.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Limit.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/Loader.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectSeekStep2.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DateDiff.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Comparators.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/InformationSchemaExport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/MergeValuesStep3.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/DropTypeFinalStep.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SelectQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/InternalVisitListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/XMLComment.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/WithAsStep10.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/AbstractDMLQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/RowCountQuery.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/BitCount.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/UDT.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/Sign.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one or more

* contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file distributed with

* this work for additional information regarding copyright ownership.

* The ASF licenses this file to You under the Apache License, Version 2.0

* (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance with

* the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/StringUtils.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Other licenses:

* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

* Commercial licenses for this work are available. These replace the above

* ASL 2.0 and offer limited warranties, support, maintenance, and commercial

* database integrations.

*

* For more information, please visit: http://www.jooq.org/licenses

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*/

/**

    * Create a "plain SQL" field.

    * <p>

    * A PlainSQLField is a field that can contain user-defined plain SQL,

    * because sometimes it is easier to express things directly in SQL, for

    * instance complex proprietary functions. There must not be any binding

    * variables contained in the SQL.

    * <p>

    * Example:

    * <p>

    * <code><pre>

    * String sql = "DECODE(MY_FIELD, 1, 100, 200)";

    * </pre></code>
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    * <p>

    * <b>NOTE</b>: When inserting plain SQL into jOOQ objects, you must

    * guarantee syntax integrity. You may also create the possibility of

    * malicious SQL injection. Be sure to properly use bind variables and/or

    * escape literals when concatenated into SQL clauses!

    *

    * @param sql The SQL

    * @return A field wrapping the plain SQL

    * @see SQL

    */

/**

    * Create a "plain SQL" field.

    * <p>

    * A PlainSQLField is a field that can contain user-defined plain SQL,

    * because sometimes it is easier to express things directly in SQL, for

    * instance complex proprietary functions. There must be as many binding

    * variables contained in the SQL, as passed in the bindings parameter

    * <p>

    * Example:

    * <p>

    * <code><pre>

    * String sql = "DECODE(MY_FIELD, ?, ?, ?)";

    * Object[] bindings = new Object[] { 1, 100, 200 };</pre></code>

    * <p>

    * <b>NOTE</b>: When inserting plain SQL into jOOQ objects, you must

    * guarantee syntax integrity. You may also create the possibility of

    * malicious SQL injection. Be sure to properly use bind variables and/or

    * escape literals when concatenated into SQL clauses!

    *

    * @param sql The SQL

    * @param bindings The bindings for the field

    * @return A field wrapping the plain SQL

    * @see SQL

    * @see DSL#sql(String, Object...)

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/impl/DSL.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2011-2017, Data Geekery GmbH (http://www.datageekery.com)

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/types/UNumber.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/reflect/ReflectException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/types/UShort.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/types/Unsigned.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/types/UByte.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/types/UInteger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/types/ULong.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Other licenses:

* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

* Commercial licenses for this work are available. These replace the above

* ASL 2.0 and offer limited warranties, support, maintenance, and commercial

* database integrations.

*

* For more information, please visit: http://www.jooq.org/licenses

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*/

/**

    * Clean up blobs, clobs and the local configuration.

    * <p>

    * <h5>BLOBS and CLOBS</h5>

    * <p>

    * [#1326] This is necessary in those dialects that have long-lived

    * temporary lob objects, which can cause memory leaks in certain contexts,

    * where the lobs' underlying session / connection is long-lived as well.

    * Specifically, Oracle and ojdbc have some trouble when streaming temporary

    * lobs to UDTs:

    * <ol>

    * <li>The lob cannot have a call-scoped life time with UDTs</li>

    * <li>Freeing the lob after binding will cause an ORA-22275</li>

    * <li>Not freeing the lob after execution will cause an

    * {@link OutOfMemoryError}</li>

    * </ol>

    * <p>

    * <h5>Local configuration</h5>

    * <p>

    * [#1544] There exist some corner-cases regarding the {@link SQLOutput}

    * API, used for UDT serialisation / deserialisation, which have no elegant

    * solutions of obtaining a {@link Configuration} and thus a JDBC

    * {@link Connection} object short of:

    * <ul>

    * <li>Making assumptions about the JDBC driver and using proprietary API,

    * e.g. that of ojdbc</li>

    * <li>Dealing with this problem globally by using such a local

    * configuration</li>

    * </ul>

    *

    * @see <a

    *      href="http://stackoverflow.com/q/11439543/521799">http://stackoverflow.com/q/11439543/521799</a>

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/impl/DefaultExecuteContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*
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* Copyright 2010-2019 Boxfuse GmbH

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*         http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/FlywayVersion.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* This package contains parts of OpenCSV.

* <p>

* jOOQ has no external dependencies. Nevertheless, some libraries that are

* compatible with jOOQ's Apache License 2.0 are embedded into jOOQ. See the

* OpenCSV website for more details about OpenCSV:

* <p>

* <a href="http://opencsv.sourceforge.net/">http://opencsv.sourceforge.net/</a>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/csv/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

<name>Apache License, Version 2.0</name>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.jooq/jooq/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

public DomainConstraint createDomainConstraint() {

public Domain createDomain() {

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/xml/jaxb/ObjectFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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/**

* This package contains parts of JSON Simple.

* <p>

* jOOQ has no external dependencies. Nevertheless, some libraries that are

* compatible with jOOQ's Apache License 2.0 are embedded into jOOQ. See the

* JSON Simple website for more details about JSON Simple:

* <p>

* <a href=

* "http://code.google.com/p/json-simple/">http://code.google.com/p/json-simple/</a>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/json/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

public Domain withDomainCatalog(String value) {

public Domain withDomainSchema(String value) {

public Domain withDomainName(String value) {

public Domain withDataType(String value) {

public Domain withCharacterMaximumLength(Integer value) {

public Domain withNumericPrecision(Integer value) {

public Domain withNumericScale(Integer value) {

public Domain withDomainDefault(String value) {

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/util/xml/jaxb/Domain.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* A very simple CSV parser released under a commercial-friendly license. This

* just implements splitting a single line into fields.

*

* @author Glen Smith
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* @author Rainer Pruy

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/csv/CSVParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2008 The Guava Authors

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except

* in compliance with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software distributed under the License

* is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either

express

* or implied. See the License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations under

* the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/Ints.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/Longs.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

public DomainConstraint withConstraintCatalog(String value) {

public DomainConstraint withConstraintSchema(String value) {

public DomainConstraint withConstraintName(String value) {

public DomainConstraint withDomainCatalog(String value) {

public DomainConstraint withDomainSchema(String value) {

public DomainConstraint withDomainName(String value) {

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/util/xml/jaxb/DomainConstraint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2013 by Yidong Fang

*

* Licensed to the Apache Software Foundation (ASF) under one

* or more contributor license agreements.  See the NOTICE file

* distributed with this work for additional information

* regarding copyright ownership.  The ASF licenses this file

* to you under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the

* "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance
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* with the License.  You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing,

* software distributed under the License is distributed on an

* "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY

* KIND, either express or implied.  See the License for the

* specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/json/JSONValue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/json/JSONObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/json/JSONArray.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* This package contains parts of jOOR.

* <p>

* jOOQ has no external dependencies. Nevertheless, some libraries that are

* compatible with jOOQ's Apache License 2.0 are embedded into jOOQ. See the

* jOOR website for more details about jOOR:

* <p>

* <a href="http://code.google.com/p/joor/">http://code.google.com/p/joor/</a>

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/reflect/package-info.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/reflect/Compile.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-

jar/org/jooq/tools/reflect/CompileOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/reflect/Reflect.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

* Other licenses:

* -----------------------------------------------------------------------------

* Commercial licenses for this work are available. These replace the above

* ASL 2.0 and offer limited warranties, support, maintenance, and commercial

* database integrations.

*

* For more information, please visit: http://www.jooq.org/licenses

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*/

/**

    * Get a set of supported dialect versions and predecessors given a dialect

    * version.

    * <p>

    * The resulting set of dialects contain all the families and dialect

    * versions that precede the argument dialect.
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    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/SQLDialect.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2005 Bytecode Pty Ltd.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

/**

* A very simple CSV reader released under a commercial-friendly license.

*

* @author Glen Smith

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288340_1629742779.98/0/jooq-3-14-4-sources-jar/org/jooq/tools/csv/CSVReader.java

 

1.18 express 4.17.1 
1.18.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Roman Shtylman <shtylman+expressjs@gmail.com>

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.19 asn1crypto 1.4.0 
1.19.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015-2019 Will Bond <will@wbond.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.20 yarl 1.6.3 
1.20.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2016-2018, Andrew Svetlov and aio-libs team

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.21 multidict 5.0.2 
1.21.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic
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mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of
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any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.
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See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.22 validation-api 2.0.1.Final 
1.22.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ParameterDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/BootstrapConfiguration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CrossParameterDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/SupportedValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/ValidationTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraintvalidation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/GroupConversionDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/CascadableDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/spi/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/executable/package-info.java
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ParameterNameProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstructorDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ValidateOnExecution.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableType.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ReturnValueDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/executable/ExecutableValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ElementKind.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Future.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/UnexpectedTypeException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/Scope.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Digits.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Pattern.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/OverridesAttribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationProviderResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/GroupDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Max.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/groups/Default.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/spi/BootstrapState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/Validation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDeclarationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertTrue.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/Valid.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/TraversableResolver.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Past.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/GenericBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/bootstrap/ProviderSpecificBootstrap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ValidationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/Payload.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/PropertyDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ConstraintDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Null.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/NotNull.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Size.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/AssertFalse.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ValidationProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/Min.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ElementDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintDefinitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/Constraint.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source
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* Copyright 2009-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/BeanDescriptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMax.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/MessageInterpolator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ReportAsSingleViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/groups/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/Path.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolation.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/constraints/DecimalMin.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/Validator.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodType.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012-2013, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/ExecutableDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009-2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and
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* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/spi/ConfigurationState.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintViolationException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ConstraintValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/ValidatorContext.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2009-2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/Configuration.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2009, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, 

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/GroupSequence.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2011, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/metadata/MethodDescriptor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source

* Copyright 2012, Red Hat, Inc. and/or its affiliates, and individual contributors

* by the @authors tag. See the copyright.txt in the distribution for a

* full listing of individual contributors.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287814_1629742743.83/0/validation-api-1-1-0-final-sources-19-

jar/javax/validation/groups/ConvertGroup.java

 

1.23 mapbox-gl 1.12.0 
1.23.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2020, Mapbox

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Mapbox GL JS nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

     without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Contains code from glfx.js

 

Copyright (C) 2011 by Evan Wallace

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

Contains a portion of d3-color https://github.com/d3/d3-color

 

Copyright 2010-2016 Mike Bostock

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of contributors may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without specific prior

 written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.24 bash-completion 2.1 
1.24.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
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 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.25 basic-auth 2.0.1 
1.25.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 TJ Holowaychuk

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>

Copyright (c) 2015-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.26 dayjs 1.10.2 
1.26.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018-present, iamkun

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.27 chart.js 2.9.4 
1.27.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Chart.js Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.28 chardet 3.0.4 
1.28.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
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that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
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complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
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it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
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creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
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   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the
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   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
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   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

1.29 docker-compose 1.27.3 
1.29.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  Copyright 2014 Docker, Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.30 pycparser 2.2 
1.30.1 Available under license : 

pycparser -- A C parser in Python

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2020, Eli Bendersky

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of Eli Bendersky nor the names of its contributors may

 be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE
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GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This is a list of people who have contributed to pycparser by supplying patches,

opening issues, or generally helping out, before the project moved to Github.

 

For more recent contributions, check out the "Contributors" page of the

pycparser Github project.

 

The list is sorted in increasing alphabetic order by first name.

 

* Andreas Klckner

* Andrew de los Reyes

* Benoit Pradelle

* Dov Feldstern

* Even Wiik Thomassen

* Greg Smith

* Jaroslav Franek

* Li Xuan Ji

* Mateusz Czaplinski

* Paolo Di Maio

* Rory Yorke

* Rubin

* Scott Tsai

* Sye van der Veen

* Thomas W. Barr

* Tomer Segal

* Weyllor

PLY (Python Lex-Yacc)                   Version 3.10

 

Copyright (C) 2001-2017

David M. Beazley (Dabeaz LLC)

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* Neither the name of the David Beazley or Dabeaz LLC may be used to

 endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

More information about PLY can be obtained on the PLY webpage at:

 

    http://www.dabeaz.com/ply

 

1.31 antlr4 4.9 
1.31.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

tree grammar SourceGenTriggers;

options {

	language     = Java;

	tokenVocab   = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType = GrammarAST;

}

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.codegen;

import org.antlr.v4.misc.Utils;

import org.antlr.v4.codegen.model.*;

import org.antlr.v4.codegen.model.decl.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import java.util.Collections;

import java.util.Map;

import java.util.HashMap;

}

 

@members {

	public OutputModelController controller;

   public boolean hasLookaheadBlock;

   public SourceGenTriggers(TreeNodeStream input, OutputModelController controller) {

   	this(input);

   	this.controller = controller;

   }

}

 

dummy : block[null, null] ;

 

block[GrammarAST label, GrammarAST ebnfRoot] returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

   :	^(	blk=BLOCK (^(OPTIONS .+))?

			{List<CodeBlockForAlt> alts = new ArrayList<CodeBlockForAlt>();}

   		( alternative {alts.add($alternative.altCodeBlock);} )+

   	)

   	{

   	if ( alts.size()==1 && ebnfRoot==null) return alts;

   	if ( ebnfRoot==null ) {

   	    $omos = DefaultOutputModelFactory.list(controller.getChoiceBlock((BlockAST)$blk, alts, $label));

   	}

   	else {

           Choice choice = controller.getEBNFBlock($ebnfRoot, alts);

           hasLookaheadBlock |= choice instanceof PlusBlock || choice instanceof StarBlock;

   	    $omos = DefaultOutputModelFactory.list(choice);
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   	}

   	}

   ;

 

alternative returns [CodeBlockForAlt altCodeBlock, List<SrcOp> ops]

@init {

  	boolean outerMost = inContext("RULE BLOCK");

}

@after {

  	controller.finishAlternative($altCodeBlock, $ops, outerMost);

}

   :	a=alt[outerMost] {$altCodeBlock=$a.altCodeBlock; $ops=$a.ops;}

	;

 

alt[boolean outerMost] returns [CodeBlockForAlt altCodeBlock, List<SrcOp> ops]

@init {

	// set alt if outer ALT only (the only ones with alt field set to Alternative object)

	AltAST altAST = (AltAST)retval.start;

	if ( outerMost ) controller.setCurrentOuterMostAlt(altAST.alt);

}

	:	{

		List<SrcOp> elems = new ArrayList<SrcOp>();

		// TODO: shouldn't we pass $start to controller.alternative()?

		$altCodeBlock = controller.alternative(controller.getCurrentOuterMostAlt(), outerMost);

		$altCodeBlock.ops = $ops = elems;

		controller.setCurrentBlock($altCodeBlock);

		}

		^( ALT elementOptions? ( element {if ($element.omos!=null) elems.addAll($element.omos);} )+ )

 

	|	^(ALT elementOptions? EPSILON)

       {$altCodeBlock = controller.epsilon(controller.getCurrentOuterMostAlt(), outerMost);}

   ;

 

element returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

	:	labeledElement					{$omos = $labeledElement.omos;}

	|	atom[null,false]			{$omos = $atom.omos;}

	|	subrule							{$omos = $subrule.omos;}

	|   ACTION							{$omos = controller.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED							{$omos = controller.sempred((ActionAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|	^(ACTION elementOptions)		{$omos = controller.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)		{$omos = controller.sempred((ActionAST)$SEMPRED);}

	;

 

labeledElement returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

	:	^(ASSIGN ID atom[$ID,false] )			{$omos = $atom.omos;}

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID atom[$ID,false])		{$omos = $atom.omos;}

	|	^(ASSIGN ID block[$ID,null] )			{$omos = $block.omos;}

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID block[$ID,null])		{$omos = $block.omos;}
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	;

 

subrule returns [List<? extends SrcOp> omos]

	:	^(OPTIONAL b=block[null,$OPTIONAL])

		{

		$omos = $block.omos;

		}

	|	(	^(op=CLOSURE b=block[null,null])

		|	^(op=POSITIVE_CLOSURE b=block[null,null])

		)

		{

		List<CodeBlockForAlt> alts = new ArrayList<CodeBlockForAlt>();

		SrcOp blk = $b.omos.get(0);

		CodeBlockForAlt alt = new CodeBlockForAlt(controller.delegate);

		alt.addOp(blk);

		alts.add(alt);

		SrcOp loop = controller.getEBNFBlock($op, alts); // "star it"

       hasLookaheadBlock |= loop instanceof PlusBlock || loop instanceof StarBlock;

  	    $omos = DefaultOutputModelFactory.list(loop);

		}

	| 	block[null, null]					{$omos = $block.omos;}

   ;

 

blockSet[GrammarAST label, boolean invert] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

   :	^(SET atom[label,invert]+) {$omos = controller.set($SET, $label, invert);}

   ;

 

/*

setElement

	:	STRING_LITERAL

	|	TOKEN_REF

	|	^(RANGE STRING_LITERAL STRING_LITERAL)

	;

*/

 

// TODO: combine ROOT/BANG into one then just make new op ref'ing return value of atom/terminal...

// TODO: same for NOT

atom[GrammarAST label, boolean invert] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

	:	^(NOT a=atom[$label, true])		{$omos = $a.omos;}

	|	range[label]							{$omos = $range.omos;}

	|	^(DOT ID terminal[$label])

	|	^(DOT ID ruleref[$label])

   |	^(WILDCARD .)							{$omos = controller.wildcard($WILDCARD, $label);}

   |	WILDCARD								{$omos = controller.wildcard($WILDCARD, $label);}

   |   terminal[label]					{$omos = $terminal.omos;}

   |   ruleref[label]					{$omos = $ruleref.omos;}

	|	blockSet[$label, invert]		{$omos = $blockSet.omos;}

	;
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ruleref[GrammarAST label] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

   :	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION? elementOptions?)		{$omos = controller.ruleRef($RULE_REF, $label,

$ARG_ACTION);}

   ;

 

range[GrammarAST label] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

   :	^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

   ;

 

terminal[GrammarAST label] returns [List<SrcOp> omos]

   :  ^(STRING_LITERAL .)			{$omos = controller.stringRef($STRING_LITERAL, $label);}

   |	STRING_LITERAL				{$omos = controller.stringRef($STRING_LITERAL, $label);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF ARG_ACTION .)	{$omos = controller.tokenRef($TOKEN_REF, $label, $ARG_ACTION);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF .)				{$omos = controller.tokenRef($TOKEN_REF, $label, null);}

   |	TOKEN_REF					{$omos = controller.tokenRef($TOKEN_REF, $label, null);}

   ;

 

elementOptions

   :	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption+)

   ;

 

elementOption

   :	ID

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ID)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID STRING_LITERAL)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ACTION)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID INT)

   ;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/SourceGenTriggers.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2011 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarTreeVisitor.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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*/

 

lexer grammar ActionSplitter;

 

options { filter=true; }

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

}

 

@members {

ActionSplitterListener delegate;

 

public ActionSplitter(CharStream input, ActionSplitterListener delegate) {

   this(input, new RecognizerSharedState());

   this.delegate = delegate;

}

 

/** force filtering (and return tokens). triggers all above actions. */

public List<Token> getActionTokens() {

   List<Token> chunks = new ArrayList<Token>();

   Token t = nextToken();

   while ( t.getType()!=Token.EOF ) {

       chunks.add(t);

       t = nextToken();

   }

   return chunks;

}

 

private boolean isIDStartChar(int c) {

	return c == '_' || Character.isLetter(c);

}

}

 

// ignore comments right away

 

COMMENT

   :   '/*' ( options {greedy=false;} : . )* '*/' {delegate.text($text);}

   ;

 

LINE_COMMENT

   : '//' ~('\n'|'\r')* '\r'? '\n' {delegate.text($text);}

   ;

 

SET_NONLOCAL_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID '::' y=ID WS? '=' expr=ATTR_VALUE_EXPR ';'
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		{

		delegate.setNonLocalAttr($text, $x, $y, $expr);

		}

	;

 

NONLOCAL_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID '::' y=ID {delegate.nonLocalAttr($text, $x, $y);}

	;

 

QUALIFIED_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID '.' y=ID {input.LA(1)!='('}? {delegate.qualifiedAttr($text, $x, $y);}

	;

 

SET_ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID WS? '=' expr=ATTR_VALUE_EXPR ';'

		{

		delegate.setAttr($text, $x, $expr);

		}

	;

 

ATTR

	:	'$' x=ID {delegate.attr($text, $x);}

	;

 

// Anything else is just random text

TEXT

@init {StringBuilder buf = new StringBuilder();}

@after {delegate.text(buf.toString());}

	:	(	c=~('\\'| '$') {buf.append((char)$c);}

		|	'\\$' {buf.append('$');}

		|	'\\' c=~('$') {buf.append('\\').append((char)$c);}

		|	{!isIDStartChar(input.LA(2))}? => '$' {buf.append('$');}

		)+

	;

 

fragment

ID  :	('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|'_') ('a'..'z'|'A'..'Z'|'0'..'9'|'_')*

   ;

 

/** Don't allow an = as first char to prevent $x == 3; kind of stuff. */

fragment

ATTR_VALUE_EXPR

	:	~'=' (~';')*

	;

 

fragment

WS	:	(' '|'\t'|'\n'|'\r')+

	;
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ActionSplitter.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

This file contains the actual layout of the messages emitted by ANTLR.

This file contains the default format ANTLR uses.

*/

 

location(file, line, column) ::= "<file>:<line>:<column>:"

 

message(id, text) ::= "(<id>) <text>"

 

report(location, message, type) ::= "<type>(<message.id>): <location> <message.text>"

 

wantsSingleLineMessage() ::= "false"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/messages/formats/antlr.stg
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No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

javaTypeInitMap ::= [

	"int":"0",

	"long":"0",

	"float":"0.0f",

	"double":"0.0",

	"boolean":"false",

	"byte":"0",

	"short":"0",

	"char":"0",

	default:"null" // anything other than a primitive type is an object

]

 

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>
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<if(file.genPackage)>

package <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.atn.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.dfa.DFA;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.misc.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.*;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Iterator;

import java.util.ArrayList;

 

<parser>

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

package <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<header>

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.ParseTreeListener;

 

/**

* This interface defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by

* {@link <file.parserName>}.

*/

public interface <file.grammarName>Listener extends ParseTreeListener {

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/**

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Enter a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Enter a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>

* @param ctx the parse tree

*/

void enter<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx);

/**

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Exit a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Exit a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>

* @param ctx the parse tree
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*/

void exit<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx);}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

BaseListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

package <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<header>

 

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.ParserRuleContext;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.ErrorNode;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.TerminalNode;

 

/**

* This class provides an empty implementation of {@link <file.grammarName>Listener},

* which can be extended to create a listener which only needs to handle a subset

* of the available methods.

*/

public class <file.grammarName>BaseListener implements <file.grammarName>Listener {

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

*/

@Override public void enter<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx) { \}

/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

*/

@Override public void exit<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx) { \}};

separator="\n">

 

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	@Override public void enterEveryRule(ParserRuleContext ctx) { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */
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	@Override public void exitEveryRule(ParserRuleContext ctx) { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	@Override public void visitTerminal(TerminalNode node) { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	@Override public void visitErrorNode(ErrorNode node) { }

}

>>

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

package <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<header>

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.ParseTreeVisitor;

 

/**

* This interface defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced

* by {@link <file.parserName>}.

*

* @param \<T> The return type of the visit operation. Use {@link Void} for

* operations with no return type.

*/

public interface <file.grammarName>Visitor\<T> extends ParseTreeVisitor\<T> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/**

<if(file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Visit a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Visit a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>

* @param ctx the parse tree

* @return the visitor result

*/

T visit<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx);}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

BaseVisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<
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<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

package <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<header>

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.tree.AbstractParseTreeVisitor;

 

/**

* This class provides an empty implementation of {@link <file.grammarName>Visitor},

* which can be extended to create a visitor which only needs to handle a subset

* of the available methods.

*

* @param \<T> The return type of the visit operation. Use {@link Void} for

* operations with no return type.

*/

public class <file.grammarName>BaseVisitor\<T> extends AbstractParseTreeVisitor\<T> implements

<file.grammarName>Visitor\<T> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation returns the result of calling

* {@link #visitChildren\} on {@code ctx\}.\</p>

*/

@Override public T visit<lname; format="cap">(<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context ctx) { return

visitChildren(ctx); \}}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

// Generated from <grammarFileName; format="java-escape"> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>

 

Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

@SuppressWarnings({"all", "warnings", "unchecked", "unused", "cast"})

public class <parser.name> extends <superClass; null="Parser"> {

	static { RuntimeMetaData.checkVersion("<file.ANTLRVersion>", RuntimeMetaData.VERSION); }

 

	protected static final DFA[] _decisionToDFA;

	protected static final PredictionContextCache _sharedContextCache =

		new PredictionContextCache();

	<if(parser.tokens)>

	public static final int

		<parser.tokens:{k | <k>=<parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;
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	<endif>

	public static final int

		<parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	private static String[] makeRuleNames() {

		return new String[] {

			<parser.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

		};

	}

	public static final String[] ruleNames = makeRuleNames();

 

	<vocabulary(parser.literalNames, parser.symbolicNames)>

 

	@Override

	public String getGrammarFileName() { return "<parser.grammarFileName; format="java-escape">"; }

 

	@Override

	public String[] getRuleNames() { return ruleNames; }

 

	@Override

	public String getSerializedATN() { return _serializedATN; }

 

	@Override

	public ATN getATN() { return _ATN; }

 

	<namedActions.members>

	<parser:(ctor)()>

	<funcs; separator="\n">

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

	public boolean sempred(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int predIndex) {

		switch (ruleIndex) {

		<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

	return <f.name>_sempred((<f.ctxType>)_localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

		}

		return true;

	}

	<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

	<atn>

}

>>

 

vocabulary(literalNames, symbolicNames) ::= <<

private static String[] makeLiteralNames() {

	return new String[] {

		<literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>
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	};

}

private static final String[] _LITERAL_NAMES = makeLiteralNames();

private static String[] makeSymbolicNames() {

	return new String[] {

		<symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	};

}

private static final String[] _SYMBOLIC_NAMES = makeSymbolicNames();

public static final Vocabulary VOCABULARY = new VocabularyImpl(_LITERAL_NAMES,

_SYMBOLIC_NAMES);

 

/**

* @deprecated Use {@link #VOCABULARY} instead.

*/

@Deprecated

public static final String[] tokenNames;

static {

	tokenNames = new String[_SYMBOLIC_NAMES.length];

	for (int i = 0; i \< tokenNames.length; i++) {

		tokenNames[i] = VOCABULARY.getLiteralName(i);

		if (tokenNames[i] == null) {

			tokenNames[i] = VOCABULARY.getSymbolicName(i);

		}

 

		if (tokenNames[i] == null) {

			tokenNames[i] = "\<INVALID>";

		}

	}

}

 

@Override

@Deprecated

public String[] getTokenNames() {

	return tokenNames;

}

 

@Override

 

public Vocabulary getVocabulary() {

	return VOCABULARY;

}

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

@Override

public void action(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int actionIndex) {
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	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

	<f.name>_action((<f.ctxType>)_localctx, actionIndex);

	break;}; separator="\n">

	}

}

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

@Override

public boolean sempred(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int predIndex) {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

	return <f.name>_sempred((<f.ctxType>)_localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

	}

	return true;

}

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>

 

parser_ctor(p) ::= <<

public <p.name>(TokenStream input) {

	super(input);

	_interp = new ParserATNSimulator(this,_ATN,_decisionToDFA,_sharedContextCache);

}

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private void <r.name>_action(<r.ctxType> _localctx, int actionIndex) {

	switch (actionIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

case <index>:

	<actions.(index)>

	break;}; separator="\n">

	}

}

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<
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private boolean <r.name>_sempred(<r.ctxType> _localctx, int predIndex) {

	switch (predIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

case <index>:

	return <actions.(index)>;}; separator="\n">

	}

	return true;

}

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>public final <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<currentRule.name>(<args; separator=",">) throws RecognitionException {

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(_ctx, getState()<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<a.name>}>);

	enterRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.name>);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	<if(exceptions)>

	<exceptions; separator="\n">

	<else>

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;

		_errHandler.reportError(this, re);

		_errHandler.recover(this, re);

	}

	<endif>

	finally {

		<finallyAction>

		exitRule();

	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>
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LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>public final <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<currentRule.name>(<args; separator=", ">) throws RecognitionException {

	return <currentRule.name>(0<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>);

}

 

private <currentRule.ctxType> <currentRule.name>(int _p<args:{a | , <a>}>) throws RecognitionException {

	ParserRuleContext _parentctx = _ctx;

	int _parentState = getState();

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(_ctx, _parentState<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<a.name>}>);

	<currentRule.ctxType> _prevctx = _localctx;

	int _startState = <currentRule.startState>;

	enterRecursionRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;

		_errHandler.reportError(this, re);

		_errHandler.recover(this, re);

	}

	finally {

		<finallyAction>

		unrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx);

	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>_localctx = new <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(_localctx);<endif>

enterOuterAlt(_localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>);

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>
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>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

{

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch (_input.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

default:

	<error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

switch (_input.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

default:

	break;

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

if (<expr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

}

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);
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_errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

while (<loopExpr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>);

	_errHandler.sync(this);

	<iteration>

}

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.blockStartStateNumber>); <! alt block decision !>

_errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

do {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	setState(<choice.stateNumber>); <! loopback/exit decision !>

	_errHandler.sync(this);

	<iteration>

} while ( <loopExpr> );

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch ( getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx) ) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

switch ( getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx) ) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

}

>>
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StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

_errHandler.sync(this);

_alt = getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx);

while ( _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=org.antlr.v4.runtime.atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER ) {

	if ( _alt==1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif> ) {

		<iteration>

		<alts> <! should only be one !>

	}

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>);

	_errHandler.sync(this);

	_alt = getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx);

}

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.blockStartStateNumber>); <! alt block decision !>

_errHandler.sync(this);

_alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>;

do {

	switch (_alt) {

	<alts:{alt|

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

	default:

		<error>

	}

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>); <! loopback/exit decision !>

	_errHandler.sync(this);

	_alt = getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx);

} while ( _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=org.antlr.v4.runtime.atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER );

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>);"

 

ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "throw new NoViableAltException(this);"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" || ">

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) == 0

>>
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// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> && ((1L \<\< <offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>) &

(<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1L \<\< <offsetShift(ttype, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) != 0)

%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]

 

offsetShift(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName>==<ttype>}; separator=" || ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

<ttypes:{t | case <t>:}; separator="\n">

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

setState(<r.stateNumber>);

<if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> =

}><endif><r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChunks>

);

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<

setState(<m.stateNumber>);

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>match(<m.name>);

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

setState(<m.stateNumber>);

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>_input.LT(1);<endif>

<capture>

if ( <if(invert)><m.varName> \<= 0 || <else>!<endif>(<expr>) ) {

	<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = (Token)}><endif>_errHandler.recoverInline(this);

}

else {
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	if ( _input.LA(1)==Token.EOF ) matchedEOF = true;

	_errHandler.reportMatch(this);

	consume();

}

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

setState(<w.stateNumber>);

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>matchWildcard();

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

setState(<p.stateNumber>);

if (!(<chunks>)) throw new FailedPredicateException(this, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>,

<failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>, <p.msg><endif>);

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {

	<catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "skip();"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "more();"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "popMode();"

 

LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_type = <arg>;"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "_channel = <arg>;"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_mode = <arg>;"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "pushMode(<arg>);"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"
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LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<s.name> = <rhsChunks>;"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getText():null)"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getType():0)"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getLine():0)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getCharPositionInLine():0)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getChannel():0)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getTokenIndex():0)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!=null?Integer.valueOf(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.getText()):0)"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start):null)"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop):null)"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::=

"(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?_input.getText(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop):null)"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "_localctx.start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "_localctx.stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "_input.getText(_localctx.start, _input.LT(-1))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "_localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 ::= "((<s.ruleName; format=\"cap\">Context)getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)	  ::=

	"((<s.ruleName; format=\"cap\">Context)getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<s.name> = <rhsChunks>;"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.add(<labelref(a.label)>);"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "<TokenLabelType()> <t.name>"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "int <t.name>;"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "List\<Token> <t.name> = new ArrayList\<Token>()"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "<r.ctxName> <r.name>"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "List\<<rdecl.ctxName>> <rdecl.name> = new ArrayList\<<rdecl.ctxName>>()"

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t)      ::=

   "public TerminalNode <t.name>() { return getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, 0); }"

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::=

   "public List\<TerminalNode> <t.name>() { return getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>); }"

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

public TerminalNode <t.name>(int i) {

	return getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, i);

}
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>>

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

public <r.ctxName> <r.name>() {

	return getRuleContext(<r.ctxName>.class,0);

}

>>

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

public List\<<r.ctxName>\> <r.name>() {

	return getRuleContexts(<r.ctxName>.class);

}

>>

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

public <r.ctxName> <r.name>(int i) {

	return getRuleContext(<r.ctxName>.class,i);

}

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"

 

/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*	r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = _input.LT(1);"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = _input.LA(1);"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers)

	::= <<

public static class <struct.name> extends

<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif><if(interfaces)> implements

<interfaces; separator=", "><endif> {

	<attrs:{a | public <a>;}; separator="\n">

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

	<if(ctorAttrs)>public <struct.name>(ParserRuleContext parent, int invokingState) { super(parent, invokingState);

}<endif>

	public <struct.name>(ParserRuleContext parent, int invokingState<ctorAttrs:{a | , <a>}>) {

		super(parent, invokingState);

		<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | this.<a.name> = <a.name>;}; separator="\n">

	}

	@Override public int getRuleIndex() { return RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>; }

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

	public <struct.name>() { }
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	public void copyFrom(<struct.name> ctx) {

		super.copyFrom(ctx);

		<struct.attrs:{a | this.<a.name> = ctx.<a.name>;}; separator="\n">

	}

<endif>

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

	<extensionMembers; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

public static class <struct.name> extends <currentRule.name; format="cap">Context {

	<attrs:{a | public <a>;}; separator="\n">

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

	public <struct.name>(<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context ctx) { copyFrom(ctx); }

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

@Override

public void <if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule(ParseTreeListener listener) {

	if ( listener instanceof <parser.grammarName>Listener )

((<parser.grammarName>Listener)listener).<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName;

format="cap">(this);

}

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

@Override

public \<T> T accept(ParseTreeVisitor\<? extends T> visitor) {

	if ( visitor instanceof <parser.grammarName>Visitor ) return ((<parser.grammarName>Visitor\<? extends

T>)visitor).visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(this);

	else return visitor.visitChildren(this);

}

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "<d.type> <d.name><if(d.initValue)> = <d.initValue><endif>"

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>((<x.ctx.name>)_localctx).<endif><x.name>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr? */

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "((<actionChunk.ctx.name>)_localctx)"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "precpred(_ctx, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>;"
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recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "_ctx.stop = _input.LT(-1);"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = new <ctxName>Context(_parentctx, _parentState);

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

_localctx.<label>.add(_prevctx);

<else>

_localctx.<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

<if(label)>_localctx.<label> = _prevctx;<endif>

pushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = new <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(new <ruleName; format="cap">Context(_parentctx,

_parentState));

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

((<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context)_localctx).<label>.add(_prevctx);

<else>

((<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context)_localctx).<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

pushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

_localctx = new <ctxName>Context(_localctx);

_ctx = _localctx;

_prevctx = _localctx;

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if ( _parseListeners!=null ) triggerExitRuleEvent();

_prevctx = _localctx;

>>

 

 

LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(lexerFile.genPackage)>

package <lexerFile.genPackage>;

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.Lexer;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.CharStream;
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import org.antlr.v4.runtime.Token;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.TokenStream;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.atn.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.dfa.DFA;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.misc.*;

 

<lexer>

>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

@SuppressWarnings({"all", "warnings", "unchecked", "unused", "cast"})

public class <lexer.name> extends <superClass; null="Lexer"> {

	static { RuntimeMetaData.checkVersion("<lexerFile.ANTLRVersion>", RuntimeMetaData.VERSION); }

 

	protected static final DFA[] _decisionToDFA;

	protected static final PredictionContextCache _sharedContextCache =

		new PredictionContextCache();

	<if(lexer.tokens)>

	public static final int

		<lexer.tokens:{k | <k>=<lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<endif>

	<if(lexer.channels)>

	public static final int

		<lexer.channels:{c | <c>=<lexer.channels.(c)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<endif>

	<if(rest(lexer.modes))>

	public static final int

		<rest(lexer.modes):{m | <m>=<i>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<endif>

	public static String[] channelNames = {

		"DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL", "HIDDEN"<if (lexer.channels)>, <lexer.channels:{c| "<c>"}; separator=", ",

wrap, anchor><endif>

	};

 

	public static String[] modeNames = {

		<lexer.modes:{m| "<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	};

 

	private static String[] makeRuleNames() {

		return new String[] {

			<lexer.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

		};

	}

	public static final String[] ruleNames = makeRuleNames();

 

	<vocabulary(lexer.literalNames, lexer.symbolicNames)>
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	<namedActions.members>

 

	public <lexer.name>(CharStream input) {

		super(input);

		_interp = new LexerATNSimulator(this,_ATN,_decisionToDFA,_sharedContextCache);

	}

 

	@Override

	public String getGrammarFileName() { return "<lexer.grammarFileName>"; }

 

	@Override

	public String[] getRuleNames() { return ruleNames; }

 

	@Override

	public String getSerializedATN() { return _serializedATN; }

 

	@Override

	public String[] getChannelNames() { return channelNames; }

 

	@Override

	public String[] getModeNames() { return modeNames; }

 

	@Override

	public ATN getATN() { return _ATN; }

 

	<dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

	<atn>

}

>>

 

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

<if(rest(model.segments))>

<! requires segmented representation !>

private static final int _serializedATNSegments = <length(model.segments)>;

<model.segments:{segment|private static final String _serializedATNSegment<i0> =

	"<segment; wrap={"+<\n><\t>"}>";}; separator="\n">

public static final String _serializedATN = Utils.join(

	new String[] {

		<model.segments:{segment | _serializedATNSegment<i0>}; separator=",\n">

	},

	""

);

<else>

<! only one segment, can be inlined !>

public static final String _serializedATN =

	"<model.serialized; wrap={"+<\n><\t>"}>";

<endif>

public static final ATN _ATN =
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	new ATNDeserializer().deserialize(_serializedATN.toCharArray());

static {

	_decisionToDFA = new DFA[_ATN.getNumberOfDecisions()];

	for (int i = 0; i \< _ATN.getNumberOfDecisions(); i++) {

		_decisionToDFA[i] = new DFA(_ATN.getDecisionState(i), i);

	}

<!	org.antlr.v4.tool.DOTGenerator dot = new org.antlr.v4.tool.DOTGenerator(null);!>

<!	System.out.println(dot.getDOT(_ATN.decisionToState.get(0), ruleNames, false));!>

<!	System.out.println(dot.getDOT(_ATN.ruleToStartState[2], ruleNames, false));!>

}

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*	must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<javaTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".java"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Java/Java.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2013 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2013 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
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*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

using System;

using System.IO;

using System.Text;

using System.Diagnostics;

using System.Collections.Generic;

using Antlr4.Runtime;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Atn;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Tree;

using DFA = Antlr4.Runtime.Dfa.DFA;

 

<parser>

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<header>

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using IParseTreeListener = Antlr4.Runtime.Tree.IParseTreeListener;

using IToken = Antlr4.Runtime.IToken;

 

/// \<summary>

/// This interface defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by

/// \<see cref="<csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>"/>.

/// \</summary>

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]
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[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public interface I<file.grammarName>Listener : IParseTreeListener {

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/// \<summary>

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Enter a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Enter a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.

<endif>

/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>

void Enter<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname; format="cap">Context

context);

/// \<summary>

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Exit a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Exit a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.

<endif>

/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>

void Exit<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname; format="cap">Context

context);}; separator="\n">

}

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>

 

BaseListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<header>

 

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using IErrorNode = Antlr4.Runtime.Tree.IErrorNode;

using ITerminalNode = Antlr4.Runtime.Tree.ITerminalNode;

using IToken = Antlr4.Runtime.IToken;

using ParserRuleContext = Antlr4.Runtime.ParserRuleContext;

 

/// \<summary>

/// This class provides an empty implementation of \<see cref="I<file.grammarName>Listener"/>,

/// which can be extended to create a listener which only needs to handle a subset

/// of the available methods.
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/// \</summary>

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCode]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <file.grammarName>BaseListener : I<file.grammarName>Listener {

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/// \<summary>

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Enter a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Enter a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.

<endif>

/// \<para>The default implementation does nothing.\</para>

/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>

public virtual void Enter<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname;

format="cap">Context context) { \}

/// \<summary>

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Exit a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Exit a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.

<endif>

/// \<para>The default implementation does nothing.\</para>

/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>

public virtual void Exit<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname;

format="cap">Context context) { \}}; separator="\n">

 

	/// \<inheritdoc/>

	/// \<remarks>The default implementation does nothing.\</remarks>

	public virtual void EnterEveryRule([NotNull] ParserRuleContext context) { }

	/// \<inheritdoc/>

	/// \<remarks>The default implementation does nothing.\</remarks>

	public virtual void ExitEveryRule([NotNull] ParserRuleContext context) { }

	/// \<inheritdoc/>

	/// \<remarks>The default implementation does nothing.\</remarks>

	public virtual void VisitTerminal([NotNull] ITerminalNode node) { }

	/// \<inheritdoc/>

	/// \<remarks>The default implementation does nothing.\</remarks>

	public virtual void VisitErrorNode([NotNull] IErrorNode node) { }

}

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>
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VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<header>

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Tree;

using IToken = Antlr4.Runtime.IToken;

 

/// \<summary>

/// This interface defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced

/// by \<see cref="<csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>"/>.

/// \</summary>

/// \<typeparam name="Result">The return type of the visit operation.\</typeparam>

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public interface I<file.grammarName>Visitor\<Result> : IParseTreeVisitor\<Result> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/// \<summary>

<if(file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Visit a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Visit a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.

<endif>

/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>

/// \<return>The visitor result.\</return>

Result Visit<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname; format="cap">Context

context);}; separator="\n">

}

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>

 

BaseVisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<header>

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Tree;

using IToken = Antlr4.Runtime.IToken;

using ParserRuleContext = Antlr4.Runtime.ParserRuleContext;
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/// \<summary>

/// This class provides an empty implementation of \<see cref="I<file.grammarName>Visitor{Result}"/>,

/// which can be extended to create a visitor which only needs to handle a subset

/// of the available methods.

/// \</summary>

/// \<typeparam name="Result">The return type of the visit operation.\</typeparam>

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCode]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <file.grammarName>BaseVisitor\<Result> : AbstractParseTreeVisitor\<Result>,

I<file.grammarName>Visitor\<Result> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/// \<summary>

<if(file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Visit a parse tree produced by the \<c><lname>\</c>

/// labeled alternative in \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname)>"/>.

<else>

/// Visit a parse tree produced by \<see cref="<file.parserName>.<lname>"/>.

<endif>

/// \<para>

/// The default implementation returns the result of calling \<see

cref="AbstractParseTreeVisitor{Result\}.VisitChildren(IRuleNode)"/>

/// on \<paramref name="context"/>.

/// \</para>

/// \</summary>

/// \<param name="context">The parse tree.\</param>

/// \<return>The visitor result.\</return>

public virtual Result Visit<lname; format="cap">([NotNull] <csIdentifier.(file.parserName)>.<lname;

format="cap">Context context) { return VisitChildren(context); \}}; separator="\n">

}

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

// \<auto-generated>

//     This code was generated by a tool.

//     ANTLR Version: <ANTLRVersion>

//

//     Changes to this file may cause incorrect behavior and will be lost if

//     the code is regenerated.

// \</auto-generated>

//------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

// Generated from <grammarFileName> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>
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// Unreachable code detected

#pragma warning disable 0162

// The variable '...' is assigned but its value is never used

#pragma warning disable 0219

// Missing XML comment for publicly visible type or member '...'

#pragma warning disable 1591

// Ambiguous reference in cref attribute

#pragma warning disable 419

 

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>

 

Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <csIdentifier.(parser.name)> : <superClass; null="Parser"> {

	protected static DFA[] decisionToDFA;

	protected static PredictionContextCache sharedContextCache = new PredictionContextCache();

	<if(parser.tokens)>

	public const int

		<parser.tokens:{k | <k>=<parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<endif>

	public const int

		<parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	public static readonly string[] ruleNames = {

		<parser.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	};

 

	<vocabulary(parser.literalNames, parser.symbolicNames)>

 

	public override string GrammarFileName { get { return "<parser.grammarFileName>"; } }

 

	public override string[] RuleNames { get { return ruleNames; } }

 

	public override string SerializedAtn { get { return new string(_serializedATN); } }

 

	static <csIdentifier.(parser.name)>() {

		decisionToDFA = new DFA[_ATN.NumberOfDecisions];

		for (int i = 0; i \< _ATN.NumberOfDecisions; i++) {

			decisionToDFA[i] = new DFA(_ATN.GetDecisionState(i), i);

		}

	}

 

	<namedActions.members>
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	<parser:(ctor)()>

	<funcs; separator="\n">

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

	public override bool Sempred(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int predIndex) {

		switch (ruleIndex) {

		<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>: return <f.name>_sempred((<f.ctxType>)_localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

		}

		return true;

	}

	<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

	<atn>

}

>>

 

vocabulary(literalNames, symbolicNames) ::= <<

private static readonly string[] _LiteralNames = {

	<literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

};

private static readonly string[] _SymbolicNames = {

	<symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

};

public static readonly IVocabulary DefaultVocabulary = new Vocabulary(_LiteralNames, _SymbolicNames);

 

[NotNull]

public override IVocabulary Vocabulary

{

	get

	{

		return DefaultVocabulary;

	}

}

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

public override void Action(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int actionIndex) {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex> : <f.name>_action(<if(!recog.modes)>(<f.ctxType>)<endif>_localctx, actionIndex); break;};

separator="\n">

	}

}

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>
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<if(sempredFuncs)>

public override bool Sempred(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int predIndex) {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex> : return <f.name>_sempred(<if(!recog.modes)>(<f.ctxType>)<endif>_localctx, predIndex);};

separator="\n">

	}

	return true;

}

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>

 

parser_ctor(parser) ::= <<

	public <csIdentifier.(parser.name)>(ITokenStream input) : this(input, Console.Out, Console.Error) { }

 

	public <csIdentifier.(parser.name)>(ITokenStream input, TextWriter output, TextWriter errorOutput)

	: base(input, output, errorOutput)

{

	Interpreter = new ParserATNSimulator(this, _ATN, decisionToDFA, sharedContextCache);

}

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private void <r.name>_action(<r.ctxType> _localctx, int actionIndex) {

	switch (actionIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

case <index>: <actions.(index)> break;}; separator="\n">

	}

}

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private bool <r.name>_sempred(<r.ctxType> _localctx, int predIndex) {

	switch (predIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

case <index>: return <actions.(index)>;}; separator="\n">

	}

	return true;

}

>>
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RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

 

<if(ruleCtx)>

<ruleCtx>

<endif>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

[RuleVersion(<namedActions.version; null="0">)]

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>public <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(<args; separator=", ">) {

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(Context, State<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<csIdentifier.(a.name)>}>);

	EnterRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.name>);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	<if(exceptions)>

	<exceptions; separator="\n">

	<else>

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;

		ErrorHandler.ReportError(this, re);

		ErrorHandler.Recover(this, re);

	}

	<endif>

	finally {

		<finallyAction>

		ExitRule();

	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

LeftFactoredRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>private <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(<args; separator=", ">) {

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(Context, State<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<csIdentifier.(a.name)>}>);
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	EnterLeftFactoredRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.variantOf>);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;

		ErrorHandler.ReportError(this, re);

		ErrorHandler.Recover(this, re);

	}

	finally {

		<finallyAction>

		ExitRule();

	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

// This behaves similar to RuleFunction (enterRule is called, and no adjustments

// are made to the parse tree), but since it's still a variant no context class

// needs to be generated.

LeftUnfactoredRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>private <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(<args; separator=", ">) {

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(Context, State<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<csIdentifier.(a.name)>}>);

	EnterRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.variantOf>);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;

		ErrorHandler.ReportError(this, re);
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		ErrorHandler.Recover(this, re);

	}

	finally {

		<finallyAction>

		ExitRule();

	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

[RuleVersion(<namedActions.version; null="0">)]

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else>public <endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(<args; separator=", ">) {

	return <csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(0<currentRule.args:{a | , <csIdentifier.(a.name)>}>);

}

 

private <currentRule.ctxType> <csIdentifier.(currentRule.name)>(int _p<args:{a | , <a>}>) {

	ParserRuleContext _parentctx = Context;

	int _parentState = State;

	<currentRule.ctxType> _localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(Context, _parentState<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<csIdentifier.(a.name)>}>);

	<currentRule.ctxType> _prevctx = _localctx;

	int _startState = <currentRule.startState>;

	EnterRecursionRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		int _alt;

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	catch (RecognitionException re) {

		_localctx.exception = re;

		ErrorHandler.ReportError(this, re);

		ErrorHandler.Recover(this, re);

	}

	finally {

		<finallyAction>
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		UnrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx);

	}

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>_localctx = new <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(_localctx);<endif>

EnterOuterAlt(_localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>);

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

{

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = TokenStream.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch (TokenStream.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

default:

	<error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

switch (TokenStream.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

default:

	break;

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<
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State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

if (<expr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

}

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

while (<loopExpr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	State = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;

	ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

	<iteration>

}

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

State = <choice.blockStartStateNumber>;<! alt block decision !>

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

do {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	State = <choice.stateNumber>;<! loopback/exit decision !>

	ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

	<iteration>

} while ( <loopExpr> );

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = TokenStream.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch ( Interpreter.AdaptivePredict(TokenStream,<choice.decision>,Context) ) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

}

>>
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OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

switch ( Interpreter.AdaptivePredict(TokenStream,<choice.decision>,Context) ) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

State = <choice.stateNumber>;

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

_alt = Interpreter.AdaptivePredict(TokenStream,<choice.decision>,Context);

while ( _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=global::Antlr4.Runtime.Atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER ) {

	if ( _alt==1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif> ) {

		<iteration>

		<alts> <! should only be one !>

	}

	State = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;

	ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

	_alt = Interpreter.AdaptivePredict(TokenStream,<choice.decision>,Context);

}

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

State = <choice.blockStartStateNumber>;<! alt block decision !>

ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

_alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>;

do {

	switch (_alt) {

	<alts:{alt|

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

	default:

		<error>

	}

	State = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;<! loopback/exit decision !>

	ErrorHandler.Sync(this);

	_alt = Interpreter.AdaptivePredict(TokenStream,<choice.decision>,Context);

} while ( _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=global::Antlr4.Runtime.Atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER );

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "Sync(<s.expecting.name>);"

 

ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "throw new NoViableAltException(this);"
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TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" || ">

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> && ((1L \<\< <offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>) &

(<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1L \<\< <offsetShift(tokenType.(ttype), bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) != 0)

%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]

 

offsetShift(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName>==<tokenType.(ttype)>}; separator=" || ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

<ttypes:{t | case <tokenType.(t)>:}; separator="\n">

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

State = <r.stateNumber>; <if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> =

}><endif><csIdentifier.(r.name)>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><arg

ExprsChunks>);

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<

State = <m.stateNumber>; <if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>Match(<tokenType.(m.name)>);

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"
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CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

State = <m.stateNumber>;

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>TokenStream.LT(1);<endif>

<capture>

if ( <if(invert)><m.varName> \<= 0 || <else>!<endif>(<expr>) ) {

	<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>ErrorHandler.RecoverInline(this);

}

else {

	ErrorHandler.ReportMatch(this);

   Consume();

}

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

State = <w.stateNumber>;

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>MatchWildcard();

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

State = <p.stateNumber>;

if (!(<chunks>)) throw new FailedPredicateException(this, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>,

<failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>, <p.msg><endif>);

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {

	<catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "Skip();"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "More();"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "PopMode();"

 

LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_type = <tokenType.(arg)>;"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "_channel = <channelName.(arg)>;"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_mode = <modeName.(arg)>;"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "PushMode(<modeName.(arg)>);"
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ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<csIdentifier.(a.name)>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<csIdentifier.(a.name)>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<csIdentifier.(a.name)>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<csIdentifier.(a.name)>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<csIdentifier.(t.name)>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(csIdentifier.(t.name))>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<csIdentifier.(s.name)> = <rhsChunks>;"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={IToken}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={IToken}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.Text:null)"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.Type:0)"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.Line:0)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::=

"(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.CharPositionInLine:0)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::=

"(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.Channel:0)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::=

"(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.TokenIndex:0)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::=

"(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>!=null?int.Parse(<ctx(t)>.<tokenType.(t.label)>.Text):0)"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.Start):null)"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.Stop):null)"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::=

"(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!=null?TokenStream.GetText(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.Start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.Stop):null)"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "_localctx.Start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "_localctx.Stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "TokenStream.GetText(_localctx.Start, TokenStream.LT(-1))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "_localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 ::= <%((<s.ruleName;

format="cap">Context)GetInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<csIdentifier.(s.name)>%>

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)	  ::=

	<%((<s.ruleName; format="cap">Context)GetInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<csIdentifier.(s.name)> =

<rhsChunks>;%>

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.Add(<labelref(a.label)>);"
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TokenDecl(t) ::= "<TokenLabelType()> <csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "int <csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>;"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "IList\<IToken> <csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))> = new List\<IToken>()"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "<r.ctxName> <csIdentifier.(r.name)>"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "IList\<<rdecl.ctxName>> <csIdentifier.(rdecl.name)> = new

List\<<rdecl.ctxName>>()"

 

contextGetterCollection(elementType) ::= <%

<elementType>[]

%>

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t)      ::=

   "[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCode] public ITerminalNode <csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>() {

return GetToken(<csIdentifier.(parser.name)>.<csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>, 0); }"

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCode] public <contextGetterCollection("ITerminalNode")>

<csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>() { return

GetTokens(<csIdentifier.(parser.name)>.<csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>); }

>>

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCode] public ITerminalNode <csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>(int i) {

	return GetToken(<csIdentifier.(parser.name)>.<csIdentifier.(tokenType.(t.name))>, i);

}

>>

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCode] public <r.ctxName> <csIdentifier.(r.name)>() {

	return GetRuleContext\<<r.ctxName>\>(0);

}

>>

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCode] public <contextGetterCollection({<r.ctxName>})>

<csIdentifier.(r.name)>() {

	return GetRuleContexts\<<r.ctxName>\>();

}

>>

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCode] public <r.ctxName> <csIdentifier.(r.name)>(int i) {

	return GetRuleContext\<<r.ctxName>\>(i);

}

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"

 

/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*	r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"
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ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "_<tokenType.(tokenName)>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "_<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "_<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = TokenStream.LT(1);"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = TokenStream.LA(1);"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers,

          superClass={ParserRuleContext}) ::= <<

public partial class <struct.name> :

<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif><if(interfaces)>, <interfaces;

separator=", "><endif> {

	<attrs:{a | public <a>;}; separator="\n">

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

	<if(ctorAttrs)>public <struct.name>(ParserRuleContext parent, int invokingState) : base(parent, invokingState) {

}<endif>

	public <struct.name>(ParserRuleContext parent, int invokingState<ctorAttrs:{a | , <a>}>)

		: base(parent, invokingState)

	{

		<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | this.<csIdentifier.(a.name)> = <csIdentifier.(a.name)>;}; separator="\n">

	}

	public override int RuleIndex { get { return RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>; } }

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

	public <struct.name>() { }

	public virtual void CopyFrom(<struct.name> context) {

		base.CopyFrom(context);

		<struct.attrs:{a | this.<csIdentifier.(a.name)> = context.<csIdentifier.(a.name)>;}; separator="\n">

	}

<endif>

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

	<extensionMembers; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

public partial class <struct.name> : <currentRule.name; format="cap">Context {

	<attrs:{a | public <a>;}; separator="\n">

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

	public <struct.name>(<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context context) { CopyFrom(context); }

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCode]

public override void <if(method.isEnter)>Enter<else>Exit<endif>Rule(IParseTreeListener listener) {

	I<parser.grammarName>Listener typedListener = listener as I<parser.grammarName>Listener;
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	if (typedListener != null) typedListener.<if(method.isEnter)>Enter<else>Exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName;

format="cap">(this);

}

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

[System.Diagnostics.DebuggerNonUserCode]

public override TResult Accept\<TResult>(IParseTreeVisitor\<TResult> visitor) {

	I<parser.grammarName>Visitor\<TResult> typedVisitor = visitor as I<parser.grammarName>Visitor\<TResult>;

	if (typedVisitor != null) return typedVisitor.Visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(this);

	else return visitor.VisitChildren(this);

}

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "<d.type> <csIdentifier.(d.name)><if(d.initValue)> = <d.initValue><endif>"

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)><typedContext(x.ctx)>.<endif><csIdentifier.(x.name)>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr? */

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "<typedContext(actionChunk.ctx)>"

 

// only casts _localctx to the type when the cast isn't redundant (i.e. to a sub-context for a labeled alt)

typedContext(ctx) ::= "<if(ctx.provideCopyFrom)>((<ctx.name>)_localctx)<else>_localctx<endif>"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "Precpred(Context, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>;"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "Context.Stop = TokenStream.LT(-1);"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = new <ctxName>Context(_parentctx, _parentState);

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

_localctx.<label>.Add(_prevctx);

<else>

_localctx.<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

PushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = new <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(new <ruleName; format="cap">Context(_parentctx,

_parentState));

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

((<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context)_localctx).<label>.Add(_prevctx);
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<else>

((<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context)_localctx).<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

PushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

_localctx = new <ctxName>Context(_localctx);

Context = _localctx;

_prevctx = _localctx;

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if ( ParseListeners!=null )

	TriggerExitRuleEvent();

_prevctx = _localctx;

>>

 

 

LexerFile(file, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage> {

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

using System;

using System.IO;

using System.Text;

using Antlr4.Runtime;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Atn;

using Antlr4.Runtime.Misc;

using DFA = Antlr4.Runtime.Dfa.DFA;

 

<lexer>

<if(file.genPackage)>

} // namespace <file.genPackage>

<endif>

>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

[System.CodeDom.Compiler.GeneratedCode("ANTLR", "<file.ANTLRVersion>")]

[System.CLSCompliant(false)]

public partial class <csIdentifier.(lexer.name)> : <superClass; null="Lexer"> {

	protected static DFA[] decisionToDFA;

	protected static PredictionContextCache sharedContextCache = new PredictionContextCache();

	public const int

		<lexer.tokens:{k | <tokenType.(k)>=<lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;
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	<if(lexer.channels)>

	public const int

		<lexer.channels:{k | <csIdentifier.(k)>=<lexer.channels.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<endif>

	<if(rest(lexer.modes))>

	public const int

		<rest(lexer.modes):{m | <m>=<i>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

	<endif>

	public static string[] channelNames = {

		"DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL", "HIDDEN"<if (lexer.channels)>, <lexer.channels:{c| "<c>"}; separator=", ",

wrap, anchor><endif>

	};

 

	public static string[] modeNames = {

		<lexer.modes:{m| "<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	};

 

	public static readonly string[] ruleNames = {

		<lexer.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	};

 

	<namedActions.members>

 

	public <csIdentifier.(lexer.name)>(ICharStream input)

	: this(input, Console.Out, Console.Error) { }

 

	public <csIdentifier.(lexer.name)>(ICharStream input, TextWriter output, TextWriter errorOutput)

	: base(input, output, errorOutput)

	{

		Interpreter = new LexerATNSimulator(this, _ATN, decisionToDFA, sharedContextCache);

	}

 

	<vocabulary(lexer.literalNames, lexer.symbolicNames)>

 

	public override string GrammarFileName { get { return "<lexer.grammarFileName>"; } }

 

	public override string[] RuleNames { get { return ruleNames; } }

 

	public override string[] ChannelNames { get { return channelNames; } }

 

	public override string[] ModeNames { get { return modeNames; } }

 

	public override string SerializedAtn { get { return new string(_serializedATN); } }

 

	static <csIdentifier.(lexer.name)>() {

		decisionToDFA = new DFA[_ATN.NumberOfDecisions];

		for (int i = 0; i \< _ATN.NumberOfDecisions; i++) {

			decisionToDFA[i] = new DFA(_ATN.GetDecisionState(i), i);
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		}

	}

	<dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

	<atn>

}

>>

 

 

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

private static char[] _serializedATN = {

	<model.serialized; separator=", ", wrap>,

};

 

public static readonly ATN _ATN =

	new ATNDeserializer().Deserialize(_serializedATN);

 

 

>>

 

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

default(<typeName>)

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".cs"

 

modeName ::= [

	"DEFAULT_MODE" : "DefaultMode",

	default : key

]

 

channelName ::= [

	"HIDDEN" : "Hidden",

	"DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL" : "DefaultTokenChannel",

	default : key

]

 

tokenType ::= [

	"EOF" : "Eof",

	default : key

]

 

csIdentifier ::= [

	"abstract" : "@abstract",

	"as" : "@as",

	"base" : "@base",

	"bool" : "@bool",

	"break" : "@break",

	"byte" : "@byte",
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	"case" : "@case",

	"catch" : "@catch",

	"char" : "@char",

	"checked" : "@checked",

	"class" : "@class",

	"const" : "@const",

	"continue" : "@continue",

	"decimal" : "@decimal",

	"default" : "@default",

	"delegate" : "@delegate",

	"do" : "@do",

	"double" : "@double",

	"else" : "@else",

	"enum" : "@enum",

	"event" : "@event",

	"explicit" : "@explicit",

	"extern" : "@extern",

	"false" : "@false",

	"finally" : "@finally",

	"fixed" : "@fixed",

	"float" : "@float",

	"for" : "@for",

	"foreach" : "@foreach",

	"goto" : "@goto",

	"if" : "@if",

	"implicit" : "@implicit",

	"in" : "@in",

	"int" : "@int",

	"interface" : "@interface",

	"internal" : "@internal",

	"is" : "@is",

	"lock" : "@lock",

	"long" : "@long",

	"namespace" : "@namespace",

	"new" : "@new",

	"null" : "@null",

	"object" : "@object",

	"operator" : "@operator",

	"out" : "@out",

	"override" : "@override",

	"params" : "@params",

	"private" : "@private",

	"protected" : "@protected",

	"public" : "@public",

	"readonly" : "@readonly",

	"ref" : "@ref",

	"return" : "@return",

	"sbyte" : "@sbyte",
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	"sealed" : "@sealed",

	"short" : "@short",

	"sizeof" : "@sizeof",

	"stackalloc" : "@stackalloc",

	"static" : "@static",

	"string" : "@string",

	"struct" : "@struct",

	"switch" : "@switch",

	"this" : "@this",

	"throw" : "@throw",

	"true" : "@true",

	"try" : "@try",

	"typeof" : "@typeof",

	"uint" : "@uint",

	"ulong" : "@ulong",

	"unchecked" : "@unchecked",

	"unsafe" : "@unsafe",

	"ushort" : "@ushort",

	"using" : "@using",

	"virtual" : "@virtual",

	"values" : "@values",

	"void" : "@void",

	"volatile" : "@volatile",

	"while" : "@while",

	default : key

]

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/CSharp/CSharp.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products
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*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** Find left-recursive rules */

tree grammar LeftRecursiveRuleWalker;

 

options {

	tokenVocab=ANTLRParser;

   ASTLabelType=GrammarAST;

}

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

 

import org.antlr.v4.misc.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

}

 

@members {

private String ruleName;

private int currentOuterAltNumber; // which outer alt of rule?

public int numAlts;  // how many alts for this rule total?

 

public void setAltAssoc(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void binaryAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void prefixAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void suffixAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void otherAlt(AltAST altTree, int alt) {}

public void setReturnValues(GrammarAST t) {}

}

 

@rulecatch { }

 

// TODO: can get parser errors for not matching pattern; make them go away

public

rec_rule returns [boolean isLeftRec]
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@init

{

	currentOuterAltNumber = 1;

}

	:	^(	r=RULE id=RULE_REF {ruleName=$id.getText();}

			ruleModifier?

//			(ARG_ACTION)? shouldn't allow args, right?

			(^(RETURNS a=ARG_ACTION {setReturnValues($a);}))?

//      		( ^(THROWS .+) )? don't allow

     		( ^(LOCALS ARG_ACTION) )? // TODO: copy these to gen'd code

     		(	^(OPTIONS .*)

		    |   ^(AT ID ACTION) // TODO: copy

		    )*

			ruleBlock {$isLeftRec = $ruleBlock.isLeftRec;}

			exceptionGroup

		)

	;

 

exceptionGroup

   :	exceptionHandler* finallyClause?

   ;

 

exceptionHandler

	: ^(CATCH ARG_ACTION ACTION)

	;

 

finallyClause

	: ^(FINALLY ACTION)

	;

 

ruleModifier

   : PUBLIC

   | PRIVATE

   | PROTECTED

   ;

 

ruleBlock returns [boolean isLeftRec]

@init{boolean lr=false; this.numAlts = $start.getChildCount();}

	:	^(	BLOCK

			(

				o=outerAlternative

				{if ($o.isLeftRec) $isLeftRec = true;}

				{currentOuterAltNumber++;}

			)+

		)

	;

 

/** An alt is either prefix, suffix, binary, or ternary operation or "other" */
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outerAlternative returns [boolean isLeftRec]

   :   (binary)=>           binary

                            {binaryAlt((AltAST)$start, currentOuterAltNumber); $isLeftRec=true;}

   |   (prefix)=>           prefix

                            {prefixAlt((AltAST)$start, currentOuterAltNumber);}

   |   (suffix)=>           suffix

                            {suffixAlt((AltAST)$start, currentOuterAltNumber); $isLeftRec=true;}

   |   nonLeftRecur         {otherAlt((AltAST)$start,  currentOuterAltNumber);}

   ;

 

binary

	:	^( ALT elementOptions? recurse element* recurse epsilonElement* )

       {setAltAssoc((AltAST)$ALT,currentOuterAltNumber);}

	;

 

prefix

	:	^(	ALT elementOptions?

			element+

			recurse epsilonElement*

		 )

        {setAltAssoc((AltAST)$ALT,currentOuterAltNumber);}

	;

 

suffix

   :   ^( ALT elementOptions? recurse element+ )

        {setAltAssoc((AltAST)$ALT,currentOuterAltNumber);}

   ;

 

nonLeftRecur

   :   ^(ALT elementOptions? element+)

   ;

 

recurse

	:	^(ASSIGN ID recurseNoLabel)

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID recurseNoLabel)

	|	recurseNoLabel

	;

 

recurseNoLabel : {((CommonTree)input.LT(1)).getText().equals(ruleName)}? RULE_REF;

 

token returns [GrammarAST t=null]

	:	^(ASSIGN ID s=token {$t = $s.t;})

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID s=token {$t = $s.t;})

	|	b=STRING_LITERAL    					{$t = $b;}

   |	^(b=STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)		{$t = $b;}

   |	^(c=TOKEN_REF elementOptions)			{$t = $c;}

	|	c=TOKEN_REF        						{$t = $c;}

	;
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elementOptions

   :	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption*)

   ;

 

elementOption

   :	ID

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ID)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID STRING_LITERAL)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID ACTION)

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID INT)

   ;

 

element

	:	atom

	|	^(NOT element)

	|	^(RANGE atom atom)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID element)

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID element)

   |	^(SET setElement+)

   |   RULE_REF

	|	ebnf

	|	epsilonElement

	;

 

epsilonElement

	:	ACTION

	|	SEMPRED

	|	EPSILON

	|	^(ACTION elementOptions)

	|	^(SEMPRED elementOptions)

	;

 

setElement

	:	^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)

	|	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)

	|	STRING_LITERAL

	|	TOKEN_REF

	;

 

ebnf:   block

   |   ^( OPTIONAL block )

   |   ^( CLOSURE block )

   |   ^( POSITIVE_CLOSURE block )

   ;

 

block

   :	^(BLOCK ACTION? alternative+)
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   ;

 

alternative

	:	^(ALT elementOptions? element+)

   ;

 

atom

	:	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION? elementOptions?)

   |  ^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)

	|	STRING_LITERAL

   |	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)

	|	TOKEN_REF

   |	^(WILDCARD elementOptions)

	|	WILDCARD

	|	^(DOT ID element)

	;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/LeftRecursiveRuleWalker.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** The definitive ANTLR v3 tree grammar to walk/visit ANTLR v4 grammars.

*  Parses trees created by ANTLRParser.g.

*

*  Rather than have multiple tree grammars, one for each visit, I'm

*  creating this generic visitor that knows about context. All of the

*  boilerplate pattern recognition is done here. Then, subclasses can

*  override the methods they care about. This prevents a lot of the same

*  context tracking stuff like "set current alternative for current

*  rule node" that is repeated in lots of tree filters.

*/

tree grammar GrammarTreeVisitor;

options {

	language      = Java;

	tokenVocab    = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType  = GrammarAST;

}

 

// Include the copyright in this source and also the generated source

@header {

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2011 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.Tool;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import java.lang.reflect.InvocationTargetException;

import java.lang.reflect.Method;

}

 

@members {

public String grammarName;

public GrammarAST currentRuleAST;

public String currentModeName = LexerGrammar.DEFAULT_MODE_NAME;

public String currentRuleName;

public GrammarAST currentOuterAltRoot;

public int currentOuterAltNumber = 1; // 1..n

public int rewriteEBNFLevel = 0;

 

public GrammarTreeVisitor() { this(null); }

 

// Should be abstract but can't make gen'd parser abstract;

// subclasses should implement else everything goes to stderr!

public ErrorManager getErrorManager() { return null; }

 

public void visitGrammar(GrammarAST t) { visit(t, "grammarSpec"); }

public void visit(GrammarAST t, String ruleName) {

	CommonTreeNodeStream nodes = new CommonTreeNodeStream(new GrammarASTAdaptor(), t);

	setTreeNodeStream(nodes);

	try {

		Method m = getClass().getMethod(ruleName);

		m.invoke(this);

	}

	catch (Throwable e) {

		ErrorManager errMgr = getErrorManager();

		if ( e instanceof InvocationTargetException ) {

			e = e.getCause();

		}

		//e.printStackTrace(System.err);

		if ( errMgr==null ) {

			System.err.println("can't find rule "+ruleName+

							   " or tree structure error: "+t.toStringTree()

							   );

			e.printStackTrace(System.err);

		}

		else errMgr.toolError(ErrorType.INTERNAL_ERROR, e);

	}
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}

 

public void discoverGrammar(GrammarRootAST root, GrammarAST ID) { }

public void finishPrequels(GrammarAST firstPrequel) { }

public void finishGrammar(GrammarRootAST root, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

public void grammarOption(GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void ruleOption(GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void blockOption(GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void defineToken(GrammarAST ID) { }

public void defineChannel(GrammarAST ID) { }

public void globalNamedAction(GrammarAST scope, GrammarAST ID, ActionAST action) { }

public void importGrammar(GrammarAST label, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

public void modeDef(GrammarAST m, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

public void discoverRules(GrammarAST rules) { }

public void finishRules(GrammarAST rule) { }

public void discoverRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, List<GrammarAST> modifiers,

						 ActionAST arg, ActionAST returns, GrammarAST thrws,

						 GrammarAST options, ActionAST locals,

						 List<GrammarAST> actions,

						 GrammarAST block) { }

public void finishRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST block) { }

public void discoverLexerRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, List<GrammarAST> modifiers,

                             GrammarAST block) { }

public void finishLexerRule(RuleAST rule, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST block) { }

public void ruleCatch(GrammarAST arg, ActionAST action) { }

public void finallyAction(ActionAST action) { }

public void discoverOuterAlt(AltAST alt) { }

public void finishOuterAlt(AltAST alt) { }

public void discoverAlt(AltAST alt) { }

public void finishAlt(AltAST alt) { }

 

public void ruleRef(GrammarAST ref, ActionAST arg) { }

public void tokenRef(TerminalAST ref) { }

public void elementOption(GrammarASTWithOptions t, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST valueAST) { }

public void stringRef(TerminalAST ref) { }

public void wildcardRef(GrammarAST ref) { }

public void actionInAlt(ActionAST action) { }

public void sempredInAlt(PredAST pred) { }

public void label(GrammarAST op, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST element) { }

public void lexerCallCommand(int outerAltNumber, GrammarAST ID, GrammarAST arg) { }

public void lexerCommand(int outerAltNumber, GrammarAST ID) { }

 

protected void enterGrammarSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitGrammarSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }
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protected void enterPrequelConstructs(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitPrequelConstructs(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterPrequelConstruct(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitPrequelConstruct(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOptionsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitOptionsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOptionValue(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitOptionValue(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterDelegateGrammars(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitDelegateGrammars(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterDelegateGrammar(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitDelegateGrammar(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterTokensSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitTokensSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterTokenSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitTokenSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterChannelsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitChannelsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterChannelSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitChannelSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRules(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRules(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterMode(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitMode(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerRule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerRule(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRule(GrammarAST tree) { }
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protected void enterExceptionGroup(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitExceptionGroup(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterExceptionHandler(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitExceptionHandler(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterFinallyClause(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitFinallyClause(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLocals(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLocals(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleReturns(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleReturns(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterThrowsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitThrowsSpec(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleAction(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleModifier(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleModifier(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

protected void exitOuterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerAlternative(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerAlternative(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerElements(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerElements(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLabeledLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLabeledLexerElement(GrammarAST tree) { }
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protected void enterLexerBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterActionElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitActionElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

protected void exitAlternative(AltAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerCommand(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerCommand(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerCommandExpr(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerCommandExpr(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAstOperand(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitAstOperand(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLabeledElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLabeledElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterLexerSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitLexerSubrule(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterBlockSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitBlockSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterEbnfSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitEbnfSuffix(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitAtom(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterBlockSet(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitBlockSet(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterSetElement(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitSetElement(GrammarAST tree) { }
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protected void enterBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitBlock(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRuleref(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRuleref(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterRange(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitRange(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterTerminal(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitTerminal(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterElementOptions(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitElementOptions(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

protected void enterElementOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

protected void exitElementOption(GrammarAST tree) { }

 

	@Override

	public void traceIn(String ruleName, int ruleIndex)  {

		System.err.println("enter "+ruleName+": "+input.LT(1));

	}

 

	@Override

	public void traceOut(String ruleName, int ruleIndex)  {

		System.err.println("exit "+ruleName+": "+input.LT(1));

	}

}

 

grammarSpec

@init {

	enterGrammarSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitGrammarSpec($start);

}

   :   ^(	GRAMMAR ID {grammarName=$ID.text;}

   		{discoverGrammar((GrammarRootAST)$GRAMMAR, $ID);}

		   	prequelConstructs

   		{finishPrequels($prequelConstructs.firstOne);}

		   	rules mode*

   		{finishGrammar((GrammarRootAST)$GRAMMAR, $ID);}

		 )

	;

 

prequelConstructs returns [GrammarAST firstOne=null]

@init {

	enterPrequelConstructs($start);
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}

@after {

	exitPrequelConstructs($start);

}

	:	{$firstOne=$start;} prequelConstruct+

	|

	;

 

prequelConstruct

@init {

	enterPrequelConstructs($start);

}

@after {

	exitPrequelConstructs($start);

}

	:   optionsSpec

   |   delegateGrammars

   |   tokensSpec

   |   channelsSpec

   |   action

   ;

 

optionsSpec

@init {

	enterOptionsSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitOptionsSpec($start);

}

	:	^(OPTIONS option*)

   ;

 

option

@init {

	enterOption($start);

	boolean rule = inContext("RULE ...");

	boolean block = inContext("BLOCK ...");

}

@after {

	exitOption($start);

}

   :   ^(a=ASSIGN ID v=optionValue)

   	{

   	if ( block ) blockOption($ID, $v.start); // most specific first

   	else if ( rule ) ruleOption($ID, $v.start);

   	else grammarOption($ID, $v.start);

   	}

   ;
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optionValue returns [String v]

@init {

	enterOptionValue($start);

	$v = $start.token.getText();

}

@after {

	exitOptionValue($start);

}

   :   ID

   |   STRING_LITERAL

   |   INT

   ;

 

delegateGrammars

@init {

	enterDelegateGrammars($start);

}

@after {

	exitDelegateGrammars($start);

}

	:   ^(IMPORT delegateGrammar+)

	;

 

delegateGrammar

@init {

	enterDelegateGrammar($start);

}

@after {

	exitDelegateGrammar($start);

}

   :   ^(ASSIGN label=ID id=ID)	{importGrammar($label, $id);}

   |   id=ID						{importGrammar(null, $id);}

   ;

 

tokensSpec

@init {

	enterTokensSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitTokensSpec($start);

}

	:   ^(TOKENS_SPEC tokenSpec+)

	;

 

tokenSpec

@init {

	enterTokenSpec($start);
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}

@after {

	exitTokenSpec($start);

}

	:	ID					{defineToken($ID);}

	;

 

channelsSpec

@init {

	enterChannelsSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitChannelsSpec($start);

}

	:   ^(CHANNELS channelSpec+)

	;

 

channelSpec

@init {

	enterChannelSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitChannelSpec($start);

}

	:	ID					{defineChannel($ID);}

	;

 

action

@init {

	enterAction($start);

}

@after {

	exitAction($start);

}

	:	^(AT sc=ID? name=ID ACTION) {globalNamedAction($sc, $name, (ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	;

 

rules

@init {

	enterRules($start);

}

@after {

	exitRules($start);

}

   : ^(RULES {discoverRules($RULES);} (rule|lexerRule)* {finishRules($RULES);})

   ;

 

mode
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@init {

	enterMode($start);

}

@after {

	exitMode($start);

}

	:	^( MODE ID {currentModeName=$ID.text; modeDef($MODE, $ID);} lexerRule* )

	;

 

lexerRule

@init {

	enterLexerRule($start);

	List<GrammarAST> mods = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>();

	currentOuterAltNumber=0;

}

@after {

	exitLexerRule($start);

}

	:	^(	RULE TOKEN_REF

			{currentRuleName=$TOKEN_REF.text; currentRuleAST=$RULE;}

			(^(RULEMODIFIERS m=FRAGMENT {mods.add($m);}))?

     		{discoverLexerRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $TOKEN_REF, mods, (GrammarAST)input.LT(1));}

     		lexerRuleBlock

     		{

     		finishLexerRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $TOKEN_REF, $lexerRuleBlock.start);

     		currentRuleName=null; currentRuleAST=null;

     		}

     	 )

	;

 

rule

@init {

	enterRule($start);

	List<GrammarAST> mods = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>();

	List<GrammarAST> actions = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>(); // track roots

	currentOuterAltNumber=0;

}

@after {

	exitRule($start);

}

	:   ^(	RULE RULE_REF {currentRuleName=$RULE_REF.text; currentRuleAST=$RULE;}

			(^(RULEMODIFIERS (m=ruleModifier{mods.add($m.start);})+))?

			ARG_ACTION?

     		ret=ruleReturns?

     		thr=throwsSpec?

     		loc=locals?

     		(	opts=optionsSpec

		    |   a=ruleAction {actions.add($a.start);}
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		    )*

     		{discoverRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $RULE_REF, mods, (ActionAST)$ARG_ACTION,

     					  $ret.start!=null?(ActionAST)$ret.start.getChild(0):null,

     					  $thr.start, $opts.start,

     					  $loc.start!=null?(ActionAST)$loc.start.getChild(0):null,

     					  actions, (GrammarAST)input.LT(1));}

     		ruleBlock exceptionGroup

     		{finishRule((RuleAST)$RULE, $RULE_REF, $ruleBlock.start); currentRuleName=null; currentRuleAST=null;}

     	 )

   ;

 

exceptionGroup

@init {

	enterExceptionGroup($start);

}

@after {

	exitExceptionGroup($start);

}

   :	exceptionHandler* finallyClause?

   ;

 

exceptionHandler

@init {

	enterExceptionHandler($start);

}

@after {

	exitExceptionHandler($start);

}

	: ^(CATCH ARG_ACTION ACTION)	{ruleCatch($ARG_ACTION, (ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	;

 

finallyClause

@init {

	enterFinallyClause($start);

}

@after {

	exitFinallyClause($start);

}

	: ^(FINALLY ACTION)				{finallyAction((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	;

 

locals

@init {

	enterLocals($start);

}

@after {

	exitLocals($start);

}
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	:	^(LOCALS ARG_ACTION)

	;

 

ruleReturns

@init {

	enterRuleReturns($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleReturns($start);

}

	: ^(RETURNS ARG_ACTION)

	;

 

throwsSpec

@init {

	enterThrowsSpec($start);

}

@after {

	exitThrowsSpec($start);

}

   : ^(THROWS ID+)

   ;

 

ruleAction

@init {

	enterRuleAction($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleAction($start);

}

	:	^(AT ID ACTION)

	;

 

ruleModifier

@init {

	enterRuleModifier($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleModifier($start);

}

   : PUBLIC

   | PRIVATE

   | PROTECTED

   | FRAGMENT

   ;

 

lexerRuleBlock

@init {
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	enterLexerRuleBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerRuleBlock($start);

}

   :	^(	BLOCK

   		(	{

   			currentOuterAltRoot = (GrammarAST)input.LT(1);

				currentOuterAltNumber++;

				}

   			lexerOuterAlternative

   		)+

   	)

   ;

 

ruleBlock

@init {

	enterRuleBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleBlock($start);

}

   :	^(	BLOCK

   		(	{

   			currentOuterAltRoot = (GrammarAST)input.LT(1);

				currentOuterAltNumber++;

				}

   			outerAlternative

   		)+

   	)

   ;

 

lexerOuterAlternative

@init {

	enterLexerOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

	discoverOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

}

@after {

	finishOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

	exitLexerOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

}

	:	lexerAlternative

	;

 

 

outerAlternative

@init {

	enterOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);
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	discoverOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

}

@after {

	finishOuterAlt((AltAST)$start);

	exitOuterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

}

	:	alternative

	;

 

lexerAlternative

@init {

	enterLexerAlternative($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerAlternative($start);

}

	:	^(LEXER_ALT_ACTION lexerElements lexerCommand+)

   |   lexerElements

   ;

 

lexerElements

@init {

	enterLexerElements($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerElements($start);

}

   :	^(ALT lexerElement+)

   ;

 

lexerElement

@init {

	enterLexerElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerElement($start);

}

	:	labeledLexerElement

	|	lexerAtom

	|	lexerSubrule

	|   ACTION						{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED						{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|   ^(ACTION elementOptions)	{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)	{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|	EPSILON

	;

 

labeledLexerElement
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@init {

	enterLabeledLexerElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitLabeledLexerElement($start);

}

   :   ^((ASSIGN|PLUS_ASSIGN) ID (lexerAtom|block))

	;

 

lexerBlock

@init {

	enterLexerBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerBlock($start);

}

	:	^(BLOCK optionsSpec? lexerAlternative+)

   ;

 

lexerAtom

@init {

	enterLexerAtom($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerAtom($start);

}

   :   terminal

   |   ^(NOT blockSet)

   |   blockSet

   |   ^(WILDCARD elementOptions)

   |   WILDCARD

   |	LEXER_CHAR_SET

   |   range

   |   ruleref

   ;

 

actionElement

@init {

	enterActionElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitActionElement($start);

}

	:	ACTION

	|   ^(ACTION elementOptions)

	|   SEMPRED

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)

	;
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alternative

@init {

	enterAlternative((AltAST)$start);

	discoverAlt((AltAST)$start);

}

@after {

	finishAlt((AltAST)$start);

	exitAlternative((AltAST)$start);

}

	:	^(ALT elementOptions? element+)

	|	^(ALT elementOptions? EPSILON)

   ;

 

lexerCommand

@init {

	enterLexerCommand($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerCommand($start);

}

	:	^(LEXER_ACTION_CALL ID lexerCommandExpr)

       {lexerCallCommand(currentOuterAltNumber, $ID, $lexerCommandExpr.start);}

	|	ID

       {lexerCommand(currentOuterAltNumber, $ID);}

	;

 

lexerCommandExpr

@init {

	enterLexerCommandExpr($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerCommandExpr($start);

}

	:	ID

	|	INT

	;

 

element

@init {

	enterElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitElement($start);

}

	:	labeledElement

	|	atom

	|	subrule
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	|   ACTION						{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED						{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|   ^(ACTION elementOptions)	{actionInAlt((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED elementOptions)	{sempredInAlt((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|	range

	|	^(NOT blockSet)

	|	^(NOT block)

	;

 

astOperand

@init {

	enterAstOperand($start);

}

@after {

	exitAstOperand($start);

}

	:	atom

	|	^(NOT blockSet)

	|	^(NOT block)

	;

 

labeledElement

@init {

	enterLabeledElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitLabeledElement($start);

}

	:	^((ASSIGN|PLUS_ASSIGN) ID element) {label($start, $ID, $element.start);}

	;

 

subrule

@init {

	enterSubrule($start);

}

@after {

	exitSubrule($start);

}

	:	^(blockSuffix block)

	| 	block

   ;

 

lexerSubrule

@init {

	enterLexerSubrule($start);

}

@after {

	exitLexerSubrule($start);
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}

	:	^(blockSuffix lexerBlock)

	| 	lexerBlock

   ;

 

blockSuffix

@init {

	enterBlockSuffix($start);

}

@after {

	exitBlockSuffix($start);

}

   : ebnfSuffix

   ;

 

ebnfSuffix

@init {

	enterEbnfSuffix($start);

}

@after {

	exitEbnfSuffix($start);

}

	:	OPTIONAL

 	|	CLOSURE

  	|	POSITIVE_CLOSURE

	;

 

atom

@init {

	enterAtom($start);

}

@after {

	exitAtom($start);

}

	:	^(DOT ID terminal)

	|	^(DOT ID ruleref)

   |	^(WILDCARD elementOptions)	{wildcardRef($WILDCARD);}

   |	WILDCARD					{wildcardRef($WILDCARD);}

   |   terminal

   |	blockSet

   |   ruleref

   ;

 

blockSet

@init {

	enterBlockSet($start);

}

@after {
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	exitBlockSet($start);

}

	:	^(SET setElement+)

	;

 

setElement

@init {

	enterSetElement($start);

}

@after {

	exitSetElement($start);

}

	:	^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)    {stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

	|	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions) 		{tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

	|	STRING_LITERAL                  	{stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

	|	TOKEN_REF		                    {tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

	|	^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

		{

		stringRef((TerminalAST)$a);

		stringRef((TerminalAST)$b);

		}

       |       LEXER_CHAR_SET

	;

 

block

@init {

	enterBlock($start);

}

@after {

	exitBlock($start);

}

   :	^(BLOCK optionsSpec? ruleAction* ACTION? alternative+)

   ;

 

ruleref

@init {

	enterRuleref($start);

}

@after {

	exitRuleref($start);

}

   :	^(RULE_REF arg=ARG_ACTION? elementOptions?)

   	{

   	ruleRef($RULE_REF, (ActionAST)$ARG_ACTION);

   	if ( $arg!=null ) actionInAlt((ActionAST)$arg);

   	}

   ;
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range

@init {

	enterRange($start);

}

@after {

	exitRange($start);

}

   : ^(RANGE STRING_LITERAL STRING_LITERAL)

   ;

 

terminal

@init {

	enterTerminal($start);

}

@after {

	exitTerminal($start);

}

   :  ^(STRING_LITERAL elementOptions)

   								{stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

   |	STRING_LITERAL				{stringRef((TerminalAST)$STRING_LITERAL);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)	{tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

   |	TOKEN_REF	    			{tokenRef((TerminalAST)$TOKEN_REF);}

   ;

 

elementOptions

@init {

	enterElementOptions($start);

}

@after {

	exitElementOptions($start);

}

   :	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption[(GrammarASTWithOptions)$start.getParent()]*)

   ;

 

elementOption[GrammarASTWithOptions t]

@init {

	enterElementOption($start);

}

@after {

	exitElementOption($start);

}

   :	ID								{elementOption(t, $ID, null);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN id=ID v=ID)			{elementOption(t, $id, $v);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID v=STRING_LITERAL)	{elementOption(t, $ID, $v);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID v=ACTION)			{elementOption(t, $ID, $v);}

   |   ^(ASSIGN ID v=INT)				{elementOption(t, $ID, $v);}

   ;
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarTreeVisitor.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-20012 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRParser.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

This file contains the actual layout of the messages emitted by ANTLR.

The text itself is coming out of the languages/*stg files, according to the chosen locale.

This file contains the format that mimicks GCC output.

*/

 

location(file, line, column) ::= "<file>:<line>:<column>:"

 

message(id, text) ::= "<text> [error <id>]"

 

report(location, message, type) ::= "<location> <type>: <message>"

 

wantsSingleLineMessage() ::= "true"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/messages/formats/gnu.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ATNBuilder.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

tree grammar BlockSetTransformer;

options {
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	language     = Java;

	tokenVocab   = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType = GrammarAST;

	output		 = AST;

	filter		 = true;

}

 

@header {

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.misc.Utils;

import org.antlr.v4.misc.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import java.util.List;

import java.util.Set;

import java.util.HashSet;

import java.util.ArrayList;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.misc.IntervalSet;

}

 

@members {

public String currentRuleName;

public GrammarAST currentAlt;

public Grammar g;

public BlockSetTransformer(TreeNodeStream input, Grammar g) {

   this(input, new RecognizerSharedState());

   this.g = g;

}

}

 

topdown

   :	^(RULE (id=TOKEN_REF|id=RULE_REF) {currentRuleName=$id.text;} .+)

   |	setAlt

   |	ebnfBlockSet

   |	blockSet

	;

 

setAlt

	:	{inContext("RULE BLOCK")}?

		ALT {currentAlt = $start;}

	;

 

// (BLOCK (ALT (+ (BLOCK (ALT INT) (ALT ID)))))

ebnfBlockSet

@after {

	GrammarTransformPipeline.setGrammarPtr(g, $tree);

}

	:	^(ebnfSuffix blockSet) -> ^(ebnfSuffix ^(BLOCK<BlockAST> ^(ALT<AltAST> blockSet)))
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	;

 

ebnfSuffix

@after {$tree = (GrammarAST)adaptor.dupNode($start);}

	:	OPTIONAL

 	|	CLOSURE

  	|	POSITIVE_CLOSURE

	;

 

blockSet

@init {

boolean inLexer = Grammar.isTokenName(currentRuleName);

}

@after {

	GrammarTransformPipeline.setGrammarPtr(g, $tree);

}

	:	{inContext("RULE")}? // top-level: rule block and > 1 alt

		^(BLOCK ^(alt=ALT elementOptions? {((AltAST)$alt).altLabel==null}? setElement[inLexer]) ( ^(ALT

elementOptions? setElement[inLexer]) )+)

		-> ^(BLOCK<BlockAST>[$BLOCK.token] ^(ALT<AltAST>[$BLOCK.token,"ALT"] ^(SET[$BLOCK.token,

"SET"] setElement+)))

	|	{!inContext("RULE")}? // if not rule block and > 1 alt

		^(BLOCK ^(ALT elementOptions? setElement[inLexer]) ( ^(ALT elementOptions? setElement[inLexer]) )+)

		-> ^(SET[$BLOCK.token, "SET"] setElement+)

	;

 

setElement[boolean inLexer]

@after {

	GrammarTransformPipeline.setGrammarPtr(g, $tree);

}

	:	(	^(a=STRING_LITERAL elementOptions) {!inLexer ||

CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($a.getText())!=-1}?

		|	  a=STRING_LITERAL {!inLexer || CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($a.getText())!=-1}?

		|	{!inLexer}?=> ^(TOKEN_REF elementOptions)

		|	{!inLexer}?=>   TOKEN_REF

		|	{inLexer}?=>  ^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

			{CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($a.getText())!=-1 &&

			 CharSupport.getCharValueFromGrammarCharLiteral($b.getText())!=-1}?

		)

	;

 

elementOptions

	:	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption*)

	;

 

elementOption

	:	ID

	|	^(ASSIGN id=ID v=ID)
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	|	^(ASSIGN ID v=STRING_LITERAL)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID v=ACTION)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID v=INT)

	;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/BlockSetTransformer.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012 Sam Harwell

*  Copyright (c) 2014 Tiago Mazzutti

*  Copyright (c) 2017 Tobe Osakwe

*  Copyright (c) 2020 Larry Li

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

dartTypeInitMap ::= [

 "int":"0",

 "double":"0.0",

 "bool":"false",

 default:"null" // anything other than a primitive type is an object

]
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// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

library <file.genPackage>;

 

import 'package:antlr4/antlr4.dart';

import 'dart:io';

 

<if(file.genListener)>

part '<file.grammarName>Listener.dart';

part '<file.grammarName>BaseListener.dart';

<endif>

<if(file.genVisitor)>

part '<file.grammarName>Visitor.dart';

part '<file.grammarName>BaseVisitor.dart';

<endif>

part '<file.grammarName>Lexer.dart';

<else>

import 'package:antlr4/antlr4.dart';

import 'dart:io';

 

<if(file.genListener)>

import '<file.grammarName>Listener.dart';

import '<file.grammarName>BaseListener.dart';

<endif>

<if(file.genVisitor)>

import '<file.grammarName>Visitor.dart';

import '<file.grammarName>BaseVisitor.dart';

<endif>

<endif>

 

<namedActions.header>

<parser>

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

part of <file.genPackage>;

<else>

import 'package:antlr4/antlr4.dart';

 

import '<file.parserName>.dart';

<endif>

<header>
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/// This abstract class defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by

/// [<file.parserName>].

abstract class <file.grammarName>Listener extends ParseTreeListener {

<file.listenerNames:{lname |

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

 /// Enter a parse tree produced by the [<lname>]

 /// labeled alternative in [file.parserName>.<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>].

<else>

 /// Enter a parse tree produced by [<file.parserName>.<lname>].

<endif>

 /// [ctx] the parse tree

 void enter<lname; format="cap">(<lname; format="cap">Context ctx);

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

 /// Exit a parse tree produced by the [<lname>]

 /// labeled alternative in [<file.parserName>.<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>].

<else>

 /// Exit a parse tree produced by [<file.parserName>.<lname>].

<endif>

 /// [ctx] the parse tree

 void exit<lname; format="cap">(<lname; format="cap">Context ctx);}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

BaseListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

part of <file.genPackage>;

<else>

import 'package:antlr4/antlr4.dart';

 

import '<file.parserName>.dart';

import '<file.grammarName>Listener.dart';

<endif>

 

<header>

 

/// This class provides an empty implementation of [<file.grammarName>Listener],

/// which can be extended to create a listener which only needs to handle

/// a subset of the available methods.

class <file.grammarName>BaseListener implements <file.grammarName>Listener {

<file.listenerNames:{lname |

 

 /// The default implementation does nothing.

 @override

 void enter<lname; format="cap">(<lname; format="cap">Context ctx) {\}

 

 /// The default implementation does nothing.
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 @override

 void exit<lname; format="cap">(<lname; format="cap">Context ctx) {\}}; separator="\n">

 

 /// The default implementation does nothing.

 @override

 void enterEveryRule(ParserRuleContext ctx) {}

 

 /// The default implementation does nothing.

 @override

 void exitEveryRule(ParserRuleContext ctx) {}

 

 /// The default implementation does nothing.

 @override

 void visitTerminal(TerminalNode node) {}

 

 /// The default implementation does nothing.

 @override

 void visitErrorNode(ErrorNode node) {}

}

 

>>

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

part of <file.genPackage>;

<else>

import 'package:antlr4/antlr4.dart';

 

import '<file.parserName>.dart';

<endif>

<header>

 

/// This abstract class defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree

/// produced by [<file.parserName>].

///

/// [T] is the eturn type of the visit operation. Use `void` for

/// operations with no return type.

abstract class <file.grammarName>Visitor\<T> extends ParseTreeVisitor\<T> {

 <file.visitorNames:{lname |

<if(file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

/// Visit a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

/// labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

/// Visit a parse tree produced by [<file.parserName>.<lname>].

<endif>

/// [ctx] the parse tree.

/// Return the visitor result.
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T visit<lname; format="cap">(<lname; format="cap">Context ctx);}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

BaseVisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

part of <file.genPackage>;

<else>

import 'package:antlr4/antlr4.dart';

 

import '<file.parserName>.dart';

import '<file.grammarName>Visitor.dart';

<endif>

<header>

 

/// This class provides an empty implementation of [<file.grammarName>Visitor],

/// which can be extended to create a visitor which only needs to handle

/// a subset of the available methods.

///

/// [T] is the return type of the visit operation. Use `void` for

/// operations with no return type.

class <file.grammarName>BaseVisitor\<T> extends ParseTreeVisitor\<T> implements

<file.grammarName>Visitor\<T> {

 <file.visitorNames:{lname |

/// The default implementation returns the result of calling

/// [visitChildren] on [ctx].

@override

T visit<lname; format="cap">(<lname; format="cap">Context ctx) => visitChildren(ctx);}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

// Generated from <grammarFileName> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

// ignore_for_file: unused_import, unused_local_variable, prefer_single_quotes

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>

 

Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

<if(namedActions.definitions)><namedActions.definitions><endif>

const int <parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

class <parser.name> extends <superClass; null="Parser"> {

 static final checkVersion = () => RuntimeMetaData.checkVersion('<file.ANTLRVersion>',

RuntimeMetaData.VERSION);

 static const int TOKEN_EOF = IntStream.EOF;
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 static final List\<DFA> _decisionToDFA = List.generate(

     _ATN.numberOfDecisions, (i) => DFA(_ATN.getDecisionState(i), i));

 static final PredictionContextCache _sharedContextCache = PredictionContextCache();

 <if(parser.tokens)>

 static const int <parser.tokens:{k | TOKEN_<k> = <parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

 <endif>

 

 @override

 final List\<String> ruleNames = [

   <parser.ruleNames:{r | '<r>'}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

 ];

 

 <vocabulary(parser.literalNames, parser.symbolicNames)>

 

 @override

 String get grammarFileName => '<parser.grammarFileName>';

 

 @override

 String get serializedATN => _serializedATN;

 

 @override

 ATN getATN() {

  return _ATN;

 }

 

 <namedActions.members>

 <parser:(ctor)()>

 <funcs; separator="\n">

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

 @override

 bool sempred(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int predIndex) {

   switch (ruleIndex) {

   <parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

 return _<f.name>_sempred(_localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

   }

   return true;

 }

 <sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

 <atn>

}

<funcs:{func | <if(func.ruleCtx)><func.ruleCtx><endif>}; separator="\n\n">

 

<funcs:{func | <if(func.altLabelCtxs)><func.altLabelCtxs:{l | <func.altLabelCtxs.(l)>};
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separator="\n\n"><endif>}>

>>

 

vocabulary(literalNames, symbolicNames) ::= <<

static final List\<String> _LITERAL_NAMES = [

   <literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

];

static final List\<String> _SYMBOLIC_NAMES = [

   <symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

];

static final Vocabulary VOCABULARY = VocabularyImpl(_LITERAL_NAMES, _SYMBOLIC_NAMES);

 

@override

Vocabulary get vocabulary {

 return VOCABULARY;

}

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

void action(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int actionIndex) {

 switch (ruleIndex) {

 <recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

 _<f.name>_action(_localctx, actionIndex);

 break;}; separator="\n">

 }

}

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

bool sempred(RuleContext _localctx, int ruleIndex, int predIndex) {

 switch (ruleIndex) {

 <recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

 return _<f.name>_sempred(_localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

 }

 return true;

}

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>

 

parser_ctor(p) ::= <<

<p.name>(TokenStream input) : super(input) {

 interpreter = ParserATNSimulator(this, _ATN, _decisionToDFA, _sharedContextCache);

}

>>
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/// This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

/// overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

void _<r.name>_action(<r.ctxType> _localctx, int actionIndex) {

 switch (actionIndex) {

   <actions:{index|case <index>: <actions.(index)> break;}; separator="\n">

 }

}

>>

 

/// This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

/// overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

bool _<r.name>_sempred(<r.ctxType> _localctx, int predIndex) {

 switch (predIndex) {

   <actions:{index|case <index>: return <actions.(index)>;}; separator="\n">

 }

 return true;

}

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

 

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else><endif><currentRule.ctxType>

<currentRule.name>(<args; separator=", ">) {

 dynamic _localctx = <currentRule.ctxType>(context, state<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>);

 enterRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.name>);

 <namedActions.init>

 <locals; separator="\n">

 try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

   int _alt;

<endif>

   <code>

   <postamble; separator="\n">

   <namedActions.after>

 } <if(exceptions)> <exceptions; separator="\n"><else>on RecognitionException catch (re) {

   _localctx.exception = re;

   errorHandler.reportError(this, re);

   errorHandler.recover(this, re);

 }<endif> finally {

   <finallyAction>

   exitRule();

 }

 return _localctx;

}
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>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

 namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<currentRule.ctxType> <currentRule.name>([int _p = 0]<args:{a | , <a>}>) {

 final _parentctx = context;

 final _parentState = state;

 dynamic _localctx = <currentRule.ctxType>(context, _parentState<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>);

 var _prevctx = _localctx;

 var _startState = <currentRule.startState>;

 enterRecursionRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p);

 <namedActions.init>

 <locals; separator="\n">

 try {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

   int _alt;

<endif>

   <code>

   <postamble; separator="\n">

   <namedActions.after>

 } on RecognitionException catch (re) {

   _localctx.exception = re;

   errorHandler.reportError(this, re);

   errorHandler.recover(this, re);

 } finally {

   <finallyAction>

   unrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx);

 }

 return _localctx;

}

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>_localctx = <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(_localctx);<endif>

enterOuterAlt(_localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>);

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<
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state = <choice.stateNumber>;

errorHandler.sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = tokenStream.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch (tokenStream.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

 <alt>

 break;}; separator="\n">

default:

 <error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

state = <choice.stateNumber>;

errorHandler.sync(this);

switch (tokenStream.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

 <alt>

 break;}; separator="\n">

default:

 break;

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<

state = <choice.stateNumber>;

errorHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

if (<expr>) {

 <alts; separator="\n">

}

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

state = <choice.stateNumber>;

errorHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

while (<loopExpr>) {

 <alts; separator="\n">

 state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;

 errorHandler.sync(this);

 <iteration>

}

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<
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state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber>; <! alt block decision !>

errorHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

do {

 <alts; separator="\n">

 state = <choice.stateNumber>; <! loopback/exit decision !>

 errorHandler.sync(this);

 <iteration>

} while (<loopExpr>);

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

state = <choice.stateNumber>;

errorHandler.sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = tokenStream.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch (interpreter.adaptivePredict(tokenStream, <choice.decision>, context)) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i>:

 <alt>

 break;}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

state = <choice.stateNumber>;

errorHandler.sync(this);

switch (interpreter.adaptivePredict(tokenStream, <choice.decision>, context)) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

 <alt>

 break;}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

state = <choice.stateNumber>;

errorHandler.sync(this);

_alt = interpreter.adaptivePredict(tokenStream, <choice.decision>, context);

while (_alt != <choice.exitAlt> && _alt != ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER) {

 if (_alt == 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)> + 1<endif>) {

   <iteration>

   <alts> <! should only be one !>

 }

 state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;

 errorHandler.sync(this);
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 _alt = interpreter.adaptivePredict(tokenStream, <choice.decision>, context);

}

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber>; <! alt block decision !>

errorHandler.sync(this);

_alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>;

do {

 switch (_alt) {

 <alts:{alt|

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)> + 1<endif>:

 <alt>

 break;}; separator="\n">

 default:

   <error>

 }

 state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>; <! loopback/exit decision !>

 errorHandler.sync(this);

 _alt = interpreter.adaptivePredict(tokenStream, <choice.decision>, context);

} while (_alt != <choice.exitAlt> && _alt != ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER);

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>);"

 

ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "throw NoViableAltException(this);"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" || ">

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> && ((BigInt.one \<\< <offsetShift(s.varName,

bits.shift)>) & (<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (BigInt.one \<\< <offsetShift({TOKEN_<ttype>}, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" |

">)) != BigInt.zero)

%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]
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offsetShift(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName> == TOKEN_<ttype>}; separator=" || ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

<ttypes:{t | case TOKEN_<t>:}; separator="\n">

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::=<<

state = <r.stateNumber>;

<if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> =

}><endif><r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChunks>

);

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<

state = <m.stateNumber>;

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>match(TOKEN_<m.name>);

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

state = <m.stateNumber>;

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>tokenStream.LT(1);<endif>

<capture>

if (<if(invert)><m.varName> \<= 0 || <else>!<endif>(<expr>)) {

 <if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>errorHandler.recoverInline(this);

} else {

 if ( tokenStream.LA(1)==IntStream.EOF ) matchedEOF = true;

 errorHandler.reportMatch(this);

 consume();

}

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

state = <w.stateNumber>;

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>matchWildcard();

>>
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// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

state = <p.stateNumber>;

if (!(<chunks>)) {

 throw FailedPredicateException(this, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>, <failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>,

<p.msg><endif>);

}

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {

 <catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "skip();"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "more();"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "popMode();"

 

LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "type = <arg>;"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "channel = <arg>;"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "mode_ = <arg>;"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "pushMode(<arg>);"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<s.name> = <rhsChunks>;"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.label>?.text"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != null ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.type : 0"
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TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != null ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.line : 0"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != null ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.charPositionInLine : 0"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != null ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.channel : 0"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != null ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.tokenIndex : 0"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != null ? int.parse(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text) : 0"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>?.start"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>?.stop"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label> != null ? tokenStream.getTextRange(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start,

<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop) : null)"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "_localctx.start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "_localctx.stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "tokenStream.getTextRange(_localctx.start, tokenStream.LT(-1))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "_localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 ::= "(getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>) as <s.ruleName; format=\"cap\">Context).<s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)	  ::=

	"(getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>) as <s.ruleName; format=\"cap\">Context).<s.name> = <rhsChunks>;"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.add(<labelref(a.label)>);"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "<TokenLabelType()> <t.name>"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "int <t.name>;"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "List\<Token> <t.name> = List\<Token>()"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "<r.ctxName> <r.name>"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "List\<<rdecl.ctxName>> <rdecl.name> = List\<<rdecl.ctxName>>()"

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t) ::= <<

TerminalNode <t.name>() => getToken(<parser.name>.TOKEN_<t.name>, 0);

>>

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

List\<TerminalNode> <t.name>s() => getTokens(<parser.name>.TOKEN_<t.name>);

>>

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

TerminalNode <t.name>(int i) => getToken(<parser.name>.TOKEN_<t.name>, i);

>>

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r) ::= <<

<r.ctxName> <r.name>() => getRuleContext\<<r.ctxName>\>(0);

>>

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r) ::= <<

List\<<r.ctxName>\> <r.name>s() => getRuleContexts\<<r.ctxName>\>();

>>

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r) ::= <<

<r.ctxName> <r.name>(int i) => getRuleContext\<<r.ctxName>\>(i);
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>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"

 

/// The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

/// r becomes rContext.

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "_<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "_<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = tokenStream.LT(1);"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = tokenStream.LA(1);"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers)

 ::= <<

class <struct.name> extends

<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif><if(interfaces)> implements

<interfaces; separator=", "><endif> {

 <attrs:{a | <a>;}; separator="\n">

 <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

 <struct.name>([ParserRuleContext parent, int invokingState<ctorAttrs:{a | , <a>}>]) : super(parent,

invokingState)<if(struct.ctorAttrs)> {

   <struct.ctorAttrs:{a | this.<a.name> = <a.name>;}; separator="\n">

 }<else>;<endif>

 

 @override

 int get ruleIndex => RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>;

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

 @override

 void copyFrom(<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif> ctx) {

   super.copyFrom(ctx);

   <struct.attrs:{a | this.<a.name> = (ctx as <struct.name>).<a.name>;}; separator="\n">

 }

<endif>

 <dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

 <extensionMembers; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

class <struct.name> extends <struct.parentRule; format="cap">Context {

 <attrs:{a | <a>;}; separator="\n">

 <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

 <struct.name>(<struct.parentRule; format="cap">Context ctx) { copyFrom(ctx); }

 <dispatchMethods; separator="\n">
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}

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

@override

void <if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule(ParseTreeListener listener) {

 if (listener is <parser.grammarName>Listener)

listener.<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(this);

}

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

@override

T accept\<T>(ParseTreeVisitor\<T> visitor) {

 if (visitor is <parser.grammarName>Visitor\<T>) {

  return visitor.visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(this);

 } else {

 	return visitor.visitChildren(this);

 }

}

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "<d.type> <d.name><if(d.initValue)> = <d.initValue><endif>"

 

// If we don't know location of label def x, use this template

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>_localctx.<endif><x.name>"

 

// For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr?

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "_localctx"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "precpred(context, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name> = $<src>.<name>;"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "context.stop = tokenStream.LT(-1);"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = <ctxName>Context(_parentctx, _parentState);

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

_localctx.<label>.add(_prevctx);

<else>

_localctx.<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

pushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<
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_localctx = <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(new <ruleName; format="cap">Context(_parentctx,

_parentState));

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

_localctx.<label>.add(_prevctx);

<else>

_localctx.<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

pushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

_localctx = <ctxName>Context(_localctx);

context = _localctx;

_prevctx = _localctx;

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if (parseListeners != null) triggerExitRuleEvent();

_prevctx = _localctx;

>>

 

 

LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(lexerFile.genPackage)>

part of <lexerFile.genPackage>;

<else>

import 'package:antlr4/antlr4.dart';

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

 

<lexer>

>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<if(namedActions.definitions)><namedActions.definitions><endif>

 

class <lexer.name> extends <superClass; null="Lexer"> {

 static final checkVersion = () => RuntimeMetaData.checkVersion('<lexerFile.ANTLRVersion>',

RuntimeMetaData.VERSION);

 

 static final List\<DFA> _decisionToDFA = List.generate(

       _ATN.numberOfDecisions, (i) => DFA(_ATN.getDecisionState(i), i));

 static final PredictionContextCache _sharedContextCache = PredictionContextCache();

 <if(lexer.tokens)>

 static const int
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   <lexer.tokens:{k | TOKEN_<k> = <lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

 <endif>

 <if(lexer.channels)>

 static const int

   <lexer.channels:{c | <c> = <lexer.channels.(c)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

 <endif>

 <if(rest(lexer.modes))>

 static const int

   <rest(lexer.modes):{m | <m> = <i>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

 <endif>

 

 @override

 final List\<String> channelNames = [

   'DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL', 'HIDDEN'<if (lexer.channels)>, <lexer.channels:{c| '<c>'}; separator=", ",

wrap, anchor><endif>

 ];

 

 @override

 final List\<String> modeNames = [

   <lexer.modes:{m| '<m>'}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

 ];

 

 @override

 final List\<String> ruleNames = [

   <lexer.ruleNames:{r | '<r>'}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

 ];

 

 <vocabulary(lexer.literalNames, lexer.symbolicNames)>

 

 <namedActions.members>

 

 <lexer.name>(CharStream input) : super(input) {

   interpreter = LexerATNSimulator(_ATN, _decisionToDFA, _sharedContextCache, recog: this);

 }

 

 @override

 String get serializedATN => _serializedATN;

 

 @override

 String get grammarFileName => '<lexer.grammarFileName>';

 

 @override

 ATN getATN() { return _ATN; }

 

 <dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

 <atn>

}

>>
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SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

<if(rest(model.segments))>

<! requires segmented representation !>

static const int _serializedATNSegments = <length(model.segments)>;

<model.segments:{segment|static final String _serializedATNSegment<i0> =

 '<segment; wrap={'<\n><\t>'}>';}; separator="\n">

static final String _serializedATN = [

   <model.segments:{segment | _serializedATNSegment<i0>}; separator=",\n">

 ].join();

<else>

<! only one segment, can be inlined !>

static const String _serializedATN = '<model.serialized; wrap={'<\n><\t>'}>';

<endif>

static final ATN _ATN =

   ATNDeserializer().deserialize(_serializedATN.codeUnits);

>>

 

/// Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

/// must be an object, default value is "null".

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<dartTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".dart"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Dart/Dart.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

* [The "BSD license"]

*  All rights reserved.

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

[The "BSD licence"]

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:
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1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRParser.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  Copyright (c) 2014 Eric Vergnaud

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** ANTLR tool checks output templates are compatible with tool code generation.

*  For now, a simple string match used on x.y of x.y.z scheme.

*  Must match Tool.VERSION during load to templates.

*

*  REQUIRED.
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*/

 

pythonTypeInitMap ::= [

	"bool":"False",

	"int":"0",

	"float":"0.0",

	"str":"",

	default:"None" // anything other than a primitive type is an object

]

 

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

# encoding: utf-8

from __future__ import print_function

from antlr4 import *

from io import StringIO

import sys

 

<namedActions.header>

<parser>

 

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

from antlr4 import *

<header>

 

# This class defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

class <file.grammarName>Listener(ParseTreeListener):

 

   <file.listenerNames:{lname |

# Enter a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def enter<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx):

   pass

 

# Exit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def exit<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx):

   pass

 

}; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<
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<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

from antlr4 import *

<header>

 

# This class defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

 

class <file.grammarName>Visitor(ParseTreeVisitor):

 

   <file.visitorNames:{lname |

# Visit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def visit<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx):

   return self.visitChildren(ctx)

 

}; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

# Generated from <grammarFileName> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>

 

Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

<if(superClass)>

if __name__ is not None and "." in __name__:

   from .<superClass> import <superClass>

else:

   from <superClass> import <superClass>

 

<endif>

<atn>

 

class <parser.name> ( <if(superClass)><superClass><else>Parser<endif> ):

 

   grammarFileName = "<parser.grammarFileName>"

 

   atn = ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN())

 

   decisionsToDFA = [ DFA(ds, i) for i, ds in enumerate(atn.decisionToState) ]

 

   sharedContextCache = PredictionContextCache()

 

   literalNames = [ <parser.literalNames:{t | u<t>}; null="u\"\<INVALID>\"", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]
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   symbolicNames = [ <parser.symbolicNames:{t | u<t>}; null="u\"\<INVALID>\"", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   <parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

   ruleNames =  [ <parser.ruleNames:{r | u"<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   EOF = <TokenLabelType()>.EOF

   <if(parser.tokens)>

   <parser.tokens:{k | <k>=<parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

   <endif>

 

   <parser:(ctor)()>

 

   <namedActions.members>

 

   <funcs; separator="\n">

 

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

   def sempred(self, localctx, ruleIndex, predIndex):

       if self._predicates == None:

           self._predicates = dict()

<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f |

       self._predicates[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_sempred}; separator="\n        ">

       pred = self._predicates.get(ruleIndex, None)

       if pred is None:

           raise Exception("No predicate with index:" + str(ruleIndex))

       else:

           return pred(localctx, predIndex)

 

   <sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

 

 

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

def action(self, localctx, ruleIndex, actionIndex):

   if self._actions is None:

       actions = dict()

<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

       actions[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_action }; separator="\n">

       self._actions = actions

   action = self._actions.get(ruleIndex, None)

   if action is not None:

       action(localctx, actionIndex)
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   else:

       raise Exception("No registered action for:" + str(ruleIndex))

 

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

def sempred(self, localctx, ruleIndex, predIndex):

   if self._predicates is None:

       preds = dict()

<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

       preds[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_sempred}; separator="\n">

       self._predicates = preds

   pred = self._predicates.get(ruleIndex, None)

   if pred is not None:

       return pred(localctx, predIndex)

   else:

       raise Exception("No registered predicate for:" + str(ruleIndex))

 

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>

 

parser_ctor(p) ::= <<

def __init__(self, input, output=sys.stdout):

   super(<parser.name>, self).__init__(input, output=output)

   self.checkVersion("<file.ANTLRVersion>")

   self._interp = ParserATNSimulator(self, self.atn, self.decisionsToDFA, self.sharedContextCache)

   self._predicates = None

 

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

 

def <r.name>_action(self, localctx , actionIndex):

<actions:{index|

<if(first(actions))>

   if actionIndex == <index>:

       <actions.(index)>

<elseif(rest(actions))>

   elif actionIndex == <index>:

       <actions.(index)>

<endif> }; separator="\n">

>>
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/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

def <r.name>_sempred(self, localctx, predIndex):

   <actions:{index|

<if(first(actions))>

   if predIndex == <index>:

       return <actions.(index)>

<elseif(rest(actions))>

   elif predIndex == <index>:

       return <actions.(index)>

<endif> }; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

 

<ruleCtx>

 

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

def <currentRule.name>(self<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>):

 

   localctx = <parser.name>.<currentRule.ctxType>(self, self._ctx, self.state<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>)

   self.enterRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, self.RULE_<currentRule.name>)

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try:

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   <if(exceptions)>

   <exceptions; separator="\n">

   <else>

   except RecognitionException as re:

       localctx.exception = re

       self._errHandler.reportError(self, re)

       self._errHandler.recover(self, re)

   <endif>

   finally:

       <finallyAction>

       self.exitRule()

   return localctx

 

>>
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LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

def <currentRule.name>(self, _p=0<if(currentRule.args)>, <args:{a | , <a>}><endif>):

   _parentctx = self._ctx

   _parentState = self.state

   localctx = <parser.name>.<currentRule.ctxType>(self, self._ctx, _parentState<args:{a | , <a.name>}>)

   _prevctx = localctx

   _startState = <currentRule.startState>

   self.enterRecursionRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, self.RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p)

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try:

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   except RecognitionException as re:

       localctx.exception = re

       self._errHandler.reportError(self, re)

       self._errHandler.recover(self, re)

   finally:

       <finallyAction>

       self.unrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx)

   return localctx

 

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>localctx = <parser.name>.<currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(self, localctx)<endif>

self.enterOuterAlt(localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>)

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1)<endif>
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<preamble; separator="\n">

token = self._input.LA(1)

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

   <alt>

   pass}; separator="\nel">

else:

   <error>

 

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

token = self._input.LA(1)

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

   <alt>

   pass}; separator="\nel">

else:

   pass

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

if <expr>:

   <alts; separator="\n">

 

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

while <loopExpr>:

   <alts; separator="\n">

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   <iteration>

 

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber> <! alt block decision !>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">
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while True:

   <alts; separator="\n">

   self.state = <choice.stateNumber> <! loopback/exit decision !>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   <iteration>

   if not (<loopExpr>):

       break

 

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

la_ = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

<alts:{alt |

if la_ == <i>:

   <alt>

   pass

}; separator="\nel">

 

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

la_ = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

<alts:{alt |

if la_ == <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

   <alt>

}; separator="\nel">

 

>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

while _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> and _alt!=ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER:

   if _alt==1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

       <iteration>

       <alts> <! should only be one !>

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   _alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)
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>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber> <! alt block decision !>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>

while _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> and _alt!=ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER:

   <alts:{alt|

if _alt == <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

   <alt>

}; separator="\nel">

   else:

       <error>

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber> <! loopback/exit decision !>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   _alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

 

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>)"

 

ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "raise NoViableAltException(self)"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" or ">

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShiftVar(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> and ((1 \<\< <offsetShiftVar(s.varName,

bits.shift)>) & (<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1 \<\< <offsetShiftType(ttype, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) != 0)

%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]

 

offsetShiftVar(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>
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offsetShiftType(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<parser.name>.<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><parser.name>.<shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName>==<parser.name>.<ttype>}; separator=" or ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

if token in [<ttypes:{t | <parser.name>.<t>}; separator=", ">]:

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

self.state = <r.stateNumber>

<if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> =

}><endif>self.<r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChu

nks>)

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<

self.state = <m.stateNumber>

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>self.match(<parser.name>.<m.name>)

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

self.state = <m.stateNumber>

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>self._input.LT(1)<endif>

<capture>

<if(invert)>if <m.varName> \<= 0 or <expr><else>if not(<expr>)<endif>:

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l |     <labelref(l)> = }><else>    <endif>self._errHandler.recoverInline(self)

else:

   self._errHandler.reportMatch(self)

   self.consume()

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

self.state = <w.stateNumber>

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>self.matchWildcard()

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF
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Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

self.state = <p.stateNumber>

if not <chunks>:

   from antlr4.error.Errors import FailedPredicateException

   raise FailedPredicateException(self, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>, <failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>,

<p.msg><endif>)

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

except <catchArg>:

   <catchAction>

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "skip()"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "more()"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "popMode()"

 

LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_type = <arg>"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "_channel = <arg>"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_mode = <arg>"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "pushMode(<arg>)"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(None if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text)"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.type()"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.line)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.column)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "(0 if (<ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.channel)"
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TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.tokenIndex)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else int(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text))"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start)"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop)"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else

self._input.getText(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop))"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "localctx.start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "localctx.stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "self._input.getText(localctx.start, self._input.LT(-1))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 	 ::= "self.getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)  ::= "self.getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.append(<labelref(a.label)>)"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = None # <TokenLabelType()>"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = 0 # <TokenLabelType()> type"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = list() # of <TokenLabelType()>s"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "self.<r.name> = None # <r.ctxName>"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "self.<rdecl.name> = list() # of <rdecl.ctxName>s"

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t)      ::= <<

def <t.name>(self):

   return self.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, 0)

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

def <t.name>_list(self):

   return self.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>)

>>

 

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

def <t.name>(self, i=None):

   if i is None:

       return self.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>)

   else:

       return self.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, i)

>>

 

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

def <r.name>(self):
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   return self.getTypedRuleContext(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>,0)

 

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

def <r.name>_list(self):

   return self.getTypedRuleContexts(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>)

 

>>

 

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

def <r.name>(self, i=None):

   if i is None:

       return self.getTypedRuleContexts(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>)

   else:

       return self.getTypedRuleContext(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>,i)

 

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"

 

/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*  r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "_<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "_<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = self._input.LT(1)"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = self._input.LA(1)"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers) ::= <<

class <struct.name>(<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif>):

 

   def __init__(self, parser, parent=None, invokingState=-1<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | , <a.name>=None}>):

       super(<parser.name>.<struct.name>, self).__init__(parent, invokingState)

       self.parser = parser

       <attrs:{a | <a>}; separator="\n">

       <struct.ctorAttrs:{a | self.<a.name> = <a.name>}; separator="\n">

 

   <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n\n">

 

   def getRuleIndex(self):

       return <parser.name>.RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>
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<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

   def copyFrom(self, ctx):

       super(<parser.name>.<struct.name>, self).copyFrom(ctx)

       <struct.attrs:{a | self.<a.name> = ctx.<a.name>}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

   <dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

   <extensionMembers; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

class <struct.name>(<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context):

 

   def __init__(self, parser, ctx): # actually a <parser.name>.<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context)

       super(<parser.name>.<struct.name>, self).__init__(parser)

       <attrs:{a | <a>}; separator="\n">

       self.copyFrom(ctx)

 

   <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

 

   <dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

def <if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule(self, listener):

   if hasattr(listener, "<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">"):

       listener.<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

 

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

def accept(self, visitor):

   if hasattr(visitor, "visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">"):

       return visitor.visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

   else:

       return visitor.visitChildren(self)

 

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "self.<d.name> = <if(d.initValue)><d.initValue><else>None<endif>"

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>localctx.<endif><x.name>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr? */
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ctx(actionChunk) ::= "localctx"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "self.precpred(self._ctx, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "self._ctx.stop = self._input.LT(-1)"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<ctxName>Context(self, _parentctx, _parentState)

<if(label)>localctx.<label> = _prevctx<endif>

self.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, self.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(self, <parser.name>.<ruleName;

format="cap">Context(self, _parentctx, _parentState))

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

localctx.<label>.append(_prevctx)

<else>

localctx.<label> = _prevctx

<endif>

<endif>

self.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, self.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<ctxName>Context(self, localctx)

self._ctx = localctx

_prevctx = localctx

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if self._parseListeners is not None:

   self.triggerExitRuleEvent()

_prevctx = localctx

>>

 

 

LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

# encoding: utf-8

from __future__ import print_function

from antlr4 import *

from io import StringIO

import sys
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<namedActions.header>

 

<lexer>

>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<if(superClass)>

if __name__ is not None and "." in __name__:

   from .<superClass> import <superClass>

else:

   from <superClass> import <superClass>

 

<endif>

 

<atn>

 

class <lexer.name>(<if(superClass)><superClass><else>Lexer<endif>):

 

   atn = ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN())

 

   decisionsToDFA = [ DFA(ds, i) for i, ds in enumerate(atn.decisionToState) ]

 

<if(lexer.channels)>

   <lexer.channels:{c| <c> = <lexer.channels.(c)>}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

<if(rest(lexer.modes))>

   <rest(lexer.modes):{m| <m> = <i>}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

   <lexer.tokens:{k | <k> = <lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

   channelNames = [ u"DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL", u"HIDDEN"<if (lexer.channels)>, <lexer.channels:{c|

u"<c>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor><endif> ]

 

   modeNames = [ <lexer.modes:{m| u"<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   literalNames = [ u"\<INVALID>",

           <lexer.literalNames:{t | u<t>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   symbolicNames = [ u"\<INVALID>",

           <lexer.symbolicNames:{t | u<t>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   ruleNames = [ <lexer.ruleNames:{r | u"<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   grammarFileName = u"<lexer.grammarFileName>"

 

   def __init__(self, input=None, output=sys.stdout):
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       super(<lexer.name>, self).__init__(input, output=output)

       self.checkVersion("<lexerFile.ANTLRVersion>")

       self._interp = LexerATNSimulator(self, self.atn, self.decisionsToDFA, PredictionContextCache())

       self._actions = None

       self._predicates = None

 

   <namedActions.members>

 

   <dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

 

>>

 

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

<! only one segment, can be inlined !>

 

def serializedATN():

   with StringIO() as buf:

       buf.write(u"<model.serialized; wrap={")<\n>        buf.write(u"}>")

       return buf.getvalue()

 

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*  must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<pythonTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".py"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Python2/Python2.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright (c) 2012-2017 The ANTLR Project. All rights reserved.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/META-

INF/maven/org.antlr/antlr4/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2016, Mike Lischke

*  All rights reserved.

*
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*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Cpp/Files.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2012-2017 The ANTLR Project. All rights reserved.

* Use of this file is governed by the BSD 3-clause license that

* can be found in the LICENSE.txt file in the project root.

*/

/**

	 [The "BSD license"]

	 Copyright (c) 2011 Cay Horstmann

	 All rights reserved.

 

	 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

	 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

	 are met:

 

	 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

	 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

	 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

	 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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	 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

	 derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

	 THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

	 IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

	 OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

	 IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

	 INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

	 NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

	 DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

	 THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

	 (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

	 THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

	 */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/GraphicsSupport.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/
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/** How to generate rules derived from left-recursive rules.

*  These rely on recRuleAltPredicate(),

*  recRuleArg(), recRuleSetResultAction(), recRuleSetReturnAction()

*  templates in main language.stg

*/

group LeftRecursiveRules;

 

recRule(ruleName, argName, primaryAlts, opAlts, setResultAction,

       userRetvals, leftRecursiveRuleRefLabels) ::=

<<

<ruleName><if(userRetvals)> returns [<userRetvals>]<endif>

   :   ( {} <primaryAlts:{alt | <alt.altText> }; separator="\n        | ">

       )

       (

         <opAlts; separator="\n        | ">

       )*

   ;

>>

 

recRuleAlt(alt, precOption, opPrec, pred) ::= <<

{<pred>}?\<<precOption>=<opPrec>\> <alt.altText>

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/LeftRecursiveRules.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2006 Kay Roepke

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.
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IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

/*

This file contains the actual layout of the messages emitted by ANTLR.

The text itself is coming out of the languages/*stg files, according to the chosen locale.

This file contains the default format ANTLR uses.

*/

 

location(file, line, column) ::= "<file>(<line>,<column>)"

 

message(id, text) ::= "error <id> : <text>"

 

report(location, message, type) ::= "<location> : <type> <message.id> : <message.text>"

 

wantsSingleLineMessage() ::= "true"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/messages/formats/vs2005.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2012-2017 The ANTLR Project. All rights reserved.

* Use of this file is governed by the BSD 3-clause license that

* can be found in the LICENSE.txt file in the project root.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_type.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/SemanticPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Attribute.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1Loop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RuleRefAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/DefaultToolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/AttributeChecks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/DOTGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-
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jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/NonLocalAttrRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Lexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LeftRecursionCyclesMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/DefaultOutputModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/GoTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/SrcOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarTransformPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ParserATNFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/StructDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/AltBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/AddToLabelList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/v3TreeGrammarException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/LocalRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_stop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/SymbolChecks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ScopeParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/unicode/UnicodeDataTemplateController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LexerFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarInterpreterRuleContext.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Recognizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ListenerFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/VisitorDispatchMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/TokenVocabParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/LexerATNFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/SetNonLocalAttr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/MatchSet.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CaptureNextTokenType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CaptureNextToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/OutputModelObject.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/AttributeDict.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursiveRuleTransformer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/StarBlockAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/Utils.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/InvokeRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/DispatchMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/CharSupport.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LeftRecursiveRule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_pos.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/OutputModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_int.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNPrinter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/SetAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/TestSetInline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ListenerDispatchMethod.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/v4ParserException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreePostScriptGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/dbg.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LexerGrammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_start.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ParserFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/CodeGenPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/BlankActionSplitterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/JFileChooserConfirmOverwrite.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ActionText.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/PredAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Wildcard.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Alternative.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/BasicSemanticChecks.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1OptionalBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1Choice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RuleAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ThrowNoViableAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ThrowEarlyExitException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ElementListDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/EscapeSequenceParsing.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreeLayoutAdaptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_line.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursionDetector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarASTAdaptor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/ActionSniffer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TestRig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarASTVisitor.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ArgAction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ANTLRToolListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ErrorManager.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CodeBlockForAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/PlusBlockAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarASTErrorNode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/LexerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ToolANTLRLexer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarSemanticsMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_stop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Choice.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/RuleContextListDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/MatchToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextRuleGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Loop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Grammar.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/AnalysisPipeline.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleSempredFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_text.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ActionSplitterListener.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/FrequencySet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/RuleCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/UnicodeEscapes.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/SymbolCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/PlusBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef_ctx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/BlankOutputModelFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/Decl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ToolMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/Rule.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ExceptionClause.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/AltAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RuleElementAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/AltLabelStructDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_channel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ElementFrequenciesVisitor.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LabelElementPair.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/MutableInt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNOptimizer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/GrammarToken.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/AttributeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1StarBlockSingleAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ListLabelRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextTokenListGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/Trees.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/CodeGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/BaseVisitorFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/JavaTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/ATNFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleActionFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RetValueRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_text.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/StarBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextRuleListGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/BuildDependencyGenerator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/OptionalBlockAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/Python2Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreeViewer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/ActionTranslator.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/QuantifierAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/RangeAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/SetAttr.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LabeledOp.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/OptionalBlock.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextTokenGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/OutputModelController.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/MatchNotSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ErrorType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/ActionAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/ParserFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/RuleElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/DartTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/semantics/UseDefAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ThrowRecognitionException.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/BaseListenerFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/PostScriptDocument.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/RuleContextDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarRootAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/TokenPropertyRef_index.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1AltBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/OrderedHashMap.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_start.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/QRetValueRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/OutputModelWalker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ActionChunk.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/SwiftTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Action.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/Tool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/SystemFontMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/LabelType.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/RulePropertyRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ErrorSeverity.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/TokenListDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/CodeBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarSyntaxMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/Python3Target.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/SemPred.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/JavaScriptTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ArgRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/SerializedATN.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/misc/Graph.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/LeftRecursiveRuleFunction.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/LabelRef.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/automata/TailEpsilonRemover.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/NotAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ResyncToEndOfRuleBlock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/TokenTypeDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/CppTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/TerminalAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursiveRuleAltInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Parser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/PHPTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ANTLRMessage.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/VisitorFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/OutputFile.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/BlockAST.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-
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jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/ModelElement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/GrammarParserInterpreter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ThisRulePropertyRef_text.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/TreeTextProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/CodeGeneratorExtension.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ToolANTLRParser.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/decl/TokenDecl.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/target/CSharpTarget.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/ast/GrammarASTWithOptions.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/gui/BasicFontMetrics.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/analysis/LeftRecursiveRuleAnalyzer.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/Sync.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/codegen/model/chunk/ActionTemplate.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/AttributeResolver.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
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*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

// File      : A3Lexer.g

// Author    : Jim Idle (jimi@temporal-wave.com)

// Copyright : Free BSD - See @header clause below

// Version   : First implemented as part of ANTLR 3.2 this is the self

//             hosting ANTLR 3 Lexer.

//

// Description

// -----------

// This is the definitive lexer grammar for parsing ANTLR V3.x.x grammars. All other

// gramnmars are derived from this grammar via source code control integration (perforce)

// or by the gdiff tool.

//

// This grammar and its associated grmmmars A3Parser.g and A3Walker.g exhibit the following

// traits, which are recommended for all production quality grammars:

//

// 1) They are separate grammars, not composite grammars;

// 2) They implement all supporting methods in a superclass (at least this is recommended

//    for language targets that support inheritence;

// 3) All errors are pushed as far down the parsing chain as possible, which means

//    that the lexer tries to defer error reporting to the parser, and the parser

//    tries to defer error reporting to a semantic phase consisting of a single

//    walk of the AST. The reason for this is that the error messages produced

//    from later phases of the parse will generally have better context and so

//    be more useful to the end user. Consider the message: "Syntax error at 'options'"

//    vs: "You cannot specify two options{} sections in a single grammar file".

// 4) The lexer is 'programmed' to catch common mistakes such as unterminated literals

//    and report them specifically and not just issue confusing lexer mismatch errors.

//

 

/** Read in an ANTLR grammar and build an AST.  Try not to do

*  any actions, just build the tree.

*

*  The phases are:

*

*		A3Lexer.g (this file)

*              A3Parser.g

*              A3Verify.g (derived from A3Walker.g)

*		assign.types.g

*		define.g

*		buildnfa.g

*		antlr.print.g (optional)

*		codegen.g
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*

*  Terence Parr

*  University of San Francisco

*  2005

*  Jim Idle (this v3 grammar)

*  Temporal Wave LLC

*  2009

*/

lexer grammar ANTLRLexer;

 

// ==============================================================================

// Note that while this grammar does not care about order of constructs

// that don't really matter, such as options before @header etc, it must first

// be parsed by the original v2 parser, before it replaces it. That parser does

// care about order of structures. Hence we are constrained by the v2 parser

// for at least the first bootstrap release that causes this parser to replace

// the v2 version.

// ==============================================================================

 

// -------

// Options

//

// V3 option directives to tell the tool what we are asking of it for this

// grammar.

//

options {

 

	// Target language is Java, which is the default but being specific

	// here as this grammar is also meant as a good example grammar for

	// for users.

	//

	language      = Java;

 

	// The super class that this lexer should expect to inherit from, and

	// which contains any and all support routines for the lexer. This is

	// commented out in this baseline (definitive or normative grammar)

	// - see the ANTLR tool implementation for hints on how to use the super

	//   class

	//

	//superclass    = AbstractA3Lexer;

}

 

tokens { SEMPRED; TOKEN_REF; RULE_REF; LEXER_CHAR_SET; ARG_ACTION; }

 

// Include the copyright in this source and also the generated source

//

@lexer::header {

/*
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[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.runtime.misc.Interval;

}

 

 

@members {

	public static final int COMMENTS_CHANNEL = 2;

 

   public CommonTokenStream tokens; // track stream we push to; need for context info

   public boolean isLexerRule = false;

 

	public void grammarError(ErrorType etype, org.antlr.runtime.Token token, Object... args) { }

 

	/** scan backwards from current point in this.tokens list

	 *  looking for the start of the rule or subrule.

	 *  Return token or null if for some reason we can't find the start.

	 */

	public Token getRuleOrSubruleStartToken() {

	    if ( tokens==null ) return null;

		int i = tokens.index();

       int n = tokens.size();
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       if ( i>=n ) i = n-1; // seems index == n as we lex

		while ( i>=0 && i<n) {

			int ttype = tokens.get(i).getType();

			if ( ttype == LPAREN || ttype == TOKEN_REF || ttype == RULE_REF ) {

				return tokens.get(i);

			}

			i--;

		}

		return null;

	}

}

 

// --------

// Comments

//

// ANTLR comments can be multi or single line and we don't care

// which particularly. However we also accept Javadoc style comments

// of the form: /** ... */ and we do take care to distinguish those

// from ordinary multi-line comments

// Note how we guide the lexical PATH because we want to issue a decriptive

// error message in case of a standalone '/' character, which makes no

// sense in ANTLR source code. We alo trap unterminated multi-line comments

//

fragment DOC_COMMENT : ;

COMMENT

@init {

 

	// Record the start line and offsets as if we need to report an

	// unterminated comment, then we want to show the start of the comment

	// we think is broken, not the end, where people will have to try and work

	// it out themselves.

	//

	int startLine = $line;

	int offset    = getCharPositionInLine();

}

   : // Eat the first character only, then see if we have a comment

     // or something silly.

     //

     '/'  // Comment introducer

 

     (

         // Single line comment, possibly with embedded src/line directives

         // in a similar style to the C pre-processor, allowing generated

         // code to refer the programmer back to the original source code

         // in case of error.

         //

         '/'

           (
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               (' $ANTLR')=> ' $ANTLR' SRC

             | ~(NLCHARS)*

           )

 

        | // Multi-line comment, which may be a documentation comment

          // if it starts /** (note that we protect against accidentaly

          // recognizing a comment /**/ as a documentation comment

          //

          '*' (

          			  { input.LA(2) != '/'}?=> '*' { $type = DOC_COMMENT; }

          			| { true }?=>  // Required to cover all alts with predicates

          	   )

 

              // Should we support embedded multiline comments here?

              //

              (

                  // Pick out end of multiline comment and exit the loop

                  // if we find it.

                  //

              	   {    !(input.LA(1) == '*' && input.LA(2) == '/') }?

 

             	      // Anything else other than the non-greedy match of

             	      // the comment close sequence

             	      //

             	      .

              )*

           (

                // Look for the comment terminator, but if it is accidentally

                // unterminated, then we will hit EOF, which will trigger the

                // epsilon alt and hence we can issue an error message relative

                // to the start of the unterminated multi-line comment

                //

                '*/'

 

              | // Unterminated comment!

                //

                {

                  // ErrorManager.msg(Msg.UNTERMINATED_DOC_COMMENT, startLine, offset, $pos, startLine,

offset, $pos, (Object)null);

                }

            )

 

        | // There was nothing that made sense following the opening '/' and so

          // we issue an error regarding the malformed comment

          //

          {

          	 // TODO: Insert error message relative to comment start

            //
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          }

      )

      {

        // We do not wish to pass the comments in to the parser. If you are

        // writing a formatter then you will want to preserve the comments off

        // channel, but could just skip and save token space if not.

        //

        $channel=COMMENTS_CHANNEL;

      }

   ;

 

ARG_OR_CHARSET

options {k=1;}

   :   {isLexerRule}?=> LEXER_CHAR_SET {$type=LEXER_CHAR_SET;}

   |   {!isLexerRule}?=> ARG_ACTION

       {

       $type=ARG_ACTION;

       // Set the token text to our gathered string minus outer [ ]

       String t = $text;

       t = t.substring(1,t.length()-1);

       setText(t);

       }

   ;

 

fragment

LEXER_CHAR_SET

	:	'['

		(	'\\' ~('\r'|'\n')

		|	~('\r'|'\n'|'\\'|']')

		)*

		']'

	;

 

// --------------

// Argument specs

//

// Certain argument lists, such as those specifying call parameters

// to a rule invocation, or input parameters to a rule specification

// are contained within square brackets. In the lexer we consume them

// all at once and sort them out later in the grammar analysis.

//

fragment

ARG_ACTION

	: '['

        (

            ARG_ACTION

 

          | ('"')=>ACTION_STRING_LITERAL
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          | ('\'')=>ACTION_CHAR_LITERAL

 

          | ~('['|']')

	     )*

 

      ']'

	;

 

// -------

// Actions

//

// Other than making sure to distinguish between { and } embedded

// within what we have assumed to be literals in the action code, the

// job of the lexer is merely to gather the code within the action

// (delimited by {}) and pass it to the parser as a single token.

// We know that this token will be asked for its text somewhere

// in the upcoming parse, so setting the text here to exclude

// the delimiting {} is no additional overhead.

//

ACTION

	:	NESTED_ACTION

		(	'?' {$type = SEMPRED;}

			(	(WSNLCHARS* '=>') => WSNLCHARS* '=>' // v3 gated sempred

				{

				Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

				t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

				t.setText(state.text);

				t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

				grammarError(ErrorType.V3_GATED_SEMPRED, t);

				}

			)?

		)?

	;

 

// ----------------

// Action structure

//

// Many language targets use {} as block delimiters and so we

// must recursively match {} delimited blocks to balance the

// braces. Additionally, we must make some assumptions about

// literal string representation in the target language. We assume

// that they are delimited by ' or " and so consume these

// in their own alts so as not to inadvertantly match {}.

// This rule calls itself on matching a {

//

fragment

NESTED_ACTION
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@init {

 

	// Record the start line and offsets as if we need to report an

	// unterminated block, then we want to show the start of the comment

	// we think is broken, not the end, where people will have to try and work

	// it out themselves.

	//

	int startLine = getLine();

	int offset    = getCharPositionInLine();

}

 

   : // Action and other blocks start with opening {

     //

	  '{'

     (

	    // And now we can match one of a number of embedded

	    // elements within the action until we find a

	    // } that balances the opening {. If we do not find

	    // the balanced } then we will hit EOF and can issue

	    // an error message about the brace that we belive to

	    // be mismatched. This won't be foolproof but we will

	    // be able to at least report an error against the

	    // opening brace that we feel is in error and this will

	    // guide the user to the correction as best we can.

	    //

 

 

         // An embedded {} block

	      //

	      NESTED_ACTION

 

       | // What appears to be a literal

         //

         ACTION_CHAR_LITERAL

 

       | // We have assumed that the target language has C/Java

         // type comments.

         //

         COMMENT

 

       | // What appears to be a literal

         //

         ACTION_STRING_LITERAL

 

	    | // What appears to be an escape sequence

	      //

	      ACTION_ESC
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	    | // Some other single character that is not

	      // handled above

	      //

	      ~('\\'|'"'|'\''|'/'|'{'|'}')

 

     )*

 

	(

	    // Correctly balanced closing brace

	    //

	    '}'

 

	  | // Looks like have an imblanced {} block, report

	    // with respect to the opening brace.

	    //

	    {

	        // TODO: Report imbalanced {}

	        System.out.println("Block starting  at line " + startLine + " offset " + (offset+1) + " contains imbalanced {} or

is missing a }");

	    }

	)

  ;

 

 

// Keywords

// --------

// keywords used to specify ANTLR v3 grammars. Keywords may not be used as

// labels for rules or in any other context where they would be ambiguous

// with the keyword vs some other identifier

// OPTIONS, TOKENS, and CHANNELS must also consume the opening brace that captures

// their option block, as this is the easiest way to parse it separate

// to an ACTION block, despite it using the same {} delimiters.

//

OPTIONS      : 'options'  WSNLCHARS* '{'  ;

TOKENS_SPEC  : 'tokens'   WSNLCHARS* '{'  ;

CHANNELS     : 'channels' WSNLCHARS* '{'  ;

 

IMPORT       : 'import'               ;

FRAGMENT     : 'fragment'             ;

LEXER        : 'lexer'                ;

PARSER       : 'parser'               ;

GRAMMAR      : 'grammar'              ;

TREE_GRAMMAR : 'tree' WSNLCHARS* 'grammar' ;

PROTECTED    : 'protected'            ;

PUBLIC       : 'public'               ;

PRIVATE      : 'private'              ;

RETURNS      : 'returns'              ;

LOCALS       : 'locals'               ;
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THROWS       : 'throws'               ;

CATCH        : 'catch'                ;

FINALLY      : 'finally'              ;

MODE         : 'mode'                 ;

 

// -----------

// Punctuation

//

// Character sequences used as separators, delimters, operators, etc

//

COLON        : ':'

              {

              // scan backwards, looking for a RULE_REF or TOKEN_REF.

              // which would indicate the start of a rule definition.

              // If we see a LPAREN, then it's the start of the subrule.

              // this.tokens is the token string we are pushing into, so

              // just loop backwards looking for a rule definition. Then

              // we set isLexerRule.

              Token t = getRuleOrSubruleStartToken();

              if ( t!=null ) {

                   if ( t.getType()==RULE_REF ) isLexerRule = false;

                   else if ( t.getType()==TOKEN_REF ) isLexerRule = true;

                   // else must be subrule; don't alter context

              }

              }

            ;

COLONCOLON   : '::'                   ;

COMMA        : ','                    ;

SEMI         : ';'                    ;

LPAREN       : '('                    ;

RPAREN       : ')'                    ;

RARROW       : '->'                   ;

LT           : '<'                    ;

GT           : '>'                    ;

ASSIGN       : '='                    ;

QUESTION     : '?'                    ;

SYNPRED      : '=>'

			   {

			    Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel,

			                              state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

				t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

				t.setText(state.text);

				t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

				grammarError(ErrorType.V3_SYNPRED, t);

               $channel=HIDDEN;

				}

            ;

STAR         : '*'                    ;
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PLUS         : '+'                    ;

PLUS_ASSIGN  : '+='                   ;

OR           : '|'                    ;

DOLLAR       : '$'                    ;

DOT		     : '.'                    ; // can be WILDCARD or DOT in qid or imported rule ref

RANGE        : '..'                   ;

AT           : '@'                    ;

POUND        : '#'                    ;

NOT          : '~'                    ;

RBRACE       : '}'                    ;

 

/** Allow unicode rule/token names */

ID			:	a=NameStartChar NameChar*

				{

				if ( Grammar.isTokenName($a.text) ) $type = TOKEN_REF;

				else $type = RULE_REF;

				}

			;

 

fragment

NameChar    :   NameStartChar

           |   '0'..'9'

           |   '_'

           |   '\u00B7'

           |   '\u0300'..'\u036F'

           |   '\u203F'..'\u2040'

           ;

 

fragment

NameStartChar

           :   'A'..'Z' | 'a'..'z'

           |   '\u00C0'..'\u00D6'

           |   '\u00D8'..'\u00F6'

           |   '\u00F8'..'\u02FF'

           |   '\u0370'..'\u037D'

           |   '\u037F'..'\u1FFF'

           |   '\u200C'..'\u200D'

           |   '\u2070'..'\u218F'

           |   '\u2C00'..'\u2FEF'

           |   '\u3001'..'\uD7FF'

           |   '\uF900'..'\uFDCF'

           |   '\uFDF0'..'\uFEFE'

           |   '\uFF00'..'\uFFFD'

           ; // ignores | ['\u10000-'\uEFFFF] ;

 

// ----------------------------

// Literals embedded in actions

//
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// Note that we have made the assumption that the language used within

// actions uses the fairly standard " and ' delimiters for literals and

// that within these literals, characters are escaped using the \ character.

// There are some languages which do not conform to this in all cases, such

// as by using /string/ and so on. We will have to deal with such cases if

// if they come up in targets.

//

 

// Within actions, or other structures that are not part of the ANTLR

// syntax, we may encounter literal characters. Within these, we do

// not want to inadvertantly match things like '}' and so we eat them

// specifically. While this rule is called CHAR it allows for the fact that

// some languages may use/allow ' as the string delimiter.

//

fragment

ACTION_CHAR_LITERAL

	:	'\'' (('\\')=>ACTION_ESC | ~'\'' )* '\''

	;

 

// Within actions, or other structures that are not part of the ANTLR

// syntax, we may encounter literal strings. Within these, we do

// not want to inadvertantly match things like '}' and so we eat them

// specifically.

//

fragment

ACTION_STRING_LITERAL

	:	'"' (('\\')=>ACTION_ESC | ~'"')* '"'

	;

 

// Within literal strings and characters that are not part of the ANTLR

// syntax, we must allow for escaped character sequences so that we do not

// inadvertantly recognize the end of a string or character when the terminating

// delimiter has been esacped.

//

fragment

ACTION_ESC

	: '\\' .

	;

 

// -------

// Integer

//

// Obviously (I hope) match an aribtrary long sequence of digits.

//

INT : ('0'..'9')+

   ;

 

// -----------
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// Source spec

//

// A fragment rule for picking up information about an origrinating

// file from which the grammar we are parsing has been generated. This allows

// ANTLR to report errors against the originating file and not the generated

// file.

//

fragment

SRC : 'src' WSCHARS+ file=ACTION_STRING_LITERAL WSCHARS+ line=INT

     {

        // TODO: Add target specific code to change the source file name and current line number

        //

     }

   ;

 

// --------------

// Literal string

//

// ANTLR makes no disticintion between a single character literal and a

// multi-character string. All literals are single quote delimited and

// may contain unicode escape sequences of the form \uxxxx or \u{xxxxxx},

// where x is a valid hexadecimal number.

STRING_LITERAL

   :  '\'' ( ( ESC_SEQ | ~('\\'|'\''|'\r'|'\n') ) )*

      (    '\''

      |    // Unterminated string literal

           {

           Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

           t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

           t.setText(state.text);

           t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

           grammarError(ErrorType.UNTERMINATED_STRING_LITERAL, t);

           }

      )

   ;

 

// A valid hex digit specification

//

fragment

HEX_DIGIT : ('0'..'9'|'a'..'f'|'A'..'F') ;

 

// Any kind of escaped character that we can embed within ANTLR

// literal strings.

//

fragment

ESC_SEQ

   : '\\'

       (
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             // The standard escaped character set such as tab, newline, etc...

   		  'b'|'t'|'n'|'f'|'r'|'\''|'\\'

 

   	    | // A Java style Unicode escape sequence

   	      UNICODE_ESC

 

           | // A Swift/Hack style Unicode escape sequence

             UNICODE_EXTENDED_ESC

 

   	    | // An illegal escape seqeunce

   	      ~('b'|'t'|'n'|'f'|'r'|'\''|'\\'|'u') // \x for any invalid x (make sure to match char here)

   	      {

               Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, getCharIndex()-2, getCharIndex()-1);

               t.setText(t.getText());

               t.setLine(input.getLine());

               t.setCharPositionInLine(input.getCharPositionInLine()-2);

               grammarError(ErrorType.INVALID_ESCAPE_SEQUENCE, t, input.substring(getCharIndex()-

2,getCharIndex()-1));

   	      }

       )

   ;

 

fragment

UNICODE_ESC

@init {

 

	// Flag to tell us whether we have a valid number of

	// hex digits in the escape sequence

	//

	int	hCount = 0;

}

   :   'u' // Leadin for unicode escape sequence

 

       // We now require 4 hex digits. Note though

       // that we accept any number of characters

       // and issue an error if we do not get 4. We cannot

       // use an inifinite count such as + because this

       // might consume too many, so we lay out the lexical

       // options and issue an error at the invalid paths.

       //

   	(

   	   (

   	      HEX_DIGIT  { hCount++; }

   	        (

   	             HEX_DIGIT  { hCount++; }

   		         (

   		              HEX_DIGIT  { hCount++; }

   		              (
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   		                  // Four valid hex digits, we are good

   		                  //

   		                  HEX_DIGIT { hCount++; }

 

   		                | // Three valid digits

   		              )

 

   		            | // Two valid digits

   		          )

 

   		        | // One valid digit

   		    )

           )

         | // No valid hex digits at all

   	)

 

   	// Now check the digit count and issue an error if we need to

   	//

   	{

   		if (hCount < 4) {

				Interval badRange = Interval.of(getCharIndex()-2-hCount, getCharIndex());

				String lastChar = input.substring(badRange.b, badRange.b);

				if ( lastChar.codePointAt(0)=='\'' ) {

					badRange.b--;

				}

				String bad = input.substring(badRange.a, badRange.b);

				Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, badRange.a, badRange.b);

				t.setLine(input.getLine());

				t.setCharPositionInLine(input.getCharPositionInLine()-hCount-2);

				grammarError(ErrorType.INVALID_ESCAPE_SEQUENCE, t, bad);

   		}

   	}

   ;

 

fragment

UNICODE_EXTENDED_ESC

   :   'u{' // Leadin for unicode extended escape sequence

 

       HEX_DIGIT+ // One or more hexadecimal digits

 

       '}' // Leadout for unicode extended escape sequence

 

       // Now check the digit count and issue an error if we need to

       {

           int numDigits = getCharIndex()-state.tokenStartCharIndex-6;

           if (numDigits > 6) {

               Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-

1);
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               t.setText(t.getText());

               t.setLine(input.getLine());

               t.setCharPositionInLine(input.getCharPositionInLine()-numDigits);

               grammarError(ErrorType.INVALID_ESCAPE_SEQUENCE, t,

input.substring(state.tokenStartCharIndex,getCharIndex()-1));

			}

       }

   ;

 

// ----------

// Whitespace

//

// Characters and character constructs that are of no import

// to the parser and are used to make the grammar easier to read

// for humans.

//

WS

   : (

   	  ' '

       | '\t'

       | '\r'

       | '\n'

       | '\f'

     )+

     {$channel=HIDDEN;}

   ;

 

// A fragment rule for use in recognizing end of line in

// rules like COMMENT.

//

fragment

NLCHARS

   : '\n' | '\r'

   ;

 

// A fragment rule for recognizing traditional whitespace

// characters within lexer rules.

//

fragment

WSCHARS

   : ' ' | '\t' | '\f'

   ;

 

// A fragment rule for recognizing both traditional whitespace and

// end of line markers, when we don't care to distinguish but don't

// want any action code going on.

//

fragment
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WSNLCHARS

   : ' ' | '\t' | '\f' | '\n' | '\r'

   ;

 

// This rule allows ANTLR 4 to parse grammars using the UTF-8 encoding with a

// byte order mark. Since this Unicode character doesn't appear as a token

// anywhere else in the grammar, we can simply skip all instances of it without

// problem. This rule will not break usage of \uFEFF inside a LEXER_CHAR_SET or

// STRING_LITERAL.

UnicodeBOM

   :   '\uFEFF' {skip();}

   ;

 

// -----------------

// Illegal Character

//

// This is an illegal character trap which is always the last rule in the

// lexer specification. It matches a single character of any value and being

// the last rule in the file will match when no other rule knows what to do

// about the character. It is reported as an error but is not passed on to the

// parser. This means that the parser to deal with the grammar file anyway

// but we will not try to analyse or code generate from a file with lexical

// errors.

//

ERRCHAR

   : .

     {

        Token t = new CommonToken(input, state.type, state.channel, state.tokenStartCharIndex, getCharIndex()-1);

        t.setLine(state.tokenStartLine);

        t.setText(state.text);

        t.setCharPositionInLine(state.tokenStartCharPositionInLine);

        String msg = getTokenErrorDisplay(t) + " came as a complete surprise to me";

        grammarError(ErrorType.SYNTAX_ERROR, t, msg);

        state.syntaxErrors++;

        skip();

     }

   ;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRLexer.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*
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*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

tree grammar ATNBuilder;

options {

	language     = Java;

	tokenVocab   = ANTLRParser;

	ASTLabelType = GrammarAST;

//	filter 	     = true;

}

 

// Include the copyright in this source and also the generated source

@header {

/*

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2010 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

package org.antlr.v4.parse;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.*;

import org.antlr.v4.tool.ast.*;

import org.antlr.v4.automata.ATNFactory;

}

 

@members {

   ATNFactory factory;

   public ATNBuilder(TreeNodeStream input, ATNFactory factory) {

   	this(input);

   	this.factory = factory;

   }

}

 

dummy : block[null] ; // avoid error about no start rule

 

ruleBlock[GrammarAST ebnfRoot] returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {

   List<ATNFactory.Handle> alts = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();

   int alt = 1;

   factory.setCurrentOuterAlt(alt);

}

   :	^(BLOCK

           (^(OPTIONS .*))?

           (   a=alternative

               {alts.add($a.p); factory.setCurrentOuterAlt(++alt);}

           )+

       )

   	{$p = factory.block((BlockAST)$BLOCK, ebnfRoot, alts);}

   ;

 

block[GrammarAST ebnfRoot] returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<ATNFactory.Handle> alts = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();}

   :	^(BLOCK (^(OPTIONS .*))? (a=alternative {alts.add($a.p);})+)

   	{$p = factory.block((BlockAST)$BLOCK, ebnfRoot, alts);}

   ;
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alternative returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<ATNFactory.Handle> els = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();}

   :	^(LEXER_ALT_ACTION a=alternative lexerCommands)

       {$p = factory.lexerAltCommands($a.p,$lexerCommands.p);}

   |	^(ALT elementOptions? EPSILON)							{$p = factory.epsilon($EPSILON);}

   |   ^(ALT elementOptions? (e=element {els.add($e.p);})+)	{$p = factory.alt(els);}

   ;

 

lexerCommands returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<ATNFactory.Handle> cmds = new ArrayList<ATNFactory.Handle>();}

   :   (c=lexerCommand {if ($c.cmd != null) cmds.add($c.cmd);})+

       {

       $p = factory.alt(cmds);

       }

   ;

 

lexerCommand returns [ATNFactory.Handle cmd]

	:	^(LEXER_ACTION_CALL ID lexerCommandExpr)

       {$cmd = factory.lexerCallCommand($ID, $lexerCommandExpr.start);}

	|	ID

       {$cmd = factory.lexerCommand($ID);}

	;

 

lexerCommandExpr

	:	ID

	|	INT

	;

 

element returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	labeledElement				{$p = $labeledElement.p;}

	|	atom						{$p = $atom.p;}

	|	subrule						{$p = $subrule.p;}

	|   ACTION						{$p = factory.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   SEMPRED						{$p = factory.sempred((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

	|   ^(ACTION .)					{$p = factory.action((ActionAST)$ACTION);}

	|   ^(SEMPRED .)				{$p = factory.sempred((PredAST)$SEMPRED);}

   |	^(NOT b=blockSet[true])		{$p = $b.p;}

   |	LEXER_CHAR_SET				{$p = factory.charSetLiteral($start);}

	;

 

astOperand returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	atom						{$p = $atom.p;}

	|	^(NOT blockSet[true])		{$p = $blockSet.p;}

	;

 

labeledElement returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	^(ASSIGN ID element)	    {$p = factory.label($element.p);}

	|	^(PLUS_ASSIGN ID element)   {$p = factory.listLabel($element.p);}
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	;

 

subrule returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	^(OPTIONAL block[$start])			{$p = $block.p;}

	|	^(CLOSURE block[$start])			{$p = $block.p;}

	|	^(POSITIVE_CLOSURE block[$start])	{$p = $block.p;}

	| 	block[null] 						{$p = $block.p;}

   ;

 

blockSet[boolean invert] returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

@init {List<GrammarAST> alts = new ArrayList<GrammarAST>();}

	:	^(SET (setElement {alts.add($setElement.start);})+) {$p = factory.set($start, alts, $invert);}

	;

 

/** Don't combine with atom otherwise it will build spurious ATN nodes */

setElement

	:	^(STRING_LITERAL .)

	|	^(TOKEN_REF .)

	|	STRING_LITERAL

	|	TOKEN_REF

	|	^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL)

   |   LEXER_CHAR_SET

	;

 

atom returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

	:	range					{$p = $range.p;}

	|	^(DOT ID terminal)		{$p = $terminal.p;}

	|	^(DOT ID ruleref)		{$p = $ruleref.p;}

   |	^(WILDCARD .)			{$p = factory.wildcard($start);}

   |	WILDCARD				{$p = factory.wildcard($start);}

   |	blockSet[false]			{$p = $blockSet.p;}

   |   terminal				{$p = $terminal.p;}

   |   ruleref					{$p = $ruleref.p;}

   ;

 

ruleref returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

   :	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION? ^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS .*))		{$p = factory.ruleRef($RULE_REF);}

   |	^(RULE_REF ARG_ACTION?)								{$p = factory.ruleRef($RULE_REF);}

   |	RULE_REF											{$p = factory.ruleRef($RULE_REF);}

   ;

 

range returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

   : ^(RANGE a=STRING_LITERAL b=STRING_LITERAL) {$p = factory.range($a,$b);}

   ;

 

terminal returns [ATNFactory.Handle p]

   :  ^(STRING_LITERAL .)			{$p = factory.stringLiteral((TerminalAST)$start);}

   |	STRING_LITERAL				{$p = factory.stringLiteral((TerminalAST)$start);}
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   |	^(TOKEN_REF ARG_ACTION .)	{$p = factory.tokenRef((TerminalAST)$start);}

   |	^(TOKEN_REF .)				{$p = factory.tokenRef((TerminalAST)$start);}

   |	TOKEN_REF					{$p = factory.tokenRef((TerminalAST)$start);}

   ;

 

elementOptions

	:	^(ELEMENT_OPTIONS elementOption*)

	;

 

elementOption

	:	ID

	|	^(ASSIGN ID ID)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID STRING_LITERAL)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID ACTION)

	|	^(ASSIGN ID INT)

	;

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ATNBuilder.g

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  Copyright (c) 2014 Eric Vergnaud

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
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*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** ANTLR tool checks output templates are compatible with tool code generation.

*  For now, a simple string match used on x.y of x.y.z scheme.

*  Must match Tool.VERSION during load to templates.

*

*  REQUIRED.

*/

 

javascriptTypeInitMap ::= [

	"bool":"false",

	"int":"0",

	"float":"0.0",

	"str":"",

	default:"{}" // anything other than a primitive type is an object

]

 

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

import antlr4 from 'antlr4';

<if(file.genListener)>

import <file.grammarName>Listener from './<file.grammarName>Listener.js';

<endif>

<if(file.genVisitor)>

import <file.grammarName>Visitor from './<file.grammarName>Visitor.js';

<endif>

 

<namedActions.header>

<parser>

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

import antlr4 from 'antlr4';

 

// This class defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

export default class <file.grammarName>Listener extends antlr4.tree.ParseTreeListener {

 

<file.listenerNames:{lname |

	// Enter a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

	enter<lname; format="cap">(ctx) {

	\}

 

	// Exit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.
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	exit<lname; format="cap">(ctx) {

	\}

 

}; separator="\n">

 

}

>>

 

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

import antlr4 from 'antlr4';

 

// This class defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

 

export default class <file.grammarName>Visitor extends antlr4.tree.ParseTreeVisitor {

 

<file.visitorNames:{lname |

	// Visit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

	visit<lname; format="cap">(ctx) {

	  return this.visitChildren(ctx);

	\}

 

}; separator="\n">

 

}

>>

 

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

// Generated from <grammarFileName; format="java-escape"> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

// jshint ignore: start

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<if(superClass)>

import <superClass> from './<superClass>.js';

<endif>

 

<atn>

 

const atn = new antlr4.atn.ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN);

 

const decisionsToDFA = atn.decisionToState.map( (ds, index) => new antlr4.dfa.DFA(ds, index) );

 

const sharedContextCache = new antlr4.PredictionContextCache();

 

export default class <parser.name> extends <superClass; null="antlr4.Parser"> {
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   static grammarFileName = "<parser.grammarFileName; format="java-escape">";

   static literalNames = [ <parser.literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

   static symbolicNames = [ <parser.symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

   static ruleNames = [ <parser.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

 

   constructor(input) {

       super(input);

       this._interp = new antlr4.atn.ParserATNSimulator(this, atn, decisionsToDFA, sharedContextCache);

       this.ruleNames = <parser.name>.ruleNames;

       this.literalNames = <parser.name>.literalNames;

       this.symbolicNames = <parser.name>.symbolicNames;

       <namedActions.members>

   }

 

   get atn() {

       return atn;

   }

 

   <if(sempredFuncs)>

   sempred(localctx, ruleIndex, predIndex) {

   	switch(ruleIndex) {

   	<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f | case <f.ruleIndex>:

   		return this.<f.name>_sempred(localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

       default:

           throw "No predicate with index:" + ruleIndex;

      }

   }

 

   <sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

   <endif>

 

	<funcs; separator="\n">

 

}

 

<parser.name>.EOF = antlr4.Token.EOF;

<if(parser.tokens)>

<parser.tokens:{k | <parser.name>.<k> = <parser.tokens.(k)>;}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

<endif>

 

<parser.rules:{r | <parser.name>.RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>;}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

<funcs:{f | <ruleContexts(f)>}; separator="\n">

 

<! Define fields of this parser to export the context classes !>

<parser.funcs:{f | <parser.name>.<f.ctxType> = <f.ctxType>; }; separator="\n">
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>>

 

ruleContexts(currentRule) ::= <<

<currentRule.ruleCtx>

 

<currentRule.altLabelCtxs:{l | <currentRule.altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

<lexer.name>.prototype.action = function(localctx, ruleIndex, actionIndex) {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

	this.<f.name>_action(localctx, actionIndex);

	break;}; separator="\n">

	default:

		throw "No registered action for:" + ruleIndex;

	}

};

 

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

<lexer.name>.prototype.sempred = function(localctx, ruleIndex, predIndex) {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

		<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f| case <f.ruleIndex>:

	return this.<f.name>_sempred(localctx, predIndex);}; separator="\n">

   	default:

   		throw "No registered predicate for:" + ruleIndex;

   }

};

 

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>

 

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

 

<lexer.name>.prototype.<r.name>_action = function(localctx , actionIndex) {

	switch (actionIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

case <index>:

	<actions.(index)>
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	break;}; separator="\n">

	default:

		throw "No registered action for:" + actionIndex;

	}

};

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

<if (r.factory.g.lexer)><lexer.name>.prototype.<r.name>_sempred =

function<else><r.name>_sempred<endif>(localctx, predIndex) {

	switch(predIndex) {

		<actions:{index| case <index>:

	return <actions.(index)>;}; separator="\n">

		default:

			throw "No predicate with index:" + predIndex;

	}

};

 

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

 

 

<currentRule.name>(<currentRule.args:{a | <a.name>}; separator=", ">) {

   let localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(this, this._ctx, this.state<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>);

   this.enterRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, <parser.name>.RULE_<currentRule.name>);

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try {

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   <if(exceptions)>

   <exceptions; separator="\n">

   <else>

   } catch (re) {

   	if(re instanceof antlr4.error.RecognitionException) {

	        localctx.exception = re;

	        this._errHandler.reportError(this, re);

	        this._errHandler.recover(this, re);

	    } else {

	    	throw re;

	    }

   }<endif> finally {
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       <finallyAction>

       this.exitRule();

   }

   return localctx;

}

 

>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<currentRule.name>(_p<if(currentRule.args)>, <args:{a | , <a>}><endif>) {

	if(_p===undefined) {

	    _p = 0;

	}

   const _parentctx = this._ctx;

   const _parentState = this.state;

   let localctx = new <currentRule.ctxType>(this, this._ctx, _parentState<args:{a | , <a.name>}>);

   let _prevctx = localctx;

   const _startState = <currentRule.startState>;

   this.enterRecursionRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, <parser.name>.RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p);

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try {

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   } catch( error) {

       if(error instanceof antlr4.error.RecognitionException) {

	        localctx.exception = error;

	        this._errHandler.reportError(this, error);

	        this._errHandler.recover(this, error);

	    } else {

	    	throw error;

	    }

   } finally {

       <finallyAction>

       this.unrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx)

   }

   return localctx;

}

 

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>localctx = new <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(this, localctx);<endif>
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this.enterOuterAlt(localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>);

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = this._input.LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch(this._input.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

   <alt>

   break;}; separator="\n">

default:

   <error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

switch (this._input.LA(1)) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

default:

	break;

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

if(<expr>) {

   <alts; separator="\n">

}

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;
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this._errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

while(<loopExpr>) {

   <alts; separator="\n">

   this.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;

   this._errHandler.sync(this);

   <iteration>

}

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber>; <! alt block decision !>

this._errHandler.sync(this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

do {

   <alts; separator="\n">

   this.state = <choice.stateNumber>; <! loopback/exit decision !>

   this._errHandler.sync(this);

   <iteration>

} while(<loopExpr>);

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

var la_ = this._interp.adaptivePredict(this._input,<choice.decision>,this._ctx);

switch(la_) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i>:

   <alt>

   break;

}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

var la_ = this._interp.adaptivePredict(this._input,<choice.decision>,this._ctx);

<alts:{alt |

if(la_===<i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>) {

   <alt>

}; separator="\n} else ">

}
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>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.stateNumber>;

this._errHandler.sync(this);

let _alt = this._interp.adaptivePredict(this._input,<choice.decision>,this._ctx)

while(_alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=antlr4.atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER) {

   if(_alt===1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>) {

       <iteration>

       <alts> <! should only be one !>

   }

   this.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>;

   this._errHandler.sync(this);

   _alt = this._interp.adaptivePredict(this._input,<choice.decision>,this._ctx);

}

 

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

this.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber>; <! alt block decision !>

this._errHandler.sync(this);

let _alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>;

do {

	switch (_alt) {

	<alts:{alt|

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n">

	default:

		<error>

	}

	this.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>; <! loopback/exit decision !>

	this._errHandler.sync(this);

	_alt = this._interp.adaptivePredict(this._input,<choice.decision>, this._ctx);

} while ( _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> && _alt!=antlr4.atn.ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER );

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>)"

 

ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "throw new antlr4.error.NoViableAltException(this);"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" || ">

>>

 

// Javascript language spec - shift operators are 32 bits long max

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<
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((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x1f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShiftVar(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> && ((1 \<\< <offsetShiftVar(s.varName,

bits.shift)>) & (<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1 \<\< <offsetShiftType(ttype, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) !== 0)

%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]

 

offsetShiftVar(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

offsetShiftType(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<parser.name>.<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><parser.name>.<shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName>===<parser.name>.<ttype>}; separator=" || ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

<ttypes:{t | case <parser.name>.<t>:}; separator="\n">

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

this.state = <r.stateNumber>;

<if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> =

}><endif>this.<r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChu

nks>);

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<

this.state = <m.stateNumber>;

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>this.match(<parser.name>.<m.name>);

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<
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this.state = <m.stateNumber>;

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>this._input.LT(1);<endif>

<capture>

<if(invert)>if(<m.varName>\<=0 || <expr>)<else>if(!(<expr>))<endif> {

   <if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>this._errHandler.recoverInline(this);

}

else {

	this._errHandler.reportMatch(this);

   this.consume();

}

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

this.state = <w.stateNumber>;

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>this.matchWildcard();

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

this.state = <p.stateNumber>;

if (!( <chunks>)) {

   throw new antlr4.error.FailedPredicateException(this, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>,

<failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>, <p.msg><endif>);

}

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {

	<catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "this.skip()"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "this.more()"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "this.popMode()"

LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "this._type = <arg>"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "this._channel = <arg>"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "this._mode = <arg>"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "this.pushMode(<arg>)"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"
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ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>===null ? null : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text)"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.type)"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.line)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.column)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.channel)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.tokenIndex)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> === null ? 0 : parseInt(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text))"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>===null ? null : <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start)"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>===null ? null : <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop)"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>===null ? null : this._input.getText(new

antlr4.Interval(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop)))"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "localctx.start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "localctx.stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "this._input.getText(new antlr4.Interval(localctx.start, this._input.LT(-1)))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "this"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 	 ::= "this.getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)  ::= "this.getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.push(<labelref(a.label)>);"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "this.<t.name> = null; // <TokenLabelType()>"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "var <t.name> = 0; // <TokenLabelType()> type"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "this.<t.name> = []; // of <TokenLabelType()>s"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "this.<r.name> = null; // <r.ctxName>"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "this.<rdecl.name> = []; // of <rdecl.ctxName>s"

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t)      ::= <<

<t.name>() {
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   return this.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, 0);

};

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

<t.name>_list() {

   return this.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>);

}

>>

 

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

<t.name> = function(i) {

	if(i===undefined) {

		i = null;

	}

   if(i===null) {

       return this.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>);

   } else {

       return this.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, i);

   }

};

 

>>

 

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

<r.name>() {

   return this.getTypedRuleContext(<r.ctxName>,0);

};

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

<r.name>_list() {

   return this.getTypedRuleContexts(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>);

}

>>

 

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

<r.name> = function(i) {

   if(i===undefined) {

       i = null;

   }

   if(i===null) {

       return this.getTypedRuleContexts(<r.ctxName>);

   } else {

       return this.getTypedRuleContext(<r.ctxName>,i);

   }
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};

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"

 

/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*	r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "_<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "_<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = self._input.LT(1)"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = this._input.LA(1);"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers) ::= <<

class <struct.name> extends <if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>antlr4.ParserRuleContext<endif> {

 

   constructor(parser, parent, invokingState<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | , <a.name>}>) {

       if(parent===undefined) {

           parent = null;

       }

       if(invokingState===undefined || invokingState===null) {

           invokingState = -1;

       }

       super(parent, invokingState);

       this.parser = parser;

       this.ruleIndex = <parser.name>.RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>;

       <attrs:{a | <a>}; separator="\n">

       <struct.ctorAttrs:{a | this.<a.name> = <a.name> || null;}; separator="\n">

   }

 

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n\n">

 

	<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

	copyFrom(ctx) {

		super.copyFrom(ctx);

		<struct.attrs:{a | this.<a.name> = ctx.<a.name>;}; separator="\n">

	}

	<endif>

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

	<extensionMembers; separator="\n">

 

}
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>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

class <struct.name> extends <struct.parentRule; format="cap">Context {

 

   constructor(parser, ctx) {

       super(parser);

       <attrs:{a | <a>;}; separator="\n">

       super.copyFrom(ctx);

   }

 

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n\n">

 

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

 

}

 

<! Define fields of this parser to export this struct/context class !>

<parser.name>.<struct.name> = <struct.name>;

 

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule(listener) {

   if(listener instanceof <parser.grammarName>Listener ) {

       listener.<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(this);

	}

}

 

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

accept(visitor) {

   if ( visitor instanceof <parser.grammarName>Visitor ) {

       return visitor.visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(this);

   } else {

       return visitor.visitChildren(this);

   }

}

 

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "this.<d.name> = <if(d.initValue)><d.initValue><else>null<endif>"

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>localctx.<endif><x.name>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr? */
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ctx(actionChunk) ::= "localctx"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "this.precpred(this._ctx, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "this._ctx.stop = this._input.LT(-1);"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label) ::= <<

localctx = new <ctxName>Context(this, _parentctx, _parentState);

<if(label)>localctx.<label> = _prevctx;<endif>

this.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, <parser.name>.RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

localctx = new <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(this, new <ruleName; format="cap">Context(this,

_parentctx, _parentState));

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

localctx.<label>.push(_prevctx);

<else>

localctx.<label> = _prevctx;

<endif>

<endif>

this.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, <parser.name>.RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

localctx = new <ctxName>Context(this, localctx);

this._ctx = localctx;

_prevctx = localctx;

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if(this._parseListeners!==null) {

   this.triggerExitRuleEvent();

}

_prevctx = localctx;

>>

 

 

LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

import antlr4 from 'antlr4';

 

<namedActions.header>

 

<lexer>
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>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<if(superClass)>

import <superClass> from './<superClass>.js';

<endif>

 

<atn>

 

const atn = new antlr4.atn.ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN);

 

const decisionsToDFA = atn.decisionToState.map( (ds, index) => new antlr4.dfa.DFA(ds, index) );

 

export default class <lexer.name> extends <if(superClass)><superClass><else>antlr4.Lexer<endif> {

 

   static grammarFileName = "<lexer.grammarFileName>";

   static channelNames = [ "DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL", "HIDDEN"<if (lexer.channels)>,

<lexer.channels:{c| "<c>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor><endif> ];

	static modeNames = [ <lexer.modes:{m| "<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

	static literalNames = [ <lexer.literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

	static symbolicNames = [ <lexer.symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

	static ruleNames = [ <lexer.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ];

 

   constructor(input) {

       super(input)

       this._interp = new antlr4.atn.LexerATNSimulator(this, atn, decisionsToDFA, new

antlr4.PredictionContextCache());

       <namedActions.members>

   }

 

   get atn() {

       return atn;

   }

}

 

<lexer.name>.EOF = antlr4.Token.EOF;

<lexer.tokens:{k | <lexer.name>.<k> = <lexer.tokens.(k)>;}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

<if(lexer.channels)>

<lexer.channels:{c| <lexer.name>.<c> = <lexer.channels.(c)>;}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

<if(rest(lexer.modes))>

<rest(lexer.modes):{m| <lexer.name>.<m> = <i>;}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

 

<dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>
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>>

 

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

<! only one segment, can be inlined !>

 

const serializedATN = ["<model.serialized; wrap={",<\n>    "}>"].join("");

 

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*	must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<javacriptTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".js"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/JavaScript/JavaScript.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  Copyright (c) 2015 Janyou

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
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*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

SwiftTypeInitMap ::= [

	"Int":"0",

	"Int64":"0",

	"Float":"0.0",

	"Double":"0.0",

	"Bool":"false",

	default:"nil" // anything other than a primitive type is an object

]

SwiftTypeMap ::= [

	"int":"Int",

	"float":"Float",

	"long":"Int64",

	"double":"Double",

	"bool":"Bool",

	"boolean":"Bool",

	default : key

]

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

accessLevelOpenOK(obj) ::= "<obj.accessLevel; null=\"open\">"

accessLevelNotOpen(obj) ::= "<obj.accessLevel; null=\"public\">"

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions,contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

<!package <file.genPackage>;!>

<endif>

<namedActions.header>

import Antlr4

 

<parser>

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

<!package <file.genPackage>;!>

<endif>

<header>

import Antlr4
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/**

* This interface defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by

* {@link <file.parserName>}.

*/

<accessLevelNotOpen(file)> protocol <file.grammarName>Listener: ParseTreeListener {

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/**

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Enter a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Enter a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>

- Parameters:

  - ctx: the parse tree

*/

func enter<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context)

/**

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Exit a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Exit a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>

- Parameters:

  - ctx: the parse tree

*/

func exit<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context)}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

BaseListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

<!package <file.genPackage>;!>

<endif>

<header>

 

import Antlr4

 

 

/**

* This class provides an empty implementation of {@link <file.grammarName>Listener},

* which can be extended to create a listener which only needs to handle a subset

* of the available methods.

*/

<accessLevelOpenOK(file)> class <file.grammarName>BaseListener: <file.grammarName>Listener {
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    <accessLevelNotOpen(file)> init() { \}

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

 

/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

*/

<accessLevelOpenOK(file)> func enter<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname;

format="cap">Context) { \}

/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

*/

<accessLevelOpenOK(file)> func exit<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname;

format="cap">Context) { \}}; separator="\n">

 

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	<accessLevelOpenOK(file)> func enterEveryRule(_ ctx: ParserRuleContext) throws { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	<accessLevelOpenOK(file)> func exitEveryRule(_ ctx: ParserRuleContext) throws { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	<accessLevelOpenOK(file)> func visitTerminal(_ node: TerminalNode) { }

	/**

	 * {@inheritDoc\}

	 *

	 * \<p>The default implementation does nothing.\</p>

	 */

	<accessLevelOpenOK(file)> func visitErrorNode(_ node: ErrorNode) { }

}

>>

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>
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<!package <file.genPackage>;!>

<endif>

<header>

import Antlr4

 

/**

* This interface defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced

* by {@link <file.parserName>}.

*

* @param \<T> The return type of the visit operation. Use {@link Void} for

* operations with no return type.

*/

<accessLevelOpenOK(file)> class <file.grammarName>Visitor\<T>: ParseTreeVisitor\<T> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/**

<if(file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Visit a parse tree produced by the {@code <lname>\}

* labeled alternative in {@link <file.parserName>#<file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname)>\}.

<else>

* Visit a parse tree produced by {@link <file.parserName>#<lname>\}.

<endif>

- Parameters:

 - ctx: the parse tree

- returns: the visitor result

*/

<accessLevelOpenOK(file)> func visit<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname;

format="cap">Context) -> T {

	fatalError(#function + " must be overridden")

\}

}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

BaseVisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

<!package <file.genPackage>;!>

<endif>

<header>

import Antlr4

 

/**

* This class provides an empty implementation of {@link <file.grammarName>Visitor},

* which can be extended to create a visitor which only needs to handle a subset

* of the available methods.

*

* @param \<T> The return type of the visit operation. Use {@link Void} for

* operations with no return type.
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*/

<accessLevelOpenOK(file)> class <file.grammarName>BaseVisitor\<T>: AbstractParseTreeVisitor\<T> {

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/**

* {@inheritDoc\}

*

* \<p>The default implementation returns the result of calling

* {@link #visitChildren\} on {@code ctx\}.\</p>

*/

<accessLevelOpenOK(file)> func visit<lname; format="cap">(_ ctx: <file.parserName>.<lname;

format="cap">Context) -> T? { return visitChildren(ctx) \}}; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

// Generated from <grammarFileName; format="java-escape"> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

>>

 

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>

 

Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

<!//@SuppressWarnings({"all", "warnings", "unchecked", "unused", "cast"})!>

<accessLevelOpenOK(parser)> class <parser.name>: <superClass; null="Parser"> {

 

	internal static var _decisionToDFA: [DFA] = {

         var decisionToDFA = [DFA]()

         let length = <parser.name>._ATN.getNumberOfDecisions()

         for i in 0..\<length {

          <!// decisionToDFA[i] = DFA(<parser.name>._ATN.getDecisionState(i)!, i);!>

           decisionToDFA.append(DFA(<parser.name>._ATN.getDecisionState(i)!, i))

          }

          return decisionToDFA

    }()

 

	internal static let _sharedContextCache = PredictionContextCache()

 

	<if(parser.tokens)>

	<accessLevelNotOpen(parser)>

	enum Tokens: Int {

		case EOF = -1, <parser.tokens:{k | <k> = <parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	}

       <endif>

 

	<accessLevelNotOpen(parser)>

	static let <parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>
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	<accessLevelNotOpen(parser)>

	static let ruleNames: [String] = [

		<parser.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	]

 

	<vocabulary(parser.literalNames, parser.symbolicNames,

                   accessLevelNotOpen(parser))>

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func getGrammarFileName() -> String { return "<parser.grammarFileName; format="java-escape">" }

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func getRuleNames() -> [String] { return <parser.name>.ruleNames }

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func getSerializedATN() -> String { return <parser.name>._serializedATN }

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func getATN() -> ATN { return <parser.name>._ATN }

 

	<namedActions.members>

	<parser:(ctor)()>

	<funcs; separator="\n">

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func sempred(_ _localctx: RuleContext?, _ ruleIndex: Int,  _ predIndex: Int)throws -> Bool {

		switch (ruleIndex) {

		<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case  <f.ruleIndex>:

	return try <f.name>_sempred(_localctx?.castdown(<f.ctxType>.self), predIndex)}; separator="\n">

	    default: return true

		}

		<!return true;!>

	}

	<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

	<atn>

 

	<accessLevelNotOpen(parser)>

	static let _serializedATN = <parser.name>ATN().jsonString

 

	<accessLevelNotOpen(parser)>

	static let _ATN = ATNDeserializer().deserializeFromJson(_serializedATN)

}

>>
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vocabulary(literalNames, symbolicNames, accessLevel) ::= <<

private static let _LITERAL_NAMES: [String?] = [

	<literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="nil", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

]

private static let _SYMBOLIC_NAMES: [String?] = [

	<symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="nil", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

]

<accessLevel>

static let VOCABULARY = Vocabulary(_LITERAL_NAMES, _SYMBOLIC_NAMES)

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

override <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

func action(_ _localctx: RuleContext?,  _ ruleIndex: Int, _ actionIndex: Int) throws {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

	<f.name>_action((_localctx as <f.ctxType>?), actionIndex)

	 }; separator="\n">

	default: break

	}

}

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

override <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

func sempred(_ _localctx: RuleContext?, _  ruleIndex: Int,_   predIndex: Int) throws -> Bool {

	switch (ruleIndex) {

	<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

case <f.ruleIndex>:

	return try <f.name>_sempred(_localctx?.castdown(<f.ctxType>.self), predIndex)}; separator="\n">

	default: return true

	}

	<!return true;!>

}

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>

 

parser_ctor(p) ::= <<

 

override <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

func getVocabulary() -> Vocabulary {

   return <p.name>.VOCABULARY

}

 

override <accessLevelNotOpen(parser)>
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init(_ input:TokenStream) throws {

   RuntimeMetaData.checkVersion("4.9", RuntimeMetaData.VERSION)

	try super.init(input)

	_interp = ParserATNSimulator(self,<p.name>._ATN,<p.name>._decisionToDFA,

<parser.name>._sharedContextCache)

}

 

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private func <r.name>_action(_ _localctx: <r.ctxType>?,  _ actionIndex: Int) {

	switch (actionIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

case <index>:

	<actions.(index)>

	 }; separator="\n">

	 default: break

	}

}

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private func <r.name>_sempred(_ _localctx: <r.ctxType>!,  _ predIndex: Int) throws -> Bool {

	switch (predIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

   case <index>:return <actions.(index)>}; separator="\n">

	    default: return true

	}

	<!return true;!>

}

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

@discardableResult

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else> <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)> func

<endif><currentRule.name>(<if(first(args))>_ <endif><args; separator=", _">) throws -> <currentRule.ctxType> {

	var _localctx: <currentRule.ctxType> = <currentRule.ctxType>(_ctx, getState()<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<a.name>}>)

	try enterRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, <parser.name>.RULE_<currentRule.name>)
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	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	defer {

   		<finallyAction>

   		try! exitRule()

   }

	do {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		var _alt:Int

<endif>

	 	<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

	 	<namedActions.after>

	}

	<if(exceptions)>

	<exceptions; separator="\n">

	<else>

	catch ANTLRException.recognition(let re) {

		_localctx.exception = re

		_errHandler.reportError(self, re)

		try _errHandler.recover(self, re)

	}

	<endif>

 

	return _localctx

}

>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><else> <accessLevelNotOpen(parser)> final <endif>

func <currentRule.name>( <if(first(args))>_ <endif><args; separator=", _">) throws -> <currentRule.ctxType>   {

	return try <currentRule.name>(0<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>)

}

@discardableResult

private func <currentRule.name>(_ _p<args:{a | , <a>}>: Int) throws -> <currentRule.ctxType>   {

	let _parentctx: ParserRuleContext? = _ctx

	let _parentState: Int = getState()

	var _localctx: <currentRule.ctxType> = <currentRule.ctxType>(_ctx, _parentState<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<a.name>}>)

	var _prevctx: <currentRule.ctxType> = _localctx

	let _startState: Int = <currentRule.startState>

	try enterRecursionRule(_localctx, <currentRule.startState>, <parser.name>.RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p)
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	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

	defer {

   		<finallyAction>

   		try! unrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx)

   }

	do {

<if(currentRule.hasLookaheadBlock)>

		var _alt: Int

<endif>

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	}

	catch ANTLRException.recognition(let re) {

		_localctx.exception = re

		_errHandler.reportError(self, re)

		try _errHandler.recover(self, re)

	}

 

	return _localctx;

}

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>_localctx =  <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(_localctx);<endif>

try enterOuterAlt(_localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>)

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<!//{!>

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

<!//}!>

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = try _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch (<parser.name>.Tokens(rawValue: try _input.LA(1))!) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt | <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break}; separator="\n">
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default:

	<error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

switch (<parser.name>.Tokens(rawValue: try _input.LA(1))!) {

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break}; separator="\n">

default:

	break

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

if (<expr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

}

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

while (<loopExpr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>)

	try _errHandler.sync(self)

	<iteration>

}

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.blockStartStateNumber>) <! alt block decision !>

try _errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

repeat {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	setState(<choice.stateNumber>); <! loopback/exit decision !>

	try _errHandler.sync(self)

	<iteration>
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} while (<loopExpr>)

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = try _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

switch(try getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>, _ctx)) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i>:

	<alt>

	break}; separator="\n">

default: break

}

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

switch (try getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx)) {

<alts:{alt |

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break}; separator="\n">

default: break

}

>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

setState(<choice.stateNumber>)

try _errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = try getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx)

while (_alt != <choice.exitAlt> && _alt != ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER) {

	if ( _alt==1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif> ) {

		<iteration>

		<alts> <! should only be one !>

	}

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>)

	try _errHandler.sync(self)

	_alt = try getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx)

}

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

setState(<choice.blockStartStateNumber>); <! alt block decision !>
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try _errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>;

repeat {

	switch (_alt) {

	<alts:{alt|

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break}; separator="\n">

	default:

		<error>

	}

	setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>); <! loopback/exit decision !>

	try _errHandler.sync(self)

	_alt = try getInterpreter().adaptivePredict(_input,<choice.decision>,_ctx)

} while (_alt != <choice.exitAlt> && _alt !=  ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER)

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>);"

 

ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "throw ANTLRException.recognition(e: NoViableAltException(self))"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<!<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" || ">!>

//closure

{ () -> Bool in

     <if(rest(s.bitsets))>var<else>let<endif> testSet: Bool = <first(s.bitsets):{bits |

<if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits)><endif>}>

         <rest(s.bitsets):{bits | testSet = testSet || <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s,

bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits)><endif>}; separator="\n">

     return testSet

}()

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <<

<!(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> && ((1 \<\< <offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>) &

(<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1 \<\< <offsetShift(ttype, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) != 0)!>

{  () -> Bool in

   <! let test: Bool = (<testShiftInRange({<offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>})>)!>

  <!var temp: Int64 =  Int64(<offsetShift(s.varName, bits.shift)>)!>

  <!temp = (temp \< 0) ? (64 + (temp % 64 )) : (temp % 64)!>

  <!let test1: Int64 = (Int64(1) \<\< temp)!>
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  <!var test2: Int64 = (<first(bits.ttypes):{ttype | Utils.bitLeftShift(<offsetShift(parserName(ttype), bits.shift)>)}>)!>

  <!<rest(bits.ttypes):{ttype | test2 = test2 | Utils.bitLeftShift(<offsetShift(parserName(ttype), bits.shift)>)};

separator="\n">!>

  let testArray: [Int] = [<s.varName>, <bits.ttypes:{ttype |<parserName(ttype)>}; separator=",">]

  <!var test2: Int64 = Utils.testBitLeftShiftArray(testArray)!>

   return  Utils.testBitLeftShiftArray(testArray, <bits.shift>)

}()

>>

 

isZero ::= [

"0": true,

default: false

]

parserName(ttype) ::= <%

<parser.name>.Tokens.<ttype>.rawValue

%>

offsetShift(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName> == <parser.name>.Tokens.<ttype>.rawValue}; separator=" || ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

<trunc(ttypes): {t | case .<t>:fallthrough}  ; separator="\n">

<last(ttypes): {t | case .<t>:}  ; separator="\n">

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

setState(<r.stateNumber>)

<if(r.labels)>

try {

		let assignmentValue = try

<r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChunks>)

		<r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = assignmentValue} ; separator="\n">

    }()

<else>try

<r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChunks>)<endif>

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<

setState(<m.stateNumber>)

<if(m.labels)>

try {

		let assignmentValue = try match(<parser.name>.Tokens.<m.name>.rawValue)

		<m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = assignmentValue}  ; separator="\n">
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    }()

<else>try match(<parser.name>.Tokens.<m.name>.rawValue)<endif>

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

setState(<m.stateNumber>)

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>try _input.LT(1)<endif>

<capture>

if (<if(invert)><m.varName> \<= 0 || <else>!<endif>(<expr>)) {

	<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>try _errHandler.recoverInline(self)<if(m.labels)> as

Token<endif>

}

else {

	_errHandler.reportMatch(self)

	try consume()

}

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

setState(<w.stateNumber>)

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>try matchWildcard();

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

setState(<p.stateNumber>)

if (!(<chunks>)) {

   throw ANTLRException.recognition(e:FailedPredicateException(self, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>,

<failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>, <p.msg><endif>))

}

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {

	<catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects
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LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "skip()"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "more()"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "popMode()"

 

LexerTypeCommand(arg)      ::= "_type = <arg>"

LexerChannelCommand(arg)   ::= "_channel = <arg>"

LexerModeCommand(arg)      ::= "_mode = <arg>"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg)  ::= "pushMode(<arg>)"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "_localctx.<a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getText()! : \"\")"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getType() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getLine() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getCharPositionInLine() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getChannel() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? <ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getTokenIndex() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>.<t.label> != nil ? Int(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>!.getText()!) : 0)"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label> != nil ? (<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!.start?.description ?? \"\") : \"\")"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label> != nil ? (<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!.stop?.description ?? \"\") : \"\")"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>.<r.label> != nil ? try

_input.getText(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!.start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>!.stop) : \"\")"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "_localctx.start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "_localctx.stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(try _input.getText(_localctx.start, try _input.LT(-1)))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "_localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 ::= "((<s.ruleName; format=\"cap\">Context)getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)	  ::=
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	"((<s.ruleName; format=\"cap\">Context)getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)).<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.append(<labelref(a.label)>)"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "<t.name>: <SwiftTypeMap.(TokenLabelType())>!"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "var <t.name>: Int = 0"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "<t.name>: [Token] = [Token]()"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "<r.name>: <r.ctxName>!"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "<rdecl.name>: [<rdecl.ctxName>] = [<rdecl.ctxName>]()"

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t) ::= <<

	<accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func <t.name>() -> TerminalNode? {

		return getToken(<parser.name>.Tokens.<t.name>.rawValue, 0)

	}

>>

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t) ::= <<

	<accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func <t.name>() -> [TerminalNode] {

		return getTokens(<parser.name>.Tokens.<t.name>.rawValue)

	}

>>

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t) ::= <<

	<accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func <t.name>(_ i:Int) -> TerminalNode? {

		return getToken(<parser.name>.Tokens.<t.name>.rawValue, i)

	}

>>

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r) ::= <<

	<accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func <r.name>() -> <r.ctxName>? {

		return getRuleContext(<r.ctxName>.self, 0)

	}

>>

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r) ::= <<

	<accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func <r.name>() -> [<r.ctxName>] {

		return getRuleContexts(<r.ctxName>.self)

	}

>>

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

	<accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func <r.name>(_ i: Int) -> <r.ctxName>? {

		return getRuleContext(<r.ctxName>.self, i)

	}

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"
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/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*	r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "_<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "_<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = try _input.LT(1)"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = try _input.LA(1)"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers,

          superClass={ParserRuleContext}) ::= <<

 

<accessLevelNotOpen(parser)> class <struct.name>:

<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif><if(interfaces)>, <interfaces;

separator=", "><endif> {

	<attrs:{a | <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)> var <a>}; separator="\n">

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

	<! <if(ctorAttrs)> <accessLevelNotOpen(parser)> init(_ parent: ParserRuleContext,_ invokingState: Int) {

super.init(parent, invokingState)  }<endif> !>

	<if(ctorAttrs)>

	<accessLevelNotOpen(parser)> convenience init(_ parent: ParserRuleContext?, _ invokingState: Int<ctorAttrs:{a | ,

_ <a>}>) {

		self.init(parent, invokingState)

		<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | self.<a.name> = <a.name>;}; separator="\n">

	}

	<endif>

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	func getRuleIndex() -> Int {

		return <parser.name>.RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>

	}

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom && struct.attrs)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

	<accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

	override func copyFrom(_ ctx_: ParserRuleContext) {

		super.copyFrom(ctx_)

		let ctx = ctx_ as! <struct.name>

		<struct.attrs:{a | self.<a.name> = ctx.<a.name>;}; separator="\n">

	}

<endif>

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

	<extensionMembers; separator="\n">

}

>>
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AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

<accessLevelNotOpen(parser)> class <struct.name>: <currentRule.name; format="cap">Context {

	<attrs:{a | <accessLevelNotOpen(parser)> var <a>}; separator="\n">

	<getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

 

	<accessLevelNotOpen(parser)>

	init(_ ctx: <currentRule.name; format="cap">Context) {

		super.init()

		copyFrom(ctx)

	}

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

override <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

func <if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule(_ listener: ParseTreeListener) {

	if let listener = listener as? <parser.grammarName>Listener {

		listener.<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

	}

}

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

override <accessLevelOpenOK(parser)>

func accept\<T>(_ visitor: ParseTreeVisitor\<T>) -> T? {

	if let visitor = visitor as? <parser.grammarName>Visitor {

	    return visitor.visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

	}

	else if let visitor = visitor as? <parser.grammarName>BaseVisitor {

	    return visitor.visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

	}

	else {

	     return visitor.visitChildren(self)

	}

}

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "<d.name>: <SwiftTypeMap.(d.type)><if(d.initValue)> = <d.initValue><else>!<endif>"

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template (_localctx as! <x.ctx.name> */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>_localctx.castdown(<x.ctx.name>.self).<endif><x.name>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr?    */

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "_localctx.castdown(<actionChunk.ctx.name>.self)"

 

// used for left-recursive rules
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recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "precpred(_ctx, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "_ctx!.stop = try _input.LT(-1)"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = <ctxName>Context(_parentctx, _parentState);

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

_localctx.<label>.append(_prevctx)

<else>

_localctx.<label> = _prevctx

<endif>

<endif>

<if(label)>_localctx.<label> = _prevctx;<endif>

try pushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, <parser.name>.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

_localctx = <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(  <ruleName; format="cap">Context(_parentctx,

_parentState))

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

(_localctx as! <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context).<label>.append(_prevctx)

<else>

(_localctx as! <currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context).<label> = _prevctx

<endif>

<endif>

try pushNewRecursionContext(_localctx, _startState, <parser.name>.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

_localctx = <ctxName>Context(_localctx)

_ctx = _localctx

_prevctx = _localctx

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if _parseListeners != nil {

  try triggerExitRuleEvent()

}

_prevctx = _localctx

>>

 

 

LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(lexerFile.genPackage)>

<!package <lexerFile.genPackage>;!>
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<endif>

<namedActions.header>

import Antlr4

 

<lexer>

>>

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<accessLevelOpenOK(lexer)> class <lexer.name>: <superClass; null="Lexer"> {

 

	internal static var _decisionToDFA: [DFA] = {

         var decisionToDFA = [DFA]()

         let length = <lexer.name>._ATN.getNumberOfDecisions()

         for i in 0..\<length {

           <! decisionToDFA[i] = DFA(<lexer.name>._ATN.getDecisionState(i)!, i);!>

         	    decisionToDFA.append(DFA(<lexer.name>._ATN.getDecisionState(i)!, i))

         }

          return decisionToDFA

    }()

 

	internal static let _sharedContextCache = PredictionContextCache()

 

	<accessLevelNotOpen(lexer)>

	static let <lexer.tokens:{k | <k>=<lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

 

	<if(lexer.channels)>

	<accessLevelNotOpen(lexer)>

	static let <lexer.channels:{k | <k>=<lexer.channels.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	<endif>

	<if(rest(lexer.modes))>

	<accessLevelNotOpen(lexer)>

	static let <rest(lexer.modes):{m| <m>=<i>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	<endif>

	<accessLevelNotOpen(lexer)>

	static let channelNames: [String] = [

		"DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL", "HIDDEN"<if (lexer.channels)>, <lexer.channels:{c| "<c>"}; separator=", ",

wrap, anchor><endif>

	]

 

	<accessLevelNotOpen(lexer)>

	static let modeNames: [String] = [

		<lexer.modes:{m| "<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	]

 

	<accessLevelNotOpen(lexer)>

	static let ruleNames: [String] = [

		<lexer.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

	]
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	<vocabulary(lexer.literalNames, lexer.symbolicNames,

                   accessLevelNotOpen(lexer))>

 

	<namedActions.members>

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(lexer)>

	func getVocabulary() -> Vocabulary {

		return <lexer.name>.VOCABULARY

	}

 

	<accessLevelNotOpen(lexer)>

	required init(_ input: CharStream) {

	    RuntimeMetaData.checkVersion("<lexerFile.ANTLRVersion>", RuntimeMetaData.VERSION)

		super.init(input)

		_interp = LexerATNSimulator(self, <lexer.name>._ATN, <lexer.name>._decisionToDFA,

<lexer.name>._sharedContextCache)

	}

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(lexer)>

	func getGrammarFileName() -> String { return "<lexer.grammarFileName>" }

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(lexer)>

	func getRuleNames() -> [String] { return <lexer.name>.ruleNames }

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(lexer)>

	func getSerializedATN() -> String { return <lexer.name>._serializedATN }

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(lexer)>

	func getChannelNames() -> [String] { return <lexer.name>.channelNames }

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(lexer)>

	func getModeNames() -> [String] { return <lexer.name>.modeNames }

 

	override <accessLevelOpenOK(lexer)>

	func getATN() -> ATN { return <lexer.name>._ATN }

 

	<dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

	<atn>

 

	<accessLevelNotOpen(lexer)>

	static let _serializedATN: String = <lexer.name>ATN().jsonString

 

	<accessLevelNotOpen(lexer)>

	static let _ATN: ATN = ATNDeserializer().deserializeFromJson(_serializedATN)

}

>>

 

/** Don't need to define anything. The tool generates a XParserATN.swift file (and same for lexer)
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*  which is referenced from static field _serializedATN.  This json string is passed to

*  deserializeFromJson(). Note this is not the "serialization as array of ints" that other targets

*  do. It is more or less the output of ATNPrinter which gets read back in.

*/

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

*	must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<SwiftTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".swift"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Swift/Swift.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF
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*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

atn(startState, states, edges, rankdir, decisionRanks, useBox) ::= <<

digraph ATN {

rankdir=LR;

<decisionRanks; separator="\n">

<states; separator="\n">

<edges; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

dfa(name, startState, states, edges, rankdir, decisionRanks, useBox) ::= <<

digraph <name>  {

<if(rankdir)>rankdir=<rankdir>;<endif>

<decisionRanks; separator="\n">

<states; separator="\n">

<edges; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

decision-rank(states) ::= <<

{rank=same; rankdir=TB; <states:{s | s<s>}; separator="; ">}

>>

 

edge(src,target,label,arrowhead,transitionIndex) ::= <<

<src><if(transitionIndex)>:p<transitionIndex><endif> -> <target> [fontsize=11, fontname="Courier", arrowsize=.7,

label = "<label>"<if(arrowhead)>, arrowhead = <arrowhead><endif>];

>>

 

action-edge(src,target,label,arrowhead,transitionIndex) ::= <<

<src><if(transitionIndex)>:p<transitionIndex><endif> -> <target> [fontsize=11, fontname="Courier", arrowsize=.7,

label = "<label>"<if(arrowhead)>, arrowhead = <arrowhead><endif>];

>>

 

epsilon-edge(src,label,target,arrowhead,transitionIndex,loopback=false) ::= <<

<src><if(transitionIndex)>:p<transitionIndex><endif> -> <target> [fontname="Times-Italic",

label="&epsilon;"<if(loopback)>, style="dashed"<endif>];

>>

 

state(state, label, name, transitions) ::= <%

<name>[fontsize=11,

   label="

       <! rest(transition) tests for decision states: these nodes have a non-empty set of transitions after the first one. !>

       <if(rest(transitions))>

           {

           <! Label on the left side of the record node. !>

           <label>
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           |

           <! Named ports in order on right side of record node, no display text. !>

           {<transitions:{t|\<p<i0>>}; separator="|">}}

       <else>

           <label>

       <endif>

       "

   <if(rest(transitions))>

       , shape=record, fixedsize=false

   <else>

       , shape=circle, fixedsize=true, width=.55

   <endif>

   , peripheries=1];

%>

 

stopstate(name,label,actionIndex,useBox) ::= <<

<name>[fontsize=11, label="<label><if(actionIndex)>,\naction:<actionIndex><endif>",

<if(useBox)>shape=polygon,sides=4,peripheries=2,fixedsize=false<else>shape=doublecircle, fixedsize=true,

width=.6<endif>];

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/dot/graphs.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  Copyright (c) 2014 Eric Vergnaud

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,
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*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** ANTLR tool checks output templates are compatible with tool code generation.

*  For now, a simple string match used on x.y of x.y.z scheme.

*  Must match Tool.VERSION during load to templates.

*

*  REQUIRED.

*/

 

pythonTypeInitMap ::= [

	"bool":"False",

	"int":"0",

	"float":"0.0",

	"str":"",

	default:"None" // anything other than a primitive type is an object

]

 

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

# encoding: utf-8

from antlr4 import *

from io import StringIO

import sys

if sys.version_info[1] > 5:

	from typing import TextIO

else:

	from typing.io import TextIO

 

<namedActions.header>

<parser>

 

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

from antlr4 import *

if __name__ is not None and "." in __name__:

   from .<file.parserName> import <file.parserName>

else:

   from <file.parserName> import <file.parserName>
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<header>

 

# This class defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

class <file.grammarName>Listener(ParseTreeListener):

 

   <file.listenerNames:{lname |

# Enter a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def enter<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx:<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context):

   pass

 

# Exit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def exit<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx:<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context):

   pass

 

}; separator="\n">

 

del <file.parserName>

>>

 

 

VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

from antlr4 import *

if __name__ is not None and "." in __name__:

   from .<file.parserName> import <file.parserName>

else:

   from <file.parserName> import <file.parserName>

<header>

 

# This class defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>.

 

class <file.grammarName>Visitor(ParseTreeVisitor):

 

   <file.visitorNames:{lname |

# Visit a parse tree produced by <file.parserName>#<lname>.

def visit<lname; format="cap">(self, ctx:<file.parserName>.<lname; format="cap">Context):

   return self.visitChildren(ctx)

 

}; separator="\n">

 

del <file.parserName>

>>

 

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

# Generated from <grammarFileName> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

>>
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Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>

 

Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

<if(superClass)>

if __name__ is not None and "." in __name__:

   from .<superClass> import <superClass>

else:

   from <superClass> import <superClass>

 

<endif>

<atn>

 

class <parser.name> ( <if(superClass)><superClass><else>Parser<endif> ):

 

   grammarFileName = "<parser.grammarFileName>"

 

   atn = ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN())

 

   decisionsToDFA = [ DFA(ds, i) for i, ds in enumerate(atn.decisionToState) ]

 

   sharedContextCache = PredictionContextCache()

 

   literalNames = [ <parser.literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="\"\<INVALID>\"", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   symbolicNames = [ <parser.symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="\"\<INVALID>\"", separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   <parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

   ruleNames =  [ <parser.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   EOF = <TokenLabelType()>.EOF

   <if(parser.tokens)>

   <parser.tokens:{k | <k>=<parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

   <endif>

 

   <parser:(ctor)()>

 

   <namedActions.members>

 

   <funcs; separator="\n">

 

 

<if(sempredFuncs)>

   def sempred(self, localctx:RuleContext, ruleIndex:int, predIndex:int):

       if self._predicates == None:

           self._predicates = dict()
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<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f |

       self._predicates[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_sempred}; separator="\n        ">

       pred = self._predicates.get(ruleIndex, None)

       if pred is None:

           raise Exception("No predicate with index:" + str(ruleIndex))

       else:

           return pred(localctx, predIndex)

 

   <sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

 

 

 

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

def action(self, localctx:RuleContext, ruleIndex:int, actionIndex:int):

   if self._actions is None:

       actions = dict()

<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

       actions[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_action }; separator="\n">

       self._actions = actions

   action = self._actions.get(ruleIndex, None)

   if action is not None:

       action(localctx, actionIndex)

   else:

       raise Exception("No registered action for:" + str(ruleIndex))

 

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

def sempred(self, localctx:RuleContext, ruleIndex:int, predIndex:int):

   if self._predicates is None:

       preds = dict()

<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

       preds[<f.ruleIndex>] = self.<f.name>_sempred}; separator="\n">

       self._predicates = preds

   pred = self._predicates.get(ruleIndex, None)

   if pred is not None:

       return pred(localctx, predIndex)

   else:

       raise Exception("No registered predicate for:" + str(ruleIndex))

 

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>

>>
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parser_ctor(p) ::= <<

def __init__(self, input:TokenStream, output:TextIO = sys.stdout):

   super().__init__(input, output)

   self.checkVersion("<file.ANTLRVersion>")

   self._interp = ParserATNSimulator(self, self.atn, self.decisionsToDFA, self.sharedContextCache)

   self._predicates = None

 

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

 

def <r.name>_action(self, localctx:<r.ctxType> , actionIndex:int):

<actions:{index|

<if(first(actions))>

   if actionIndex == <index>:

       <actions.(index)>

<elseif(rest(actions))>

   elif actionIndex == <index>:

       <actions.(index)>

<endif> }; separator="\n">

>>

 

/* This generates a private method since the predIndex is generated, making an

* overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

def <r.name>_sempred(self, localctx:<r.ctxType>, predIndex:int):

   <actions:{index|

<if(first(actions))>

   if predIndex == <index>:

       return <actions.(index)>

<elseif(rest(actions))>

   elif predIndex == <index>:

       return <actions.(index)>

<endif> }; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamble,exceptions)

::= <<

 

<ruleCtx>

 

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">
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def <currentRule.name>(self<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name><if(a.type)>:<a.type><endif>}>):

 

   localctx = <parser.name>.<currentRule.ctxType>(self, self._ctx, self.state<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>)

   self.enterRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, self.RULE_<currentRule.name>)

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try:

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   <if(exceptions)>

   <exceptions; separator="\n">

   <else>

   except RecognitionException as re:

       localctx.exception = re

       self._errHandler.reportError(self, re)

       self._errHandler.recover(self, re)

   <endif>

   finally:

       <finallyAction>

       self.exitRule()

   return localctx

 

>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,

	namedActions,finallyAction,postamble) ::=

<<

 

<ruleCtx>

<altLabelCtxs:{l | <altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n">

 

def <currentRule.name>(self, _p:int=0<if(currentRule.args)>, <args:{a | , <a>}><endif>):

   _parentctx = self._ctx

   _parentState = self.state

   localctx = <parser.name>.<currentRule.ctxType>(self, self._ctx, _parentState<args:{a | , <a.name>}>)

   _prevctx = localctx

   _startState = <currentRule.startState>

   self.enterRecursionRule(localctx, <currentRule.startState>, self.RULE_<currentRule.name>, _p)

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

   try:

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   except RecognitionException as re:

       localctx.exception = re
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       self._errHandler.reportError(self, re)

       self._errHandler.recover(self, re)

   finally:

       <finallyAction>

       self.unrollRecursionContexts(_parentctx)

   return localctx

 

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>localctx = <parser.name>.<currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel;

format="cap">Context(self, localctx)<endif>

self.enterOuterAlt(localctx, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>)

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>

 

CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

token = self._input.LA(1)

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

   <alt>

   pass}; separator="\nel">

else:

   <error>

 

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

token = self._input.LA(1)

<choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

   <alt>

   pass}; separator="\nel">

else:

   pass

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<
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self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

if <expr>:

   <alts; separator="\n">

 

<!else if ( !(<followExpr>) ) <error>!>

>>

 

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

while <loopExpr>:

   <alts; separator="\n">

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   <iteration>

 

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber> <! alt block decision !>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<preamble; separator="\n">

while True:

   <alts; separator="\n">

   self.state = <choice.stateNumber> <! loopback/exit decision !>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   <iteration>

   if not (<loopExpr>):

       break

 

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = _input.LT(1)<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

la_ = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

<alts:{alt |

if la_ == <i>:

   <alt>

   pass
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}; separator="\nel">

 

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

la_ = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

<alts:{alt |

if la_ == <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

   <alt>

}; separator="\nel">

 

>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.stateNumber>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

while _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> and _alt!=ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER:

   if _alt==1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

       <iteration>

       <alts> <! should only be one !>

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   _alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

 

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

self.state = <choice.blockStartStateNumber> <! alt block decision !>

self._errHandler.sync(self)

_alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>

while _alt!=<choice.exitAlt> and _alt!=ATN.INVALID_ALT_NUMBER:

   <alts:{alt|

if _alt == <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

   <alt>

}; separator="\nel">

   else:

       <error>

   self.state = <choice.loopBackStateNumber> <! loopback/exit decision !>

   self._errHandler.sync(self)

   _alt = self._interp.adaptivePredict(self._input,<choice.decision>,self._ctx)

 

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>)"
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ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "raise NoViableAltException(self)"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" or ">

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) == 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShiftVar(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> and ((1 \<\< <offsetShiftVar(s.varName,

bits.shift)>) & (<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1 \<\< <offsetShiftType(ttype, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) != 0)

%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]

 

offsetShiftVar(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

offsetShiftType(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(<parser.name>.<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else><parser.name>.<shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | <s.varName>==<parser.name>.<ttype>}; separator=" or ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

if token in [<ttypes:{t | <parser.name>.<t>}; separator=", ">]:

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

self.state = <r.stateNumber>

<if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> =

}><endif>self.<r.name>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif><argExprsChu

nks>)

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<
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self.state = <m.stateNumber>

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>self.match(<parser.name>.<m.name>)

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

self.state = <m.stateNumber>

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>self._input.LT(1)<endif>

<capture>

<if(invert)>if <m.varName> \<= 0 or <expr><else>if not(<expr>)<endif>:

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l |     <labelref(l)> = }><else>    <endif>self._errHandler.recoverInline(self)

else:

   self._errHandler.reportMatch(self)

   self.consume()

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

self.state = <w.stateNumber>

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>self.matchWildcard()

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

self.state = <p.stateNumber>

if not <chunks>:

   from antlr4.error.Errors import FailedPredicateException

   raise FailedPredicateException(self, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>, <failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>,

<p.msg><endif>)

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

except <catchArg>:

   <catchAction>

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "skip()"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "more()"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "popMode()"
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LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_type = <arg>"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "_channel = <arg>"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "_mode = <arg>"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "pushMode(<arg>)"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "localctx.<a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>.<a.dict>.<a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>.<ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>.<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(None if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text)"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.type()"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.line)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.column)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "(0 if (<ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.channel)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else <ctx(t)>.<t.label>.tokenIndex)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "(0 if <ctx(t)>.<t.label> is None else int(<ctx(t)>.<t.label>.text))"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start)"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else <ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop)"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(None if <ctx(r)>.<r.label> is None else

self._input.getText(<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.start,<ctx(r)>.<r.label>.stop))"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>.<r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "localctx.start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "localctx.stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "self._input.getText(localctx.start, self._input.LT(-1))"

ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "localctx"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)	 ::= "self"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		 	 ::= "self.getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks)  ::= "self.getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>).<s.name> = <rhsChunks>"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>.<a.listName>.append(<labelref(a.label)>)"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = None # <TokenLabelType()>"
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TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = 0 # <TokenLabelType()> type"

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "self.<t.name> = list() # of <TokenLabelType()>s"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "self.<r.name> = None # <r.ctxName>"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "self.<rdecl.name> = list() # of <rdecl.ctxName>s"

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t)      ::= <<

def <t.name>(self):

   return self.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, 0)

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

def <t.name>_list(self):

   return self.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>)

>>

 

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

def <t.name>(self, i:int=None):

   if i is None:

       return self.getTokens(<parser.name>.<t.name>)

   else:

       return self.getToken(<parser.name>.<t.name>, i)

>>

 

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

def <r.name>(self):

   return self.getTypedRuleContext(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>,0)

 

>>

 

// should never be called

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

def <r.name>_list(self):

   return self.getTypedRuleContexts(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>)

 

>>

 

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

def <r.name>(self, i:int=None):

   if i is None:

       return self.getTypedRuleContexts(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>)

   else:

       return self.getTypedRuleContext(<parser.name>.<r.ctxName>,i)

 

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"
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/** The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g.,

*  r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "_<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "_<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "<d.varName> = self._input.LT(1)"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "<d.varName> = self._input.LA(1)"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers) ::= <<

class <struct.name>(<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif>):

 

   def __init__(self, parser, parent:ParserRuleContext=None, invokingState:int=-1<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | ,

<a.name><if(a.type)>:<a.type><endif>=None}>):

       super().__init__(parent, invokingState)

       self.parser = parser

       <attrs:{a | <a>}; separator="\n">

       <struct.ctorAttrs:{a | self.<a.name> = <a.name>}; separator="\n">

 

   <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n\n">

 

   def getRuleIndex(self):

       return <parser.name>.RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>

 

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

   def copyFrom(self, ctx:ParserRuleContext):

       super().copyFrom(ctx)

       <struct.attrs:{a | self.<a.name> = ctx.<a.name>}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

   <dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

   <extensionMembers; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

class <struct.name>(<currentRule.name; format="cap">Context):

 

   def __init__(self, parser, ctx:ParserRuleContext): # actually a <parser.name>.<currentRule.name;

format="cap">Context

       super().__init__(parser)

       <attrs:{a | <a>}; separator="\n">

       self.copyFrom(ctx)
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   <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n">

 

   <dispatchMethods; separator="\n">

 

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

def <if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule(self, listener:ParseTreeListener):

   if hasattr( listener, "<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">" ):

       listener.<if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

 

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

def accept(self, visitor:ParseTreeVisitor):

   if hasattr( visitor, "visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">" ):

       return visitor.visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">(self)

   else:

       return visitor.visitChildren(self)

 

>>

 

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "self.<d.name> = <if(d.initValue)><d.initValue><else>None<endif>"

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>localctx.<endif><x.name>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr? */

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "localctx"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "self.precpred(self._ctx, <opPrec>)"

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "$<name>=$<src>.<name>"

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "self._ctx.stop = self._input.LT(-1)"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<ctxName>Context(self, _parentctx, _parentState)

<if(label)>localctx.<label> = _prevctx<endif>

self.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, self.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(self, <parser.name>.<ruleName;

format="cap">Context(self, _parentctx, _parentState))

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

localctx.<label>.append(_prevctx)

<else>
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localctx.<label> = _prevctx

<endif>

<endif>

self.pushNewRecursionContext(localctx, _startState, self.RULE_<ruleName>)

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

localctx = <parser.name>.<ctxName>Context(self, localctx)

self._ctx = localctx

_prevctx = localctx

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if self._parseListeners is not None:

   self.triggerExitRuleEvent()

_prevctx = localctx

>>

 

 

LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

from antlr4 import *

from io import StringIO

from typing.io import TextIO

import sys

 

<namedActions.header>

 

<lexer>

>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<if(superClass)>

if __name__ is not None and "." in __name__:

   from .<superClass> import <superClass>

else:

   from <superClass> import <superClass>

 

<endif>

<atn>

 

class <lexer.name>(<if(superClass)><superClass><else>Lexer<endif>):

 

   atn = ATNDeserializer().deserialize(serializedATN())

 

   decisionsToDFA = [ DFA(ds, i) for i, ds in enumerate(atn.decisionToState) ]

 

<if(lexer.channels)>
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   <lexer.channels:{c| <c> = <lexer.channels.(c)>}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

<if(rest(lexer.modes))>

   <rest(lexer.modes):{m| <m> = <i>}; separator="\n">

 

<endif>

   <lexer.tokens:{k | <k> = <lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator="\n", wrap, anchor>

 

   channelNames = [ u"DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL", u"HIDDEN"<if (lexer.channels)>, <lexer.channels:{c|

u"<c>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor><endif> ]

 

   modeNames = [ <lexer.modes:{m| "<m>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   literalNames = [ "\<INVALID>",

           <lexer.literalNames:{t | <t>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   symbolicNames = [ "\<INVALID>",

           <lexer.symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   ruleNames = [ <lexer.ruleNames:{r | "<r>"}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor> ]

 

   grammarFileName = "<lexer.grammarFileName>"

 

   def __init__(self, input=None, output:TextIO = sys.stdout):

       super().__init__(input, output)

       self.checkVersion("<lexerFile.ANTLRVersion>")

       self._interp = LexerATNSimulator(self, self.atn, self.decisionsToDFA, PredictionContextCache())

       self._actions = None

       self._predicates = None

 

   <namedActions.members>

 

   <dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

 

>>

 

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

<! only one segment, can be inlined !>

 

def serializedATN():

   with StringIO() as buf:

       buf.write("<model.serialized; wrap={")<\n>        buf.write("}>")

       return buf.getvalue()

 

>>

 

/** Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table
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*  must be an object, default value is "null".

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<

<pythonTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".py"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Python3/Python3.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

/** templates used to generate make-compatible dependencies */

 

/** Generate "f : x, y, z" dependencies for input

*  dependencies and generated files. in and out

*  are File objects.  For example, you can say
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*  <f.canonicalPath>

*/

dependencies(grammarFileName,in,out) ::= <<

<if(in)><grammarFileName>: <in; separator=", "><endif>

<out:{f | <f> : <grammarFileName>}; separator="\n">

>>

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/depend.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2015 Dan McLaughlin, Mike Lischke

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/Cpp/Cpp.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* [The "BSD license"]

*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Terence Parr
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*  Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Sam Harwell

*  All rights reserved.

*

*  Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

*  modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

*  are met:

*

*  1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*  2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

*  3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*     derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

*  THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

*  IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

*  OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

*  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

*  INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

*  NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

*  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

*  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

*  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

*  THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

phpTypeInitMap ::= [

	"int":"0",

	"long":"0",

	"float":"0.0",

	"double":"0.0",

	"boolean":"false",

	default:"null"

]

 

// args must be <object-model-object>, <fields-resulting-in-STs>

 

ParserFile(file, parser, namedActions, contextSuperClass) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<parser>

>>

 

ListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage>;

<endif>
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<header>

use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Tree\\ParseTreeListener;

 

/**

* This interface defines a complete listener for a parse tree produced by

* {@see <file.parserName>}.

*/

interface <file.grammarName>Listener extends ParseTreeListener {

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/**

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Enter a parse tree produced by the `<lname>`

* labeled alternative in {@see <file.parserName>::<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>()\}.

<else>

* Enter a parse tree produced by {@see <file.parserName>::<lname>()\}.

<endif>

* @param $context The parse tree.

*/

public function enter<lname; format="cap">(Context\\<lname; format="cap">Context $context) : void;

/**

<if(file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Exit a parse tree produced by the `<lname>` labeled alternative

* in {@see <file.parserName>::<file.listenerLabelRuleNames.(lname)>()\}.

<else>

* Exit a parse tree produced by {@see <file.parserName>::<lname>()\}.

<endif>

* @param $context The parse tree.

*/

public function exit<lname; format="cap">(Context\\<lname; format="cap">Context $context) : void;};

separator="\n">

}

>>

 

BaseListenerFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<header>

 

use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\ParserRuleContext;

use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Tree\\ErrorNode;

use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Tree\\TerminalNode;

 

/**

* This class provides an empty implementation of {@see <file.grammarName>Listener},

* which can be extended to create a listener which only needs to handle a subset

* of the available methods.
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*/

class <file.grammarName>BaseListener implements <file.grammarName>Listener

{

	<file.listenerNames:{lname |

/**

* {@inheritdoc\}

*

* The default implementation does nothing.

*/

public function enter<lname; format="cap">(Context\\<lname; format="cap">Context $context) : void {\}

 

/**

* {@inheritdoc\}

*

* The default implementation does nothing.

*/

public function exit<lname; format="cap">(Context\\<lname; format="cap">Context $context) : void {\}};

separator="\n">

 

	/**

	 * {@inheritdoc\}

	 *

	 * The default implementation does nothing.

	 */

	public function enterEveryRule(ParserRuleContext $context) : void {}

 

	/**

	 * {@inheritdoc\}

	 *

	 * The default implementation does nothing.

	 */

	public function exitEveryRule(ParserRuleContext $context) : void {}

 

	/**

	 * {@inheritdoc\}

	 *

	 * The default implementation does nothing.

	 */

	public function visitTerminal(TerminalNode $node) : void {}

 

	/**

	 * {@inheritdoc\}

	 *

	 * The default implementation does nothing.

	 */

	public function visitErrorNode(ErrorNode $node) : void {}

}

>>
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VisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

 

<header>

use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Tree\\ParseTreeVisitor;

 

/**

* This interface defines a complete generic visitor for a parse tree produced by {@see <file.parserName>}.

*/

interface <file.grammarName>Visitor extends ParseTreeVisitor

{

	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/**

<if(file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname))>

* Visit a parse tree produced by the `<lname>` labeled alternative

* in {@see <file.parserName>::<file.visitorLabelRuleNames.(lname)>()\}.

<else>

* Visit a parse tree produced by {@see <file.parserName>::<lname>()\}.

<endif>

*

* @param Context\\<lname; format="cap">Context $context The parse tree.

*

* @return mixed The visitor result.

*/

public function visit<lname; format="cap">(Context\\<lname; format="cap">Context $context);};

separator="\n\n">

}

>>

 

BaseVisitorFile(file, header, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(file.grammarFileName, file.ANTLRVersion)>

<if(file.genPackage)>

namespace <file.genPackage>;

<endif>

<header>

use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Tree\\AbstractParseTreeVisitor;

 

/**

* This class provides an empty implementation of {@see <file.grammarName>Visitor},

* which can be extended to create a visitor which only needs to handle a subset

* of the available methods.

*/

class <file.grammarName>BaseVisitor extends AbstractParseTreeVisitor implements <file.grammarName>Visitor

{
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	<file.visitorNames:{lname |

/**

* {@inheritdoc\}

*

* The default implementation returns the result of calling

* {@see self::visitChildren()\} on `context`.

*/

public function visit<lname; format="cap">(Context\\<lname; format="cap">Context $context)

{

   return $this->visitChildren($context);

\}}; separator="\n\n">

}

>>

 

fileHeader(grammarFileName, ANTLRVersion) ::= <<

\<?php

 

/*

* Generated from <grammarFileName> by ANTLR <ANTLRVersion>

*/

 

>>

Parser(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

<Parser_(ctor="parser_ctor", ...)>

>>

 

Parser_(parser, funcs, atn, sempredFuncs, ctor, superClass) ::= <<

namespace<if(file.genPackage)> <file.genPackage><endif> {

<if(namedActions.header)><namedActions.header><endif>

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Atn\\ATN;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Atn\\ATNDeserializer;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Atn\\ParserATNSimulator;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Dfa\\DFA;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Error\\Exceptions\\FailedPredicateException;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Error\\Exceptions\\NoViableAltException;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\PredictionContexts\\PredictionContextCache;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Error\\Exceptions\\RecognitionException;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\RuleContext;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Token;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\TokenStream;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Vocabulary;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\VocabularyImpl;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\RuntimeMetaData;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Parser;

<if(namedActions.definitions)><namedActions.definitions><endif>

 

	final class <parser.name> extends <superClass; null="Parser">

	{
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		<if(parser.tokens)>

		public const <parser.tokens:{k | <k> = <parser.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

		<endif>

 

		public const <parser.rules:{r | RULE_<r.name> = <r.index>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

 

		/**

		 * @var array\<string>

		 */

		public const RULE_NAMES = [

			<parser.ruleNames:{r | '<r>'}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

		];

 

		<vocabulary(parser.literalNames, parser.symbolicNames)>

 

		<atn>

		protected static $atn;

		protected static $decisionToDFA;

		protected static $sharedContextCache;

		<if(namedActions.members)>

 

		<namedActions.members>

		<endif>

 

 

		<parser:(ctor)()>

 

		private static function initialize() : void

		{

			if (self::$atn !== null) {

				return;

			}

 

			RuntimeMetaData::checkVersion('<file.ANTLRVersion>', RuntimeMetaData::VERSION);

 

			$atn = (new ATNDeserializer())->deserialize(self::SERIALIZED_ATN);

 

			$decisionToDFA = [];

			for ($i = 0, $count = $atn->getNumberOfDecisions(); $i \< $count; $i++) {

				$decisionToDFA[] = new DFA($atn->getDecisionState($i), $i);

			}

 

			self::$atn = $atn;

			self::$decisionToDFA = $decisionToDFA;

			self::$sharedContextCache = new PredictionContextCache();

		}

 

		public function getGrammarFileName() : string
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		{

			return "<parser.grammarFileName>";

		}

 

		public function getRuleNames() : array

		{

			return self::RULE_NAMES;

		}

 

		public function getSerializedATN() : string

		{

			return self::SERIALIZED_ATN;

		}

 

		public function getATN() : ATN

		{

			return self::$atn;

		}

 

		public function getVocabulary() : Vocabulary

       {

           static $vocabulary;

 

			return $vocabulary = $vocabulary ?? new VocabularyImpl(self::LITERAL_NAMES, self::SYMBOLIC_NAMES);

       }

<if(funcs)>

 

		<funcs; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

<if(sempredFuncs)>

 

		public function sempred(?RuleContext $localContext, int $ruleIndex, int $predicateIndex) : bool

		{

			switch ($ruleIndex) {

			<parser.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

		case <f.ruleIndex>:

			return $this->sempred<f.name; format="cap">($localContext, $predicateIndex);}; separator="\n\n">

 

				default:

					return true;

				}

		}

 

		<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

	}

}
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namespace <if(file.genPackage)><file.genPackage>\\<endif>Context {

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\ParserRuleContext;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Token;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Tree\\ParseTreeVisitor;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Tree\\TerminalNode;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Tree\\ParseTreeListener;

	use <if(file.genPackage)><file.genPackage>\\<endif><parser.name>;

	<if (file.genVisitor)>use <if(file.genPackage)><file.genPackage>\\<endif><file.grammarName>Visitor;<endif>

	<if (file.genListener)>use <if(file.genPackage)><file.genPackage>\\<endif><file.grammarName>Listener;<endif>

	<namedActions.contexts>

 

	<funcs :{ func | <func.ruleCtx><if(func.altLabelCtxs)>

 

<func.altLabelCtxs:{l | <func.altLabelCtxs.(l)>}; separator="\n\n"><endif> }; separator="\n\n">

}

>>

 

vocabulary(literalNames, symbolicNames) ::= <<

/**

* @var array\<string|null>

*/

private const LITERAL_NAMES = [

   <literalNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

];

 

/**

* @var array\<string>

*/

private const SYMBOLIC_NAMES = [

   <symbolicNames:{t | <t>}; null="null", separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

];

>>

 

dumpActions(recog, argFuncs, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs) ::= <<

<if(actionFuncs)>

 

public function action(?RuleContext $localContext, int $ruleIndex, int $actionIndex) : void

{

	switch ($ruleIndex) {

	<recog.actionFuncs.values:{f|

	case <f.ruleIndex>:

		$this->action<f.name; format="cap">($localContext, $actionIndex);

		break;}; separator="\n\n">

	}

}

 

<actionFuncs.values; separator="\n">

<endif>
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<if(sempredFuncs)>

 

public function sempred(?RuleContext $localContext, int $ruleIndex, int $predicateIndex) : bool

{

	switch ($ruleIndex) {

	<recog.sempredFuncs.values:{f|

   case <f.ruleIndex>:

       return $this->sempred<f.name; format="cap">($localContext, $predicateIndex);}; separator="\n\n">

	}

 

	return true;

}

<sempredFuncs.values; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

>>

 

parser_ctor(p) ::= <<

public function __construct(TokenStream $input)

{

	parent::__construct($input);

 

	self::initialize();

 

	$this->interp = new ParserATNSimulator($this, self::$atn, self::$decisionToDFA, self::$sharedContextCache);

}

>>

 

/**

* This generates a private method since the actionIndex is generated, making

* an overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/

RuleActionFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private function action<r.name; format="cap">(?<r.ctxType> $localContext, int $actionIndex) : void

{

	switch ($actionIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

	case <index>:

	<actions.(index)>

 

	break;}; separator="\n\n">

	}

}

>>

 

/**

* This generates a private method since the predicateIndex is generated, making

* an overriding implementation impossible to maintain.

*/
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RuleSempredFunction(r, actions) ::= <<

private function sempred<r.name; format="cap">(?Context\\<r.ctxType> $localContext, int $predicateIndex) : bool

{

	switch ($predicateIndex) {

	<actions:{index|

   case <index>:

       return <actions.(index)>;}; separator="\n\n">

	}

 

	return true;

}

>>

 

RuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,exceptions,postamble)

::= <<

/**

* @throws RecognitionException

*/

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><endif>public function <currentRule.name>(<args;

separator=",">) : Context\\<currentRule.ctxType>

{

   $localContext = new Context\\<currentRule.ctxType>($this->ctx, $this->getState()<currentRule.args:{a | ,

$<a.name>}>);

 

   $this->enterRule($localContext, <currentRule.startState>, self::RULE_<currentRule.name>);

   <namedActions.init>

   <locals; separator="\n">

 

   try {

       <code>

       <postamble; separator="\n">

       <namedActions.after>

   }<if(exceptions)><exceptions; separator="\n"><else> catch (RecognitionException $exception) {

       $localContext->exception = $exception;

       $this->errorHandler->reportError($this, $exception);

       $this->errorHandler->recover($this, $exception);

   }<endif> finally {

       <finallyAction>

       $this->exitRule();

   }

 

   return $localContext;

}

>>

 

LeftRecursiveRuleFunction(currentRule,args,code,locals,ruleCtx,altLabelCtxs,namedActions,finallyAction,postamb

le) ::= <<

/**
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* @throws RecognitionException

*/

<if(currentRule.modifiers)><currentRule.modifiers:{f | <f> }><endif>public function <currentRule.name>(<args;

separator=", ">) : Context\\<currentRule.ctxType>

{

	return $this->recursive<currentRule.name; format="cap">(0<currentRule.args:{a | , <a.name>}>);

}

 

/**

* @throws RecognitionException

*/

private function recursive<currentRule.name; format="cap">(int $precedence<args:{a | , <a>}>) :

Context\\<currentRule.ctxType>

{

	$parentContext = $this->ctx;

	$parentState = $this->getState();

	$localContext = new Context\\<currentRule.ctxType>($this->ctx, $parentState<currentRule.args:{a | ,

<a.name>}>);

	$previousContext = $localContext;

	$startState = <currentRule.startState>;

	$this->enterRecursionRule($localContext, <currentRule.startState>, self::RULE_<currentRule.name>,

$precedence);

	<namedActions.init>

	<locals; separator="\n">

 

	try {

		<code>

		<postamble; separator="\n">

		<namedActions.after>

	} catch (RecognitionException $exception) {

		$localContext->exception = $exception;

		$this->errorHandler->reportError($this, $exception);

		$this->errorHandler->recover($this, $exception);

	} finally {

		<finallyAction>

		$this->unrollRecursionContexts($parentContext);

	}

 

	return $localContext;

}

>>

 

CodeBlockForOuterMostAlt(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<if(currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel)>$localContext = new

Context\\<currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.altLabel; format="cap">Context($localContext);<endif>

$this->enterOuterAlt($localContext, <currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock.alt.altNum>);

<CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock=currentOuterMostAltCodeBlock, ...)>

>>
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CodeBlockForAlt(currentAltCodeBlock, locals, preamble, ops) ::= <<

<locals; separator="\n">

<preamble; separator="\n">

<ops; separator="\n">

>>

 

LL1AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

$this->setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = $this->input->LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

 

switch ($this->input->LA(1)) {

   <choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n\n">

 

default:

	<error>

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

$this->setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

 

switch ($this->input->LA(1)) {

   <choice.altLook,alts:{look,alt| <cases(ttypes=look)>

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n\n">

 

default:

	break;

}

>>

 

LL1OptionalBlockSingleAlt(choice, expr, alts, preamble, error, followExpr) ::= <<

$this->setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

<preamble; separator="\n">

 

if (<expr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

}

>>

 

LL1StarBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<
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$this->setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

 

<preamble; separator="\n">

while (<loopExpr>) {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	$this->setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>);

	$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

	<iteration>

}

>>

 

LL1PlusBlockSingleAlt(choice, loopExpr, alts, preamble, iteration) ::= <<

$this->setState(<choice.blockStartStateNumber>); <! alt block decision !>

$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

 

<preamble; separator="\n">

do {

	<alts; separator="\n">

	$this->setState(<choice.stateNumber>); <! loopback/exit decision !>

	$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

	<iteration>

} while (<loopExpr>);

>>

 

// LL(*) stuff

 

AltBlock(choice, preamble, alts, error) ::= <<

$this->setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

<if(choice.label)><labelref(choice.label)> = $this->input->LT(1);<endif>

<preamble; separator="\n">

 

switch ($this->getInterpreter()->adaptivePredict($this->input, <choice.decision>, $this->ctx)) {

	<alts:{alt |

case <i>:

   <alt>

break;}; separator="\n\n">

}

>>

 

OptionalBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

$this->setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

 

switch ($this->getInterpreter()->adaptivePredict($this->input, <choice.decision>, $this->ctx)) {

<alts:{alt |

   case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:
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	    <alt>

	break;}; separator="\n\n">

}

>>

 

StarBlock(choice, alts, sync, iteration) ::= <<

$this->setState(<choice.stateNumber>);

$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

 

$alt = $this->getInterpreter()->adaptivePredict($this->input, <choice.decision>, $this->ctx);

 

while ($alt !== <choice.exitAlt> && $alt !== ATN::INVALID_ALT_NUMBER) {

	if ($alt === 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>) {

		<iteration>

		<alts> <! should only be one !>

	}

 

	$this->setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>);

	$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

 

	$alt = $this->getInterpreter()->adaptivePredict($this->input, <choice.decision>, $this->ctx);

}

>>

 

PlusBlock(choice, alts, error) ::= <<

$this->setState(<choice.blockStartStateNumber>); <! alt block decision !>

$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

 

$alt = 1<if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>;

 

do {

	switch ($alt) {

	<alts:{alt|

case <i><if(!choice.ast.greedy)>+1<endif>:

	<alt>

	break;}; separator="\n\n">

	default:

		<error>

	}

 

	$this->setState(<choice.loopBackStateNumber>); <! loopback/exit decision !>

	$this->errorHandler->sync($this);

 

	$alt = $this->getInterpreter()->adaptivePredict($this->input, <choice.decision>, $this->ctx);

} while ($alt !== <choice.exitAlt> && $alt !== ATN::INVALID_ALT_NUMBER);

>>

 

Sync(s) ::= "sync(<s.expecting.name>);"
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ThrowNoViableAlt(t) ::= "throw new NoViableAltException($this);"

 

TestSetInline(s) ::= <<

<s.bitsets:{bits | <if(rest(rest(bits.ttypes)))><bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits)><else><bitsetInlineComparison(s,

bits)><endif>}; separator=" || ">

>>

 

// Java language spec 15.19 - shift operators mask operands rather than overflow to 0... need range test

testShiftInRange(shiftAmount) ::= <<

((<shiftAmount>) & ~0x3f) === 0

>>

 

// produces smaller bytecode only when bits.ttypes contains more than two items

bitsetBitfieldComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

(<testShiftInRange({<offsetShiftVar(s.varName, bits.shift)>})> && ((1 \<\< <offsetShiftVar(s.varName,

bits.shift)>) & (<bits.ttypes:{ttype | (1 \<\< <offsetShiftConst(ttype, bits.shift)>)}; separator=" | ">)) !== 0)

%>

 

isZero ::= [

"0":true,

default:false

]

 

offsetShiftVar(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>($<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else>$<shiftAmount><endif>

%>

offsetShiftConst(shiftAmount, offset) ::= <%

<if(!isZero.(offset))>(self::<shiftAmount> - <offset>)<else>self::<shiftAmount><endif>

%>

 

// produces more efficient bytecode when bits.ttypes contains at most two items

bitsetInlineComparison(s, bits) ::= <%

<bits.ttypes:{ttype | $<s.varName> === self::<ttype>}; separator=" || ">

%>

 

cases(ttypes) ::= <<

<ttypes:{t | case self::<t>:}; separator="\n">

>>

 

InvokeRule(r, argExprsChunks) ::= <<

$this->setState(<r.stateNumber>);

<if(r.labels)><r.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>$this-><if(r.ast.options.p)>recursive<r.name;

format="cap"><else><r.name><endif>(<if(r.ast.options.p)><r.ast.options.p><if(argExprsChunks)>,<endif><endif>

<argExprsChunks>);

>>

 

MatchToken(m) ::= <<
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$this->setState(<m.stateNumber>);

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>$this->match(self::<m.name>);

>>

 

MatchSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, false)>"

 

MatchNotSet(m, expr, capture) ::= "<CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, true)>"

 

CommonSetStuff(m, expr, capture, invert) ::= <<

$this->setState(<m.stateNumber>);

 

<if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }>$this->input->LT(1);<endif>

<capture>

 

if (<if(invert)>$<m.varName> \<= 0 || <else>!<endif>(<expr>)) {

	    <if(m.labels)><m.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>$this->errorHandler->recoverInline($this);

} else {

	if ($this->input->LA(1) === Token::EOF) {

	    $this->matchedEOF = true;

   }

 

	$this->errorHandler->reportMatch($this);

	$this->consume();

}

>>

 

Wildcard(w) ::= <<

$this->setState(<w.stateNumber>);

<if(w.labels)><w.labels:{l | <labelref(l)> = }><endif>$this->matchWildcard();

>>

 

// ACTION STUFF

 

Action(a, foo, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

ArgAction(a, chunks) ::= "<chunks>"

 

SemPred(p, chunks, failChunks) ::= <<

$this->setState(<p.stateNumber>);

 

if (!(<chunks>)) {

   throw new FailedPredicateException($this, <p.predicate><if(failChunks)>, <failChunks><elseif(p.msg)>,

<p.msg><endif>);

}

>>

 

ExceptionClause(e, catchArg, catchAction) ::= <<

catch (<catchArg>) {
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	<catchAction>

}

>>

 

// lexer actions are not associated with model objects

 

LexerSkipCommand()  ::= "$this->skip();"

LexerMoreCommand()  ::= "$this->more();"

LexerPopModeCommand() ::= "$this->popMode();"

 

LexerTypeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "$this->type = <arg>;"

LexerChannelCommand(arg, grammar)   ::= "$this->channel = <arg>;"

LexerModeCommand(arg, grammar)      ::= "$this->mode = <arg>;"

LexerPushModeCommand(arg, grammar)  ::= "$this->pushMode(<arg>);"

 

ActionText(t) ::= "<t.text>"

ActionTemplate(t) ::= "<t.st>"

ArgRef(a) ::= "$localContext-><a.name>"

LocalRef(a) ::= "$localContext-><a.name>"

RetValueRef(a) ::= "$localContext-><a.name>"

QRetValueRef(a) ::= "<ctx(a)>-><a.dict>-><a.name>"

/** How to translate $tokenLabel */

TokenRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>-><t.name>"

LabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>-><t.name>"

ListLabelRef(t) ::= "<ctx(t)>-><ListLabelName(t.name)>"

SetAttr(s,rhsChunks) ::= "<ctx(s)>-><s.name> = <rhsChunks>;"

 

TokenLabelType() ::= "<file.TokenLabelType; null={Token}>"

InputSymbolType() ::= "<file.InputSymbolType; null={Token}>"

 

TokenPropertyRef_text(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>-><t.label> !== null ? <ctx(t)>-><t.label>->getText() : null)"

TokenPropertyRef_type(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>-><t.label> !== null ? <ctx(t)>-><t.label>->getType() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_line(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>-><t.label> !== null ? <ctx(t)>-><t.label>->getLine() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_pos(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>-><t.label> !== null ? <ctx(t)>-><t.label>->getCharPositionInLine() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_channel(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>-><t.label> !== null ? <ctx(t)>-><t.label>->getChannel() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_index(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>-><t.label> !== null ? <ctx(t)>-><t.label>->getTokenIndex() : 0)"

TokenPropertyRef_int(t) ::= "(<ctx(t)>-><t.label> !== null ? (int) <ctx(t)>-><t.label>->getText() : 0)"

 

RulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "(<ctx(r)>-><r.label> !== null ? (<ctx(r)>-><r.label>->start) : null)"

RulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>-><r.label> !== null ? (<ctx(r)>-><r.label>->stop) : null)"

RulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "(<ctx(r)>-><r.label> !== null ? $this->input->getTextByTokens(<ctx(r)>-><r.label>-

>start, <ctx(r)>-><r.label>->stop) : null)"

RulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "<ctx(r)>-><r.label>"

RulePropertyRef_parser(r)::= "\$this"

 

ThisRulePropertyRef_start(r) ::= "$localContext->start"

ThisRulePropertyRef_stop(r)	 ::= "$localContext->stop"

ThisRulePropertyRef_text(r)	 ::= "$this->input->getTextByTokens($localContext->start, $this->input->LT(-1))"
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ThisRulePropertyRef_ctx(r)	 ::= "$localContext"

ThisRulePropertyRef_parser(r)::= "$this"

 

NonLocalAttrRef(s)		      ::= "\$this->getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)-><s.name>"

SetNonLocalAttr(s, rhsChunks) ::= "\$this->getInvokingContext(<s.ruleIndex>)-><s.name> = <rhsChunks>;"

 

AddToLabelList(a) ::= "<ctx(a.label)>-><a.listName>[] = <labelref(a.label)>;"

 

TokenDecl(t) ::= "<TokenLabelType()> $<t.name>"

TokenTypeDecl(t) ::= ""

TokenListDecl(t) ::= "array $<t.name> = []"

RuleContextDecl(r) ::= "<r.ctxName> $<r.name>"

RuleContextListDecl(rdecl) ::= "array $<rdecl.name> = []"

AttributeDecl(d) ::= "<d.type> $<d.name><if(d.initValue)> = <d.initValue><endif>"

 

PropertiesDecl(struct) ::= <<

<if(struct.tokenListDecls)>

	<struct.tokenListDecls : {d | /**

* @var array\<Token>|null $<d.name>

*/

public $<d.name>;}; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

<if(struct.tokenDecls)>

<if(struct.tokenListDecls)>

 

<endif>

	<struct.tokenDecls : {d | /**

* @var <TokenLabelType()>|null $<d.name>

*/

public $<d.name>;}; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

<if(struct.ruleContextDecls)>

<if(struct.tokenListDecls || struct.tokenDecls)>

 

<endif>

	<struct.ruleContextDecls : {d | /**

* @var <d.ctxName>|null $<d.name>

*/

public $<d.name>;}; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

<if(struct.ruleContextListDecls)>

<if(struct.tokenListDecls || struct.tokenDecls || struct.ruleContextDecls)>

 

<endif>

	<struct.ruleContextListDecls : {d | /**

* @var array\<<d.ctxName>\>|null $<d.name>

*/

public $<d.name>;}; separator="\n\n">
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<endif>

<if(struct.attributeDecls)>

<if(struct.tokenListDecls || struct.tokenDecls || struct.ruleContextDecls || struct.ruleContextListDecls)>

 

<endif>

	<struct.attributeDecls : {d | /**

* @var <d.type><if(!d.initValue)>|null<endif> $<d.name>

*/

public $<d.name><if(d.initValue)> = <d.initValue><endif>;}; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

 

>>

 

ContextTokenGetterDecl(t) ::= <<

public function <t.name>() : ?TerminalNode

{

   return $this->getToken(<parser.name>::<t.name>, 0);

}

>>

 

ContextTokenListGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

>>

 

ContextTokenListIndexedGetterDecl(t)  ::= <<

/**

* @return array\<TerminalNode>|TerminalNode|null

*/

public function <t.name>(?int $index = null)

{

	if ($index === null) {

		return $this->getTokens(<parser.name>::<t.name>);

	}

 

   return $this->getToken(<parser.name>::<t.name>, $index);

}

>>

 

ContextRuleGetterDecl(r)       ::= <<

public function <r.name>() : ?<r.ctxName>

{

	return $this->getTypedRuleContext(<r.ctxName>::class, 0);

}

>>

 

ContextRuleListGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<

>>

 

ContextRuleListIndexedGetterDecl(r)   ::= <<
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/**

* @return array\<<r.ctxName>\>|<r.ctxName>|null

*/

public function <r.name>(?int $index = null)

{

	if ($index === null) {

		return $this->getTypedRuleContexts(<r.ctxName>::class);

	}

 

   return $this->getTypedRuleContext(<r.ctxName>::class, $index);

}

>>

 

LexerRuleContext() ::= "RuleContext"

 

/**

* The rule context name is the rule followed by a suffix; e.g., r becomes rContext.

*/

RuleContextNameSuffix() ::= "Context"

 

ImplicitTokenLabel(tokenName) ::= "<tokenName>"

ImplicitRuleLabel(ruleName)	  ::= "<ruleName>"

ImplicitSetLabel(id)		  ::= "_tset<id>"

ListLabelName(label)		  ::= "<label>"

 

CaptureNextToken(d) ::= "$<d.varName> = \$this->input->LT(1);"

CaptureNextTokenType(d) ::= "$<d.varName> = $this->input->LA(1);"

 

StructDecl(struct,ctorAttrs,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods,interfaces,extensionMembers) ::= <<

class <struct.name> extends

<if(contextSuperClass)><contextSuperClass><else>ParserRuleContext<endif><if(interfaces)> implements

<interfaces; separator=", "><endif>

{

<PropertiesDecl(struct)>

	public function __construct(?ParserRuleContext $parent, ?int $invokingState = null<ctorAttrs:{a | , ?<a> = null}>)

	{

		parent::__construct($parent, $invokingState);

<if(struct.ctorAttrs)>

 

		<struct.ctorAttrs:{a | $this-><a.name> = $<a.name> ?? $this-><a.name>;}; separator="\n">

<endif>

	}

 

	public function getRuleIndex() : int

	{

	    return <parser.name>::RULE_<struct.derivedFromName>;

   }

<if(getters)>
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   <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

<if(struct.provideCopyFrom)> <! don't need copy unless we have subclasses !>

	public function copyFrom(ParserRuleContext $context) : void

	{

		parent::copyFrom($context);

 

		<struct.attrs:{a | $this-><a.name> = $context-><a.name>;}; separator="\n">

	}

<endif>

<if(dispatchMethods)>

 

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

<if(extensionMembers)>

 

	<extensionMembers; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

}

>>

 

AltLabelStructDecl(struct,attrs,getters,dispatchMethods) ::= <<

class <struct.name> extends <struct.parentRule; format="cap">Context

{

<PropertiesDecl(struct)>

	public function __construct(<struct.parentRule; format="cap">Context $context)

	{

	    parent::__construct($context);

 

	    $this->copyFrom($context);

   }

<if(getters)>

 

   <getters:{g | <g>}; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

<if(dispatchMethods)>

 

	<dispatchMethods; separator="\n\n">

<endif>

}

>>

 

ListenerDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

public function <if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif>Rule(ParseTreeListener $listener) : void

{

	if ($listener instanceof <parser.grammarName>Listener) {

	    $listener-><if(method.isEnter)>enter<else>exit<endif><struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">($this);
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   }

}

>>

 

VisitorDispatchMethod(method) ::= <<

public function accept(ParseTreeVisitor $visitor)

{

	if ($visitor instanceof <parser.grammarName>Visitor) {

	    return $visitor->visit<struct.derivedFromName; format="cap">($this);

   }

 

	return $visitor->visitChildren($this);

}

>>

 

/** If we don't know location of label def x, use this template */

labelref(x) ::= "<if(!x.isLocal)>$localContext-><endif><x.name>"

 

/** For any action chunk, what is correctly-typed context struct ptr? */

ctx(actionChunk) ::= "$localContext"

 

// used for left-recursive rules

recRuleAltPredicate(ruleName,opPrec)  ::= "\$this->precpred(\$this->ctx, <opPrec>)"

 

recRuleSetReturnAction(src,name)	  ::= "\$<name> = \$<src>-><name>;"

 

recRuleSetStopToken()                 ::= "$this->ctx->stop = $this->input->LT(-1);"

 

recRuleAltStartAction(ruleName, ctxName, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

$localContext = new Context\\<ctxName>Context($parentContext, $parentState);

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

$localContext-><label>[] = $previousContext;

<else>

$localContext-><label> = $previousContext;

<endif>

<endif>

 

$this->pushNewRecursionContext($localContext, $startState, self::RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleLabeledAltStartAction(ruleName, currentAltLabel, label, isListLabel) ::= <<

$localContext = new Context\\<currentAltLabel; format="cap">Context(new Context\\<ruleName;

format="cap">Context($parentContext, $parentState));

<if(label)>

<if(isListLabel)>

$localContext-><label>[] = $previousContext;

<else>
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$localContext-><label> = $previousContext;

<endif>

<endif>

 

$this->pushNewRecursionContext($localContext, $startState, self::RULE_<ruleName>);

>>

 

recRuleReplaceContext(ctxName) ::= <<

$localContext = new Context\\<ctxName>Context($localContext);

$this->ctx = $localContext;

$previousContext = $localContext;

>>

 

recRuleSetPrevCtx() ::= <<

if ($this->getParseListeners() !== null) {

   $this->triggerExitRuleEvent();

}

 

$previousContext = $localContext;

>>

 

 

LexerFile(lexerFile, lexer, namedActions) ::= <<

<fileHeader(lexerFile.grammarFileName, lexerFile.ANTLRVersion)>

<lexer>

>>

 

Lexer(lexer, atn, actionFuncs, sempredFuncs, superClass) ::= <<

namespace<if(lexerFile.genPackage)> <lexerFile.genPackage><endif> {

<if(namedActions.header)><namedActions.header><endif>

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Atn\\ATNDeserializer;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Atn\\LexerATNSimulator;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Lexer;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\CharStream;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\PredictionContexts\\PredictionContextCache;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\RuleContext;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Atn\\ATN;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Dfa\\DFA;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\Vocabulary;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\RuntimeMetaData;

	use Antlr\\Antlr4\\Runtime\\VocabularyImpl;

<if(namedActions.definitions)><namedActions.definitions><endif>

 

	final class <lexer.name> extends <superClass; null="Lexer">

	{

		<if(lexer.tokens)>

		public const <lexer.tokens:{k | <k> = <lexer.tokens.(k)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

		<endif>
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		<if(lexer.channels)>

		public const <lexer.channels:{c | <c> = <lexer.channels.(c)>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

		<endif>

 

		<if(rest(lexer.modes))>

		public const <rest(lexer.modes):{m | <m>=<i>}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>;

		<endif>

 

		/**

		 * @var array\<string>

		 */

		public const CHANNEL_NAMES = [

			'DEFAULT_TOKEN_CHANNEL', 'HIDDEN'<if (lexer.channels)>, <lexer.channels:{c| '<c>'}; separator=", ",

wrap, anchor><endif>

		];

 

		/**

		 * @var array\<string>

		 */

		public const MODE_NAMES = [

			<lexer.modes:{m| '<m>'}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

		];

 

		/**

		 * @var array\<string>

		 */

		public const RULE_NAMES = [

			<lexer.ruleNames:{r | '<r>'}; separator=", ", wrap, anchor>

		];

 

		<vocabulary(lexer.literalNames, lexer.symbolicNames)>

 

		<atn>

		protected static $atn;

		protected static $decisionToDFA;

		protected static $sharedContextCache;

<if(namedActions.members)>

 

		<namedActions.members>

<endif>

 

		public function __construct(CharStream $input)

		{

			parent::__construct($input);

 

			self::initialize();
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			$this->interp = new LexerATNSimulator($this, self::$atn, self::$decisionToDFA, self::$sharedContextCache);

		}

 

		private static function initialize() : void

		{

			if (self::$atn !== null) {

				return;

			}

 

			RuntimeMetaData::checkVersion('<lexerFile.ANTLRVersion>', RuntimeMetaData::VERSION);

 

			$atn = (new ATNDeserializer())->deserialize(self::SERIALIZED_ATN);

 

			$decisionToDFA = [];

			for ($i = 0, $count = $atn->getNumberOfDecisions(); $i \< $count; $i++) {

				$decisionToDFA[] = new DFA($atn->getDecisionState($i), $i);

			}

 

			self::$atn = $atn;

			self::$decisionToDFA = $decisionToDFA;

			self::$sharedContextCache = new PredictionContextCache();

		}

 

		public static function vocabulary() : Vocabulary

		{

			static $vocabulary;

 

			return $vocabulary = $vocabulary ?? new VocabularyImpl(self::LITERAL_NAMES, self::SYMBOLIC_NAMES);

		}

 

		public function getGrammarFileName() : string

		{

			return '<lexer.grammarFileName>';

		}

 

		public function getRuleNames() : array

		{

			return self::RULE_NAMES;

		}

 

		public function getSerializedATN() : string

		{

			return self::SERIALIZED_ATN;

		}

 

		/**

		 * @return array\<string>

		 */
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		public function getChannelNames() : array

		{

			return self::CHANNEL_NAMES;

		}

 

		/**

		 * @return array\<string>

		 */

		public function getModeNames() : array

		{

			return self::MODE_NAMES;

		}

 

		public function getATN() : ATN

		{

			return self::$atn;

		}

 

		public function getVocabulary() : Vocabulary

		{

			return self::vocabulary();

		}

		<dumpActions(lexer, "", actionFuncs, sempredFuncs)>

	}

}

>>

 

SerializedATN(model) ::= <<

<if(rest(model.segments))>

/**

* @var string

*/

private const SERIALIZED_ATN =

	<model.segments:{segment| "<segment; wrap={" .<\n>"}>"}; separator=" .\n">;

<else>

/**

* @var string

*/

private const SERIALIZED_ATN =

	"<model.serialized; wrap={" .<\n>    "}>";

<endif>

>>

 

/**

* Using a type to init value map, try to init a type; if not in table

* must be an object, default value is `null`.

*/

initValue(typeName) ::= <<
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<phpTypeInitMap.(typeName)>

>>

 

codeFileExtension() ::= ".php"

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-

jar/org/antlr/v4/tool/templates/codegen/PHP/PHP.stg

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

[The "BSD licence"]

Copyright (c) 2005-2009 Terence Parr

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195287846_1629742743.85/0/antlr4-4-9-sources-jar/org/antlr/v4/parse/ANTLRLexer.java

 

1.32 iproute2 5.6.0 
1.32.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991
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Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
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program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
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   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.
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 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
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later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
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   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General
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Public License instead of this License.

 

1.33 commons-io 2.8.0 
1.33.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons IO

Copyright 2002-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a
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     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct
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     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of
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     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following
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     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.34 json-c 0.14 
1.34.1 Available under license : 

 

Copyright (c) 2009-2012 Eric Haszlakiewicz

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

----------------------------------------------------------------
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Copyright (c) 2004, 2005 Metaparadigm Pte Ltd

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.35 libcurl 7.69.1 
1.35.1 Available under license : 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1996 - 2020, Daniel Stenberg, <daniel@haxx.se>, and many

contributors, see the THANKS file.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any purpose

with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright

notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. IN

NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE

OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other dealings

in this Software without prior written authorization of the copyright holder.
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Licencing

---------

 

We provide this software under a slightly modified version of the

Apache Software License. The only changes to the document were the

replacement of "Apache" with "Impacket" and "Apache Software Foundation"

with "SecureAuth Corporation". Feel free to compare the resulting

document to the official Apache license.

 

The `Apache Software License' is an Open Source Initiative Approved

License.

 

 

The Apache Software License, Version 1.1

Modifications by SecureAuth Corporation (see above)

 

Copyright (c) 2000 The Apache Software Foundation.  All rights

reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

  the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution,

  if any, must include the following acknowledgment:

     "This product includes software developed by

      SecureAuth Corporation (https://www.secureauth.com/)."

  Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself,

  if and wherever such third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

 

4. The names "Impacket", "SecureAuth Corporation" and "CORE Security Technologies" must

  not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

  software without prior written permission. For written

  permission, please contact oss@coresecurity.com.

 

5. Products derived from this software may not be called "Impacket",

  nor may "Impacket" appear in their name, without prior written

  permission of SecureAuth Corporation.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
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WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR

ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF

USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT

OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

 

Smb.py and nmb.py are based on Pysmb by Michael Teo

(https://miketeo.net/projects/pysmb/), and are distributed under the

following license:

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty.  In no event will the author be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must

  not claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this

  software in a product, an acknowledgment in the product

  documentation would be appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must

  not be misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice cannot be removed or altered from any source

  distribution.

License Mixing

==============

 

libcurl can be built to use a fair amount of various third party libraries,

libraries that are written and provided by other parties that are distributed

using their own licenses. Even libcurl itself contains code that may cause

problems to some. This document attempts to describe what licenses libcurl and

the other libraries use and what possible dilemmas linking and mixing them all

can lead to for end users.

 

I am not a lawyer and this is not legal advice!
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One common dilemma is that [GPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl.html)

licensed code is not allowed to be linked with code licensed under the

[Original BSD license](https://spdx.org/licenses/BSD-4-Clause.html) (with the

announcement clause). You may still build your own copies that use them all,

but distributing them as binaries would be to violate the GPL license - unless

you accompany your license with an

[exception](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/gpl-faq.html#GPLIncompatibleLibs). This

particular problem was addressed when the [Modified BSD

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/BSD-3-Clause) was created, which does

not have the announcement clause that collides with GPL.

 

## libcurl

 

Uses an [MIT style license](https://curl.haxx.se/docs/copyright.html) that is

very liberal.

 

## OpenSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an Original BSD-style license with an

announcement clause that makes it "incompatible" with GPL. You are not

allowed to ship binaries that link with OpenSSL that includes GPL code

(unless that specific GPL code includes an exception for OpenSSL - a habit

that is growing more and more common). If OpenSSL's licensing is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## GnuTLS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the

[LGPL](https://www.gnu.org/licenses/lgpl.html) license. If this is a problem

for you, consider using another TLS library. Also note that GnuTLS itself

depends on and uses other libs (libgcrypt and libgpg-error) and they too are

LGPL- or GPL-licensed.

 

## WolfSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the GPL license or a proprietary

license. If this is a problem for you, consider using another TLS library.

 

## NSS

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Is covered by the

[MPL](https://www.mozilla.org/MPL/) license, the GPL license and the LGPL

license. You may choose to license the code under MPL terms, GPL terms, or

LGPL terms. These licenses grant you different permissions and impose

different obligations. You should select the license that best meets your

needs.

 

## mbedTLS
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(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses the [Apache 2.0

license](https://opensource.org/licenses/Apache-2.0) or the GPL license.

You may choose to license the code under Apache 2.0 terms or GPL terms.

These licenses grant you different permissions and impose different

obligations. You should select the license that best meets your needs.

 

## BoringSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## libressl

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) As an OpenSSL fork, it has the same

license as that.

 

## BearSSL

 

(May be used for SSL/TLS support) Uses an MIT license that is very liberal

and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link with.

 

## c-ares

 

(Used for asynchronous name resolves) Uses an MIT license that is very

liberal and imposes no restrictions on any other library or part you may link

with.

 

## zlib

 

(Used for compressed Transfer-Encoding support) Uses an MIT-style license

that shouldn't collide with any other library.

 

## MIT Kerberos

 

(May be used for GSS support) MIT licensed, that shouldn't collide with any

other parts.

 

## Heimdal

 

(May be used for GSS support) Heimdal is Original BSD licensed with the

announcement clause.

 

## GNU GSS

 

(May be used for GSS support) GNU GSS is GPL licensed. Note that you may not

distribute binary curl packages that uses this if you build curl to also link

and use any Original BSD licensed libraries!
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## libidn

 

(Used for IDNA support) Uses the GNU Lesser General Public License [3]. LGPL

is a variation of GPL with slightly less aggressive "copyleft". This license

requires more requirements to be met when distributing binaries, see the

license for details. Also note that if you distribute a binary that includes

this library, you must also include the full LGPL license text. Please

properly point out what parts of the distributed package that the license

addresses.

 

## OpenLDAP

 

(Used for LDAP support) Uses a Modified BSD-style license. Since libcurl uses

OpenLDAP as a shared library only, I have not heard of anyone that ships

OpenLDAP linked with libcurl in an app.

 

## libssh2

 

(Used for scp and sftp support) libssh2 uses a Modified BSD-style license.

 

1.36 fastutil 8.4.4 
1.36.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source
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code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and
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You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.37 textwrap3 0.9.2 
1.37.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 1.1

Name: textwrap3

Version: 0.9.2

Summary: textwrap from Python 3.6 backport (plus a few tweaks)

Home-page: https://github.com/jonathaneunice/textwrap3

Author: Jonathan Eunice

Author-email: jonathan.eunice@gmail.com

License: Python Software Foundation License

Description:

       | |travisci| |version| |versions| |impls| |wheel| |coverage|

      

       .. |travisci| image:: https://api.travis-ci.org/jonathaneunice/textwrap3.svg

           :target: http://travis-ci.org/jonathaneunice/textwrap3

      

       .. |version| image:: http://img.shields.io/pypi/v/textwrap3.svg?style=flat

           :alt: PyPI Package latest release

           :target: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/textwrap3

      

       .. |versions| image:: https://img.shields.io/pypi/pyversions/textwrap3.svg
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           :alt: Supported versions

           :target: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/textwrap3

      

       .. |impls| image:: https://img.shields.io/pypi/implementation/textwrap3.svg

           :alt: Supported implementations

           :target: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/textwrap3

      

       .. |wheel| image:: https://img.shields.io/pypi/wheel/textwrap3.svg

           :alt: Wheel packaging support

           :target: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/textwrap3

      

       .. |coverage| image:: https://img.shields.io/badge/test_coverage-100%25-663399.svg

           :alt: Test line coverage

           :target: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/textwrap3

      

      

       ``textwrap3`` is a compatibility back-port of Python 3.6's ``textwrap``

       module that supports Python 2.6 forward. (Though honestly, if you're not

       already using *at least* 2.7, you're way behind the times!)

      

       This makes a few new

       APIs such as ``shorten`` and the ``max_lines`` parameter available

       in a compatible way to all Python versions typically in current use.

      

       Import and use it like you would ``textwrap`` from the standard library::

      

           from textwrap3 import wrap

      

           text = 'long text here...'

           print(wrap(text, 40))

      

       The standard `textwrap documentation <https://docs.python.org/3.6/library/textwrap.html>`_

       is the best reference material.

      

       Bias and Tweaks

       ===============

      

       By design, Python 3 sensibilities and expectations rule. Especially when

       processing text that includes Unicode characters, ``textwrap3``'s results may

       differ a bit from those of the ``textwrap`` of the underlying Python version

       (esp. 2.x). In particular, ``textwrap3`` uses the ``re.UNICODE`` flag so that

       non-ASCII characters such as accented letters are considered legitimate word

       characters.

      

       It also adds one tweak, considering the Unicode em-dash

       (``'\N{EM DASH}'`` or ``u'\u2014'``) identical to the simulated ASCII em-dash

       ``'--'``.
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       Notes

       =====

      

       * See ``CHANGES.yml`` for the Change Log.

      

       * This module is almost entirely the work of Gregory P. Ward

         (``textwrap``'s original author) plus enhancements from the Python

         community.  This separate packaging is just a delivery and

         compatibility vehicle. It contributes cross-Python

         version compatibility shims, a few additional tests, and better

         handling of real em-dashes. The vast majority of functionality

         still comes from the standard ``textwrap`` code base, as of the

         Python 3.6 release.

      

       Installation

       ============

      

       To install or upgrade to the latest version::

      

           pip install -U textwrap3

      

       You may need to prefix these with ``sudo`` to authorize

       installation. In environments without super-user privileges, you may want to

       use ``pip``'s ``--user`` option, to install only for a single user, rather

       than system-wide. Depending on your system configuration, you may also

       need to use separate ``pip2`` and ``pip3`` programs to install for Python

       2 and 3 respectively.

      

Keywords: text wrap fill textwrap

Platform: UNKNOWN

Classifier: Development Status :: 4 - Beta

Classifier: Operating System :: OS Independent

Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: Python Software Foundation License

Classifier: Intended Audience :: Developers

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2.6

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2.7

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.3

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.4

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.5

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.6

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.7

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: Implementation :: CPython

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: Implementation :: PyPy

Classifier: Topic :: Software Development :: Libraries :: Python Modules

Classifier: Topic :: Text Processing
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Classifier: Topic :: Text Processing :: Filters

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294394_1629744412.37/0/textwrap3-0-9-2-1-zip/textwrap3-0.9.2/textwrap3.egg-info/PKG-

INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294394_1629744412.37/0/textwrap3-0-9-2-1-zip/textwrap3-0.9.2/PKG-INFO

 

1.38 jsonschema 3.2.0 
1.38.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Julian Berman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Berman

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN
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THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.39 antlr4ts 0.5.0-alpha.4 
1.39.1 Available under license : 

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2016 The ANTLR Project

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of its

   contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

   this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.40 zlib 1.2.11 
1.40.1 Available under license : 

/* zlib.h -- interface of the 'zlib' general purpose compression library

 version 1.2.11, January 15th, 2017

 

 Copyright (C) 1995-2017 Jean-loup Gailly and Mark Adler

 

 This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

 warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

 arising from the use of this software.

 

 Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,
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 including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

 freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

 1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

    claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

    in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

    appreciated but is not required.

 2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

    misrepresented as being the original software.

 3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

 Jean-loup Gailly        Mark Adler

 jloup@gzip.org          madler@alumni.caltech.edu

 

 

 The data format used by the zlib library is described by RFCs (Request for

 Comments) 1950 to 1952 in the files http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc1950

 (zlib format), rfc1951 (deflate format) and rfc1952 (gzip format).

*/

 

1.41 pgadmin4 4.27 
1.41.1 Available under license : 

pgAdmin 4

 

Copyright (C) 2013 - 2020, The pgAdmin Development Team

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose, without fee, and without a written agreement is

hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this paragraph and

the following two paragraphs appear in all copies.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE PGADMIN DEVELOPMENT TEAM BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING LOST

PROFITS, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF

THE PGADMIN DEVELOPMENT TEAM HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE PGADMIN DEVELOPMENT TEAM SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES, INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND

THE PGADMIN DEVELOPMENT TEAM HAS NO OBLIGATIONS TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE,

SUPPORT,

UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.
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1.42 express-session 1.17.1 
1.42.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2010 Sencha Inc.

Copyright (c) 2011 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.43 gmp 6.2.0 
1.43.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
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Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
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under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
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   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a
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special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
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refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
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of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the
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   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.
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 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.
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 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If
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the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of
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copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.
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 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product
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   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,
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doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent
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that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.
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 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.
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 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express
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agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.
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 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.
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 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public
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License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.

 

 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or
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  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the

  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying
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      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and
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conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they
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know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an
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exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.
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 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological
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measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.
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   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no
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   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install
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modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in
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   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.
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 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.
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 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license
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you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of
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the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.
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 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands
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might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<https://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.44 flatpickr 4.6.9 
1.44.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.45 antlr4-c3 1.1.13 
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1.45.1 Available under license : 
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.46 jBCrypt 0.4.3 
1.46.1 Available under license : 

jBCrypt is subject to the following license:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2006 Damien Miller <djm@mindrot.org>

*

* Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

* purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

* copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

* WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

* ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

* WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

* ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

* OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*/
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1.47 protobuf-c 1.3.3 
1.47.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2008-2016, Dave Benson and the protobuf-c authors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The code generated by the protoc-gen-c code generator and by the

protoc-c compiler is owned by the owner of the input files used when

generating it. This code is not standalone and requires a support

library to be linked with it. This support library is covered by the

above license.

 

1.48 socat 1.7.3.4 
1.48.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.
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   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is
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   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
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conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of
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this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

 LICENSE ISSUES

 ==============
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 The OpenSSL toolkit stays under a dual license, i.e. both the conditions of

 the OpenSSL License and the original SSLeay license apply to the toolkit.

 See below for the actual license texts. Actually both licenses are BSD-style

 Open Source licenses. In case of any license issues related to OpenSSL

 please contact openssl-core@openssl.org.

 

 OpenSSL License

 ---------------

 

/* ====================================================================

* Copyright (c) 1998-2002 The OpenSSL Project.  All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

*

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

*

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

*    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

*    distribution.

*

* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this

*    software must display the following acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit. (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* 4. The names "OpenSSL Toolkit" and "OpenSSL Project" must not be used to

*    endorse or promote products derived from this software without

*    prior written permission. For written permission, please contact

*    openssl-core@openssl.org.

*

* 5. Products derived from this software may not be called "OpenSSL"

*    nor may "OpenSSL" appear in their names without prior written

*    permission of the OpenSSL Project.

*

* 6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following

*    acknowledgment:

*    "This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project

*    for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE OpenSSL PROJECT ``AS IS'' AND ANY

* EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

* PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE OpenSSL PROJECT OR
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* ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

* LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

* STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

* ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED

* OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

* ====================================================================

*

* This product includes cryptographic software written by Eric Young

* (eay@cryptsoft.com).  This product includes software written by Tim

* Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

*/

 

Original SSLeay License

-----------------------

 

/* Copyright (C) 1995-1998 Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)

* All rights reserved.

*

* This package is an SSL implementation written

* by Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com).

* The implementation was written so as to conform with Netscapes SSL.

*

* This library is free for commercial and non-commercial use as long as

* the following conditions are aheared to.  The following conditions

* apply to all code found in this distribution, be it the RC4, RSA,

* lhash, DES, etc., code; not just the SSL code.  The SSL documentation

* included with this distribution is covered by the same copyright terms

* except that the holder is Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com).

*

* Copyright remains Eric Young's, and as such any Copyright notices in

* the code are not to be removed.

* If this package is used in a product, Eric Young should be given attribution

* as the author of the parts of the library used.

* This can be in the form of a textual message at program startup or

* in documentation (online or textual) provided with the package.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
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* 3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software

*    must display the following acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes cryptographic software written by

*     Eric Young (eay@cryptsoft.com)"

*    The word 'cryptographic' can be left out if the rouines from the library

*    being used are not cryptographic related :-).

* 4. If you include any Windows specific code (or a derivative thereof) from

*    the apps directory (application code) you must include an acknowledgement:

*    "This product includes software written by Tim Hudson (tjh@cryptsoft.com)"

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY ERIC YOUNG ``AS IS'' AND

* ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

* FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

* DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS

* OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

* HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

* LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

* OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

* SUCH DAMAGE.

*

* The licence and distribution terms for any publically available version or

* derivative of this code cannot be changed.  i.e. this code cannot simply be

* copied and put under another distribution licence

* [including the GNU Public Licence.]

*/

 

1.49 vip-manager 1.0.1 
1.49.1 Available under license : 

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2019, Cybertec Schönig & Schönig GmbH

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
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AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.50 ldapts 2.10.1 
1.50.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.51 codemirror 5.59.1 
1.51.1 Available under license : 

MIT License

 

Copyright (C) 2017 by Marijn Haverbeke <marijnh@gmail.com> and others

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.52 jts-core 1.17.1 
1.52.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 * and Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which

accompanies this distribution. * The Eclipse Public License is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v20.html

* and the Eclipse Distribution License is available at * Relicensed under EDL and EPL with Permission from

Olivier Devillers *                           All rights reserved'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 * and Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which

accompanies this distribution. * The Eclipse Public License is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v20.html

* and the Eclipse Distribution License is available at'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* All rights reserved. This program and the accompanying materials *

are made available under the terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 * and Eclipse Distribution License v. 1.0 which

accompanies this distribution. * The Eclipse Public License is available at http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v20.html

* and the Eclipse Distribution License is available at * Uses an approach due to Jonathan Shewchuk, which is in the

public domain.'

 

1.53 twgl.js 4.17.0 
1.53.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    
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all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.54 postgis 3.0.2 
1.54.1 Available under license : 

THE WORK (AS DEFINED BELOW) IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS CREATIVE COMMONS

PUBLIC LICENSE ("CCPL" OR "LICENSE"). THE WORK IS PROTECTED BY COPYRIGHT AND/OR

OTHER APPLICABLE LAW. ANY USE OF THE WORK OTHER THAN AS AUTHORIZED UNDER THIS

LICENSE OR COPYRIGHT LAW IS PROHIBITED.

 

BY EXERCISING ANY RIGHTS TO THE WORK PROVIDED HERE, YOU ACCEPT AND AGREE TO BE

BOUND BY THE TERMS OF THIS LICENSE. TO THE EXTENT THIS LICENSE MAY BE CONSIDERED TO

BE A CONTRACT, THE LICENSOR GRANTS YOU THE RIGHTS CONTAINED HERE IN

CONSIDERATION OF YOUR ACCEPTANCE OF SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS.

 

1. Definitions

 

"Collective Work" means a work, such as a periodical issue, anthology or encyclopedia, in which the Work in its

entirety in unmodified form, along with one or more other contributions, constituting separate and independent

works in themselves, are assembled into a collective whole. A work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be

considered a Derivative Work (as defined below) for the purposes of this License.

"Derivative Work" means a work based upon the Work or upon the Work and other pre-existing works, such as a

translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization, motion picture version, sound recording, art

reproduction, abridgment, condensation, or any other form in which the Work may be recast, transformed, or

adapted, except that a work that constitutes a Collective Work will not be considered a Derivative Work for the

purpose of this License. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition or sound recording,

the synchronization of the Work in timed-relation with a moving image ("synching") will be considered a Derivative

Work for the purpose of this License.

"Licensor" means the individual, individuals, entity or entities that offers the Work under the terms of this License.

"Original Author" means the individual, individuals, entity or entities who created the Work.

"Work" means the copyrightable work of authorship offered under the terms of this License.

"You" means an individual or entity exercising rights under this License who has not previously violated the terms
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of this License with respect to the Work, or who has received express permission from the Licensor to exercise

rights under this License despite a previous violation.

2. Fair Use Rights. Nothing in this license is intended to reduce, limit, or restrict any rights arising from fair use,

first sale or other limitations on the exclusive rights of the copyright owner under copyright law or other applicable

laws.

 

3. License Grant. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, Licensor hereby grants You a worldwide,

royalty-free, non-exclusive, perpetual (for the duration of the applicable copyright) license to exercise the rights in

the Work as stated below:

 

to reproduce the Work, to incorporate the Work into one or more Collective Works, and to reproduce the Work as

incorporated in the Collective Works;

to create and reproduce Derivative Works provided that any such Derivative Work, including any translation in any

medium, takes reasonable steps to clearly label, demarcate or otherwise identify that changes were made to the

original Work. For example, a translation could be marked "The original work was translated from English to

Spanish," or a modification could indicate "The original work has been modified.";;

to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission the Work including as incorporated in Collective Works;

to distribute copies or phonorecords of, display publicly, perform publicly, and perform publicly by means of a

digital audio transmission Derivative Works.

For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a musical composition:

 

Performance Royalties Under Blanket Licenses. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually

or, in the event that Licensor is a member of a performance rights society (e.g. ASCAP, BMI, SESAC), via that

society, royalties for the public performance or public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work.

Mechanical Rights and Statutory Royalties. Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or

via a music rights agency or designated agent (e.g. Harry Fox Agency), royalties for any phonorecord You create

from the Work ("cover version") and distribute, subject to the compulsory license created by 17 USC Section 115 of

the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

Webcasting Rights and Statutory Royalties. For the avoidance of doubt, where the Work is a sound recording,

Licensor waives the exclusive right to collect, whether individually or via a performance-rights society (e.g.

SoundExchange), royalties for the public digital performance (e.g. webcast) of the Work, subject to the compulsory

license created by 17 USC Section 114 of the US Copyright Act (or the equivalent in other jurisdictions).

The above rights may be exercised in all media and formats whether now known or hereafter devised. The above

rights include the right to make such modifications as are technically necessary to exercise the rights in other media

and formats. All rights not expressly granted by Licensor are hereby reserved.

 

4. Restrictions. The license granted in Section 3 above is expressly made subject to and limited by the following

restrictions:

 

You may distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work only under the terms

of this License, and You must include a copy of, or the Uniform Resource Identifier for, this License with every

copy or phonorecord of the Work You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform.

You may not offer or impose any terms on the Work that restrict the terms of this License or the ability of a recipient

of the Work to exercise the rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the License. You may not sublicense

the Work. You must keep intact all notices that refer to this License and to the disclaimer of warranties. When You

distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work, You may not impose any

technological measures on the Work that restrict the ability of a recipient of the Work from You to exercise the
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rights granted to that recipient under the terms of the License. This Section 4(a) applies to the Work as incorporated

in a Collective Work, but this does not require the Collective Work apart from the Work itself to be made subject to

the terms of this License. If You create a Collective Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent

practicable, remove from the Collective Work any credit as required by Section 4(b), as requested. If You create a

Derivative Work, upon notice from any Licensor You must, to the extent practicable, remove from the Derivative

Work any credit as required by Section 4(b), as requested.

If You distribute, publicly display, publicly perform, or publicly digitally perform the Work (as defined in Section 1

above) or any Derivative Works (as defined in Section 1 above) or Collective Works (as defined in Section 1

above), You must, unless a request has been made pursuant to Section 4(a), keep intact all copyright notices for the

Work and provide, reasonable to the medium or means You are utilizing: (i) the name of the Original Author (or

pseudonym, if applicable) if supplied, and/or (ii) if the Original Author and/or Licensor designate another party or

parties (e.g. a sponsor institute, publishing entity, journal) for attribution ("Attribution Parties") in Licensor's

copyright notice, terms of service or by other reasonable means, the name of such party or parties; the title of the

Work if supplied; to the extent reasonably practicable, the Uniform Resource Identifier, if any, that Licensor

specifies to be associated with the Work, unless such URI does not refer to the copyright notice or licensing

information for the Work; and, consistent with Section 3(b) in the case of a Derivative Work, a credit identifying the

use of the Work in the Derivative Work (e.g., "French translation of the Work by Original Author," or "Screenplay

based on original Work by Original Author"). The credit required by this Section 4(b) may be implemented in any

reasonable manner; provided, however, that in the case of a Derivative Work or Collective Work, at a minimum

such credit will appear, if a credit for all contributing authors of the Derivative Work or Collective Work appears,

then as part of these credits and in a manner at least as prominent as the credits for the other contributing authors.

For the avoidance of doubt, You may only use the credit required by this Section for the purpose of attribution in the

manner set out above and, by exercising Your rights under this License, You may not implicitly or explicitly assert

or imply any connection with, sponsorship or endorsement by the Original Author, Licensor and/or Attribution

Parties, as appropriate, of You or Your use of the Work, without the separate, express prior written permission of the

Original Author, Licensor and/or Attribution Parties.

5. Representations, Warranties and Disclaimer

 

UNLESS OTHERWISE MUTUALLY AGREED TO BY THE PARTIES IN WRITING, LICENSOR OFFERS

THE WORK AS-IS AND ONLY TO THE EXTENT OF ANY RIGHTS HELD IN THE LICENSED WORK BY

THE LICENSOR. THE LICENSOR MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND

CONCERNING THE WORK, EXPRESS, IMPLIED, STATUTORY OR OTHERWISE, INCLUDING, WITHOUT

LIMITATION, WARRANTIES OF TITLE, MARKETABILITY, MERCHANTIBILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NONINFRINGEMENT, OR THE ABSENCE OF LATENT OR OTHER DEFECTS,

ACCURACY, OR THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE OF ERRORS, WHETHER OR NOT DISCOVERABLE.

SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES, SO SUCH

EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

 

6. Limitation on Liability. EXCEPT TO THE EXTENT REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT

WILL LICENSOR BE LIABLE TO YOU ON ANY LEGAL THEORY FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,

CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THIS LICENSE OR THE

USE OF THE WORK, EVEN IF LICENSOR HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

7. Termination

 

This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically upon any breach by You of the terms of

this License. Individuals or entities who have received Derivative Works (as defined in Section 1 above) or
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Collective Works (as defined in Section 1 above) from You under this License, however, will not have their licenses

terminated provided such individuals or entities remain in full compliance with those licenses. Sections 1, 2, 5, 6, 7,

and 8 will survive any termination of this License.

Subject to the above terms and conditions, the license granted here is perpetual (for the duration of the applicable

copyright in the Work). Notwithstanding the above, Licensor reserves the right to release the Work under different

license terms or to stop distributing the Work at any time; provided, however that any such election will not serve to

withdraw this License (or any other license that has been, or is required to be, granted under the terms of this

License), and this License will continue in full force and effect unless terminated as stated above.

8. Miscellaneous

 

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform the Work (as defined in Section 1 above) or a Collective

Work (as defined in Section 1 above), the Licensor offers to the recipient a license to the Work on the same terms

and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

Each time You distribute or publicly digitally perform a Derivative Work, Licensor offers to the recipient a license

to the original Work on the same terms and conditions as the license granted to You under this License.

If any provision of this License is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this License, and without further action by the parties to this

agreement, such provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and

enforceable.

No term or provision of this License shall be deemed waived and no breach consented to unless such waiver or

consent shall be in writing and signed by the party to be charged with such waiver or consent.

This License constitutes the entire agreement between the parties with respect to the Work licensed here. There are

no understandings, agreements or representations with respect to the Work not specified here. Licensor shall not be

bound by any additional provisions that may appear in any communication from You. This License may not be

modified without the mutual written agreement of the Licensor and You.

Copyright 2006-2013 Stephen Woodbridge.

Copyright (c) 2008 Walter Bruce Sinclair

 

woodbri@swoodbridge.com

woodbr@imaptools.com

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

PostGIS Licensing

==================
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This file attempts to include all licenses that apply within the PostGIS

source tree, in particular any that are supposed to be exposed to the end

user for credit requirements for instance.

 

PostGIS General

----------------

 

In general PostGIS may be distributed and/or modified under the conditions

of the GNU General Public License, either version 2 or (at your option) any

later version. Please refer to the COPYING file for details.

 

PostGIS has dependencies on other libraries which are not under GPL and

that are commonly distributed with PostGIS core libraries.  In general

these are dynamically linked libraries.  Libraries are as follows:

 

Proj4 - http://proj.osgeo.org -- X/MIT License

GEOS - http://geos.osgeo.org -- LGPL License

LibXML - http://xmlsoft.org/ -- X/MIT License

GDAL - http://gdal.osgeo.org/ -- X/MIT Style License

 

Source files included with PostGIS not under GPL

------------------------------------------------

 

-- The following loader/dumper files are derivative works or direct ports

of ShapeLib which is under an X/MIT License: loader/dbfopen,safileio.*,

shapefil.h, shpopen.c

 

-- These are under AT&T public domain (someone should probably verify)

loader/getopt.*

 

-- Doc/xsl files

These are under a BSD Style license

 

The documentation for PostGIS is under a creative commons share-alike

3.0 license.  http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/

 

Data used in documentation falls in one of the following categories

- Many of the examples in the topology and tiger geocoder section utilize

 data from US Census Tiger data 2010

 http://www.census.gov/geo/www/tiger/tgrshp2010/tgrshp2010.html

- data or snapshots generated by community

- many images autogenerated by PostGIS documentation generator (which

 utilizes ImageMagick) as described

 http://trac.osgeo.org/postgis/wiki/DevWikiDocNewFeature

- PostGIS raster output functions such as the ST_AsPNG etc.

- raster/vector data from MassGIS: http://www.mass.gov/mgis/laylist.htm
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Copyright (c) 2005-2018, Troy D. Hanson    http://troydhanson.github.com/uthash/

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS

IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER

OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR

PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
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anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
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Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
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except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
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 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.
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   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

ISC License

 

Copyright (c) 2015, Mapbox

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
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   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
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License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
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programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
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   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Copyright (c) 2016, Mapbox

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES
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WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

# LICENSE.geometry applies to:

 

include/

mapbox

    feature.hpp

    geometry

     box.hpp

     empty.hpp

     envelope.hpp

     for_each_point.hpp

     geometry.hpp

     line_string.hpp

     multi_line_string.hpp

     multi_point.hpp

     multi_polygon.hpp

     point_arithmetic.hpp

     point.hpp

     polygon.hpp

    geometry.hpp

    geometry_io.hpp

 

2 directories, 15 files

 

# LICENSE.wagyu applies to:

 

include/

mapbox

    geometry

        wagyu

            active_bound_list.hpp

            bound.hpp

            bubble_sort.hpp

            build_edges.hpp

            build_local_minima_list.hpp

            build_result.hpp

            config.hpp

            edge.hpp

            interrupt.hpp

            intersect.hpp

            intersect_util.hpp

            local_minimum.hpp

            local_minimum_util.hpp
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            point.hpp

            process_horizontal.hpp

            process_maxima.hpp

            quick_clip.hpp

            ring.hpp

            ring_util.hpp

            scanbeam.hpp

            snap_rounding.hpp

            topology_correction.hpp

            util.hpp

            vatti.hpp

            wagyu.hpp

 

3 directories, 24 files

Parts of the code in the Wagyu Library are derived from the version of the

Clipper Library by Angus Johnson listed below.

 

Author    :  Angus Johnson

Version   :  6.4.0

Date      :  2 July 2015

Website   :  http://www.angusj.com

 

Copyright for portions of the derived code in the Wagyu library are held

by Angus Johnson, 2010-2015. All other copyright for the Wagyu Library are held by

Mapbox, 2016. This code is published in accordance with, and retains the same license

as the Clipper Library by Angus Johnson.

 

Copyright (c) 2010-2015, Angus Johnson

Copyright (c) 2016, Mapbox

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person or organization

obtaining a copy of the software and accompanying documentation covered by

this license (the "Software") to use, reproduce, display, distribute,

execute, and transmit the Software, and to prepare derivative works of the

Software, and to permit third-parties to whom the Software is furnished to

do so, all subject to the following:

 

The copyright notices in the Software and this entire statement, including

the above license grant, this restriction and the following disclaimer,

must be included in all copies of the Software, in whole or in part, and

all derivative works of the Software, unless such copies or derivative

works are solely in the form of machine-executable object code generated by

a source language processor.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR ANYONE DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE BE LIABLE
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FOR ANY DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.55 jgrapht-io 1.5.0 
1.55.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '* This program and the accompanying materials are made available

under the * terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at * GNU Lesser General Public License v2.1

or later * http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1-standalone.html.'

Found license 'Eclipse Public License 1.0' in '<name>GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1, February

1999</name> <name>Eclipse Public License (EPL) 2.0</name>'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This program and the accompanying materials are made

available under the * terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at * GNU Lesser General Public

License v2.1 or later * http://www.gnu.org/licenses/old-licenses/lgpl-2.1-standalone.html.'

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '<name>GNU Lesser General Public License Version 2.1,

February 1999</name> <name>Eclipse Public License (EPL) 2.0</name>'

 

1.56 reflections 0.9.12 
1.56.1 Available under license : 

            DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

                   Version 2, December 2004

 

Copyright (C) 2004 Sam Hocevar <sam@hocevar.net>

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim or modified

copies of this license document, and changing it is allowed as long

as the name is changed.

 

           DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. You just DO WHAT THE FUCK YOU WANT TO.

 

1.57 slf4j-api 1.8.0-beta4 
1.57.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/**

* Copyright (c) 2004-2011 QOS.ch

* All rights reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining
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* a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

* "Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

* without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

* distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

* permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

* the following conditions:

*

* The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

* included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

*

* THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

* EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

* MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

* NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

* OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

* WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

*

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/LocationAwareLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMarker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/FormattingTuple.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/SubstituteLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-jar/org/slf4j/MarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/MarkerFactoryBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-jar/org/slf4j/LoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-jar/org/slf4j/helpers/Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/LoggerFactoryBinder.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/MarkerIgnoringBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NamedLoggerBase.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/BasicMDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-jar/org/slf4j/IMarkerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-jar/org/slf4j/MDC.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/SubstituteLoggerFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPLogger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-jar/org/slf4j/Marker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-jar/org/slf4j/ILoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPLoggerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-jar/org/slf4j/Logger.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/NOPMDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/spi/MDCAdapter.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288354_1629742777.65/0/slf4j-api-1-8-0-beta4-sources-4-

jar/org/slf4j/helpers/MessageFormatter.java

 

1.58 log4j 2.14.0 
1.58.1 Available under license : 

Apache Log4j Core

Copyright 1999-2012 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

ResolverUtil.java

Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.
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     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,
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     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution
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         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing
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     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 1999-2005 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.59 tornado 5.1.1 
1.59.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.60 gunicorn 20.0.4 
1.60.1 Available under license : 

2009-2018 (c) Benot Chesneau <benoitc@e-engura.org>

2009-2015 (c) Paul J. Davis <paul.joseph.davis@gmail.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Gunicorn

 

2009-2018 (c) Benot Chesneau <benoitc@e-engura.org>

2009-2015 (c) Paul J. Davis <paul.joseph.davis@gmail.com>

 

Gunicorn is released under the MIT license. See the LICENSE

file for the complete license.

 

gunicorn.logging_config

-----------------------

Copyright 2001-2005 by Vinay Sajip. All Rights Reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Vinay Sajip
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not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to distribution

of the software without specific, written prior permission.

 

VINAY SAJIP DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE,

INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT

SHALL

VINAY SAJIP BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

gunicorn.debug

--------------

 

Based on eventlet.debug module under MIT license:

 

Unless otherwise noted, the files in Eventlet are under the following MIT license:

 

Copyright (c) 2005-2006, Bob Ippolito

Copyright (c) 2007-2010, Linden Research, Inc.

Copyright (c) 2008-2010, Eventlet Contributors (see Eventlet AUTHORS)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

gunicorn.reloader

-----------------

 

Based on greins.reloader module under MIT license:

 

2010 (c) Meebo, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person
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obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

doc/sitemap_gen.py

------------------

Under BSD License :

 

Copyright (c) 2004, 2005, Google Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its contributors

     may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
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SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

util/unlink.py

--------------

 

backport frop python3 Lib/test/support.py

 

1.61 idna-ssl 1.1.0 
1.61.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 aio-libs team https://github.com/aio-libs/

Copyright (c) 2017 Ocean S. A. https://ocean.io/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.62 xhr 2.6.0 
1.62.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012 Raynos.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.63 deepmerge 4.2.2 
1.63.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2012 James Halliday, Josh Duff, and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.64 guava 30.0-jre 
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1.64.1 Available under license : 
Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and
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reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.
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1.65 nodejs 12.20.1 
1.65.1 Available under license : 

    MIT License

 

   Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation.

 

   Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

   of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

   in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

   to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

   copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

   furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

   The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

   copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

   THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

   FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

   AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

   LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

   OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

   SOFTWARE

 

1.66 request 2.88.0 
1.66.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of
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fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any
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medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

 

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

 

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices

normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise

complies with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.
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9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.67 ejs 3.1.5 
1.67.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.
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     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a
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     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,
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     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.68 path-to-regexp 6.1.0, 6.2.0 
1.68.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.69 argcomplete 1.12.1 
1.69.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Licensed under the terms of the `Apache License, Version 2.0 <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0>`_.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294263_1629744394.86/0/argcomplete-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/argcomplete-1.12.1/README.rst

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2012-2019, Andrey Kislyuk and argcomplete contributors.

# Licensed under the Apache License. See https://github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete for more info.

 

# Copy of __expand_tilde_by_ref from bash-completion

__python_argcomplete_expand_tilde_by_ref () {

   if [ "${!1:0:1}" = "~" ]; then

       if [ "${!1}" != "${!1//\/}" ]; then

           eval $1="${!1/%\/*}"/'${!1#*/}';

       else

           eval $1="${!1}";

       fi;

   fi

}

 

# Run something, muting output or redirecting it to the debug stream

# depending on the value of _ARC_DEBUG.

# If ARGCOMPLETE_USE_TEMPFILES is set, use tempfiles for IPC.

__python_argcomplete_run() {

   if [[ -z "${ARGCOMPLETE_USE_TEMPFILES-}" ]]; then

       __python_argcomplete_run_inner "$@"

       return

   fi

   local tmpfile="$(mktemp)"

   _ARGCOMPLETE_STDOUT_FILENAME="$tmpfile" __python_argcomplete_run_inner "$@"

   local code=$?

   cat "$tmpfile"

   rm "$tmpfile"

   return $code

}

 

__python_argcomplete_run_inner() {
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   if [[ -z "${_ARC_DEBUG-}" ]]; then

       "$@" 8>&1 9>&2 1>/dev/null 2>&1

   else

       "$@" 8>&1 9>&2 1>&9 2>&1

   fi

}

 

# Scan the beginning of an executable file ($1) for a regexp ($2). By default,

# scan for the magic string indicating that the executable supports the

# argcomplete completion protocol. By default, scan the first kilobyte;

# if $3 is set to -n, scan until the first line break up to a kilobyte.

__python_argcomplete_scan_head() {

   read -s -r ${3:--N} 1024 < "$1"

   [[ "$REPLY" =~ ${2:-PYTHON_ARGCOMPLETE_OK} ]]

}

 

__python_argcomplete_scan_head_noerr() {

   __python_argcomplete_scan_head "$@" 2>/dev/null

}

 

_python_argcomplete_global() {

   local executable=$1

   __python_argcomplete_expand_tilde_by_ref executable

 

   local ARGCOMPLETE=0

   if [[ "$executable" == python* ]] || [[ "$executable" == pypy* ]]; then

       if [[ "${COMP_WORDS[1]}" == -m ]]; then

           if __python_argcomplete_run "$executable" -m argcomplete._check_module "${COMP_WORDS[2]}"; then

               ARGCOMPLETE=3

           else

               return

           fi

       elif [[ -f "${COMP_WORDS[1]}" ]] && __python_argcomplete_scan_head_noerr "${COMP_WORDS[1]}";

then

           local ARGCOMPLETE=2

       else

           return

       fi

   elif type -P "$executable" >/dev/null 2>&1; then

       local SCRIPT_NAME=$(type -P "$executable")

       if (type -t pyenv && [[ "$SCRIPT_NAME" = $(pyenv root)/shims/* ]]) >/dev/null 2>&1; then

           local SCRIPT_NAME=$(pyenv which "$executable")

       fi

       if __python_argcomplete_scan_head_noerr "$SCRIPT_NAME"; then

           local ARGCOMPLETE=1

       elif __python_argcomplete_scan_head_noerr "$SCRIPT_NAME" '^#!(.*)$' -n && [[

"${BASH_REMATCH[1]}" =~ ^.*(python|pypy)[0-9\.]*$ ]]; then

           local interpreter="$BASH_REMATCH"
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           if (__python_argcomplete_scan_head_noerr "$SCRIPT_NAME" "(PBR Generated)|(EASY-INSTALL-

(SCRIPT|ENTRY-SCRIPT|DEV-SCRIPT))" \

               && "$interpreter" "$(type -P python-argcomplete-check-easy-install-script)" "$SCRIPT_NAME")

>/dev/null 2>&1; then

               local ARGCOMPLETE=1

           elif __python_argcomplete_run "$interpreter" -m argcomplete._check_console_script "$SCRIPT_NAME";

then

               local ARGCOMPLETE=1

           fi

       fi

   fi

 

   if [[ $ARGCOMPLETE != 0 ]]; then

       local IFS=$(echo -e '\v')

       COMPREPLY=( $(_ARGCOMPLETE_IFS="$IFS" \

           COMP_LINE="$COMP_LINE" \

           COMP_POINT="$COMP_POINT" \

           COMP_TYPE="$COMP_TYPE" \

           _ARGCOMPLETE_COMP_WORDBREAKS="$COMP_WORDBREAKS" \

           _ARGCOMPLETE=$ARGCOMPLETE \

           _ARGCOMPLETE_SUPPRESS_SPACE=1 \

           __python_argcomplete_run "$executable" "${COMP_WORDS[@]:1:ARGCOMPLETE-1}") )

       if [[ $? != 0 ]]; then

           unset COMPREPLY

       elif [[ "${COMPREPLY-}" =~ [=/:]$ ]]; then

           compopt -o nospace

       fi

   else

       type -t _completion_loader | grep -q 'function' && _completion_loader "$@"

   fi

}

complete -o default -o bashdefault -D -F _python_argcomplete_global

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294263_1629744394.86/0/argcomplete-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/argcomplete-

1.12.1/argcomplete/bash_completion.d/python-argcomplete

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294263_1629744394.86/0/argcomplete-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/argcomplete-1.12.1/LICENSE.rst

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 2.1

Name: argcomplete

Version: 1.12.1

Summary: Bash tab completion for argparse

Home-page: https://github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete

Author: Andrey Kislyuk

Author-email: kislyuk@gmail.com

License: Apache Software License

Project-URL: Documentation, https://kislyuk.github.io/argcomplete

Project-URL: Source Code, https://github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete

Project-URL: Issue Tracker, https://github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete/issues

Description: argcomplete - Bash tab completion for argparse

       ==============================================

       *Tab complete all the things!*

      

       Argcomplete provides easy, extensible command line tab completion of arguments for your Python script.

      

       It makes two assumptions:

      

       * You're using bash as your shell (limited support for zsh, fish, and tcsh is available)

       * You're using `argparse <http://docs.python.org/3/library/argparse.html>`_ to manage your command line
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arguments/options

      

       Argcomplete is particularly useful if your program has lots of options or subparsers, and if your program can

       dynamically suggest completions for your argument/option values (for example, if the user is browsing

resources over

       the network).

      

       Installation

       ------------

       ::

      

           pip install argcomplete

           activate-global-python-argcomplete

      

       See `Activating global completion`_ below for details about the second step (or if it reports an error).

      

       Refresh your bash environment (start a new shell or ``source /etc/profile``).

      

       Synopsis

       --------

       Python code (e.g. ``my-awesome-script``):

      

       .. code-block:: python

      

           #!/usr/bin/env python

           # PYTHON_ARGCOMPLETE_OK

           import argcomplete, argparse

           parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()

           ...

           argcomplete.autocomplete(parser)

           args = parser.parse_args()

           ...

      

       Shellcode (only necessary if global completion is not activated - see `Global completion`_ below), to be put in

e.g. ``.bashrc``::

      

           eval "$(register-python-argcomplete my-awesome-script)"

      

       argcomplete.autocomplete(*parser*)

       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

       This method is the entry point to the module. It must be called **after** ArgumentParser construction is

complete, but

       **before** the ``ArgumentParser.parse_args()`` method is called. The method looks for an environment

variable that the

       completion hook shellcode sets, and if it's there, collects completions, prints them to the output stream (fd 8 by

       default), and exits. Otherwise, it returns to the caller immediately.

      

       .. admonition:: Side effects
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        Argcomplete gets completions by running your program. It intercepts the execution flow at the moment

        ``argcomplete.autocomplete()`` is called. After sending completions, it exits using ``exit_method`` (``os._exit``

        by default). This means if your program has any side effects that happen before ``argcomplete`` is called, those

        side effects will happen every time the user presses ``<TAB>`` (although anything your program prints to

stdout or

        stderr will be suppressed). For this reason it's best to construct the argument parser and call

        ``argcomplete.autocomplete()`` as early as possible in your execution flow.

      

       .. admonition:: Performance

      

        If the program takes a long time to get to the point where ``argcomplete.autocomplete()`` is called, the tab

completion

        process will feel sluggish, and the user may lose confidence in it. So it's also important to minimize the startup

time

        of the program up to that point (for example, by deferring initialization or importing of large modules until after

        parsing options).

      

       Specifying completers

       ---------------------

       You can specify custom completion functions for your options and arguments. Two styles are supported:

callable and

       readline-style. Callable completers are simpler. They are called with the following keyword arguments:

      

       * ``prefix``: The prefix text of the last word before the cursor on the command line.

         For dynamic completers, this can be used to reduce the work required to generate possible completions.

       * ``action``: The ``argparse.Action`` instance that this completer was called for.

       * ``parser``: The ``argparse.ArgumentParser`` instance that the action was taken by.

       * ``parsed_args``: The result of argument parsing so far (the ``argparse.Namespace`` args object normally

returned by

         ``ArgumentParser.parse_args()``).

      

       Completers should return their completions as a list of strings. An example completer for names of environment

       variables might look like this:

      

       .. code-block:: python

      

           def EnvironCompleter(**kwargs):

               return os.environ

      

       To specify a completer for an argument or option, set the ``completer`` attribute of its associated action. An easy

       way to do this at definition time is:

      

       .. code-block:: python

      

           from argcomplete.completers import EnvironCompleter

      

           parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()
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           parser.add_argument("--env-var1").completer = EnvironCompleter

           parser.add_argument("--env-var2").completer = EnvironCompleter

           argcomplete.autocomplete(parser)

      

       If you specify the ``choices`` keyword for an argparse option or argument (and don't specify a completer), it will

be

       used for completions.

      

       A completer that is initialized with a set of all possible choices of values for its action might look like this:

      

       .. code-block:: python

      

           class ChoicesCompleter(object):

               def __init__(self, choices):

                   self.choices = choices

      

               def __call__(self, **kwargs):

                   return self.choices

      

       The following two ways to specify a static set of choices are equivalent for completion purposes:

      

       .. code-block:: python

      

           from argcomplete.completers import ChoicesCompleter

      

           parser.add_argument("--protocol", choices=('http', 'https', 'ssh', 'rsync', 'wss'))

           parser.add_argument("--proto").completer=ChoicesCompleter(('http', 'https', 'ssh', 'rsync', 'wss'))

      

       Note that if you use the ``choices=<completions>`` option, argparse will show

       all these choices in the ``--help`` output by default. To prevent this, set

       ``metavar`` (like ``parser.add_argument("--protocol", metavar="PROTOCOL",

       choices=('http', 'https', 'ssh', 'rsync', 'wss'))``).

      

       The following `script

<https://raw.github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete/master/docs/examples/describe_github_user.py>`_ uses

       ``parsed_args`` and `Requests <http://python-requests.org/>`_ to query GitHub for publicly known members of

an

       organization and complete their names, then prints the member description:

      

       .. code-block:: python

      

           #!/usr/bin/env python

           # PYTHON_ARGCOMPLETE_OK

           import argcomplete, argparse, requests, pprint

      

           def github_org_members(prefix, parsed_args, **kwargs):

               resource = "https://api.github.com/orgs/{org}/members".format(org=parsed_args.organization)

               return (member['login'] for member in requests.get(resource).json() if member['login'].startswith(prefix))
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           parser = argparse.ArgumentParser()

           parser.add_argument("--organization", help="GitHub organization")

           parser.add_argument("--member", help="GitHub member").completer = github_org_members

      

           argcomplete.autocomplete(parser)

           args = parser.parse_args()

      

           pprint.pprint(requests.get("https://api.github.com/users/{m}".format(m=args.member)).json())

      

       `Try it <https://raw.github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete/master/docs/examples/describe_github_user.py>`_ like

this::

      

           ./describe_github_user.py --organization heroku --member <TAB>

      

       If you have a useful completer to add to the `completer library

       <https://github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete/blob/master/argcomplete/completers.py>`_, send a pull request!

      

       Readline-style completers

       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

       The readline_ module defines a completer protocol in rlcompleter_. Readline-style completers are also

supported by

       argcomplete, so you can use the same completer object both in an interactive readline-powered shell and on the

bash

       command line. For example, you can use the readline-style completer provided by IPython_ to get introspective

       completions like you would get in the IPython shell:

      

       .. _readline: http://docs.python.org/3/library/readline.html

       .. _rlcompleter: http://docs.python.org/3/library/rlcompleter.html#completer-objects

       .. _IPython: http://ipython.org/

      

       .. code-block:: python

      

           import IPython

           parser.add_argument("--python-name").completer = IPython.core.completer.Completer()

      

       ``argcomplete.CompletionFinder.rl_complete`` can also be used to plug in an argparse parser as a readline

completer.

      

       Printing warnings in completers

       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

       Normal stdout/stderr output is suspended when argcomplete runs. Sometimes, though, when the user presses

``<TAB>``, it's

       appropriate to print information about why completions generation failed. To do this, use ``warn``:

      

       .. code-block:: python

      

           from argcomplete import warn
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           def AwesomeWebServiceCompleter(prefix, **kwargs):

               if login_failed:

                   warn("Please log in to Awesome Web Service to use autocompletion")

               return completions

      

       Using a custom completion validator

       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

       By default, argcomplete validates your completions by checking if they start with the prefix given to the

completer. You

       can override this validation check by supplying the ``validator`` keyword to ``argcomplete.autocomplete()``:

      

       .. code-block:: python

      

           def my_validator(current_input, keyword_to_check_against):

               # Pass through ALL options even if they don't all start with 'current_input'

               return True

      

           argcomplete.autocomplete(parser, validator=my_validator)

      

       Global completion

       -----------------

       In global completion mode, you don't have to register each argcomplete-capable executable separately. Instead,

bash

       will look for the string **PYTHON_ARGCOMPLETE_OK** in the first 1024 bytes of any executable that it's

running

       completion for, and if it's found, follow the rest of the argcomplete protocol as described above.

      

       Additionally, completion is activated for scripts run as ``python <script>`` and ``python -m <module>``.

       This also works for alternate Python versions (e.g. ``python3`` and ``pypy``), as long as that version of Python

has

       argcomplete installed.

      

       .. admonition:: Bash version compatibility

      

        Global completion requires bash support for ``complete -D``, which was introduced in bash 4.2. On OS X or

older Linux

        systems, you will need to update bash to use this feature. Check the version of the running copy of bash with

        ``echo $BASH_VERSION``. On OS X, install bash via `Homebrew <http://brew.sh/>`_ (``brew install bash``),

add

        ``/usr/local/bin/bash`` to ``/etc/shells``, and run ``chsh`` to change your shell.

      

        Global completion is not currently compatible with zsh.

      

       .. note:: If you use setuptools/distribute ``scripts`` or ``entry_points`` directives to package your module,

        argcomplete will follow the wrapper scripts to their destination and look for

``PYTHON_ARGCOMPLETE_OK`` in the

        destination code.
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       If you choose not to use global completion, or ship a bash completion module that depends on argcomplete, you

must

       register your script explicitly using ``eval "$(register-python-argcomplete my-awesome-script)"``. Standard

bash

       completion registration roules apply: namely, the script name is passed directly to ``complete``, meaning it is

only tab

       completed when invoked exactly as it was registered. In the above example, ``my-awesome-script`` must be on

the path,

       and the user must be attempting to complete it by that name. The above line alone would **not** allow you to

complete

       ``./my-awesome-script``, or ``/path/to/my-awesome-script``.

      

      

       Activating global completion

       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

       The script ``activate-global-python-argcomplete`` will try to install the file

       ``bash_completion.d/python-argcomplete`` (`see on GitHub`_) into an appropriate location on your system

       (``/etc/bash_completion.d/`` or ``~/.bash_completion.d/``). If it

       fails, but you know the correct location of your bash completion scripts directory, you can specify it with ``--

dest``::

      

           activate-global-python-argcomplete --dest=/path/to/bash_completion.d

      

       Otherwise, you can redirect its shellcode output into a file::

      

           activate-global-python-argcomplete --dest=- > file

      

       The file's contents should then be sourced in e.g. ``~/.bashrc``.

      

       .. _`see on GitHub`:

https://github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete/blob/master/argcomplete/bash_completion.d/python-argcomplete

      

       Zsh Support

       ------------

       To activate completions for zsh you need to have ``bashcompinit`` enabled in zsh::

      

           autoload -U bashcompinit

           bashcompinit

      

       Afterwards you can enable completion for your scripts with ``register-python-argcomplete``::

      

           eval "$(register-python-argcomplete my-awesome-script)"

      

       Tcsh Support

       ------------

       To activate completions for tcsh use::
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           eval `register-python-argcomplete --shell tcsh my-awesome-script`

      

       The ``python-argcomplete-tcsh`` script provides completions for tcsh.

       The following is an example of the tcsh completion syntax for

       ``my-awesome-script`` emitted by ``register-python-argcomplete``::

      

           complete my-awesome-script 'p@*@`python-argcomplete-tcsh my-awesome-script`@'

      

       Fish Support

       ------------

       To activate completions for fish use::

      

           register-python-argcomplete --shell fish my-awesome-script | source

      

       or create new completion file, e.g::

      

           register-python-argcomplete --shell fish ~/.config/fish/completions/my-awesome-script.fish

      

       Completion Description For Fish

       ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

       By default help string is added as completion description.

      

       .. image:: docs/fish_help_string.png

      

       You can disable this feature by removing ``_ARGCOMPLETE_DFS`` variable, e.g::

      

           register-python-argcomplete --shell fish my-awesome-script | grep -v _ARGCOMPLETE_DFS | .

      

       Git Bash Support

       ----------------

       Due to limitations of file descriptor inheritance on Windows,

       Git Bash not supported out of the box. You can opt in to using

       temporary files instead of file descriptors for for IPC

       by setting the environment variable ``ARGCOMPLETE_USE_TEMPFILES``,

       e.g. by adding ``export ARGCOMPLETE_USE_TEMPFILES=1`` to ``~/.bashrc``.

      

       For full support, consider using Bash with the

       Windows Subsystem for Linux (WSL).

      

       External argcomplete script

       ---------------------------

       To register an argcomplete script for an arbitrary name, the ``--external-argcomplete-script`` argument of the

``register-python-argcomplete`` script can be used::

      

           eval "$(register-python-argcomplete --external-argcomplete-script /path/to/script arbitrary-name)"

      

       This allows, for example, to use the auto completion functionality of argcomplete for an application not written

in Python.
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       The command line interface of this program must be additionally implemented in a Python script with argparse

and argcomplete and whenever the application is called the registered external argcomplete script is used for auto

completion.

      

       This option can also be used in combination with the other supported shells.

      

       Python Support

       --------------

       Argcomplete requires Python 2.7 or 3.5+.

      

       Common Problems

       ---------------

       If global completion is not completing your script, bash may have registered a

       default completion function::

      

           $ complete | grep my-awesome-script

           complete -F _minimal my-awesome-script

      

       You can fix this by restarting your shell, or by running

       ``complete -r my-awesome-script``.

      

       Debugging

       ---------

       Set the ``_ARC_DEBUG`` variable in your shell to enable verbose debug output every time argcomplete runs.

This will

       disrupt the command line composition state of your terminal, but make it possible to see the internal state of the

       completer if it encounters problems.

      

       Acknowledgments

       ---------------

       Inspired and informed by the optcomplete_ module by Martin Blais.

      

       .. _optcomplete: http://pypi.python.org/pypi/optcomplete

      

       Links

       -----

       * `Project home page (GitHub) <https://github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete>`_

       * `Documentation <https://kislyuk.github.io/argcomplete/>`_

       * `Package distribution (PyPI) <https://pypi.python.org/pypi/argcomplete>`_

       * `Change log <https://github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete/blob/master/Changes.rst>`_

       * `xontrib-argcomplete <https://github.com/anki-code/xontrib-argcomplete>`_ - support argcomplete in `xonsh

<https://github.com/xonsh/xonsh>`_ shell

      

       Bugs

       ~~~~

       Please report bugs, issues, feature requests, etc. on `GitHub <https://github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete/issues>`_.

      

       License
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       -------

       Licensed under the terms of the `Apache License, Version 2.0 <http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0>`_.

      

       .. image:: https://travis-ci.org/kislyuk/argcomplete.png

               :target: https://travis-ci.org/kislyuk/argcomplete

       .. image:: https://codecov.io/github/kislyuk/argcomplete/coverage.svg?branch=master

               :target: https://codecov.io/github/kislyuk/argcomplete?branch=master

       .. image:: https://img.shields.io/pypi/v/argcomplete.svg

               :target: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/argcomplete

       .. image:: https://img.shields.io/pypi/l/argcomplete.svg

               :target: https://pypi.python.org/pypi/argcomplete

      

Platform: MacOS X

Platform: Posix

Classifier: Environment :: Console

Classifier: Intended Audience :: Developers

Classifier: License :: OSI Approved :: Apache Software License

Classifier: Operating System :: MacOS :: MacOS X

Classifier: Operating System :: POSIX

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 2.7

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.5

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.6

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.7

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: 3.8

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: Implementation :: CPython

Classifier: Programming Language :: Python :: Implementation :: PyPy

Classifier: Development Status :: 5 - Production/Stable

Classifier: Topic :: Software Development

Classifier: Topic :: Software Development :: Libraries :: Python Modules

Classifier: Topic :: System :: Shells

Classifier: Topic :: Terminals

Provides-Extra: test

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294263_1629744394.86/0/argcomplete-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/argcomplete-

1.12.1/argcomplete.egg-info/PKG-INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294263_1629744394.86/0/argcomplete-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/argcomplete-1.12.1/PKG-INFO

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Licensed under the Apache License. See https://github.com/kislyuk/argcomplete for more info.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294263_1629744394.86/0/argcomplete-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/argcomplete-1.12.1/scripts/activate-

global-python-argcomplete
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195294263_1629744394.86/0/argcomplete-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/argcomplete-1.12.1/scripts/register-

python-argcomplete

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294263_1629744394.86/0/argcomplete-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/argcomplete-1.12.1/scripts/python-

argcomplete-check-easy-install-script

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294263_1629744394.86/0/argcomplete-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/argcomplete-

1.12.1/argcomplete/completers.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294263_1629744394.86/0/argcomplete-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/argcomplete-

1.12.1/argcomplete/my_argparse.py

* /opt/cola/permits/1195294263_1629744394.86/0/argcomplete-1-12-1-1-tar-gz/argcomplete-

1.12.1/argcomplete/__init__.py

 

1.70 express-rate-limit 5.2.3 
1.70.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2020 Nathan Friedly

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.71 py3-pip 20.1.1 
1.71.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2007 Ian Bicking and Contributors

Copyright (c) 2009 Ian Bicking, The Open Planning Project

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 The virtualenv developers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

# Copyright (c) 2012 Giorgos Verigakis <verigak@gmail.com>

#

# Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

# purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

# copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

# WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

# MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

# ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

# WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

# ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

# OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Thomas Kluyver

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2016 Jason R Coombs <jaraco@jaraco.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in
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the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

# This is the MIT license

 

Copyright (c) 2010 ActiveState Software Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License

 

Copyright 2013-2018 William Pearson

Copyright 2015-2016 Julien Enselme

Copyright 2016 Google Inc.

Copyright 2017 Samuel Vasko

Copyright 2017 Nate Prewitt

Copyright 2017 Jack Evans

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2010-2020 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2019 Kenneth Reitz

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999
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Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
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free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
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writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a
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work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
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   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
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   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Copyright (c) 2010 Jonathan Hartley

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the copyright holders, nor those of its contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software without

 specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2018, Tzu-ping Chung <uranusjr@gmail.com>

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software for any

purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above

copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES

WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR

ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF

OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to this software is made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.
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Pylons Project Contributor Agreement

====================================

 

The submitter agrees by adding his or her name within the section below named

"Contributors" and submitting the resulting modified document to the

canonical shared repository location for this software project (whether

directly, as a user with "direct commit access", or via a "pull request"), he

or she is signing a contract electronically.  The submitter becomes a

Contributor after a) he or she signs this document by adding their name

beneath the "Contributors" section below, and b) the resulting document is

accepted into the canonical version control repository.

 

Treatment of Account

---------------------

 

Contributor will not allow anyone other than the Contributor to use his or

her username or source repository login to submit code to a Pylons Project

source repository. Should Contributor become aware of any such use,

Contributor will immediately by notifying Agendaless Consulting.

Notification must be performed by sending an email to

webmaster@agendaless.com.  Until such notice is received, Contributor will be

presumed to have taken all actions made through Contributor's account. If the

Contributor has direct commit access, Agendaless Consulting will have

complete control and discretion over capabilities assigned to Contributor's

account, and may disable Contributor's account for any reason at any time.

 

Legal Effect of Contribution

----------------------------

 

Upon submitting a change or new work to a Pylons Project source Repository (a

"Contribution"), you agree to assign, and hereby do assign, a one-half

interest of all right, title and interest in and to copyright and other

intellectual property rights with respect to your new and original portions

of the Contribution to Agendaless Consulting. You and Agendaless Consulting

each agree that the other shall be free to exercise any and all exclusive

rights in and to the Contribution, without accounting to one another,

including without limitation, the right to license the Contribution to others

under the Repoze Public License. This agreement shall run with title to the

Contribution. Agendaless Consulting does not convey to you any right, title

or interest in or to the Program or such portions of the Contribution that

were taken from the Program. Your transmission of a submission to the Pylons

Project source Repository and marks of identification concerning the

Contribution itself constitute your intent to contribute and your assignment

of the work in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.

 

License Terms

-------------
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Code committed to the Pylons Project source repository (Committed Code) must

be governed by the Repoze Public License (http://repoze.org/LICENSE.txt, aka

"the RPL") or another license acceptable to Agendaless Consulting.  Until

Agendaless Consulting declares in writing an acceptable license other than

the RPL, only the RPL shall be used.  A list of exceptions is detailed within

the "Licensing Exceptions" section of this document, if one exists.

 

Representations, Warranty, and Indemnification

----------------------------------------------

 

Contributor represents and warrants that the Committed Code does not violate

the rights of any person or entity, and that the Contributor has legal

authority to enter into this Agreement and legal authority over Contributed

Code. Further, Contributor indemnifies Agendaless Consulting against

violations.

 

Cryptography

------------

 

Contributor understands that cryptographic code may be subject to government

regulations with which Agendaless Consulting and/or entities using Committed

Code must comply. Any code which contains any of the items listed below must

not be checked-in until Agendaless Consulting staff has been notified and has

approved such contribution in writing.

 

- Cryptographic capabilities or features

 

- Calls to cryptographic features

 

- User interface elements which provide context relating to cryptography

 

- Code which may, under casual inspection, appear to be cryptographic.

 

Notices

-------

 

Contributor confirms that any notices required will be included in any

Committed Code.

 

Licensing Exceptions

====================

 

None.

 

List of Contributors

====================

 

The below-signed are contributors to a code repository that is part of the
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project named "Translationstring".  Each below-signed contributor has read,

understands and agrees to the terms above in the section within this document

entitled "Pylons Project Contributor Agreement" as of the date beside his or

her name.

 

Contributors

------------

 

- Chris McDonough, 2011/02/16

- Wichert Akkerman, 2012/02/02

 

 

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

contextlib2 is a derivative of the contextlib module distributed by the PSF

as part of the Python standard library. According, it is itself redistributed

under the PSF license (reproduced in full below). As the contextlib module

was added only in Python 2.5, the licenses for earlier Python versions are

not applicable and have not been included.

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases that included the contextlib module.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)
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   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1.1       2010        PSF         yes

   3.1.3           3.1.2       2010        PSF         yes

   3.1.4           3.1.3       2011        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2011        PSF         yes

   3.2.1           3.2         2011        PSF         yes

   3.2.2           3.2.1       2011        PSF         yes

   3.3             3.2         2012        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,
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distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python

alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

Copyright (c) 2012 by Simon Sapin.

 

Some rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above
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     copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

   * The names of the contributors may not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without specific

     prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)
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   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   2.7             2.6         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to
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   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.
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7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to
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create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND
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DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
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distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate
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     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify
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     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include
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     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (C) 2008-2011 INADA Naoki <songofacandy@gmail.com>

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope
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Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes
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   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   3.0             2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   3.0.1           3.0         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1             3.0.1       2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.1           3.1         2009        PSF         yes

   3.1.2           3.1         2010        PSF         yes

   3.2             3.1         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then
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Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.
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3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative
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version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,
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installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

============

Contributors

============

 

* Alex Grnholm

* Alice Bevan-McGregor

* Arfrever Frehtes Taifersar Arahesis

* Christophe Combelles

* Daniel Stutzbach

* Daniel Holth

* Hanno Schlichting

* Jannis Leidel

* Jason R. Coombs

* Jim Fulton

* Jonathan Lange

* Justin Azoff

* Lennart Regebro

* Marc Abramowitz

* Martin von Lwis

* Noufal Ibrahim
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* Pete Hollobon

* Philip Jenvey

* Reinout van Rees

* Robert Myers

* Stefan H. Holek

* Tarek Ziad

* Toshio Kuratomi

 

If you think you name is missing, please add it (alpha order by first name)

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2008-2019 Andrey Petrov and contributors (see CONTRIBUTORS.txt)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

This packge contains a modified version of ca-bundle.crt:

 

ca-bundle.crt -- Bundle of CA Root Certificates

 

Certificate data from Mozilla as of: Thu Nov  3 19:04:19 2011#

This is a bundle of X.509 certificates of public Certificate Authorities

(CA). These were automatically extracted from Mozilla's root certificates

file (certdata.txt).  This file can be found in the mozilla source tree:

http://mxr.mozilla.org/mozilla/source/security/nss/lib/ckfw/builtins/certdata.txt?raw=1#

It contains the certificates in PEM format and therefore

can be directly used with curl / libcurl / php_curl, or with

an Apache+mod_ssl webserver for SSL client authentication.

Just configure this file as the SSLCACertificateFile.#

 

***** BEGIN LICENSE BLOCK *****

This Source Code Form is subject to the terms of the Mozilla Public License,

v. 2.0. If a copy of the MPL was not distributed with this file, You can obtain

one at http://mozilla.org/MPL/2.0/.
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***** END LICENSE BLOCK *****

@(#) $RCSfile: certdata.txt,v $ $Revision: 1.80 $ $Date: 2011/11/03 15:11:58 $

License

 

 A copyright notice accompanies this license document that identifies

 the copyright holders.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 1.  Redistributions in source code must retain the accompanying

     copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following

     disclaimer.

 

 2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the accompanying

     copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

 3.  Names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without prior

     written permission from the copyright holders.

 

 4.  If any files are modified, you must cause the modified files to

     carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and

     the date of any change.

 

 Disclaimer

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

   TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

   PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

   TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

   ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

   TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

   THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

argparse is (c) 2006-2009 Steven J. Bethard <steven.bethard@gmail.com>.

 

The argparse module was contributed to Python as of Python 2.7 and thus

was licensed under the Python license. Same license applies to all files in

the argparse package project.
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For details about the Python License, please see doc/Python-License.txt.

 

History

-------

 

Before (and including) argparse 1.1, the argparse package was licensed under

Apache License v2.0.

 

After argparse 1.1, all project files from the argparse project were deleted

due to license compatibility issues between Apache License 2.0 and GNU GPL v2.

 

The project repository then had a clean start with some files taken from

Python 2.7.1, so definitely all files are under Python License now.

Copyright (c) 2006-2013 James Graham and other contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

============

Contributors

============

 

* Alex Grnholm

* Alice Bevan-McGregor

* Arfrever Frehtes Taifersar Arahesis

* Christophe Combelles

* Daniel Stutzbach

* Daniel Holth

* Dirley Rodrigues

* Donald Stufft

* Grigory Petrov

* Hanno Schlichting
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* Jannis Leidel

* Jason R. Coombs

* Jim Fulton

* Jonathan Lange

* Justin Azoff

* Lennart Regebro

* Marc Abramowitz

* Martin von Lwis

* Noufal Ibrahim

* Pete Hollobon

* Phillip J. Eby

* Philip Jenvey

* Philip Thiem

* Reinout van Rees

* Robert Myers

* Stefan H. Holek

* Tarek Ziad

* Toshio Kuratomi

 

If you think you name is missing, please add it (alpha order by first name)

Copyright 2015 Eric Larson

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

implied.

 

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2011 Agendaless Consulting and Contributors.

(http://www.agendaless.com), All Rights Reserved

Copyright (c) Donald Stufft and individual contributors.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the
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      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This package is a modified version of cpython's ipaddress module.

It is therefore distributed under the PSF license, as follows:

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013, 2014 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are

retained in Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,
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OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY

CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT,

TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2008-2013 The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND
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NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

License for Bundle of CA Root Certificates (pip/cacert.pem)

===========================================================

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301

Copyright (c) 2008-2019 The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.72 makeself 2.4.2 
1.72.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.
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 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.
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You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
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under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are
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prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
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necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.73 proj 7.0.1 
1.73.1 Available under license : 

 

All source, data files and other contents of the PROJ.4 package are

available under the following terms.  Note that the PROJ 4.3 and earlier

was "public domain" as is common with US government work, but apparently

this is not a well defined legal term in many countries.  I am placing

everything under the following MIT style license because I believe it is

effectively the same as public domain, allowing anyone to use the code as

they wish, including making proprietary derivatives.

 

Though I have put my own name as copyright holder, I don't mean to imply

I did the work.  Essentially all work was done by Gerald Evenden.

 

--------------

 

Copyright (c) 2000, Frank Warmerdam

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a

copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"),

to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included

in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL

THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER
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LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.74 java-uuid-generator 4.0.1 
1.74.1 Available under license : 

This copy of Java UUID Generator (JUG) library is licensed under Apache (Software) License,

version 2.0 ("the License").

See the License for details about distribution rights, and the specific rights regarding derivate works.

 

You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

Java UUID generator library has been written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi)

 

Other developers who have contributed code are:

 

* Eric Bie contributed extensive unit test suite which has helped ensure high implementation

 quality

 

1.75 six 1.15.0 
1.75.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010-2020 Benjamin Peterson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The primary author and maintainer of six is Benjamin Peterson. He would like to

acknowledge the following people who submitted bug reports, pull requests, and

otherwise worked to improve six:
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Marc Abramowitz

immerrr again

Alexander Artemenko

Aymeric Augustin

Lee Ball

Ben Bariteau

Ned Batchelder

Wouter Bolsterlee

Brett Cannon

Jason R. Coombs

Julien Danjou

Ben Darnell

Ben Davis

Jon Dufresne

Tim Graham

Thomas Grainger

Max Grender-Jones

Joshua Harlow

Toshiki Kataoka

Hugo van Kemenade

Anselm Kruis

Ivan Levkivskyi

Alexander Lukanin

James Mills

Jordan Moldow

Berker Peksag

Sridhar Ratnakumar

Erik Rose

Mirko Rossini

Peter Ruibal

Miroslav Shubernetskiy

Eli Schwartz

Anthony Sottile

Jonathan Vanasco

Lucas Wiman

Jingxin Zhu

 

If you think you belong on this list, please let me know! --Benjamin

 

1.76 cryptography 3.2.1 
1.76.1 Available under license : 

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to cryptography are made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

Copyright (c) Individual contributors.

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

      this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

      notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

      documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   3. Neither the name of PyCA Cryptography nor the names of its contributors

      may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

      without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation ("PSF"), and

  the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python

  2.7.12 software in source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

  grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

  analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

  distribute, and otherwise use Python 2.7.12 alone or in any derivative

  version, provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of

  copyright, i.e., "Copyright  2001-2016 Python Software Foundation; All Rights

  Reserved" are retained in Python 2.7.12 alone or in any derivative version

  prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on or

  incorporates Python 2.7.12 or any part thereof, and wants to make the

  derivative work available to others as provided herein, then Licensee hereby

  agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of the changes made to Python

  2.7.12.

 

4. PSF is making Python 2.7.12 available to Licensee on an "AS IS" basis.

  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF

  EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR

  WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE
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  USE OF PYTHON 2.7.12 WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON 2.7.12

  FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS A RESULT OF

  MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 2.7.12, OR ANY DERIVATIVE

  THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material breach of

  its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship

  of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and Licensee.  This License

  Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF trademarks or trade name in a

  trademark sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

  third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python 2.7.12, Licensee agrees

  to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.
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     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,
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     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or
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     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason
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     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

This software is made available under the terms of *either* of the licenses

found in LICENSE.APACHE or LICENSE.BSD. Contributions to cryptography are made

under the terms of *both* these licenses.

 

The code used in the OpenSSL locking callback and OS random engine is derived

from CPython, and is licensed under the terms of the PSF License Agreement.

 

1.77 async-timeout 3.0.1 
1.77.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,
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     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the
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     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and
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     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,
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     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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1.78 vert.x 4.0.0 
1.78.1 Available under license : 

This content is produced and maintained by the Eclipse Vert.x project.

 

* Project home: https://projects.eclipse.org/projects/rt.vertx

 

Eclipse Vert.x, and Vert.x are trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation. Eclipse,

and the Eclipse Logo are registered trademarks of the Eclipse Foundation.

 

## Declared Project Licenses

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

SPDX-License-Identifier: EPL-2.0 OR Apache-2.0

 

## Source Code

 

The project maintains the following source code repositories:

 

* https://github.com/eclipse-vertx/vert.x

 

## Copyright Holders

 

> See the header in each individual file and https://github.com/eclipse/vert.x/graphs/contributors.

 

## Third-party Content

 

> See the declared runtime dependencies in `pom.xml`.

 

## Cryptography

 

Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently

may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use, and/or re-export to

another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import,

possession, or use, and re-export of encryption software, to see if this is

permitted.

The MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2009 Carl Bystrm

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

JBoss, Home of Professional Open Source.

Copyright 2015 Red Hat, Inc., and individual contributors

as indicated by the @author tags.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under the

terms of the Eclipse Public License 2.0 which is available at

http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-2.0, or the Apache Software License

2.0 which is available at https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.

 

## Eclipse Public License - Version 2.0

 

   Eclipse Public License - v 2.0

 

       THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE

       PUBLIC LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION

       OF THE PROGRAM CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

   1. DEFINITIONS

 

   "Contribution" means:
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     a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial content

        Distributed under this Agreement, and

 

     b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

        i) changes to the Program, and

        ii) additions to the Program;

     where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from

     and are Distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution

     "originates" from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by

     such Contributor itself or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf.

     Contributions do not include changes or additions to the Program that

     are not Modified Works.

 

   "Contributor" means any person or entity that Distributes the Program.

 

   "Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which

   are necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone

   or when combined with the Program.

 

   "Program" means the Contributions Distributed in accordance with this

   Agreement.

 

   "Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement

   or any Secondary License (as applicable), including Contributors.

 

   "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source Code or other

   form, that is based on (or derived from) the Program and for which the

   editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

   represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship.

 

   "Modified Works" shall mean any work in Source Code or other form that

   results from an addition to, deletion from, or modification of the

   contents of the Program, including, for purposes of clarity any new file

   in Source Code form that contains any contents of the Program. Modified

   Works shall not include works that contain only declarations,

   interfaces, types, classes, structures, or files of the Program solely

   in each case in order to link to, bind by name, or subclass the Program

   or Modified Works thereof.

 

   "Distribute" means the acts of a) distributing or b) making available

   in any manner that enables the transfer of a copy.

 

   "Source Code" means the form of a Program preferred for making

   modifications, including but not limited to software source code,

   documentation source, and configuration files.

 

   "Secondary License" means either the GNU General Public License,

   Version 2.0, or any later versions of that license, including any
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   exceptions or additional permissions as identified by the initial

   Contributor.

 

   2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 

     a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright

     license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display,

     publicly perform, Distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such

     Contributor, if any, and such Derivative Works.

 

     b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby

     grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent

     license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell,

     import and otherwise transfer the Contribution of such Contributor,

     if any, in Source Code or other form. This patent license shall

     apply to the combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at

     the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such addition

     of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the

     Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply to any other

     combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is

     licensed hereunder.

 

     c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the

     licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are

     provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the

     patent or other intellectual property rights of any other entity.

     Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims

     brought by any other entity based on infringement of intellectual

     property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the

     rights and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby

     assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

     property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

     patent license is required to allow Recipient to Distribute the

     Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license

     before distributing the Program.

 

     d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has

     sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant

     the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

 

     e) Notwithstanding the terms of any Secondary License, no

     Contributor makes additional grants to any Recipient (other than

     those set forth in this Agreement) as a result of such Recipient's

     receipt of the Program under the terms of a Secondary License

     (if permitted under the terms of Section 3).

 

   3. REQUIREMENTS
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   3.1 If a Contributor Distributes the Program in any form, then:

 

     a) the Program must also be made available as Source Code, in

     accordance with section 3.2, and the Contributor must accompany

     the Program with a statement that the Source Code for the Program

     is available under this Agreement, and informs Recipients how to

     obtain it in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily

     used for software exchange; and

 

     b) the Contributor may Distribute the Program under a license

     different than this Agreement, provided that such license:

        i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all other Contributors all

        warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

        warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and

        implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and fitness

        for a particular purpose;

 

        ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all other Contributors all

        liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

        incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

 

        iii) does not attempt to limit or alter the recipients' rights

        in the Source Code under section 3.2; and

 

        iv) requires any subsequent distribution of the Program by any

        party to be under a license that satisfies the requirements

        of this section 3.

 

   3.2 When the Program is Distributed as Source Code:

 

     a) it must be made available under this Agreement, or if the

     Program (i) is combined with other material in a separate file or

     files made available under a Secondary License, and (ii) the initial

     Contributor attached to the Source Code the notice described in

     Exhibit A of this Agreement, then the Program may be made available

     under the terms of such Secondary Licenses, and

 

     b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of

     the Program.

 

   3.3 Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright, patent,

   trademark, attribution notices, disclaimers of warranty, or limitations

   of liability ("notices") contained within the Program from any copy of

   the Program which they Distribute, provided that Contributors may add

   their own appropriate notices.

 

   4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION
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   Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities

   with respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this

   license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program,

   the Contributor who includes the Program in a commercial product

   offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

   liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes

   the Program in a commercial product offering, such Contributor

   ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every

   other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses,

   damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits

   and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified

   Contributor to the extent caused by the acts or omissions of such

   Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program

   in a commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not

   apply to any claims or Losses relating to any actual or alleged

   intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified

   Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in

   writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to control,

   and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

   related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may

   participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

   For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial

   product offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial

   Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance

   claims, or offers warranties related to Product X, those performance

   claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's responsibility

   alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to

   defend claims against the other Contributors related to those performance

   claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to

   pay any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay

   those damages.

 

   5. NO WARRANTY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS"

   BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

   IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF

   TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

   PURPOSE. Each Recipient is solely responsible for determining the

   appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all

   risks associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement,

   including but not limited to the risks and costs of program errors,

   compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs

   or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.
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   6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

   EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, AND TO THE EXTENT

   PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY CONTRIBUTORS

   SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

   PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

   CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

   ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE

   EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

   POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

   7. GENERAL

 

   If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under

   applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of

   the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further

   action by the parties hereto, such provision shall be reformed to the

   minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

   If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity

   (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

   Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software

   or hardware) infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's

   rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such

   litigation is filed.

 

   All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it

   fails to comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this

   Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of

   time after becoming aware of such noncompliance. If all Recipient's

   rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use

   and distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable.

   However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement and any licenses

   granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

   Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement,

   but in order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and

   may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward

   reserves the right to publish new versions (including revisions) of

   this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the Agreement

   Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. The Eclipse Foundation

   is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation may assign the

   responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate

   entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a distinguishing

   version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

   Distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

   received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,
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   Contributor may elect to Distribute the Program (including its

   Contributions) under the new version.

 

   Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient

   receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of any

   Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

   estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted

   under this Agreement are reserved. Nothing in this Agreement is intended

   to be enforceable by any entity that is not a Contributor or Recipient.

   No third-party beneficiary rights are created under this Agreement.

 

   Exhibit A - Form of Secondary Licenses Notice

 

   "This Source Code may also be made available under the following

   Secondary Licenses when the conditions for such availability set forth

   in the Eclipse Public License, v. 2.0 are satisfied: {name license(s),

   version(s), and exceptions or additional permissions here}."

 

     Simply including a copy of this Agreement, including this Exhibit A

     is not sufficient to license the Source Code under Secondary Licenses.

 

     If it is not possible or desirable to put the notice in a particular

     file, then You may include the notice in a location (such as a LICENSE

     file in a relevant directory) where a recipient would be likely to

     look for such a notice.

 

     You may add additional accurate notices of copyright ownership.

 

## Apache License - Version 2.0

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

   1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

   You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

   limitations under the License.

/****************************************************************************

* Copyright (c) 1998-2010 AOL Inc.

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*     http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*

****************************************************************************/

 

1.79 ssh2-python 0.23.0 
1.79.1 Available under license : 

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

(This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.)

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these
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rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages
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are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated
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straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of
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   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form
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under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.
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 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies
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the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.
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 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and
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conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is
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safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   {description}

   Copyright (C) {year} {fullname}

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301

   USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random

 Hacker.

 

 {signature of Ty Coon}, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

/* Copyright (c) 2004-2007 Sara Golemon <sarag@libssh2.org>

* Copyright (c) 2005,2006 Mikhail Gusarov <dottedmag@dottedmag.net>

* Copyright (c) 2006-2007 The Written Word, Inc.

* Copyright (c) 2007 Eli Fant <elifantu@mail.ru>

* Copyright (c) 2009-2014 Daniel Stenberg

* Copyright (C) 2008, 2009 Simon Josefsson

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms,

* with or without modification, are permitted provided

* that the following conditions are met:

*
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*   Redistributions of source code must retain the above

*   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the

*   following disclaimer.

*

*   Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

*   copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

*   disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials

*   provided with the distribution.

*

*   Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names

*   of any other contributors may be used to endorse or

*   promote products derived from this software without

*   specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND

* CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

* INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

* ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR

* CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

* SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

* BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

* SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

* INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

* WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

* NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

* USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY

* OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.
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 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser
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General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public
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License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data
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structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials
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   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.
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 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE
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LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

1.80 preact 10.5.9 
1.80.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-present Jason Miller

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.81 Alpine Linux 3.12 
1.81.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2000-2018 The OpenSSL Project Authors. All Rights Reserved.

# Licensed under the OpenSSL license (the "License").  You may not use

# this file except in compliance with the License.  You can obtain a copy

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/ppc64le/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-ppc64le-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/CA.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/x86/alpine-
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minirootfs-3-12-7-x86-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/CA.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/aarch64/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-aarch64-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/CA.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/x86_64/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-x86-64-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/CA.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/armhf/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-armhf-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/CA.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/s390x/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-s390x-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/CA.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/armv7/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-armv7-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/CA.pl

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

# Copyright 2002-2018 The OpenSSL Project Authors. All Rights Reserved.

# Copyright (c) 2002 The OpenTSA Project. All rights reserved.

# Licensed under the OpenSSL license (the "License").  You may not use

# this file except in compliance with the License.  You can obtain a copy

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/aarch64/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-aarch64-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/tsget.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/armhf/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-armhf-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/tsget.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/x86_64/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-x86-64-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/tsget.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/ppc64le/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-ppc64le-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/tsget.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/x86/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-x86-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/tsget.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/s390x/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-s390x-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/tsget.pl

* /opt/cola/permits/1195296433_1629914852.97/0/docker-alpine-3-12-zip/docker-alpine-3.12/armv7/alpine-

minirootfs-3-12-7-armv7-tar-gz/etc/ssl/misc/tsget.pl

 

1.82 debug 4.3.1 
1.82.1 Available under license : 

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software

and associated documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction,

including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,

and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial

portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT

LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

AND NONINFRINGEMENT.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.83 material-icons 0.3.1, 0.5.2 
1.83.1 Available under license : 

Apache License

 

Version 2.0, January 2004

 

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1

through 9 of this document.

 

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are

under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of

fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source

code, documentation source, and configuration files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form,

including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as

indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix

below).
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"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the

Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole,

an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that

remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works

thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications

or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the

Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright

owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written

communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic

mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously

marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been

received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce,

prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to

You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section)

patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such

license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit)

alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent

infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date

such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any

medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following

conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark,

and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute

must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text

file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the

Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices
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normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an

addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

as modifying the License.

 

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license

terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works

as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions

stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for

inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any

additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product

names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work

(and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR

CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or

conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and

assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or

otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing,

shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or

consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of

such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may

choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or

rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf

and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend,

and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by

reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: HOW TO APPLY THE APACHE LICENSE TO YOUR WORK

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by

brackets "[]" replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a file or class name and

description of purpose be included on the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.
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Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

1.84 postgresql 42.2.18 
1.84.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 1997, PostgreSQL Global Development Group

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.85 shapely 1.7.1 
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1.85.1 Available under license : 
 

Copyright (c) 2007, Sean C. Gillies

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

     notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

     documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of Sean C. Gillies nor the names of

     its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

     this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

1.86 sanitize-html 2.3.0 
1.86.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2013, 2014, 2015 P'unk Avenue LLC

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.87 spotbugs-annotations 4.2.0 
1.87.1 Available under license : 

Found license 'GNU Lesser General Public License' in '* This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

* modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public * License as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either * version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. * This library is distributed in

the hope that it will be useful, * but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of *

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU * Lesser General Public

License for more details. * You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public'

 

1.88 particles.js 2.0.0 
1.88.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014, Vincent Garreau

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.89 attrs 20.3.0 
1.89.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Hynek Schlawack

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.90 lucene 8.7.0 
1.90.1 Available under license : 

# JTS Topology Suite Licensing

 

May 30th, 2017

 

## Project Licenses

 

The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this project ("Content"). Unless otherwise indicated below,

the Content is provided to you under the terms and conditions of either the [Eclipse Public License

1.0](https://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html) ("EPL") or the [Eclipse Distribution License

1.0](http://www.eclipse.org/org/documents/edl-v10.php) (a BSD Style License).  For purposes of the EPL,

"Program" will mean the Content.

 

If you did not receive this Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the Content is being redistributed by

another party ("Redistributor") and different terms and conditions may apply to your use of any object code in the

Content. Check the Redistributor's license that was provided with the Content. If no such license exists, contact the

Redistributor. Unless otherwise indicated below, the terms and conditions of the EPL still apply to any source code

in the Content and such source code may be obtained at http://www.eclipse.org.

 

## Third Party Content

 

The Content includes items that have been sourced from third parties as set out below. If you did not receive this

Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the following is provided for informational purposes only, and you

should look to the Redistributor's license for terms and conditions of use.

 

### Jdom-contrib version 1.1.3

 

The JTS tests module contains source from JDOM Contrib 1.1.3 which is available under the Jdom License [1].  The
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two files are LineNumberElement.java and LineNumberSAXHandler.java.

 

Typical users of this library will not need to depend on this module.

 

[1] https://github.com/hunterhacker/jdom/blob/master/LICENSE.txt

 

### GeoTools

 

JTS includes some code from the GeoTools project.  This code has been licensed to the JTS project under the

OSGeo BSD License [2] by the GeoTools PSC [3,4].

 

[2] https://www.osgeo.org/sites/osgeo.org/files/Page/osgeo-bsd-license.txt

[3] https://github.com/geotools/geotools/wiki/JTS-ORA-Contribution

[4] https://github.com/geotools/geotools/wiki/JTS-Shapefile-Contribution

BSD License

 

Copyright (c) 2000-2006, www.hamcrest.org

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of

conditions and the following disclaimer. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce

the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

Neither the name of Hamcrest nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse

or promote products derived from this software without specific prior written

permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO

EVENT

SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED

TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN

ANY

WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

<!DOCTYPE HTML PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD HTML 4.0//EN">

<html><head>
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<meta http-equiv="Content-Type" content="text/html; charset=ISO-8859-1">

<title>Eclipse.org Software User Agreement</title>

</head><body lang="EN-US" link="blue" vlink="purple">

<h2>Eclipse Foundation Software User Agreement</h2>

<p>March 17, 2005</p>

 

<h3>Usage Of Content</h3>

 

<p>THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION MAKES AVAILABLE SOFTWARE, DOCUMENTATION, INFORMATION

AND/OR OTHER MATERIALS FOR OPEN SOURCE PROJECTS

  (COLLECTIVELY "CONTENT").  USE OF THE CONTENT IS GOVERNED BY THE TERMS AND

CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR THE TERMS AND

  CONDITIONS OF LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES INDICATED OR REFERENCED BELOW.  BY

USING THE CONTENT, YOU AGREE THAT YOUR USE

  OF THE CONTENT IS GOVERNED BY THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF

ANY APPLICABLE LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR

  NOTICES INDICATED OR REFERENCED BELOW.  IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE TERMS AND

CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND THE TERMS AND

  CONDITIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES INDICATED OR

REFERENCED BELOW, THEN YOU MAY NOT USE THE CONTENT.</p>

 

<h3>Applicable Licenses</h3>  

 

<p>Unless otherwise indicated, all Content made available by the

Eclipse Foundation is provided to you under the terms and conditions of

the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL"). A copy of the EPL is

provided with this Content and is also available at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-

v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html</a>.

  For purposes of the EPL, "Program" will mean the Content.</p>

 

<p>Content includes, but is not limited to, source code, object code,

documentation and other files maintained in the Eclipse.org CVS

repository ("Repository") in CVS modules ("Modules") and made available

as downloadable archives ("Downloads").</p>

 

<ul>

	<li>Content may be structured and packaged into modules to

facilitate delivering, extending, and upgrading the Content. Typical

modules may include plug-ins ("Plug-ins"), plug-in fragments

("Fragments"), and features ("Features").</li>

	<li>Each Plug-in or Fragment may be packaged as a sub-directory or JAR (Java&#8482; ARchive) in a directory

named "plugins".</li>

	<li>A

Feature is a bundle of one or more Plug-ins and/or Fragments and

associated material. Each Feature may be packaged as a sub-directory in

a directory named "features". Within a Feature, files named
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"feature.xml" may contain a list of the names and version numbers of

the Plug-ins and/or Fragments associated with that Feature.</li>

	<li>Features

may also include other Features ("Included Features"). Within a

Feature, files named "feature.xml" may contain a list of the names and

version numbers of Included Features.</li>

</ul>  

 

<p>The terms and conditions governing Plug-ins and Fragments should be

contained in files named "about.html" ("Abouts"). The terms and

conditions governing Features and

Included Features should be contained in files named "license.html"

("Feature Licenses"). Abouts and Feature Licenses may be located in any

directory of a Download or Module

including, but not limited to the following locations:</p>

 

<ul>

	<li>The top-level (root) directory</li>

	<li>Plug-in and Fragment directories</li>

	<li>Inside Plug-ins and Fragments packaged as JARs</li>

	<li>Sub-directories of the directory named "src" of certain Plug-ins</li>

	<li>Feature directories</li>

</ul>

		

<p>Note: if a Feature made available by the Eclipse Foundation is

installed using the Eclipse Update Manager, you must agree to a license

("Feature Update License") during the

installation process. If the Feature contains Included Features, the

Feature Update License should either provide you with the terms and

conditions governing the Included Features or

inform you where you can locate them. Feature Update Licenses may be

found in the "license" property of files named "feature.properties"

found within a Feature.

Such Abouts, Feature Licenses, and Feature Update Licenses contain the

terms and conditions (or references to such terms and conditions) that

govern your use of the associated Content in

that directory.</p>

 

<p>THE ABOUTS, FEATURE LICENSES, AND FEATURE UPDATE LICENSES MAY REFER

TO THE EPL OR OTHER LICENSE AGREEMENTS, NOTICES OR TERMS AND

CONDITIONS. SOME OF THESE

OTHER LICENSE AGREEMENTS MAY INCLUDE (BUT ARE NOT LIMITED TO):</p>

 

<ul>

	<li>Common Public License Version 1.0 (available at <a href="http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-

v10.html">http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html</a>)</li>

	<li>Apache Software License 1.1 (available at <a

href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE</a>)</li>
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	<li>Apache Software License 2.0 (available at <a href="http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-

2.0">http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0</a>)</li>

	<li>IBM Public License 1.0 (available at <a

href="http://oss.software.ibm.com/developerworks/opensource/license10.html">http://oss.software.ibm.com/develo

perworks/opensource/license10.html</a>)</li>	

	<li>Metro Link Public License 1.00 (available at <a

href="http://www.opengroup.org/openmotif/supporters/metrolink/license.html">http://www.opengroup.org/openmo

tif/supporters/metrolink/license.html</a>)</li>

	<li>Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (available at <a href="http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-

1.1.html">http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html</a>)</li>

</ul>

 

<p>IT IS YOUR OBLIGATION TO READ AND ACCEPT ALL SUCH TERMS AND

CONDITIONS PRIOR TO USE OF THE CONTENT. If no About, Feature License,

or Feature Update License is provided, please

contact the Eclipse Foundation to determine what terms and conditions

govern that particular Content.</p>

 

<h3>Cryptography</h3>

 

<p>Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you

are currently may have restrictions on the import, possession, and use,

and/or re-export to another country, of encryption software. BEFORE

using any encryption software, please check the country's laws,

regulations and policies concerning the import, possession, or use, and

re-export of encryption software, to see if this is permitted.</p>

 

<small>Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks of Sun Microsystems, Inc. in the United States, other

countries, or both.</small>  

</body></html>

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2016 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.
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THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Common Public License - v 1.0

 

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS COMMON PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

i)	 changes to the Program, and

ii)	 additions to the Program;

where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are distributed by that particular

Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself

or anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include additions to the Program which: (i) are

separate modules of software distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license agreement, and

(ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

 

"Licensed Patents " mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are necessarily infringed by the use or

sale of its Contribution alone or when combined with the Program.

 

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement, including all Contributors.

 

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS
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a)	Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free copyright license to reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and such derivative works, in source code and

object code form.

b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide,

royalty-free patent license under Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise transfer the

Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and object code form. This patent license shall apply to the

combination of the Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by the Contributor, such

addition of the Contribution causes such combination to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall

not apply to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per se is licensed hereunder.

c)	Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to its Contributions set forth herein, no

assurances are provided by any Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other intellectual

property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any

other entity based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a condition to exercising the rights

and licenses granted hereunder, each Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other intellectual

property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute

the Program, it is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing the Program.

d)	Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to

grant the copyright license set forth in this Agreement.

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its own license agreement, provided

that:

 

a)	it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

b)	its license agreement:

i)	effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and conditions, express and implied, including

warranties or conditions of title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of merchantability and

fitness for a particular purpose;

ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for damages, including direct, indirect, special,

incidental and consequential damages, such as lost profits;

iii)	states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered by that Contributor alone and not by any

other party; and

iv)	states that source code for the Program is available from such Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it

in a reasonable manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

a)	it must be made available under this Agreement; and

b)	a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

 

Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within the Program.

 

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if any, in a manner that reasonably allows

subsequent Recipients to identify the originator of the Contribution.

 

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION
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Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with respect to end users, business partners

and the like. While this license is intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner which does not create potential

liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering,

such Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify every other Contributor

("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims,

lawsuits and other legal actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the extent caused by

the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in connection with its distribution of the Program in a

commercial product offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses relating to any

actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a)

promptly notify the Commercial Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any related settlement negotiations. The

Indemnified Contributor may participate in any such claim at its own expense.

 

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product offering, Product X. That

Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or

offers warranties related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such Commercial Contributor's

responsibility alone. Under this section, the Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court requires any other Contributor to pay

any damages as a result, the Commercial Contributor must pay those damages.

 

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS

IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE, NON-

INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each Recipient is

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and distributing the Program and assumes all risks

associated with its exercise of rights under this Agreement, including but not limited to the risks and costs of

program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data, programs or equipment, and

unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST PROFITS),

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS GRANTED

HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 

7. GENERAL
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If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable law, it shall not affect the validity or

enforceability of the remainder of the terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such provision valid and enforceable.

 

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against a Contributor with respect to a patent applicable to software

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit), then any patent licenses granted by that Contributor to such

Recipient under this Agreement shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed. In addition, if Recipient

institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the

Program itself (excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware) infringes such Recipient's

patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is

filed.

 

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to comply with any of the material terms or

conditions of this Agreement and does not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate, Recipient agrees to cease use and

distribution of the Program as soon as reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this

Agreement and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and survive.

 

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in order to avoid inconsistency the

Agreement is copyrighted and may only be modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the

right to publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time. No one other than the

Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement. IBM is the initial Agreement Steward. IBM may assign

the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable separate entity. Each new version of the

Agreement will be given a distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always be

distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was received. In addition, after a new version of

the Agreement is published, Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions) under the

new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b) above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to

the intellectual property of any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication, estoppel or

otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under this Agreement are reserved.

 

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the intellectual property laws of the United

States of America. No party to this Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in any resulting litigation.

ICU License - ICU 1.8.1 and later

 

COPYRIGHT AND PERMISSION NOTICE

 

Copyright (c) 1995-2012 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

copyright holder.

 

All trademarks and registered trademarks mentioned herein are the property of

their respective owners.

COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE (CDDL) Version 1.0

 

1. Definitions.

 

  1.1. Contributor. means each individual or entity that creates or contributes to the creation of Modifications.

 

  1.2. Contributor Version. means the combination of the Original Software, prior Modifications used by a

Contributor (if any), and the Modifications made by that particular Contributor.

 

  1.3. Covered Software. means (a) the Original Software, or (b) Modifications, or (c) the combination of files

containing Original Software with files containing Modifications, in each case including portions thereof.

 

  1.4. Executable. means the Covered Software in any form other than Source Code.

 

  1.5. Initial Developer. means the individual or entity that first makes Original Software available under this

License.

 

  1.6. Larger Work. means a work which combines Covered Software or portions thereof with code not governed by

the terms of this License.

 

  1.7. License. means this document.

 

  1.8. Licensable. means having the right to grant, to the maximum extent possible, whether at the time of the initial

grant or subsequently acquired, any and all of the rights conveyed herein.
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  1.9. Modifications. means the Source Code and Executable form of any of the following:

 

       A. Any file that results from an addition to, deletion from or modification of the contents of a file containing

Original Software or previous Modifications;

 

       B. Any new file that contains any part of the Original Software or previous Modification; or

 

       C. Any new file that is contributed or otherwise made available under the terms of this License.

 

  1.10. Original Software. means the Source Code and Executable form of computer software code that is originally

released under this License.

 

  1.11. Patent Claims. means any patent claim(s), now owned or hereafter acquired, including without limitation,

method, process, and apparatus claims, in any patent Licensable by grantor.

 

  1.12. Source Code. means (a) the common form of computer software code in which modifications are made and

(b) associated documentation included in or with such code.

 

  1.13. You. (or .Your.) means an individual or a legal entity exercising rights under, and complying with all of the

terms of, this License. For legal entities, .You. includes any entity which controls, is controlled by, or is under

common control with You. For purposes of this definition, .control. means (a) the power, direct or indirect, to cause

the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (b) ownership of more than fifty

percent (50%) of the outstanding shares or beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

2. License Grants.

 

     2.1. The Initial Developer Grant.

 

     Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,

the Initial Developer hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

        (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Initial Developer, to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Original Software (or portions thereof), with or

without Modifications, and/or as part of a Larger Work; and

 

        (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using or selling of Original Software, to make, have made,

use, practice, sell, and offer for sale, and/or otherwise dispose of the Original Software (or portions thereof).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.1(a) and (b) are effective on the date Initial Developer first distributes or

otherwise makes the Original Software available to a third party under the terms of this License.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.1(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for code that You delete from the

Original Software, or (2) for infringements caused by: (i) the modification of the Original Software, or (ii) the

combination of the Original Software with other software or devices.

 

   2.2. Contributor Grant.

 

   Conditioned upon Your compliance with Section 3.1 below and subject to third party intellectual property claims,
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each Contributor hereby grants You a world-wide, royalty-free, non-exclusive license:

 

       (a) under intellectual property rights (other than patent or trademark) Licensable by Contributor to use,

reproduce, modify, display, perform, sublicense and distribute the Modifications created by such Contributor (or

portions thereof), either on an unmodified basis, with other Modifications, as Covered Software and/or as part of a

Larger Work; and

 

       (b) under Patent Claims infringed by the making, using, or selling of Modifications made by that Contributor

either alone and/or in combination with its Contributor Version (or portions of such combination), to make, use, sell,

offer for sale, have made, and/or otherwise dispose of: (1) Modifications made by that Contributor (or portions

thereof); and (2) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with its Contributor Version (or

portions of such combination).

 

       (c) The licenses granted in Sections 2.2(a) and 2.2(b) are effective on the date Contributor first distributes or

otherwise makes the Modifications available to a third party.

 

       (d) Notwithstanding Section 2.2(b) above, no patent license is granted: (1) for any code that Contributor has

deleted from the Contributor Version; (2) for infringements caused by: (i) third party modifications of Contributor

Version, or (ii) the combination of Modifications made by that Contributor with other software (except as part of the

Contributor Version) or other devices; or (3) under Patent Claims infringed by Covered Software in the absence of

Modifications made by that Contributor.

 

3. Distribution Obligations.

 

     3.1. Availability of Source Code.

     Any Covered Software that You distribute or otherwise make available in Executable form must also be made

available in Source Code form and that Source Code form must be distributed only under the terms of this License.

You must include a copy of this License with every copy of the Source Code form of the Covered Software You

distribute or otherwise make available. You must inform recipients of any such Covered Software in Executable

form as to how they can obtain such Covered Software in Source Code form in a reasonable manner on or through a

medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

     3.2. Modifications.

     The Modifications that You create or to which You contribute are governed by the terms of this License. You

represent that You believe Your Modifications are Your original creation(s) and/or You have sufficient rights to

grant the rights conveyed by this License.

 

     3.3. Required Notices.

     You must include a notice in each of Your Modifications that identifies You as the Contributor of the

Modification. You may not remove or alter any copyright, patent or trademark notices contained within the Covered

Software, or any notices of licensing or any descriptive text giving attribution to any Contributor or the Initial

Developer.

 

     3.4. Application of Additional Terms.

     You may not offer or impose any terms on any Covered Software in Source Code form that alters or restricts the

applicable version of this License or the recipients. rights hereunder. You may choose to offer, and to charge a fee

for, warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligations to one or more recipients of Covered Software. However,

you may do so only on Your own behalf, and not on behalf of the Initial Developer or any Contributor. You must
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make it absolutely clear that any such warranty, support, indemnity or liability obligation is offered by You alone,

and You hereby agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the

Initial Developer or such Contributor as a result of warranty, support, indemnity or liability terms You offer.

 

     3.5. Distribution of Executable Versions.

     You may distribute the Executable form of the Covered Software under the terms of this License or under the

terms of a license of Your choice, which may contain terms different from this License, provided that You are in

compliance with the terms of this License and that the license for the Executable form does not attempt to limit or

alter the recipient.s rights in the Source Code form from the rights set forth in this License. If You distribute the

Covered Software in Executable form under a different license, You must make it absolutely clear that any terms

which differ from this License are offered by You alone, not by the Initial Developer or Contributor. You hereby

agree to indemnify the Initial Developer and every Contributor for any liability incurred by the Initial Developer or

such Contributor as a result of any such terms You offer.

 

     3.6. Larger Works.

     You may create a Larger Work by combining Covered Software with other code not governed by the terms of

this License and distribute the Larger Work as a single product. In such a case, You must make sure the

requirements of this License are fulfilled for the Covered Software.

 

4. Versions of the License.

 

     4.1. New Versions.

     Sun Microsystems, Inc. is the initial license steward and may publish revised and/or new versions of this License

from time to time. Each version will be given a distinguishing version number. Except as provided in Section 4.3, no

one other than the license steward has the right to modify this License.

 

     4.2. Effect of New Versions.

     You may always continue to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of

the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. If the Initial Developer

includes a notice in the Original Software prohibiting it from being distributed or otherwise made available under

any subsequent version of the License, You must distribute and make the Covered Software available under the

terms of the version of the License under which You originally received the Covered Software. Otherwise, You may

also choose to use, distribute or otherwise make the Covered Software available under the terms of any subsequent

version of the License published by the license steward.

 

     4.3. Modified Versions.

     When You are an Initial Developer and You want to create a new license for Your Original Software, You may

create and use a modified version of this License if You: (a) rename the license and remove any references to the

name of the license steward (except to note that the license differs from this License); and (b) otherwise make it

clear that the license contains terms which differ from this License.

 

5. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY.

 

  COVERED SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED UNDER THIS LICENSE ON AN .AS IS. BASIS, WITHOUT

WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION,

WARRANTIES THAT THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS FREE OF DEFECTS, MERCHANTABLE, FIT FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGING. THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND

PERFORMANCE OF THE COVERED SOFTWARE IS WITH YOU. SHOULD ANY COVERED SOFTWARE
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PROVE DEFECTIVE IN ANY RESPECT, YOU (NOT THE INITIAL DEVELOPER OR ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR) ASSUME THE COST OF ANY NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

THIS DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY CONSTITUTES AN ESSENTIAL PART OF THIS LICENSE. NO USE

OF ANY COVERED SOFTWARE IS AUTHORIZED HEREUNDER EXCEPT UNDER THIS DISCLAIMER.

 

6. TERMINATION.

 

     6.1. This License and the rights granted hereunder will terminate automatically if You fail to comply with terms

herein and fail to cure such breach within 30 days of becoming aware of the breach. Provisions which, by their

nature, must remain in effect beyond the termination of this License shall survive.

 

     6.2. If You assert a patent infringement claim (excluding declaratory judgment actions) against Initial Developer

or a Contributor (the Initial Developer or Contributor against whom You assert such claim is referred to as

.Participant.) alleging that the Participant Software (meaning the Contributor Version where the Participant is a

Contributor or the Original Software where the Participant is the Initial Developer) directly or indirectly infringes

any patent, then any and all rights granted directly or indirectly to You by such Participant, the Initial Developer (if

the Initial Developer is not the Participant) and all Contributors under Sections 2.1 and/or 2.2 of this License shall,

upon 60 days notice from Participant terminate prospectively and automatically at the expiration of such 60 day

notice period, unless if within such 60 day period You withdraw Your claim with respect to the Participant Software

against such Participant either unilaterally or pursuant to a written agreement with Participant.

 

     6.3. In the event of termination under Sections 6.1 or 6.2 above, all end user licenses that have been validly

granted by You or any distributor hereunder prior to termination (excluding licenses granted to You by any

distributor) shall survive termination.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.

 

  UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES AND UNDER NO LEGAL THEORY, WHETHER TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE), CONTRACT, OR OTHERWISE, SHALL YOU, THE INITIAL DEVELOPER, ANY OTHER

CONTRIBUTOR, OR ANY DISTRIBUTOR OF COVERED SOFTWARE, OR ANY SUPPLIER OF ANY OF

SUCH PARTIES, BE LIABLE TO ANY PERSON FOR ANY INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OF ANY CHARACTER INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES

FOR LOST PROFITS, LOSS OF GOODWILL, WORK STOPPAGE, COMPUTER FAILURE OR

MALFUNCTION, OR ANY AND ALL OTHER COMMERCIAL DAMAGES OR LOSSES, EVEN IF SUCH

PARTY SHALL HAVE BEEN INFORMED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION

OF LIABILITY SHALL NOT APPLY TO LIABILITY FOR DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING

FROM SUCH PARTY.S NEGLIGENCE TO THE EXTENT APPLICABLE LAW PROHIBITS SUCH

LIMITATION. SOME JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF

INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THIS EXCLUSION AND LIMITATION MAY NOT

APPLY TO YOU.

 

8. U.S. GOVERNMENT END USERS.

 

  The Covered Software is a .commercial item,. as that term is defined in 48 C.F.R. 2.101 (Oct. 1995), consisting of

.commercial computer software. (as that term is defined at 48 C.F.R. ? 252.227-7014(a)(1)) and .commercial

computer software documentation. as such terms are used in 48 C.F.R. 12.212 (Sept. 1995). Consistent with 48

C.F.R. 12.212 and 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4 (June 1995), all U.S. Government End Users acquire

Covered Software with only those rights set forth herein. This U.S. Government Rights clause is in lieu of, and
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supersedes, any other FAR, DFAR, or other clause or provision that addresses Government rights in computer

software under this License.

 

9. MISCELLANEOUS.

 

  This License represents the complete agreement concerning subject matter hereof. If any provision of this License

is held to be unenforceable, such provision shall be reformed only to the extent necessary to make it enforceable.

This License shall be governed by the law of the jurisdiction specified in a notice contained within the Original

Software (except to the extent applicable law, if any, provides otherwise), excluding such jurisdiction.s conflict-of-

law provisions. Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the courts located in the

jurisdiction and venue specified in a notice contained within the Original Software, with the losing party responsible

for costs, including, without limitation, court costs and reasonable attorneys. fees and expenses. The application of

the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods is expressly excluded. Any law or

regulation which provides that the language of a contract shall be construed against the drafter shall not apply to this

License. You agree that You alone are responsible for compliance with the United States export administration

regulations (and the export control laws and regulation of any other countries) when You use, distribute or otherwise

make available any Covered Software.

 

10. RESPONSIBILITY FOR CLAIMS.

 

  As between Initial Developer and the Contributors, each party is responsible for claims and damages arising,

directly or indirectly, out of its utilization of rights under this License and You agree to work with Initial Developer

and Contributors to distribute such responsibility on an equitable basis. Nothing herein is intended or shall be

deemed to constitute any admission of liability.

 

  NOTICE PURSUANT TO SECTION 9 OF THE COMMON DEVELOPMENT AND DISTRIBUTION LICENSE

(CDDL)

 

  The code released under the CDDL shall be governed by the laws of the State of California (excluding conflict-of-

law provisions). Any litigation relating to this License shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the Federal Courts of the

Northern District of California and the state courts of the State of California, with venue lying in Santa Clara

County, California.

Apache Ivy (TM)

Copyright 2007-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

Portions of Ivy were originally developed by

Jayasoft SARL (http://www.jayasoft.fr/)

and are licensed to the Apache Software Foundation under the

"Software Grant License Agreement"

 

SSH and SFTP support is provided by the JCraft JSch package,

which is open source software, available under

the terms of a BSD style license. 

The original software and related information is available

at http://www.jcraft.com/jsch/. 
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   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to section 4(d) of the Apache License,   ==

  ==  Version 2.0, in this case for the Apache Xerces Java distribution. ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Xerces Java

  Copyright 1999-2007 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed at

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2017, Lakhdar Benzahia

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache Lucene

Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).
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Includes software from other Apache Software Foundation projects,

including, but not limited to:

- Apache Ant

- Apache Jakarta Regexp

- Apache Commons

- Apache Xerces

 

ICU4J, (under analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT styles license

and Copyright (c) 1995-2008 International Business Machines Corporation and others

 

Some data files (under analysis/icu/src/data) are derived from Unicode data such

as the Unicode Character Database. See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more

details.

 

Brics Automaton (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) is

BSD-licensed, created by Anders Mller. See http://www.brics.dk/automaton/

 

The levenshtein automata tables (under core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton) were

automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA library, created by

Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre. This library is available under an MIT license,

see http://sites.google.com/site/rrettesite/moman and

http://bitbucket.org/jpbarrette/moman/overview/

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.WeakIdentityMap was derived from

the Apache CXF project and is Apache License 2.0.

 

The class org.apache.lucene.util.compress.LZ4 is a Java rewrite of the LZ4

compression library (https://github.com/lz4/lz4/tree/dev/lib) that is licensed

under the 2-clause BSD license.

(https://opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The Google Code Prettify is Apache License 2.0.

See http://code.google.com/p/google-code-prettify/

 

JUnit (junit-4.10) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

This product includes code (JaspellTernarySearchTrie) from Java Spelling Checkin

g Package (jaspell): http://jaspell.sourceforge.net/

License: The BSD License (http://www.opensource.org/licenses/bsd-license.php)

 

The snowball stemmers in

 analysis/common/src/java/net/sf/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The snowball stopword lists in

 analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/snowball

were developed by Martin Porter and Richard Boulton.

The full snowball package is available from
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 http://snowball.tartarus.org/

 

The KStem stemmer in

 analysis/common/src/org/apache/lucene/analysis/en

was developed by Bob Krovetz and Sergio Guzman-Lara (CIIR-UMass Amherst)

under the BSD-license.

 

The Arabic,Persian,Romanian,Bulgarian, Hindi and Bengali analyzers (common) come with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by Jacques Savoy.  These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ar/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fa/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ro/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bg/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hi/stopwords.txt,

analysis/common/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/bn/stopwords.txt

See http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/index.html.

 

The German,Spanish,Finnish,French,Hungarian,Italian,Portuguese,Russian and Swedish light stemmers

(common) are based on BSD-licensed reference implementations created by Jacques Savoy and

Ljiljana Dolamic. These files reside in:

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/de/GermanMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/es/SpanishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fi/FinnishLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/fr/FrenchMinimalStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/hu/HungarianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/it/ItalianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pt/PortugueseLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/ru/RussianLightStemmer.java

analysis/common/src/java/org/apache/lucene/analysis/sv/SwedishLightStemmer.java

 

The Stempel analyzer (stempel) includes BSD-licensed software developed

by the Egothor project http://egothor.sf.net/, created by Leo Galambos, Martin Kvapil,

and Edmond Nolan.

 

The Polish analyzer (stempel) comes with a default

stopword list that is BSD-licensed created by the Carrot2 project. The file resides

in stempel/src/resources/org/apache/lucene/analysis/pl/stopwords.txt.

See http://project.carrot2.org/license.html.

 

The SmartChineseAnalyzer source code (smartcn) was

provided by Xiaoping Gao and copyright 2009 by www.imdict.net.

 

WordBreakTestUnicode_*.java (under modules/analysis/common/src/test/)

is derived from Unicode data such as the Unicode Character Database.

See http://unicode.org/copyright.html for more details.
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The Morfologik analyzer (morfologik) includes BSD-licensed software

developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski (http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

Morfologik uses data from Polish ispell/myspell dictionary

(http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/) licenced on the terms of (inter alia)

LGPL and Creative Commons ShareAlike.

 

Morfologic includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

(http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/)

 

Servlet-api.jar and javax.servlet-*.jar are under the CDDL license, the original

source code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

 

===========================================================================

Kuromoji Japanese Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801

 

which can be obtained from

 

 http://atilika.com/releases/mecab-ipadic/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

or

 

 http://jaist.dl.sourceforge.net/project/mecab/mecab-ipadic/2.7.0-20070801/mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801.tar.gz

 

===========================================================================

mecab-ipadic-2.7.0-20070801 Notice

===========================================================================

 

Nara Institute of Science and Technology (NAIST),

the copyright holders, disclaims all warranties with regard to this

software, including all implied warranties of merchantability and

fitness, in no event shall NAIST be liable for

any special, indirect or consequential damages or any damages

whatsoever resulting from loss of use, data or profits, whether in an

action of contract, negligence or other tortuous action, arising out

of or in connection with the use or performance of this software.

 

A large portion of the dictionary entries

originate from ICOT Free Software.  The following conditions for ICOT

Free Software applies to the current dictionary as well.

 

Each User may also freely distribute the Program, whether in its

original form or modified, to any third party or parties, PROVIDED
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that the provisions of Section 3 ("NO WARRANTY") will ALWAYS appear

on, or be attached to, the Program, which is distributed substantially

in the same form as set out herein and that such intended

distribution, if actually made, will neither violate or otherwise

contravene any of the laws and regulations of the countries having

jurisdiction over the User or the intended distribution itself.

 

NO WARRANTY

 

The program was produced on an experimental basis in the course of the

research and development conducted during the project and is provided

to users as so produced on an experimental basis.  Accordingly, the

program is provided without any warranty whatsoever, whether express,

implied, statutory or otherwise.  The term "warranty" used herein

includes, but is not limited to, any warranty of the quality,

performance, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose of

the program and the nonexistence of any infringement or violation of

any right of any third party.

 

Each user of the program will agree and understand, and be deemed to

have agreed and understood, that there is no warranty whatsoever for

the program and, accordingly, the entire risk arising from or

otherwise connected with the program is assumed by the user.

 

Therefore, neither ICOT, the copyright holder, or any other

organization that participated in or was otherwise related to the

development of the program and their respective officials, directors,

officers and other employees shall be held liable for any and all

damages, including, without limitation, general, special, incidental

and consequential damages, arising out of or otherwise in connection

with the use or inability to use the program or any product, material

or result produced or otherwise obtained by using the program,

regardless of whether they have been advised of, or otherwise had

knowledge of, the possibility of such damages at any time during the

project or thereafter.  Each user will be deemed to have agreed to the

foregoing by his or her commencement of use of the program.  The term

"use" as used herein includes, but is not limited to, the use,

modification, copying and distribution of the program and the

production of secondary products from the program.

 

In the case where the program, whether in its original form or

modified, was distributed or delivered to or received by a user from

any person, organization or entity other than ICOT, unless it makes or

grants independently of ICOT any specific warranty to the user in

writing, such person, organization or entity, will also be exempted

from and not be held liable to the user for any such damages as noted

above as far as the program is concerned.
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===========================================================================

Nori Korean Morphological Analyzer - Apache Lucene Integration

===========================================================================

 

This software includes a binary and/or source version of data from

 

 mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922

 

which can be obtained from

 

 https://bitbucket.org/eunjeon/mecab-ko-dic/downloads/mecab-ko-dic-2.0.3-20170922.tar.gz

Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

morfologik-ukrainian-search is a POS tag dictionary in morfologik format adjusted for searching.

It's part of dict_uk project (https://github.com/brown-uk/dict_uk)

 

Note: to better fit into full-text search model this dictionary has all word forms in lower case but keeps lemmas for

proper nouns in upper case.

 

Licensed under Apache License 2.0.

Apache Commons Codec

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

src/test/org/apache/commons/codec/language/DoubleMetaphoneTest.java contains

test data from http://aspell.sourceforge.net/test/batch0.tab.

 

Copyright (C) 2002 Kevin Atkinson (kevina@gnu.org). Verbatim copying

and distribution of this entire article is permitted in any medium,

provided this notice is preserved.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Apache Commons Logging

Copyright 2003-2013 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		     Version 1, February 1989

 

Copyright (C) 1989 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	            51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA
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Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The license agreements of most software companies try to keep users

at the mercy of those companies.  By contrast, our General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  The

General Public License applies to the Free Software Foundation's

software and to any other program whose authors commit to using it.

You can use it for your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Specifically, the General Public License is designed to make

sure that you have the freedom to give away or sell copies of free

software, that you receive source code or can get it if you want it,

that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new free

programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of a such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must tell them their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any program or other work which
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contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be

distributed under the terms of this General Public License.  The

"Program", below, refers to any such program or work, and a "work based

on the Program" means either the Program or any work containing the

Program or a portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications.  Each

licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's source

code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice and

disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the notices that refer to this

General Public License and to the absence of any warranty; and give any

other recipients of the Program a copy of this General Public License

along with the Program.  You may charge a fee for the physical act of

transferring a copy.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion of

it, and copy and distribute such modifications under the terms of Paragraph

1 above, provided that you also do the following:

 

   a) cause the modified files to carry prominent notices stating that

   you changed the files and the date of any change; and

 

   b) cause the whole of any work that you distribute or publish, that

   in whole or in part contains the Program or any part thereof, either

   with or without modifications, to be licensed at no charge to all

   third parties under the terms of this General Public License (except

   that you may choose to grant warranty protection to some or all

   third parties, at your option).

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively when

   run, you must cause it, when started running for such interactive use

   in the simplest and most usual way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a notice

   that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide a

   warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under these

   conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this General

   Public License.

 

   d) You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a

   copy, and you may at your option offer warranty protection in

   exchange for a fee.

 

Mere aggregation of another independent work with the Program (or its

derivative) on a volume of a storage or distribution medium does not bring

the other work under the scope of these terms.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a portion or derivative of
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it, under Paragraph 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Paragraphs 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   b) accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party free (except for a nominal charge

   for the cost of distribution) a complete machine-readable copy of the

   corresponding source code, to be distributed under the terms of

   Paragraphs 1 and 2 above; or,

 

   c) accompany it with the information you received as to where the

   corresponding source code may be obtained.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form alone.)

 

Source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for making

modifications to it.  For an executable file, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains; but, as a special

exception, it need not include source code for modules which are standard

libraries that accompany the operating system on which the executable

file runs, or for standard header files or definitions files that

accompany that operating system.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer the

Program except as expressly provided under this General Public License.

Any attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, distribute or transfer

the Program is void, and will automatically terminate your rights to use

the Program under this License.  However, parties who have received

copies, or rights to use copies, from you under this General Public

License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties

remain in full compliance.

 

 5. By copying, distributing or modifying the Program (or any work based

on the Program) you indicate your acceptance of this license to do so,

and all its terms and conditions.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the original

licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to these

terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further restrictions on the

recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

 

 7. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of the license which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

the license, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 8. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 9. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 10. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to humanity, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these

terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest to

attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively convey

the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 1, or (at your option)

   any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston MA  02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19xx name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the

appropriate parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the

commands you use may be called something other than `show w' and `show

c'; they could even be mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your

program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 program `Gnomovision' (a program to direct compilers to make passes

 at assemblers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

This product includes data from BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (Morfologik, PoliMorf)

(http://morfologik.blogspot.com/)

CyberNeko HTML Parser

(C) Copyright 2002-2009, Andy Clark, Marc Guillemot. All rights reserved.

 

NekoHTML is a simple HTML scanner and tag balancer that enables

application programmers to parse HTML documents and access the

information using standard XML interfaces. The parser can scan HTML

files and "fix up" many common mistakes that human (and computer)

authors make in writing HTML documents. NekoHTML adds missing parent

elements; automatically closes elements with optional end tags; and can

handle mismatched inline element tags.

 

NekoHTML is written using the Xerces Native Interface (XNI) that is the

foundation of the Xerces2 implementation. This enables you to use the

NekoHTML parser with existing XNI tools without modification or

rewriting code.

Copyright (c) 2012 France Tlcom

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

  this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.
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 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
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public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
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subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
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beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
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   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
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   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same
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material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
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but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
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parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
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by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
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Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

JUnit (under lib/junit-4.10.jar) is licensed under the Common Public License v. 1.0

See http://junit.sourceforge.net/cpl-v10.html

 

RandomizedRunner, a JUnit @Runner for randomized tests (and more)

Copyright 2011-2012 Carrot Search s.c.

http://labs.carrotsearch.com/randomizedtesting.html

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This product includes asm (asmlib), BSD license

This product includes Google Guava, ASL license

This product includes simple-xml,   ASL license

This product includes Google GSON,  ASL license

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You
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can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those
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libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
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program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,
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instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative
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work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
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distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
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original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF
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SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.
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 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
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   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
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   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further
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restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.
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Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may
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consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

Apache log4j

Copyright 2010 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

/*

*                                 Apache License

*                           Version 2.0, January 2004

*                        http://www.apache.org/licenses/

*

*   TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

*

*   1. Definitions.

*

*      "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

*      and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

*

*      "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

*      the copyright owner that is granting the License.

*

*      "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

*      other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

*      control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

*      "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

*      direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

*      otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

*      outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

*

*      "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

*      exercising permissions granted by this License.

*

*      "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

*      including but not limited to software source code, documentation

*      source, and configuration files.

*

*      "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

*      transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

*      not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

*      and conversions to other media types.

*

*      "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

*      Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

*      copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

*      (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

*
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*      "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

*      form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

*      editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

*      represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

*      of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

*      separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

*      the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

*

*      "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

*      the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

*      to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

*      submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

*      or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

*      the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

*      means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

*      to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

*      communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

*      and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

*      Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

*      excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

*      designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

*

*      "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

*      on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

*      subsequently incorporated within the Work.

*

*   2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

*      publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

*      Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

*

*   3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

*      this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

*      worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

*      (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

*      use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

*      where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

*      by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

*      Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

*      with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

*      institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

*      cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

*      or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

*      or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

*      granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

*      as of the date such litigation is filed.
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*

*   4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

*      Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

*      modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

*      meet the following conditions:

*

*      (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

*          Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

*

*      (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

*          stating that You changed the files; and

*

*      (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

*          that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

*          attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

*          excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

*          the Derivative Works; and

*

*      (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

*          distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

*          include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

*          within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

*          pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

*          of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

*          as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

*          documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

*          within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

*          wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

*          of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

*          do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

*          notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

*          or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

*          that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

*          as modifying the License.

*

*      You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

*      may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

*      for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

*      for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

*      reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

*      the conditions stated in this License.

*

*   5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

*      any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

*      by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

*      this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

*      Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

*      the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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*      with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

*

*   6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

*      names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

*      except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

*      origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

*

*   7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

*      agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

*      Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*      WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

*      implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

*      of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

*      PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

*      appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

*      risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

*

*   8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

*      whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

*      unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

*      negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

*      liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

*      incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

*      result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

*      Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

*      work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

*      other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

*      has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

*

*   9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

*      the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

*      and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

*      or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

*      License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

*      on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

*      of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

*      defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

*      incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

*      of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

*

*   END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

*

*   APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

*

*      To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

*      boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

*      replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

*      the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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*      comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

*      file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

*      same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

*      identification within third-party archives.

*

*   Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

*

*   Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

*   you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

*   You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

*       http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

*   Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

*   distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

*   WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

*   See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

*   limitations under the License.

*/

 

W3C SOFTWARE NOTICE AND LICENSE

http://www.w3.org/Consortium/Legal/2002/copyright-software-20021231

 

This work (and included software, documentation such as READMEs, or other

related items) is being provided by the copyright holders under the following

license. By obtaining, using and/or copying this work, you (the licensee) agree

that you have read, understood, and will comply with the following terms and

conditions.

 

Permission to copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation,

with or without modification, for any purpose and without fee or royalty is

hereby granted, provided that you include the following on ALL copies of the

software and documentation or portions thereof, including modifications:

 

 1. The full text of this NOTICE in a location viewable to users of the

    redistributed or derivative work.

 2. Any pre-existing intellectual property disclaimers, notices, or terms

    and conditions. If none exist, the W3C Software Short Notice should be

    included (hypertext is preferred, text is permitted) within the body

    of any redistributed or derivative code.

 3. Notice of any changes or modifications to the files, including the date

    changes were made. (We recommend you provide URIs to the location from

    which the code is derived.)

   

THIS SOFTWARE AND DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED "AS IS," AND COPYRIGHT HOLDERS MAKE

NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO, WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT

THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION WILL NOT INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY
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PATENTS, COPYRIGHTS, TRADEMARKS OR OTHER RIGHTS.

 

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF ANY USE OF THE SOFTWARE OR DOCUMENTATION.

 

The name and trademarks of copyright holders may NOT be used in advertising or

publicity pertaining to the software without specific, written prior permission.

Title to copyright in this software and any associated documentation will at

all times remain with copyright holders.

 

____________________________________

 

This formulation of W3C's notice and license became active on December 31 2002.

This version removes the copyright ownership notice such that this license can

be used with materials other than those owned by the W3C, reflects that ERCIM

is now a host of the W3C, includes references to this specific dated version of

the license, and removes the ambiguous grant of "use". Otherwise, this version

is the same as the previous version and is written so as to preserve the Free

Software Foundation's assessment of GPL compatibility and OSI's certification

under the Open Source Definition. Please see our Copyright FAQ for common

questions about using materials from our site, including specific terms and

conditions for packages like libwww, Amaya, and Jigsaw. Other questions about

this notice can be directed to site-policy@w3.org.

 

Joseph Reagle <site-policy@w3.org>

 

This license came from: http://www.megginson.com/SAX/copying.html

 However please note future versions of SAX may be covered

 under http://saxproject.org/?selected=pd

 

SAX2 is Free!

 

I hereby abandon any property rights to SAX 2.0 (the Simple API for

XML), and release all of the SAX 2.0 source code, compiled code, and

documentation contained in this distribution into the Public Domain.

SAX comes with NO WARRANTY or guarantee of fitness for any

purpose.

 

David Megginson, david@megginson.com

2000-05-05

ICU4J, (under lucene/analysis/icu) is licensed under an MIT style license

(modules/analysis/icu/lib/icu4j-LICENSE-BSD_LIKE.txt) and Copyright (c) 1995-2012

International Business Machines Corporation and others

[The "BSD license"]

Copyright (c) 2015 Terence Parr, Sam Harwell

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
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modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

   derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES

OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

# about.md file

 

## About This Content

 

May 22, 2015

 

### License

 

The Eclipse Foundation makes available all content in this plug-in ("Content"). Unless otherwise indicated below,

the

Content is provided to you under the terms and conditions of the Apache License, Version 2.0.  A copy of the

Apache

License, Version 2.0 is available at

[http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0.txt)

 

If you did not receive this Content directly from the Eclipse Foundation, the Content is being redistributed by

another

party ("Redistributor") and different terms and conditions may apply to your use of any object code in the Content.
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Check the Redistributors license that was provided with the Content. If no such license exists, contact the

Redistributor. Unless otherwise indicated below, the terms and conditions of the Apache License, Version 2.0 still

apply

to any source code in the Content and such source code may be obtained at

[http://www.eclipse.org](http://www.eclipse.org).

 

# notice.md file

 

Note: the below Eclipse user agreement is standard.  It says "Unless otherwise indicated, "... before referring to the

EPL.  We indicate above that all content is licensed under the ASLv2 license.  -- David Smiley

 

## Eclipse Foundation Software User Agreement

 

April 9, 2014

 

### Usage Of Content

 

THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION MAKES AVAILABLE SOFTWARE, DOCUMENTATION, INFORMATION

AND/OR OTHER MATERIALS FOR OPEN SOURCE

PROJECTS (COLLECTIVELY "CONTENT"). USE OF THE CONTENT IS GOVERNED BY THE TERMS AND

CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR

THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES INDICATED OR

REFERENCED BELOW. BY USING THE CONTENT, YOU AGREE

THAT YOUR USE OF THE CONTENT IS GOVERNED BY THIS AGREEMENT AND/OR THE TERMS AND

CONDITIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LICENSE

AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES INDICATED OR REFERENCED BELOW. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE TO THE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS AGREEMENT

AND THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF ANY APPLICABLE LICENSE AGREEMENTS OR NOTICES

INDICATED OR REFERENCED BELOW, THEN YOU MAY

NOT USE THE CONTENT.

 

### Applicable Licenses

 

Unless otherwise indicated, all Content made available by the Eclipse Foundation is provided to you under the terms

and

conditions of the Eclipse Public License Version 1.0 ("EPL"). A copy of the EPL is provided with this Content and

is

also available at [http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html](http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html). For

purposes

of the EPL, "Program" will mean the Content.

 

Content includes, but is not limited to, source code, object code, documentation and other files maintained in the

Eclipse Foundation source code repository ("Repository") in software modules ("Modules") and made available as

downloadable archives ("Downloads").

 

*   Content may be structured and packaged into modules to facilitate delivering, extending, and upgrading the

Content.

   Typical modules may include plug-ins ("Plug-ins"), plug-in fragments ("Fragments"), and features ("Features").
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*   Each Plug-in or Fragment may be packaged as a sub-directory or JAR (Java ARchive) in a directory named

"plugins".

*   A Feature is a bundle of one or more Plug-ins and/or Fragments and associated material. Each Feature may be

packaged

   as a sub-directory in a directory named "features". Within a Feature, files named "feature.xml" may contain a list

   of the names and version numbers of the Plug-ins and/or Fragments associated with that Feature.

*   Features may also include other Features ("Included Features"). Within a Feature, files named "feature.xml" may

   contain a list of the names and version numbers of Included Features.

 

The terms and conditions governing Plug-ins and Fragments should be contained in files named "about.html"

("Abouts").

The terms and conditions governing Features and Included Features should be contained in files named

"license.html"

("Feature Licenses"). Abouts and Feature Licenses may be located in any directory of a Download or Module

including, but

not limited to the following locations:

 

*   The top-level (root) directory

*   Plug-in and Fragment directories

*   Inside Plug-ins and Fragments packaged as JARs

*   Sub-directories of the directory named "src" of certain Plug-ins

*   Feature directories

 

Note: if a Feature made available by the Eclipse Foundation is installed using the Provisioning Technology (as

defined

below), you must agree to a license ("Feature Update License") during the installation process. If the Feature

contains

Included Features, the Feature Update License should either provide you with the terms and conditions governing

the

Included Features or inform you where you can locate them. Feature Update Licenses may be found in the "license"

property of files named "feature.properties" found within a Feature. Such Abouts, Feature Licenses, and Feature

Update

Licenses contain the terms and conditions (or references to such terms and conditions) that govern your use of the

associated Content in that directory.

 

THE ABOUTS, FEATURE LICENSES, AND FEATURE UPDATE LICENSES MAY REFER TO THE EPL OR

OTHER LICENSE AGREEMENTS, NOTICES OR

TERMS AND CONDITIONS. SOME OF THESE OTHER LICENSE AGREEMENTS MAY INCLUDE (BUT

ARE NOT LIMITED TO):

 

*   Eclipse Distribution License Version 1.0 (available at

   [http://www.eclipse.org/licenses/edl-v1.0.html](http://www.eclipse.org/licenses/edl-v10.html))

*   Common Public License Version 1.0 (available at

   [http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html](http://www.eclipse.org/legal/cpl-v10.html))

*   Apache Software License 1.1 (available at

   [http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE))

*   Apache Software License 2.0 (available at

   [http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0](http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0))
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*   Mozilla Public License Version 1.1 (available at

   [http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html](http://www.mozilla.org/MPL/MPL-1.1.html))

 

IT IS YOUR OBLIGATION TO READ AND ACCEPT ALL SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS PRIOR TO

USE OF THE CONTENT. If no About, Feature

License, or Feature Update License is provided, please contact the Eclipse Foundation to determine what terms and

conditions govern that particular Content.

 

### Use of Provisioning Technology

 

The Eclipse Foundation makes available provisioning software, examples of which include, but are not limited to,

p2 and

the Eclipse Update Manager ("Provisioning Technology") for the purpose of allowing users to install software,

documentation, information and/or other materials (collectively "Installable Software"). This capability is provided

with the intent of allowing such users to install, extend and update Eclipse-based products. Information about

packaging

Installable Software is available at

[http://eclipse.org/equinox/p2/repository_packaging.html](http://eclipse.org/equinox/p2/repository_packaging.html)

("Specification").

 

You may use Provisioning Technology to allow other parties to install Installable Software. You shall be responsible

for

enabling the applicable license agreements relating to the Installable Software to be presented to, and accepted by,

the

users of the Provisioning Technology in accordance with the Specification. By using Provisioning Technology in

such a

manner and making it available in accordance with the Specification, you further acknowledge your agreement to,

and the

acquisition of all necessary rights to permit the following:

 

1.  A series of actions may occur ("Provisioning Process") in which a user may execute the Provisioning Technology

on a

   machine ("Target Machine") with the intent of installing, extending or updating the functionality of an

   Eclipse-based product.

2.  During the Provisioning Process, the Provisioning Technology may cause third party Installable Software or a

portion

   thereof to be accessed and copied to the Target Machine.

3.  Pursuant to the Specification, you will provide to the user the terms and conditions that govern the use of the

   Installable Software ("Installable Software Agreement") and such Installable Software Agreement shall be

accessed

   from the Target Machine in accordance with the Specification. Such Installable Software Agreement must inform

the

   user of the terms and conditions that govern the Installable Software and must solicit acceptance by the end user in

   the manner prescribed in such Installable Software Agreement. Upon such indication of agreement by the user, the

   provisioning Technology will complete installation of the Installable Software.

 

### Cryptography
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Content may contain encryption software. The country in which you are currently may have restrictions on the

import,

possession, and use, and/or re-export to another country, of encryption software. BEFORE using any encryption

software,

please check the country's laws, regulations and policies concerning the import, possession, or use, and re-export of

encryption software, to see if this is permitted.

 

<small>Java and all Java-based trademarks are trademarks of Oracle Corporation in the United States, other

countries,

or both.</small>

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work
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     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses
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     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.
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     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"
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     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation
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     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and
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     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,
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     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Apache Log4j

Copyright 1999-2017 Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

ResolverUtil.java

Copyright 2005-2006 Tim Fennell

 

Dumbster SMTP test server

Copyright 2004 Jason Paul Kitchen

 

TypeUtil.java

Copyright 2002-2012 Ramnivas Laddad, Juergen Hoeller, Chris Beams

 

picocli (http://picocli.info)

Copyright 2017 Remko Popma

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) <2013> <Elegant Themes, Inc.>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

javax.servlet-*.jar is under the CDDL license, the original source

code for this can be found at http://www.eclipse.org/jetty/downloads.php

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner
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     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and
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     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions
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     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls.

See http://www.jcip.net and the Creative Commons Attribution License

(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5)

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (Morfologik)

 

VERSION: 2.1 PoliMorf

BUILD:   2016-02-13 19:37:50+01:00

GIT:     6e63b53

 

Copyright (c) 2016, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2004-2008 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

   =========================================================================

  ==  NOTICE file corresponding to the section 4 d of                    ==

  ==  the Apache License, Version 2.0,                                   ==

  ==  in this case for the Apache Ant distribution.                      ==

  =========================================================================

 

  Apache Ant

  Copyright 1999-2008 The Apache Software Foundation

 

  This product includes software developed by

  The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

  This product includes also software developed by :
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    - the W3C consortium (http://www.w3c.org) ,

    - the SAX project (http://www.saxproject.org)

 

  The <sync> task is based on code Copyright (c) 2002, Landmark

  Graphics Corp that has been kindly donated to the Apache Software

  Foundation.

 

  Portions of this software were originally based on the following:

    - software copyright (c) 1999, IBM Corporation., http://www.ibm.com.

    - software copyright (c) 1999, Sun Microsystems., http://www.sun.com.

    - voluntary contributions made by Paul Eng on behalf of the

      Apache Software Foundation that were originally developed at iClick, Inc.,

      software copyright (c) 1999.

 

Apache OpenNLP Tools

Copyright 2015 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

The Elegant Icon Font web page: https://www.elegantthemes.com/blog/resources/elegant-icon-font

 

These icons are dual licensed under the GPL 2.0 and MIT, and are completely free to use.

Eclipse Distribution License - v 1.0

 

Copyright (c) 2007, Eclipse Foundation, Inc. and its licensors.

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 Neither the name of the Eclipse Foundation, Inc. nor the names of its

 contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;
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LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain
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     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:
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     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the
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     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.
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  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for JCraft JSch package

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2002,2003,2004,2005,2006,2007 Atsuhiko Yamanaka, JCraft,Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

    this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in

    the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

 3. The names of the authors may not be used to endorse or promote products

    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL JCRAFT,

INC. OR ANY CONTRIBUTORS TO THIS SOFTWARE BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,

OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE,

EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------

License for jQuery
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Copyright (c) 2007 John Resig, http://jquery.com/

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.
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     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only
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     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from unicode conversion examples available at

http://www.unicode.org/Public/PROGRAMS/CVTUTF.  Here is the copyright

from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright 2001-2004 Unicode, Inc.

*

* Disclaimer

*

* This source code is provided as is by Unicode, Inc. No claims are

* made as to fitness for any particular purpose. No warranties of any

* kind are expressed or implied. The recipient agrees to determine
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* applicability of information provided. If this file has been

* purchased on magnetic or optical media from Unicode, Inc., the

* sole remedy for any claim will be exchange of defective media

* within 90 days of receipt.

*

* Limitations on Rights to Redistribute This Code

*

* Unicode, Inc. hereby grants the right to freely use the information

* supplied in this file in the creation of products supporting the

* Unicode Standard, and to make copies of this file in any form

* for internal or external distribution as long as this notice

* remains attached.

*/

 

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/ArrayUtil.java was

derived from Python 2.4.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/2.4.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from Python 3.1.2 sources available at

http://www.python.org. Full license is here:

 

 http://www.python.org/download/releases/3.1.2/license/

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton was

derived from Brics automaton sources available at

www.brics.dk/automaton/. Here is the copyright from those sources:

 

/*

* Copyright (c) 2001-2009 Anders Moeller

* All rights reserved.

*

* Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

* modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

* are met:

* 1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

* 2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

*    notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

*    documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

* 3. The name of the author may not be used to endorse or promote products

*    derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

*

* THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
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* OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

* INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT

* NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

* DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

* THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

* (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF

* THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

*/

 

The levenshtein automata tables in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/automaton

were automatically generated with the moman/finenight FSA package.

Here is the copyright for those sources:

 

# Copyright (c) 2010, Jean-Philippe Barrette-LaPierre, <jpb@rrette.com>

#

# Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

# obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation

# files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without

# restriction, including without limitation the rights to use,

# copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

# copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the

# Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following

# conditions:

#

# The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

# included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

#

# THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

# EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES

# OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

# NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT

# HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY,

# WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING

# FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR

# OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

Some code in core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/UnicodeUtil.java was

derived from ICU (http://www.icu-project.org)

The full license is available here:

 http://source.icu-project.org/repos/icu/icu/trunk/license.html

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 1999-2010, International Business Machines

* Corporation and others.  All Rights Reserved.

*

* Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

* of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal
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* in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

* to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, and/or sell copies of the

* Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

* provided that the above copyright notice(s) and this permission notice appear

* in all copies of the Software and that both the above copyright notice(s) and

* this permission notice appear in supporting documentation.

*

* THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

* IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

* FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

* IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR HOLDERS INCLUDED IN THIS NOTICE BE

* LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, OR ANY SPECIAL INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, OR

* ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER

* IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

* OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

*

* Except as contained in this notice, the name of a copyright holder shall not

* be used in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other

* dealings in this Software without prior written authorization of the

* copyright holder.

*/

 

The following license applies to the Snowball stemmers:

 

Copyright (c) 2001, Dr Martin Porter

Copyright (c) 2002, Richard Boulton

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   * this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

   * notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

   * documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

   * Neither the name of the copyright holders nor the names of its contributors

   * may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   * without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,
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OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the KStemmer:

 

Copyright  2003,

Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval,

University of Massachusetts, Amherst.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

3. The names "Center for Intelligent Information Retrieval" and

"University of Massachusetts" must not be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without prior written permission. To obtain

permission, contact info@ciir.cs.umass.edu.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AND OTHER CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE

GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)

HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT

LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The following license applies to the Morfologik project:

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Dawid Weiss

Copyright (c) 2007-2011 Dawid Weiss, Marcin Mikowski

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

  

   * Neither the name of Morfologik nor the names of its contributors

   may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software

   without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

The dictionary comes from Morfologik project. Morfologik uses data from

Polish ispell/myspell dictionary hosted at http://www.sjp.pl/slownik/en/ and

is licenced on the terms of (inter alia) LGPL and Creative Commons

ShareAlike. The part-of-speech tags were added in Morfologik project and

are not found in the data from sjp.pl. The tagset is similar to IPI PAN

tagset.

 

---

 

The following license applies to the Morfeusz project,

used by org.apache.lucene.analysis.morfologik.

 

BSD-licensed dictionary of Polish (SGJP)

http://sgjp.pl/morfeusz/

 

Copyright  2011 Zygmunt Saloni, Wodzimierz Gruszczyski,

Marcin Woliski, Robert Woosz

 

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and  use in  source and binary  forms, with  or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
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2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the

  distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AS IS AND ANY EXPRESS

OR  IMPLIED WARRANTIES,  INCLUDING, BUT  NOT LIMITED  TO,  THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT  SHALL COPYRIGHT  HOLDERS OR  CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR  ANY DIRECT,  INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,  EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES  (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED  TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE  GOODS OR  SERVICES;  LOSS  OF USE,  DATA,  OR PROFITS;  OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED  AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN  CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR  TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

---

 

core/src/java/org/apache/lucene/util/compress/LZ4.java is a Java

implementation of the LZ4 (https://github.com/lz4/lz4/tree/dev/lib)

compression format for Lucene's DataInput/DataOutput abstractions.

 

LZ4 Library

Copyright (c) 2011-2016, Yann Collet

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or

 other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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		   GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

 

 This version of the GNU Lesser General Public License incorporates

the terms and conditions of version 3 of the GNU General Public

License, supplemented by the additional permissions listed below.

 

 0. Additional Definitions.

 

 As used herein, "this License" refers to version 3 of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, and the "GNU GPL" refers to version 3 of the GNU

General Public License.

 

 "The Library" refers to a covered work governed by this License,

other than an Application or a Combined Work as defined below.

 

 An "Application" is any work that makes use of an interface provided

by the Library, but which is not otherwise based on the Library.

Defining a subclass of a class defined by the Library is deemed a mode

of using an interface provided by the Library.

 

 A "Combined Work" is a work produced by combining or linking an

Application with the Library.  The particular version of the Library

with which the Combined Work was made is also called the "Linked

Version".

 

 The "Minimal Corresponding Source" for a Combined Work means the

Corresponding Source for the Combined Work, excluding any source code

for portions of the Combined Work that, considered in isolation, are

based on the Application, and not on the Linked Version.

 

 The "Corresponding Application Code" for a Combined Work means the

object code and/or source code for the Application, including any data

and utility programs needed for reproducing the Combined Work from the

Application, but excluding the System Libraries of the Combined Work.

 

 1. Exception to Section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 You may convey a covered work under sections 3 and 4 of this License

without being bound by section 3 of the GNU GPL.

 

 2. Conveying Modified Versions.
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 If you modify a copy of the Library, and, in your modifications, a

facility refers to a function or data to be supplied by an Application

that uses the facility (other than as an argument passed when the

facility is invoked), then you may convey a copy of the modified

version:

 

  a) under this License, provided that you make a good faith effort to

  ensure that, in the event an Application does not supply the

  function or data, the facility still operates, and performs

  whatever part of its purpose remains meaningful, or

 

  b) under the GNU GPL, with none of the additional permissions of

  this License applicable to that copy.

 

 3. Object Code Incorporating Material from Library Header Files.

 

 The object code form of an Application may incorporate material from

a header file that is part of the Library.  You may convey such object

code under terms of your choice, provided that, if the incorporated

material is not limited to numerical parameters, data structure

layouts and accessors, or small macros, inline functions and templates

(ten or fewer lines in length), you do both of the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the object code that the

  Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the object code with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

 4. Combined Works.

 

 You may convey a Combined Work under terms of your choice that,

taken together, effectively do not restrict modification of the

portions of the Library contained in the Combined Work and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications, if you also do each of

the following:

 

  a) Give prominent notice with each copy of the Combined Work that

  the Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are

  covered by this License.

 

  b) Accompany the Combined Work with a copy of the GNU GPL and this license

  document.

 

  c) For a Combined Work that displays copyright notices during

  execution, include the copyright notice for the Library among

  these notices, as well as a reference directing the user to the
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  copies of the GNU GPL and this license document.

 

  d) Do one of the following:

 

      0) Convey the Minimal Corresponding Source under the terms of this

      License, and the Corresponding Application Code in a form

      suitable for, and under terms that permit, the user to

      recombine or relink the Application with a modified version of

      the Linked Version to produce a modified Combined Work, in the

      manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL for conveying

      Corresponding Source.

 

      1) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

      Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (a) uses at run time

      a copy of the Library already present on the user's computer

      system, and (b) will operate properly with a modified version

      of the Library that is interface-compatible with the Linked

      Version.

 

  e) Provide Installation Information, but only if you would otherwise

  be required to provide such information under section 6 of the

  GNU GPL, and only to the extent that such information is

  necessary to install and execute a modified version of the

  Combined Work produced by recombining or relinking the

  Application with a modified version of the Linked Version. (If

  you use option 4d0, the Installation Information must accompany

  the Minimal Corresponding Source and Corresponding Application

  Code. If you use option 4d1, you must provide the Installation

  Information in the manner specified by section 6 of the GNU GPL

  for conveying Corresponding Source.)

 

 5. Combined Libraries.

 

 You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side by side in a single library together with other library

facilities that are not Applications and are not covered by this

License, and convey such a combined library under terms of your

choice, if you do both of the following:

 

  a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work based

  on the Library, uncombined with any other library facilities,

  conveyed under the terms of this License.

 

  b) Give prominent notice with the combined library that part of it

  is a work based on the Library, and explaining where to find the

  accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 6. Revised Versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License.
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 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the GNU Lesser General Public License from time to time. Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the

Library as you received it specifies that a certain numbered version

of the GNU Lesser General Public License "or any later version"

applies to it, you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that published version or of any later version

published by the Free Software Foundation. If the Library as you

received it does not specify a version number of the GNU Lesser

General Public License, you may choose any version of the GNU Lesser

General Public License ever published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Library as you received it specifies that a proxy can decide

whether future versions of the GNU Lesser General Public License shall

apply, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of any version is

permanent authorization for you to choose that version for the

Library.

=========================================================================

==  SLF4J Notice -- http://www.slf4j.org/license.html                  ==

=========================================================================

 

Copyright (c) 2004-2008 QOS.ch

All rights reserved.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free  of charge, to any person obtaining

a  copy  of this  software  and  associated  documentation files  (the

"Software"), to  deal in  the Software without  restriction, including

without limitation  the rights to  use, copy, modify,  merge, publish,

distribute,  sublicense, and/or sell  copies of  the Software,  and to

permit persons to whom the Software  is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The  above  copyright  notice  and  this permission  notice  shall  be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE  SOFTWARE IS  PROVIDED  "AS  IS", WITHOUT  WARRANTY  OF ANY  KIND,

EXPRESS OR  IMPLIED, INCLUDING  BUT NOT LIMITED  TO THE  WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY,    FITNESS    FOR    A   PARTICULAR    PURPOSE    AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,  ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Apache HttpComponents Client

Copyright 1999-2011 The Apache Software Foundation
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This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

This project contains annotations derived from JCIP-ANNOTATIONS

Copyright (c) 2005 Brian Goetz and Tim Peierls. See http://www.jcip.net

This product includes BSD-licensed software developed by Dawid Weiss and Marcin Mikowski

(http://morfologik.blogspot.com/).

 

1.91 path-to-regexp 6.2.0 
1.91.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.92 dnsmasq 2.83 
1.92.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                      59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble
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 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
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   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
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The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot
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distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.
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 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
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   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic
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pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.
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 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.
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 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you
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receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.
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 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded
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from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.
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 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you
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received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or
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run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.
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 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,
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or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you
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to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest
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to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.
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1.93 aioprocessing 1.0.1 
1.93.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2014, Dan O'Reilly

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

The views and conclusions contained in the software and documentation are those

of the authors and should not be interpreted as representing official policies,

either expressed or implied, of the FreeBSD Project.

 

1.94 TimescaleDB 1.7.4-pg12 
1.94.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by
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     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."
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     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained
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         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be
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     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

Source code in this repository is variously licensed under the Apache License

Version 2.0, an Apache compatible license, or the Timescale License.

 

All source code should have information at the beginning of its respective file

which specifies its licensing information.

 

* Outside of the "tsl" directory, source code in a given file is licensed

 under the Apache License Version 2.0, unless otherwise noted (e.g., an

 Apache-compatible license).

 

* Within the "tsl" folder, source code in a given file is licensed under the

 Timescale License, unless otherwise noted.

 

When built, separate shared object files are generated for the Apache-licensed

source code and the Timescale-licensed source code. The shared object binaries

that contain `-tsl` in their name are licensed under the Timescale License.

TIMESCALE LICENSE AGREEMENT

 

Posted Date:  December 19, 2018

 

PLEASE READ CAREFULLY THIS TIMESCALE LICENSE AGREEMENT ("TSL Agreement"), WHICH

CONSTITUTES A LEGALLY BINDING AGREEMENT AND GOVERNS USE OF THE TIMESCALE

TIME-SERIES DATABASE SOFTWARE AND RELATED SOFTWARE THAT IS PROVIDED SUBJECT TO

THIS TSL AGREEMENT.  BY INSTALLING OR USING SUCH SOFTWARE, YOU AGREE THAT YOU

HAVE READ AND AGREE TO BE BOUND BY THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS TSL

AGREEMENT.  IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH SUCH TERMS AND CONDITIONS, YOU MAY NOT

INSTALL OR USE SUCH SOFTWARE.  IF YOU ARE INSTALLING OR USING SUCH SOFTWARE ON

BEHALF OF A LEGAL ENTITY, YOU REPRESENT AND WARRANT THAT YOU HAVE THE AUTHORITY
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TO AGREE TO THE TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THIS TSL AGREEMENT ON BEHALF OF THAT

LEGAL ENTITY AND THE RIGHT TO BIND THAT LEGAL ENTITY TO THIS TSL AGREEMENT.

 

This TSL Agreement is entered into by and between Timescale, Inc. ("Timescale")

and you or the legal entity on whose behalf you are accepting this TSL

Agreement ("You").

 

0. BACKGROUND

 

  The Timescale time-series database software and related software is offered

  as "open code" or "source-available" code.  This means that all source code

  of the software is available for inspection and download at

  https://github.com/timescale.  The Timescale software is composed of two

  major pieces.

 

  The first, core piece (referred to herein as the Timescale Open Source

  Software, as defined below) is open source software that is licensed under

  the Apache Version 2.0 license.

 

  The second piece (referred to herein as the TSL Licensed Software, as

  defined below) is all of the Timescale Software other than the Timescale

  Open Source Software.

 

  Certain functions or features of the TSL Licensed Software (referred to

  herein as Community Features, as defined below) may be used under this TSL

  Agreement without charge, in some cases subject to certain usage limits that

  may be imposed by a software license key and/or technical restrictions in

  the code.

 

  Certain other functions or features of the TSL Licensed Software (referred

  to herein as Enterprise Features, as defined below) may be used either

  solely under a Commercial License Agreement subject to charge, or under this

  TSL Agreement without charge only for a limited time trial period.  In order

  to use such features, You must obtain an appropriate license key.

 

  You may find more information at https://www.timescale.com/pricing about

  which functions and features of the TSL Licensed Software are classified as

  Community Features and Enterprise Features, details about any applicable

  usage limits and trial periods, and a description of how You can obtain any

  required license keys and enter into a Commercial License Agreement with

  Timescale.

 

1. GOVERNING LICENSES

 

  1.1 Source Code.  The source code for all Timescale Software is made

  publicly available by Timescale at https://github.com/timescale.  However,

  different license agreements govern the use of different parts of the

  Timescale Software source code.  The use of Timescale Open Source Software,
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  in both source and executable forms, is governed by the terms of the Apache

  License Version 2.0, a copy of which is available at

  https://opensource.org/licenses/Apache-2.0.  The use of all other Timescale

  Software in source code form is governed by this TSL Agreement and/or a

  Commercial License Agreement, as applicable.

 

  1.2 Commercial License Rights.  If You desire to use Community Features

  beyond applicable Usage Limits, or to use Enterprise Features beyond an

  applicable trial period (or those Enterprise Features that are not available

  for use under this TSL Agreement at all), as the case may be, You must

  obtain an appropriate License Key and enter into a Commercial License

  Agreement with Timescale, subject to applicable charges.

 

  1.3 License Rights to Your Customers.  As set forth in Section 2.1 below,

  the use by Your customers of the Timescale Software as part of any Value

  Added Products or Services that You distribute will be subject to the most

  current version of this TSL Agreement, including any applicable Usage Limits

  and restrictions on the use of Enterprise Features.  If Your customers

  desire to use any functions or features of the Timescale Software beyond

  applicable Usage Limits, or to use Enterprise Features, they must enter into

  a Commercial License Agreement with Timescale and obtain any necessary

  License Keys.

 

2. GRANT OF LICENSES

 

  2.1 Grant.  Conditioned upon compliance with all of the terms and conditions

  of this TSL Agreement, Timescale grants to You at no charge the following

  limited, non-exclusive, non-transferable, fully paid up, worldwide licenses,

  without the right to grant or authorize sublicenses (except as set forth in

  Section 2.3):

 

     (a) Internal Use.  A license to copy, compile, install, and use the

     Timescale Software in unmodified form: (i) solely for Your own internal

     business purposes in a manner that does not expose or give access to,

     directly or indirectly (e.g., via a wrapper), the Timescale Data

     Definition Interfaces or the Timescale Data Manipulation Interfaces to

     any person or entity other than You or Your employees and Contractors

     working on Your behalf, and (ii) solely in compliance with all applicable

     Usage Limits and any limits imposed on the use of Enterprise Features by

     a License Key or the Timescale Software itself.  You agree not to use the

     Community Features in any manner or extent beyond the Usage Limits or use

     the Enterprise Features in any manner or extent beyond the limits imposed

     by a License Key or the Timescale Software itself, except as may be

     permitted by a Commercial License Agreement that You and Timescale may

     enter into.

 

     (b) Value Added Products or Services.  A license (i) to copy, compile,

     install, and use the Timescale Software solely in unmodified form to
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     develop and maintain Your Value Added Products or Services, and (ii) to

     utilize (in the case of services) or distribute (in the case of products

     that are distributed to Your customers) copies of the Timescale Software

     or parts thereof solely in unmodified form and solely as incorporated

     into or utilized with Your Value Added Products or Services; provided

     that (1) You notify Your customers that use of such Timescale Software is

     subject to this TSL Agreement and You provide to each such customer a

     copy of the most current version of this TSL Agreement or a URL from

     which the most current version of this TSL Agreement may be obtained, and

     (2) the customer is prohibited, either contractually or technically, from

     defining, redefining, or modifying the database schema or other

     structural aspects of database objects, such as through use of the

     Timescale Data Definition Interfaces, in a Timescale Database utilized by

     such Value Added Products or Services.

 

     (c) Distribution of Source Code or Binaries in Standalone Form.  Subject

     to the prohibitions in Section 2.2 below, a license to copy and

     distribute the Timescale Software Source Code and the Timescale Software

     Binaries solely in unmodified standalone form and subject to the terms

     and conditions of the most current version of this TSL Agreement.  You

     may not distribute the TSL Licensed Software Source Code or the TSL

     Licensed Software Binaries in combination with or for use with any other

     software except for Your Value Added Products or Services.

 

     (d) Derivative Works.  A license to prepare, compile, and test Derivative

     Works of the TSL Licensed Software Source Code solely in a Non-Production

     Environment, provided that (i) neither such Derivative Works nor any

     binary executable versions thereof are utilized in a production capacity

     or outside a Non-Production Environment, (ii) such Derivative Works do

     not violate any of the prohibitions on circumvention of Technological

     Protection Measures set forth in Section 2.5, and (iii) such Derivative

     Works are not distributed to any third person or entity other than as a

     contribution back to Timescale under Timescale's Contributor Agreement

     for potential incorporation into Timescale's maintained code base at its

     sole discretion.

 

  2.2 Prohibitions.  Notwithstanding any other provision in this TSL

  Agreement, You are prohibited from (i) using any TSL Licensed Software to

  provide time-sharing services or database-as-a-service services, or to

  provide any form of software-as-a-service or service offering in which the

  TSL Licensed Software is offered or made available to third parties to

  provide time-series database functions or operations, other than as part of

  Your Value Added Products or Services, or (ii) copying or distributing any

  TSL Licensed Software for use in any of the foregoing ways.  In addition,

  You agree not to, except as expressly permitted in Section 2.1(d), prepare

  Derivative Works of any TSL Licensed Software or, except as expressly

  permitted herein, transfer, sell, rent, lease, sublicense, loan, or

  otherwise transfer or make available any TSL Licensed Software, whether in
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  source code or binary executable form.  If You have any question as to

  whether a specific use You intend to make of the TSL Licensed Software

  complies with the foregoing prohibitions, please contact

  licensing@timescale.com.

 

  2.3 Affiliates and Contractors.  You may permit Your Contractors and

  Affiliates to exercise the licenses set forth in Section 2.1, provided that

  such exercise by Contractors must be solely for your benefit and/or the

  benefit of Your Affiliates, and You shall be responsible for all acts and

  omissions of such Contractors and Affiliates in connection with such

  exercise of the licenses, including but not limited to breach of any

  applicable Usage Limits, limits imposed by a License Key, or other terms of

  this TSL Agreement.

 

  2.4 Reservation of Rights.  Except as expressly set forth in Section 2.1, no

  other license or rights to the Timescale Software are granted to You under

  this TSL Agreement, whether by implication, estoppel, or otherwise.

 

  2.5 Circumvention of Technological Protection Measures.  You agree not to

  descramble, decrypt, alter, avoid, bypass, remove, deactivate, impair, or

  otherwise circumvent any Technological Protection Measure protecting the

  Timescale Software or any portion thereof, including but not limited to any

  License Key.

 

3. DEFINITIONS

 

  In addition to other terms defined elsewhere in this TSL Agreement, the

  terms below have the following meanings:

 

  3.1 "Affiliate" means, if You are a legal entity, any legal entity that

  controls, is controlled by, or which is under common control with, You,

  where "control" means ownership of at least fifty percent (50%) of the

  outstanding voting shares of the legal entity, or the contractual right to

  establish policy for, and manage the operations of, the legal entity.

 

  3.2 "Commercial License Agreement" means a license agreement offered by

  Timescale separate from this TSL Agreement that grants license rights, for

  applicable charges, to (i) activate and use one or more Enterprise Features

  that Timescale does not make available for access and use under this TSL

  Agreement at all, (ii) use one or more Enterprise Features beyond expiration

  of a limited time trial period, and/or (iii) use one or more Community

  Features beyond applicable Usage Limits.

 

  3.3 "Community Features" means those functions or features of the TSL

  Licensed Software that Timescale designates from time to time at

  https://www.timescale.com/pricing as available for access and use under this

  TSL Agreement without charge, subject to any applicable Usage Limits.
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  3.4 "Contractor" means a person or entity engaged as a consultant or

  contractor to perform work on Your behalf, but only to the extent such

  person or entity is performing such work on Your behalf.

 

  3.5 "Derivative Work" means any modification or enhancement made by You to

  the TSL Licensed Software, whether in source code, executable, intermediate,

  or other form.

 

  3.6 "Enterprise Features" means certain functions or features of the TSL

  Licensed Software that Timescale designates from time to time at

  https://www.timescale.com/pricing as (i) available for activation and use

  solely under a Commercial License Agreement with a License Key and subject

  to applicable charges, or (ii) available for use without charge under this

  TSL Agreement only on a limited time trial basis with a License Key.

 

  3.7 "License Key" means a software license key issued by Timescale that

  allows (i) activation and use of certain Enterprise Features either under a

  Commercial License Agreement or without charge for a limited time trial

  period under this TSL Agreement, or (ii) use of certain Community Features

  beyond applicable Usage Limits.

 

  3.8 "Non-Production Environment" means an environment for development,

  testing, or quality assurance, where software is not used for production

  purposes.

 

  3.9 "Technological Protection Measure" means a technological measure,

  including but not limited to a License Key, encryption, scrambling,

  procedure, or process, that controls access to and/or restricts or limits

  the use of any function, feature, or portion of the Timescale Software.

 

  3.10 "Timescale Database" means a time-series database that is created

  and/or used by the Timescale Software.

 

  3.11 "Timescale Data Definition Interfaces" means SQL commands and other

  interfaces of the Timescale Software that can be used to define or modify

  the database schema and other structural aspects of database objects in a

  Timescale Database, including Data Definition Language (DDL) commands such

  as CREATE, DROP, ALTER, TRUNCATE, COMMENT, and RENAME.

 

  3.12 "Timescale Data Manipulation Interfaces" means SQL commands and

  analytical function, procedural, and other types of application programming

  interfaces or commands, that allow the use, manipulation, and control of

  data present in a Timescale Database, including Data Manipulation Language

  (DDL) commands such as SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE, and DELETE, Data Control

  Language (DCL) commands such as GRANT and REVOKE, and Transaction Control

  Language (TCL) commands such as COMMIT, ROLLBACK, SAVEPOINT, and SET

  TRANSACTION.
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  3.13 "Timescale Open Source Software" means those portions of the Timescale

  Software that Timescale makes publicly available from time to time as open

  source software under the terms of the Apache License Version 2.0 or, in

  some limited instances, under other open source licenses (such as the

  PostgreSQL license) as identified in the applicable source code files and/or

  accompanying notices.

 

  3.14 "Timescale Software" means, collectively, all time-series database

  software and related software made publicly available by Timescale from time

  to time, in both source code and binary executable form, which includes the

  Timescale Open Source Software and the TSL Licensed Software.

 

  3.15 "Timescale Software Binaries" means the binary executable form of the

  Timescale Software that Timescale makes publicly available from time to

  time.

 

  3.16 "Timescale Software Source Code" means the source code of the Timescale

  Software that Timescale makes publicly available from time to time.

 

  3.17 "TSL Licensed Software" means those parts of the Timescale Software

  other than the Timescale Open Source Software.

 

  3.18 "TSL Licensed Software Binaries" means the TSL Licensed Software or any

  portion thereof in binary executable form.

 

  3.19 "TSL Licensed Software Source Code" means the TSL Licensed Software or

  any portion thereof in source code form.

 

  3.20 "Usage Limits" means limits, such as capability restrictions or usage

  metrics, that Timescale may place from time to time on the use under this

  TSL Agreement of certain Community Features.  Usage Limits may be set by a

  License Key and/or by limits implemented in the TSL Licensed Software code

  itself.

 

  3.21 "Value Added Products or Services" means products or services developed

  by or for You that utilize (for example, as a back-end function or part of a

  software stack) all or parts of the Timescale Software to provide

  time-series database storage and operations in support of larger value-added

  products or services (for example, an IoT platform or vertical-specific

  application) with respect to which all of the following are true:

 

     (i) such value-added products or services are not primarily database

     storage or operations products or services;

 

     (ii) such value-added products or services add substantial value of a

     different nature to the time-series database storage and operations

     afforded by the Timescale Software and are the key functions upon which

     such products or services are offered and marketed; and
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     (iii) users of such Value Added Products or Services are prohibited,

     either contractually or technically, from defining, redefining, or

     modifying the database schema or other structural aspects of database

     objects, such as through use of the Timescale Data Definition Interfaces,

     in a Timescale Database utilized by such Value Added Products or

     Services.

 

4. SUPPORT

 

  From time to time, in its sole discretion, Timescale may offer professional

  services or support for the TSL Licensed Software pursuant to a separate

  support or maintenance agreement, which may now or in the future be subject

  to fees.  Please see https://www.timescale.com/pricing for a description of

  professional services or support that may be available from Timescale.

 

5. TERMINATION

 

  This TSL Agreement will automatically terminate, whether or not You receive

  notice of such termination from Timescale, in the event You breach any of

  its terms or conditions.  In accordance with Section 7 below, Timescale

  shall have no liability for any damage, loss, or expense of any kind,

  whether consequential, indirect, or direct, suffered or incurred by You

  arising from or incident to the termination of this TSL Agreement, whether

  or not Timescale has been advised or is aware of any such potential damage,

  loss, or expense.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES

 

  TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED UNDER APPLICABLE LAW, ALL TIMESCALE SOFTWARE

  PROVIDED UNDER THIS TSL AGREEMENT, INCLUDING ALL PORTIONS OF THE TIMESCALE

  SOFTWARE SUPPLIED ON A TRIAL BASIS, ARE PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF

  ANY KIND AND TIMESCALE DISCLAIMS ALL SUCH WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESS,

  STATUTORY, OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF

  MERCHANTABILITY, TITLE, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR

  NON-INFRINGEMENT, AND ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES ARISING FROM USAGE OF TRADE,

  COURSE OF DEALING, OR COURSE OF PERFORMANCE.  WITHOUT LIMITING THE

  FOREGOING, TIMESCALE MAKES NO WARRANTY OR REPRESENTATION AS TO THE

  RELIABILITY, TIMELINESS, QUALITY, SUITABILITY, PROFITABILITY, SUPPORT,

  PERFORMANCE, LOSS OF USE OR LOSS OF DATA, AVAILABILITY, OR ACCURACY OF THE

  TIMESCALE SOFTWARE.  YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT CHANGES MADE BY TIMESCALE TO THE

  TIMESCALE SOFTWARE MAY DISRUPT INTEROPERATION WITH YOUR VALUE ADDED PRODUCTS

  OR SERVICES.  TIMESCALE AND ITS LICENSORS DO NOT WARRANT THAT THE TIMESCALE

  SOFTWARE, OR ANY PORTION THEREOF, IS ERROR FREE OR WILL OPERATE WITHOUT

  INTERRUPTION, OR THAT ANY VALUE ADDED PRODUCT OR SERVICE INTEROPERATING WITH

  THE TIMESCALE SOFTWARE WILL NOT EXPERIENCE LOSS OF USE OR LOSS OF DATA.  YOU

  ACKNOWLEDGE THAT IN ENTERING INTO THIS TSL AGREEMENT, YOU HAVE NOT RELIED ON

  ANY PROMISE, WARRANTY, OR REPRESENTATION NOT EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS
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  AGREEMENT.

 

7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY

 

  TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED UNDER APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL

  TIMESCALE OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY

  DIRECT OR INDIRECT DAMAGES, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY LOSS OF PROFITS

  OR REVENUE, LOSS OF USE, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF DATA, COST OF COVER

  OR SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES, OR FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,

  CONSEQUENTIAL, PUNITIVE, OR EXEMPLARY DAMAGES OF ANY KIND, HOWEVER CAUSED,

  RELATED TO, OR ARISING OUT OF THIS TSL AGREEMENT, ITS TERMINATION OR THE

  PERFORMANCE OR FAILURE TO PERFORM THIS TSL AGREEMENT, OR THE USE OR

  INABILITY TO USE THE TIMESCALE SOFTWARE, WHETHER ALLEGED AS A BREACH OF

  CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORTIOUS CONDUCT, INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE, OR ANY

  OTHER LEGAL THEORY, EVEN IF TIMESCALE HAS BEEN ADVISED OR IS AWARE OF THE

  POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

8. GENERAL

 

  8.1 Complete Agreement.  This TSL Agreement completely and exclusively

  states the entire agreement of the parties regarding the subject matter

  hereof and supersedes all prior proposals, agreements, or other

  communications between the parties, oral or written, regarding such subject

  matter.

 

  8.2 Modification.  This TSL Agreement may be modified by Timescale from time

  to time, and any such modifications will be effective upon the "Posted Date"

  set forth at the top of the modified agreement. The modified agreement shall

  govern any new version of the TSL Licensed Software (and all its constituent

  source code and binaries) that is officially released as a complete version

  release by Timescale on or after such Posted Date. Except as set forth in

  this Section 8.2, this TSL Agreement may not be amended except by a writing

  executed by both parties.

 

  8.3 Governing Law.  This TSL Agreement shall be governed by and construed

  solely under the laws of the State of New York, without application of any

  choice of law rules or principles that would lead to the applicability of

  the law of any other jurisdiction.  None of the provisions of either the

  United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods

  or the Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act shall apply.

 

  8.4 Unenforceability.  If any provision of this TSL Agreement is held

  unenforceable, the remaining provisions of this TSL Agreement shall remain

  in effect and the unenforceable provision shall be replaced by an

  enforceable provision that best reflects the original intent of the parties.

 

  8.5 Injunctive Relief.  You acknowledge that a breach or threatened breach

  of any provision of this TSL Agreement will cause irreparable harm to
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  Timescale for which damages at law will not provide adequate relief, and

  Timescale shall therefore be entitled to injunctive relief against such

  breach or threatened breach without being required to post a bond.

 

  8.6 Assignment.  You may not assign this TSL Agreement, including by

  operation of law in connection with a merger or acquisition or otherwise, in

  whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Timescale, which

  Timescale may grant or withhold in its sole and absolute discretion.  Any

  assignment in violation of the preceding sentence is void.

 

  8.7 Independent Contractors.  The parties to this TSL Agreement are

  independent contractors and this TSL Agreement does not establish any

  relationship of partnership, joint venture, employment, franchise, or agency

  between the parties.

 

  8.8 U.S. Government Rights.  The Timescale Software and related

  documentation are "Commercial Items", as that term is defined at 48

  C.F.R. 2.101, consisting of "Commercial Computer Software" and "Commercial

  Computer Software Documentation," as such terms are used in 48

  C.F.R. 12.212 or 48 C.F.R. 227.7202, as applicable. Consistent with 48

  C.F.R. 12.212 or 48 C.F.R. 227.7202-1 through 227.7202-4, as applicable,

  the Commercial Computer Software and Commercial Computer Software

  Documentation are being licensed to U.S. Government end users (a) only as

  Commercial Items and (b) with only those rights as are granted to all other

  end users pursuant to the terms and conditions of this TSL Agreement.

  Unpublished  rights reserved under the copyright laws of the United States.

TimescaleDB (TM)

 

Copyright (c) 2017-2020  Timescale, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Copyright (c) 2016-2017  440 Labs, Inc. dba Timescale. All Rights Reserved.

 

Source code in this repository is variously licensed under the Apache License

Version 2.0, an Apache-compatible license, or the Timescale License. Please see

LICENSE for more information.

 

* For a copy of the Apache License Version 2.0, please see LICENSE-APACHE

 as included in this repository's top-level directory.

 

* For a copy of the Timescale License, please see LICENSE-TIMESCALE

 as included in this repository's "tsl" directory.

 

* For a copy of all other Apache-compatible licenses and notices,

 please see below.

 

 

========================================================================

NOTICES

========================================================================
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Certain files in this code base have been modified and/or copied,

either partially or wholely, from source code from the PostgreSQL

database management system, which is licensed under the open-source

PostgreSQL License with the following copyright information.

 

The PostgreSQL License

========================================================================

 

PostgreSQL Database Management System

(formerly known as Postgres, then as Postgres95)

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-2018, The PostgreSQL Global Development Group

Portions Copyright (c) 1994, The Regents of the University of California

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose, without fee, and without a written

agreement is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice

and this paragraph and the following two paragraphs appear in all

copies.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES,

INCLUDING LOST PROFITS, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND

ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS BEEN

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE SOFTWARE

PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE UNIVERSITY OF

CALIFORNIA HAS NO OBLIGATIONS TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT,

UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

========================================================================

 

1.95 csrf 3.1.0 
1.95.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>

Copyright (c) 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.96 python-devel 2.7.5 
1.96.1 Available under license : 

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.

 

In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)
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   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes

   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   2.7             2.6         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to
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   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010,

2011, 2012, 2013 Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained

in Python alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.
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7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to
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create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's

License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND
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DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or

services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to
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distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

 

1.97 pigz 2.3.4 
1.97.1 Available under license : 

Mark Adler

Jyrki Alakuijala

Frdric Kayser

Daniel Reed

Huzaifa Sidhpurwala

Pter Szab

Lode Vandevenne

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,
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     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,
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     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.
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     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf
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     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2011 Google Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.98 postgis-jdbc 2.5.0 
1.98.1 Available under license : 

GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE      

		       Version 2.1, February 1999      

     

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.      

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA      

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies      

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.      

     

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts      

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence      

the version number 2.1.]      
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			    Preamble      

     

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your      

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public      

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change      

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.      

     

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some      

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the      

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You      

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether      

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better      

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.      

     

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,      

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that      

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge      

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get      

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of      

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do      

these things.      

     

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid      

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these      

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for      

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.      

     

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis      

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave      

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source      

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide      

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them      

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling      

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.      

     

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the      

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal      

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.      

     

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that      

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is      

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know      

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original      

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be      

introduced by others.      

     

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of      

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot      
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effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a      

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that      

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be      

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.      

     

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the      

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser      

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and      

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use      

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those      

libraries into non-free programs.      

     

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using      

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a      

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary      

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the      

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General      

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with      

the library.      

     

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it      

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General      

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less      

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages      

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many      

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain      

special circumstances.      

     

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to      

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes      

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be      

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free      

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this      

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free      

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.      

     

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free      

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of      

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in      

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU      

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating      

system.      

     

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the      

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is      

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run      

that program using a modified version of the Library.      
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and      

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a      

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The      

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must      

be combined with the library in order to run.      

     

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE      

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION      

     

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other      

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or      

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of      

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").      

Each licensee is addressed as "you".      

     

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data      

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs      

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.      

     

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work      

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the      

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under      

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a      

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated      

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is      

included without limitation in the term "modification".)      

     

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for      

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means      

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated      

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation      

and installation of the library.      

     

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not      

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of      

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from      

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based      

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for      

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does      

and what the program that uses the Library does.      

       

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's      

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that      

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an      

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact      

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any      

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the      

Library.      
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 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,      

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a      

fee.      

     

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion      

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and      

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1      

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:      

     

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.      

     

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices      

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.      

     

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no      

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.      

     

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a      

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses      

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility      

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,      

   in the event an application does not supply such function or      

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of      

   its purpose remains meaningful.      

     

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has      

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the      

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any      

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must      

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square      

   root function must still compute square roots.)      

     

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If      

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,      

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in      

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those      

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you      

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based      

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of      

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the      

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote      

it.      

     

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest      

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to      

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or      

collective works based on the Library.      
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library      

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of      

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under      

the scope of this License.      

     

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public      

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do      

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so      

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,      

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the      

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify      

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in      

these notices.      

     

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for      

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all      

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.      

     

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of      

the Library into a program that is not a library.      

     

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or      

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form      

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany      

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which      

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a      

medium customarily used for software interchange.      

     

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy      

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the      

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to      

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not      

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.      

     

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the      

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or      

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a      

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and      

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.      

     

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library      

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it      

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the      

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.      

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.      

     

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file      
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that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a      

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.      

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be      

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The      

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.      

     

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data      

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline      

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object      

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative      

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the      

Library will still fall under Section 6.)      

     

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may      

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.      

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,      

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.      

     

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or      

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a      

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work      

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit      

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse      

engineering for debugging such modifications.      

     

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the      

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by      

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work      

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the      

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference      

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one      

of these things:      

     

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding      

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever      

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under      

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked      

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that      

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the      

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified      

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood      

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the      

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application      

   to use the modified definitions.)      

     

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the      

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a      

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,      
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   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)      

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if      

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is      

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.      

     

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at      

   least three years, to give the same user the materials      

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more      

   than the cost of performing this distribution.      

     

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy      

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above      

   specified materials from the same place.      

     

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these      

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.      

     

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the      

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for      

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,      

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is      

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major      

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on      

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies      

the executable.      

     

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license      

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally      

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot      

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you      

distribute.      

     

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the      

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library      

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined      

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on      

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise      

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:      

     

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work      

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library      

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the      

   Sections above.      

     

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact      

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining      

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.      
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 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute      

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any      

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or      

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your      

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,      

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses      

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.      

     

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not      

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or      

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are      

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by      

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the      

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and      

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying      

the Library or works based on it.      

     

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the      

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the      

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library      

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further      

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.      

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with      

this License.      

     

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent      

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),      

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or      

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not      

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot      

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this      

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you      

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent      

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by      

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then      

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to      

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.      

     

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any      

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,      

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.      

     

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any      

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any      

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the      

integrity of the free software distribution system which is      

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made      

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed      
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through that system in reliance on consistent application of that      

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing      

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot      

impose that choice.      

     

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to      

be a consequence of the rest of this License.      

     

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in      

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the      

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add      

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,      

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus      

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if      

written in the body of this License.      

     

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new      

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.      

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,      

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.      

     

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library      

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and      

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and      

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by      

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a      

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by      

the Free Software Foundation.      

     

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free      

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,      

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is      

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free      

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our      

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status      

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing      

and reuse of software generally.      

     

			    NO WARRANTY      

     

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO      

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.      

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR      

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY      

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE      

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR      

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE      

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME      
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THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.      

     

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN      

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY      

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU      

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR      

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE      

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING      

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A      

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF      

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH      

DAMAGES.      

     

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS      

     

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries      

     

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest      

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that      

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting      

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the      

ordinary General Public License).      

     

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is      

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively      

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the      

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.      

     

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>      

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>      

     

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or      

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public      

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either      

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.      

     

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,      

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of      

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU      

   Lesser General Public License for more details.      

     

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public      

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software      

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA      

     

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.      

     

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your      
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school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if      

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:      

     

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the      

 library 'Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.      

     

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990      

 Ty Coon, President of Vice      

     

That's all there is to it!

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.99 pg_backuppro 2.4.8 
1.99.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2015-2019, Postgres Professional

Portions Copyright (c) 2009-2013, NIPPON TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE CORPORATION

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-2016, PostgreSQL Global Development Group

Portions Copyright (c) 1994, The Regents of the University of California

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose, without fee, and without a written agreement

is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

paragraph and the following two paragraphs appear in all copies.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL POSTGRES PROFESSIONAL BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING

LOST PROFITS, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS

DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF POSTGRES PROFESSIONAL HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

POSTGRES PROFESSIONAL SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS
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ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND POSTGRES PROFESSIONAL HAS NO OBLIGATIONS TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

1.100 commons-lang3 3.11 
1.100.1 Available under license : 

Apache Commons Lang

Copyright 2001-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (https://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or
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     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work
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     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work
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     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.
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     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.101 python2-pip 8.1.2 
1.101.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2007 Ian Bicking and Contributors

Copyright (c) 2009 Ian Bicking, The Open Planning Project

Copyright (c) 2011-2013 The virtualenv developers

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION
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WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

============

Contributors

============

 

* Alex Grnholm

* Alice Bevan-McGregor

* Arfrever Frehtes Taifersar Arahesis

* Christophe Combelles

* Daniel Stutzbach

* Daniel Holth

* Hanno Schlichting

* Jannis Leidel

* Jason R. Coombs

* Jim Fulton

* Jonathan Lange

* Justin Azoff

* Lennart Regebro

* Marc Abramowitz

* Martin von Lwis

* Noufal Ibrahim

* Pete Hollobon

* Philip Jenvey

* Reinout van Rees

* Robert Myers

* Stefan H. Holek

* Tarek Ziad

* Toshio Kuratomi

 

If you think you name is missing, please add it (alpha order by first name)

============

Contributors

============

 

* Alex Grnholm

* Alice Bevan-McGregor

* Arfrever Frehtes Taifersar Arahesis

* Christophe Combelles

* Daniel Stutzbach

* Daniel Holth

* Dirley Rodrigues

* Donald Stufft

* Grigory Petrov

* Hanno Schlichting

* Jannis Leidel

* Jason R. Coombs

* Jim Fulton

* Jonathan Lange
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* Justin Azoff

* Lennart Regebro

* Marc Abramowitz

* Martin von Lwis

* Noufal Ibrahim

* Pete Hollobon

* Phillip J. Eby

* Philip Jenvey

* Philip Thiem

* Reinout van Rees

* Robert Myers

* Stefan H. Holek

* Tarek Ziad

* Toshio Kuratomi

 

If you think you name is missing, please add it (alpha order by first name)

Copyright (c) 2011 Agendaless Consulting and Contributors.

(http://www.agendaless.com), All Rights Reserved

License

 

 A copyright notice accompanies this license document that identifies

 the copyright holders.

 

 Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

 modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

 met:

 

 1.  Redistributions in source code must retain the accompanying

     copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following

     disclaimer.

 

 2.  Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the accompanying

     copyright notice, this list of conditions, and the following

     disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

     with the distribution.

 

 3.  Names of the copyright holders must not be used to endorse or

     promote products derived from this software without prior

     written permission from the copyright holders.

 

 4.  If any files are modified, you must cause the modified files to

     carry prominent notices stating that you changed the files and

     the date of any change.

 

 Disclaimer

 

   THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS ``AS IS'' AND

   ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
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   TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A

   PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

   HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

   EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED

   TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

   DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

   ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

   TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF

   THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

   SUCH DAMAGE.

Pylons Project Contributor Agreement

====================================

 

The submitter agrees by adding his or her name within the section below named

"Contributors" and submitting the resulting modified document to the

canonical shared repository location for this software project (whether

directly, as a user with "direct commit access", or via a "pull request"), he

or she is signing a contract electronically.  The submitter becomes a

Contributor after a) he or she signs this document by adding their name

beneath the "Contributors" section below, and b) the resulting document is

accepted into the canonical version control repository.

 

Treatment of Account

---------------------

 

Contributor will not allow anyone other than the Contributor to use his or

her username or source repository login to submit code to a Pylons Project

source repository. Should Contributor become aware of any such use,

Contributor will immediately by notifying Agendaless Consulting.

Notification must be performed by sending an email to

webmaster@agendaless.com.  Until such notice is received, Contributor will be

presumed to have taken all actions made through Contributor's account. If the

Contributor has direct commit access, Agendaless Consulting will have

complete control and discretion over capabilities assigned to Contributor's

account, and may disable Contributor's account for any reason at any time.

 

Legal Effect of Contribution

----------------------------

 

Upon submitting a change or new work to a Pylons Project source Repository (a

"Contribution"), you agree to assign, and hereby do assign, a one-half

interest of all right, title and interest in and to copyright and other

intellectual property rights with respect to your new and original portions

of the Contribution to Agendaless Consulting. You and Agendaless Consulting

each agree that the other shall be free to exercise any and all exclusive

rights in and to the Contribution, without accounting to one another,

including without limitation, the right to license the Contribution to others

under the Repoze Public License. This agreement shall run with title to the
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Contribution. Agendaless Consulting does not convey to you any right, title

or interest in or to the Program or such portions of the Contribution that

were taken from the Program. Your transmission of a submission to the Pylons

Project source Repository and marks of identification concerning the

Contribution itself constitute your intent to contribute and your assignment

of the work in accordance with the provisions of this Agreement.

 

License Terms

-------------

 

Code committed to the Pylons Project source repository (Committed Code) must

be governed by the Repoze Public License (http://repoze.org/LICENSE.txt, aka

"the RPL") or another license acceptable to Agendaless Consulting.  Until

Agendaless Consulting declares in writing an acceptable license other than

the RPL, only the RPL shall be used.  A list of exceptions is detailed within

the "Licensing Exceptions" section of this document, if one exists.

 

Representations, Warranty, and Indemnification

----------------------------------------------

 

Contributor represents and warrants that the Committed Code does not violate

the rights of any person or entity, and that the Contributor has legal

authority to enter into this Agreement and legal authority over Contributed

Code. Further, Contributor indemnifies Agendaless Consulting against

violations.

 

Cryptography

------------

 

Contributor understands that cryptographic code may be subject to government

regulations with which Agendaless Consulting and/or entities using Committed

Code must comply. Any code which contains any of the items listed below must

not be checked-in until Agendaless Consulting staff has been notified and has

approved such contribution in writing.

 

- Cryptographic capabilities or features

 

- Calls to cryptographic features

 

- User interface elements which provide context relating to cryptography

 

- Code which may, under casual inspection, appear to be cryptographic.

 

Notices

-------

 

Contributor confirms that any notices required will be included in any

Committed Code.
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Licensing Exceptions

====================

 

None.

 

List of Contributors

====================

 

The below-signed are contributors to a code repository that is part of the

project named "Translationstring".  Each below-signed contributor has read,

understands and agrees to the terms above in the section within this document

entitled "Pylons Project Contributor Agreement" as of the date beside his or

her name.

 

Contributors

------------

 

- Chris McDonough, 2011/02/16

- Wichert Akkerman, 2012/02/02

Copyright (c) 2008-2016 The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

A. HISTORY OF THE SOFTWARE

==========================

 

Python was created in the early 1990s by Guido van Rossum at Stichting

Mathematisch Centrum (CWI, see http://www.cwi.nl) in the Netherlands

as a successor of a language called ABC.  Guido remains Python's

principal author, although it includes many contributions from others.
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In 1995, Guido continued his work on Python at the Corporation for

National Research Initiatives (CNRI, see http://www.cnri.reston.va.us)

in Reston, Virginia where he released several versions of the

software.

 

In May 2000, Guido and the Python core development team moved to

BeOpen.com to form the BeOpen PythonLabs team.  In October of the same

year, the PythonLabs team moved to Digital Creations (now Zope

Corporation, see http://www.zope.com).  In 2001, the Python Software

Foundation (PSF, see http://www.python.org/psf/) was formed, a

non-profit organization created specifically to own Python-related

Intellectual Property.  Zope Corporation is a sponsoring member of

the PSF.

 

All Python releases are Open Source (see http://www.opensource.org for

the Open Source Definition).  Historically, most, but not all, Python

releases have also been GPL-compatible; the table below summarizes

the various releases.

 

   Release         Derived     Year        Owner       GPL-

                   from                                compatible? (1)

 

   0.9.0 thru 1.2              1991-1995   CWI         yes

   1.3 thru 1.5.2  1.2         1995-1999   CNRI        yes

   1.6             1.5.2       2000        CNRI        no

   2.0             1.6         2000        BeOpen.com  no

   1.6.1           1.6         2001        CNRI        yes (2)

   2.1             2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         no

   2.0.1           2.0+1.6.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.1           2.1+2.0.1   2001        PSF         yes

   2.2             2.1.1       2001        PSF         yes

   2.1.2           2.1.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.1.3           2.1.2       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.1           2.2         2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.2           2.2.1       2002        PSF         yes

   2.2.3           2.2.2       2003        PSF         yes

   2.3             2.2.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.1           2.3         2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.2           2.3.1       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.3           2.3.2       2002-2003   PSF         yes

   2.3.4           2.3.3       2004        PSF         yes

   2.3.5           2.3.4       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4             2.3         2004        PSF         yes

   2.4.1           2.4         2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.2           2.4.1       2005        PSF         yes

   2.4.3           2.4.2       2006        PSF         yes

   2.4.4           2.4.3       2006        PSF         yes

   2.5             2.4         2006        PSF         yes
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   2.5.1           2.5         2007        PSF         yes

   2.5.2           2.5.1       2008        PSF         yes

   2.5.3           2.5.2       2008        PSF         yes

   2.6             2.5         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.1           2.6         2008        PSF         yes

   2.6.2           2.6.1       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.3           2.6.2       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.4           2.6.3       2009        PSF         yes

   2.6.5           2.6.4       2010        PSF         yes

   2.7             2.6         2010        PSF         yes

 

Footnotes:

 

(1) GPL-compatible doesn't mean that we're distributing Python under

   the GPL.  All Python licenses, unlike the GPL, let you distribute

   a modified version without making your changes open source.  The

   GPL-compatible licenses make it possible to combine Python with

   other software that is released under the GPL; the others don't.

 

(2) According to Richard Stallman, 1.6.1 is not GPL-compatible,

   because its license has a choice of law clause.  According to

   CNRI, however, Stallman's lawyer has told CNRI's lawyer that 1.6.1

   is "not incompatible" with the GPL.

 

Thanks to the many outside volunteers who have worked under Guido's

direction to make these releases possible.

 

 

B. TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR ACCESSING OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON

===============================================================

 

PYTHON SOFTWARE FOUNDATION LICENSE VERSION 2

--------------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Python Software Foundation

("PSF"), and the Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and

otherwise using this software ("Python") in source or binary form and

its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, PSF hereby

grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce,

analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works,

distribute, and otherwise use Python alone or in any derivative version,

provided, however, that PSF's License Agreement and PSF's notice of copyright,

i.e., "Copyright (c) 2001, 2002, 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008, 2009, 2010

Python Software Foundation; All Rights Reserved" are retained in Python alone or

in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.
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3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python.

 

4. PSF is making Python available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  PSF MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, PSF MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. PSF SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to create any

relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture between PSF and

Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant permission to use PSF

trademarks or trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote

products or services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By copying, installing or otherwise using Python, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

BEOPEN.COM LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 2.0

-------------------------------------------

 

BEOPEN PYTHON OPEN SOURCE LICENSE AGREEMENT VERSION 1

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between BeOpen.com ("BeOpen"), having an

office at 160 Saratoga Avenue, Santa Clara, CA 95051, and the

Individual or Organization ("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using

this software in source or binary form and its associated

documentation ("the Software").

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this BeOpen Python License

Agreement, BeOpen hereby grants Licensee a non-exclusive,

royalty-free, world-wide license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform

and/or display publicly, prepare derivative works, distribute, and

otherwise use the Software alone or in any derivative version,
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provided, however, that the BeOpen Python License is retained in the

Software, alone or in any derivative version prepared by Licensee.

 

3. BeOpen is making the Software available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  BEOPEN MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, BEOPEN MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

4. BEOPEN SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF THE

SOFTWARE FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS

AS A RESULT OF USING, MODIFYING OR DISTRIBUTING THE SOFTWARE, OR ANY

DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

5. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

6. This License Agreement shall be governed by and interpreted in all

respects by the law of the State of California, excluding conflict of

law provisions.  Nothing in this License Agreement shall be deemed to

create any relationship of agency, partnership, or joint venture

between BeOpen and Licensee.  This License Agreement does not grant

permission to use BeOpen trademarks or trade names in a trademark

sense to endorse or promote products or services of Licensee, or any

third party.  As an exception, the "BeOpen Python" logos available at

http://www.pythonlabs.com/logos.html may be used according to the

permissions granted on that web page.

 

7. By copying, installing or otherwise using the software, Licensee

agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions of this License

Agreement.

 

 

CNRI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 1.6.1

---------------------------------------

 

1. This LICENSE AGREEMENT is between the Corporation for National

Research Initiatives, having an office at 1895 Preston White Drive,

Reston, VA 20191 ("CNRI"), and the Individual or Organization

("Licensee") accessing and otherwise using Python 1.6.1 software in

source or binary form and its associated documentation.

 

2. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License Agreement, CNRI

hereby grants Licensee a nonexclusive, royalty-free, world-wide

license to reproduce, analyze, test, perform and/or display publicly,

prepare derivative works, distribute, and otherwise use Python 1.6.1

alone or in any derivative version, provided, however, that CNRI's
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License Agreement and CNRI's notice of copyright, i.e., "Copyright (c)

1995-2001 Corporation for National Research Initiatives; All Rights

Reserved" are retained in Python 1.6.1 alone or in any derivative

version prepared by Licensee.  Alternately, in lieu of CNRI's License

Agreement, Licensee may substitute the following text (omitting the

quotes): "Python 1.6.1 is made available subject to the terms and

conditions in CNRI's License Agreement.  This Agreement together with

Python 1.6.1 may be located on the Internet using the following

unique, persistent identifier (known as a handle): 1895.22/1013.  This

Agreement may also be obtained from a proxy server on the Internet

using the following URL: http://hdl.handle.net/1895.22/1013".

 

3. In the event Licensee prepares a derivative work that is based on

or incorporates Python 1.6.1 or any part thereof, and wants to make

the derivative work available to others as provided herein, then

Licensee hereby agrees to include in any such work a brief summary of

the changes made to Python 1.6.1.

 

4. CNRI is making Python 1.6.1 available to Licensee on an "AS IS"

basis.  CNRI MAKES NO REPRESENTATIONS OR WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED.  BY WAY OF EXAMPLE, BUT NOT LIMITATION, CNRI MAKES NO AND

DISCLAIMS ANY REPRESENTATION OR WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS

FOR ANY PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR THAT THE USE OF PYTHON 1.6.1 WILL NOT

INFRINGE ANY THIRD PARTY RIGHTS.

 

5. CNRI SHALL NOT BE LIABLE TO LICENSEE OR ANY OTHER USERS OF PYTHON

1.6.1 FOR ANY INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR LOSS AS

A RESULT OF MODIFYING, DISTRIBUTING, OR OTHERWISE USING PYTHON 1.6.1,

OR ANY DERIVATIVE THEREOF, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY THEREOF.

 

6. This License Agreement will automatically terminate upon a material

breach of its terms and conditions.

 

7. This License Agreement shall be governed by the federal

intellectual property law of the United States, including without

limitation the federal copyright law, and, to the extent such

U.S. federal law does not apply, by the law of the Commonwealth of

Virginia, excluding Virginia's conflict of law provisions.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, with regard to derivative works based

on Python 1.6.1 that incorporate non-separable material that was

previously distributed under the GNU General Public License (GPL), the

law of the Commonwealth of Virginia shall govern this License

Agreement only as to issues arising under or with respect to

Paragraphs 4, 5, and 7 of this License Agreement.  Nothing in this

License Agreement shall be deemed to create any relationship of

agency, partnership, or joint venture between CNRI and Licensee.  This

License Agreement does not grant permission to use CNRI trademarks or

trade name in a trademark sense to endorse or promote products or
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services of Licensee, or any third party.

 

8. By clicking on the "ACCEPT" button where indicated, or by copying,

installing or otherwise using Python 1.6.1, Licensee agrees to be

bound by the terms and conditions of this License Agreement.

 

       ACCEPT

 

 

CWI LICENSE AGREEMENT FOR PYTHON 0.9.0 THROUGH 1.2

--------------------------------------------------

 

Copyright (c) 1991 - 1995, Stichting Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam,

The Netherlands.  All rights reserved.

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose and without fee is hereby granted,

provided that the above copyright notice appear in all copies and that

both that copyright notice and this permission notice appear in

supporting documentation, and that the name of Stichting Mathematisch

Centrum or CWI not be used in advertising or publicity pertaining to

distribution of the software without specific, written prior

permission.

 

STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO

THIS SOFTWARE, INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND

FITNESS, IN NO EVENT SHALL STICHTING MATHEMATISCH CENTRUM BE LIABLE

FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES

WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN

ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT

OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

argparse is (c) 2006-2009 Steven J. Bethard <steven.bethard@gmail.com>.

 

The argparse module was contributed to Python as of Python 2.7 and thus

was licensed under the Python license. Same license applies to all files in

the argparse package project.

 

For details about the Python License, please see doc/Python-License.txt.

 

History

-------

 

Before (and including) argparse 1.1, the argparse package was licensed under

Apache License v2.0.

 

After argparse 1.1, all project files from the argparse project were deleted

due to license compatibility issues between Apache License 2.0 and GNU GPL v2.
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The project repository then had a clean start with some files taken from

Python 2.7.1, so definitely all files are under Python License now.

Copyright (c) 2008-2013 The pip developers (see AUTHORS.txt file)

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

License for Bundle of CA Root Certificates (pip/cacert.pem)

===========================================================

 

This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA

02110-1301

 

1.102 netty-transport-native-epoll 4.1.49.Final 
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1.102.1 Available under license : 
No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

~ Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

 ~

 ~ The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

 ~ version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

 ~ with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

 ~

 ~   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE

2.0

 ~

 ~ Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

 ~ distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

 ~ WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

 ~ License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

 ~ under the License.

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-jar/META-

INF/maven/io.netty/netty-transport-native-epoll/pom.xml

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoopGroup.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelOption.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/package-info.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Epoll.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventLoop.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeDatagramPacketArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollTcpInfo.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2013 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_epoll_native.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/Native.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2015 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollEventArray.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerDomainSocketChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollStreamChannel.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollMode.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDomainSocketChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorStreamingHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollRecvByteAllocatorHandle.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/TcpMd5Util.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerChannelConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/AbstractEpollServerChannel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2016 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.
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*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/NativeStaticallyReferencedJniMethods.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/LinuxSocket.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.c

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/netty_epoll_linuxsocket.h

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollServerSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2014 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_MD5SIG} option on the socket. See {@code linux/tcp.h} for more details.

    * Keys can only be set on, not read to prevent a potential leak, as they are confidential.

    * Allowing them being read would mean anyone with access to the channel could get them.

    */

/**

    * Set the {@code TCP_QUICKACK} option on the socket. See <a

href="http://linux.die.net/man/7/tcp">TCP_QUICKACK</a>

    * for more details.

    */

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollSocketChannelConfig.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright 2012 The Netty Project

*

* The Netty Project licenses this file to you under the Apache License,

* version 2.0 (the "License"); you may not use this file except in compliance

* with the License. You may obtain a copy of the License at:

*

*   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT

* WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied. See the

* License for the specific language governing permissions and limitations

* under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288236_1629742822.74/0/netty-transport-native-epoll-4-1-49-final-sources-1-

jar/io/netty/channel/epoll/EpollDatagramChannelConfig.java

 

1.103 vavr 0.10.3 
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1.103.1 Available under license : 
                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.
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     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or
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     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.104 protobuf 3.12.2 
1.104.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2008 Google Inc.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

Code generated by the Protocol Buffer compiler is owned by the owner

of the input file used when generating it.  This code is not

standalone and requires a support library to be linked with it.  This

support library is itself covered by the above license.
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This file contains a list of people who have made large contributions

to the public version of Protocol Buffers.

 

Original Protocol Buffers design and implementation:

 Sanjay Ghemawat <sanjay@google.com>

 Jeff Dean <jeff@google.com>

 Daniel Dulitz <daniel@google.com>

 Craig Silverstein

 Paul Haahr <haahr@google.com>

 Corey Anderson <corin@google.com>

 (and many others)

 

Proto2 C++ and Java primary author:

 Kenton Varda <kenton@google.com>

 

Proto2 Python primary authors:

 Will Robinson <robinson@google.com>

 Petar Petrov <petar@google.com>

 

Java Nano primary authors:

 Brian Duff <bduff@google.com>

 Tom Chao <chaot@google.com>

 Max Cai <maxtroy@google.com>

 Ulas Kirazci <ulas@google.com>

 

Large code contributions:

 Jason Hsueh <jasonh@google.com>

 Joseph Schorr <jschorr@google.com>

 Wenbo Zhu <wenboz@google.com>

 

Large quantity of code reviews:

 Scott Bruce <sbruce@google.com>

 Frank Yellin

 Neal Norwitz <nnorwitz@google.com>

 Jeffrey Yasskin <jyasskin@google.com>

 Ambrose Feinstein <ambrose@google.com>

 

Documentation:

 Lisa Carey <lcarey@google.com>

 

Maven packaging:

 Gregory Kick <gak@google.com>

 

Patch contributors:

 Kevin Ko <kevin.s.ko@gmail.com>

   * Small patch to handle trailing slashes in --proto_path flag.

 Johan Euphrosine <proppy@aminche.com>

   * Small patch to fix Python CallMethod().
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 Ulrich Kunitz <kune@deine-taler.de>

   * Small optimizations to Python serialization.

 Leandro Lucarella <llucax@gmail.com>

   * VI syntax highlighting tweaks.

   * Fix compiler to not make output executable.

 Dilip Joseph <dilip.antony.joseph@gmail.com>

   * Heuristic detection of sub-messages when printing unknown fields in

     text format.

 Brian Atkinson <nairb774@gmail.com>

   * Added @Override annotation to generated Java code where appropriate.

 Vincent Choinire <Choiniere.Vincent@hydro.qc.ca>

   * Tru64 support.

 Monty Taylor <monty.taylor@gmail.com>

   * Solaris 10 + Sun Studio fixes.

 Alek Storm <alek.storm@gmail.com>

   * Slicing support for repeated scalar fields for the Python API.

 Oleg Smolsky <oleg.smolsky@gmail.com>

   * MS Visual Studio error format option.

   * Detect unordered_map in stl_hash.m4.

 Brian Olson <brianolson@google.com>

   * gzip/zlib I/O support.

 Michael Poole <mdpoole@troilus.org>

   * Fixed warnings about generated constructors not explicitly initializing

     all fields (only present with certain compiler settings).

   * Added generation of field number constants.

 Wink Saville <wink@google.com>

   * Fixed initialization ordering problem in logging code.

 Will Pierce <willp@nuclei.com>

   * Small patch improving performance of in Python serialization.

 Alexandre Vassalotti <alexandre@peadrop.com>

   * Emacs mode for Protocol Buffers (editors/protobuf-mode.el).

 Scott Stafford <scott.stafford@gmail.com>

   * Added Swap(), SwapElements(), and RemoveLast() to Reflection interface.

 Alexander Melnikov <alm@sibmail.ru>

   * HPUX support.

 Oliver Jowett <oliver.jowett@gmail.com>

   * Detect whether zlib is new enough in configure script.

   * Fixes for Solaris 10 32/64-bit confusion.

 Evan Jones <evanj@mit.edu>

   * Optimize Java serialization code when writing a small message to a stream.

   * Optimize Java serialization of strings so that UTF-8 encoding happens only

     once per string per serialization call.

   * Clean up some Java warnings.

   * Fix bug with permanent callbacks that delete themselves when run.

 Michael Kucharski <m.kucharski@gmail.com>

   * Added CodedInputStream.getTotalBytesRead().

 Kacper Kowalik <xarthisius.kk@gmail.com>

   * Fixed m4/acx_pthread.m4 problem for some Linux distributions.
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 William Orr <will@worrbase.com>

   * Fixed detection of sched_yield on Solaris.

   * Added atomicops for Solaris

 Andrew Paprocki <andrew@ishiboo.com>

   * Fixed minor IBM xlC compiler build issues

   * Added atomicops for AIX (POWER)

 

1.105 preact 8.4.2, 10.5.9 
1.105.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015-present Jason Miller

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.106 asyncssh 1.12.1 
1.106.1 Available under license : 

Eclipse Public License - v 1.0

 

THE ACCOMPANYING PROGRAM IS PROVIDED UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS ECLIPSE PUBLIC

LICENSE ("AGREEMENT"). ANY USE, REPRODUCTION OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM

CONSTITUTES RECIPIENT'S ACCEPTANCE OF THIS AGREEMENT.

 

1. DEFINITIONS

 

"Contribution" means:

 

a) in the case of the initial Contributor, the initial code and documentation
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  distributed under this Agreement, and

b) in the case of each subsequent Contributor:

   i) changes to the Program, and

  ii) additions to the Program;

 

  where such changes and/or additions to the Program originate from and are

  distributed by that particular Contributor. A Contribution 'originates' from

  a Contributor if it was added to the Program by such Contributor itself or

  anyone acting on such Contributor's behalf. Contributions do not include

  additions to the Program which: (i) are separate modules of software

  distributed in conjunction with the Program under their own license

  agreement, and (ii) are not derivative works of the Program.

 

"Contributor" means any person or entity that distributes the Program.

 

"Licensed Patents" mean patent claims licensable by a Contributor which are

necessarily infringed by the use or sale of its Contribution alone or when

combined with the Program.

 

"Program" means the Contributions distributed in accordance with this Agreement.

 

"Recipient" means anyone who receives the Program under this Agreement,

including all Contributors.

 

2. GRANT OF RIGHTS

 a) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free copyright license to

    reproduce, prepare derivative works of, publicly display, publicly perform,

    distribute and sublicense the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, and

    such derivative works, in source code and object code form.

 b) Subject to the terms of this Agreement, each Contributor hereby grants

    Recipient a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free patent license under

    Licensed Patents to make, use, sell, offer to sell, import and otherwise

    transfer the Contribution of such Contributor, if any, in source code and

    object code form. This patent license shall apply to the combination of the

    Contribution and the Program if, at the time the Contribution is added by

    the Contributor, such addition of the Contribution causes such combination

    to be covered by the Licensed Patents. The patent license shall not apply

    to any other combinations which include the Contribution. No hardware per

    se is licensed hereunder.

 c) Recipient understands that although each Contributor grants the licenses to

    its Contributions set forth herein, no assurances are provided by any

    Contributor that the Program does not infringe the patent or other

    intellectual property rights of any other entity. Each Contributor

    disclaims any liability to Recipient for claims brought by any other entity

    based on infringement of intellectual property rights or otherwise. As a

    condition to exercising the rights and licenses granted hereunder, each

    Recipient hereby assumes sole responsibility to secure any other
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    intellectual property rights needed, if any. For example, if a third party

    patent license is required to allow Recipient to distribute the Program, it

    is Recipient's responsibility to acquire that license before distributing

    the Program.

 d) Each Contributor represents that to its knowledge it has sufficient

    copyright rights in its Contribution, if any, to grant the copyright

    license set forth in this Agreement.

 

3. REQUIREMENTS

 

A Contributor may choose to distribute the Program in object code form under its

own license agreement, provided that:

 

 a) it complies with the terms and conditions of this Agreement; and

 b) its license agreement:

     i) effectively disclaims on behalf of all Contributors all warranties and

        conditions, express and implied, including warranties or conditions of

        title and non-infringement, and implied warranties or conditions of

        merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose;

    ii) effectively excludes on behalf of all Contributors all liability for

        damages, including direct, indirect, special, incidental and

        consequential damages, such as lost profits;

   iii) states that any provisions which differ from this Agreement are offered

        by that Contributor alone and not by any other party; and

    iv) states that source code for the Program is available from such

        Contributor, and informs licensees how to obtain it in a reasonable

        manner on or through a medium customarily used for software exchange.

 

When the Program is made available in source code form:

 

 a) it must be made available under this Agreement; and

 b) a copy of this Agreement must be included with each copy of the Program.

    Contributors may not remove or alter any copyright notices contained within

    the Program.

 

Each Contributor must identify itself as the originator of its Contribution, if

any, in a manner that reasonably allows subsequent Recipients to identify the

originator of the Contribution.

 

4. COMMERCIAL DISTRIBUTION

 

Commercial distributors of software may accept certain responsibilities with

respect to end users, business partners and the like. While this license is

intended to facilitate the commercial use of the Program, the Contributor who

includes the Program in a commercial product offering should do so in a manner

which does not create potential liability for other Contributors. Therefore, if

a Contributor includes the Program in a commercial product offering, such

Contributor ("Commercial Contributor") hereby agrees to defend and indemnify
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every other Contributor ("Indemnified Contributor") against any losses, damages

and costs (collectively "Losses") arising from claims, lawsuits and other legal

actions brought by a third party against the Indemnified Contributor to the

extent caused by the acts or omissions of such Commercial Contributor in

connection with its distribution of the Program in a commercial product

offering. The obligations in this section do not apply to any claims or Losses

relating to any actual or alleged intellectual property infringement. In order

to qualify, an Indemnified Contributor must: a) promptly notify the Commercial

Contributor in writing of such claim, and b) allow the Commercial Contributor to

control, and cooperate with the Commercial Contributor in, the defense and any

related settlement negotiations. The Indemnified Contributor may participate in

any such claim at its own expense.

 

For example, a Contributor might include the Program in a commercial product

offering, Product X. That Contributor is then a Commercial Contributor. If that

Commercial Contributor then makes performance claims, or offers warranties

related to Product X, those performance claims and warranties are such

Commercial Contributor's responsibility alone. Under this section, the

Commercial Contributor would have to defend claims against the other

Contributors related to those performance claims and warranties, and if a court

requires any other Contributor to pay any damages as a result, the Commercial

Contributor must pay those damages.

 

5. NO WARRANTY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, THE PROGRAM IS PROVIDED ON AN

"AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. Each

Recipient is solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using and

distributing the Program and assumes all risks associated with its exercise of

rights under this Agreement , including but not limited to the risks and costs

of program errors, compliance with applicable laws, damage to or loss of data,

programs or equipment, and unavailability or interruption of operations.

 

6. DISCLAIMER OF LIABILITY

 

EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT, NEITHER RECIPIENT NOR ANY

CONTRIBUTORS SHALL HAVE ANY LIABILITY FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION LOST

PROFITS), HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT,

STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY

OUT OF THE USE OR DISTRIBUTION OF THE PROGRAM OR THE EXERCISE OF ANY RIGHTS

GRANTED HEREUNDER, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

7. GENERAL

 

If any provision of this Agreement is invalid or unenforceable under applicable
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law, it shall not affect the validity or enforceability of the remainder of the

terms of this Agreement, and without further action by the parties hereto, such

provision shall be reformed to the minimum extent necessary to make such

provision valid and enforceable.

 

If Recipient institutes patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Program itself

(excluding combinations of the Program with other software or hardware)

infringes such Recipient's patent(s), then such Recipient's rights granted under

Section 2(b) shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

All Recipient's rights under this Agreement shall terminate if it fails to

comply with any of the material terms or conditions of this Agreement and does

not cure such failure in a reasonable period of time after becoming aware of

such noncompliance. If all Recipient's rights under this Agreement terminate,

Recipient agrees to cease use and distribution of the Program as soon as

reasonably practicable. However, Recipient's obligations under this Agreement

and any licenses granted by Recipient relating to the Program shall continue and

survive.

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute copies of this Agreement, but in

order to avoid inconsistency the Agreement is copyrighted and may only be

modified in the following manner. The Agreement Steward reserves the right to

publish new versions (including revisions) of this Agreement from time to time.

No one other than the Agreement Steward has the right to modify this Agreement.

The Eclipse Foundation is the initial Agreement Steward. The Eclipse Foundation

may assign the responsibility to serve as the Agreement Steward to a suitable

separate entity. Each new version of the Agreement will be given a

distinguishing version number. The Program (including Contributions) may always

be distributed subject to the version of the Agreement under which it was

received. In addition, after a new version of the Agreement is published,

Contributor may elect to distribute the Program (including its Contributions)

under the new version. Except as expressly stated in Sections 2(a) and 2(b)

above, Recipient receives no rights or licenses to the intellectual property of

any Contributor under this Agreement, whether expressly, by implication,

estoppel or otherwise. All rights in the Program not expressly granted under

this Agreement are reserved.

 

This Agreement is governed by the laws of the State of New York and the

intellectual property laws of the United States of America. No party to this

Agreement will bring a legal action under this Agreement more than one year

after the cause of action arose. Each party waives its rights to a jury trial in

any resulting litigation.

Copyright (c) 2013-2017 by Ron Frederick <ronf@timeheart.net>.

All rights reserved.

 

This program and the accompanying materials are made available under

the terms of the Eclipse Public License v1.0 which accompanies this
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distribution and is available at:

 

   http://www.eclipse.org/legal/epl-v10.html

 

Contributors:

   Ron Frederick - initial implementation, API, and documentation

 

1.107 bval-jsr 2.0.5 
1.107.1 Available under license : 

 

Apache BVal :: bval-jsr

Copyright 2010-2020 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed at

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical
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     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable
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     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,
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     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.108 PostgreSQL 12.4 
1.108.1 Available under license : 

This regular expression package was originally developed by Henry Spencer.

It bears the following copyright notice:

 

**********************************************************************

 

Copyright (c) 1998, 1999 Henry Spencer.  All rights reserved.

 

Development of this software was funded, in part, by Cray Research Inc.,

UUNET Communications Services Inc., Sun Microsystems Inc., and Scriptics

Corporation, none of whom are responsible for the results.  The author

thanks all of them.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms -- with or without

modification -- are permitted for any purpose, provided that

redistributions in source form retain this entire copyright notice and

indicate the origin and nature of any modifications.
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I'd appreciate being given credit for this package in the documentation

of software which uses it, but that is not a requirement.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL

HENRY SPENCER BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,

EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS;

OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR

OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF

ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

**********************************************************************

 

PostgreSQL adopted the code out of Tcl 8.4.1.  Portions of regc_locale.c

and re_syntax.n were developed by Tcl developers other than Henry; these

files bear the Tcl copyright and license notice:

 

**********************************************************************

 

This software is copyrighted by the Regents of the University of

California, Sun Microsystems, Inc., Scriptics Corporation, ActiveState

Corporation and other parties.  The following terms apply to all files

associated with the software unless explicitly disclaimed in

individual files.

 

The authors hereby grant permission to use, copy, modify, distribute,

and license this software and its documentation for any purpose, provided

that existing copyright notices are retained in all copies and that this

notice is included verbatim in any distributions. No written agreement,

license, or royalty fee is required for any of the authorized uses.

Modifications to this software may be copyrighted by their authors

and need not follow the licensing terms described here, provided that

the new terms are clearly indicated on the first page of each file where

they apply.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR DISTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY

FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, ITS DOCUMENTATION, OR ANY

DERIVATIVES THEREOF, EVEN IF THE AUTHORS HAVE BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIM ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT.  THIS SOFTWARE
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IS PROVIDED ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE AUTHORS AND DISTRIBUTORS HAVE

NO OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR

MODIFICATIONS.

 

GOVERNMENT USE: If you are acquiring this software on behalf of the

U.S. government, the Government shall have only "Restricted Rights"

in the software and related documentation as defined in the Federal

Acquisition Regulations (FARs) in Clause 52.227.19 (c) (2).  If you

are acquiring the software on behalf of the Department of Defense, the

software shall be classified as "Commercial Computer Software" and the

Government shall have only "Restricted Rights" as defined in Clause

252.227-7013 (c) (1) of DFARs.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the

authors grant the U.S. Government and others acting in its behalf

permission to use and distribute the software in accordance with the

terms specified in this license.

 

**********************************************************************

 

Subsequent modifications to the code by the PostgreSQL project follow

the same license terms as the rest of PostgreSQL.

PostgreSQL Database Management System

(formerly known as Postgres, then as Postgres95)

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1996-2020, PostgreSQL Global Development Group

 

Portions Copyright (c) 1994, The Regents of the University of California

 

Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its

documentation for any purpose, without fee, and without a written agreement

is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this

paragraph and the following two paragraphs appear in all copies.

 

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY FOR

DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING

LOST PROFITS, ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE AND ITS

DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES,

INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY

AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED HEREUNDER IS

ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS NO OBLIGATIONS TO

PROVIDE MAINTENANCE, SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS.

 

1.109 typeface-inconsolata 1.1.13 
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1.109.1 Available under license : 
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.110 bash 5.0.17 
1.110.1 Available under license : 

 

               GNU Free Documentation License

                Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

 

Copyright (C) 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

0. PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document "free" in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible
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for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

 

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

 

This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The "Document", below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as "you".  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front-matter section of

the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero
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Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.

An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

ASCII without markup, Texinfo input format, LaTeX input format, SGML

or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard-conforming simple

HTML, PostScript or PDF designed for human modification.  Examples of

transparent image formats include PNG, XCF and JPG.  Opaque formats

include proprietary formats that can be read and edited only by

proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD and/or

processing tools are not generally available, and the

machine-generated HTML, PostScript or PDF produced by some word

processors for output purposes only.

 

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, "Title Page" means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The "publisher" means any person or entity that distributes copies of

the Document to the public.

 

A section "Entitled XYZ" means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", "Endorsements", or "History".)  To "Preserve the Title"

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a
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section "Entitled XYZ" according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

2. VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no

other conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

 

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy
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a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to

give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the

Document.

 

 

4. MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

  from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

  (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

  of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

  if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

  responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

  Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

  Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

  unless they release you from this requirement.

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

  Modified Version, as the publisher.

D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

  adjacent to the other copyright notices.

F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

  giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

  terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

  and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.

I. Preserve the section Entitled "History", Preserve its Title, and add

  to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and
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  publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

  there is no section Entitled "History" in the Document, create one

  stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

  given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

  Version as stated in the previous sentence.

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

  public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

  the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

  it was based on.  These may be placed in the "History" section.

  You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

  least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

  publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

K. For any section Entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications",

  Preserve the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all

  the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements

  and/or dedications given therein.

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

  unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

  or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

M. Delete any section Entitled "Endorsements".  Such a section

  may not be included in the Modified Version.

N. Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled "Endorsements"

  or to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

O. Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains

nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties--for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.
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The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

 

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled "History"

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

"History"; likewise combine any sections Entitled "Acknowledgements",

and any sections Entitled "Dedications".  You must delete all sections

Entitled "Endorsements".

 

 

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other

documents released under this License, and replace the individual

copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy

that is included in the collection, provided that you follow the rules

of this License for verbatim copying of each of the documents in all

other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and

distribute it individually under this License, provided you insert a

copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this

License in all other respects regarding verbatim copying of that

document.

 

 

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS
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A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an "aggregate" if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

 

8. TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled "Acknowledgements",

"Dedications", or "History", the requirement (section 4) to Preserve

its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

 

9. TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,
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unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

 

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the

GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new versions

will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in

detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document

specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

11. RELICENSING

 

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site" (or "MMC Site") means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

"Massive Multiauthor Collaboration" (or "MMC") contained in the site

means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC site.
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"CC-BY-SA" means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

"Incorporate" means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or in

part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is "eligible for relicensing" if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole or

in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections, and

(2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

 

ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

   Copyright (c)  YEAR  YOUR NAME.

   Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document

   under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

   or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

   with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover Texts.

   A copy of the license is included in the section entitled "GNU

   Free Documentation License".

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the "with...Texts." line with this:

 

   with the Invariant Sections being LIST THEIR TITLES, with the

   Front-Cover Texts being LIST, and with the Back-Cover Texts being LIST.

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,
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to permit their use in free software.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
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authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
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   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
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   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
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these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
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address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
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 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
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proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains
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that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without
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permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source
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includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention
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is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,
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and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the
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   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a
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network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or
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   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.
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 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".
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 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered
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work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the
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option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.
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                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.
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 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

@c The GNU Free Documentation License.

@center Version 1.3, 3 November 2008

 

@c This file is intended to be included within another document,

@c hence no sectioning command or @node.

 

@display

Copyright @copyright{} 2000, 2001, 2002, 2007, 2008 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

@uref{http://fsf.org/}

 

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

@end display

 

@enumerate 0

@item

PREAMBLE

 

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other

functional and useful document @dfn{free} in the sense of freedom: to

assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it,

with or without modifying it, either commercially or noncommercially.

Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a way

to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible

for modifications made by others.

 

This License is a kind of ``copyleft'', which means that derivative

works of the document must themselves be free in the same sense.  It

complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft

license designed for free software.

 

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free

software, because free software needs free documentation: a free

program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the

software does.  But this License is not limited to software manuals;

it can be used for any textual work, regardless of subject matter or

whether it is published as a printed book.  We recommend this License

principally for works whose purpose is instruction or reference.

 

@item

APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS
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This License applies to any manual or other work, in any medium, that

contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it can be

distributed under the terms of this License.  Such a notice grants a

world-wide, royalty-free license, unlimited in duration, to use that

work under the conditions stated herein.  The ``Document'', below,

refers to any such manual or work.  Any member of the public is a

licensee, and is addressed as ``you''.  You accept the license if you

copy, modify or distribute the work in a way requiring permission

under copyright law.

 

A ``Modified Version'' of the Document means any work containing the

Document or a portion of it, either copied verbatim, or with

modifications and/or translated into another language.

 

A ``Secondary Section'' is a named appendix or a front-matter section

of the Document that deals exclusively with the relationship of the

publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall

subject (or to related matters) and contains nothing that could fall

directly within that overall subject.  (Thus, if the Document is in

part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain

any mathematics.)  The relationship could be a matter of historical

connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,

commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding

them.

 

The ``Invariant Sections'' are certain Secondary Sections whose titles

are designated, as being those of Invariant Sections, in the notice

that says that the Document is released under this License.  If a

section does not fit the above definition of Secondary then it is not

allowed to be designated as Invariant.  The Document may contain zero

Invariant Sections.  If the Document does not identify any Invariant

Sections then there are none.

 

The ``Cover Texts'' are certain short passages of text that are listed,

as Front-Cover Texts or Back-Cover Texts, in the notice that says that

the Document is released under this License.  A Front-Cover Text may

be at most 5 words, and a Back-Cover Text may be at most 25 words.

 

A ``Transparent'' copy of the Document means a machine-readable copy,

represented in a format whose specification is available to the

general public, that is suitable for revising the document

straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of

pixels) generic paint programs or (for drawings) some widely available

drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or

for automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input

to text formatters.  A copy made in an otherwise Transparent file

format whose markup, or absence of markup, has been arranged to thwart

or discourage subsequent modification by readers is not Transparent.
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An image format is not Transparent if used for any substantial amount

of text.  A copy that is not ``Transparent'' is called ``Opaque''.

 

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain

@sc{ascii} without markup, Texinfo input format, La@TeX{} input

format, @acronym{SGML} or @acronym{XML} using a publicly available

@acronym{DTD}, and standard-conforming simple @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} designed for human modification.  Examples

of transparent image formats include @acronym{PNG}, @acronym{XCF} and

@acronym{JPG}.  Opaque formats include proprietary formats that can be

read and edited only by proprietary word processors, @acronym{SGML} or

@acronym{XML} for which the @acronym{DTD} and/or processing tools are

not generally available, and the machine-generated @acronym{HTML},

PostScript or @acronym{PDF} produced by some word processors for

output purposes only.

 

The ``Title Page'' means, for a printed book, the title page itself,

plus such following pages as are needed to hold, legibly, the material

this License requires to appear in the title page.  For works in

formats which do not have any title page as such, ``Title Page'' means

the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's title,

preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

 

The ``publisher'' means any person or entity that distributes copies

of the Document to the public.

 

A section ``Entitled XYZ'' means a named subunit of the Document whose

title either is precisely XYZ or contains XYZ in parentheses following

text that translates XYZ in another language.  (Here XYZ stands for a

specific section name mentioned below, such as ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', ``Endorsements'', or ``History''.)  To ``Preserve the Title''

of such a section when you modify the Document means that it remains a

section ``Entitled XYZ'' according to this definition.

 

The Document may include Warranty Disclaimers next to the notice which

states that this License applies to the Document.  These Warranty

Disclaimers are considered to be included by reference in this

License, but only as regards disclaiming warranties: any other

implication that these Warranty Disclaimers may have is void and has

no effect on the meaning of this License.

 

@item

VERBATIM COPYING

 

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either

commercially or noncommercially, provided that this License, the

copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies

to the Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other
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conditions whatsoever to those of this License.  You may not use

technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further

copying of the copies you make or distribute.  However, you may accept

compensation in exchange for copies.  If you distribute a large enough

number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

 

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and

you may publicly display copies.

 

@item

COPYING IN QUANTITY

 

If you publish printed copies (or copies in media that commonly have

printed covers) of the Document, numbering more than 100, and the

Document's license notice requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the

copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover

Texts: Front-Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back-Cover Texts on

the back cover.  Both covers must also clearly and legibly identify

you as the publisher of these copies.  The front cover must present

the full title with all words of the title equally prominent and

visible.  You may add other material on the covers in addition.

Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve

the title of the Document and satisfy these conditions, can be treated

as verbatim copying in other respects.

 

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit

legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as many as fit

reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent

pages.

 

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering

more than 100, you must either include a machine-readable Transparent

copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque copy

a computer-network location from which the general network-using

public has access to download using public-standard network protocols

a complete Transparent copy of the Document, free of added material.

If you use the latter option, you must take reasonably prudent steps,

when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure

that this Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated

location until at least one year after the last time you distribute an

Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that

edition to the public.

 

It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the

Document well before redistributing any large number of copies, to give

them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

 

@item
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MODIFICATIONS

 

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under

the conditions of sections 2 and 3 above, provided that you release

the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified

Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution

and modification of the Modified Version to whoever possesses a copy

of it.  In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

 

@enumerate A

@item

Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct

from that of the Document, and from those of previous versions

(which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section

of the Document).  You may use the same title as a previous version

if the original publisher of that version gives permission.

 

@item

List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities

responsible for authorship of the modifications in the Modified

Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the

Document (all of its principal authors, if it has fewer than five),

unless they release you from this requirement.

 

@item

State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the

Modified Version, as the publisher.

 

@item

Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.

 

@item

Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications

adjacent to the other copyright notices.

 

@item

Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice

giving the public permission to use the Modified Version under the

terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

 

@item

Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections

and required Cover Texts given in the Document's license notice.

 

@item

Include an unaltered copy of this License.

 

@item
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Preserve the section Entitled ``History'', Preserve its Title, and add

to it an item stating at least the title, year, new authors, and

publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page.  If

there is no section Entitled ``History'' in the Document, create one

stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of the Document as

given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified

Version as stated in the previous sentence.

 

@item

Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for

public access to a Transparent copy of the Document, and likewise

the network locations given in the Document for previous versions

it was based on.  These may be placed in the ``History'' section.

You may omit a network location for a work that was published at

least four years before the Document itself, or if the original

publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

 

@item

For any section Entitled ``Acknowledgements'' or ``Dedications'', Preserve

the Title of the section, and preserve in the section all the

substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or

dedications given therein.

 

@item

Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document,

unaltered in their text and in their titles.  Section numbers

or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

 

@item

Delete any section Entitled ``Endorsements''.  Such a section

may not be included in the Modified Version.

 

@item

Do not retitle any existing section to be Entitled ``Endorsements'' or

to conflict in title with any Invariant Section.

 

@item

Preserve any Warranty Disclaimers.

@end enumerate

 

If the Modified Version includes new front-matter sections or

appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections and contain no material

copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all

of these sections as invariant.  To do this, add their titles to the

list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's license notice.

These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.

 

You may add a section Entitled ``Endorsements'', provided it contains
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nothing but endorsements of your Modified Version by various

parties---for example, statements of peer review or that the text has

been approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a

standard.

 

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front-Cover Text, and a

passage of up to 25 words as a Back-Cover Text, to the end of the list

of Cover Texts in the Modified Version.  Only one passage of

Front-Cover Text and one of Back-Cover Text may be added by (or

through arrangements made by) any one entity.  If the Document already

includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or

by arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of,

you may not add another; but you may replace the old one, on explicit

permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

 

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License

give permission to use their names for publicity for or to assert or

imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

 

@item

COMBINING DOCUMENTS

 

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this

License, under the terms defined in section 4 above for modified

versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the

Invariant Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and

list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined work in its

license notice, and that you preserve all their Warranty Disclaimers.

 

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and

multiple identical Invariant Sections may be replaced with a single

copy.  If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but

different contents, make the title of each such section unique by

adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the original

author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number.

Make the same adjustment to the section titles in the list of

Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

 

In the combination, you must combine any sections Entitled ``History''

in the various original documents, forming one section Entitled

``History''; likewise combine any sections Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

and any sections Entitled ``Dedications''.  You must delete all

sections Entitled ``Endorsements.''

 

@item

COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

 

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents
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released under this License, and replace the individual copies of this

License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in

the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for

verbatim copying of each of the documents in all other respects.

 

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute

it individually under this License, provided you insert a copy of this

License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all

other respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

 

@item

AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

 

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate

and independent documents or works, in or on a volume of a storage or

distribution medium, is called an ``aggregate'' if the copyright

resulting from the compilation is not used to limit the legal rights

of the compilation's users beyond what the individual works permit.

When the Document is included in an aggregate, this License does not

apply to the other works in the aggregate which are not themselves

derivative works of the Document.

 

If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these

copies of the Document, then if the Document is less than one half of

the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on

covers that bracket the Document within the aggregate, or the

electronic equivalent of covers if the Document is in electronic form.

Otherwise they must appear on printed covers that bracket the whole

aggregate.

 

@item

TRANSLATION

 

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may

distribute translations of the Document under the terms of section 4.

Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special

permission from their copyright holders, but you may include

translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the

original versions of these Invariant Sections.  You may include a

translation of this License, and all the license notices in the

Document, and any Warranty Disclaimers, provided that you also include

the original English version of this License and the original versions

of those notices and disclaimers.  In case of a disagreement between

the translation and the original version of this License or a notice

or disclaimer, the original version will prevail.

 

If a section in the Document is Entitled ``Acknowledgements'',

``Dedications'', or ``History'', the requirement (section 4) to Preserve
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its Title (section 1) will typically require changing the actual

title.

 

@item

TERMINATION

 

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute it is void, and

will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

 

However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your license

from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a) provisionally,

unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and finally

terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright holder

fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means prior to

60 days after the cessation.

 

Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, receipt of a copy of some or all of the same material does

not give you any rights to use it.

 

@item

FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

 

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions

of the GNU Free Documentation License from time to time.  Such new

versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may

differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.  See

@uref{http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/}.

 

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number.

If the Document specifies that a particular numbered version of this

License ``or any later version'' applies to it, you have the option of

following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or

of any later version that has been published (not as a draft) by the

Free Software Foundation.  If the Document does not specify a version

number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not

as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation.  If the Document
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specifies that a proxy can decide which future versions of this

License can be used, that proxy's public statement of acceptance of a

version permanently authorizes you to choose that version for the

Document.

 

@item

RELICENSING

 

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration Site'' (or ``MMC Site'') means any

World Wide Web server that publishes copyrightable works and also

provides prominent facilities for anybody to edit those works.  A

public wiki that anybody can edit is an example of such a server.  A

``Massive Multiauthor Collaboration'' (or ``MMC'') contained in the

site means any set of copyrightable works thus published on the MMC

site.

 

``CC-BY-SA'' means the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0

license published by Creative Commons Corporation, a not-for-profit

corporation with a principal place of business in San Francisco,

California, as well as future copyleft versions of that license

published by that same organization.

 

``Incorporate'' means to publish or republish a Document, in whole or

in part, as part of another Document.

 

An MMC is ``eligible for relicensing'' if it is licensed under this

License, and if all works that were first published under this License

somewhere other than this MMC, and subsequently incorporated in whole

or in part into the MMC, (1) had no cover texts or invariant sections,

and (2) were thus incorporated prior to November 1, 2008.

 

The operator of an MMC Site may republish an MMC contained in the site

under CC-BY-SA on the same site at any time before August 1, 2009,

provided the MMC is eligible for relicensing.

 

@end enumerate

 

@page

@heading ADDENDUM: How to use this License for your documents

 

To use this License in a document you have written, include a copy of

the License in the document and put the following copyright and

license notices just after the title page:

 

@smallexample

@group

 Copyright (C)  @var{year}  @var{your name}.

 Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document
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 under the terms of the GNU Free Documentation License, Version 1.3

 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation;

 with no Invariant Sections, no Front-Cover Texts, and no Back-Cover

 Texts.  A copy of the license is included in the section entitled ``GNU

 Free Documentation License''.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections, Front-Cover Texts and Back-Cover Texts,

replace the ``with@dots{}Texts.'' line with this:

 

@smallexample

@group

   with the Invariant Sections being @var{list their titles}, with

   the Front-Cover Texts being @var{list}, and with the Back-Cover Texts

   being @var{list}.

@end group

@end smallexample

 

If you have Invariant Sections without Cover Texts, or some other

combination of the three, merge those two alternatives to suit the

situation.

 

If your document contains nontrivial examples of program code, we

recommend releasing these examples in parallel under your choice of

free software license, such as the GNU General Public License,

to permit their use in free software.

 

@c Local Variables:

@c ispell-local-pdict: "ispell-dict"

@c End:

Unless otherwise stated, all files in this directory are Copyright (C)

1991,1992,1993,1994,1995,1996,1997,1998,1999,2000,2001,2002,2003,

2004,2005,2006,2007,2008,2009,2010,2011

Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

See the file COPYING in the bash distribution root directory for copying

and usage restrictions.

 

The file ifs-posix.tests is Copyright (C) 2005 Glen Fowler.

 

1.111 geos 3.8.1 
1.111.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2006-2017, Tomasz Sowa

All rights reserved.
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Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

  documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name Tomasz Sowa nor the names of contributors to this

  project may be used to endorse or promote products derived

  from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"

AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE

ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF

SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS

INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)

ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF

THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

### MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2018 by Jim Pattee <jimp03@email.com>.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

                  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999
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Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.
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 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of
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free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for
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writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you
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distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a
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work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that
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   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:
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   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.
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If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.
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                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
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   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

This package was debianized by Alex Bodnaru <alexbodn@012.net.il> on

Mon,  8 Nov 2004 06:47:01 +0200.

 

It was downloaded from http://geos.osgeo.org

 

Upstream Authors: See /usr/share/libgeos/AUTHORS

 

License: LGPL

 

Copyright:

 

This package is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

This package is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

License along with this package; if not, write to the Free Software

Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307  USA

 

On Debian systems, the complete text of the GNU Lesser General

Public License can be found in `/usr/share/common-licenses/LGPL'.
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1.112 gzip 1.1 
1.112.1 Available under license : 

GZIP

 

Version 1.1, July 17th, 2015

 

Copyright (C) 2012 Charcoal Design

 

This software is provided 'as-is', without any express or implied

warranty.  In no event will the authors be held liable for any damages

arising from the use of this software.

 

Permission is granted to anyone to use this software for any purpose,

including commercial applications, and to alter it and redistribute it

freely, subject to the following restrictions:

 

1. The origin of this software must not be misrepresented; you must not

  claim that you wrote the original software. If you use this software

  in a product, an acknowledgment in the product documentation would be

  appreciated but is not required.

 

2. Altered source versions must be plainly marked as such, and must not be

  misrepresented as being the original software.

 

3. This notice may not be removed or altered from any source distribution.

 

1.113 PyYAML 5.3.1 
1.113.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2017-2020 Ingy dt Net

Copyright (c) 2006-2016 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,
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FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.114 pigz 2.4 
1.114.1 Available under license : 

Mark Adler

Jyrki Alakuijala

Frdric Kayser

Daniel Reed

Huzaifa Sidhpurwala

Pter Szab

Lode Vandevenne

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but
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     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their
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     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with
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     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.
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  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright 2011 Google Inc.

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.115 HikariCP 3.4.5 
1.115.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2014 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/dropwizard/CodahaleHealthChecker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/PoolEntry.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2017 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/IMetricsTracker.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2014 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyFactory.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/ConcurrentBag.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyResultSet.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyConnection.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyLeakTaskFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/DriverDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/SuspendResumeLock.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariConfig.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyLeakTask.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/HikariCPCollector.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/FastList.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/JavassistProxyFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013, 2014 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/PoolBase.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");
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* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/PrometheusHistogramMetricsTrackerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2019 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/IsolationLevel.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013,2014 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software
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* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariJNDIFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/dropwizard/CodaHaleMetricsTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/MetricsTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/HikariPool.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/MetricsTrackerFactory.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2013 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/hibernate/HikariConfigurationUtil.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariDataSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyPreparedStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyCallableStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariConfigMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/PrometheusHistogramMetricsTracker.java
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/dropwizard/CodahaleMetricsTrackerFactory.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/pool/ProxyStatement.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/PrometheusMetricsTracker.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/UtilityElf.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/HikariPoolMXBean.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/hibernate/HikariConnectionProvider.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/PropertyElf.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2015 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*

* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/util/ClockSource.java

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/PoolStats.java

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

/*

* Copyright (C) 2016 Brett Wooldridge

*

* Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

* you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

* You may obtain a copy of the License at

*

* http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

*
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* Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

* distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

* WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

* See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

* limitations under the License.

*/

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288252_1629742841.09/0/hikaricp-3-4-5-sources-2-

jar/com/zaxxer/hikari/metrics/prometheus/PrometheusMetricsTrackerFactory.java

 

1.116 iptables 1.8.4 
1.116.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
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gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
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copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
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with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
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parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.
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This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
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OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may
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be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.117 audit 2.8.5 
1.117.1 Available under license : 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better
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strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

^L

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.
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 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

^L

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other
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program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so
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that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

^L

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object
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file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

^L

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.
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   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

^L

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
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signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

^L

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.
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 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

^L

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING
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RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

^L

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it

does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper

mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

    59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
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distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
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 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
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Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
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those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111-1307  USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.118 util-linux 2.35.2 
1.118.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
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 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's
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source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.
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In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
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However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
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impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
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REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.
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The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.119 winston 3.3.3 
1.119.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2010 Charlie Robbins

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.
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1.120 tabulate 0.8.7 
1.120.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2011-2020 Sergey Astanin and contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.121 chart.js 2.9.3, 2.9.4 
1.121.1 Available under license : 

# License

 

Chart.js is <a href="https://github.com/chartjs/Chart.js" target="_blank">open source</a> and available under the

<a href="https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT" target="_blank">MIT license</a>.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2018 Chart.js Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.122 etcd 3.4.13 
1.122.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2014 by Oleku Konko

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (C) 2013 Blake Mizerany

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
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                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including
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     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and
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     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each
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     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.
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  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2012 Alex Ogier. All rights reserved.

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2016 Uber Technologies, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object
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     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.
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  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a
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     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Copyright (c) 2009 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012-2015, Sergey Cherepanov

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the
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following conditions are met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of the author nor the names of its contributors may be used to endorse or promote products

derived from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING

NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (C) 2016 Travis Cline

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise
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     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must
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         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly
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     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

Copyright (c) 2013 The Gorilla WebSocket Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

 Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

 list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

 Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

 this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

 and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright 2012 Matt T. Proud (matt.proud@gmail.com)

The following files were ported to Go from C files of libyaml, and thus

are still covered by their original copyright and license:

 

   apic.go

   emitterc.go

   parserc.go
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   readerc.go

   scannerc.go

   writerc.go

   yamlh.go

   yamlprivateh.go

 

Copyright (c) 2006 Kirill Simonov

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2011-2016 Canonical Ltd.

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2013 Ben Johnson

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in

the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of

the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:
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The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER

IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN

CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2015, Gengo, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification,

are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

     this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

     and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

   * Neither the name of Gengo, Inc. nor the names of its

     contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

     software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR

ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES

(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES;

LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON

ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS

SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Apache License

Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and

distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright

owner that is granting the License.

 

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities

that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity.

For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or

indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by

contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising

permissions granted by this License.

 

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including

but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration

files.

 

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or

translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code,

generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

 

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made

available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included

in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that

is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions,

annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an

original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works

shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by

name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version

of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works

thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work

by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit

on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,

"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and

issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for

the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication

that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright

owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf

of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently

incorporated within the Work.
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2. Grant of Copyright License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such

Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License.

 

Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby

grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free,

irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have

made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where

such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor

that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination

of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was

submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a

Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory

patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License

for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution.

 

You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof

in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form,

provided that You meet the following conditions:

 

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of

this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You

changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute,

all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form

of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the

Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any

Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the

attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices

that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the

following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the

Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along

with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative

Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of

the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the

License. You may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that
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You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work,

provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as

modifying the License.

You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide

additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or

distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole,

provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies

with the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions.

 

Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted

for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and

conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of

any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding

such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks.

 

This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks,

service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for

reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and

reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

7. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the

Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied,

including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE,

NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are

solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or

redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of

permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability.

 

In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence),

contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate

and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental,

or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or

out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to

damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or

any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has

been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability.

 

While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to

offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or

other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However,

in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your

sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You

agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your

accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work

 

To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following boilerplate

notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]" replaced with your own

identifying information. (Don't include the brackets!) The text should be

enclosed in the appropriate comment syntax for the file format. We also

recommend that a file or class name and description of purpose be included on

the same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier identification within

third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

    http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Data model artifacts for Prometheus.

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 json-iterator

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights
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to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2017 Uber Technologies, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2011 Keith Rarick

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person

obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the

Software without restriction, including without limitation

the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute,

sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so,

subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall

be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS

OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR

OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR

OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE

SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Jeremy Saenz & Contributors

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2014 Alan Shreve

 

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

  http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION
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  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent
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     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,
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         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any
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     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,
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  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Prometheus instrumentation library for Go applications

Copyright 2012-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

 

 

The following components are included in this product:

 

perks - a fork of https://github.com/bmizerany/perks

https://github.com/beorn7/perks

Copyright 2013-2015 Blake Mizerany, Bjrn Rabenstein

See https://github.com/beorn7/perks/blob/master/README.md for license details.

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

http://github.com/golang/protobuf/

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors

See source code for license details.

 

Support for streaming Protocol Buffer messages for the Go language (golang).

https://github.com/matttproud/golang_protobuf_extensions

Copyright 2013 Matt T. Proud

Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0

Copyright (c) 2016-2017 Uber Technologies, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

CoreOS Project

Copyright 2018 CoreOS, Inc
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This product includes software developed at CoreOS, Inc.

(http://www.coreos.com/).

procfs provides functions to retrieve system, kernel and process

metrics from the pseudo-filesystem proc.

 

Copyright 2014-2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).
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     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.
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  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed
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     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate
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     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

Common libraries shared by Prometheus Go components.

Copyright 2015 The Prometheus Authors

 

This product includes software developed at

SoundCloud Ltd. (http://soundcloud.com/).

Copyright (c) 2005-2008  Dustin Sallings <dustin@spy.net>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

<http://www.opensource.org/licenses/mit-license.php>

(The MIT License)

 

Copyright (c) 2017 marvin + konsorten GmbH (open-source@konsorten.de)
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Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the 'Software'), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED 'AS IS', WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 Yasuhiro Matsumoto

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Eskildsen

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.
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THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN

THE SOFTWARE.

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Copyright (c) 2012 Dave Grijalva

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR
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COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

                              Apache License

                       Version 2.0, January 2004

                    http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

1. Definitions.

 

  "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

  and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

  "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

  the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

  "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

  other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

  control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

  "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

  direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

  otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

  outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

  "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

  exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

  "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

  including but not limited to software source code, documentation

  source, and configuration files.

 

  "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

  transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

  not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

  and conversions to other media types.

 

  "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

  Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

  copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

  (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

  "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

  form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

  editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

  represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

  of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

  separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,
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  the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

  "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

  the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

  to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

  submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

  or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

  the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

  means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

  to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

  communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

  and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

  Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

  excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

  designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

  "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

  on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

  subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

  publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

  Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

  this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

  worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

  (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

  use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

  where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

  by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

  Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

  with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

  institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

  cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

  or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

  or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

  granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

  as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

  Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

  modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

  meet the following conditions:
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  (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

      Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

  (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

      stating that You changed the files; and

 

  (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

      that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

      attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

      excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

      the Derivative Works; and

 

  (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

      distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

      include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

      within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

      pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

      of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

      as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

      documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

      within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

      wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

      of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

      do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

      notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

      or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

      that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

      as modifying the License.

 

  You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

  may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

  for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

  for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

  reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

  the conditions stated in this License.

 

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

  any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

  by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

  this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

  Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

  the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

  with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

  names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

  except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

  origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.
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7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

  agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

  Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

  implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

  of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

  PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

  appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

  risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

  whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

  unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

  negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

  liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

  incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

  result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

  Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

  work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

  other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

  has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

  the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

  and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

  or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

  License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

  on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

  of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

  defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

  incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

  of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

  To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

  boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

  replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

  the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

  comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

  file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

  same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

  identification within third-party archives.

 

Copyright [2013] [the CloudFoundry Authors]
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Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

   http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

limitations under the License.

MIT License

 

Copyright (c) 2017 Blake Gentry

 

This license applies to the non-Windows portions of this library. The Windows

portion maintains its own Apache 2.0 license.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Xiang Li

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all
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copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

Copyright (c) 2013, The GoGo Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Protocol Buffers for Go with Gadgets

 

Go support for Protocol Buffers - Google's data interchange format

 

Copyright 2010 The Go Authors.  All rights reserved.

https://github.com/golang/protobuf

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

   * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

   * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

   * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2014 Sam Ghods

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy
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of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

 

Copyright (c) 2012 The Go Authors. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

CoreOS Project

Copyright 2014 CoreOS, Inc
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This product includes software developed at CoreOS, Inc.

(http://www.coreos.com/).

Copyright (c) 2009,2014 Google Inc. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

  * Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

  * Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer

in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the

distribution.

  * Neither the name of Google Inc. nor the names of its

contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived from

this software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.123 py3-setuptools 47.0.0 
1.123.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (C) 2016 Jason R Coombs <jaraco@jaraco.com>

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of

this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in
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the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to

use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies

of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do

so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.124 chartjs-plugin-zoom 0.7.7 
1.124.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

Copyright (c) 2013-2016 Nick Downie

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated

documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the

rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit

persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the

Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,

INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A

PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR

COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN

AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.125 sqlite-libs 3.32.1 
1.125.1 Available under license : 

The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

   May you do good and not evil.

   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.
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The author disclaims copyright to this source code.  In place of

a legal notice, here is a blessing:

 

 *   May you do good and not evil.

 *   May you find forgiveness for yourself and forgive others.

 *   May you share freely, never taking more than you give.

 

1.126 idna 2.9 
1.126.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

License

-------

 

License: bsd-3-clause

 

Copyright (c) 2013-2020, Kim Davies. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

#. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

#. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above

  copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

  the distribution.

 

#. Neither the name of the copyright holder nor the names of the

  contributors may be used to endorse or promote products derived

  from this software without specific prior written permission.

 

#. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY

  EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

  IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

  PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS OR

  CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

  SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

  LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

  DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

  THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

  (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

  USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

  DAMAGE.
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Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195293664_1629744303.2/0/kjd-idna-v2-9-0-g1233a73-1-tar-gz/kjd-idna-

8a6016e/LICENSE.rst

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

"""

A library to support the Internationalised Domain Names in Applications

(IDNA) protocol as specified in RFC 5890 et.al. This new methodology,

known as IDNA 2008, can generate materially different results to the

previous standard. The library can act as a drop-in replacement for

the "encodings.idna" module.

"""

 

import io, sys

from setuptools import setup

 

 

def main():

 

   python_version = sys.version_info[:2]

   if python_version < (2,7):

       raise SystemExit("Sorry, Python 2.7 or newer required")

 

   package_data = {}

   exec(open('idna/package_data.py').read(), package_data)

 

   arguments = {

       'name': 'idna',

       'packages': ['idna'],

       'version': package_data['__version__'],

       'description': 'Internationalized Domain Names in Applications (IDNA)',

       'long_description': io.open("README.rst", encoding="UTF-8").read(),

       'author': 'Kim Davies',

       'author_email': 'kim@cynosure.com.au',

       'license': 'BSD-like',

       'url': 'https://github.com/kjd/idna',

       'classifiers': [

           'Development Status :: 5 - Production/Stable',

           'Intended Audience :: Developers',

           'Intended Audience :: System Administrators',

           'License :: OSI Approved :: BSD License',

           'Operating System :: OS Independent',

           'Programming Language :: Python',

           'Programming Language :: Python :: 2',

           'Programming Language :: Python :: 2.7',

           'Programming Language :: Python :: 3',

           'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.4',

           'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.5',
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           'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.6',

           'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.7',

           'Programming Language :: Python :: 3.8',

           'Programming Language :: Python :: Implementation :: CPython',

           'Programming Language :: Python :: Implementation :: PyPy',

           'Topic :: Internet :: Name Service (DNS)',

           'Topic :: Software Development :: Libraries :: Python Modules',

           'Topic :: Utilities',

       ],

       'python_requires': '>=2.7, !=3.0.*, !=3.1.*, !=3.2.*, !=3.3.*',

       'test_suite': 'tests',

   }

 

   setup(**arguments)

 

if __name__ == '__main__':

   main()

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195293664_1629744303.2/0/kjd-idna-v2-9-0-g1233a73-1-tar-gz/kjd-idna-8a6016e/setup.py

 

1.127 dataclasses-json 0.5.2 
1.127.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.

 

Metadata-Version: 2.1

Name: dataclasses-json

Version: 0.5.2

Summary: Easily serialize dataclasses to and from JSON

Home-page: https://github.com/lidatong/dataclasses-json

Author: lidatong

Author-email: charles.dt.li@gmail.com

License: MIT

Description: # Dataclasses JSON

      

       ![](https://github.com/lidatong/dataclasses-json/workflows/dataclasses-json/badge.svg)

      

       This library provides a simple API for encoding and decoding

[dataclasses](https://docs.python.org/3/library/dataclasses.html) to and from JSON.

      

       It's very easy to get started.

      

       [README / Documentation website](https://lidatong.github.io/dataclasses-json). Features a navigation bar and

search functionality, and should mirror this README exactly -- take a look!

      

       ## Quickstart
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       `pip install dataclasses-json`

      

       ```python

       from dataclasses import dataclass

       from dataclasses_json import dataclass_json

      

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class SimpleExample:

           int_field: int

      

       simple_example = SimpleExample(1)

      

       # Encoding to JSON. Note the output is a string, not a dictionary.

       simple_example.to_json()  # {"int_field": 1}

      

       # Encoding to a (JSON) dict

       simple_example.to_dict()  # {'int_field': 1}

      

       # Decoding from JSON. Note the input is a string, not a dictionary.

       SimpleExample.from_json('{"int_field": 1}')  # SimpleExample(1)

      

       # Decoding from a (JSON) dict

       SimpleExample.from_dict({'int_field': 1})  # SimpleExample(1)

       ```

      

       **What if you want to work with camelCase JSON?**

      

       ```python

       # same imports as above, with the additional `LetterCase` import

       from dataclasses import dataclass

       from dataclasses_json import dataclass_json, LetterCase

      

       @dataclass_json(letter_case=LetterCase.CAMEL)  # now all fields are encoded/decoded from camelCase

       @dataclass

       class ConfiguredSimpleExample:

           int_field: int

      

       ConfiguredSimpleExample(1).to_json()  # {"intField": 1}

       ConfiguredSimpleExample.from_json('{"intField": 1}')  # ConfiguredSimpleExample(1)

       ```

      

       ## Supported types

      

       It's recursive (see caveats below), so you can easily work with nested dataclasses.

       In addition to the supported types in the

       [py to JSON table](https://docs.python.org/3/library/json.html#py-to-json-table), this library supports the
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following:

      

       - any arbitrary [Collection](https://docs.python.org/3/library/collections.abc.html#collections.abc.Collection)

type is supported.

       [Mapping](https://docs.python.org/3/library/collections.abc.html#collections.abc.Mapping) types are encoded

as JSON objects and `str` types as JSON strings.

       Any other Collection types are encoded into JSON arrays, but decoded into the original collection types.

      

       - [datetime](https://docs.python.org/3/library/datetime.html#available-types)

       objects. `datetime` objects are encoded to `float` (JSON number) using

       [timestamp](https://docs.python.org/3/library/datetime.html#datetime.datetime.timestamp).

       As specified in the `datetime` docs, if your `datetime` object is naive, it will

       assume your system local timezone when calling `.timestamp()`. JSON numbers

       corresponding to a `datetime` field in your dataclass are decoded

       into a datetime-aware object, with `tzinfo` set to your system local timezone.

       Thus, if you encode a datetime-naive object, you will decode into a

       datetime-aware object. This is important, because encoding and decoding won't

       strictly be inverses. See [this section](#Overriding) if you want to override this default

       behavior (for example, if you want to use ISO).

      

       - [UUID](https://docs.python.org/3/library/uuid.html#uuid.UUID) objects. They

       are encoded as `str` (JSON string).

      

       - [Decimal](https://docs.python.org/3/library/decimal.html) objects. They are

       also encoded as `str`.

      

       **The [latest release](https://github.com/lidatong/dataclasses-json/releases/latest) is compatible with both

Python 3.7 and Python 3.6 (with the dataclasses backport).**

      

       ## Usage

      

       #### Approach 1: Class decorator

      

       ```python

       from dataclasses import dataclass

       from dataclasses_json import dataclass_json

      

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class Person:

           name: str

      

       lidatong = Person('lidatong')

      

       # Encoding to JSON

       lidatong.to_json()  # '{"name": "lidatong"}'

      

       # Decoding from JSON
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       Person.from_json('{"name": "lidatong"}')  # Person(name='lidatong')

       ```

      

       Note that the `@dataclass_json` decorator must be stacked above the `@dataclass`

       decorator (order matters!)

      

       #### Approach 2: Inherit from a mixin

      

       ```python

       from dataclasses import dataclass

       from dataclasses_json import DataClassJsonMixin

      

       @dataclass

       class Person(DataClassJsonMixin):

           name: str

      

       lidatong = Person('lidatong')

      

       # A different example from Approach 1 above, but usage is the exact same

       assert Person.from_json(lidatong.to_json()) == lidatong

       ```

      

       Pick whichever approach suits your taste. Note that there is better support for

        the mixin approach when using _static analysis_ tools (e.g. linting, typing),

        but the differences in implementation will be invisible in _runtime_ usage.

      

       ## How do I...

      

      

      

       ### Use my dataclass with JSON arrays or objects?

      

       ```python

       from dataclasses import dataclass

       from dataclasses_json import dataclass_json

      

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class Person:

           name: str

       ```

      

       **Encode into a JSON array containing instances of my Data Class**

      

       ```python

       people_json = [Person('lidatong')]

       Person.schema().dumps(people_json, many=True)  # '[{"name": "lidatong"}]'

       ```
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       **Decode a JSON array containing instances of my Data Class**

      

       ```python

       people_json = '[{"name": "lidatong"}]'

       Person.schema().loads(people_json, many=True)  # [Person(name='lidatong')]

       ```

      

       **Encode as part of a larger JSON object containing my Data Class (e.g. an HTTP

       request/response)**

      

       ```python

       import json

      

       response_dict = {

           'response': {

               'person': Person('lidatong').to_dict()

           }

       }

      

       response_json = json.dumps(response_dict)

       ```

      

       In this case, we do two steps. First, we encode the dataclass into a

       **python dictionary** rather than a JSON string, using `.to_dict`.

      

       Second, we leverage the built-in `json.dumps` to serialize our `dataclass` into

       a JSON string.

      

       **Decode as part of a larger JSON object containing my Data Class (e.g. an HTTP

       response)**

      

       ```python

       import json

      

       response_dict = json.loads('{"response": {"person": {"name": "lidatong"}}}')

      

       person_dict = response_dict['response']

      

       person = Person.from_dict(person_dict)

       ```

      

       In a similar vein to encoding above, we leverage the built-in `json` module.

      

       First, call `json.loads` to read the entire JSON object into a

       dictionary. We then access the key of the value containing the encoded dict of

       our `Person` that we want to decode (`response_dict['response']`).
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       Second, we load in the dictionary using `Person.from_dict`.

      

      

       ### Encode or decode into Python lists/dictionaries rather than JSON?

      

       This can be by calling `.schema()` and then using the corresponding

       encoder/decoder methods, ie. `.load(...)`/`.dump(...)`.

      

       **Encode into a single Python dictionary**

      

       ```python

       person = Person('lidatong')

       person.to_dict()  # {'name': 'lidatong'}

       ```

      

       **Encode into a list of Python dictionaries**

      

       ```python

       people = [Person('lidatong')]

       Person.schema().dump(people, many=True)  # [{'name': 'lidatong'}]

       ```

      

       **Decode a dictionary into a single dataclass instance**

      

       ```python

       person_dict = {'name': 'lidatong'}

       Person.from_dict(person_dict)  # Person(name='lidatong')

       ```

      

       **Decode a list of dictionaries into a list of dataclass instances**

      

       ```python

       people_dicts = [{"name": "lidatong"}]

       Person.schema().load(people_dicts, many=True)  # [Person(name='lidatong')]

       ```

      

       ### Encode or decode from camelCase (or kebab-case)?

      

       JSON letter case by convention is camelCase, in Python members are by convention snake_case.

      

       You can configure it to encode/decode from other casing schemes at both the class level and the field level.

      

       ```python

       from dataclasses import dataclass, field

      

       from dataclasses_json import LetterCase, config, dataclass_json
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       # changing casing at the class level

       @dataclass_json(letter_case=LetterCase.CAMEL)

       @dataclass

       class Person:

           given_name: str

           family_name: str

          

       Person('Alice', 'Liddell').to_json()  # '{"givenName": "Alice"}'

       Person.from_json('{"givenName": "Alice", "familyName": "Liddell"}')  # Person('Alice', 'Liddell')

      

       # at the field level

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class Person:

           given_name: str = field(metadata=config(letter_case=LetterCase.CAMEL))

           family_name: str

          

       Person('Alice', 'Liddell').to_json()  # '{"givenName": "Alice"}'

       # notice how the `family_name` field is still snake_case, because it wasn't configured above

       Person.from_json('{"givenName": "Alice", "family_name": "Liddell"}')  # Person('Alice', 'Liddell')

       ```

      

       **This library assumes your field follows the Python convention of snake_case naming.**

       If your field is not `snake_case` to begin with and you attempt to parameterize `LetterCase`,

       the behavior of encoding/decoding is undefined (most likely it will result in subtle bugs).

      

       ### Encode or decode using a different name

      

       ```python

       from dataclasses import dataclass, field

      

       from dataclasses_json import config, dataclass_json

      

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class Person:

           given_name: str = field(metadata=config(field_name="overriddenGivenName"))

      

       Person(given_name="Alice")  # Person('Alice')

       Person.from_json('{"overriddenGivenName": "Alice"}')  # Person('Alice')

       Person('Alice').to_json()  # {"overriddenGivenName": "Alice"}

       ```

      

       ### Handle missing or optional field values when decoding?

      

       By default, any fields in your dataclass that use `default` or

       `default_factory` will have the values filled with the provided default, if the

       corresponding field is missing from the JSON you're decoding.
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       **Decode JSON with missing field**

      

       ```python

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class Student:

           id: int

           name: str = 'student'

      

       Student.from_json('{"id": 1}')  # Student(id=1, name='student')

       ```

      

       Notice `from_json` filled the field `name` with the specified default 'student'

       when it was missing from the JSON.

      

       Sometimes you have fields that are typed as `Optional`, but you don't

       necessarily want to assign a default. In that case, you can use the

       `infer_missing` kwarg to make `from_json` infer the missing field value as `None`.

      

       **Decode optional field without default**

      

       ```python

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class Tutor:

           id: int

           student: Optional[Student] = None

      

       Tutor.from_json('{"id": 1}')  # Tutor(id=1, student=None)

       ```

      

       Personally I recommend you leverage dataclass defaults rather than using

       `infer_missing`, but if for some reason you need to decouple the behavior of

       JSON decoding from the field's default value, this will allow you to do so.

      

      

       ### Handle unknown / extraneous fields in JSON?

      

       By default, it is up to the implementation what happens when a `json_dataclass` receives input parameters that

are not defined.

       (the `from_dict` method ignores them, when loading using `schema()` a ValidationError is raised.)

       There are three ways to customize this behavior.

      

       Assume you want to instantiate a dataclass with the following dictionary:

       ```python

       dump_dict = {"endpoint": "some_api_endpoint", "data": {"foo": 1, "bar": "2"}, "undefined_field_name": [1, 2,

3]}
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       ```

      

       1. You can enforce to always raise an error by setting the `undefined` keyword to `Undefined.RAISE`

        (`'RAISE'` as a case-insensitive string works as well). Of course it works normally if you don't pass any

undefined parameters.

          

       ```python

       from dataclasses_json import Undefined

      

       @dataclass_json(undefined=Undefined.RAISE)

       @dataclass()

       class ExactAPIDump:

           endpoint: str

           data: Dict[str, Any]

      

       dump = ExactAPIDump.from_dict(dump_dict)  # raises UndefinedParameterError

       ```

      

       2. You can simply ignore any undefined parameters by setting the `undefined` keyword to

`Undefined.EXCLUDE`

        (`'EXCLUDE'` as a case-insensitive string works as well). Note that you will not be able to retrieve them using

`to_dict`:

          

       ```python

       from dataclasses_json import Undefined

      

       @dataclass_json(undefined=Undefined.EXCLUDE)

       @dataclass()

       class DontCareAPIDump:

           endpoint: str

           data: Dict[str, Any]

      

       dump = DontCareAPIDump.from_dict(dump_dict)  # DontCareAPIDump(endpoint='some_api_endpoint',

data={'foo': 1, 'bar': '2'})

       dump.to_dict()  # {"endpoint": "some_api_endpoint", "data": {"foo": 1, "bar": "2"}}

       ```

      

       3. You can save them in a catch-all field and do whatever needs to be done later. Simply set the `undefined`

       keyword to `Undefined.INCLUDE` (`'INCLUDE'` as a case-insensitive string works as well) and define a field

       of type `CatchAll` where all unknown values will end up.

        This simply represents a dictionary that can hold anything.

        If there are no undefined parameters, this will be an empty dictionary.

          

       ```python

       from dataclasses_json import Undefined, CatchAll

      

       @dataclass_json(undefined=Undefined.INCLUDE)

       @dataclass()
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       class UnknownAPIDump:

           endpoint: str

           data: Dict[str, Any]

           unknown_things: CatchAll

      

       dump = UnknownAPIDump.from_dict(dump_dict)  # UnknownAPIDump(endpoint='some_api_endpoint',

data={'foo': 1, 'bar': '2'}, unknown_things={'undefined_field_name': [1, 2, 3]})

       dump.to_dict()  # {'endpoint': 'some_api_endpoint', 'data': {'foo': 1, 'bar': '2'}, 'undefined_field_name': [1, 2, 3]}

       ```

      

       Notes:

       - When using `Undefined.INCLUDE`, an `UndefinedParameterError` will be raised if you don't specify

       exactly one field of type `CatchAll`.

       - Note that `LetterCase` does not affect values written into the `CatchAll` field, they will be as they are given.

       - When specifying a default (or a default factory) for the the `CatchAll`-field, e.g. `unknown_things: CatchAll =

None`, the default value will be used instead of an empty dict if there are no undefined parameters.

       - Calling __init__ with non-keyword arguments resolves the arguments to the defined fields and writes

everything else into the catch-all field.

      

       4. All 3 options work as well using `schema().loads` and `schema().dumps`, as long as you don't overwrite it by

specifying `schema(unknown=<a marshmallow value>)`.

       marshmallow uses the same 3 keywords ['include', 'exclude',

'raise'](https://marshmallow.readthedocs.io/en/stable/quickstart.html#handling-unknown-fields).

      

       5. All 3 operations work as well using `__init__`, e.g. `UnknownAPIDump(**dump_dict)` will **not** raise a

`TypeError`, but write all unknown values to the field tagged as `CatchAll`.

          Classes tagged with `EXCLUDE` will also simply ignore unknown parameters. Note that classes tagged as

`RAISE` still raise a `TypeError`, and **not** a `UndefinedParameterError` if supplied with unknown keywords.

      

      

       ### Override the default encode / decode / marshmallow field of a specific field?

      

       See [Overriding](#Overriding)

      

       ### Handle recursive dataclasses?

       Object hierarchies where fields are of the type that they are declared within require a small

       type hinting trick to declare the forward reference.

       ```python

       from typing import Optional

       from dataclasses import dataclass

       from dataclasses_json import dataclass_json

      

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class Tree():

           value: str

           left: Optional['Tree']

           right: Optional['Tree']
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       ```

      

       Avoid using

       ```python

       from __future__ import annotations

       ```

       as it will cause problems with the way dataclasses_json accesses the type annotations.

      

      

       ## Marshmallow interop

      

       Using the `dataclass_json` decorator or mixing in `DataClassJsonMixin` will

       provide you with an additional method `.schema()`.

      

       `.schema()` generates a schema exactly equivalent to manually creating a

       marshmallow schema for your dataclass. You can reference the [marshmallow API

docs](https://marshmallow.readthedocs.io/en/3.0/api_reference.html#schema)

       to learn other ways you can use the schema returned by `.schema()`.

      

       You can pass in the exact same arguments to `.schema()` that you would when

       constructing a `PersonSchema` instance, e.g. `.schema(many=True)`, and they will

       get passed through to the marshmallow schema.

      

      

       ```python

       from dataclasses import dataclass

       from dataclasses_json import dataclass_json

      

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class Person:

           name: str

      

       # You don't need to do this - it's generated for you by `.schema()`!

       from marshmallow import Schema, fields

      

       class PersonSchema(Schema):

           name = fields.Str()

       ```

      

       Briefly, on what's going on under the hood in the above examples: calling

       `.schema()` will have this library generate a

       [marshmallow schema]('https://marshmallow.readthedocs.io/en/3.0/api_reference.html#schema)

       for you. It also fills in the corresponding object hook, so that marshmallow

       will create an instance of your Data Class on `load` (e.g.

       `Person.schema().load` returns a `Person`) rather than a `dict`, which it does

       by default in marshmallow.
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       **Performance note**

      

       `.schema()` is not cached (it generates the schema on every call), so if you

       have a nested Data Class you may want to save the result to a variable to

       avoid re-generation of the schema on every usage.

      

       ```python

       person_schema = Person.schema()

       person_schema.dump(people, many=True)

      

       # later in the code...

      

       person_schema.dump(person)

       ```

      

       ## Overriding / Extending

      

       #### Overriding

      

       For example, you might want to encode/decode `datetime` objects using ISO format

       rather than the default `timestamp`.

      

       ```python

       from dataclasses import dataclass, field

       from dataclasses_json import dataclass_json, config

       from datetime import datetime

       from marshmallow import fields

      

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class DataClassWithIsoDatetime:

           created_at: datetime = field(

               metadata=config(

                   encoder=datetime.isoformat,

                   decoder=datetime.fromisoformat,

                   mm_field=fields.DateTime(format='iso')

               )

           )

       ```

      

       #### Extending

      

       Similarly, you might want to extend `dataclasses_json` to encode `date` objects.

      

       ```python

       from dataclasses import dataclass, field

       from dataclasses_json import dataclass_json, config

       from datetime import date
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       from marshmallow import fields

      

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class DataClassWithIsoDatetime:

           created_at: date = field(

               metadata=config(

                   encoder= date.isoformat,

                   decoder= date.fromisoformat,

                   mm_field= fields.DateTime(format='iso')

               ))

       ```

      

       As you can see, you can **override** or **extend** the default codecs by providing a "hook" via a

       callable:

       - `encoder`: a callable, which will be invoked to convert the field value when encoding to JSON

       - `decoder`: a callable, which will be invoked to convert the JSON value when decoding from JSON

       - `mm_field`: a marshmallow field, which will affect the behavior of any operations involving `.schema()`

      

       Note that these hooks will be invoked regardless if you're using

       `.to_json`/`dump`/`dumps`

       and `.from_json`/`load`/`loads`. So apply overrides / extensions judiciously, making sure to

       carefully consider whether the interaction of the encode/decode/mm_field is consistent with what you expect!

      

      

       #### What if I have other dataclass field extensions that rely on `metadata`

      

       All the `dataclasses_json.config` does is return a mapping, namespaced under the key `'dataclasses_json'`.

      

       Say there's another module, `other_dataclass_package` that uses metadata. Here's how you solve your problem:

      

       ```python

       metadata = {'other_dataclass_package': 'some metadata...'}  # pre-existing metadata for another dataclass

package

       dataclass_json_config = config(

                   encoder=datetime.isoformat,

                   decoder=datetime.fromisoformat,

                   mm_field=fields.DateTime(format='iso')

               )

       metadata.update(dataclass_json_config)

      

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class DataClassWithIsoDatetime:

           created_at: datetime = field(metadata=metadata)

       ```

      

       You can also manually specify the dataclass_json configuration mapping.
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       ```python

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass

       class DataClassWithIsoDatetime:

           created_at: date = field(

               metadata={'dataclasses_json': {

                   'encoder': date.isoformat,

                   'decoder': date.fromisoformat,

                   'mm_field': fields.DateTime(format='iso')

               }}

           )

       ```

      

       ## A larger example

      

       ```python

       from dataclasses import dataclass

       from dataclasses_json import dataclass_json

      

       from typing import List

      

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass(frozen=True)

       class Minion:

           name: str

      

      

       @dataclass_json

       @dataclass(frozen=True)

       class Boss:

           minions: List[Minion]

      

       boss = Boss([Minion('evil minion'), Minion('very evil minion')])

       boss_json = """

       {

           "minions": [

               {

                   "name": "evil minion"

               },

               {

                   "name": "very evil minion"

               }

           ]

       }

       """.strip()

      

       assert boss.to_json(indent=4) == boss_json
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       assert Boss.from_json(boss_json) == boss

       ```

      

       ## Performance

      

       Take a look at [this issue](https://github.com/lidatong/dataclasses-json/issues/228)

      

       ## Versioning

      

       Note this library is still pre-1.0.0 (SEMVER).

      

       The current convention is:

       - **PATCH** version upgrades for bug fixes and minor feature additions.

       - **MINOR** version upgrades for big API features and breaking changes.

      

       Once this library is 1.0.0, it will follow standard SEMVER conventions.

      

      

       ## Roadmap

      

       Currently the focus is on investigating and fixing bugs in this library, working

       on performance, and finishing [this issue](https://github.com/lidatong/dataclasses-json/issues/31).

      

       That said, if you think there's a feature missing / something new needed in the

       library, please see the contributing section below.

      

      

       ## Contributing

      

       First of all, thank you for being interested in contributing to this library.

       I really appreciate you taking the time to work on this project.

      

       - If you're just interested in getting into the code, a good place to start are

       issues tagged as bugs.

       - If introducing a new feature, especially one that modifies the public API,

       consider submitting an issue for discussion before a PR. Please also take a look

       at existing issues / PRs to see what you're proposing has  already been covered

       before / exists.

       - I like to follow the commit conventions documented

[here](https://www.conventionalcommits.org/en/v1.0.0/#summary)

      

Keywords: dataclasses json

Platform: UNKNOWN

Requires-Python: >=3.6

Description-Content-Type: text/markdown

Provides-Extra: dev

 

Found in path(s):
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* /opt/cola/permits/1195306375_1629745958.06/0/dataclasses-json-0-5-2-1-tar-gz/dataclasses-json-

0.5.2/dataclasses_json.egg-info/PKG-INFO

* /opt/cola/permits/1195306375_1629745958.06/0/dataclasses-json-0-5-2-1-tar-gz/dataclasses-json-0.5.2/PKG-

INFO

 

1.128 htop 2.2.0 
1.128.1 Available under license : 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

                         675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
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(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
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you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
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Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
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may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
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		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	Appendix: How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) 19yy  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 675 Mass Ave, Cambridge, MA 02139, USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) 19yy name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:
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 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.

 

 

	Appendix 2: Special exception concerning PLPA

 

In the following exception, "PLPA" means (i) code released by the

Portable Linux Processor Affinity Project, or (ii) derivative works of

such code, in both cases provided that the code is covered entirely by

free software licensing terms.

 

As a special exception to the GNU GPL, the licensors of htop give you

permission to combine GNU GPL-licensed code in htop (and derivative

works of such code) with PLPA. You may copy and distribute such a

combined work following the terms of the GNU GPL for htop and the

applicable licenses of the version of PLPA used in your combined work,

provided that you include the source code of such version of PLPA when

and as the GNU GPL requires distribution of source code.

 

1.129 typeface-titillium-web 1.1.13 
1.129.1 Available under license : 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy    

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal    

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights    

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell    

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is    

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:    

   

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in    

all copies or substantial portions of the Software.    

   

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR    

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,    

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE    

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER    

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,    
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OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN    

THE SOFTWARE.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1.130 less 551 
1.130.1 Available under license : 

                          Less License

                         ------------

 

Less

Copyright (C) 1984-2018  Mark Nudelman

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions

are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

  notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

  notice in the documentation and/or other materials provided with

  the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE AUTHOR ``AS IS'' AND ANY

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.  IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT

OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR

BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY,

WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE

OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN

IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

/*

* Copyright (C) 1984-2019  Mark Nudelman

*

* You may distribute under the terms of either the GNU General Public

* License or the Less License, as specified in the README file.

*

* For more information, see the README file.

*/
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                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.
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 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the
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public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.

 

 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those
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subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains

in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of
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technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users
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beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a

   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided
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   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.

 

 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.
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 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place

additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for
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   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.

 

 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same
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material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an

organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,
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but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a

publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the
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parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this

License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published
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by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF

ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
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Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

1.131 typeface-source-sans-pro 1.1.13 
1.131.1 Available under license : 

Copyright 2010, 2012 Adobe Systems Incorporated (http://www.adobe.com/), with Reserved Font Name 'Source'.

All Rights Reserved. Source is a trademark of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other

countries.

 

This Font Software is licensed under the SIL Open Font License, Version 1.1.

This license is copied below, and is also available with a FAQ at: http://scripts.sil.org/OFL

 

-----------------------------------------------------------

SIL OPEN FONT LICENSE Version 1.1 - 26 February 2007

-----------------------------------------------------------

 

PREAMBLE

The goals of the Open Font License (OFL) are to stimulate worldwide development of collaborative font projects, to

support the font creation efforts of academic and linguistic communities, and to provide a free and open framework

in which fonts may be shared and improved in partnership with others.

 

The OFL allows the licensed fonts to be used, studied, modified and redistributed freely as long as they are not sold

by themselves. The fonts, including any derivative works, can be bundled, embedded, redistributed and/or sold with

any software provided that any reserved names are not used by derivative works. The fonts and derivatives,

however, cannot be released under any other type of license. The requirement for fonts to remain under this license

does not apply to any document created using the fonts or their derivatives.

 

DEFINITIONS

"Font Software" refers to the set of files released by the Copyright Holder(s) under this license and clearly marked

as such. This may include source files, build scripts and documentation.

 

"Reserved Font Name" refers to any names specified as such after the copyright statement(s).

 

"Original Version" refers to the collection of Font Software components as distributed by the Copyright Holder(s).

 

"Modified Version" refers to any derivative made by adding to, deleting, or substituting -- in part or in whole -- any

of the components of the Original Version, by changing formats or by porting the Font Software to a new

environment.

 

"Author" refers to any designer, engineer, programmer, technical writer or other person who contributed to the Font

Software.

 

PERMISSION & CONDITIONS

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of the Font Software, to use, study,

copy, merge, embed, modify, redistribute, and sell modified and unmodified copies of the Font Software, subject to

the following conditions:
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1) Neither the Font Software nor any of its individual components, in Original or Modified Versions, may be sold by

itself.

 

2) Original or Modified Versions of the Font Software may be bundled, redistributed and/or sold with any software,

provided that each copy contains the above copyright notice and this license. These can be included either as stand-

alone text files, human-readable headers or in the appropriate machine-readable metadata fields within text or binary

files as long as those fields can be easily viewed by the user.

 

3) No Modified Version of the Font Software may use the Reserved Font Name(s) unless explicit written permission

is granted by the corresponding Copyright Holder. This restriction only applies to the primary font name as

presented to the users.

 

4) The name(s) of the Copyright Holder(s) or the Author(s) of the Font Software shall not be used to promote,

endorse or advertise any Modified Version, except to acknowledge the contribution(s) of the Copyright Holder(s)

and the Author(s) or with their explicit written permission.

 

5) The Font Software, modified or unmodified, in part or in whole, must be distributed entirely under this license,

and must not be distributed under any other license. The requirement for fonts to remain under this license does not

apply to any document created using the Font Software.

 

TERMINATION

This license becomes null and void if any of the above conditions are not met.

 

DISCLAIMER

THE FONT SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS

FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT OF COPYRIGHT, PATENT, TRADEMARK,

OR OTHER RIGHT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM,

DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE,

ARISING FROM, OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE FONT SOFTWARE OR FROM OTHER

DEALINGS IN THE FONT SOFTWARE.

 

1.132 commons-compress 1.2 
1.132.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.
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     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but
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     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its
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         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,
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     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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Apache Commons Compress

Copyright 2002-2011 The Apache Software Foundation

 

This product includes software developed by

The Apache Software Foundation (http://www.apache.org/).

 

1.133 jackson 2.12.0 
1.133.1 Available under license : 

# Jackson JSON processor

 

Jackson is a high-performance, Free/Open Source JSON processing library.

It was originally written by Tatu Saloranta (tatu.saloranta@iki.fi), and has

been in development since 2007.

It is currently developed by a community of developers.

 

## Licensing

 

Jackson 2.x core and extension components are licensed under Apache License 2.0

To find the details that apply to this artifact see the accompanying LICENSE file.

 

## Credits

 

A list of contributors may be found from CREDITS(-2.x) file, which is included

in some artifacts (usually source distributions); but is always available

from the source code management (SCM) system project uses.

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the
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     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable
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     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and
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         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.
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  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.134 lvm2 2.02.187 
1.134.1 Available under license : 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
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of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence

the version number 2.1.]

 

			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know
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that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.

 

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it becomes

a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must be

allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.
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 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is

linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

 

		  GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control compilation

and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's
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complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact

all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote
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it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

 

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library
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creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.

Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

 

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the
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   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)

 

   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at

   least three years, to give the same user the materials

   specified in Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more

   than the cost of performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

 

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the
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   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact

   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

 

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under any

particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to apply,

and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other circumstances.
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It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License may add

an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those countries,

so that distribution is permitted only in or among countries not thus

excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates the limitation as if

written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

 

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.
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EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY

KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms of the

ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.  It is

safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least the

"copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
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   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

BSD 2-Clause License

 

Copyright (c) 2014, Red Hat, Inc.

All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this

  list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,

  this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation

  and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND

ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED

WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE

DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT HOLDER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE

FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL

DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR

SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER

CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY,

OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

		       Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
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			    Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Library General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.
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 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

		    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
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   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
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   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.

 

 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
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otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
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Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

			    NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

		     END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

	    How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>
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   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

 

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year  name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Library General

Public License instead of this License.
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1.135 libstdc++ 9.3.0 
1.135.1 Available under license : 

/* Hash tables for Objective C internal structures

  Copyright (C) 1993-2019 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

 

This file is part of GCC.

 

GCC is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

the Free Software Foundation; either version 3, or (at your option)

any later version.

 

GCC is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

GNU General Public License for more details.

 

Under Section 7 of GPL version 3, you are granted additional

permissions described in the GCC Runtime Library Exception, version

3.1, as published by the Free Software Foundation.

 

You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License and

a copy of the GCC Runtime Library Exception along with this program;

see the files COPYING3 and COPYING.RUNTIME respectively.  If not, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.  *

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 3, 29 June 2007

 

Copyright (C) 2007 Free Software Foundation, Inc. <http://fsf.org/>

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The GNU General Public License is a free, copyleft license for

software and other kinds of works.

 

 The licenses for most software and other practical works are designed

to take away your freedom to share and change the works.  By contrast,

the GNU General Public License is intended to guarantee your freedom to

share and change all versions of a program--to make sure it remains free

software for all its users.  We, the Free Software Foundation, use the

GNU General Public License for most of our software; it applies also to

any other work released this way by its authors.  You can apply it to

your programs, too.
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 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

them if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it if you

want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it in new

free programs, and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to prevent others from denying you

these rights or asking you to surrender the rights.  Therefore, you have

certain responsibilities if you distribute copies of the software, or if

you modify it: responsibilities to respect the freedom of others.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must pass on to the recipients the same

freedoms that you received.  You must make sure that they, too, receive

or can get the source code.  And you must show them these terms so they

know their rights.

 

 Developers that use the GNU GPL protect your rights with two steps:

(1) assert copyright on the software, and (2) offer you this License

giving you legal permission to copy, distribute and/or modify it.

 

 For the developers' and authors' protection, the GPL clearly explains

that there is no warranty for this free software.  For both users' and

authors' sake, the GPL requires that modified versions be marked as

changed, so that their problems will not be attributed erroneously to

authors of previous versions.

 

 Some devices are designed to deny users access to install or run

modified versions of the software inside them, although the manufacturer

can do so.  This is fundamentally incompatible with the aim of

protecting users' freedom to change the software.  The systematic

pattern of such abuse occurs in the area of products for individuals to

use, which is precisely where it is most unacceptable.  Therefore, we

have designed this version of the GPL to prohibit the practice for those

products.  If such problems arise substantially in other domains, we

stand ready to extend this provision to those domains in future versions

of the GPL, as needed to protect the freedom of users.

 

 Finally, every program is threatened constantly by software patents.

States should not allow patents to restrict development and use of

software on general-purpose computers, but in those that do, we wish to

avoid the special danger that patents applied to a free program could

make it effectively proprietary.  To prevent this, the GPL assures that

patents cannot be used to render the program non-free.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.
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                      TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

 0. Definitions.

 

 "This License" refers to version 3 of the GNU General Public License.

 

 "Copyright" also means copyright-like laws that apply to other kinds of

works, such as semiconductor masks.

 

 "The Program" refers to any copyrightable work licensed under this

License.  Each licensee is addressed as "you".  "Licensees" and

"recipients" may be individuals or organizations.

 

 To "modify" a work means to copy from or adapt all or part of the work

in a fashion requiring copyright permission, other than the making of an

exact copy.  The resulting work is called a "modified version" of the

earlier work or a work "based on" the earlier work.

 

 A "covered work" means either the unmodified Program or a work based

on the Program.

 

 To "propagate" a work means to do anything with it that, without

permission, would make you directly or secondarily liable for

infringement under applicable copyright law, except executing it on a

computer or modifying a private copy.  Propagation includes copying,

distribution (with or without modification), making available to the

public, and in some countries other activities as well.

 

 To "convey" a work means any kind of propagation that enables other

parties to make or receive copies.  Mere interaction with a user through

a computer network, with no transfer of a copy, is not conveying.

 

 An interactive user interface displays "Appropriate Legal Notices"

to the extent that it includes a convenient and prominently visible

feature that (1) displays an appropriate copyright notice, and (2)

tells the user that there is no warranty for the work (except to the

extent that warranties are provided), that licensees may convey the

work under this License, and how to view a copy of this License.  If

the interface presents a list of user commands or options, such as a

menu, a prominent item in the list meets this criterion.

 

 1. Source Code.

 

 The "source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work

for making modifications to it.  "Object code" means any non-source

form of a work.
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 A "Standard Interface" means an interface that either is an official

standard defined by a recognized standards body, or, in the case of

interfaces specified for a particular programming language, one that

is widely used among developers working in that language.

 

 The "System Libraries" of an executable work include anything, other

than the work as a whole, that (a) is included in the normal form of

packaging a Major Component, but which is not part of that Major

Component, and (b) serves only to enable use of the work with that

Major Component, or to implement a Standard Interface for which an

implementation is available to the public in source code form.  A

"Major Component", in this context, means a major essential component

(kernel, window system, and so on) of the specific operating system

(if any) on which the executable work runs, or a compiler used to

produce the work, or an object code interpreter used to run it.

 

 The "Corresponding Source" for a work in object code form means all

the source code needed to generate, install, and (for an executable

work) run the object code and to modify the work, including scripts to

control those activities.  However, it does not include the work's

System Libraries, or general-purpose tools or generally available free

programs which are used unmodified in performing those activities but

which are not part of the work.  For example, Corresponding Source

includes interface definition files associated with source files for

the work, and the source code for shared libraries and dynamically

linked subprograms that the work is specifically designed to require,

such as by intimate data communication or control flow between those

subprograms and other parts of the work.

 

 The Corresponding Source need not include anything that users

can regenerate automatically from other parts of the Corresponding

Source.

 

 The Corresponding Source for a work in source code form is that

same work.

 

 2. Basic Permissions.

 

 All rights granted under this License are granted for the term of

copyright on the Program, and are irrevocable provided the stated

conditions are met.  This License explicitly affirms your unlimited

permission to run the unmodified Program.  The output from running a

covered work is covered by this License only if the output, given its

content, constitutes a covered work.  This License acknowledges your

rights of fair use or other equivalent, as provided by copyright law.

 

 You may make, run and propagate covered works that you do not

convey, without conditions so long as your license otherwise remains
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in force.  You may convey covered works to others for the sole purpose

of having them make modifications exclusively for you, or provide you

with facilities for running those works, provided that you comply with

the terms of this License in conveying all material for which you do

not control copyright.  Those thus making or running the covered works

for you must do so exclusively on your behalf, under your direction

and control, on terms that prohibit them from making any copies of

your copyrighted material outside their relationship with you.

 

 Conveying under any other circumstances is permitted solely under

the conditions stated below.  Sublicensing is not allowed; section 10

makes it unnecessary.

 

 3. Protecting Users' Legal Rights From Anti-Circumvention Law.

 

 No covered work shall be deemed part of an effective technological

measure under any applicable law fulfilling obligations under article

11 of the WIPO copyright treaty adopted on 20 December 1996, or

similar laws prohibiting or restricting circumvention of such

measures.

 

 When you convey a covered work, you waive any legal power to forbid

circumvention of technological measures to the extent such circumvention

is effected by exercising rights under this License with respect to

the covered work, and you disclaim any intention to limit operation or

modification of the work as a means of enforcing, against the work's

users, your or third parties' legal rights to forbid circumvention of

technological measures.

 

 4. Conveying Verbatim Copies.

 

 You may convey verbatim copies of the Program's source code as you

receive it, in any medium, provided that you conspicuously and

appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate copyright notice;

keep intact all notices stating that this License and any

non-permissive terms added in accord with section 7 apply to the code;

keep intact all notices of the absence of any warranty; and give all

recipients a copy of this License along with the Program.

 

 You may charge any price or no price for each copy that you convey,

and you may offer support or warranty protection for a fee.

 

 5. Conveying Modified Source Versions.

 

 You may convey a work based on the Program, or the modifications to

produce it from the Program, in the form of source code under the

terms of section 4, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
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   a) The work must carry prominent notices stating that you modified

   it, and giving a relevant date.

 

   b) The work must carry prominent notices stating that it is

   released under this License and any conditions added under section

   7.  This requirement modifies the requirement in section 4 to

   "keep intact all notices".

 

   c) You must license the entire work, as a whole, under this

   License to anyone who comes into possession of a copy.  This

   License will therefore apply, along with any applicable section 7

   additional terms, to the whole of the work, and all its parts,

   regardless of how they are packaged.  This License gives no

   permission to license the work in any other way, but it does not

   invalidate such permission if you have separately received it.

 

   d) If the work has interactive user interfaces, each must display

   Appropriate Legal Notices; however, if the Program has interactive

   interfaces that do not display Appropriate Legal Notices, your

   work need not make them do so.

 

 A compilation of a covered work with other separate and independent

works, which are not by their nature extensions of the covered work,

and which are not combined with it such as to form a larger program,

in or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, is called an

"aggregate" if the compilation and its resulting copyright are not

used to limit the access or legal rights of the compilation's users

beyond what the individual works permit.  Inclusion of a covered work

in an aggregate does not cause this License to apply to the other

parts of the aggregate.

 

 6. Conveying Non-Source Forms.

 

 You may convey a covered work in object code form under the terms

of sections 4 and 5, provided that you also convey the

machine-readable Corresponding Source under the terms of this License,

in one of these ways:

 

   a) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by the

   Corresponding Source fixed on a durable physical medium

   customarily used for software interchange.

 

   b) Convey the object code in, or embodied in, a physical product

   (including a physical distribution medium), accompanied by a

   written offer, valid for at least three years and valid for as

   long as you offer spare parts or customer support for that product

   model, to give anyone who possesses the object code either (1) a
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   copy of the Corresponding Source for all the software in the

   product that is covered by this License, on a durable physical

   medium customarily used for software interchange, for a price no

   more than your reasonable cost of physically performing this

   conveying of source, or (2) access to copy the

   Corresponding Source from a network server at no charge.

 

   c) Convey individual copies of the object code with a copy of the

   written offer to provide the Corresponding Source.  This

   alternative is allowed only occasionally and noncommercially, and

   only if you received the object code with such an offer, in accord

   with subsection 6b.

 

   d) Convey the object code by offering access from a designated

   place (gratis or for a charge), and offer equivalent access to the

   Corresponding Source in the same way through the same place at no

   further charge.  You need not require recipients to copy the

   Corresponding Source along with the object code.  If the place to

   copy the object code is a network server, the Corresponding Source

   may be on a different server (operated by you or a third party)

   that supports equivalent copying facilities, provided you maintain

   clear directions next to the object code saying where to find the

   Corresponding Source.  Regardless of what server hosts the

   Corresponding Source, you remain obligated to ensure that it is

   available for as long as needed to satisfy these requirements.

 

   e) Convey the object code using peer-to-peer transmission, provided

   you inform other peers where the object code and Corresponding

   Source of the work are being offered to the general public at no

   charge under subsection 6d.

 

 A separable portion of the object code, whose source code is excluded

from the Corresponding Source as a System Library, need not be

included in conveying the object code work.

 

 A "User Product" is either (1) a "consumer product", which means any

tangible personal property which is normally used for personal, family,

or household purposes, or (2) anything designed or sold for incorporation

into a dwelling.  In determining whether a product is a consumer product,

doubtful cases shall be resolved in favor of coverage.  For a particular

product received by a particular user, "normally used" refers to a

typical or common use of that class of product, regardless of the status

of the particular user or of the way in which the particular user

actually uses, or expects or is expected to use, the product.  A product

is a consumer product regardless of whether the product has substantial

commercial, industrial or non-consumer uses, unless such uses represent

the only significant mode of use of the product.
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 "Installation Information" for a User Product means any methods,

procedures, authorization keys, or other information required to install

and execute modified versions of a covered work in that User Product from

a modified version of its Corresponding Source.  The information must

suffice to ensure that the continued functioning of the modified object

code is in no case prevented or interfered with solely because

modification has been made.

 

 If you convey an object code work under this section in, or with, or

specifically for use in, a User Product, and the conveying occurs as

part of a transaction in which the right of possession and use of the

User Product is transferred to the recipient in perpetuity or for a

fixed term (regardless of how the transaction is characterized), the

Corresponding Source conveyed under this section must be accompanied

by the Installation Information.  But this requirement does not apply

if neither you nor any third party retains the ability to install

modified object code on the User Product (for example, the work has

been installed in ROM).

 

 The requirement to provide Installation Information does not include a

requirement to continue to provide support service, warranty, or updates

for a work that has been modified or installed by the recipient, or for

the User Product in which it has been modified or installed.  Access to a

network may be denied when the modification itself materially and

adversely affects the operation of the network or violates the rules and

protocols for communication across the network.

 

 Corresponding Source conveyed, and Installation Information provided,

in accord with this section must be in a format that is publicly

documented (and with an implementation available to the public in

source code form), and must require no special password or key for

unpacking, reading or copying.

 

 7. Additional Terms.

 

 "Additional permissions" are terms that supplement the terms of this

License by making exceptions from one or more of its conditions.

Additional permissions that are applicable to the entire Program shall

be treated as though they were included in this License, to the extent

that they are valid under applicable law.  If additional permissions

apply only to part of the Program, that part may be used separately

under those permissions, but the entire Program remains governed by

this License without regard to the additional permissions.

 

 When you convey a copy of a covered work, you may at your option

remove any additional permissions from that copy, or from any part of

it.  (Additional permissions may be written to require their own

removal in certain cases when you modify the work.)  You may place
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additional permissions on material, added by you to a covered work,

for which you have or can give appropriate copyright permission.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, for material you

add to a covered work, you may (if authorized by the copyright holders of

that material) supplement the terms of this License with terms:

 

   a) Disclaiming warranty or limiting liability differently from the

   terms of sections 15 and 16 of this License; or

 

   b) Requiring preservation of specified reasonable legal notices or

   author attributions in that material or in the Appropriate Legal

   Notices displayed by works containing it; or

 

   c) Prohibiting misrepresentation of the origin of that material, or

   requiring that modified versions of such material be marked in

   reasonable ways as different from the original version; or

 

   d) Limiting the use for publicity purposes of names of licensors or

   authors of the material; or

 

   e) Declining to grant rights under trademark law for use of some

   trade names, trademarks, or service marks; or

 

   f) Requiring indemnification of licensors and authors of that

   material by anyone who conveys the material (or modified versions of

   it) with contractual assumptions of liability to the recipient, for

   any liability that these contractual assumptions directly impose on

   those licensors and authors.

 

 All other non-permissive additional terms are considered "further

restrictions" within the meaning of section 10.  If the Program as you

received it, or any part of it, contains a notice stating that it is

governed by this License along with a term that is a further

restriction, you may remove that term.  If a license document contains

a further restriction but permits relicensing or conveying under this

License, you may add to a covered work material governed by the terms

of that license document, provided that the further restriction does

not survive such relicensing or conveying.

 

 If you add terms to a covered work in accord with this section, you

must place, in the relevant source files, a statement of the

additional terms that apply to those files, or a notice indicating

where to find the applicable terms.

 

 Additional terms, permissive or non-permissive, may be stated in the

form of a separately written license, or stated as exceptions;

the above requirements apply either way.
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 8. Termination.

 

 You may not propagate or modify a covered work except as expressly

provided under this License.  Any attempt otherwise to propagate or

modify it is void, and will automatically terminate your rights under

this License (including any patent licenses granted under the third

paragraph of section 11).

 

 However, if you cease all violation of this License, then your

license from a particular copyright holder is reinstated (a)

provisionally, unless and until the copyright holder explicitly and

finally terminates your license, and (b) permanently, if the copyright

holder fails to notify you of the violation by some reasonable means

prior to 60 days after the cessation.

 

 Moreover, your license from a particular copyright holder is

reinstated permanently if the copyright holder notifies you of the

violation by some reasonable means, this is the first time you have

received notice of violation of this License (for any work) from that

copyright holder, and you cure the violation prior to 30 days after

your receipt of the notice.

 

 Termination of your rights under this section does not terminate the

licenses of parties who have received copies or rights from you under

this License.  If your rights have been terminated and not permanently

reinstated, you do not qualify to receive new licenses for the same

material under section 10.

 

 9. Acceptance Not Required for Having Copies.

 

 You are not required to accept this License in order to receive or

run a copy of the Program.  Ancillary propagation of a covered work

occurring solely as a consequence of using peer-to-peer transmission

to receive a copy likewise does not require acceptance.  However,

nothing other than this License grants you permission to propagate or

modify any covered work.  These actions infringe copyright if you do

not accept this License.  Therefore, by modifying or propagating a

covered work, you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so.

 

 10. Automatic Licensing of Downstream Recipients.

 

 Each time you convey a covered work, the recipient automatically

receives a license from the original licensors, to run, modify and

propagate that work, subject to this License.  You are not responsible

for enforcing compliance by third parties with this License.

 

 An "entity transaction" is a transaction transferring control of an
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organization, or substantially all assets of one, or subdividing an

organization, or merging organizations.  If propagation of a covered

work results from an entity transaction, each party to that

transaction who receives a copy of the work also receives whatever

licenses to the work the party's predecessor in interest had or could

give under the previous paragraph, plus a right to possession of the

Corresponding Source of the work from the predecessor in interest, if

the predecessor has it or can get it with reasonable efforts.

 

 You may not impose any further restrictions on the exercise of the

rights granted or affirmed under this License.  For example, you may

not impose a license fee, royalty, or other charge for exercise of

rights granted under this License, and you may not initiate litigation

(including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that

any patent claim is infringed by making, using, selling, offering for

sale, or importing the Program or any portion of it.

 

 11. Patents.

 

 A "contributor" is a copyright holder who authorizes use under this

License of the Program or a work on which the Program is based.  The

work thus licensed is called the contributor's "contributor version".

 

 A contributor's "essential patent claims" are all patent claims

owned or controlled by the contributor, whether already acquired or

hereafter acquired, that would be infringed by some manner, permitted

by this License, of making, using, or selling its contributor version,

but do not include claims that would be infringed only as a

consequence of further modification of the contributor version.  For

purposes of this definition, "control" includes the right to grant

patent sublicenses in a manner consistent with the requirements of

this License.

 

 Each contributor grants you a non-exclusive, worldwide, royalty-free

patent license under the contributor's essential patent claims, to

make, use, sell, offer for sale, import and otherwise run, modify and

propagate the contents of its contributor version.

 

 In the following three paragraphs, a "patent license" is any express

agreement or commitment, however denominated, not to enforce a patent

(such as an express permission to practice a patent or covenant not to

sue for patent infringement).  To "grant" such a patent license to a

party means to make such an agreement or commitment not to enforce a

patent against the party.

 

 If you convey a covered work, knowingly relying on a patent license,

and the Corresponding Source of the work is not available for anyone

to copy, free of charge and under the terms of this License, through a
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publicly available network server or other readily accessible means,

then you must either (1) cause the Corresponding Source to be so

available, or (2) arrange to deprive yourself of the benefit of the

patent license for this particular work, or (3) arrange, in a manner

consistent with the requirements of this License, to extend the patent

license to downstream recipients.  "Knowingly relying" means you have

actual knowledge that, but for the patent license, your conveying the

covered work in a country, or your recipient's use of the covered work

in a country, would infringe one or more identifiable patents in that

country that you have reason to believe are valid.

 

 If, pursuant to or in connection with a single transaction or

arrangement, you convey, or propagate by procuring conveyance of, a

covered work, and grant a patent license to some of the parties

receiving the covered work authorizing them to use, propagate, modify

or convey a specific copy of the covered work, then the patent license

you grant is automatically extended to all recipients of the covered

work and works based on it.

 

 A patent license is "discriminatory" if it does not include within

the scope of its coverage, prohibits the exercise of, or is

conditioned on the non-exercise of one or more of the rights that are

specifically granted under this License.  You may not convey a covered

work if you are a party to an arrangement with a third party that is

in the business of distributing software, under which you make payment

to the third party based on the extent of your activity of conveying

the work, and under which the third party grants, to any of the

parties who would receive the covered work from you, a discriminatory

patent license (a) in connection with copies of the covered work

conveyed by you (or copies made from those copies), or (b) primarily

for and in connection with specific products or compilations that

contain the covered work, unless you entered into that arrangement,

or that patent license was granted, prior to 28 March 2007.

 

 Nothing in this License shall be construed as excluding or limiting

any implied license or other defenses to infringement that may

otherwise be available to you under applicable patent law.

 

 12. No Surrender of Others' Freedom.

 

 If conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot convey a

covered work so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you may

not convey it at all.  For example, if you agree to terms that obligate you

to collect a royalty for further conveying from those to whom you convey

the Program, the only way you could satisfy both those terms and this
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License would be to refrain entirely from conveying the Program.

 

 13. Use with the GNU Affero General Public License.

 

 Notwithstanding any other provision of this License, you have

permission to link or combine any covered work with a work licensed

under version 3 of the GNU Affero General Public License into a single

combined work, and to convey the resulting work.  The terms of this

License will continue to apply to the part which is the covered work,

but the special requirements of the GNU Affero General Public License,

section 13, concerning interaction through a network will apply to the

combination as such.

 

 14. Revised Versions of this License.

 

 The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions of

the GNU General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

 Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the

Program specifies that a certain numbered version of the GNU General

Public License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the

option of following the terms and conditions either of that numbered

version or of any later version published by the Free Software

Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of the

GNU General Public License, you may choose any version ever published

by the Free Software Foundation.

 

 If the Program specifies that a proxy can decide which future

versions of the GNU General Public License can be used, that proxy's

public statement of acceptance of a version permanently authorizes you

to choose that version for the Program.

 

 Later license versions may give you additional or different

permissions.  However, no additional obligations are imposed on any

author or copyright holder as a result of your choosing to follow a

later version.

 

 15. Disclaimer of Warranty.

 

 THERE IS NO WARRANTY FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY

APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT

HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY

OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,

THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM

IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF
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ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. Limitation of Liability.

 

 IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MODIFIES AND/OR CONVEYS

THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY

GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE

USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF

DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD

PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER PROGRAMS),

EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF

SUCH DAMAGES.

 

 17. Interpretation of Sections 15 and 16.

 

 If the disclaimer of warranty and limitation of liability provided

above cannot be given local legal effect according to their terms,

reviewing courts shall apply local law that most closely approximates

an absolute waiver of all civil liability in connection with the

Program, unless a warranty or assumption of liability accompanies a

copy of the Program in return for a fee.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

state the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software: you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation, either version 3 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.
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   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License

   along with this program.  If not, see <http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

 If the program does terminal interaction, make it output a short

notice like this when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   <program>  Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

   This program comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type 'show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type 'show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands 'show w' and 'show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, your program's commands

might be different; for a GUI interface, you would use an "about box".

 

 You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or school,

if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if necessary.

For more information on this, and how to apply and follow the GNU GPL, see

<http://www.gnu.org/licenses/>.

 

 The GNU General Public License does not permit incorporating your program

into proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you

may consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with

the library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.  But first, please read

<http://www.gnu.org/philosophy/why-not-lgpl.html>.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2.1, February 1999

 

Copyright (C) 1991, 1999 Free Software Foundation, Inc.

	51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

[This is the first released version of the Lesser GPL.  It also counts

as the successor of the GNU Library Public License, version 2, hence
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the version number 2.1.]

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

Licenses are intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change

free software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.

 

 This license, the Lesser General Public License, applies to some

specially designated software packages--typically libraries--of the

Free Software Foundation and other authors who decide to use it.  You

can use it too, but we suggest you first think carefully about whether

this license or the ordinary General Public License is the better

strategy to use in any particular case, based on the explanations

below.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom of use,

not price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that

you have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge

for this service if you wish); that you receive source code or can get

it if you want it; that you can change the software and use pieces of

it in new free programs; and that you are informed that you can do

these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

distributors to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender these

rights.  These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for

you if you distribute copies of the library or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of the library, whether gratis

or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that we gave

you.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the source

code.  If you link other code with the library, you must provide

complete object files to the recipients, so that they can relink them

with the library after making changes to the library and recompiling

it.  And you must show them these terms so they know their rights.

 

 We protect your rights with a two-step method: (1) we copyright the

library, and (2) we offer you this license, which gives you legal

permission to copy, distribute and/or modify the library.

 

 To protect each distributor, we want to make it very clear that

there is no warranty for the free library.  Also, if the library is

modified by someone else and passed on, the recipients should know

that what they have is not the original version, so that the original

author's reputation will not be affected by problems that might be

introduced by others.
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�

 Finally, software patents pose a constant threat to the existence of

any free program.  We wish to make sure that a company cannot

effectively restrict the users of a free program by obtaining a

restrictive license from a patent holder.  Therefore, we insist that

any patent license obtained for a version of the library must be

consistent with the full freedom of use specified in this license.

 

 Most GNU software, including some libraries, is covered by the

ordinary GNU General Public License.  This license, the GNU Lesser

General Public License, applies to certain designated libraries, and

is quite different from the ordinary General Public License.  We use

this license for certain libraries in order to permit linking those

libraries into non-free programs.

 

 When a program is linked with a library, whether statically or using

a shared library, the combination of the two is legally speaking a

combined work, a derivative of the original library.  The ordinary

General Public License therefore permits such linking only if the

entire combination fits its criteria of freedom.  The Lesser General

Public License permits more lax criteria for linking other code with

the library.

 

 We call this license the "Lesser" General Public License because it

does Less to protect the user's freedom than the ordinary General

Public License.  It also provides other free software developers Less

of an advantage over competing non-free programs.  These disadvantages

are the reason we use the ordinary General Public License for many

libraries.  However, the Lesser license provides advantages in certain

special circumstances.

 

 For example, on rare occasions, there may be a special need to

encourage the widest possible use of a certain library, so that it

becomes a de-facto standard.  To achieve this, non-free programs must

be allowed to use the library.  A more frequent case is that a free

library does the same job as widely used non-free libraries.  In this

case, there is little to gain by limiting the free library to free

software only, so we use the Lesser General Public License.

 

 In other cases, permission to use a particular library in non-free

programs enables a greater number of people to use a large body of

free software.  For example, permission to use the GNU C Library in

non-free programs enables many more people to use the whole GNU

operating system, as well as its variant, the GNU/Linux operating

system.

 

 Although the Lesser General Public License is Less protective of the

users' freedom, it does ensure that the user of a program that is
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linked with the Library has the freedom and the wherewithal to run

that program using a modified version of the Library.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.  Pay close attention to the difference between a

"work based on the library" and a "work that uses the library".  The

former contains code derived from the library, whereas the latter must

be combined with the library in order to run.

�

                 GNU LESSER GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License Agreement applies to any software library or other

program which contains a notice placed by the copyright holder or

other authorized party saying it may be distributed under the terms of

this Lesser General Public License (also called "this License").

Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

 A "library" means a collection of software functions and/or data

prepared so as to be conveniently linked with application programs

(which use some of those functions and data) to form executables.

 

 The "Library", below, refers to any such software library or work

which has been distributed under these terms.  A "work based on the

Library" means either the Library or any derivative work under

copyright law: that is to say, a work containing the Library or a

portion of it, either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated

straightforwardly into another language.  (Hereinafter, translation is

included without limitation in the term "modification".)

 

 "Source code" for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For a library, complete source code means

all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any associated

interface definition files, plus the scripts used to control

compilation and installation of the library.

 

 Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running a program using the Library is not restricted, and output from

such a program is covered only if its contents constitute a work based

on the Library (independent of the use of the Library in a tool for

writing it).  Whether that is true depends on what the Library does

and what the program that uses the Library does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Library's

complete source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that

you conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an

appropriate copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact
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all the notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any

warranty; and distribute a copy of this License along with the

Library.

 

 You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy,

and you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a

fee.

�

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Library or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Library, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) The modified work must itself be a software library.

 

   b) You must cause the files modified to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   c) You must cause the whole of the work to be licensed at no

   charge to all third parties under the terms of this License.

 

   d) If a facility in the modified Library refers to a function or a

   table of data to be supplied by an application program that uses

   the facility, other than as an argument passed when the facility

   is invoked, then you must make a good faith effort to ensure that,

   in the event an application does not supply such function or

   table, the facility still operates, and performs whatever part of

   its purpose remains meaningful.

 

   (For example, a function in a library to compute square roots has

   a purpose that is entirely well-defined independent of the

   application.  Therefore, Subsection 2d requires that any

   application-supplied function or table used by this function must

   be optional: if the application does not supply it, the square

   root function must still compute square roots.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Library,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Library, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote

it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
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your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Library.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Library

with the Library (or with a work based on the Library) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may opt to apply the terms of the ordinary GNU General Public

License instead of this License to a given copy of the Library.  To do

this, you must alter all the notices that refer to this License, so

that they refer to the ordinary GNU General Public License, version 2,

instead of to this License.  (If a newer version than version 2 of the

ordinary GNU General Public License has appeared, then you can specify

that version instead if you wish.)  Do not make any other change in

these notices.

�

 Once this change is made in a given copy, it is irreversible for

that copy, so the ordinary GNU General Public License applies to all

subsequent copies and derivative works made from that copy.

 

 This option is useful when you wish to copy part of the code of

the Library into a program that is not a library.

 

 4. You may copy and distribute the Library (or a portion or

derivative of it, under Section 2) in object code or executable form

under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you accompany

it with the complete corresponding machine-readable source code, which

must be distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a

medium customarily used for software interchange.

 

 If distribution of object code is made by offering access to copy

from a designated place, then offering equivalent access to copy the

source code from the same place satisfies the requirement to

distribute the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 5. A program that contains no derivative of any portion of the

Library, but is designed to work with the Library by being compiled or

linked with it, is called a "work that uses the Library".  Such a

work, in isolation, is not a derivative work of the Library, and

therefore falls outside the scope of this License.

 

 However, linking a "work that uses the Library" with the Library

creates an executable that is a derivative of the Library (because it

contains portions of the Library), rather than a "work that uses the

library".  The executable is therefore covered by this License.
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Section 6 states terms for distribution of such executables.

 

 When a "work that uses the Library" uses material from a header file

that is part of the Library, the object code for the work may be a

derivative work of the Library even though the source code is not.

Whether this is true is especially significant if the work can be

linked without the Library, or if the work is itself a library.  The

threshold for this to be true is not precisely defined by law.

 

 If such an object file uses only numerical parameters, data

structure layouts and accessors, and small macros and small inline

functions (ten lines or less in length), then the use of the object

file is unrestricted, regardless of whether it is legally a derivative

work.  (Executables containing this object code plus portions of the

Library will still fall under Section 6.)

 

 Otherwise, if the work is a derivative of the Library, you may

distribute the object code for the work under the terms of Section 6.

Any executables containing that work also fall under Section 6,

whether or not they are linked directly with the Library itself.

�

 6. As an exception to the Sections above, you may also combine or

link a "work that uses the Library" with the Library to produce a

work containing portions of the Library, and distribute that work

under terms of your choice, provided that the terms permit

modification of the work for the customer's own use and reverse

engineering for debugging such modifications.

 

 You must give prominent notice with each copy of the work that the

Library is used in it and that the Library and its use are covered by

this License.  You must supply a copy of this License.  If the work

during execution displays copyright notices, you must include the

copyright notice for the Library among them, as well as a reference

directing the user to the copy of this License.  Also, you must do one

of these things:

 

   a) Accompany the work with the complete corresponding

   machine-readable source code for the Library including whatever

   changes were used in the work (which must be distributed under

   Sections 1 and 2 above); and, if the work is an executable linked

   with the Library, with the complete machine-readable "work that

   uses the Library", as object code and/or source code, so that the

   user can modify the Library and then relink to produce a modified

   executable containing the modified Library.  (It is understood

   that the user who changes the contents of definitions files in the

   Library will not necessarily be able to recompile the application

   to use the modified definitions.)
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   b) Use a suitable shared library mechanism for linking with the

   Library.  A suitable mechanism is one that (1) uses at run time a

   copy of the library already present on the user's computer system,

   rather than copying library functions into the executable, and (2)

   will operate properly with a modified version of the library, if

   the user installs one, as long as the modified version is

   interface-compatible with the version that the work was made with.

 

   c) Accompany the work with a written offer, valid for at least

   three years, to give the same user the materials specified in

   Subsection 6a, above, for a charge no more than the cost of

   performing this distribution.

 

   d) If distribution of the work is made by offering access to copy

   from a designated place, offer equivalent access to copy the above

   specified materials from the same place.

 

   e) Verify that the user has already received a copy of these

   materials or that you have already sent this user a copy.

 

 For an executable, the required form of the "work that uses the

Library" must include any data and utility programs needed for

reproducing the executable from it.  However, as a special exception,

the materials to be distributed need not include anything that is

normally distributed (in either source or binary form) with the major

components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the operating system on

which the executable runs, unless that component itself accompanies

the executable.

 

 It may happen that this requirement contradicts the license

restrictions of other proprietary libraries that do not normally

accompany the operating system.  Such a contradiction means you cannot

use both them and the Library together in an executable that you

distribute.

�

 7. You may place library facilities that are a work based on the

Library side-by-side in a single library together with other library

facilities not covered by this License, and distribute such a combined

library, provided that the separate distribution of the work based on

the Library and of the other library facilities is otherwise

permitted, and provided that you do these two things:

 

   a) Accompany the combined library with a copy of the same work

   based on the Library, uncombined with any other library

   facilities.  This must be distributed under the terms of the

   Sections above.

 

   b) Give prominent notice with the combined library of the fact
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   that part of it is a work based on the Library, and explaining

   where to find the accompanying uncombined form of the same work.

 

 8. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or distribute

the Library except as expressly provided under this License.  Any

attempt otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense, link with, or

distribute the Library is void, and will automatically terminate your

rights under this License.  However, parties who have received copies,

or rights, from you under this License will not have their licenses

terminated so long as such parties remain in full compliance.

 

 9. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Library or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Library (or any work based on the

Library), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Library or works based on it.

 

 10. Each time you redistribute the Library (or any work based on the

Library), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute, link with or modify the Library

subject to these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties with

this License.

�

 11. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Library at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Library by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Library.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply, and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
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such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 12. If the distribution and/or use of the Library is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Library under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding those

countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.

 

 13. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new

versions of the Lesser General Public License from time to time.

Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version,

but may differ in detail to address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Library

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and

"any later version", you have the option of following the terms and

conditions either of that version or of any later version published by

the Free Software Foundation.  If the Library does not specify a

license version number, you may choose any version ever published by

the Free Software Foundation.

�

 14. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Library into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are incompatible with these,

write to the author to ask for permission.  For software which is

copyrighted by the Free Software Foundation, write to the Free

Software Foundation; we sometimes make exceptions for this.  Our

decision will be guided by the two goals of preserving the free status

of all derivatives of our free software and of promoting the sharing

and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 15. BECAUSE THE LIBRARY IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO

WARRANTY FOR THE LIBRARY, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.

EXCEPT WHEN OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR

OTHER PARTIES PROVIDE THE LIBRARY "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY
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KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE

IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR

PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE

LIBRARY IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE LIBRARY PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME

THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 16. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN

WRITING WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY

AND/OR REDISTRIBUTE THE LIBRARY AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU

FOR DAMAGES, INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR

CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE

LIBRARY (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING

RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A

FAILURE OF THE LIBRARY TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER SOFTWARE), EVEN IF

SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

�

          How to Apply These Terms to Your New Libraries

 

 If you develop a new library, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, we recommend making it free software that

everyone can redistribute and change.  You can do so by permitting

redistribution under these terms (or, alternatively, under the terms

of the ordinary General Public License).

 

 To apply these terms, attach the following notices to the library.

It is safest to attach them to the start of each source file to most

effectively convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should

have at least the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full

notice is found.

 

 

   <one line to give the library's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This library is free software; you can redistribute it and/or

   modify it under the terms of the GNU Lesser General Public

   License as published by the Free Software Foundation; either

   version 2.1 of the License, or (at your option) any later version.

 

   This library is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the GNU

   Lesser General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU Lesser General Public
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   License along with this library; if not, write to the Free Software

   Foundation, Inc., 51 Franklin St, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA  02110-1301  USA

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or

your school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the library,

if necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the

 library `Frob' (a library for tweaking knobs) written by James

 Random Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1990

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

That's all there is to it!

 

 

 

1.136 patroni 2.0.1 
1.136.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2015 Compose, Zalando SE

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.
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1.137 logrotate 3.16.0 
1.137.1 Available under license : 

                    GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain

that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
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software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and

distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
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above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections

   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
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   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs

 

 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
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possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.

 

 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
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 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.138 node-fetch 2.6.1 
1.138.1 Available under license : 

The MIT License (MIT)

 

Copyright (c) 2016 David Frank

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy

of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal

in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights

to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell

copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is

furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all

copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR

IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY,

FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE

AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER

LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM,

OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE

SOFTWARE.

 

1.139 zxcvbn 1.3.1 
1.139.1 Available under license : 

No license file was found, but licenses were detected in source scan.
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bed

date

plan

hours

lose

hands

serious

shit

behind

inside

ahead

week

wonderful

fight

past

cut

quite

he'll

sick

it'll

eat

nobody

goes
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save

seems

finally

lives

worried

upset

carly

met

brought

seem

sort

safe

weren't

leaving

front

shot

loved

asking

running

clear

figure

hot

felt

parents

drink

absolutely

how's

daddy

sweet

alive

sense

meant

happens

bet

blood

ain't

kidding

lie

meeting

dear

seeing

sound

fault

ten

buy

hour

speak

lady
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jen

thinks

christmas

outside

hang

possible

worse

mistake

ooh

handle

spend

totally

giving

here's

marriage

realize

unless

sex

send

needed

scared

picture

talked

ass

hundred

changed

completely

explain

certainly

sign

boys

relationship

loves

hair

lying

choice

anywhere

future

weird

luck

she'll

turned

touch

kiss

crane

questions

obviously

wonder
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pain

calling

somewhere

throw

straight

cold

fast

words

food

none

drive

feelings

they'll

marry

drop

cannot

dream

protect

twenty

surprise

sweetheart

poor

looked

mad

except

gun

y'know

dance

takes

appreciate

especially

situation

besides

pull

hasn't

worth

sheridan

amazing

expect

swear

piece

busy

happening

movie

we'd

catch

perhaps

step
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fall

watching

kept

darling

dog

honor

moving

till

admit

problems

murder

he'd

evil

definitely

feels

honest

eye

broke

missed

longer

dollars

tired

evening

starting

entire

trip

niles

suppose

calm

imagine

fair

caught

blame

sitting

favor

apartment

terrible

clean

learn

frasier

relax

accident

wake

prove

smart

message

missing

forgot
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interested

table

nbsp

mouth

pregnant

ring

careful

shall

dude

ride

figured

wear

shoot

stick

follow

angry

write

stopped

ran

standing

forgive

jail

wearing

ladies

kinda

lunch

cristian

greenlee

gotten

hoping

phoebe

thousand

ridge

paper

tough

tape

count

boyfriend

proud

agree

birthday

they've

share

offer

hurry

feet

wondering

decision
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ones

finish

voice

herself

would've

mess

deserve

evidence

cute

dress

interesting

hotel

enjoy

quiet

concerned

staying

beat

sweetie

mention

clothes

fell

neither

mmm

fix

respect

prison

attention

holding

calls

surprised

bar

keeping

gift

hadn't

putting

dark

owe

ice

helping

normal

aunt

lawyer

apart

plans

jax

girlfriend

floor

whether
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everything's

box

judge

upstairs

sake

mommy

possibly

worst

acting

accept

blow

strange

saved

conversation

plane

mama

yesterday

lied

quick

lately

stuck

difference

store

she'd

bought

doubt

listening

walking

cops

deep

dangerous

buffy

sleeping

chloe

rafe

join

card

crime

gentlemen

willing

window

walked

guilty

likes

fighting

difficult

soul

joke
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favorite

uncle

promised

bother

seriously

cell

knowing

broken

advice

somehow

paid

losing

push

helped

killing

boss

liked

innocent

rules

learned

thirty

risk

letting

speaking

ridiculous

afternoon

apologize

nervous

charge

patient

boat

how'd

hide

detective

planning

huge

breakfast

horrible

awful

pleasure

driving

hanging

picked

sell

quit

apparently

dying

notice
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congratulations

visit

could've

c'mon

letter

decide

forward

fool

showed

smell

seemed

spell

memory

pictures

slow

seconds

hungry

hearing

kitchen

ma'am

should've

realized

kick

grab

discuss

fifty

reading

idiot

suddenly

agent

destroy

bucks

shoes

peace

arms

demon

livvie

consider

papers

incredible

witch

drunk

attorney

tells

knock

ways

gives

nose
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skye

turns

keeps

jealous

drug

sooner

cares

plenty

extra

outta

weekend

matters

gosh

opportunity

impossible

waste

pretend

jump

eating

proof

slept

arrest

breathe

perfectly

warm

pulled

twice

easier

goin

dating

suit

romantic

drugs

comfortable

finds

checked

divorce

begin

ourselves

closer

ruin

smile

laugh

treat

fear

what'd

otherwise

excited
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mail

hiding

stole

pacey

noticed

fired

excellent

bringing

bottom

note

sudden

bathroom

honestly

sing

foot

remind

charges

witness

finding

tree

dare

hardly

that'll

steal

silly

contact

teach

shop

plus

colonel

fresh

trial

invited

roll

reach

dirty

choose

emergency

dropped

butt

credit

obvious

locked

loving

nuts

agreed

prue

goodbye
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condition

guard

fuckin

grow

cake

mood

crap

crying

belong

partner

trick

pressure

dressed

taste

neck

nurse

raise

lots

carry

whoever

drinking

they'd

breaking

file

lock

wine

spot

paying

assume

asleep

turning

viki

bedroom

shower

nikolas

camera

fill

reasons

forty

bigger

nope

breath

doctors

pants

freak

movies

folks

cream
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wild

truly

desk

convince

client

threw

hurts

spending

answers

shirt

chair

rough

doin

sees

ought

empty

wind

aware

dealing

pack

tight

hurting

guest

arrested

salem

confused

surgery

expecting

deacon

unfortunately

goddamn

bottle

beyond

whenever

pool

opinion

starts

jerk

secrets

falling

necessary

barely

dancing

tests

copy

cousin

ahem

twelve
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tess

skin

fifteen

speech

orders

complicated

nowhere

escape

biggest

restaurant

grateful

usual

burn

address

someplace

screw

everywhere

regret

goodness

mistakes

details

responsibility

suspect

corner

hero

dumb

terrific

whoo

hole

memories

o'clock

teeth

ruined

bite

stenbeck

liar

showing

cards

desperate

search

pathetic

spoke

scare

marah

afford

settle

stayed

checking
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hired

heads

concern

blew

alcazar

champagne

connection

tickets

happiness

saving

kissing

hated

personally

suggest

prepared

onto

downstairs

ticket

it'd

loose

holy

duty

convinced

throwing

kissed

legs

loud

saturday

babies

where'd

warning

miracle

carrying

blind

ugly

shopping

hates

sight

bride

coat

clearly

celebrate

brilliant

wanting

forrester

lips

custody

screwed
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buying

toast

thoughts

reality

lexie

attitude

advantage

grandfather

sami

grandma

someday

roof

marrying

powerful

grown

grandmother

fake

must've

ideas

exciting

familiar

bomb

bout

harmony

schedule

capable

practically

correct

clue

forgotten

appointment

deserves

threat

bloody

lonely

shame

jacket

hook

scary

investigation

invite

shooting

lesson

criminal

victim

funeral

considering

burning
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strength

harder

sisters

pushed

shock

pushing

heat

chocolate

miserable

corinthos

nightmare

brings

zander

crash

chances

sending

recognize

healthy

boring

feed

engaged

headed

treated

knife

drag

badly

hire

paint

pardon

behavior

closet

warn

gorgeous

milk

survive

ends

dump

rent

remembered

thanksgiving

rain

revenge

prefer

spare

pray

disappeared

aside

statement
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sometime

meat

fantastic

breathing

laughing

stood

affair

ours

depends

protecting

jury

brave

fingers

murdered

explanation

picking

blah

stronger

handsome

unbelievable

anytime

shake

oakdale

wherever

pulling

facts

waited

lousy

circumstances

disappointed

weak

trusted

license

nothin

trash

understanding

slip

sounded

awake

friendship

stomach

weapon

threatened

mystery

vegas

understood

basically

switch
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frankly

cheap

lifetime

deny

clock

garbage

why'd

tear

ears

indeed

changing

singing

tiny

decent

avoid

messed

filled

touched

disappear

exact

pills

kicked

harm

fortune

pretending

insurance

fancy

drove

cared

belongs

nights

lorelai

lift

timing

guarantee

chest

woke

burned

watched

heading

selfish

drinks

doll

committed

elevator

freeze

noise

wasting
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ceremony

uncomfortable

staring

files

bike

stress

permission

thrown

possibility

borrow

fabulous

doors

screaming

bone

xander

what're

meal

apology

anger

honeymoon

bail

parking

fixed

wash

stolen

sensitive

stealing

photo

chose

lets

comfort

worrying

pocket

mateo

bleeding

shoulder

ignore

talent

tied

garage

dies

demons

dumped

witches

rude

crack

bothering

radar
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soft

meantime

gimme

kinds

fate

concentrate

throat

prom

messages

intend

ashamed

somethin

manage

guilt

interrupt

guts

tongue

shoe

basement

sentence

purse

glasses

cabin

universe

repeat

mirror

wound

travers

tall

engagement

therapy

emotional

jeez

decisions

soup

thrilled

stake

chef

moves

extremely

moments

expensive

counting

shots

kidnapped

cleaning

shift

plate
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impressed

smells

trapped

aidan

knocked

charming

attractive

argue

puts

whip

embarrassed

package

hitting

bust

stairs

alarm

pure

nail

nerve

incredibly

walks

dirt

stamp

terribly

friendly

damned

jobs

suffering

disgusting

stopping

deliver

riding

helps

disaster

bars

crossed

trap

talks

eggs

chick

threatening

spoken

introduce

confession

embarrassing

bags

impression

gate
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reputation

presents

chat

suffer

argument

talkin

crowd

homework

coincidence

cancel

pride

solve

hopefully

pounds

pine

mate

illegal

generous

outfit

maid

bath

punch

freaked

begging

recall

enjoying

prepare

wheel

defend

signs

painful

yourselves

maris

that'd

suspicious

cooking

button

warned

sixty

pity

yelling

awhile

confidence

offering

pleased

panic

hers

gettin
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refuse

grandpa

testify

choices

cruel

mental

gentleman

coma

cutting

proteus

guests

expert

benefit

faces

jumped

toilet

sneak

halloween

privacy

smoking

reminds

twins

swing

solid

options

commitment

crush

ambulance

wallet

gang

eleven

option

laundry

assure

stays

skip

fail

discussion

clinic

betrayed

sticking

bored

mansion

soda

sheriff

suite

handled

busted
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load

happier

studying

romance

procedure

commit

assignment

suicide

minds

swim

yell

llanview

chasing

proper

believes

humor

hopes

lawyers

giant

latest

escaped

parent

tricks

insist

dropping

cheer

medication

flesh

routine

sandwich

handed

false

beating

warrant

awfully

odds

treating

thin

suggesting

fever

sweat

silent

clever

sweater

mall

sharing

assuming

judgment
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goodnight

divorced

surely

steps

confess

math

listened

comin

answered

vulnerable

bless

dreaming

chip

zero

pissed

nate

kills

tears

knees

chill

brains

unusual

packed

dreamed

cure

lookin

grave

cheating

breaks

locker

gifts

awkward

thursday

joking

reasonable

dozen

curse

quartermaine

millions

dessert

rolling

detail

alien

delicious

closing

vampires

wore

tail
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secure

salad

murderer

spit

offense

dust

conscience

bread

answering

lame

invitation

grief

smiling

pregnancy

prisoner

delivery

guards

virus

shrink

freezing

wreck

massimo

wire

technically

blown

anxious

cave

holidays

cleared

wishes

caring

candles

bound

charm

pulse

jumping

jokes

boom

occasion

silence

nonsense

frightened

slipped

dimera

blowing

relationships

kidnapping

spin
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tool

roxy

packing

blaming

wrap

obsessed

fruit

torture

personality

there'll

fairy

necessarily

seventy

print

motel

underwear

grams

exhausted

believing

freaking

carefully

trace

touching

messing

recovery

intention

consequences

belt

sacrifice

courage

enjoyed

attracted

remove

testimony

intense

heal

defending

unfair

relieved

loyal

slowly

buzz

alcohol

surprises

psychiatrist

plain

attic

who'd
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uniform

terrified

cleaned

zach

threaten

fella

enemies

satisfied

imagination

hooked

headache

forgetting

counselor

andie

acted

badge

naturally

frozen

sakes

appropriate

trunk

dunno

costume

sixteen

impressive

kicking

junk

grabbed

understands

describe

clients

owns

affect

witnesses

starving

instincts

happily

discussing

deserved

strangers

surveillance

admire

questioning

dragged

barn

deeply

wrapped

wasted
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tense

hoped

fellas

roommate

mortal

fascinating

stops

arrangements

agenda

literally

propose

honesty

underneath

sauce

promises

lecture

eighty

torn

shocked

backup

differently

ninety

deck

biological

pheebs

ease

creep

waitress

telephone

ripped

raising

scratch

rings

prints

thee

arguing

ephram

asks

oops

diner

annoying

taggert

sergeant

blast

towel

clown

habit

creature
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bermuda

snap

react

paranoid

handling

eaten

therapist

comment

sink

reporter

nurses

beats

priority

interrupting

warehouse

loyalty

inspector

pleasant

excuses

threats

guessing

tend

praying

motive

unconscious

mysterious

unhappy

tone

switched

rappaport

sookie

neighbor

loaded

swore

piss

balance

toss

misery

thief

squeeze

lobby

goa'uld

geez

exercise

forth

booked

sandburg

poker
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eighteen

d'you

bury

everyday

digging

creepy

wondered

liver

hmmm

magical

fits

discussed

moral

helpful

searching

flew

depressed

aisle

cris

amen

vows

neighbors

darn

cents

arrange

annulment

useless

adventure

resist

fourteen

celebrating

inch

debt

violent

sand

teal'c

celebration

reminded

phones

paperwork

emotions

stubborn

pound

tension

stroke

steady

overnight

chips
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beef

suits

boxes

cassadine

collect

tragedy

spoil

realm

wipe

surgeon

stretch

stepped

nephew

neat

limo

confident

perspective

climb

punishment

finest

springfield

hint

furniture

blanket

twist

proceed

fries

worries

niece

gloves

soap

signature

disappoint

crawl

convicted

flip

counsel

doubts

crimes

accusing

shaking

remembering

hallway

halfway

bothered

madam

gather

cameras
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blackmail

symptoms

rope

ordinary

imagined

cigarette

supportive

explosion

trauma

ouch

furious

cheat

avoiding

whew

thick

oooh

boarding

approve

urgent

shhh

misunderstanding

drawer

phony

interfere

catching

bargain

tragic

respond

punish

penthouse

thou

rach

ohhh

insult

bugs

beside

begged

absolute

strictly

socks

senses

sneaking

reward

polite

checks

tale

physically

instructions
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fooled

blows

tabby

bitter

adorable

y'all

tested

suggestion

jewelry

alike

jacks

distracted

shelter

lessons

constable

circus

audition

tune

shoulders

mask

helpless

feeding

explains

sucked

robbery

objection

behave

valuable

shadows

courtroom

confusing

talented

smarter

mistaken

customer

bizarre

scaring

motherfucker

alert

vecchio

reverend

foolish

compliment

bastards

worker

wheelchair

protective

gentle
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reverse

picnic

knee

cage

wives

wednesday

voices

toes

stink

scares

pour

cheated

slide

ruining

filling

exit

cottage

upside

proves

parked

diary

complaining

confessed

pipe

merely

massage

chop

spill

prayer

betray

waiter

scam

rats

fraud

brush

tables

sympathy

pill

filthy

seventeen

employee

bracelet

pays

fairly

deeper

arrive

tracking

spite
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shed

recommend

oughta

nanny

menu

diet

corn

roses

patch

dime

devastated

subtle

bullets

beans

pile

confirm

strings

parade

borrowed

toys

straighten

steak

premonition

planted

honored

exam

convenient

traveling

laying

insisted

dish

aitoro

kindly

grandson

donor

temper

teenager

proven

mothers

denial

backwards

tent

swell

noon

happiest

drives

thinkin

spirits
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potion

holes

fence

whatsoever

rehearsal

overheard

lemme

hostage

bench

tryin

taxi

shove

moron

impress

needle

intelligent

instant

disagree

stinks

rianna

recover

groom

gesture

constantly

bartender

suspects

sealed

legally

hears

dresses

sheet

psychic

teenage

knocking

judging

accidentally

waking

rumor

manners

homeless

hollow

desperately

tapes

referring

item

genoa

gear

majesty
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cried

tons

spells

instinct

quote

motorcycle

convincing

fashioned

aids

accomplished

grip

bump

upsetting

needing

invisible

forgiveness

feds

compare

bothers

tooth

inviting

earn

compromise

cocktail

tramp

jabot

intimate

dignity

dealt

souls

informed

gods

dressing

cigarettes

alistair

leak

fond

corky

seduce

liquor

fingerprints

enchantment

butters

stuffed

stavros

emotionally

transplant

tips
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oxygen

nicely

lunatic

drill

complain

announcement

unfortunate

slap

prayers

plug

opens

oath

o'neill

mutual

yacht

remembers

fried

extraordinary

bait

warton

sworn

stare

safely

reunion

burst

might've

dive

aboard

expose

buddies

trusting

booze

sweep

sore

scudder

properly

parole

ditch

canceled

speaks

glow

wears

thirsty

skull

ringing

dorm

dining

bend
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unexpected

pancakes

harsh

flattered

ahhh

troubles

fights

favourite

eats

rage

undercover

spoiled

sloane

shine

destroying

deliberately

conspiracy

thoughtful

sandwiches

plates

nails

miracles

fridge

drank

contrary

beloved

allergic

washed

stalking

solved

sack

misses

forgiven

bent

maciver

involve

dragging

cooked

pointing

foul

dull

beneath

heels

faking

deaf

stunt

jealousy

hopeless
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fears

cuts

scenario

necklace

crashed

accuse

restraining

homicide

helicopter

firing

safer

auction

videotape

tore

reservations

pops

appetite

wounds

vanquish

ironic

fathers

excitement

anyhow

tearing

sends

rape

laughed

belly

dealer

cooperate

accomplish

wakes

spotted

sorts

reservation

ashes

tastes

supposedly

loft

intentions

integrity

wished

towels

suspected

investigating

inappropriate

lipstick

lawn
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compassion

cafeteria

scarf

precisely

obsession

loses

lighten

infection

granddaughter

explode

balcony

this'll

spying

publicity

depend

cracked

conscious

ally

absurd

vicious

invented

forbid

directions

defendant

bare

announce

screwing

salesman

robbed

leap

lakeview

insanity

reveal

possibilities

kidnap

gown

chairs

wishing

setup

punished

criminals

regrets

raped

quarters

lamp

dentist

anyways

anonymous
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semester

risks

owes

lungs

explaining

delicate

tricked

eager

doomed

adoption

stab

sickness

scum

floating

envelope

vault

sorel

pretended

potatoes

plea

photograph

payback

misunderstood

kiddo

healing

cascade

capeside

stabbed

remarkable

brat

privilege

passionate

nerves

lawsuit

kidney

disturbed

cozy

tire

shirts

oven

ordering

delay

risky

monsters

honorable

grounded

closest

breakdown
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bald

abandon

scar

collar

worthless

sucking

enormous

disturbing

disturb

distract

deals

conclusions

vodka

dishes

crawling

briefcase

wiped

whistle

sits

roast

rented

pigs

flirting

deposit

bottles

topic

riot

overreacting

logical

hostile

embarrass

casual

beacon

amusing

altar

claus

survival

skirt

shave

porch

ghosts

favors

drops

dizzy

chili

advise

strikes

rehab
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photographer

peaceful

leery

heavens

fortunately

fooling

expectations

cigar

weakness

ranch

practicing

examine

cranes

bribe

sail

prescription

hush

fragile

forensics

expense

drugged

cows

bells

visitor

suitcase

sorta

scan

manticore

insecure

imagining

hardest

clerk

wrist

what'll

starters

silk

pump

pale

nicer

haul

flies

boot

thumb

there'd

how're

elders

quietly

pulls
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idiots

erase

denying

ankle

amnesia

accepting

heartbeat

devane

confront

minus

legitimate

fixing

arrogant

tuna

supper

slightest

sins

sayin

recipe

pier

paternity

humiliating

genuine

snack

rational

minded

guessed

weddings

tumor

humiliated

aspirin

spray

picks

eyed

drowning

contacts

ritual

perfume

hiring

hating

docks

creatures

visions

thanking

thankful

sock

nineteen

fork
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throws

teenagers

stressed

slice

rolls

plead

ladder

kicks

detectives

assured

tellin

shallow

responsibilities

repay

howdy

girlfriends

deadly

comforting

ceiling

verdict

insensitive

spilled

respected

messy

interrupted

halliwell

blond

bleed

wardrobe

takin

murders

backs

underestimate

justify

harmless

frustrated

fold

enzo

communicate

bugging

arson

whack

salary

rumors

obligation

liking

dearest

congratulate
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vengeance

rack

puzzle

fires

courtesy

caller

blamed

tops

quiz

prep

curiosity

circles

barbecue

sunnydale

spinning

psychotic

cough

accusations

resent

laughs

freshman

envy

drown

bartlet

asses

sofa

poster

highness

dock

apologies

theirs

stat

stall

realizes

psych

mmmm

fools

understandable

treats

succeed

stir

relaxed

makin

gratitude

faithful

accent

witter

wandering
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locate

inevitable

gretel

deed

crushed

controlling

smelled

robe

gossip

gambling

cosmetics

accidents

surprising

stiff

sincere

rushed

refrigerator

preparing

nightmares

mijo

ignoring

hunch

fireworks

drowned

brass

whispering

sophisticated

luggage

hike

explore

emotion

crashing

contacted

complications

shining

rolled

righteous

reconsider

goody

geek

frightening

ethics

creeps

courthouse

camping

affection

smythe

haircut
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essay

baked

apologized

vibe

respects

receipt

mami

hats

destructive

adore

adopt

tracked

shorts

reminding

dough

creations

cabot

barrel

snuck

slight

reporters

pressing

magnificent

madame

lazy

glorious

fiancee

bits

visitation

sane

kindness

shoulda

rescued

mattress

lounge

lifted

importantly

glove

enterprises

disappointment

condo

beings

admitting

yelled

waving

spoon

screech

satisfaction
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reads

nailed

worm

tick

resting

marvelous

fuss

cortlandt

chased

pockets

luckily

lilith

filing

conversations

consideration

consciousness

worlds

innocence

forehead

aggressive

trailer

slam

quitting

inform

delighted

daylight

danced

confidential

aunts

washing

tossed

spectra

marrow

lined

implying

hatred

grill

corpse

clues

sober

offended

morgue

infected

humanity

distraction

cart

wired

violation
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promising

harassment

glue

d'angelo

cursed

brutal

warlocks

wagon

unpleasant

proving

priorities

mustn't

lease

flame

disappearance

depressing

thrill

sitter

ribs

flush

earrings

deadline

corporal

collapsed

update

snapped

smack

melt

figuring

delusional

coulda

burnt

tender

sperm

realise

pork

popped

interrogation

esteem

choosing

undo

pres

prayed

plague

manipulate

insulting

detention

delightful
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coffeehouse

betrayal

apologizing

adjust

wrecked

wont

whipped

rides

reminder

monsieur

faint

bake

distress

correctly

complaint

blocked

tortured

risking

pointless

handing

dumping

cups

alibi

struggling

shiny

risked

mummy

mint

hose

hobby

fortunate

fleischman

fitting

curtain

counseling

rode

puppet

modeling

memo

irresponsible

humiliation

hiya

freakin

felony

choke

blackmailing

appreciated

tabloid
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suspicion

recovering

pledge

panicked

nursery

louder

jeans

investigator

homecoming

frustrating

buys

busting

buff

sleeve

irony

dope

declare

autopsy

workin

torch

prick

limb

hysterical

goddamnit

fetch

dimension

crowded

clip

climbing

bonding

woah

trusts

negotiate

lethal

iced

fantasies

deeds

bore

babysitter

questioned

outrageous

kiriakis

insulted

grudge

driveway

deserted

definite

beep
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wires

suggestions

searched

owed

lend

drunken

demanding

costanza

conviction

bumped

weigh

touches

tempted

shout

resolve

relate

poisoned

meals

invitations

haunted

bogus

autograph

affects

tolerate

stepping

spontaneous

sleeps

probation

manny

fist

spectacular

hostages

heroin

havin

habits

encouraging

consult

burgers

boyfriends

bailed

baggage

watches

troubled

torturing

teasing

sweetest

qualities

postpone
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overwhelmed

malkovich

impulse

classy

charging

amazed

policeman

hypocrite

humiliate

hideous

d'ya

costumes

bluffing

betting

bein

bedtime

alcoholic

vegetable

tray

suspicions

spreading

splendid

shrimp

shouting

pressed

nooo

grieving

gladly

fling

eliminate

cereal

aaah

sonofabitch

paralyzed

lotta

locks

guaranteed

dummy

despise

dental

briefing

bluff

batteries

whatta

sounding

servants

presume

handwriting
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fainted

dried

allright

acknowledge

whacked

toxic

reliable

quicker

overwhelming

lining

harassing

fatal

endless

dolls

convict

whatcha

unlikely

shutting

positively

overcome

goddam

essence

dose

diagnosis

cured

bully

ahold

yearbook

tempting

shelf

prosecution

pouring

possessed

greedy

wonders

thorough

spine

rath

psychiatric

meaningless

latte

jammed

ignored

fiance

evidently

contempt

compromised

cans
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weekends

urge

theft

suing

shipment

scissors

responding

proposition

noises

matching

hormones

hail

grandchildren

gently

smashed

sexually

sentimental

nicest

manipulated

intern

handcuffs

framed

errands

entertaining

crib

carriage

barge

spends

slipping

seated

rubbing

rely

reject

recommendation

reckon

headaches

float

embrace

corners

whining

sweating

skipped

mountie

motives

listens

cristobel

cleaner

cheerleader
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balsom

unnecessary

stunning

scent

quartermaines

pose

montega

loosen

info

hottest

haunt

gracious

forgiving

errand

cakes

blames

abortion

sketch

shifts

plotting

perimeter

pals

mere

mattered

lonigan

interference

eyewitness

enthusiasm

diapers

strongest

shaken

punched

portal

catches

backyard

terrorists

sabotage

organs

needy

cuff

civilization

woof

who'll

prank

obnoxious

mates

hereby

gabby
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faked

cellar

whitelighter

void

strangle

sour

muffins

interfering

demonic

clearing

boutique

barrington

terrace

smoked

righty

quack

petey

pact

knot

ketchup

disappearing

cordy

uptight

ticking

terrifying

tease

swamp

secretly

rejection

reflection

realizing

rays

mentally

marone

doubted

deception

congressman

cheesy

toto

stalling

scoop

ribbon

immune

expects

destined

bets

bathing

appreciation
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accomplice

wander

shoved

sewer

scroll

retire

lasts

fugitive

freezer

discount

cranky

crank

clearance

bodyguard

anxiety

accountant

whoops

volunteered

talents

stinking

remotely

garlic

decency

cord

beds

altogether

uniforms

tremendous

popping

outa

observe

lung

hangs

feelin

dudes

donation

disguise

curb

bites

antique

toothbrush

realistic

predict

landlord

hourglass

hesitate

consolation

babbling
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tipped

stranded

smartest

repeating

puke

psst

paycheck

overreacted

macho

juvenile

grocery

freshen

disposal

cuffs

caffeine

vanished

unfinished

ripping

pinch

flattering

expenses

dinners

colleague

ciao

belthazor

attorneys

woulda

whereabouts

waitin

truce

tripped

tasted

steer

poisoning

manipulative

immature

husbands

heel

granddad

delivering

condoms

addict

trashed

raining

pasta

needles

leaning

detector
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coolest

batch

appointments

almighty

vegetables

spark

perfection

pains

momma

mole

meow

hairs

getaway

cracking

compliments

behold

verge

tougher

timer

tapped

taped

specialty

snooping

shoots

rendezvous

pentagon

leverage

jeopardize

janitor

grandparents

forbidden

clueless

bidding

ungrateful

unacceptable

tutor

serum

scuse

pajamas

mouths

lure

irrational

doom

cries

beautifully

arresting

approaching

traitor
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sympathetic

smug

smash

rental

prostitute

premonitions

jumps

inventory

darlin

committing

banging

asap

worms

violated

vent

traumatic

traced

sweaty

shaft

overboard

insight

healed

grasp

experiencing

crappy

crab

chunk

awww

stain

shack

reacted

pronounce

poured

moms

marriages

jabez

handful

flipped

fireplace

embarrassment

disappears

concussion

bruises

brakes

twisting

swept

summon

splitting
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sloppy

settling

reschedule

notch

hooray

grabbing

exquisite

disrespect

thornhart

straw

slapped

shipped

shattered

ruthless

refill

payroll

numb

mourning

manly

hunk

entertain

drift

dreadful

doorstep

confirmation

chops

appreciates

vague

tires

stressful

stashed

stash

sensed

preoccupied

predictable

noticing

madly

gunshot

dozens

dork

confuse

cleaners

charade

chalk

cappuccino

bouquet

amulet

addiction
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who've

warming

unlock

satisfy

sacrificed

relaxing

lone

blocking

blend

blankets

addicted

yuck

hunger

hamburger

greeting

greet

gravy

gram

dreamt

dice

caution

backpack

agreeing

whale

taller

supervisor

sacrifices

phew

ounce

irrelevant

gran

felon

favorites

farther

fade

erased

easiest

convenience

compassionate

cane

backstage

agony

adores

veins

tweek

thieves

surgical

strangely
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stetson

recital

proposing

productive

meaningful

immunity

hassle

goddamned

frighten

dearly

cease

ambition

wage

unstable

salvage

richer

refusing

raging

pumping

pressuring

mortals

lowlife

intimidated

intentionally

inspire

forgave

devotion

despicable

deciding

dash

comfy

breach

bark

aaaah

switching

swallowed

stove

screamed

scars

russians

pounding

poof

pipes

pawn

legit

invest

farewell

curtains
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civilized

caviar

boost

token

superstition

supernatural

sadness

recorder

psyched

motivated

microwave

hallelujah

fraternity

dryer

cocoa

chewing

acceptable

unbelievably

smiled

smelling

simpler

respectable

remarks

khasinau

indication

gutter

grabs

fulfill

flashlight

ellenor

blooded

blink

blessings

beware

uhhh

turf

swings

slips

shovel

shocking

puff

mirrors

locking

heartless

fras

childish

cardiac

utterly
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tuscany

ticked

stunned

statesville

sadly

purely

kiddin

jerks

hitch

flirt

fare

equals

dismiss

christening

casket

c'mere

breakup

biting

antibiotics

accusation

abducted

witchcraft

thread

runnin

punching

paramedics

newest

murdering

masks

lawndale

initials

grampa

choking

charms

careless

bushes

buns

bummed

shred

saves

saddle

rethink

regards

precinct

persuade

meds

manipulating

llanfair
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leash

hearted

guarantees

fucks

disgrace

deposition

bookstore

boil

vitals

veil

trespassing

sidewalk

sensible

punishing

overtime

optimistic

obsessing

notify

mornin

jeopardy

jaffa

injection

hilarious

desires

confide

cautious

yada

where're

vindictive

vial

teeny

stroll

sittin

scrub

rebuild

posters

ordeal

nuns

intimacy

inheritance

exploded

donate

distracting

despair

crackers

wildwind

virtue

thoroughly
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tails

spicy

sketches

sights

sheer

shaving

seize

scarecrow

refreshing

prosecute

platter

napkin

misplaced

merchandise

loony

jinx

heroic

frankenstein

ambitious

syrup

solitary

resemblance

reacting

premature

lavery

flashes

cheque

awright

acquainted

wrapping

untie

salute

realised

priceless

partying

lightly

lifting

kasnoff

insisting

glowing

generator

explosives

cutie

confronted

buts

blouse

ballistic

antidote
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analyze

allowance

adjourned

unto

understatement

tucked

touchy

subconscious

screws

sarge

roommates

rambaldi

offend

nerd

knives

irresistible

incapable

hostility

goddammit

fuse

frat

curfew

blackmailed

walkin

starve

sleigh

sarcastic

recess

rebound

pinned

parlor

outfits

livin

heartache

haired

fundraiser

doorman

discreet

dilucca

cracks

considerate

climbed

catering

apophis

zoey

urine

strung

stitches
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sordid

sark

protector

phoned

pets

hostess

flaw

flavor

deveraux

consumed

confidentiality

bourbon

straightened

specials

spaghetti

prettier

powerless

playin

playground

paranoia

instantly

havoc

exaggerating

eavesdropping

doughnuts

diversion

deepest

cutest

comb

bela

behaving

anyplace

accessory

workout

translate

stuffing

speeding

slime

royalty

polls

marital

lurking

lottery

imaginary

greetings

fairwinds

elegant

elbow
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credibility

credentials

claws

chopped

bridal

bedside

babysitting

witty

unforgivable

underworld

tempt

tabs

sophomore

selfless

secrecy

restless

okey

movin

metaphor

messes

meltdown

lecter

incoming

gasoline

diefenbaker

buckle

admired

adjustment

warmth

throats

seduced

queer

parenting

noses

luckiest

graveyard

gifted

footsteps

dimeras

cynical

wedded

verbal

unpredictable

tuned

stoop

slides

sinking

rigged
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plumbing

lingerie

hankey

greed

everwood

elope

dresser

chauffeur

bulletin

bugged

bouncing

temptation

strangest

slammed

sarcasm

pending

packages

orderly

obsessive

murderers

meteor

inconvenience

glimpse

froze

execute

courageous

consulate

closes

bosses

bees

amends

wuss

wolfram

wacky

unemployed

testifying

syringe

stew

startled

sorrow

sleazy

shaky

screams

rsquo

remark

poke

nutty

mentioning
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mend

inspiring

impulsive

housekeeper

foam

fingernails

conditioning

baking

whine

thug

starved

sniffing

sedative

programmed

picket

paged

hound

homosexual

homo

hips

forgets

flipping

flea

flatter

dwell

dumpster

choo

assignments

ants

vile

unreasonable

tossing

thanked

steals

souvenir

scratched

psychopath

outs

obstruction

obey

lump

insists

harass

gloat

filth

edgy

didn

coroner
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confessing

bruise

betraying

bailing

appealing

adebisi

wrath

wandered

waist

vain

traps

stepfather

poking

obligated

heavenly

dilemma

crazed

contagious

coaster

cheering

bundle

vomit

thingy

speeches

robbing

raft

pumped

pillows

peep

packs

neglected

m'kay

loneliness

intrude

helluva

gardener

forresters

drooling

betcha

vase

supermarket

squat

spitting

rhyme

relieve

receipts

racket

pictured
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pause

overdue

motivation

morgendorffer

kidnapper

insect

horns

feminine

eyeballs

dumps

disappointing

crock

convertible

claw

clamp

canned

cambias

bathtub

avanya

artery

weep

warmer

suspense

summoned

spiders

reiber

raving

pushy

postponed

ohhhh

noooo

mold

laughter

incompetent

hugging

groceries

drip

communicating

auntie

adios

wraps

wiser

willingly

weirdest

timmih

thinner

swelling

swat
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steroids

sensitivity

scrape

rehearse

prophecy

ledge

justified

insults

hateful

handles

doorway

chatting

buyer

buckaroo

bedrooms

askin

ammo

tutoring

subpoena

scratching

privileges

pager

mart

intriguing

idiotic

grape

enlighten

corrupt

brunch

bridesmaid

barking

applause

acquaintance

wretched

superficial

soak

smoothly

sensing

restraint

posing

pleading

payoff

oprah

nemo

morals

loaf

jumpy

ignorant
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herbal

hangin

germs

generosity

flashing

doughnut

clumsy

chocolates

captive

behaved

apologise

vanity

stumbled

preview

poisonous

perjury

parental

onboard

mugged

minding

linen

knots

interviewing

humour

grind

greasy

goons

drastic

coop

comparing

cocky

clearer

bruised

brag

bind

worthwhile

whoop

vanquishing

tabloids

sprung

spotlight

sentencing

racist

provoke

pining

overly

locket

imply
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impatient

hovering

hotter

fest

endure

dots

doren

debts

crawled

chained

brit

breaths

weirdo

warmed

wand

troubling

tok'ra

strapped

soaked

skipping

scrambled

rattle

profound

musta

mocking

misunderstand

limousine

kacl

hustle

forensic

enthusiastic

duct

drawers

devastating

conquer

clarify

chores

cheerleaders

cheaper

callin

blushing

barging

abused

yoga

wrecking

wits

waffles

virginity
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vibes

uninvited

unfaithful

teller

strangled

scheming

ropes

rescuing

rave

postcard

o'reily

morphine

lotion

lads

kidneys

judgement

itch

indefinitely

grenade

glamorous

genetically

freud

discretion

delusions

crate

competent

bakery

argh

ahhhh

wedge

wager

unfit

tripping

torment

superhero

stirring

spinal

sorority

seminar

scenery

rabble

pneumonia

perks

override

ooooh

mija

manslaughter

mailed
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lime

lettuce

intimidate

guarded

grieve

grad

frustration

doorbell

chinatown

authentic

arraignment

annulled

allergies

wanta

verify

vegetarian

tighter

telegram

stalk

spared

shoo

satisfying

saddam

requesting

pens

overprotective

obstacles

notified

nasedo

grandchild

genuinely

flushed

fluids

floss

escaping

ditched

cramp

corny

bunk

bitten

billions

bankrupt

yikes

wrists

ultrasound

ultimatum

thirst

sniff
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shakes

salsa

retrieve

reassuring

pumps

neurotic

negotiating

needn't

monitors

millionaire

lydecker

limp

incriminating

hatchet

gracias

gordie

fills

feeds

doubting

decaf

biopsy

whiz

voluntarily

ventilator

unpack

unload

toad

spooked

snitch

schillinger

reassure

persuasive

mystical

mysteries

matrimony

mails

jock

headline

explanations

dispatch

curly

cupid

condolences

comrade

cassadines

bulb

bragging

awaits
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assaulted

ambush

adolescent

abort

yank

whit

vaguely

undermine

tying

swamped

stabbing

slippers

slash

sincerely

sigh

setback

secondly

rotting

precaution

pcpd

melting

liaison

hots

hooking

headlines

haha

ganz

fury

felicity

fangs

encouragement

earring

dreidel

dory

donut

dictate

decorating

cocktails

bumps

blueberry

believable

backfired

backfire

apron

adjusting

vous

vouch

vitamins
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ummm

tattoos

slimy

sibling

shhhh

renting

peculiar

parasite

paddington

marries

mailbox

magically

lovebirds

knocks

informant

exits

drazen

distractions

disconnected

dinosaurs

dashwood

crooked

conveniently

wink

warped

underestimated

tacky

shoving

seizure

reset

pushes

opener

mornings

mash

invent

indulge

horribly

hallucinating

festive

eyebrows

enjoys

desperation

dealers

darkest

daph

boragora

belts

bagel
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authorization

auditions

agitated

wishful

wimp

vanish

unbearable

tonic

suffice

suction

slaying

safest

rocking

relive

puttin

prettiest

noisy

newlyweds

nauseous

misguided

mildly

midst

liable

judgmental

indy

hunted

givin

fascinated

elephants

dislike

deluded

decorate

crummy

contractions

carve

bottled

bonded

bahamas

unavailable

twenties

trustworthy

surgeons

stupidity

skies

remorse

preferably

pies

nausea
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napkins

mule

mourn

melted

mashed

inherit

greatness

golly

excused

dumbo

drifting

delirious

damaging

cubicle

compelled

comm

chooses

checkup

boredom

bandages

alarms

windshield

who're

whaddya

transparent

surprisingly

sunglasses

slit

roar

reade

prognosis

probe

pitiful

persistent

peas

nosy

nagging

morons

masterpiece

martinis

limbo

liars

irritating

inclined

hump

hoynes

fiasco

eatin
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cubans

concentrating

colorful

clam

cider

brochure

barto

bargaining

wiggle

welcoming

weighing

vanquished

stains

sooo

snacks

smear

sire

resentment

psychologist

pint

overhear

morality

landingham

kisser

hoot

holling

handshake

grilled

formality

elevators

depths

confirms

boathouse

accidental

westbridge

wacko

ulterior

thugs

thighs

tangled

stirred

snag

sling

sleaze

rumour

ripe

remarried

puddle
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pins

perceptive

miraculous

longing

lockup

librarian

impressions

immoral

hypothetically

guarding

gourmet

gabe

faxed

extortion

downright

digest

cranberry

bygones

buzzing

burying

bikes

weary

taping

takeout

sweeping

stepmother

stale

senor

seaborn

pros

pepperoni

newborn

ludicrous

injected

geeks

forged

faults

drue

dire

dief

desi

deceiving

caterer

calmed

budge

ankles

vending

typing
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tribbiani

there're

squared

snowing

shades

sexist

rewrite

regretted

raises

picky

orphan

mural

misjudged

miscarriage

memorize

leaking

jitters

invade

interruption

illegally

handicapped

glitch

gittes

finer

distraught

dispose

dishonest

digs

dads

cruelty

circling

canceling

butterflies

belongings

barbrady

amusement

alias

zombies

where've

unborn

swearing

stables

squeezed

sensational

resisting

radioactive

questionable

privileged
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portofino

owning

overlook

orson

oddly

interrogate

imperative

impeccable

hurtful

hors

heap

graders

glance

disgust

devious

destruct

crazier

countdown

chump

cheeseburger

burglar

berries

ballroom

assumptions

annoyed

allergy

admirer

admirable

activate

underpants

twit

tack

strokes

stool

sham

scrap

retarded

resourceful

remarkably

refresh

pressured

precautions

pointy

nightclub

mustache

maui

lace

hunh
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hubby

flare

dont

dokey

dangerously

crushing

clinging

choked

chem

cheerleading

checkbook

cashmere

calmly

blush

believer

amazingly

alas

what've

toilets

tacos

stairwell

spirited

sewing

rubbed

punches

protects

nuisance

motherfuckers

mingle

kynaston

knack

kinkle

impose

gullible

godmother

funniest

friggin

folding

fashions

eater

dysfunctional

drool

dripping

ditto

cruising

criticize

conceive

clone
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cedars

caliber

brighter

blinded

birthdays

banquet

anticipate

annoy

whim

whichever

volatile

veto

vested

shroud

rests

reindeer

quarantine

pleases

painless

orphans

orphanage

offence

obliged

negotiation

narcotics

mistletoe

meddling

manifest

lookit

lilah

intrigued

injustice

homicidal

gigantic

exposing

elves

disturbance

disastrous

depended

demented

correction

cooped

cheerful

buyers

brownies

beverage

basics

arvin
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weighs

upsets

unethical

swollen

sweaters

stupidest

sensation

scalpel

props

prescribed

pompous

objections

mushrooms

mulwray

manipulation

lured

internship

insignificant

inmate

incentive

fulfilled

disagreement

crypt

cornered

copied

brightest

beethoven

attendant

amaze

yogurt

wyndemere

vocabulary

tulsa

tactic

stuffy

respirator

pretends

polygraph

pennies

ordinarily

olives

necks

morally

martyr

leftovers

joints

hopping

homey
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hints

heartbroken

forge

florist

firsthand

fiend

dandy

crippled

corrected

conniving

conditioner

clears

chemo

bubbly

bladder

beeper

baptism

wiring

wench

weaknesses

volunteering

violating

unlocked

tummy

surrogate

subid

stray

startle

specifics

slowing

scoot

robbers

rightful

richest

qfxmjrie

puffs

pierced

pencils

paralysis

makeover

luncheon

linksynergy

jerky

jacuzzi

hitched

hangover

fracture

flock
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firemen

disgusted

darned

clams

borrowing

banged

wildest

weirder

unauthorized

stunts

sleeves

sixties

shush

shalt

retro

quits

pegged

painfully

paging

omelet

memorized

lawfully

jackets

intercept

ingredient

grownup

glued

fulfilling

enchanted

delusion

daring

compelling

carton

bridesmaids

bribed

boiling

bathrooms

bandage

awaiting

assign

arrogance

antiques

ainsley

turkeys

trashing

stockings

stalked

stabilized
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skates

sedated

robes

respecting

psyche

presumptuous

prejudice

paragraph

mocha

mints

mating

mantan

lorne

loads

listener

itinerary

hepatitis

heave

guesses

fading

examining

dumbest

dishwasher

deceive

cunning

cripple

convictions

confided

compulsive

compromising

burglary

bumpy

brainwashed

benes

arnie

affirmative

adrenaline

adamant

watchin

waitresses

transgenic

toughest

tainted

surround

stormed

spree

spilling

spectacle
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soaking

shreds

sewers

severed

scarce

scamming

scalp

rewind

rehearsing

pretentious

potions

overrated

obstacle

nerds

meems

mcmurphy

maternity

maneuver

loathe

fertility

eloping

ecstatic

ecstasy

divorcing

dignan

costing

clubhouse

clocks

candid

bursting

breather

braces

bending

arsonist

adored

absorb

valiant

uphold

unarmed

topolsky

thrilling

thigh

terminate

sustain

spaceship

snore

sneeze

smuggling
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salty

quaint

patronize

patio

morbid

mamma

kettle

joyous

invincible

interpret

insecurities

impulses

illusions

holed

exploit

drivin

defenseless

dedicate

cradle

coupon

countless

conjure

cardboard

booking

backseat

accomplishment

wordsworth

wisely

valet

vaccine

urges

unnatural

unlucky

truths

traumatized

tasting

swears

strawberries

steaks

stats

skank

seducing

secretive

scumbag

screwdriver

schedules

rooting

rightfully
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rattled

qualifies

puppets

prospects

pronto

posse

polling

pedestal

palms

muddy

morty

microscope

merci

lecturing

inject

incriminate

hygiene

grapefruit

gazebo

funnier

cuter

bossy

booby

aides

zende

winthrop

warrants

valentines

undressed

underage

truthfully

tampered

suffers

speechless

sparkling

sidelines

shrek

railing

puberty

pesky

outrage

outdoors

motions

moods

lunches

litter

kidnappers

itching
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intuition

imitation

humility

hassling

gallons

drugstore

dosage

disrupt

dipping

deranged

debating

cuckoo

cremated

craziness

cooperating

circumstantial

chimney

blinking

biscuits

admiring

weeping

triad

trashy

soothing

slumber

slayers

skirts

siren

shindig

sentiment

rosco

riddance

quaid

purity

proceeding

pretzels

panicking

mckechnie

lovin

leaked

intruding

impersonating

ignorance

hamburgers

footprints

fluke

fleas

festivities
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fences

feisty

evacuate

emergencies

deceived

creeping

craziest

corpses

conned

coincidences

bounced

bodyguards

blasted

bitterness

baloney

ashtray

apocalypse

zillion

watergate

wallpaper

telesave

sympathize

sweeter

startin

spades

sodas

snowed

sleepover

signor

seein

retainer

restroom

rested

repercussions

reliving

reconcile

prevail

preaching

overreact

o'neil

noose

moustache

manicure

maids

landlady

hypothetical

hopped

homesick
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hives

hesitation

herbs

hectic

heartbreak

haunting

gangs

frown

fingerprint

exhausting

everytime

disregard

cling

chevron

chaperone

blinding

bitty

beads

battling

badgering

anticipation

upstanding

unprofessional

unhealthy

turmoil

truthful

toothpaste

tippin

thoughtless

tagataya

shooters

senseless

rewarding

propane

preposterous

pigeons

pastry

overhearing

obscene

negotiable

loner

jogging

itchy

insinuating

insides

hospitality

hormone

hearst
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forthcoming

fists

fifties

etiquette

endings

destroys

despises

deprived

cuddy

crust

cloak

circumstance

chewed

casserole

bidder

bearer

artoo

applaud

appalling

vowed

virgins

vigilante

undone

throttle

testosterone

tailor

symptom

swoop

suitcases

stomp

sticker

stakeout

spoiling

snatched

smoochy

smitten

shameless

restraints

researching

renew

refund

reclaim

raoul

puzzles

purposely

punks

prosecuted

plaid
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picturing

pickin

parasites

mysteriously

multiply

mascara

jukebox

interruptions

gunfire

furnace

elbows

duplicate

drapes

deliberate

decoy

cryptic

coupla

condemn

complicate

colossal

clerks

clarity

brushed

banished

argon

alarmed

worships

versa

uncanny

technicality

sundae

stumble

stripping

shuts

schmuck

satin

saliva

robber

relentless

reconnect

recipes

rearrange

rainy

psychiatrists

policemen

plunge

plugged

patched
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overload

o'malley

mindless

menus

lullaby

lotte

leavin

killin

karinsky

invalid

hides

grownups

griff

flaws

flashy

flaming

fettes

evicted

dread

degrassi

dealings

dangers

cushion

bowel

barged

abide

abandoning

wonderfully

wait'll

violate

suicidal

stayin

sorted

slamming

sketchy

shoplifting

raiser

quizmaster

prefers

needless

motherhood

momentarily

migraine

lifts

leukemia

leftover

keepin

hinks
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hellhole

gowns

goodies

gallon

futures

entertained

eighties

conspiring

cheery

benign

apiece

adjustments

abusive

abduction

wiping

whipping

welles

unspeakable

unidentified

trivial

transcripts

textbook

supervise

superstitious

stricken

stimulating

spielberg

slices

shelves

scratches

sabotaged

retrieval

repressed

rejecting

quickie

ponies

peeking

outraged

o'connell

moping

moaning

mausoleum

licked

kovich

klutz

interrogating

interfered

insulin
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infested

incompetence

hyper

horrified

handedly

gekko

fraid

fractured

examiner

eloped

disoriented

dashing

crashdown

courier

cockroach

chipped

brushing

bombed

bolts

baths

baptized

astronaut

assurance

anemia

abuela

abiding

withholding

weave

wearin

weaker

suffocating

straws

straightforward

stench

steamed

starboard

sideways

shrinks

shortcut

scram

roasted

roaming

riviera

respectfully

repulsive

psychiatry

provoked

penitentiary
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painkillers

ninotchka

mitzvah

milligrams

midge

marshmallows

looky

lapse

kubelik

intellect

improvise

implant

goa'ulds

giddy

geniuses

fruitcake

footing

fightin

drinkin

doork

detour

cuddle

crashes

combo

colonnade

cheats

cetera

bailiff

auditioning

assed

amused

alienate

aiding

aching

unwanted

topless

tongues

tiniest

superiors

soften

sheldrake

rawley

raisins

presses

plaster

nessa

narrowed

minions
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merciful

lawsuits

intimidating

infirmary

inconvenient

imposter

hugged

honoring

holdin

hades

godforsaken

fumes

forgery

foolproof

folder

flattery

fingertips

exterminator

explodes

eccentric

dodging

disguised

crave

constructive

concealed

compartment

chute

chinpokomon

bodily

astronauts

alimony

accustomed

abdominal

wrinkle

wallow

valium

untrue

uncover

trembling

treasures

torched

toenails

timed

termites

telly

taunting

taransky

talker
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succubus

smarts

sliding

sighting

semen

seizures

scarred

savvy

sauna

saddest

sacrificing

rubbish

riled

ratted

rationally

provenance

phonse

perky

pedal

overdose

nasal

nanites

mushy

movers

missus

midterm

merits

melodramatic

manure

knitting

invading

interpol

incapacitated

hotline

hauling

gunpoint

grail

ganza

framing

flannel

faded

eavesdrop

desserts

calories

breathtaking

bleak

blacked

batter
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aggravated

yanked

wigand

whoah

unwind

undoubtedly

unattractive

twitch

trimester

torrance

timetable

taxpayers

strained

stared

slapping

sincerity

siding

shenanigans

shacking

sappy

samaritan

poorer

politely

paste

oysters

overruled

nightcap

mosquito

millimeter

merrier

manhood

lucked

kilos

ignition

hauled

harmed

goodwill

freshmen

fenmore

fasten

farce

exploding

erratic

drunks

ditching

d'artagnan

cramped

contacting
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closets

clientele

chimp

bargained

arranging

anesthesia

amuse

altering

afternoons

accountable

abetting

wolek

waved

uneasy

toddy

tattooed

spauldings

sliced

sirens

schibetta

scatter

rinse

remedy

redemption

pleasures

optimism

oblige

mmmmm

masked

malicious

mailing

kosher

kiddies

judas

isolate

insecurity

incidentally

heals

headlights

growl

grilling

glazed

flunk

floats

fiery

fairness

exercising

excellency
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disclosure

cupboard

counterfeit

condescending

conclusive

clicked

cleans

cholesterol

cashed

broccoli

brats

blueprints

blindfold

billing

attach

appalled

alrighty

wynant

unsolved

unreliable

toots

tighten

sweatshirt

steinbrenner

steamy

spouse

sonogram

slots

sleepless

shines

retaliate

rephrase

redeem

rambling

quilt

quarrel

prying

proverbial

priced

prescribe

prepped

pranks

possessive

plaintiff

pediatrics

overlooked

outcast

nightgown
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mumbo

mediocre

mademoiselle

lunchtime

lifesaver

leaned

lambs

interns

hounding

hellmouth

hahaha

goner

ghoul

gardening

frenzy

foyer

extras

exaggerate

everlasting

enlightened

dialed

devote

deceitful

d'oeuvres

cosmetic

contaminated

conspired

conning

cavern

carving

butting

boiled

blurry

babysit

ascension

aaaaah

wildly

whoopee

whiny

weiskopf

walkie

vultures

vacations

upfront

unresolved

tampering

stockholders

snaps
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sleepwalking

shrunk

sermon

seduction

scams

revolve

phenomenal

patrolling

paranormal

ounces

omigod

nightfall

lashing

innocents

infierno

incision

humming

haunts

gloss

gloating

frannie

fetal

feeny

entrapment

discomfort

detonator

dependable

concede

complication

commotion

commence

chulak

caucasian

casually

brainer

bolie

ballpark

anwar

analyzing

accommodations

youse

wring

wallowing

transgenics

thrive

tedious

stylish

strippers
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sterile

squeezing

squeaky

sprained

solemn

snoring

shattering

shabby

seams

scrawny

revoked

residue

reeks

recite

ranting

quoting

predicament

plugs

pinpoint

petrified

pathological

passports

oughtta

nighter

navigate

kippie

intrigue

intentional

insufferable

hunky

how've

horrifying

hearty

hamptons

grazie

funerals

forks

fetched

excruciating

enjoyable

endanger

dumber

drying

diabolical

crossword

corry

comprehend

clipped
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classmates

candlelight

brutally

brutality

boarded

bathrobe

authorize

assemble

aerobics

wholesome

whiff

vermin

trophies

trait

tragically

toying

testy

tasteful

stocked

spinach

sipping

sidetracked

scrubbing

scraping

sanctity

robberies

ridin

retribution

refrain

realities

radiant

protesting

projector

plutonium

payin

parting

o'reilly

nooooo

motherfucking

measly

manic

lalita

juggling

jerking

intro

inevitably

hypnosis

huddle
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horrendous

hobbies

heartfelt

harlin

hairdresser

gonorrhea

fussing

furtwangler

fleeting

flawless

flashed

fetus

eulogy

distinctly

disrespectful

denies

crossbow

cregg

crabs

cowardly

contraction

contingency

confirming

condone

coffins

cleansing

cheesecake

certainty

cages

c'est

briefed

bravest

bosom

boils

binoculars

bachelorette

appetizer

ambushed

alerted

woozy

withhold

vulgar

utmost

unleashed

unholy

unhappiness

unconditional

typewriter
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typed

twists

supermodel

subpoenaed

stringing

skeptical

schoolgirl

romantically

rocked

revoir

reopen

puncture

preach

polished

planetarium

penicillin

peacefully

nurturing

more'n

mmhmm

midgets

marklar

lodged

lifeline

jellyfish

infiltrate

hutch

horseback

heist

gents

frickin

freezes

forfeit

flakes

flair

fathered

eternally

epiphany

disgruntled

discouraged

delinquent

decipher

danvers

cubes

credible

coping

chills

cherished
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catastrophe

bombshell

birthright

billionaire

ample

affections

admiration

abbotts

whatnot

watering

vinegar

unthinkable

unseen

unprepared

unorthodox

underhanded

uncool

timeless

thump

thermometer

theoretically

tapping

tagged

swung

stares

spiked

solves

smuggle

scarier

saucer

quitter

prudent

powdered

poked

pointers

peril

penetrate

penance

opium

nudge

nostrils

neurological

mockery

mobster

medically

loudly

insights

implicate
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hypocritical

humanly

holiness

healthier

hammered

haldeman

gunman

gloom

freshly

francs

flunked

flawed

emptiness

drugging

dozer

derevko

deprive

deodorant

cryin

crocodile

coloring

colder

cognac

clocked

clippings

charades

chanting

certifiable

caterers

brute

brochures

botched

blinders

bitchin

banter

woken

ulcer

tread

thankfully

swine

swimsuit

swans

stressing

steaming

stamped

stabilize

squirm

snooze
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shuffle

shredded

seafood

scratchy

savor

sadistic

rhetorical

revlon

realist

prosecuting

prophecies

polyester

petals

persuasion

paddles

o'leary

nuthin

neighbour

negroes

muster

meningitis

matron

lockers

letterman

legged

indictment

hypnotized

housekeeping

hopelessly

hallucinations

grader

goldilocks

girly

flask

envelopes

downside

doves

dissolve

discourage

disapprove

diabetic

deliveries

decorator

crossfire

criminally

containment

comrades

complimentary
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chatter

catchy

cashier

cartel

caribou

cardiologist

brawl

booted

barbershop

aryan

angst

administer

zellie

wreak

whistles

vandalism

vamps

uterus

upstate

unstoppable

understudy

tristin

transcript

tranquilizer

toxins

tonsils

stempel

spotting

spectator

spatula

softer

snotty

slinging

showered

sexiest

sensual

sadder

rimbaud

restrain

resilient

remission

reinstate

rehash

recollection

rabies

popsicle

plausible

pediatric
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patronizing

ostrich

ortolani

oooooh

omelette

mistrial

marseilles

loophole

laughin

kevvy

irritated

infidelity

hypothermia

horrific

groupie

grinding

graceful

goodspeed

gestures

frantic

extradition

echelon

disks

dawnie

dared

damsel

curled

collateral

collage

chant

calculating

bumping

bribes

boardwalk

blinds

blindly

bleeds

bickering

beasts

backside

avenge

apprehended

anguish

abusing

youthful

yells

yanking

whomever
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when'd

vomiting

vengeful

unpacking

unfamiliar

undying

tumble

trolls

treacherous

tipping

tantrum

tanked

summons

straps

stomped

stinkin

stings

staked

squirrels

sprinkles

speculate

sorting

skinned

sicko

sicker

shootin

shatter

seeya

schnapps

s'posed

ronee

respectful

regroup

regretting

reeling

reckoned

ramifications

puddy

projections

preschool

plissken

platonic

permalash

outdone

outburst

mutants

mugging

misfortune
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miserably

miraculously

medications

margaritas

manpower

lovemaking

logically

leeches

latrine

kneel

inflict

impostor

hypocrisy

hippies

heterosexual

heightened

hecuba

healer

gunned

grooming

groin

gooey

gloomy

frying

friendships

fredo

firepower

fathom

exhaustion

evils

endeavor

eggnog

dreaded

d'arcy

crotch

coughing

coronary

cookin

consummate

congrats

companionship

caved

caspar

bulletproof

brilliance

breakin

brash

blasting
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aloud

airtight

advising

advertise

adultery

aches

wronged

upbeat

trillion

thingies

tending

tarts

surreal

specs

specialize

spade

shrew

shaping

selves

schoolwork

roomie

recuperating

rabid

quart

provocative

proudly

pretenses

prenatal

pharmaceuticals

pacing

overworked

originals

nicotine

murderous

mileage

mayonnaise

massages

losin

interrogated

injunction

impartial

homing

heartbreaker

hacks

glands

giver

fraizh

flips
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flaunt

englishman

electrocuted

dusting

ducking

drifted

donating

cylon

crutches

crates

cowards

comfortably

chummy

chitchat

childbirth

businesswoman

brood

blatant

bethy

barring

bagged

awakened

asbestos

airplanes

worshipped

winnings

why're

visualize

unprotected

unleash

trays

thicker

therapists

takeoff

streisand

storeroom

stethoscope

stacked

spiteful

sneaks

snapping

slaughtered

slashed

simplest

silverware

shits

secluded

scruples
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scrubs

scraps

ruptured

roaring

receptionist

recap

raditch

radiator

pushover

plastered

pharmacist

perverse

perpetrator

ornament

ointment

nineties

napping

nannies

mousse

moors

momentary

misunderstandings

manipulator

malfunction

laced

kivar

kickin

infuriating

impressionable

holdup

hires

hesitated

headphones

hammering

groundwork

grotesque

graces

gauze

gangsters

frivolous

freeing

fours

forwarding

ferrars

faulty

fantasizing

extracurricular

empathy
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divorces

detonate

depraved

demeaning

deadlines

dalai

cursing

cufflink

crows

coupons

comforted

claustrophobic

casinos

camped

busboy

bluth

bennetts

baskets

attacker

aplastic

angrier

affectionate

zapped

wormhole

weaken

unrealistic

unravel

unimportant

unforgettable

twain

suspend

superbowl

stutter

stewardess

stepson

standin

spandex

souvenirs

sociopath

skeletons

shivering

sexier

selfishness

scrapbook

ritalin

ribbons

reunite

remarry
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relaxation

rattling

rapist

psychosis

prepping

poses

pleasing

pisses

piling

persecuted

padded

operatives

negotiator

natty

menopause

mennihan

martimmys

loyalties

laynie

lando

justifies

intimately

inexperienced

impotent

immortality

horrors

hooky

hinges

heartbreaking

handcuffed

gypsies

guacamole

grovel

graziella

goggles

gestapo

fussy

ferragamo

feeble

eyesight

explosions

experimenting

enchanting

doubtful

dizziness

dismantle

detectors

deserving
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defective

dangling

dancin

crumble

creamed

cramping

conceal

clockwork

chrissakes

chrissake

chopping

cabinets

brooding

bonfire

blurt

bloated

blackmailer

beforehand

bathed

bathe

barcode

banish

badges

babble

await

attentive

aroused

antibodies

animosity

ya'll

wrinkled

wonderland

willed

whisk

waltzing

waitressing

vigilant

upbringing

unselfish

uncles

trendy

trajectory

striped

stamina

stalled

staking

stacks

spoils
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snuff

snooty

snide

shrinking

senora

secretaries

scoundrel

saline

salads

rundown

riddles

relapse

recommending

raspberry

plight

pecan

pantry

overslept

ornaments

niner

negligent

negligence

nailing

mucho

mouthed

monstrous

malpractice

lowly

loitering

logged

lingering

lettin

lattes

kamal

juror

jillefsky

jacked

irritate

intrusion

insatiable

infect

impromptu

icing

hmmmm

hefty

gasket

frightens

flapping
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firstborn

faucet

estranged

envious

dopey

doesn

disposition

disposable

disappointments

dipped

dignified

deceit

dealership

deadbeat

curses

coven

counselors

concierge

clutches

casbah

callous

cahoots

brotherly

britches

brides

bethie

beige

autographed

attendants

attaboy

astonishing

appreciative

antibiotic

aneurysm

afterlife

affidavit

zoning

whats

whaddaya

vasectomy

unsuspecting

toula

topanga

tonio

toasted

tiring

terrorized

tenderness
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tailing

sweats

suffocated

sucky

subconsciously

starvin

sprouts

spineless

sorrows

snowstorm

smirk

slicery

sledding

slander

simmer

signora

sigmund

seventies

sedate

scented

sandals

rollers

retraction

resigning

recuperate

receptive

racketeering

queasy

provoking

priors

prerogative

premed

pinched

pendant

outsiders

orbing

opportunist

olanov

neurologist

nanobot

mommies

molested

misread

mannered

laundromat

intercom

inspect

insanely
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infatuation

indulgent

indiscretion

inconsiderate

hurrah

howling

herpes

hasta

harassed

hanukkah

groveling

groosalug

gander

galactica

futile

fridays

flier

fixes

exploiting

exorcism

evasive

endorse

emptied

dreary

dreamy

downloaded

dodged

doctored

disobeyed

disneyland

disable

dehydrated

contemplating

coconuts

cockroaches

clogged

chilling

chaperon

cameraman

bulbs

bucklands

bribing

brava

bracelets

bowels

bluepoint

appetizers

appendix
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antics

anointed

analogy

almonds

yammering

winch

weirdness

wangler

vibrations

vendor

unmarked

unannounced

twerp

trespass

travesty

transfusion

trainee

towelie

tiresome

straightening

staggering

sonar

socializing

sinus

sinners

shambles

serene

scraped

scones

scepter

sarris

saberhagen

ridiculously

ridicule

rents

reconciled

radios

publicist

pubes

prune

prude

precrime

postponing

pluck

perish

peppermint

peeled

overdo
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nutshell

nostalgic

mulan

mouthing

mistook

meddle

maybourne

martimmy

lobotomy

livelihood

lippman

likeness

kindest

kaffee

jocks

jerked

jeopardizing

jazzed

insured

inquisition

inhale

ingenious

holier

helmets

heirloom

heinous

haste

harmsway

hardship

hanky

gutters

gruesome

groping

goofing

godson

glare

finesse

figuratively

ferrie

endangerment

dreading

dozed

dorky

dmitri

divert

discredit

dialing

cufflinks
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crutch

craps

corrupted

cocoon

cleavage

cannery

bystander

brushes

bruising

bribery

brainstorm

bolted

binge

ballistics

astute

arroway

adventurous

adoptive

addicts

addictive

yadda

whitelighters

wematanye

weeds

wedlock

wallets

vulnerability

vroom

vents

upped

unsettling

unharmed

trippin

trifle

tracing

tormenting

thats

syphilis

subtext

stickin

spices

sores

smacked

slumming

sinks

signore

shitting

shameful
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shacked

septic

seedy

righteousness

relish

rectify

ravishing

quickest

phoebs

perverted

peeing

pedicure

pastrami

passionately

ozone

outnumbered

oregano

offender

nukes

nosed

nighty

nifty

mounties

motivate

moons

misinterpreted

mercenary

mentality

marsellus

lupus

lumbar

lovesick

lobsters

leaky

laundering

latch

jafar

instinctively

inspires

indoors

incarcerated

hundredth

handkerchief

gynecologist

guittierez

groundhog

grinning

goodbyes
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geese

fullest

eyelashes

eyelash

enquirer

endlessly

elusive

disarm

detest

deluding

dangle

cotillion

corsage

conjugal

confessional

cones

commandment

coded

coals

chuckle

christmastime

cheeseburgers

chardonnay

celery

campfire

calming

burritos

brundle

broflovski

brighten

borderline

blinked

bling

beauties

bauers

battered

articulate

alienated

ahhhhh

agamemnon

accountants

y'see

wrongful

wrapper

workaholic

winnebago

whispered

warts
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vacate

unworthy

unanswered

tonane

tolerated

throwin

throbbing

thrills

thorns

thereof

there've

tarot

sunscreen

stretcher

stereotype

soggy

sobbing

sizable

sightings

shucks

shrapnel

sever

senile

seaboard

scorned

saver

rebellious

rained

putty

prenup

pores

pinching

pertinent

peeping

paints

ovulating

opposites

occult

nutcracker

nutcase

newsstand

newfound

mocked

midterms

marshmallow

marbury

maclaren

leans
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krudski

knowingly

keycard

junkies

juilliard

jolinar

irritable

invaluable

inuit

intoxicating

instruct

insolent

inexcusable

incubator

illustrious

hunsecker

houseguest

homosexuals

homeroom

hernia

harming

handgun

hallways

hallucination

gunshots

groupies

groggy

goiter

gingerbread

giggling

frigging

fledged

fedex

fairies

exchanging

exaggeration

esteemed

enlist

drags

dispense

disloyal

disconnect

desks

dentists

delacroix

degenerate

daydreaming

cushions
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cuddly

corroborate

complexion

compensated

cobbler

closeness

chilled

checkmate

channing

carousel

calms

bylaws

benefactor

ballgame

baiting

backstabbing

artifact

airspace

adversary

actin

accuses

accelerant

abundantly

abstinence

zissou

zandt

yapping

witchy

willows

whadaya

vilandra

veiled

undress

undivided

underestimating

ultimatums

twirl

truckload

tremble

toasting

tingling

tents

tempered

sulking

stunk

sponges

spills

softly
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snipers

scourge

rooftop

riana

revolting

revisit

refreshments

redecorating

recapture

raysy

pretense

prejudiced

precogs

pouting

poofs

pimple

piles

pediatrician

padre

packets

paces

orvelle

oblivious

objectivity

nighttime

nervosa

mexicans

meurice

melts

matchmaker

maeby

lugosi

lipnik

leprechaun

kissy

kafka

introductions

intestines

inspirational

insightful

inseparable

injections

inadvertently

hussy

huckabees

hittin

hemorrhaging

headin
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haystack

hallowed

grudges

granilith

grandkids

grading

gracefully

godsend

gobbles

fragrance

fliers

finchley

farts

eyewitnesses

expendable

existential

dorms

delaying

degrading

deduction

darlings

danes

cylons

counsellor

contraire

consciously

conjuring

congratulating

cokes

buffay

brooch

bitching

bistro

bijou

bewitched

benevolent

bends

bearings

barren

aptitude

amish

amazes

abomination

worldly

whispers

whadda

wayward

wailing
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vanishing

upscale

untouchable

unspoken

uncontrollable

unavoidable

unattended

trite

transvestite

toupee

timid

timers

terrorizing

swana

stumped

strolling

storybook

storming

stomachs

stoked

stationery

springtime

spontaneity

spits

spins

soaps

sentiments

scramble

scone

rooftops

retract

reflexes

rawdon

ragged

quirky

quantico

psychologically

prodigal

pounce

potty

pleasantries

pints

petting

perceive

onstage

notwithstanding

nibble

newmans
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neutralize

mutilated

millionaires

mayflower

masquerade

mangy

macreedy

lunatics

lovable

locating

limping

lasagna

kwang

keepers

juvie

jaded

ironing

intuitive

intensely

insure

incantation

hysteria

hypnotize

humping

happenin

griet

grasping

glorified

ganging

g'night

focker

flunking

flimsy

flaunting

fixated

fitzwallace

fainting

eyebrow

exonerated

ether

electrician

egotistical

earthly

dusted

dignify

detonation

debrief

dazzling
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dan'l

damnedest

daisies

crushes

crucify

contraband

confronting

collapsing

cocked

clicks

cliche

circled

chandelier

carburetor

callers

broads

breathes

bloodshed

blindsided

blabbing

bialystock

bashing

ballerina

aviva

arteries

anomaly

airstrip

agonizing

adjourn

aaaaa

yearning

wrecker

witnessing

whence

warhead

unsure

unheard

unfreeze

unfold

unbalanced

ugliest

troublemaker

toddler

tiptoe

threesome

thirties

thermostat

swipe
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surgically

subtlety

stung

stumbling

stubs

stride

strangling

sprayed

socket

smuggled

showering

shhhhh

sabotaging

rumson

rounding

risotto

repairman

rehearsed

ratty

ragging

radiology

racquetball

racking

quieter

quicksand

prowl

prompt

premeditated

prematurely

prancing

porcupine

plated

pinocchio

peeked

peddle

panting

overweight

overrun

outing

outgrown

obsess

nursed

nodding

negativity

negatives

musketeers

mugger

motorcade
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merrily

matured

masquerading

marvellous

maniacs

lovey

louse

linger

lilies

lawful

kudos

knuckle

juices

judgments

itches

intolerable

intermission

inept

incarceration

implication

imaginative

huckleberry

holster

heartburn

gunna

groomed

graciously

fulfillment

fugitives

forsaking

forgives

foreseeable

flavors

flares

fixation

fickle

fantasize

famished

fades

expiration

exclamation

erasing

eiffel

eerie

earful

duped

dulles

dissing
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dissect

dispenser

dilated

detergent

desdemona

debriefing

damper

curing

crispina

crackpot

courting

cordial

conflicted

comprehension

commie

cleanup

chiropractor

charmer

chariot

cauldron

catatonic

bullied

buckets

brilliantly

breathed

booths

boardroom

blowout

blindness

blazing

biologically

bibles

biased

beseech

barbaric

balraj

audacity

anticipating

alcoholics

airhead

agendas

admittedly

absolution

youre

yippee

wittlesey

withheld

willful
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whammy

weakest

washes

virtuous

videotapes

vials

unplugged

unpacked

unfairly

turbulence

tumbling

tricking

tremendously

traitors

torches

tinga

thyroid

teased

tawdry

taker

sympathies

swiped

sundaes

suave

strut

stepdad

spewing

spasm

socialize

slither

simulator

shutters

shrewd

shocks

semantics

schizophrenic

scans

savages

rya'c

runny

ruckus

royally

roadblocks

rewriting

revoke

repent

redecorate

recovers
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recourse

ratched

ramali

racquet

quince

quiche

puppeteer

puking

puffed

problemo

praises

pouch

postcards

pooped

poised

piled

phoney

phobia

patching

parenthood

pardner

oozing

ohhhhh

numbing

nostril

nosey

neatly

nappa

nameless

mortuary

moronic

modesty

midwife

mcclane

matuka

maitre

lumps

lucid

loosened

loins

lawnmower

lamotta

kroehner

jinxy

jessep

jamming

jailhouse

jacking
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intruders

inhuman

infatuated

indigestion

implore

implanted

hormonal

hoboken

hillbilly

heartwarming

headway

hatched

hartmans

harping

grapevine

gnome

forties

flyin

flirted

fingernail

exhilarating

enjoyment

embark

dumper

dubious

drell

docking

disillusioned

dishonor

disbarred

dicey

custodial

counterproductive

corned

cords

contemplate

concur

conceivable

cobblepot

chickened

checkout

carpe

cap'n

campers

buyin

bullies

braid

boxed
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bouncy

blueberries

blubbering

bloodstream

bigamy

beeped

bearable

autographs

alarming

wretch

wimps

widower

whirlwind

whirl

warms

vandelay

unveiling

undoing

unbecoming

turnaround

touche

togetherness

tickles

ticker

teensy

taunt

sweethearts

stitched

standpoint

staffers

spotless

soothe

smothered

sickening

shouted

shepherds

shawl

seriousness

schooled

schoolboy

s'mores

roped

reminders

raggedy

preemptive

plucked

pheromones

particulars
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pardoned

overpriced

overbearing

outrun

ohmigod

nosing

nicked

neanderthal

mosquitoes

mortified

milky

messin

mecha

markinson

marivellas

mannequin

manderley

madder

macready

lookie

locusts

lifetimes

lanna

lakhi

kholi

impersonate

hyperdrive

horrid

hopin

hogging

hearsay

harpy

harboring

hairdo

hafta

grasshopper

gobble

gatehouse

foosball

floozy

fished

firewood

finalize

felons

euphemism

entourage

elitist

elegance
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drokken

drier

dredge

dossier

diseased

diarrhea

diagnose

despised

defuse

d'amour

contesting

conserve

conscientious

conjured

collars

clogs

chenille

chatty

chamomile

casing

calculator

brittle

breached

blurted

birthing

bikinis

astounding

assaulting

aroma

appliance

antsy

amnio

alienating

aliases

adolescence

xerox

wrongs

workload

willona

whistling

werewolves

wallaby

unwelcome

unseemly

unplug

undermining

ugliness

tyranny
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tuesdays

trumpets

transference

ticks

tangible

tagging

swallowing

superheroes

studs

strep

stowed

stomping

steffy

sprain

spouting

sponsoring

sneezing

smeared

slink

shakin

sewed

seatbelt

scariest

scammed

sanctimonious

roasting

rightly

retinal

rethinking

resented

reruns

remover

racks

purest

progressing

presidente

preeclampsia

postponement

portals

poppa

pliers

pinning

pelvic

pampered

padding

overjoyed

ooooo

one'll
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octavius

nonono

nicknames

neurosurgeon

narrows

misled

mislead

mishap

milltown

milking

meticulous

mediocrity

meatballs

machete

lurch

layin

knockin

khruschev

jurors

jumpin

jugular

jeweler

intellectually

inquiries

indulging

indestructible

indebted

imitate

ignores

hyperventilating

hyenas

hurrying

hermano

hellish

heheh

harshly

handout

grunemann

glances

giveaway

getup

gerome

furthest

frosting

frail

forwarded

forceful

flavored
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flammable

flaky

fingered

fatherly

ethic

embezzlement

duffel

dotted

distressed

disobey

disappearances

dinky

diminish

diaphragm

deuces

creme

courteous

comforts

coerced

clots

clarification

chunks

chickie

chases

chaperoning

cartons

caper

calves

caged

bustin

bulging

bringin

boomhauer

blowin

blindfolded

biscotti

ballplayer

bagging

auster

assurances

aschen

arraigned

anonymity

alters

albatross

agreeable

adoring

abduct
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wolfi

weirded

watchers

washroom

warheads

vincennes

urgency

understandably

uncomplicated

uhhhh

twitching

treadmill

thermos

tenorman

tangle

talkative

swarm

surrendering

summoning

strive

stilts

stickers

squashed

spraying

sparring

soaring

snort

sneezed

slaps

skanky

singin

sidle

shreck

shortness

shorthand

sharper

shamed

sadist

rydell

rusik

roulette

resumes

respiration

recount

reacts

purgatory

princesses

presentable
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ponytail

plotted

pinot

pigtails

phillippe

peddling

paroled

orbed

offends

o'hara

moonlit

minefield

metaphors

malignant

mainframe

magicks

maggots

maclaine

loathing

leper

leaps

leaping

lashed

larch

larceny

lapses

ladyship

juncture

jiffy

jakov

invoke

infantile

inadmissible

horoscope

hinting

hideaway

hesitating

heddy

heckles

hairline

gripe

gratifying

governess

goebbels

freddo

foresee

fascination

exemplary
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executioner

etcetera

escorts

endearing

eaters

earplugs

draped

disrupting

disagrees

dimes

devastate

detain

depositions

delicacy

darklighter

cynicism

cyanide

cutters

cronus

continuance

conquering

confiding

compartments

combing

cofell

clingy

cleanse

christmases

cheered

cheekbones

buttle

burdened

bruenell

broomstick

brained

bozos

bontecou

bluntman

blazes

blameless

bizarro

bellboy

beaucoup

barkeep

awaken

astray

assailant

appease
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aphrodisiac

alleys

yesss

wrecks

woodpecker

wondrous

wimpy

willpower

wheeling

weepy

waxing

waive

videotaped

veritable

untouched

unlisted

unfounded

unforeseen

twinge

triggers

traipsing

toxin

tombstone

thumping

therein

testicles

telephones

tarmac

talby

tackled

swirling

suicides

suckered

subtitles

sturdy

strangler

stockbroker

stitching

steered

standup

squeal

sprinkler

spontaneously

splendor

spiking

spender

snipe

snagged
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skimming

siddown

showroom

shovels

shotguns

shoelaces

shitload

shellfish

sharpest

shadowy

seizing

scrounge

scapegoat

sayonara

saddled

rummaging

roomful

renounce

reconsidered

recharge

realistically

radioed

quirks

quadrant

punctual

practising

pours

poolhouse

poltergeist

pocketbook

plainly

picnics

pesto

pawing

passageway

partied

oneself

numero

nostalgia

nitwit

neuro

mixer

meanest

mcbeal

matinee

margate

marce

manipulations
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manhunt

manger

magicians

loafers

litvack

lightheaded

lifeguard

lawns

laughingstock

ingested

indignation

inconceivable

imposition

impersonal

imbecile

huddled

housewarming

horizons

homicides

hiccups

hearse

hardened

gushing

gushie

greased

goddamit

freelancer

forging

fondue

flustered

flung

flinch

flicker

fixin

festivus

fertilizer

farted

faggots

exonerate

evict

enormously

encrypted

emdash

embracing

duress

dupres

dowser

doormat
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disfigured

disciplined

dibbs

depository

deathbed

dazzled

cuttin

cures

crowding

crepe

crammed

copycat

contradict

confidant

condemning

conceited

commute

comatose

clapping

circumference

chuppah

chore

choksondik

chestnuts

briault

bottomless

bonnet

blokes

berluti

beret

beggars

bankroll

bania

athos

arsenic

apperantly

ahhhhhh

afloat

accents

zipped

zeros

zeroes

zamir

yuppie

youngsters

yorkers

wisest

wipes
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wield

whyn't

weirdos

wednesdays

vicksburg

upchuck

untraceable

unsupervised

unpleasantness

unhook

unconscionable

uncalled

trappings

tragedies

townie

thurgood

things'll

thine

tetanus

terrorize

temptations

tanning

tampons

swarming

straitjacket

steroid

startling

starry

squander

speculating

sollozzo

sneaked

slugs

skedaddle

sinker

silky

shortcomings

sellin

seasoned

scrubbed

screwup

scrapes

scarves

sandbox

salesmen

rooming

romances

revere
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reproach

reprieve

rearranging

ravine

rationalize

raffle

punchy

psychobabble

provocation

profoundly

prescriptions

preferable

polishing

poached

pledges

pirelli

perverts

oversized

overdressed

outdid

nuptials

nefarious

mouthpiece

motels

mopping

mongrel

missin

metaphorically

mertin

memos

melodrama

melancholy

measles

meaner

mantel

maneuvering

mailroom

luring

listenin

lifeless

licks

levon

legwork

kneecaps

kippur

kiddie

kaput

justifiable
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insistent

insidious

innuendo

innit

indecent

imaginable

horseshit

hemorrhoid

hella

healthiest

haywire

hamsters

hairbrush

grouchy

grisly

gratuitous

glutton

glimmer

gibberish

ghastly

gentler

generously

geeky

fuhrer

fronting

foolin

faxes

faceless

extinguisher

expel

etched

endangering

ducked

dodgeball

dives

dislocated

discrepancy

devour

derail

dementia

daycare

cynic

crumbling

cowardice

covet

cornwallis

corkscrew

cookbook
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commandments

coincidental

cobwebs

clouded

clogging

clicking

clasp

chopsticks

chefs

chaps

cashing

carat

calmer

brazen

brainwashing

bradys

bowing

boned

bloodsucking

bleachers

bleached

bedpan

bearded

barrenger

bachelors

awwww

assures

assigning

asparagus

apprehend

anecdote

amoral

aggravation

afoot

acquaintances

accommodating

yakking

worshipping

wladek

willya

willies

wigged

whoosh

whisked

watered

warpath

volts

violates
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valuables

uphill

unwise

untimely

unsavory

unresponsive

unpunished

unexplained

tubby

trolling

toxicology

tormented

toothache

tingly

timmiihh

thursdays

thoreau

terrifies

temperamental

telegrams

talkie

takers

symbiote

swirl

suffocate

stupider

strapping

steckler

springing

someway

sleepyhead

sledgehammer

slant

slams

showgirl

shoveling

shmoopy

sharkbait

shan't

scrambling

schematics

sandeman

sabbatical

rummy

reykjavik

revert

responsive

rescheduled
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requisition

relinquish

rejoice

reckoning

recant

rebadow

reassurance

rattlesnake

ramble

primed

pricey

prance

pothole

pocus

persist

perpetrated

pekar

peeling

pastime

parmesan

pacemaker

overdrive

ominous

observant

nothings

noooooo

nonexistent

nodded

nieces

neglecting

nauseating

mutated

musket

mumbling

mowing

mouthful

mooseport

monologue

mistrust

meetin

masseuse

mantini

mailer

madre

lowlifes

locksmith

livid

liven
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limos

liberating

lhasa

leniency

leering

laughable

lashes

lasagne

laceration

korben

katan

kalen

jittery

jammies

irreplaceable

intubate

intolerant

inhaler

inhaled

indifferent

indifference

impound

impolite

humbly

heroics

heigh

guillotine

guesthouse

grounding

grips

gossiping

goatee

gnomes

gellar

frutt

frobisher

freudian

foolishness

flagged

femme

fatso

fatherhood

fantasized

fairest

faintest

eyelids

extravagant

extraterrestrial
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extraordinarily

escalator

elevate

drivel

dissed

dismal

disarray

dinnertime

devastation

dermatologist

delicately

defrost

debutante

debacle

damone

dainty

cuvee

culpa

crucified

creeped

crayons

courtship

convene

congresswoman

concocted

compromises

comprende

comma

coleslaw

clothed

clinically

chickenshit

checkin

cesspool

caskets

calzone

brothel

boomerang

bodega

blasphemy

bitsy

bicentennial

berlini

beatin

beards

barbas

barbarians

backpacking
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arrhythmia

arousing

arbitrator

antagonize

angling

anesthetic

altercation

aggressor

adversity

acathla

aaahhh

wreaking

workup

wonderin

wither

wielding

what'm

what'cha

waxed

vibrating

veterinarian

venting

vasey

valor

validate

upholstery

untied

unscathed

uninterrupted

unforgiving

undies

uncut

twinkies

tucking

treatable

treasured

tranquility

townspeople

torso

tomei

tipsy

tinsel

tidings

thirtieth

tantrums

tamper

talky

swayed
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swapping

suitor

stylist

stirs

standoff

sprinklers

sparkly

snobby

snatcher

smoother

sleepin

shrug

shoebox

sheesh

shackles

setbacks

sedatives

screeching

scorched

scanned

satyr

roadblock

riverbank

ridiculed

resentful

repellent

recreate

reconvene

rebuttal

realmedia

quizzes

questionnaire

punctured

pucker

prolong

professionalism

pleasantly

pigsty

penniless

paychecks

patiently

parading

overactive

ovaries

orderlies

oracles

oiled

offending
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nudie

neonatal

neighborly

moops

moonlighting

mobilize

mmmmmm

milkshake

menial

meats

mayan

maxed

mangled

magua

lunacy

luckier

liters

lansbury

kooky

knowin

jeopardized

inkling

inhalation

inflated

infecting

incense

inbound

impractical

impenetrable

idealistic

i'mma

hypocrites

hurtin

humbled

hologram

hokey

hocus

hitchhiking

hemorrhoids

headhunter

hassled

harts

hardworking

haircuts

hacksaw

genitals

gazillion

gammy
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gamesphere

fugue

footwear

folly

flashlights

fives

filet

extenuating

estrogen

entails

embezzled

eloquent

egomaniac

ducts

drowsy

drones

doree

donovon

disguises

diggin

deserting

depriving

defying

deductible

decorum

decked

daylights

daybreak

dashboard

damnation

cuddling

crunching

crickets

crazies

councilman

coughed

conundrum

complimented

cohaagen

clutching

clued

clader

cheques

checkpoint

chats

channeling

ceases

carasco
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capisce

cantaloupe

cancelling

campsite

burglars

breakfasts

bra'tac

blueprint

bleedin

blabbed

beneficiary

basing

avert

atone

arlyn

approves

apothecary

antiseptic

aleikuum

advisement

zadir

wobbly

withnail

whattaya

whacking

wedged

wanders

vaginal

unimaginable

undeniable

unconditionally

uncharted

unbridled

tweezers

tvmegasite

trumped

triumphant

trimming

treading

tranquilizers

toontown

thunk

suture

suppressing

strays

stonewall

stogie

stepdaughter
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stace

squint

spouses

splashed

speakin

sounder

sorrier

sorrel

sombrero

solemnly

softened

snobs

snippy

snare

smoothing

slump

slimeball

slaving

silently

shiller

shakedown

sensations

scrying

scrumptious

screamin

saucy

santoses

roundup

roughed

rosary

robechaux

retrospect

rescind

reprehensible

repel

remodeling

reconsidering

reciprocate

railroaded

psychics

promos

prob'ly

pristine

printout

priestess

prenuptial

precedes

pouty
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phoning

peppy

pariah

parched

panes

overloaded

overdoing

nymphs

nother

notebooks

nearing

nearer

monstrosity

milady

mieke

mephesto

medicated

marshals

manilow

mammogram

m'lady

lotsa

loopy

lesion

lenient

learner

laszlo

kross

kinks

jinxed

involuntary

insubordination

ingrate

inflatable

incarnate

inane

hypoglycemia

huntin

humongous

hoodlum

honking

hemorrhage

helpin

hathor

hatching

grotto

grandmama

gorillas
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godless

girlish

ghouls

gershwin

frosted

flutter

flagpole

fetching

fatter

faithfully

exert

evasion

escalate

enticing

enchantress

elopement

drills

downtime

downloading

dorks

doorways

divulge

dissociative

disgraceful

disconcerting

deteriorate

destinies

depressive

dented

denim

decruz

decidedly

deactivate

daydreams

curls

culprit

cruelest

crippling

cranberries

corvis

copped

commend

coastguard

cloning

cirque

churning

chock

chivalry
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catalogues

cartwheels

carols

canister

buttered

bundt

buljanoff

bubbling

brokers

broaden

brimstone

brainless

bores

badmouthing

autopilot

ascertain

aorta

ampata

allenby

accosted

absolve

aborted

aaagh

aaaaaah

yonder

yellin

wyndham

wrongdoing

woodsboro

wigging

wasteland

warranty

waltzed

walnuts

vividly

veggie

unnecessarily

unloaded

unicorns

understated

unclean

umbrellas

twirling

turpentine

tupperware

triage

treehouse

tidbit
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tickled

threes

thousandth

thingie

terminally

teething

tassel

talkies

swoon

switchboard

swerved

suspiciously

subsequentlyne

subscribe

strudel

stroking

strictest

stensland

starin

stannart

squirming

squealing

sorely

softie

snookums

sniveling

smidge

sloth

skulking

simian

sightseeing

siamese

shudder

shoppers

sharpen

shannen

semtex

secondhand

seance

scowl

scorn

safekeeping

russe

rummage

roshman

roomies

roaches

rinds
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retrace

retires

resuscitate

rerun

reputations

rekall

refreshment

reenactment

recluse

ravioli

raves

raking

purses

punishable

punchline

puked

prosky

previews

poughkeepsie

poppins

polluted

placenta

pissy

petulant

perseverance

pears

pawns

pastries

partake

panky

palate

overzealous

orchids

obstructing

objectively

obituaries

obedient

nothingness

musty

motherly

mooning

momentous

mistaking

minutemen

milos

microchip

meself

merciless
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menelaus

mazel

masturbate

mahogany

lysistrata

lillienfield

likable

liberate

leveled

letdown

larynx

lardass

lainey

lagged

klorel

kidnappings

keyed

karmic

jeebies

irate

invulnerable

intrusive

insemination

inquire

injecting

informative

informants

impure

impasse

imbalance

illiterate

hurled

hunts

hematoma

headstrong

handmade

handiwork

growling

gorky

getcha

gesundheit

gazing

galley

foolishly

fondness

floris

ferocious

feathered
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fateful

fancies

fakes

faker

expire

ever'body

essentials

eskimos

enlightening

enchilada

emissary

embolism

elsinore

ecklie

drenched

drazi

doped

dogging

doable

dislikes

dishonesty

disengage

discouraging

derailed

deformed

deflect

defer

deactivated

crips

constellations

congressmen

complimenting

clubbing

clawing

chromium

chimes

chews

cheatin

chaste

cellblock

caving

catered

catacombs

calamari

bucking

brulee

brits

brisk
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breezes

bounces

boudoir

binks

better'n

bellied

behrani

behaves

bedding

balmy

badmouth

backers

avenging

aromatherapy

armpit

armoire

anythin

anonymously

anniversaries

aftershave

affliction

adrift

admissible

adieu

acquittal

yucky

yearn

whitter

whirlpool

wendigo

watchdog

wannabes

wakey

vomited

voicemail

valedictorian

uttered

unwed

unrequited

unnoticed

unnerving

unkind

unjust

uniformed

unconfirmed

unadulterated

unaccounted

uglier
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turnoff

trampled

tramell

toads

timbuktu

throwback

thimble

tasteless

tarantula

tamale

takeovers

swish

supposing

streaking

stargher

stanzi

stabs

squeamish

splattered

spiritually

spilt

speciality

smacking

skywire

skips

skaara

simpatico

shredding

showin

shortcuts

shite

shielding

shamelessly

serafine

sentimentality

seasick

schemer

scandalous

sainted

riedenschneider

rhyming

revel

retractor

retards

resurrect

remiss

reminiscing

remanded
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reiben

regains

refuel

refresher

redoing

redheaded

reassured

rearranged

rapport

qumar

prowling

prejudices

precarious

powwow

pondering

plunger

plunged

pleasantville

playpen

phlegm

perfected

pancreas

paley

ovary

outbursts

oppressed

ooohhh

omoroca

offed

o'toole

nurture

nursemaid

nosebleed

necktie

muttering

munchies

mucking

mogul

mitosis

misdemeanor

miscarried

millionth

migraines

midler

manicurist

mandelbaum

manageable

malfunctioned
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magnanimous

loudmouth

longed

lifestyles

liddy

lickety

leprechauns

komako

klute

kennel

justifying

irreversible

inventing

intergalactic

insinuate

inquiring

ingenuity

inconclusive

incessant

improv

impersonation

hyena

humperdinck

hubba

housework

hoffa

hither

hissy

hippy

hijacked

heparin

hellooo

hearth

hassles

hairstyle

hahahaha

hadda

guys'll

gutted

gulls

gritty

grievous

graft

gossamer

gooder

gambled

gadgets

fundamentals
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frustrations

frolicking

frock

frilly

foreseen

footloose

fondly

flirtation

flinched

flatten

farthest

exposer

evading

escrow

empathize

embryos

embodiment

ellsberg

ebola

dulcinea

dreamin

drawbacks

doting

doose

doofy

disturbs

disorderly

disgusts

detox

denominator

demeanor

deliriously

decode

debauchery

croissant

cravings

cranked

coworkers

councilor

confuses

confiscate

confines

conduit

compress

combed

clouding

clamps

cinch
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chinnery

celebratory

catalogs

carpenters

carnal

canin

bundys

bulldozer

buggers

bueller

brainy

booming

bookstores

bloodbath

bittersweet

bellhop

beeping

beanstalk

beady

baudelaire

bartenders

bargains

averted

armadillo

appreciating

appraised

antlers

aloof

allowances

alleyway

affleck

abject

zilch

youore

xanax

wrenching

wouldn

witted

wicca

whorehouse

whooo

whips

vouchers

victimized

vicodin

untested

unsolicited

unfocused
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unfettered

unfeeling

unexplainable

understaffed

underbelly

tutorial

tryst

trampoline

towering

tirade

thieving

thang

swimmin

swayzak

suspecting

superstitions

stubbornness

streamers

strattman

stonewalling

stiffs

stacking

spout

splice

sonrisa

smarmy

slows

slicing

sisterly

shrill

shined

seeming

sedley

seatbelts

scour

scold

schoolyard

scarring

salieri

rustling

roxbury

rewire

revved

retriever

reputable

remodel

reins

reincarnation
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rance

rafters

rackets

quail

pumbaa

proclaim

probing

privates

pried

prewedding

premeditation

posturing

posterity

pleasurable

pizzeria

pimps

penmanship

penchant

pelvis

overturn

overstepped

overcoat

ovens

outsmart

outed

ooohh

oncologist

omission

offhand

odour

nyazian

notarized

nobody'll

nightie

navel

nabbed

mystique

mover

mortician

morose

moratorium

mockingbird

mobsters

mingling

methinks

messengered

merde

masochist
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martouf

martians

marinara

manray

majorly

magnifying

mackerel

lurid

lugging

lonnegan

loathsome

llantano

liberace

leprosy

latinos

lanterns

lamest

laferette

kraut

intestine

innocencia

inhibitions

ineffectual

indisposed

incurable

inconvenienced

inanimate

improbable

implode

hydrant

hustling

hustled

huevos

how'm

hooey

hoods

honcho

hinge

hijack

heimlich

hamunaptra

haladki

haiku

haggle

gutsy

grunting

grueling

gribbs
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greevy

grandstanding

godparents

glows

glistening

gimmick

gaping

fraiser

formalities

foreigner

folders

foggy

fitty

fiends

fe'nos

favours

eyeing

extort

expedite

escalating

epinephrine

entitles

entice

eminence

eights

earthlings

eagerly

dunville

dugout

doublemeat

doling

dispensing

dispatcher

discoloration

diners

diddly

dictates

diazepam

derogatory

delights

defies

decoder

dealio

danson

cutthroat

crumbles

croissants

crematorium
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craftsmanship

could'a

cordless

cools

conked

confine

concealing

complicates

communique

cockamamie

coasters

clobbered

clipping

clipboard

clemenza

cleanser

circumcision

chanukah

certainaly

cellmate

cancels

cadmium

buzzed

bumstead

bucko

browsing

broth

braver

boggling

bobbing

blurred

birkhead

benet

belvedere

bellies

begrudge

beckworth

banky

baldness

baggy

babysitters

aversion

astonished

assorted

appetites

angina

amiss

ambulances
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alibis

airway

admires

adhesive

yoyou

xxxxxx

wreaked

wracking

woooo

wooing

wised

wilshire

wedgie

waging

violets

vincey

uplifting

untrustworthy

unmitigated

uneventful

undressing

underprivileged

unburden

umbilical

tweaking

turquoise

treachery

tosses

torching

toothpick

toasts

thickens

tereza

tenacious

teldar

taint

swill

sweatin

subtly

subdural

streep

stopwatch

stockholder

stillwater

stalkers

squished

squeegee

splinters
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spliced

splat

spied

spackle

sophistication

snapshots

smite

sluggish

slithered

skeeters

sidewalks

sickly

shrugs

shrubbery

shrieking

shitless

settin

sentinels

selfishly

scarcely

sangria

sanctum

sahjhan

rustle

roving

rousing

rosomorf

riddled

responsibly

renoir

remoray

remedial

refundable

redirect

recheck

ravenwood

rationalizing

ramus

ramelle

quivering

pyjamas

psychos

provocations

prouder

protestors

prodded

proctologist

primordial
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pricks

prickly

precedents

pentangeli

pathetically

parka

parakeet

panicky

overthruster

outsmarted

orthopedic

oncoming

offing

nutritious

nuthouse

nourishment

nibbling

newlywed

narcissist

mutilation

mundane

mummies

mumble

mowed

morvern

mortem

mopes

molasses

misplace

miscommunication

miney

midlife

menacing

memorizing

massaging

masking

magnets

luxuries

lounging

lothario

liposuction

lidocaine

libbets

levitate

leeway

launcelot

larek

lackeys
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kumbaya

kryptonite

knapsack

keyhole

katarangura

juiced

jakey

ironclad

invoice

intertwined

interlude

interferes

injure

infernal

indeedy

incur

incorrigible

incantations

impediment

igloo

hysterectomy

hounded

hollering

hindsight

heebie

havesham

hasenfuss

hankering

hangers

hakuna

gutless

gusto

grubbing

grrrr

grazed

gratification

grandeur

gorak

godammit

gnawing

glanced

frostbite

frees

frazzled

fraulein

fraternizing

fortuneteller

formaldehyde
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followup

foggiest

flunky

flickering

firecrackers

figger

fetuses

fates

eyeliner

extremities

extradited

expires

exceedingly

evaporate

erupt

epileptic

entrails

emporium

egregious

eggshells

easing

duwayne

droll

dreyfuss

dovey

doubly

doozy

donkeys

donde

distrust

distressing

disintegrate

discreetly

decapitated

dealin

deader

dashed

darkroom

dares

daddies

dabble

cushy

cupcakes

cuffed

croupier

croak

crapped

coursing
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coolers

contaminate

consummated

construed

condos

concoction

compulsion

commish

coercion

clemency

clairvoyant

circulate

chesterton

checkered

charlatan

chaperones

categorically

cataracts

carano

capsules

capitalize

burdon

bullshitting

brewed

breathless

breasted

brainstorming

bossing

borealis

bonsoir

bobka

boast

blimp

bleep

bleeder

blackouts

bisque

billboards

beatings

bayberry

bashed

bamboozled

balding

baklava

baffled

backfires

babak

awkwardness
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attest

attachments

apologizes

anyhoo

antiquated

alcante

advisable

aahhh

aaahh

zatarc

yearbooks

wuddya

wringing

womanhood

witless

winging

whatsa

wetting

waterproof

wastin

vogelman

vocation

vindicated

vigilance

vicariously

venza

vacuuming

utensils

uplink

unveil

unloved

unloading

uninhibited

unattached

tweaked

turnips

trinkets

toughen

toting

topside

terrors

terrify

technologically

tarnish

tagliati

szpilman

surly

supple
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summation

suckin

stepmom

squeaking

splashmore

souffle

solitaire

solicitation

solarium

smokers

slugged

slobbering

skylight

skimpy

sinuses

silenced

sideburns

shrinkage

shoddy

shhhhhh

shelled

shareef

shangri

seuss

serenade

scuffle

scoff

scanners

sauerkraut

sardines

sarcophagus

salvy

rusted

russells

rowboat

rolfsky

ringside

respectability

reparations

renegotiate

reminisce

reimburse

regimen

raincoat

quibble

puzzled

purposefully

pubic
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proofing

prescribing

prelim

poisons

poaching

personalized

personable

peroxide

pentonville

payphone

payoffs

paleontology

overflowing

oompa

oddest

objecting

o'hare

o'daniel

notches

nobody'd

nightstand

neutralized

nervousness

nerdy

needlessly

naquadah

nappy

nantucket

nambla

mountaineer

motherfuckin

morrie

monopolizing

mohel

mistreated

misreading

misbehave

miramax

minivan

milligram

milkshakes

metamorphosis

medics

mattresses

mathesar

matchbook

matata

marys
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malucci

magilla

lymphoma

lowers

lordy

linens

lindenmeyer

limelight

leapt

laxative

lather

lapel

lamppost

laguardia

kindling

kegger

kawalsky

juries

jokin

jesminder

interning

innermost

injun

infallible

industrious

indulgence

incinerator

impossibility

impart

illuminate

iguanas

hypnotic

hyped

hospitable

hoses

homemaker

hirschmuller

helpers

headset

guardianship

guapo

grubby

granola

granddaddy

goren

goblet

gluttony

globes
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giorno

getter

geritol

gassed

gaggle

foxhole

fouled

foretold

floorboards

flippers

flaked

fireflies

feedings

fashionably

farragut

fallback

facials

exterminate

excites

everything'll

evenin

ethically

ensue

enema

empath

eluded

eloquently

eject

edema

dumpling

droppings

dolled

distasteful

disputing

displeasure

disdain

deterrent

dehydration

defied

decomposing

dawned

dailies

custodian

crusts

crucifix

crowning

crier

crept
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craze

crawls

couldn

correcting

corkmaster

copperfield

cooties

contraption

consumes

conspire

consenting

consented

conquers

congeniality

complains

communicator

commendable

collide

coladas

colada

clout

clooney

classifieds

clammy

civility

cirrhosis

chink

catskills

carvers

carpool

carelessness

cardio

carbs

capades

butabi

busmalis

burping

burdens

bunks

buncha

bulldozers

browse

brockovich

breakthroughs

bravado

boogety

blossoms

blooming
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bloodsucker

blight

betterton

betrayer

belittle

beeps

bawling

barts

bartending

bankbooks

babish

atropine

assertive

armbrust

anyanka

annoyance

anemic

anago

airwaves

aimlessly

aaargh

aaand

yoghurt

writhing

workable

winking

winded

widen

whooping

whiter

whatya

wazoo

voila

virile

vests

vestibule

versed

vanishes

urkel

uproot

unwarranted

unscheduled

unparalleled

undergrad

tweedle

turtleneck

turban

trickery
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transponder

toyed

townhouse

thyself

thunderstorm

thinning

thawed

tether

technicalities

tau'ri

tarnished

taffeta

tacked

systolic

swerve

sweepstakes

swabs

suspenders

superwoman

sunsets

succulent

subpoenas

stumper

stosh

stomachache

stewed

steppin

stepatech

stateside

spicoli

sparing

soulless

sonnets

sockets

snatching

smothering

slush

sloman

slashing

sitters

simpleton

sighs

sidra

sickens

shunned

shrunken

showbiz

shopped
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shimmering

shagging

semblance

segue

sedation

scuzzlebutt

scumbags

screwin

scoundrels

scarsdale

scabs

saucers

saintly

saddened

runaways

runaround

rheya

resenting

rehashing

rehabilitated

regrettable

refreshed

redial

reconnecting

ravenous

raping

rafting

quandary

pylea

putrid

puffing

psychopathic

prunes

probate

prayin

pomegranate

plummeting

planing

plagues

pinata

pithy

perversion

personals

perched

peeps

peckish

pavarotti

pajama
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packin

pacifier

overstepping

okama

obstetrician

nutso

nuance

normalcy

nonnegotiable

nomak

ninny

nines

nicey

newsflash

neutered

nether

negligee

necrosis

navigating

narcissistic

mylie

muses

momento

moisturizer

moderation

misinformed

misconception

minnifield

mikkos

methodical

mebbe

meager

maybes

matchmaking

masry

markovic

malakai

luzhin

lusting

lumberjack

loopholes

loaning

lightening

leotard

launder

lamaze

kubla

kneeling
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kibosh

jumpsuit

joliet

jogger

janover

jakovasaurs

irreparable

innocently

inigo

infomercial

inexplicable

indispensable

impregnated

impossibly

imitating

hunches

hummus

houmfort

hothead

hostiles

hooves

hooligans

homos

homie

hisself

heyyy

hesitant

hangout

handsomest

handouts

hairless

gwennie

guzzling

guinevere

grungy

goading

glaring

gavel

gardino

gangrene

fruitful

friendlier

freckle

freakish

forthright

forearm

footnote

flops
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fixer

firecracker

finito

figgered

fezzik

fastened

farfetched

fanciful

familiarize

faire

fahrenheit

extravaganza

exploratory

explanatory

everglades

eunuch

estas

escapade

erasers

emptying

embarassing

dweeb

dutiful

dumplings

dries

drafty

dollhouse

dismissing

disgraced

discrepancies

disbelief

disagreeing

digestion

didnt

deviled

deviated

demerol

delectable

decaying

decadent

dears

dateless

d'algout

cultivating

cryto

crumpled

crumbled

cronies
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crease

craves

cozying

corduroy

congratulated

confidante

compressions

complicating

compadre

coerce

classier

chums

chumash

chivalrous

chinpoko

charred

chafing

celibacy

carted

carryin

carpeting

carotid

cannibals

candor

butterscotch

busts

busier

bullcrap

buggin

brookside

brodski

brassiere

brainwash

brainiac

botrelle

bonbon

boatload

blimey

blaring

blackness

bipartisan

bimbos

bigamist

biebe

biding

betrayals

bestow

bellerophon
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bedpans

bassinet

basking

barzini

barnyard

barfed

backups

audited

asinine

asalaam

arouse

applejack

annoys

anchovies

ampule

alameida

aggravate

adage

accomplices

yokel

y'ever

wringer

witwer

withdrawals

windward

willfully

whorfin

whimsical

whimpering

weddin

weathered

warmest

wanton

volant

visceral

vindication

veggies

urinate

uproar

unwritten

unwrap

unsung

unsubstantiated

unspeakably

unscrupulous

unraveling

unquote

unqualified
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unfulfilled

undetectable

underlined

unattainable

unappreciated

ummmm

ulcers

tylenol

tweak

turnin

tuatha

tropez

trellis

toppings

tootin

toodle

tinkering

thrives

thespis

theatrics

thatherton

tempers

tavington

tartar

tampon

swelled

sutures

sustenance

sunflowers

sublet

stubbins

strutting

strewn

stowaway

stoic

sternin

stabilizing

spiraling

spinster

speedometer

speakeasy

soooo

soiled

sneakin

smithereens

smelt

smacks

slaughterhouse
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slacks

skids

sketching

skateboards

sizzling

sixes

sirree

simplistic

shouts

shorted

shoelace

sheeit

shards

shackled

sequestered

selmak

seduces

seclusion

seamstress

seabeas

scoops

scooped

scavenger

satch

s'more

rudeness

romancing

rioja

rifkin

rieper

revise

reunions

repugnant

replicating

repaid

renewing

relaxes

rekindle

regrettably

regenerate

reels

reciting

reappear

readin

ratting

rapes

rancher

rammed
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rainstorm

railroading

queers

punxsutawney

punishes

pssst

prudy

proudest

protectors

procrastinating

proactive

priss

postmortem

pompoms

poise

pickings

perfectionist

peretti

people'll

pecking

patrolman

paralegal

paragraphs

paparazzi

pankot

pampering

overstep

overpower

outweigh

omnipotent

odious

nuwanda

nurtured

newsroom

neeson

needlepoint

necklaces

neato

muggers

muffler

mousy

mourned

mosey

mopey

mongolians

moldy

misinterpret

minibar
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microfilm

mendola

mended

melissande

masturbating

masbath

manipulates

maimed

mailboxes

magnetism

m'lord

m'honey

lymph

lunge

lovelier

lefferts

leezak

ledgers

larraby

laloosh

kundun

kozinski

knockoff

kissin

kiosk

kennedys

kellman

karlo

kaleidoscope

jeffy

jaywalking

instructing

infraction

informer

infarction

impulsively

impressing

impersonated

impeach

idiocy

hyperbole

hurray

humped

huhuh

hsing

hordes

hoodlums

honky
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hitchhiker

hideously

heaving

heathcliff

headgear

headboard

hazing

harem

handprint

hairspray

gutiurrez

goosebumps

gondola

glitches

gasping

frolic

freeways

frayed

fortitude

forgetful

forefathers

fonder

foiled

foaming

flossing

flailing

fitzgeralds

firehouse

finders

fiftieth

fellah

fawning

farquaad

faraway

fancied

extremists

exorcist

exhale

ethros

entrust

ennui

energized

encephalitis

embezzling

elster

elixir

electrolytes

duplex
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dryers

drexl

dredging

drawback

don'ts

dobisch

divorcee

disrespected

disprove

disobeying

disinfectant

dingy

digress

dieting

dictating

devoured

devise

detonators

desist

deserter

derriere

deron

deceptive

debilitating

deathwok

daffodils

curtsy

cursory

cuppa

cumin

cronkite

cremation

credence

cranking

coverup

courted

countin

counselling

cornball

contentment

consensual

compost

cluett

cleverly

cleansed

cleanliness

chopec

chomp
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chins

chime

cheswick

chessler

cheapest

chatted

cauliflower

catharsis

catchin

caress

camcorder

calorie

cackling

bystanders

buttoned

buttering

butted

buries

burgel

buffoon

brogna

bragged

boutros

bogeyman

blurting

blurb

blowup

bloodhound

blissful

birthmark

bigot

bestest

belted

belligerent

beggin

befall

beeswax

beatnik

beaming

barricade

baggoli

badness

awoke

artsy

artful

aroun

armpits

arming
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annihilate

anise

angiogram

anaesthetic

amorous

ambiance

alligators

adoration

admittance

adama

abydos

zonked

zhivago

yorkin

wrongfully

writin

wrappers

worrywart

woops

wonderfalls

womanly

wickedness

whoopie

wholeheartedly

whimper

which'll

wheelchairs

what'ya

warranted

wallop

wading

wacked

virginal

vermouth

vermeil

verger

ventriss

veneer

vampira

utero

ushers

urgently

untoward

unshakable

unsettled

unruly

unlocks

ungodly
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undue

uncooperative

uncontrollably

unbeatable

twitchy

tumbler

truest

triumphs

triplicate

tribbey

tortures

tongaree

tightening

thorazine

theres

testifies

teenaged

tearful

taxing

taldor

syllabus

swoops

swingin

suspending

sunburn

stuttering

stupor

strides

strategize

strangulation

stooped

stipulation

stingy

stapled

squeaks

squawking

spoilsport

splicing

spiel

spencers

spasms

spaniard

softener

sodding

soapbox

smoldering

smithbauer

skittish
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sifting

sickest

sicilians

shuffling

shrivel

segretti

seeping

securely

scurrying

scrunch

scrote

screwups

schenkman

sawing

savin

satine

sapiens

salvaging

salmonella

sacrilege

rumpus

ruffle

roughing

rotted

rondall

ridding

rickshaw

rialto

rhinestone

restrooms

reroute

requisite

repress

rednecks

redeeming

rayed

ravell

raked

raincheck

raffi

racked

pushin

profess

prodding

procure

presuming

preppy

prednisone
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potted

posttraumatic

poorhouse

podiatrist

plowed

pledging

playroom

plait

placate

pinback

picketing

photographing

pharoah

petrak

petal

persecuting

perchance

pellets

peeved

peerless

payable

pauses

pathologist

pagliacci

overwrought

overreaction

overqualified

overheated

outcasts

otherworldly

opinionated

oodles

oftentimes

occured

obstinate

nutritionist

numbness

nubile

nooooooo

nobodies

nepotism

neanderthals

mushu

mucus

mothering

mothballs

monogrammed

molesting
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misspoke

misspelled

misconstrued

miscalculated

minimums

mince

mildew

mighta

middleman

mementos

mellowed

mayol

mauled

massaged

marmalade

mardi

makings

lundegaard

lovingly

loudest

lotto

loosing

loompa

looming

longs

loathes

littlest

littering

lifelike

legalities

laundered

lapdog

lacerations

kopalski

knobs

knitted

kittridge

kidnaps

kerosene

karras

jungles

jockeys

iranoff

invoices

invigorating

insolence

insincere

insectopia
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inhumane

inhaling

ingrates

infestation

individuality

indeterminate

incomprehensible

inadequacy

impropriety

importer

imaginations

illuminating

ignite

hysterics

hypodermic

hyperventilate

hyperactive

humoring

honeymooning

honed

hoist

hoarding

hitching

hiker

hightail

hemoglobin

hell'd

heinie

growin

grasped

grandparent

granddaughters

gouged

goblins

gleam

glades

gigantor

get'em

geriatric

gatekeeper

gargoyles

gardenias

garcon

garbo

gallows

gabbing

futon

fulla
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frightful

freshener

fortuitous

forceps

fogged

fodder

foamy

flogging

flaun

flared

fireplaces

feverish

favell

fattest

fattening

fallow

extraordinaire

evacuating

errant

envied

enchant

enamored

egocentric

dussander

dunwitty

dullest

dropout

dredged

dorsia

doornail

donot

dongs

dogged

dodgy

ditty

dishonorable

discriminating

discontinue

dings

dilly

dictation

dialysis

delly

delightfully

daryll

dandruff

cruddy

croquet
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cringe

crimp

credo

crackling

courtside

counteroffer

counterfeiting

corrupting

copping

conveyor

contusions

contusion

conspirator

consoling

connoisseur

confetti

composure

compel

colic

coddle

cocksuckers

coattails

cloned

claustrophobia

clamoring

churn

chugga

chirping

chasin

chapped

chalkboard

centimeter

caymans

catheter

casings

caprica

capelli

cannolis

cannoli

camogli

camembert

butchers

butchered

busboys

bureaucrats

buckled

bubbe

brownstone
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bravely

brackley

bouquets

botox

boozing

boosters

bodhi

blunders

blunder

blockage

biocyte

betrays

bested

beryllium

beheading

beggar

begbie

beamed

bastille

barstool

barricades

barbecues

barbecued

bandwagon

backfiring

bacarra

avenged

autopsies

aunties

associating

artichoke

arrowhead

appendage

apostrophe

antacid

ansel

annul

amuses

amped

amicable

amberg

alluring

adversaries

admirers

adlai

acupuncture

abnormality

aaaahhhh
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zooming

zippity

zipping

zeroed

yuletide

yoyodyne

yengeese

yeahhh

wrinkly

wracked

withered

winks

windmills

whopping

wendle

weigart

waterworks

waterbed

watchful

wantin

wagging

waaah

vying

ventricle

varnish

vacuumed

unreachable

unprovoked

unmistakable

unfriendly

unfolding

underpaid

uncuff

unappealing

unabomber

typhoid

tuxedos

tushie

turds

tumnus

troubadour

trinium

treaters

treads

transpired

transgression

tought

thready
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thins

thinners

techs

teary

tattaglia

tassels

tarzana

tanking

tablecloths

synchronize

symptomatic

sycophant

swimmingly

sweatshop

surfboard

superpowers

sunroom

sunblock

sugarplum

stupidly

strumpet

strapless

stooping

stools

stealthy

stalks

stairmaster

staffer

sshhh

squatting

squatters

spectacularly

sorbet

socked

sociable

snubbed

snorting

sniffles

snazzy

snakebite

smuggler

smorgasbord

smooching

slurping

slouch

slingshot

slaved

skimmed
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sisterhood

silliest

sidarthur

sheraton

shebang

sharpening

shanghaied

shakers

sendoff

scurvy

scoliosis

scaredy

scagnetti

sawchuk

saugus

sasquatch

sandbag

saltines

s'pose

roston

rostle

riveting

ristle

rifling

revulsion

reverently

retrograde

restful

resents

reptilian

reorganize

renovating

reiterate

reinvent

reinmar

reibers

reechard

recuse

reconciling

recognizance

reclaiming

recitation

recieved

rebate

reacquainted

rascals

railly

quintuplets
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quahog

pygmies

puzzling

punctuality

prosthetic

proms

probie

preys

preserver

preppie

poachers

plummet

plumbers

plannin

pitying

pitfalls

piqued

pinecrest

pinches

pillage

pigheaded

physique

pessimistic

persecute

perjure

percentile

pentothal

pensky

penises

peini

pazzi

pastels

parlour

paperweight

pamper

pained

overwhelm

overalls

outrank

outpouring

outhouse

outage

ouija

obstructed

obsessions

obeying

obese

o'riley
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o'higgins

nosebleeds

norad

noooooooo

nononono

nonchalant

nippy

neurosis

nekhorvich

necronomicon

naquada

n'est

mystik

mystified

mumps

muddle

mothership

moped

monumentally

monogamous

mondesi

misogynistic

misinterpreting

mindlock

mending

megaphone

meeny

medicating

meanie

masseur

markstrom

marklars

margueritas

manifesting

maharajah

lukewarm

loveliest

loran

lizardo

liquored

lipped

lingers

limey

lemkin

leisurely

lathe

latched

lapping
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ladle

krevlorneswath

kosygin

khakis

kenaru

keats

kaitlan

julliard

jollies

jaundice

jargon

jackals

invisibility

insipid

inflamed

inferiority

inexperience

incinerated

incinerate

incendiary

incan

inbred

implicating

impersonator

hunks

horsing

hooded

hippopotamus

hiked

hetson

hetero

hessian

henslowe

hendler

hellstrom

headstone

hayloft

harbucks

handguns

hallucinate

haldol

haggling

gynaecologist

gulag

guilder

guaranteeing

groundskeeper

grindstone
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grimoir

grievance

griddle

gribbit

greystone

graceland

gooders

goeth

gentlemanly

gelatin

gawking

ganged

fukes

fromby

frenchmen

foursome

forsley

forbids

footwork

foothold

floater

flinging

flicking

fittest

fistfight

fireballs

fillings

fiddling

fennyman

felonious

felonies

feces

favoritism

fatten

fanatics

faceman

excusing

excepted

entwined

entree

ensconced

eladio

ehrlichman

easterland

dueling

dribbling

drape

downtrodden
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doused

dosed

dorleen

dokie

distort

displeased

disown

dismount

disinherited

disarmed

disapproves

diperna

dined

diligent

dicaprio

depress

decoded

debatable

dealey

darsh

damsels

damning

dad'll

d'oeuvre

curlers

curie

cubed

crikey

crepes

countrymen

cornfield

coppers

copilot

copier

cooing

conspiracies

consigliere

condoning

commoner

commies

combust

comas

colds

clawed

clamped

choosy

chomping

chimps
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chigorin

chianti

cheep

checkups

cheaters

celibate

cautiously

cautionary

castell

carpentry

caroling

carjacking

caritas

caregiver

cardiology

candlesticks

canasta

cain't

burro

burnin

bunking

bumming

bullwinkle

brummel

brooms

brews

breathin

braslow

bracing

botulism

boorish

bloodless

blayne

blatantly

blankie

bedbugs

becuase

barmaid

bared

baracus

banal

bakes

backpacks

attentions

atrocious

ativan

athame

asunder
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astound

assuring

aspirins

asphyxiation

ashtrays

aryans

arnon

apprehension

applauding

anvil

antiquing

antidepressants

annoyingly

amputate

altruistic

alotta

alerting

afterthought

affront

affirm

actuality

abysmal

absentee

yeller

yakushova

wuzzy

wriggle

worrier

woogyman

womanizer

windpipe

windbag

willin

whisking

whimsy

wendall

weeny

weensy

weasels

watery

watcha

wasteful

waski

washcloth

waaay

vouched

viznick

ventriloquist
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vendettas

veils

vayhue

vamanos

vadimus

upstage

uppity

unsaid

unlocking

unintentionally

undetected

undecided

uncaring

unbearably

tween

tryout

trotting

trini

trimmings

trickier

treatin

treadstone

trashcan

transcendent

tramps

townsfolk

torturous

torrid

toothpicks

tolerable

tireless

tiptoeing

timmay

tillinghouse

tidying

tibia

thumbing

thrusters

thrashing

these'll

thatos

testicular

teriyaki

tenors

tenacity

tellers

telemetry

tarragon
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switchblade

swicker

swells

sweatshirts

swatches

surging

supremely

sump'n

succumb

subsidize

stumbles

stuffs

stoppin

stipulate

stenographer

steamroll

stasis

stagger

squandered

splint

splendidly

splashy

splashing

specter

sorcerers

somewheres

somber

snuggled

snowmobile

sniffed

snags

smugglers

smudged

smirking

smearing

slings

sleet

sleepovers

sleek

slackers

siree

siphoning

singed

sincerest

sickened

shuffled

shriveled

shorthanded
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shittin

shish

shipwrecked

shins

sheetrock

shawshank

shamu

sha're

servitude

sequins

seascape

scrapings

scoured

scorching

sandpaper

saluting

salud

ruffled

roughnecks

rougher

rosslyn

rosses

roost

roomy

romping

revolutionize

reprimanded

refute

refrigerated

reeled

redundancies

rectal

recklessly

receding

reassignment

reapers

readout

ration

raring

ramblings

raccoons

quarantined

purging

punters

psychically

premarital

pregnancies

predisposed
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precautionary

pollute

podunk

plums

plaything

pixilated

pitting

piranhas

pieced

piddles

pickled

photogenic

phosphorous

pffft

pestilence

pessimist

perspiration

perps

penticoff

passageways

pardons

panics

pancamo

paleontologist

overwhelms

overstating

overpaid

overdid

outlive

orthodontist

orgies

oreos

ordover

ordinates

ooooooh

oooohhh

omelettes

officiate

obtuse

obits

nymph

novocaine

noooooooooo

nipping

nilly

nightstick

negate

neatness
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natured

narcotic

narcissism

namun

nakatomi

murky

muchacho

mouthwash

motzah

morsel

morph

morlocks

mooch

moloch

molest

mohra

modus

modicum

mockolate

misdemeanors

miscalculation

middies

meringue

mercilessly

meditating

mayakovsky

maximillian

marlee

markovski

maniacal

maneuvered

magnificence

maddening

lutze

lunged

lovelies

lorry

loosening

lookee

littered

lilac

lightened

laces

kurzon

kurtzweil

kind've

kimono

kenji
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kembu

keanu

kazuo

jonesing

jilted

jiggling

jewelers

jewbilee

jacqnoud

jacksons

ivories

insurmountable

innocuous

innkeeper

infantery

indulged

indescribable

incoherent

impervious

impertinent

imperfections

hunnert

huffy

horsies

horseradish

hollowed

hogwash

hockley

hissing

hiromitsu

hidin

hereafter

helpmann

hehehe

haughty

happenings

hankie

handsomely

halliwells

haklar

haise

gunsights

grossly

grope

grocer

grits

gripping

grabby
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glorificus

gizzard

gilardi

gibarian

geminon

gasses

garnish

galloping

gairwyn

futterman

futility

fumigated

fruitless

friendless

freon

foregone

forego

floored

flighty

flapjacks

fizzled

ficus

festering

farbman

fabricate

eyghon

extricate

exalted

eventful

esophagus

enterprising

entail

endor

emphatically

embarrasses

electroshock

easel

duffle

drumsticks

dissection

dissected

disposing

disparaging

disorientation

disintegrated

disarming

devoting

dessaline
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deprecating

deplorable

delve

degenerative

deduct

decomposed

deathly

dearie

daunting

dankova

cyclotron

cyberspace

cutbacks

culpable

cuddled

crumpets

cruelly

crouching

cranium

cramming

cowering

couric

cordesh

conversational

conclusively

clung

clotting

cleanest

chipping

chimpanzee

chests

cheapen

chainsaws

censure

catapult

caravaggio

carats

captivating

calrissian

butlers

busybody

bussing

bunion

bulimic

budging

brung

browbeat

brokenhearted
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brecher

breakdowns

bracebridge

boning

blowhard

blisters

blackboard

bigotry

bialy

bhamra

bended

begat

battering

baste

basquiat

barricaded

barometer

balled

baited

badenweiler

backhand

ascenscion

argumentative

appendicitis

apparition

anxiously

antagonistic

angora

anacott

amniotic

ambience

alonna

aleck

akashic

ageless

abouts

aawwww

aaaaarrrrrrggghhh

aaaaaa

zendi

yuppies

yodel

y'hear

wrangle

wombosi

wittle

withstanding

wisecracks
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wiggling

wierd

whittlesley

whipper

whattya

whatsamatter

whatchamacallit

whassup

whad'ya

weakling

warfarin

waponis

wampum

wadn't

vorash

vizzini

virtucon

viridiana

veracity

ventilated

varicose

varcon

vandalized

vamos

vamoose

vaccinated

vacationing

usted

urinal

uppers

unwittingly

unsealed

unplanned

unhinged

unhand

unfathomable

unequivocally

unbreakable

unadvisedly

udall

tynacorp

tuxes

tussle

turati

tunic

tsavo

trussed

troublemakers
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trollop

tremors

transsexual

transfusions

toothbrushes

toned

toddlers

tinted

tightened

thundering

thorpey

this'd

thespian

thaddius

tenuous

tenths

tenement

telethon

teleprompter

teaspoon

taunted

tattle

tardiness

taraka

tappy

tapioca

tapeworm

talcum

tacks

swivel

swaying

superpower

summarize

sumbitch

sultry

suburbia

styrofoam

stylings

strolls

strobe

stockpile

stewardesses

sterilized

sterilize

stealin

stakeouts

squawk

squalor
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squabble

sprinkled

sportsmanship

spokes

spiritus

sparklers

spareribs

sowing

sororities

sonovabitch

solicit

softy

softness

softening

snuggling

snatchers

snarling

snarky

snacking

smears

slumped

slowest

slithering

sleazebag

slayed

slaughtering

skidded

skated

sivapathasundaram

sissies

silliness

silences

sidecar

sicced

shylock

shtick

shrugged

shriek

shoves

should'a

shortcake

shockingly

shirking

shaves

shatner

sharpener

shapely

shafted
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sexless

septum

selflessness

seabea

scuff

screwball

scoping

scooch

scolding

schnitzel

schemed

scalper

santy

sankara

sanest

salesperson

sakulos

safehouse

sabers

runes

rumblings

rumbling

ruijven

ringers

righto

rhinestones

retrieving

reneging

remodelling

relentlessly

regurgitate

refills

reeking

reclusive

recklessness

recanted

ranchers

rafer

quaking

quacks

prophesied

propensity

profusely

problema

prided

prays

postmark

popsicles
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poodles

pollyanna

polaroids

pokes

poconos

pocketful

plunging

plugging

pleeease

platters

pitied

pinetti

piercings

phooey

phonies

pestering

periscope

pentagram

pelts

patronized

paramour

paralyze

parachutes

pales

paella

paducci

owatta

overdone

overcrowded

overcompensating

ostracized

ordinate

optometrist

operandi

omens

okayed

oedipal

nuttier

nuptial

nunheim

noxious

nourish

notepad

nitroglycerin

nibblet

neuroses

nanosecond

nabbit
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mythic

munchkins

multimillion

mulroney

mucous

muchas

mountaintop

morlin

mongorians

moneybags

mom'll

molto

mixup

misgivings

mindset

michalchuk

mesmerized

merman

mensa

meaty

mbwun

materialize

materialistic

masterminded

marginally

mapuhe

malfunctioning

magnify

macnamara

macinerney

machinations

macadamia

lysol

lurks

lovelorn

lopsided

locator

litback

litany

linea

limousines

limes

lighters

liebkind

levity

levelheaded

letterhead

lesabre
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leron

lepers

lefts

leftenant

laziness

layaway

laughlan

lascivious

laryngitis

lapsed

landok

laminated

kurten

kobol

knucklehead

knowed

knotted

kirkeby

kinsa

karnovsky

jolla

jimson

jettison

jeric

jawed

jankis

janitors

jango

jalopy

jailbreak

jackers

jackasses

invalidate

intercepting

intercede

insinuations

infertile

impetuous

impaled

immerse

immaterial

imbeciles

imagines

idyllic

idolized

icebox

i'd've

hypochondriac
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hyphen

hurtling

hurried

hunchback

hullo

horsting

hoooo

homeboys

hollandaise

hoity

hijinks

hesitates

herrero

herndorff

helplessly

heeyy

heathen

hearin

headband

harrassment

harpies

halstrom

hahahahaha

hacer

grumbling

grimlocks

grift

greets

grandmothers

grander

grafts

gordievsky

gondorff

godorsky

glscripts

gaudy

gardeners

gainful

fuses

fukienese

frizzy

freshness

freshening

fraught

frantically

foxbooks

fortieth

forked
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foibles

flunkies

fleece

flatbed

fisted

firefight

fingerpaint

filibuster

fhloston

fenceline

femur

fatigues

fanucci

fantastically

familiars

falafel

fabulously

eyesore

expedient

ewwww

eviscerated

erogenous

epidural

enchante

embarassed

embarass

embalming

elude

elspeth

electrocute

eigth

eggshell

echinacea

eases

earpiece

earlobe

dumpsters

dumbshit

dumbasses

duloc

duisberg

drummed

drinkers

dressy

dorma

doily

divvy

diverting
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dissuade

disrespecting

displace

disorganized

disgustingly

discord

disapproving

diligence

didja

diced

devouring

detach

destructing

desolate

demerits

delude

delirium

degrade

deevak

deemesa

deductions

deduce

debriefed

deadbeats

dateline

darndest

damnable

dalliance

daiquiri

d'agosta

cussing

cryss

cripes

cretins

crackerjack

cower

coveting

couriers

countermission

cotswolds

convertibles

conversationalist

consorting

consoled

consarn

confides

confidentially

commited
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commiserate

comme

comforter

comeuppance

combative

comanches

colosseum

colling

coexist

coaxing

cliffside

chutes

chucked

chokes

childlike

childhoods

chickening

chenowith

charmingly

changin

catsup

captioning

capsize

cappucino

capiche

candlewell

cakewalk

cagey

caddie

buxley

bumbling

bulky

buggered

brussel

brunettes

brumby

brotha

bronck

brisket

bridegroom

braided

bovary

bookkeeper

bluster

bloodline

blissfully

blase

billionaires
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bicker

berrisford

bereft

berating

berate

bendy

belive

belated

beikoku

beens

bedspread

bawdy

barreling

baptize

banya

balthazar

balmoral

bakshi

bails

badgered

backstreet

awkwardly

auras

attuned

atheists

astaire

assuredly

arrivederci

appetit

appendectomy

apologetic

antihistamine

anesthesiologist

amulets

albie

alarmist

aiight

adstream

admirably

acquaint

abound

abominable

aaaaaaah

zekes

zatunica

wussy

worded

wooed
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woodrell

wiretap

windowsill

windjammer

windfall

whisker

whims

whatiya

whadya

weirdly

weenies

waunt

washout

wanto

waning

victimless

verdad

veranda

vandaley

vancomycin

valise

vaguest

upshot

unzip

unwashed

untrained

unstuck

unprincipled

unmentionables

unjustly

unfolds

unemployable

uneducated

unduly

undercut

uncovering

unconsciousness

unconsciously

tyndareus

turncoat

turlock

tulle

tryouts

trouper

triplette

trepkos

tremor

treeger
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trapeze

traipse

tradeoff

trach

torin

tommorow

tollan

toity

timpani

thumbprint

thankless

tell'em

telepathy

telemarketing

telekinesis

teevee

teeming

tarred

tambourine

talentless

swooped

switcheroo

swirly

sweatpants

sunstroke

suitors

sugarcoat

subways

subterfuge

subservient

subletting

stunningly

strongbox

striptease

stravanavitch

stradling

stoolie

stodgy

stocky

stifle

stealer

squeezes

squatter

squarely

sprouted

spool

spindly

speedos
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soups

soundly

soulmates

somebody'll

soliciting

solenoid

sobering

snowflakes

snowballs

snores

slung

slimming

skulk

skivvies

skewered

skewer

sizing

sistine

sidebar

sickos

shushing

shunt

shugga

shone

shol'va

sharpened

shapeshifter

shadowing

shadoe

selectman

sefelt

seared

scrounging

scribbling

scooping

scintillating

schmoozing

scallops

sapphires

sanitarium

sanded

safes

rudely

roust

rosebush

rosasharn

rondell

roadhouse
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riveted

rewrote

revamp

retaliatory

reprimand

replicators

replaceable

remedied

relinquishing

rejoicing

reincarnated

reimbursed

reevaluate

redid

redefine

recreating

reconnected

rebelling

reassign

rearview

rayne

ravings

ratso

rambunctious

radiologist

quiver

quiero

queef

qualms

pyrotechnics

pulsating

psychosomatic

proverb

promiscuous

profanity

prioritize

preying

predisposition

precocious

precludes

prattling

prankster

povich

potting

postpartum

porridge

polluting

plowing
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pistachio

pissin

pickpocket

physicals

peruse

pertains

personified

personalize

perjured

perfecting

pepys

pepperdine

pembry

peering

peels

pedophile

patties

passkey

paratrooper

paraphernalia

paralyzing

pandering

paltry

palpable

pagers

pachyderm

overstay

overestimated

overbite

outwit

outgrow

outbid

ooops

oomph

oohhh

oldie

obliterate

objectionable

nygma

notting

noches

nitty

nighters

newsstands

newborns

neurosurgery

nauseated

nastiest
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narcolepsy

mutilate

muscled

murmur

mulva

mulling

mukada

muffled

morgues

moonbeams

monogamy

molester

molestation

molars

moans

misprint

mismatched

mirth

mindful

mimosas

millander

mescaline

menstrual

menage

mellowing

medevac

meddlesome

matey

manicures

malevolent

madmen

macaroons

lydell

lycra

lunchroom

lunching

lozenges

looped

litigious

liquidate

linoleum

lingk

limitless

limber

lilacs

ligature

liftoff

lemmiwinks
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leggo

learnin

lazarre

lawyered

lactose

knelt

kenosha

kemosabe

jussy

junky

jordy

jimmies

jeriko

jakovasaur

issacs

isabela

irresponsibility

ironed

intoxication

insinuated

inherits

ingest

ingenue

inflexible

inflame

inevitability

inedible

inducement

indignant

indictments

indefensible

incomparable

incommunicado

improvising

impounded

illogical

ignoramus

hydrochloric

hydrate

hungover

humorless

humiliations

hugest

hoverdrone

hovel

hmmph

hitchhike

hibernating
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henchman

helloooo

heirlooms

heartsick

headdress

hatches

harebrained

hapless

hanen

handsomer

hallows

habitual

guten

gummy

guiltier

guidebook

gstaad

gruff

griss

grieved

grata

gorignak

goosed

goofed

glowed

glitz

glimpses

glancing

gilmores

gianelli

geraniums

garroway

gangbusters

gamblers

galls

fuddy

frumpy

frowning

frothy

fro'tak

frere

fragrances

forgettin

follicles

flowery

flophouse

floatin

flirts
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flings

flatfoot

fingerprinting

fingerprinted

fingering

finald

fillet

fianc

femoral

federales

fawkes

fascinates

farfel

fambly

falsified

fabricating

exterminators

expectant

excusez

excrement

excercises

evian

etins

esophageal

equivalency

equate

equalizer

entrees

enquire

endearment

empathetic

emailed

eggroll

earmuffs

dyslexic

duper

duesouth

drunker

druggie

dreadfully

dramatics

dragline

downplay

downers

dominatrix

doers

docket

docile
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diversify

distracts

disloyalty

disinterested

discharging

disagreeable

dirtier

dinghy

dimwitted

dimoxinil

dimmy

diatribe

devising

deviate

detriment

desertion

depressants

depravity

deniability

delinquents

defiled

deepcore

deductive

decimate

deadbolt

dauthuille

dastardly

daiquiris

daggers

dachau

curiouser

curdled

cucamonga

cruller

cruces

crosswalk

crinkle

crescendo

cremate

counseled

couches

cornea

corday

copernicus

contrition

contemptible

constipated

conjoined
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confounded

condescend

concoct

conch

compensating

committment

commandeered

comely

coddled

cockfight

cluttered

clunky

clownfish

cloaked

clenched

cleanin

civilised

circumcised

cimmeria

cilantro

chutzpah

chucking

chiseled

chicka

chattering

cervix

carrey

carpal

carnations

cappuccinos

candied

calluses

calisthenics

bushy

burners

budington

buchanans

brimming

braids

boycotting

bouncers

botticelli

botherin

bookkeeping

bogyman

bogged

bloodthirsty

blintzes
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blanky

binturong

billable

bigboote

bewildered

betas

bequeath

behoove

befriend

bedpost

bedded

baudelaires

barreled

barboni

barbeque

bangin

baltus

bailout

backstabber

baccarat

awning

augie

arguillo

archway

apricots

apologising

annyong

anchorman

amenable

amazement

allspice

alannis

airfare

airbags

ahhhhhhhhh

ahhhhhhhh

ahhhhhhh

agitator

adrenal

acidosis

achoo

accessorizing

accentuate

abrasions

abductor

aaaahhh

aaaaaaaa

aaaaaaa
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zeroing

zelner

zeldy

yevgeny

yeska

yellows

yeesh

yeahh

yamuri

wouldn't've

workmanship

woodsman

winnin

winked

wildness

whoring

whitewash

whiney

when're

wheezer

wheelman

wheelbarrow

westerburg

weeding

watermelons

washboard

waltzes

wafting

voulez

voluptuous

vitone

vigilantes

videotaping

viciously

vices

veruca

vermeer

verifying

vasculitis

valets

upholstered

unwavering

untold

unsympathetic

unromantic

unrecognizable

unpredictability

unmask
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unleashing

unintentional

unglued

unequivocal

underrated

underfoot

unchecked

unbutton

unbind

unbiased

unagi

uhhhhh

tugging

triads

trespasses

treehorn

traviata

trappers

transplants

trannie

tramping

tracheotomy

tourniquet

tooty

toothless

tomarrow

toasters

thruster

thoughtfulness

thornwood

tengo

tenfold

telltale

telephoto

telephoned

telemarketer

tearin

tastic

tastefully

tasking

taser

tamed

tallow

taketh

taillight

tadpoles

tachibana

syringes
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sweated

swarthy

swagger

surges

supermodels

superhighway

sunup

sun'll

sulfa

sugarless

sufficed

subside

strolled

stringy

strengthens

straightest

straightens

storefront

stopper

stockpiling

stimulant

stiffed

steyne

sternum

stepladder

stepbrother

steers

steelheads

steakhouse

stathis

stankylecartmankennymr

standoffish

stalwart

squirted

spritz

sprig

sprawl

spousal

sphincter

spenders

spearmint

spatter

spangled

southey

soured

sonuvabitch

somethng

snuffed
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sniffs

smokescreen

smilin

slobs

sleepwalker

sleds

slays

slayage

skydiving

sketched

skanks

sixed

siphoned

siphon

simpering

sigfried

sidearm

siddons

sickie

shuteye

shuffleboard

shrubberies

shrouded

showmanship

shouldn't've

shoplift

shiatsu

sentries

sentance

sensuality

seething

secretions

searing

scuttlebutt

sculpt

scowling

scouring

scorecard

schoolers

schmucks

scepters

scaly

scalps

scaffolding

sauces

sartorius

santen

salivating
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sainthood

saget

saddens

rygalski

rusting

ruination

rueland

rudabaga

rottweiler

roofies

romantics

rollerblading

roldy

roadshow

rickets

rible

rheza

revisiting

retentive

resurface

restores

respite

resounding

resorting

resists

repulse

repressing

repaying

reneged

refunds

rediscover

redecorated

reconstructive

recommitted

recollect

receptacle

reassess

reanimation

realtors

razinin

rationalization

ratatouille

rashum

rasczak

rancheros

rampler

quizzing

quips
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quartered

purring

pummeling

puede

proximo

prospectus

pronouncing

prolonging

procreation

proclamations

principled

prides

preoccupation

prego

precog

prattle

pounced

potshots

potpourri

porque

pomegranates

polenta

plying

pluie

plesac

playmates

plantains

pillowcase

piddle

pickers

photocopied

philistine

perpetuate

perpetually

perilous

pawned

pausing

pauper

parter

parlez

parlay

pally

ovulation

overtake

overstate

overpowering

overpowered

overconfident
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overbooked

ovaltine

outweighs

outings

ottos

orrin

orifice

orangutan

oopsy

ooooooooh

oooooo

ooohhhh

ocular

obstruct

obscenely

o'dwyer

nutjob

nunur

notifying

nostrand

nonny

nonfat

noblest

nimble

nikes

nicht

newsworthy

nestled

nearsighted

ne'er

nastier

narco

nakedness

muted

mummified

mudda

mozzarella

moxica

motivator

motility

mothafucka

mortmain

mortgaged

mores

mongers

mobbed

mitigating

mistah
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misrepresented

mishke

misfortunes

misdirection

mischievous

mineshaft

millaney

microwaves

metzenbaum

mccovey

masterful

masochistic

marliston

marijawana

manya

mantumbi

malarkey

magnifique

madrona

madox

machida

m'hidi

lullabies

loveliness

lotions

looka

lompoc

litterbug

litigator

lithe

liquorice

linds

limericks

lightbulb

lewises

letch

lemec

layover

lavatory

laurels

lateness

laparotomy

laboring

kuato

kroff

krispy

krauts

knuckleheads
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kitschy

kippers

kimbrow

keypad

keepsake

kebab

karloff

junket

judgemental

jointed

jezzie

jetting

jeeze

jeeter

jeesus

jeebs

janeane

jails

jackhammer

ixnay

irritates

irritability

irrevocable

irrefutable

irked

invoking

intricacies

interferon

intents

insubordinate

instructive

instinctive

inquisitive

inlay

injuns

inebriated

indignity

indecisive

incisors

incacha

inalienable

impresses

impregnate

impregnable

implosion

idolizes

hypothyroidism

hypoglycemic
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huseni

humvee

huddling

honing

hobnobbing

hobnob

histrionics

histamine

hirohito

hippocratic

hindquarters

hikita

hikes

hightailed

hieroglyphics

heretofore

herbalist

hehey

hedriks

heartstrings

headmistress

headlight

hardheaded

happend

handlebars

hagitha

habla

gyroscope

guys'd

guy'd

guttersnipe

grump

growed

grovelling

groan

greenbacks

gravedigger

grating

grasshoppers

grandiose

grandest

grafted

gooood

goood

gooks

godsakes

goaded

glamorama
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giveth

gingham

ghostbusters

germane

georgy

gazzo

gazelles

gargle

garbled

galgenstein

gaffe

g'day

fyarl

furnish

furies

fulfills

frowns

frowned

frighteningly

freebies

freakishly

forewarned

foreclose

forearms

fordson

fonics

flushes

flitting

flemmer

flabby

fishbowl

fidgeting

fevers

feigning

faxing

fatigued

fathoms

fatherless

fancier

fanatical

factored

eyelid

eyeglasses

expresso

expletive

expectin

excruciatingly

evidentiary
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ever'thing

eurotrash

eubie

estrangement

erlich

epitome

entrap

enclose

emphysema

embers

emasculating

eighths

eardrum

dyslexia

duplicitous

dumpty

dumbledore

dufus

duddy

duchamp

drunkenness

drumlin

drowns

droid

drinky

drifts

drawbridge

dramamine

douggie

douchebag

dostoyevsky

doodling

don'tcha

domineering

doings

dogcatcher

doctoring

ditzy

dissimilar

dissecting

disparage

disliking

disintegrating

dishwalla

dishonored

dishing

disengaged

disavowed
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dippy

diorama

dimmed

dilate

digitalis

diggory

dicing

diagnosing

devola

desolation

dennings

denials

deliverance

deliciously

delicacies

degenerates

degas

deflector

defile

deference

decrepit

deciphered

dawdle

dauphine

daresay

dangles

dampen

damndest

cucumbers

cucaracha

cryogenically

croaks

croaked

criticise

crisper

creepiest

creams

crackle

crackin

covertly

counterintelligence

corrosive

cordially

cops'll

convulsions

convoluted

conversing

conga
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confrontational

confab

condolence

condiments

complicit

compiegne

commodus

comings

cometh

collusion

collared

cockeyed

clobber

clemonds

clarithromycin

cienega

christmasy

christmassy

chloroform

chippie

chested

cheeco

checklist

chauvinist

chandlers

chambermaid

chakras

cellophane

caveat

cataloguing

cartmanland

carples

carny

carded

caramels

cappy

caped

canvassing

callback

calibrated

calamine

buttermilk

butterfingers

bunsen

bulimia

bukatari

buildin

budged
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brobich

bringer

brendell

brawling

bratty

braised

boyish

boundless

botch

boosh

bookies

bonbons

bodes

bobunk

bluntly

blossoming

bloomers

bloodstains

bloodhounds

blech

biter

biometric

bioethics

bijan

bigoted

bicep

bereaved

bellowing

belching

beholden

beached

batmobile

barcodes

barch

barbecuing

bandanna

backwater

backtrack

backdraft

augustino

atrophy

atrocity

atley

atchoo

asthmatic

assoc

armchair

arachnids
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aptly

appetizing

antisocial

antagonizing

anorexia

anini

andersons

anagram

amputation

alleluia

airlock

aimless

agonized

agitate

aggravating

aerosol

acing

accomplishing

accidently

abuser

abstain

abnormally

aberration

aaaaahh

zlotys

zesty

zerzura

zapruder

zantopia

yelburton

yeess

y'knowwhati'msayin

wwhat

wussies

wrenched

would'a

worryin

wormser

wooooo

wookiee

wolchek

wishin

wiseguys

windbreaker

wiggy

wieners

wiedersehen

whoopin
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whittled

wherefore

wharvey

welts

wellstone

wedges

wavered

watchit

wastebasket

wango

waken

waitressed

wacquiem

vrykolaka

voula

vitally

visualizing

viciousness

vespers

vertes

verily

vegetarians

vater

vaporize

vannacutt

vallens

ussher

urinating

upping

unwitting

untangle

untamed

unsanitary

unraveled

unopened

unisex

uninvolved

uninteresting

unintelligible

unimaginative

undeserving

undermines

undergarments

unconcerned

tyrants

typist

tykes

tybalt
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twosome

twits

tutti

turndown

tularemia

tuberculoma

tsimshian

truffaut

truer

truant

trove

triumphed

tripe

trigonometry

trifled

trifecta

tribulations

tremont

tremoille

transcends

trafficker

touchin

tomfoolery

tinkered

tinfoil

tightrope

thousan

thoracotomy

thesaurus

thawing

thatta

tessio

temps

taxidermist

tator

tachycardia

t'akaya

swelco

sweetbreads

swatting

supercollider

sunbathing

summarily

suffocation

sueleen

succinct

subsided

submissive
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subjecting

subbing

subatomic

stupendous

stunted

stubble

stubbed

streetwalker

strategizing

straining

straightaway

stoli

stiffer

stickup

stens

steamroller

steadwell

steadfast

stateroom

stans

sshhhh

squishing

squinting

squealed

sprouting

sprimp

spreadsheets

sprawled

spotlights

spooning

spirals

speedboat

spectacles

speakerphone

southglen

souse

soundproof

soothsayer

sommes

somethings

solidify

soars

snorted

snorkeling

snitches

sniping

snifter

sniffin
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snickering

sneer

snarl

smila

slinking

slanted

slanderous

slammin

skimp

skilosh

siteid

sirloin

singe

sighing

sidekicks

sicken

showstopper

shoplifter

shimokawa

sherborne

shavadai

sharpshooters

sharking

shagged

shaddup

senorita

sesterces

sensuous

seahaven

scullery

scorcher

schotzie

schnoz

schmooze

schlep

schizo

scents

scalping

scalped

scallop

scalding

sayeth

saybrooke

sawed

savoring

sardine

sandstorm

sandalwood
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salutations

sagman

s'okay

rsvp'd

rousted

rootin

romper

romanovs

rollercoaster

rolfie

robinsons

ritzy

ritualistic

ringwald

rhymed

rheingold

rewrites

revoking

reverts

retrofit

retort

retinas

respirations

reprobate

replaying

repaint

renquist

renege

relapsing

rekindled

rejuvenating

rejuvenated

reinstating

recriminations

rechecked

reassemble

rears

reamed

reacquaint

rayanne

ravish

rathole

raspail

rarest

rapists

rants

racketeer

quittin
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quitters

quintessential

queremos

quellek

quelle

quasimodo

pyromaniac

puttanesca

puritanical

purer

puree

pungent

pummel

puedo

psychotherapist

prosecutorial

prosciutto

propositioning

procrastination

probationary

primping

preventative

prevails

preservatives

preachy

praetorians

practicality

powders

potus

postop

positives

poser

portolano

portokalos

poolside

poltergeists

pocketed

poach

plummeted

plucking

plimpton

playthings

plastique

plainclothes

pinpointed

pinkus

pinks

pigskin
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piffle

pictionary

piccata

photocopy

phobias

perignon

perfumes

pecks

pecked

patently

passable

parasailing

paramus

papier

paintbrush

pacer

paaiint

overtures

overthink

overstayed

overrule

overestimate

overcooked

outlandish

outgrew

outdoorsy

outdo

orchestrate

oppress

opposable

oooohh

oomupwah

okeydokey

okaaay

ohashi

of'em

obscenities

oakie

o'gar

nurection

nostradamus

norther

norcom

nooch

nonsensical

nipped

nimbala

nervously
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neckline

nebbleman

narwhal

nametag

n'n't

mycenae

muzak

muumuu

mumbled

mulvehill

muggings

muffet

mouthy

motivates

motaba

moocher

mongi

moley

moisturize

mohair

mocky

mmkay

mistuh

missis

misdeeds

mincemeat

miggs

miffed

methadone

messieur

menopausal

menagerie

mcgillicuddy

mayflowers

matrimonial

matick

masai

marzipan

maplewood

manzelle

mannequins

manhole

manhandle

malfunctions

madwoman

machiavelli

lynley

lynched
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lurconis

lujack

lubricant

looove

loons

loofah

lonelyhearts

lollipops

lineswoman

lifers

lexter

lepner

lemony

leggy

leafy

leadeth

lazerus

lazare

lawford

languishing

lagoda

ladman

kundera

krinkle

krendler

kreigel

kowolski

knockdown

knifed

kneed

kneecap

kids'll

kennie

kenmore

keeled

kazootie

katzenmoyer

kasdan

karak

kapowski

kakistos

julyan

jockstrap

jobless

jiggly

jaunt

jarring

jabbering
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irrigate

irrevocably

irrationally

ironies

invitro

intimated

intently

intentioned

intelligently

instill

instigator

instep

inopportune

innuendoes

inflate

infects

infamy

indiscretions

indiscreet

indio

indignities

indict

indecision

inconspicuous

inappropriately

impunity

impudent

impotence

implicates

implausible

imperfection

impatience

immutable

immobilize

idealist

iambic

hysterically

hyperspace

hygienist

hydraulics

hydrated

huzzah

husks

hunched

huffed

hubris

hubbub

hovercraft
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houngan

hosed

horoscopes

hopelessness

hoodwinked

honorably

honeysuckle

homegirl

holiest

hippity

hildie

hieroglyphs

hexton

herein

heckle

heaping

healthilizer

headfirst

hatsue

harlot

hardwired

halothane

hairstyles

haagen

haaaaa

gutting

gummi

groundless

groaning

gristle

grills

graynamore

grabbin

goodes

goggle

glittering

glint

gleaming

glassy

girth

gimbal

giblets

gellers

geezers

geeze

garshaw

gargantuan

garfunkel
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gangway

gandarium

gamut

galoshes

gallivanting

gainfully

gachnar

fusionlips

fusilli

furiously

frugal

fricking

frederika

freckling

frauds

fountainhead

forthwith

forgo

forgettable

foresight

foresaw

fondling

fondled

fondle

folksy

fluttering

fluffing

floundering

flirtatious

flexing

flatterer

flaring

fixating

finchy

figurehead

fiendish

fertilize

ferment

fending

fellahs

feelers

fascinate

fantabulous

falsify

fallopian

faithless

fairer

fainter
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failings

facetious

eyepatch

exxon

extraterrestrials

extradite

extracurriculars

extinguish

expunged

expelling

exorbitant

exhilarated

exertion

exerting

excercise

everbody

evaporated

escargot

escapee

erases

epizootics

epithelials

ephrum

entanglements

enslave

engrossed

emphatic

emeralds

ember

emancipated

elevates

ejaculate

effeminate

eccentricities

easygoing

earshot

dunks

dullness

dulli

dulled

drumstick

dropper

driftwood

dregs

dreck

dreamboat

draggin

downsizing
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donowitz

dominoes

diversions

distended

dissipate

disraeli

disqualify

disowned

dishwashing

disciplining

discerning

disappoints

dinged

digested

dicking

detonating

despising

depressor

depose

deport

dents

defused

deflecting

decryption

decoys

decoupage

decompress

decibel

decadence

deafening

dawning

dater

darkened

dappy

dallying

dagon

czechoslovakians

cuticles

cuteness

cupboards

culottes

cruisin

crosshairs

cronyn

criminalistics

creatively

creaming

crapping
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cranny

cowed

contradicting

constipation

confining

confidences

conceiving

conceivably

concealment

compulsively

complainin

complacent

compels

communing

commode

comming

commensurate

columnists

colonoscopy

colchicine

coddling

clump

clubbed

clowning

cliffhanger

clang

cissy

choosers

choker

chiffon

channeled

chalet

cellmates

cathartic

caseload

carjack

canvass

canisters

candlestick

candlelit

camry

calzones

calitri

caldy

byline

butterball

bustier

burlap
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bureaucrat

buffoons

buenas

brookline

bronzed

broiled

broda

briss

brioche

briar

breathable

brays

brassieres

boysenberry

bowline

boooo

boonies

booklets

bookish

boogeyman

boogey

bogas

boardinghouse

bluuch

blundering

bluer

blowed

blotchy

blossomed

bloodwork

bloodied

blithering

blinks

blathering

blasphemous

blacking

birdson

bings

bfmid

bfast

bettin

berkshires

benjamins

benevolence

benched

benatar

bellybutton

belabor
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behooves

beddy

beaujolais

beattle

baxworth

baseless

barfing

bannish

bankrolled

banek

ballsy

ballpoint

baffling

badder

badda

bactine

backgammon

baako

aztreonam

authoritah

auctioning

arachtoids

apropos

aprons

apprised

apprehensive

anythng

antivenin

antichrist

anorexic

anoint

anguished

angioplasty

angio

amply

ampicillin

amphetamines

alternator

alcove

alabaster

airlifted

agrabah

affidavits

admonished

admonish

addled

addendum

accuser
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accompli

absurdity

absolved

abrusso

abreast

aboot

abductions

abducting

aback

ababwa

aaahhhh

zorin

zinthar

zinfandel

zillions

zephyrs

zatarcs

zacks

youuu

yokels

yardstick

yammer

y'understand

wynette

wrung

wreaths

wowed

wouldn'ta

worming

wormed

workday

woodsy

woodshed

woodchuck

wojadubakowski

withering

witching

wiseass

wiretaps

wining

willoby

wiccaning

whupped

whoopi

whoomp

wholesaler

whiteness

whiner
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whatchya

wharves

wenus

weirdoes

weaning

watusi

waponi

waistband

wackos

vouching

votre

vivica

viveca

vivant

vivacious

visor

visitin

visage

vicrum

vetted

ventriloquism

venison

varnsen

vaporized

vapid

vanstock

uuuuh

ushering

urologist

urination

upstart

uprooted

unsubtitled

unspoiled

unseat

unseasonably

unseal

unsatisfying

unnerve

unlikable

unleaded

uninsured

uninspired

unicycle

unhooked

unfunny

unfreezing

unflattering
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unfairness

unexpressed

unending

unencumbered

unearth

undiscovered

undisciplined

understan

undershirt

underlings

underline

undercurrent

uncivilized

uncharacteristic

umpteenth

uglies

tuney

trumps

truckasaurus

trubshaw

trouser

tringle

trifling

trickster

trespassers

trespasser

traumas

trattoria

trashes

transgressions

trampling

tp'ed

toxoplasmosis

tounge

tortillas

topsy

topple

topnotch

tonsil

tions

timmuh

timithious

tilney

tighty

tightness

tightens

tidbits

ticketed
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thyme

threepio

thoughtfully

thorkel

thommo

thing'll

thefts

that've

thanksgivings

tetherball

testikov

terraforming

tepid

tendonitis

tenboom

telex

teenybopper

tattered

tattaglias

tanneke

tailspin

tablecloth

swooping

swizzle

swiping

swindled

swilling

swerving

sweatshops

swaddling

swackhammer

svetkoff

supossed

superdad

sumptuous

sugary

sugai

subvert

substantiate

submersible

sublimating

subjugation

stymied

strychnine

streetlights

strassmans

stranglehold

strangeness
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straddling

straddle

stowaways

stotch

stockbrokers

stifling

stepford

steerage

steena

statuary

starlets

staggeringly

ssshhh

squaw

spurt

spungeon

spritzer

sprightly

sprays

sportswear

spoonful

splittin

splitsville

speedily

specialise

spastic

sparrin

souvlaki

southie

sourpuss

soupy

soundstage

soothes

somebody'd

softest

sociopathic

socialized

snyders

snowmobiles

snowballed

snatches

smugness

smoothest

smashes

sloshed

sleight

skyrocket

skied
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skewed

sixpence

sipowicz

singling

simulates

shyness

shuvanis

showoff

shortsighted

shopkeeper

shoehorn

shithouse

shirtless

shipshape

shifu

shelve

shelbyville

sheepskin

sharpens

shaquille

shanshu

servings

sequined

seizes

seashells

scrambler

scopes

schnauzer

schmo

schizoid

scampered

savagely

saudis

santas

sandovals

sanding

saleswoman

sagging

s'cuse

rutting

ruthlessly

runneth

ruffians

rubes

rosalita

rollerblades

rohypnol

roasts
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roadies

ritten

rippling

ripples

rigoletto

richardo

rethought

reshoot

reserving

reseda

rescuer

reread

requisitions

repute

reprogram

replenish

repetitious

reorganizing

reinventing

reinvented

reheat

refrigerators

reenter

recruiter

recliner

rawdy

rashes

rajeski

raison

raisers

rages

quinine

questscape

queller

pygmalion

pushers

pusan

purview

pumpin

pubescent

prudes

provolone

propriety

propped

procrastinate

processional

preyed

pretrial
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portent

pooling

poofy

polloi

policia

poacher

pluses

pleasuring

platitudes

plateaued

plaguing

pittance

pinheads

pincushion

pimply

pimped

piggyback

piecing

phillipe

philipse

philby

pharaohs

petyr

petitioner

peshtigo

pesaram

persnickety

perpetrate

percolating

pepto

penne

penell

pemmican

peeks

pedaling

peacemaker

pawnshop

patting

pathologically

patchouli

pasts

pasties

passin

parlors

paltrow

palamon

padlock

paddling
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oversleep

overheating

overdosed

overcharge

overblown

outrageously

ornery

opportune

oooooooooh

oohhhh

ohhhhhh

ogres

odorless

obliterated

nyong

nymphomaniac

ntozake

novocain

nough

nonnie

nonissue

nodules

nightmarish

nightline

niceties

newsman

needra

nedry

necking

navour

nauseam

nauls

narim

namath

nagged

naboo

n'sync

myslexia

mutator

mustafi

musketeer

murtaugh

murderess

munching

mumsy

muley

mouseville

mortifying
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morgendorffers

moola

montel

mongoloid

molestered

moldings

mocarbies

mo'ss

mixers

misrell

misnomer

misheard

mishandled

miscreant

misconceptions

miniscule

millgate

mettle

metricconverter

meteors

menorah

mengele

melding

meanness

mcgruff

mcarnold

matzoh

matted

mastectomy

massager

marveling

marooned

marmaduke

marick

manhandled

manatees

man'll

maltin

maliciously

malfeasance

malahide

maketh

makeovers

maiming

machismo

lumpectomy

lumbering

lucci
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lording

lorca

lookouts

loogie

loners

loathed

lissen

lighthearted

lifer

lickin

lewen

levitation

lestercorp

lessee

lentils

legislate

legalizing

lederhosen

lawmen

lasskopf

lardner

lambeau

lamagra

ladonn

lactic

lacquer

labatier

krabappel

kooks

knickknacks

klutzy

kleynach

klendathu

kinross

kinkaid

kind'a

ketch

kesher

karikos

karenina

kanamits

junshi

jumbled

joust

jotted

jobson

jingling

jigalong
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jerries

jellies

jeeps

javna

irresistable

internist

intercranial

inseminated

inquisitor

infuriate

inflating

infidelities

incessantly

incensed

incase

incapacitate

inasmuch

inaccuracies

imploding

impeding

impediments

immaturity

illegible

iditarod

icicles

ibuprofen

i'i'm

hymie

hydrolase

hunker

humps

humons

humidor

humdinger

humbling

huggin

huffing

housecleaning

hothouse

hotcakes

hosty

hootenanny

hootchie

hoosegow

honks

honeymooners

homily

homeopathic
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hitchhikers

hissed

hillnigger

hexavalent

hewwo

hershe

hermey

hergott

henny

hennigans

henhouse

hemolytic

helipad

heifer

hebrews

hebbing

heaved

headlock

harrowing

harnessed

hangovers

handi

handbasket

halfrek

hacene

gyges

guys're

gundersons

gumption

gruntmaster

grubs

grossie

groped

grins

greaseball

gravesite

gratuity

granma

grandfathers

grandbaby

gradski

gracing

gossips

gooble

goners

golitsyn

gofer

godsake
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goddaughter

gnats

gluing

glares

givers

ginza

gimmie

gimmee

gennero

gemme

gazpacho

gazed

gassy

gargling

gandhiji

galvanized

gallbladder

gaaah

furtive

fumigation

fucka

fronkonsteen

frills

freezin

freewald

freeloader

frailty

forger

foolhardy

fondest

fomin

followin

follicle

flotation

flopping

floodgates

flogged

flicked

flenders

fleabag

fixings

fixable

fistful

firewater

firelight

fingerbang

finalizing

fillin
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filipov

fiderer

felling

feldberg

feign

faunia

fatale

farkus

fallible

faithfulness

factoring

eyeful

extramarital

exterminated

exhume

exasperated

eviscerate

estoy

esmerelda

escapades

epoxy

enticed

enthused

entendre

engrossing

endorphins

emptive

emmys

eminently

embezzler

embarressed

embarrassingly

embalmed

eludes

eling

elated

eirie

egotitis

effecting

eerily

eecom

eczema

earthy

earlobes

eally

dyeing

dwells

duvet
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duncans

dulcet

droves

droppin

drools

drey'auc

downriver

domesticity

dollop

doesnt

dobler

divulged

diversionary

distancing

dispensers

disorienting

disneyworld

dismissive

disingenuous

disheveled

disfiguring

dinning

dimming

diligently

dilettante

dilation

dickensian

diaphragms

devastatingly

destabilize

desecrate

deposing

deniece

demony

delving

delicates

deigned

defraud

deflower

defibrillator

defiantly

defenceless

defacing

deconstruction

decompose

deciphering

decibels

deceptively
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deceptions

decapitation

debutantes

debonair

deadlier

dawdling

davic

darwinism

darnit

darks

danke

danieljackson

dangled

cytoxan

cutout

cutlery

curveball

curfews

cummerbund

crunches

crouched

crisps

cripples

crilly

cribs

crewman

creepin

creeds

credenza

creak

crawly

crawlin

crawlers

crated

crackheads

coworker

couldn't've

corwins

coriander

copiously

convenes

contraceptives

contingencies

contaminating

conniption

condiment

concocting

comprehending
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complacency

commendatore

comebacks

com'on

collarbone

colitis

coldly

coiffure

coffers

coeds

codependent

cocksucking

cockney

cockles

clutched

closeted

cloistered

cleve

cleats

clarifying

clapped

cinnabar

chunnel

chumps

cholinesterase

choirboy

chocolatey

chlamydia

chigliak

cheesie

chauvinistic

chasm

chartreuse

charo

charnier

chapil

chalked

chadway

certifiably

cellulite

celled

cavalcade

cataloging

castrated

cassio

cashews

cartouche

carnivore
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carcinogens

capulet

captivated

capt'n

cancellations

campin

callate

callar

caffeinated

cadavers

cacophony

cackle

buzzes

buttoning

busload

burglaries

burbs

buona

bunions

bullheaded

buffs

bucyk

buckling

bruschetta

browbeating

broomsticks

broody

bromly

brolin

briefings

brewskies

breathalyzer

breakups

bratwurst

brania

braiding

brags

braggin

bradywood

bottomed

bossa

bordello

bookshelf

boogida

bondsman

bolder

boggles

bludgeoned
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blowtorch

blotter

blips

blemish

bleaching

blainetologists

blading

blabbermouth

birdseed

bimmel

biloxi

biggly

bianchinni

betadine

berenson

belus

belloq

begets

befitting

beepers

beelzebub

beefed

bedridden

bedevere

beckons

beaded

baubles

bauble

battleground

bathrobes

basketballs

basements

barroom

barnacle

barkin

barked

baretta

bangles

bangler

banality

bambang

baltar

ballplayers

bagman

baffles

backroom

babysat

baboons
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averse

audiotape

auctioneer

atten

atcha

astonishment

arugula

arroz

antihistamines

annoyances

anesthesiology

anatomically

anachronism

amiable

amaretto

allahu

alight

aimin

ailment

afterglow

affronte

advil

adrenals

actualization

acrost

ached

accursed

accoutrements

absconded

aboveboard

abetted

aargh

aaaahh

zuwicky

zolda

ziploc

zakamatak

youve

yippie

yesterdays

yella

yearns

yearnings

yearned

yawning

yalta

yahtzee

y'mean
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y'are

wuthering

wreaks

worrisome

workiiing

wooooooo

wonky

womanizing

wolodarsky

wiwith

withdraws

wishy

wisht

wipers

wiper

winos

windthorne

windsurfing

windermere

wiggled

wiggen

whwhat

whodunit

whoaaa

whittling

whitesnake

whereof

wheezing

wheeze

whatd'ya

whataya

whammo

whackin

wellll

weightless

weevil

wedgies

webbing

weasly

wayside

waxes

waturi

washy

washrooms

wandell

waitaminute

waddya

waaaah
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vornac

vishnoor

virulent

vindictiveness

vinceres

villier

vigeous

vestigial

ventilate

vented

venereal

veering

veered

veddy

vaslova

valosky

vailsburg

vaginas

vagas

urethra

upstaged

uploading

unwrapping

unwieldy

untapped

unsatisfied

unquenchable

unnerved

unmentionable

unlovable

unknowns

uninformed

unimpressed

unhappily

unguarded

unexplored

undergarment

undeniably

unclench

unclaimed

uncharacteristically

unbuttoned

unblemished

ululd

uhhhm

tweeze

tutsami

tushy
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tuscarora

turkle

turghan

turbinium

tubers

trucoat

troxa

tropicana

triquetra

trimmers

triceps

trespassed

traya

traumatizing

transvestites

trainors

tradin

trackers

townies

tourelles

toucha

tossin

tortious

topshop

topes

tonics

tongs

tomsk

tomorrows

toiling

toddle

tizzy

tippers

timmi

thwap

thusly

ththe

thrusts

throwers

throwed

throughway

thickening

thermonuclear

thelwall

thataway

terrifically

tendons

teleportation
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telepathically

telekinetic

teetering

teaspoons

tarantulas

tapas

tanned

tangling

tamales

tailors

tahitian

tactful

tachy

tablespoon

syrah

synchronicity

synch

synapses

swooning

switchman

swimsuits

sweltering

sweetly

suvolte

suslov

surfed

supposition

suppertime

supervillains

superfluous

superego

sunspots

sunning

sunless

sundress

suckah

succotash

sublevel

subbasement

studious

striping

strenuously

straights

stonewalled

stillness

stilettos

stevesy

steno
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steenwyck

stargates

stammering

staedert

squiggly

squiggle

squashing

squaring

spreadsheet

spramp

spotters

sporto

spooking

splendido

spittin

spirulina

spiky

spate

spartacus

spacerun

soonest

something'll

someth

somepin

someone'll

sofas

soberly

sobered

snowmen

snowbank

snowballing

snivelling

sniffling

snakeskin

snagging

smush

smooter

smidgen

smackers

slumlord

slossum

slimmer

slighted

sleepwalk

sleazeball

skokie

skeptic

sitarides
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sistah

sipped

sindell

simpletons

simony

silkwood

silks

silken

sightless

sideboard

shuttles

shrugging

shrouds

showy

shoveled

shouldn'ta

shoplifters

shitstorm

sheeny

shapetype

shaming

shallows

shackle

shabbily

shabbas

seppuku

senility

semite

semiautomatic

selznick

secretarial

sebacio

scuzzy

scummy

scrutinized

scrunchie

scribbled

scotches

scolded

scissor

schlub

scavenging

scarin

scarfing

scallions

scald

savour

savored
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saute

sarcoidosis

sandbar

saluted

salish

saith

sailboats

sagittarius

sacre

saccharine

sacamano

rushdie

rumpled

rumba

rulebook

rubbers

roughage

rotisserie

rootie

roofy

roofie

romanticize

rittle

ristorante

rippin

rinsing

ringin

rincess

rickety

reveling

retest

retaliating

restorative

reston

restaurateur

reshoots

resetting

resentments

reprogramming

repossess

repartee

renzo

remore

remitting

remeber

relaxants

rejuvenate

rejections
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regenerated

refocus

referrals

reeno

recycles

recrimination

reclining

recanting

reattach

reassigning

razgul

raved

rattlesnakes

rattles

rashly

raquetball

ransack

raisinettes

raheem

radisson

radishes

raban

quoth

qumari

quints

quilts

quilting

quien

quarreled

purty

purblind

punchbowl

publically

psychotics

psychopaths

psychoanalyze

pruning

provasik

protectin

propping

proportioned

prophylactic

proofed

prompter

procreate

proclivities

prioritizing

prinze
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pricked

press'll

presets

prescribes

preocupe

prejudicial

prefex

preconceived

precipice

pralines

pragmatist

powerbar

pottie

pottersville

potsie

potholes

posses

posies

portkey

porterhouse

pornographers

poring

poppycock

poppers

pomponi

pokin

poitier

podiatry

pleeze

pleadings

playbook

platelets

plane'arium

placebos

place'll

pistachios

pirated

pinochle

pineapples

pinafore

pimples

piggly

piddling

picon

pickpockets

picchu

physiologically

physic
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phobic

philandering

phenomenally

pheasants

pewter

petticoat

petronis

petitioning

perturbed

perpetuating

permutat

perishable

perimeters

perfumed

percocet

per'sus

pepperjack

penalize

pelting

pellet

peignoir

pedicures

peckers

pecans

pawning

paulsson

pattycake

patrolmen

patois

pathos

pasted

parishioner

parcheesi

parachuting

papayas

pantaloons

palpitations

palantine

paintballing

overtired

overstress

oversensitive

overnights

overexcited

overanxious

overachiever

outwitted

outvoted
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outnumber

outlast

outlander

out've

orphey

orchestrating

openers

ooooooo

okies

ohhhhhhhhh

ohhhhhhhh

ogling

offbeat

obsessively

obeyed

o'hana

o'bannon

o'bannion

numpce

nummy

nuked

nuances

nourishing

nosedive

norbu

nomlies

nomine

nixed

nihilist

nightshift

newmeat

neglectful

neediness

needin

naphthalene

nanocytes

nanite

naivete

n'yeah

mystifying

myhnegon

mutating

musing

mulled

muggy

muerto

muckraker

muchachos
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mountainside

motherless

mosquitos

morphed

mopped

moodoo

moncho

mollem

moisturiser

mohicans

mocks

mistresses

misspent

misinterpretation

miscarry

minuses

mindee

mimes

millisecond

milked

mightn't

mightier

mierzwiak

microchips

meyerling

mesmerizing

mershaw

meecrob

medicate

meddled

mckinnons

mcgewan

mcdunnough

mcats

mbien

matzah

matriarch

masturbated

masselin

martialed

marlboros

marksmanship

marinate

marchin

manicured

malnourished

malign

majorek
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magnon

magnificently

macking

machiavellian

macdougal

macchiato

macaws

macanaw

m'self

lydells

lusts

lucite

lubricants

lopper

lopped

loneliest

lonelier

lomez

lojack

loath

liquefy

lippy

limps

likin

lightness

liesl

liebchen

licious

libris

libation

lhamo

leotards

leanin

laxatives

lavished

latka

lanyard

lanky

landmines

lameness

laddies

lacerated

labored

l'amour

kreskin

kovitch

kournikova

kootchy
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konoss

knknow

knickety

knackety

kmart

klicks

kiwanis

kissable

kindergartners

kilter

kidnet

kid'll

kicky

kickbacks

kickback

kholokov

kewpie

kendo

katra

kareoke

kafelnikov

kabob

junjun

jumba

julep

jordie

jondy

jolson

jenoff

jawbone

janitorial

janiro

ipecac

invigorated

intruded

intros

intravenously

interruptus

interrogations

interject

interfacing

interestin

insuring

instilled

insensitivity

inscrutable

inroads

innards
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inlaid

injector

ingratitude

infuriates

infra

infliction

indelicate

incubators

incrimination

inconveniencing

inconsolable

incestuous

incas

incarcerate

inbreeding

impudence

impressionists

impeached

impassioned

imipenem

idling

idiosyncrasies

icebergs

hypotensive

hydrochloride

hushed

humus

humph

hummm

hulking

hubcaps

hubald

howya

howbout

how'll

housebroken

hotwire

hotspots

hotheaded

horrace

hopsfield

honto

honkin

honeymoons

homewrecker

hombres

hollers

hollerin
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hoedown

hoboes

hobbling

hobble

hoarse

hinky

highlighters

hexes

heru'ur

hernias

heppleman

hell're

heighten

heheheheheh

heheheh

hedging

heckling

heckled

heavyset

heatshield

heathens

heartthrob

headpiece

hayseed

haveo

hauls

hasten

harridan

harpoons

hardens

harcesis

harbouring

hangouts

halkein

haleh

halberstam

hairnet

hairdressers

hacky

haaaa

h'yah

gusta

gushy

gurgling

guilted

gruel

grudging

grrrrrr
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grosses

groomsmen

griping

gravest

gratified

grated

goulash

goopy

goona

goodly

godliness

godawful

godamn

glycerin

glutes

glowy

globetrotters

glimpsed

glenville

glaucoma

girlscout

giraffes

gilbey

gigglepuss

ghora

gestating

gelato

geishas

gearshift

gayness

gasped

gaslighting

garretts

garba

gablyczyck

g'head

fumigating

fumbling

fudged

fuckwad

fuck're

fuchsia

fretting

freshest

frenchies

freezers

fredrica

fraziers
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fraidy

foxholes

fourty

fossilized

forsake

forfeits

foreclosed

foreal

footsies

florists

flopped

floorshow

floorboard

flinching

flecks

flaubert

flatware

flatulence

flatlined

flashdance

flail

flagging

fiver

fitzy

fishsticks

finetti

finelli

finagle

filko

fieldstone

fibber

ferrini

feedin

feasting

favore

fathering

farrouhk

farmin

fairytale

fairservice

factoid

facedown

fabled

eyeballin

extortionist

exquisitely

expedited

exorcise
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existentialist

execs

exculpatory

exacerbate

everthing

eventuality

evander

euphoric

euphemisms

estamos

erred

entitle

enquiries

enormity

enfants

endive

encyclopedias

emulating

embittered

effortless

ectopic

ecirc

easely

earphones

earmarks

dweller

durslar

durned

dunois

dunking

dunked

dumdum

dullard

dudleys

druthers

druggist

drossos

drooled

driveways

drippy

dreamless

drawstring

drang

drainpipe

dozing

dotes

dorkface

doorknobs
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doohickey

donnatella

doncha

domicile

dokos

dobermans

dizzying

divola

ditsy

distaste

disservice

dislodged

dislodge

disinherit

disinformation

discounting

dinka

dimly

digesting

diello

diddling

dictatorships

dictators

diagnostician

devours

devilishly

detract

detoxing

detours

detente

destructs

desecrated

derris

deplore

deplete

demure

demolitions

demean

delish

delbruck

delaford

degaulle

deftly

deformity

deflate

definatly

defector

decrypted
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decontamination

decapitate

decanter

dardis

dampener

damme

daddy'll

dabbling

dabbled

d'etre

d'argent

d'alene

d'agnasti

czechoslovakian

cymbal

cyberdyne

cutoffs

cuticle

curvaceous

curiousity

crowing

crowed

croutons

cropped

criminy

crescentis

crashers

cranwell

coverin

courtrooms

countenance

cosmically

cosign

corroboration

coroners

cornflakes

copperpot

copperhead

copacetic

coordsize

convulsing

consults

conjures

congenial

concealer

compactor

commercialism

cokey
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cognizant

clunkers

clumsily

clucking

cloves

cloven

cloths

clothe

clods

clocking

clings

clavicle

classless

clashing

clanking

clanging

clamping

civvies

citywide

circulatory

circuited

chronisters

chromic

choos

chloroformed

chillun

cheesed

chatterbox

chaperoned

channukah

cerebellum

centerpieces

centerfold

ceecee

ccedil

cavorting

cavemen

cauterized

cauldwell

catting

caterine

cassiopeia

carves

cartwheel

carpeted

carob

caressing

carelessly
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careening

capricious

capitalistic

capillaries

candidly

camaraderie

callously

calfskin

caddies

buttholes

busywork

busses

burps

burgomeister

bunkhouse

bungchow

bugler

buffets

buffed

brutish

brusque

bronchitis

bromden

brolly

broached

brewskis

brewin

brean

breadwinner

brana

bountiful

bouncin

bosoms

borgnine

bopping

bootlegs

booing

bombosity

bolting

boilerplate

bluey

blowback

blouses

bloodsuckers

bloodstained

bloat

bleeth

blackface
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blackest

blackened

blacken

blackballed

blabs

blabbering

birdbrain

bipartisanship

biodegradable

biltmore

bilked

big'uns

bidet

besotted

bernheim

benegas

bendiga

belushi

bellboys

belittling

behinds

begone

bedsheets

beckoning

beaute

beaudine

beastly

beachfront

bathes

batak

baser

baseballs

barbella

bankrolling

bandaged

baerly

backlog

backin

babying

azkaban

awwwww

aviary

authorizes

austero

aunty

attics

atreus

astounded
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astonish

artemus

arses

arintero

appraiser

apathetic

anybody'd

anxieties

anticlimactic

antar

anglos

angleman

anesthetist

androscoggin

andolini

andale

amway

amuck

amniocentesis

amnesiac

americano

amara

alvah

altruism

alternapalooza

alphabetize

alpaca

allus

allergist

alexandros

alaikum

akimbo

agoraphobia

agides

aggrhh

aftertaste

adoptions

adjuster

addictions

adamantium

activator

accomplishes

aberrant

aaaaargh

aaaaaaaaaaaaa

a'ight

zzzzzzz

zucchini
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zookeeper

zirconia

zippers

zequiel

zellary

zeitgeist

zanuck

zagat

you'n

ylang

yes'm

yenta

yecchh

yecch

yawns

yankin

yahdah

yaaah

y'got

xeroxed

wwooww

wristwatch

wrangled

wouldst

worthiness

worshiping

wormy

wormtail

wormholes

woosh

wollsten

wolfing

woefully

wobbling

wintry

wingding

windstorm

windowtext

wiluna

wilting

wilted

willick

willenholly

wildflowers

wildebeest

whyyy

whoppers

whoaa
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whizzing

whizz

whitest

whistled

whist

whinny

wheelies

whazzup

whatwhatwhaaat

whato

whatdya

what'dya

whacks

wewell

wetsuit

welluh

weeps

waylander

wavin

wassail

wasnt

warneford

warbucks

waltons

wallbanger

waiving

waitwait

vowing

voucher

vornoff

vorhees

voldemort

vivre

vittles

vindaloo

videogames

vichyssoise

vicarious

vesuvius

verguenza

ven't

velveteen

velour

velociraptor

vastness

vasectomies

vapors

vanderhof
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valmont

validates

valiantly

vacuums

usurp

usernum

us'll

urinals

unyielding

unvarnished

unturned

untouchables

untangled

unsecured

unscramble

unreturned

unremarkable

unpretentious

unnerstand

unmade

unimpeachable

unfashionable

underwrite

underlining

underling

underestimates

underappreciated

uncouth

uncork

uncommonly

unclog

uncircumcised

unchallenged

uncas

unbuttoning

unapproved

unamerican

unafraid

umpteen

umhmm

uhwhy

ughuh

typewriters

twitches

twitched

twirly

twinkling

twinges
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twiddling

turners

turnabout

tumblin

tryed

trowel

trousseau

trivialize

trifles

tribianni

trenchcoat

trembled

traumatize

transitory

transients

transfuse

transcribing

tranq

trampy

traipsed

trainin

trachea

traceable

touristy

toughie

toscanini

tortola

tortilla

torreon

toreador

tommorrow

tollbooth

tollans

toidy

togas

tofurkey

toddling

toddies

toasties

toadstool

to've

tingles

timin

timey

timetables

tightest

thuggee

thrusting
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thrombus

throes

thrifty

thornharts

thinnest

thicket

thetas

thesulac

tethered

testaburger

tersenadine

terrif

terdlington

tepui

temping

tector

taxidermy

tastebuds

tartlets

tartabull

tar'd

tantamount

tangy

tangles

tamer

tabula

tabletops

tabithia

szechwan

synthedyne

svenjolly

svengali

survivalists

surmise

surfboards

surefire

suprise

supremacists

suppositories

superstore

supercilious

suntac

sunburned

summercliff

sullied

sugared

suckle

subtleties
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substantiated

subsides

subliminal

subhuman

strowman

stroked

stroganoff

streetlight

straying

strainer

straighter

straightener

stoplight

stirrups

stewing

stereotyping

stepmommy

stephano

stashing

starshine

stairwells

squatsie

squandering

squalid

squabbling

squab

sprinkling

spreader

spongy

spokesmen

splintered

spittle

spitter

spiced

spews

spendin

spect

spearchucker

spatulas

southtown

soused

soshi

sorter

sorrowful

sooth

some'in

soliloquy

soiree
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sodomized

sobriki

soaping

snows

snowcone

snitching

snitched

sneering

snausages

snaking

smoothed

smoochies

smarten

smallish

slushy

slurring

sluman

slithers

slippin

sleuthing

sleeveless

skinless

skillfully

sketchbook

skagnetti

sista

sinning

singularly

sinewy

silverlake

siguto

signorina

sieve

sidearms

shying

shunning

shtud

shrieks

shorting

shortbread

shopkeepers

shmancy

shizzit

shitheads

shitfaced

shipmates

shiftless

shelving
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shedlow

shavings

shatters

sharifa

shampoos

shallots

shafter

sha'nauc

sextant

serviceable

sepsis

senores

sendin

semis

semanski

selflessly

seinfelds

seers

seeps

seductress

secaucus

sealant

scuttling

scusa

scrunched

scissorhands

schreber

schmancy

scamps

scalloped

savoir

savagery

sarong

sarnia

santangel

samool

sallow

salino

safecracker

sadism

sacrilegious

sabrini

sabath

s'aright

ruttheimer

rudest

rubbery

rousting
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rotarian

roslin

roomed

romari

romanica

rolltop

rolfski

rockettes

roared

ringleader

riffing

ribcage

rewired

retrial

reting

resuscitated

restock

resale

reprogrammed

replicant

repentant

repellant

repays

repainting

renegotiating

rendez

remem

relived

relinquishes

relearn

relaxant

rekindling

rehydrate

refueled

refreshingly

refilling

reexamine

reeseman

redness

redeemable

redcoats

rectangles

recoup

reciprocated

reassessing

realy

realer

reachin
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re'kali

rawlston

ravages

rappaports

ramoray

ramming

raindrops

rahesh

radials

racists

rabartu

quiches

quench

quarreling

quaintly

quadrants

putumayo

put'em

purifier

pureed

punitis

pullout

pukin

pudgy

puddings

puckering

pterodactyl

psychodrama

psats

protestations

protectee

prosaic

propositioned

proclivity

probed

printouts

prevision

pressers

preset

preposition

preempt

preemie

preconceptions

prancan

powerpuff

potties

potpie

poseur
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porthole

poops

pooping

pomade

polyps

polymerized

politeness

polisher

polack

pocketknife

poatia

plebeian

playgroup

platonically

platitude

plastering

plasmapheresis

plaids

placemats

pizzazz

pintauro

pinstripes

pinpoints

pinkner

pincer

pimento

pileup

pilates

pigmen

pieeee

phrased

photocopies

phoebes

philistines

philanderer

pheromone

phasers

pfeffernuesse

pervs

perspire

personify

perservere

perplexed

perpetrating

perkiness

perjurer

periodontist

perfunctory
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perdido

percodan

pentameter

pentacle

pensive

pensione

pennybaker

pennbrooke

penhall

pengin

penetti

penetrates

pegnoir

peeve

peephole

pectorals

peckin

peaky

peaksville

paxcow

paused

patted

parkishoff

parkers

pardoning

paraplegic

paraphrasing

paperers

papered

pangs

paneling

palooza

palmed

palmdale

palatable

pacify

pacified

owwwww

oversexed

overrides

overpaying

overdrawn

overcompensate

overcomes

overcharged

outmaneuver

outfoxed

oughtn't
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ostentatious

oshun

orthopedist

or'derves

ophthalmologist

operagirl

oozes

oooooooh

onesie

omnis

omelets

oktoberfest

okeydoke

ofthe

ofher

obstetrical

obeys

obeah

o'henry

nyquil

nyanyanyanyah

nuttin

nutsy

nutball

nurhachi

numbskull

nullifies

nullification

nucking

nubbin

nourished

nonspecific

noing

noinch

nohoho

nobler

nitwits

newsprint

newspaperman

newscaster

neuropathy

netherworld

neediest

navasky

narcissists

napped

nafta

mache
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mykonos

mutilating

mutherfucker

mutha

mutates

mutate

musn't

murchy

multitasking

mujeeb

mudslinging

muckraking

mousetrap

mourns

mournful

motherf

mostro

morphing

morphate

moralistic

moochy

mooching

monotonous

monopolize

monocle

molehill

moland

mofet

mockup

mobilizing

mmmmmmm

mitzvahs

mistreating

misstep

misjudge

misinformation

misdirected

miscarriages

miniskirt

mindwarped

minced

milquetoast

miguelito

mightily

midstream

midriff

mideast

microbe
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methuselah

mesdames

mescal

men'll

memma

megaton

megara

megalomaniac

meeee

medulla

medivac

meaninglessness

mcnuggets

mccarthyism

maypole

may've

mauve
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auditing
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molding
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onslaught
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bests

prohibitions

yeltsin

selassie

naturalization

realisation

dispensary
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tribeca

abdulaziz

pocahontas

stagnation

pamplona

cuneiform

propagating

subsurface

christgau

epithelium

schwerin

lynching

routledge

hanseatic

upanishad

glebe

yugoslavian

complicity

endowments

girona

mynetworktv

entomology

plinth

ba'ath

supercup

torus

akkadian

salted

englewood

commandery

belgaum

prefixed

colorless

dartford

enthroned

caesarea

nominative

sandown

safeguards

hulled

formula_32

leamington

dieppe

spearhead

generalizations

demarcation

llanelli

masque
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brickwork

recounting

sufism

strikingly

petrochemical

onslow

monologues

emigrating

anderlecht

sturt

hossein

sakhalin

subduction

novices

deptford

zanjan

airstrikes

coalfield

reintroduction

timbaland

hornby

messianic

stinging

universalist

situational

radiocarbon

strongman

rowling

saloons

traffickers

overran

fribourg

cambrai

gravesend

discretionary

finitely

archetype

assessor

pilipinas

exhumed

invocation

interacted

digitized

timisoara

smelter

teton

sexism

precepts
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srinagar

pilsudski

carmelite

hanau

scoreline

hernando

trekking

blogging

fanbase

wielded

vesicles

nationalization

banja

rafts

motoring

luang

takeda

girder

stimulates

histone

sunda

nanoparticles

attains

jumpers

catalogued

alluding

pontus

ancients

examiners

shinkansen

ribbentrop

reimbursement

pharmacological

ramat

stringed

imposes

cheaply

transplanted

taiping

mizoram

looms

wallabies

sideman

kootenay

encased

sportsnet

revolutionized

tangier
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benthic

runic

pakistanis

heatseekers

shyam

mishnah

presbyterians

stadt

sutras

straddles

zoroastrian

infer

fueling

gymnasts

ofcom

gunfight

journeyman

tracklist

oshawa

ps500

pa'in

mackinac

xiongnu

mississippian

breckinridge

freemason

bight

autoroute

liberalization

distantly

thrillers

solomons

presumptive

romanization

anecdotal

bohemians

unpaved

milder

concurred

spinners

alphabets

strenuous

rivieres

kerrang

mistreatment

dismounted

intensively

carlist
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dancehall

shunting

pluralism

trafficked

brokered

bonaventure

bromide

neckar

designates

malian

reverses

sotheby

sorghum

serine

environmentalists

languedoc

consulship

metering

bankstown

handlers

militiamen

conforming

regularity

pondicherry

armin

capsized

consejo

capitalists

drogheda

granular

purged

acadians

endocrine

intramural

elicit

terns

orientations

miklos

omitting

apocryphal

slapstick

brecon

pliocene

affords

typography

emigre

tsarist

tomasz
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beset

nishi

necessitating

encyclical

roleplaying

journeyed

inflow

sprints

progressives

novosibirsk

cameroonian

ephesus

speckled

kinshasa

freiherr

burnaby

dalmatian

torrential

rigor

renegades

bhakti

nurburgring

cosimo

convincingly

reverting

visayas

lewisham

charlottetown

charadriiformesfamily

transferable

jodhpur

converters

deepening

camshaft

underdeveloped

protease

polonia

uterine

quantify

tobruk

dealerships

narasimha

fortran

inactivity

1780s

victors

categorised

naxos
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workstation

skink

sardinian

chalice

precede

dammed

sondheim

phineas

tutored

sourcing

uncompromising

placer

tyneside

courtiers

proclaims

pharmacies

hyogo

booksellers

sengoku

kursk

spectrometer

countywide

wielkopolski

bobsleigh

shetty

llywelyn

consistory

heretics

guinean

cliches

individualism

monolithic

imams

usability

bursa

deliberations

railings

torchwood

inconsistency

balearic

stabilizer

demonstrator

facet

radioactivity

outboard

educates

d'oyly

heretical
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handover

jurisdictional

shockwave

hispaniola

conceptually

routers

unaffiliated

trentino

formula_33

cypriots

intervenes

neuchatel

formulating

maggiore

delisted

alcohols

thessaly

potable

estimator

suborder

fluency

mimicry

clergymen

infrastructures

rivals.com

baroda

subplot

majlis

plano

clinching

connotation

carinae

savile

intercultural

transcriptional

sandstones

ailerons

annotations

impresario

heinkel

scriptural

intermodal

astrological

ribbed

northeastward

posited

boers

utilise
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kalmar

phylum

breakwater

skype

textured

guideline

azeri

rimini

massed

subsidence

anomalous

wolfsburg

polyphonic

accrediting

vodacom

kirov

captaining

kelantan

logie

fervent

eamon

taper

bundeswehr

disproportionately

divination

slobodan

pundits

hispano

kinetics

reunites

makati

ceasing

statistician

amending

chiltern

eparchy

riverine

melanoma

narragansett

pagans

raged

toppled

breaching

zadar

holby

dacian

ochre

velodrome
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disparities

amphoe

sedans

webpage

williamsport

lachlan

groton

baring

swastika

heliport

unwillingness

razorbacks

exhibitors

foodstuffs

impacting

tithe

appendages

dermot

subtypes

nurseries

balinese

simulating

stary

remakes

mundi

chautauqua

geologically

stockade

hakka

dilute

kalimantan

pahang

overlapped

fredericton

baha'u'llah

jahangir

damping

benefactors

shomali

triumphal

cieszyn

paradigms

shielded

reggaeton

maharishi

zambian

shearing

golestan
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mirroring

partitioning

flyover

songbook

incandescent

merrimack

huguenots

sangeet

vulnerabilities

trademarked

drydock

tantric

honoris

queenstown

labelling

iterative

enlists

statesmen

anglicans

herge

qinghai

burgundian

islami

delineated

zhuge

aggregated

banknote

qatari

suitably

tapestries

asymptotic

charleroi

majorities

pyramidellidae

leanings

climactic

tahir

ramsar

suppressor

revisionist

trawler

ernakulam

penicillium

categorization

slits

entitlement

collegium

earths
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benefice

pinochet

puritans

loudspeaker

stockhausen

eurocup

roskilde

alois

jaroslav

rhondda

boutiques

vigor

neurotransmitter

ansar

malden

ferdinando

sported

relented

intercession

camberwell

wettest

thunderbolts

positional

oriel

cloverleaf

penalized

shoshone

rajkumar

completeness

sharjah

chromosomal

belgians

woolen

ultrasonic

sequentially

boleyn

mordella

microsystems

initiator

elachista

mineralogy

rhododendron

integrals

compostela

hamza

sawmills

stadio

berlioz
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maidens

stonework

yachting

tappeh

myocardial

laborer

workstations

costumed

nicaea

lanark

roundtable

mashhad

nablus

algonquian

stuyvesant

sarkar

heroines

diwan

laments

intonation

intrigues

almaty

feuded

grandes

algarve

rehabilitate

macrophages

cruciate

dismayed

heuristic

eliezer

kozhikode

covalent

finalised

dimorphism

yaroslavl

overtaking

leverkusen

middlebury

feeders

brookings

speculates

insoluble

lodgings

jozsef

cysteine

shenyang

habilitation
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spurious

brainchild

mtdna

comique

albedo

recife

partick

broadening

shahi

orientated

himalaya

swabia

palme

mennonites

spokeswoman

conscripts

sepulchre

chartres

eurozone

scaffold

invertebrate

parishad

bagan

heian

watercolors

basse

supercomputer

commences

tarragona

plainfield

arthurian

functor

identically

murex

chronicling

pressings

burrowing

histoire

guayaquil

goalkeeping

differentiable

warburg

machining

aeneas

kanawha

holocene

ramesses

reprisal
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qingdao

avatars

turkestan

cantatas

besieging

repudiated

teamsters

equipping

hydride

ahmadiyya

euston

bottleneck

computations

terengganu

kalinga

stela

rediscovery

'this

azhar

stylised

karelia

polyethylene

kansai

motorised

lounges

normalization

calculators

1700s

goalkeepers

unfolded

commissary

cubism

vignettes

multiverse

heaters

briton

sparingly

childcare

thorium

plock

riksdag

eunuchs

catalysis

limassol

perce

uncensored

whitlam

ulmus
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unites

mesopotamian

refraction

biodiesel

forza

fulda

unseated

mountbatten

shahrak

selenium

osijek

mimicking

antimicrobial

axons

simulcasting

donizetti

swabian

sportsmen

hafiz

neared

heraclius

locates

evaded

subcarpathian

bhubaneswar

negeri

jagannath

thaksin

aydin

oromo

lateran

goldsmiths

multiculturalism

cilia

mihai

evangelists

lorient

qajar

polygons

vinod

mechanised

anglophone

prefabricated

mosses

supervillain

airliners

biofuels

iodide
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innovators

valais

wilberforce

logarithm

intelligentsia

dissipation

sanctioning

duchies

aymara

porches

simulators

mostar

telepathic

coaxial

caithness

burghs

fourths

stratification

joaquim

scribes

meteorites

monarchist

germination

vries

desiring

replenishment

istria

winemaking

tammany

troupes

hetman

lanceolate

pelagic

triptych

primeira

scant

outbound

hyphae

denser

bentham

basie

normale

executes

ladislaus

kontinental

herat

cruiserweight

activision
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customization

manoeuvres

inglewood

northwood

waveform

investiture

inpatient

alignments

kiryat

rabat

archimedes

ustad

monsanto

archetypal

kirkby

sikhism

correspondingly

catskill

overlaid

petrels

widowers

unicameral

federalists

metalcore

gamerankings

mussel

formula_34

lymphocytes

cystic

southgate

vestiges

immortals

kalam

strove

amazons

pocono

sociologists

sopwith

adheres

laurens

caregivers

inspecting

transylvanian

rebroadcast

rhenish

miserables

pyrams

blois
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newtonian

carapace

redshirt

gotland

nazir

unilever

distortions

linebackers

federalism

mombasa

lumen

bernoulli

favouring

aligarh

denounce

steamboats

dnieper

stratigraphic

synths

bernese

umass

icebreaker

guanajuato

heisenberg

boldly

diodes

ladakh

dogmatic

scriptwriter

maritimes

battlestar

symposia

adaptable

toluca

bhavan

nanking

ieyasu

picardy

soybean

adalbert

brompton

deutsches

brezhnev

glandular

laotian

hispanicized

ibadan

personification
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dalit

yamuna

regio

dispensed

yamagata

zweibrucken

revising

fandom

stances

participle

flavours

khitan

vertebral

crores

mayaguez

dispensation

guntur

undefined

harpercollins

unionism

meena

leveling

philippa

refractory

telstra

judea

attenuation

pylons

elaboration

elegy

edging

gracillariidae

residencies

absentia

reflexive

deportations

dichotomy

stoves

sanremo

shimon

menachem

corneal

conifers

mordellidae

facsimile

diagnoses

cowper

citta
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viticulture

divisive

riverview

foals

mystics

polyhedron

plazas

airspeed

redgrave

motherland

impede

multiplicity

barrichello

airships

pharmacists

harvester

clays

payloads

differentiating

popularize

caesars

tunneling

stagnant

circadian

indemnity

sensibilities

musicology

prefects

serfs

metra

lillehammer

carmarthenshire

kiosks

welland

barbican

alkyl

tillandsia

gatherers

asociacion

showings

bharati

brandywine

subversion

scalable

pfizer

dawla

barium

dardanelles
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nsdap

konig

ayutthaya

hodgkin

sedimentation

completions

purchasers

sponsorships

maximizing

banked

taoism

minot

enrolls

fructose

aspired

capuchin

outages

artois

carrollton

totality

osceola

pawtucket

fontainebleau

converged

queretaro

competencies

botha

allotments

sheaf

shastri

obliquely

banding

catharines

outwardly

monchengladbach

driest

contemplative

cassini

ranga

pundit

kenilworth

tiananmen

disulfide

formula_35

townlands

codice_3

looping

caravans
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rachmaninoff

segmentation

fluorine

anglicised

gnostic

dessau

discern

reconfigured

altrincham

rebounding

battlecruiser

ramblers

1770s

convective

triomphe

miyagi

mourners

instagram

aloft

breastfeeding

courtyards

folkestone

changsha

kumamoto

saarland

grayish

provisionally

appomattox

uncial

classicism

mahindra

elapsed

supremes

monophyletic

cautioned

formula_36

noblewoman

kernels

sucre

swaps

bengaluru

grenfell

epicenter

rockhampton

worshipful

licentiate

metaphorical

malankara
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amputated

wattle

palawan

tankobon

nobunaga

polyhedra

transduction

jilin

syrians

affinities

fluently

emanating

anglicized

sportscar

botanists

altona

dravida

chorley

allocations

kunming

luanda

premiering

outlived

mesoamerica

lingual

dissipating

impairments

attenborough

balustrade

emulator

bakhsh

cladding

increments

ascents

workington

qal'eh

winless

categorical

petrel

emphasise

dormer

toros

hijackers

telescopic

solidly

jankovic

cession

gurus
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madoff

newry

subsystems

northside

talib

englishmen

farnese

holographic

electives

argonne

scrivener

predated

brugge

nauvoo

catalyses

soared

siddeley

graphically

powerlifting

funicular

sungai

coercive

fusing

uncertainties

locos

acetic

diverge

wedgwood

dressings

tiebreaker

didactic

vyacheslav

acreage

interplanetary

battlecruisers

sunbury

alkaloids

hairpin

automata

wielkie

interdiction

plugins

monkees

nudibranch

esporte

approximations

disabling

powering
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characterisation

ecologically

martinsville

termen

perpetuated

lufthansa

ascendancy

motherboard

bolshoi

athanasius

prunus

dilution

invests

nonzero

mendocino

charan

banque

shaheed

counterculture

unita

voivode

hospitalization

vapour

supermarine

resistor

steppes

osnabruck

intermediates

benzodiazepines

sunnyside

privatized

geopolitical

ponta

beersheba

kievan

embody

theoretic

sangh

cartographer

blige

rotors

thruway

battlefields

discernible

demobilized

broodmare

colouration

sagas
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policymakers

serialization

augmentation

hoare

frankfurter

transnistria

kinases

detachable

generational

converging

antiaircraft

khaki

bimonthly

coadjutor

arkhangelsk

kannur

buffers

livonian

northwich

enveloped

cysts

yokozuna

herne

beeching

enron

virginian

woollen

excepting

competitively

outtakes

recombinant

hillcrest

clearances

pathe

cumbersome

brasov

u.s.a

likud

christiania

cruciform

hierarchies

wandsworth

lupin

resins

voiceover

sitar

electrochemical

mediacorp
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typhus

grenadiers

hepatic

pompeii

weightlifter

bosniak

oxidoreductase

undersecretary

rescuers

ranji

seleucid

analysing

exegesis

tenancy

toure

kristiansand

110th

carillon

minesweepers

poitou

acceded

palladian

redevelop

naismith

rifled

proletariat

shojo

hackensack

harvests

endpoint

kuban

rosenborg

stonehenge

authorisation

jacobean

revocation

compatriots

colliding

undetermined

okayama

acknowledgment

angelou

fresnel

chahar

ethereal

mg/kg

emmet

mobilised
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unfavourable

cultura

characterizing

parsonage

skeptics

expressways

rabaul

medea

guardsmen

visakhapatnam

caddo

homophobic

elmwood

encircling

coexistence

contending

seljuk

mycologist

infertility

moliere

insolvent

covenants

underpass

holme

landesliga

workplaces

delinquency

methamphetamine

contrived

tableau

tithes

overlying

usurped

contingents

spares

oligocene

molde

beatification

mordechai

balloting

pampanga

navigators

flowered

debutant

codec

orogeny

newsletters

solon
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ambivalent

ubisoft

archdeaconry

harpers

kirkus

jabal

castings

kazhagam

sylhet

yuwen

barnstaple

amidships

causative

isuzu

watchtower

granules

canaveral

remuneration

insurer

payout

horizonte

integrative

attributing

kiwis

skanderbeg

asymmetry

gannett

urbanism

disassembled

unaltered

precluded

melodifestivalen

ascends

plugin

gurkha

bisons

stakeholder

industrialisation

abbotsford

sextet

bustling

uptempo

slavia

choreographers

midwives

haram

javed

gazetteer
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subsection

natively

weighting

lysine

meera

redbridge

muchmusic

abruzzo

adjoins

unsustainable

foresters

kbit/s

cosmopterigidae

secularism

poetics

causality

phonograph

estudiantes

ceausescu

universitario

adjoint

applicability

gastropods

nagaland

kentish

mechelen

atalanta

woodpeckers

lombards

gatineau

romansh

avraham

acetylcholine

perturbation

galois

wenceslaus

fuzhou

meandering

dendritic

sacristy

accented

katha

therapeutics

perceives

unskilled

greenhouses

analogues

chaldean
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timbre

sloped

volodymyr

sadiq

maghreb

monogram

rearguard

caucuses

mures

metabolite

uyezd

determinism

theosophical

corbet

gaels

disruptions

bicameral

ribosomal

wolseley

clarksville

watersheds

tarsi

radon

milanese

discontinuous

aristotelian

whistleblower

representational

hashim

modestly

localised

atrial

hazara

ravana

troyes

appointees

rubus

morningside

amity

aberdare

ganglia

wests

zbigniew

aerobatic

depopulated

corsican

introspective

twinning
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hardtop

shallower

cataract

mesolithic

emblematic

graced

lubrication

republicanism

voronezh

bastions

meissen

irkutsk

oboes

hokkien

sprites

tenet

individualist

capitulated

oakville

dysentery

orientalist

hillsides

keywords

elicited

incised

lagging

apoel

lengthening

attractiveness

marauders

sportswriter

decentralization

boltzmann

contradicts

draftsman

precipitate

solihull

norske

consorts

hauptmann

riflemen

adventists

syndromes

demolishing

customize

continuo

peripherals

seamlessly
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linguistically

bhushan

orphanages

paraul

lessened

devanagari

quarto

responders

patronymic

riemannian

altoona

canonization

honouring

geodetic

exemplifies

republica

enzymatic

porters

fairmount

pampa

sufferers

kamchatka

conjugated

coachella

uthman

repositories

copious

headteacher

awami

phoneme

homomorphism

franconian

moorland

davos

quantified

kamloops

quarks

mayoralty

weald

peacekeepers

valerian

particulate

insiders

perthshire

caches

guimaraes

piped

grenadines
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kosciuszko

trombonist

artemisia

covariance

intertidal

soybeans

beatified

ellipse

fruiting

deafness

dnipropetrovsk

accrued

zealous

mandala

causation

junius

kilowatt

bakeries

montpelier

airdrie

rectified

bungalows

toleration

debian

pylon

trotskyist

posteriorly

two-and-a-half

herbivorous

islamists

poetical

donne

wodehouse

frome

allium

assimilate

phonemic

minaret

unprofitable

darpa

untenable

leaflet

bitcoin

zahir

thresholds

argentino

jacopo

bespoke
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stratified

wellbeing

shiite

basaltic

timberwolves

secrete

taunts

marathons

isomers

carre

consecrators

penobscot

pitcairn

sakha

crosstown

inclusions

impassable

fenders

indre

uscgc

jordi

retinue

logarithmic

pilgrimages

railcar

cashel

blackrock

macroscopic

aligning

tabla

trestle

certify

ronson

palps

dissolves

thickened

silicate

taman

walsingham

hausa

lowestoft

rondo

oleksandr

cuyahoga

retardation

countering

cricketing

holborn
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identifiers

hells

geophysics

infighting

sculpting

balaji

webbed

irradiation

runestone

trusses

oriya

sojourn

forfeiture

colonize

exclaimed

eucharistic

lackluster

glazing

northridge

gutenberg

stipulates

macroeconomic

priori

outermost

annular

udinese

insulating

headliner

godel

polytope

megalithic

salix

sharapova

derided

muskegon

braintree

plateaus

confers

autocratic

isomer

interstitial

stamping

omits

kirtland

hatchery

evidences

intifada

111th
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podgorica

capua

motivating

nuneaton

jakub

korsakov

amitabh

mundial

monrovia

gluten

predictor

marshalling

d'orleans

levers

touchscreen

brantford

fricative

banishment

descendent

antagonism

ludovico

loudspeakers

formula_37

livelihoods

manassas

steamships

dewsbury

uppermost

humayun

lures

pinnacles

dependents

lecce

clumps

observatories

paleozoic

dedicating

samiti

draughtsman

gauls

incite

infringing

nepean

pythagorean

convents

triumvirate

seigneur

gaiman
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vagrant

fossa

byproduct

serrated

renfrewshire

sheltering

achaemenid

dukedom

catchers

sampdoria

platelet

bielefeld

fluctuating

phenomenology

strikeout

ethnology

prospectors

woodworking

tatra

wildfires

meditations

agrippa

fortescue

qureshi

wojciech

methyltransferase

accusative

saatchi

amerindian

volcanism

zeeland

toyama

vladimirovich

allege

polygram

redox

budgeted

advisories

nematode

chipset

starscream

tonbridge

hardening

shales

accompanist

paraded

phonographic

whitefish
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sportive

audiobook

kalisz

hibernation

latif

duels

ps200

coxeter

nayak

safeguarding

cantabria

minesweeping

zeiss

dunams

catholicos

sawtooth

ontological

nicobar

bridgend

unclassified

intrinsically

hanoverian

rabbitohs

kenseth

alcalde

northumbrian

raritan

septuagint

presse

sevres

origen

dandenong

peachtree

intersected

impeded

usages

hippodrome

novara

trajectories

customarily

yardage

inflected

yanow

kalan

taverns

liguria

librettist

intermarriage
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1760s

courant

gambier

infanta

ptolemaic

ukulele

haganah

sceptical

manchukuo

plexus

implantation

hilal

intersex

efficiencies

arbroath

hagerstown

adelphi

diario

marais

matti

lifes

coining

modalities

divya

bletchley

conserving

ivorian

mithridates

generative

strikeforce

laymen

toponymy

pogrom

satya

meticulously

agios

dufferin

yaakov

fortnightly

cargoes

deterrence

prefrontal

przemysl

mitterrand

commemorations

chatsworth

gurdwara

abuja
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chakraborty

badajoz

geometries

artiste

diatonic

ganglion

presides

marymount

nanak

cytokines

feudalism

storks

rowers

widens

politico

evangelicals

assailants

pittsfield

allowable

bijapur

telenovelas

dichomeris

glenelg

herbivores

keita

inked

radom

fundraisers

constantius

boheme

portability

komnenos

crystallography

derrida

moderates

tavistock

fateh

spacex

disjoint

bristles

commercialized

interwoven

empirically

regius

bulacan

newsday

showa

radicalism
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yarrow

pleura

sayed

structuring

cotes

reminiscences

acetyl

edicts

escalators

aomori

encapsulated

legacies

bunbury

placings

fearsome

postscript

powerfully

keighley

hildesheim

amicus

crevices

deserters

benelux

aurangabad

freeware

ioannis

carpathians

chirac

seceded

prepaid

landlocked

naturalised

yanukovych

soundscan

blotch

phenotypic

determinants

twente

dictatorial

giessen

composes

recherche

pathophysiology

inventories

ayurveda

elevating

gravestone

degeneres
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vilayet

popularizing

spartanburg

bloemfontein

previewed

renunciation

genotype

ogilvy

tracery

blacklisted

emissaries

diploid

disclosures

tupolev

shinjuku

antecedents

pennine

braganza

bhattacharya

countable

spectroscopic

ingolstadt

theseus

corroborated

compounding

thrombosis

extremadura

medallions

hasanabad

lambton

perpetuity

glycol

besancon

palaiologos

pandey

caicos

antecedent

stratum

laserdisc

novitiate

crowdfunding

palatal

sorceress

dassault

toughness

celle

cezanne

vientiane
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tioga

hander

crossbar

gisborne

cursor

inspectorate

serif

praia

sphingidae

nameplate

psalter

ivanovic

sitka

equalised

mutineers

sergius

outgrowth

creationism

haredi

rhizomes

predominate

undertakings

vulgate

hydrothermal

abbeville

geodesic

kampung

physiotherapy

unauthorised

asteraceae

conservationist

minoan

supersport

mohammadabad

cranbrook

mentorship

legitimately

marshland

datuk

louvain

potawatomi

carnivores

levies

lyell

hymnal

regionals

tinto

shikoku
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conformal

wanganui

beira

lleida

standstill

deloitte

formula_40

corbusier

chancellery

mixtapes

airtime

muhlenberg

formula_39

bracts

thrashers

prodigious

gironde

chickamauga

uyghurs

substitutions

pescara

batangas

gregarious

gijon

paleo

mathura

pumas

proportionally

hawkesbury

yucca

kristiania

funimation

fluted

eloquence

mohun

aftermarket

chroniclers

futurist

nonconformist

branko

mannerisms

lesnar

opengl

altos

retainers

ashfield

shelbourne

sulaiman
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divisie

gwent

locarno

lieder

minkowski

bivalve

redeployed

cartography

seaway

bookings

decays

ostend

antiquaries

pathogenesis

formula_38

chrysalis

esperance

valli

motogp

homelands

bridged

bloor

ghazal

vulgaris

baekje

prospector

calculates

debtors

hesperiidae

titian

returner

landgrave

frontenac

kelowna

pregame

castelo

caius

canoeist

watercolours

winterthur

superintendents

dissonance

dubstep

adorn

matic

salih

hillel

swordsman
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flavoured

emitter

assays

monongahela

deeded

brazzaville

sufferings

babylonia

fecal

umbria

astrologer

gentrification

frescos

phasing

zielona

ecozone

candido

manoj

quadrilateral

gyula

falsetto

prewar

puntland

infinitive

contraceptive

bakhtiari

ohrid

socialization

tailplane

evoking

havelock

macapagal

plundering

104th

keynesian

templars

phrasing

morphologically

czestochowa

humorously

catawba

burgas

chiswick

ellipsoid

kodansha

inwards

gautama

katanga
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orthopaedic

heilongjiang

sieges

outsourced

subterminal

vijayawada

hares

oration

leitrim

ravines

manawatu

cryogenic

tracklisting

about.com

ambedkar

degenerated

hastened

venturing

lobbyists

shekhar

typefaces

northcote

rugen

'good

ornithology

asexual

hemispheres

unsupported

glyphs

spoleto

epigenetic

musicianship

donington

diogo

kangxi

bisected

polymorphism

megawatt

salta

embossed

cheetahs

cruzeiro

unhcr

aristide

rayleigh

maturing

indonesians

noire
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llano

ffffff

camus

purges

annales

convair

apostasy

algol

phage

apaches

marketers

aldehyde

pompidou

kharkov

forgeries

praetorian

divested

retrospectively

gornji

scutellum

bitumen

pausanias

magnification

imitations

nyasaland

geographers

floodlights

athlone

hippolyte

expositions

clarinetist

razak

neutrinos

rotax

sheykh

plush

interconnect

andalus

cladogram

rudyard

resonator

granby

blackfriars

placido

windscreen

sahel

minamoto

haida
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cations

emden

blackheath

thematically

blacklist

pawel

disseminating

academical

undamaged

raytheon

harsher

powhatan

ramachandran

saddles

paderborn

capping

zahra

prospecting

glycine

chromatin

profane

banska

helmand

okinawan

dislocation

oscillators

insectivorous

foyle

gilgit

autonomic

tuareg

sluice

pollinated

multiplexed

granary

narcissus

ranchi

staines

nitra

goalscoring

midwifery

pensioners

algorithmic

meetinghouse

biblioteca

besar

narva

angkor
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predate

lohan

cyclical

detainee

occipital

eventing

faisalabad

dartmoor

kublai

courtly

resigns

radii

megachilidae

cartels

shortfall

xhosa

unregistered

benchmarks

dystopian

bulkhead

ponsonby

jovanovic

accumulates

papuan

bhutanese

intuitively

gotaland

headliners

recursion

dejan

novellas

diphthongs

imbued

withstood

analgesic

amplify

powertrain

programing

maidan

alstom

affirms

eradicated

summerslam

videogame

molla

severing

foundered

gallium
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atmospheres

desalination

shmuel

howmeh

catolica

bossier

reconstructing

isolates

lyase

tweets

unconnected

tidewater

divisible

cohorts

orebro

presov

furnishing

folklorist

simplifying

centrale

notations

factorization

monarchies

deepen

macomb

facilitation

hennepin

declassified

redrawn

microprocessors

preliminaries

enlarging

timeframe

deutschen

shipbuilders

patiala

ferrous

aquariums

genealogies

vieux

unrecognized

bridgwater

tetrahedral

thule

resignations

gondwana

registries

agder
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dataset

felled

parva

analyzer

worsen

coleraine

columella

blockaded

polytechnique

reassembled

reentry

narvik

greys

nigra

knockouts

bofors

gniezno

slotted

hamasaki

ferrers

conferring

thirdly

domestication

photojournalist

universality

preclude

ponting

halved

thereupon

photosynthetic

ostrava

mismatch

pangasinan

intermediaries

abolitionists

transited

headings

ustase

radiological

interconnection

dabrowa

invariants

honorius

preferentially

chantilly

marysville

dialectical

antioquia
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abstained

gogol

dirichlet

muricidae

symmetries

reproduces

brazos

fatwa

bacillus

ketone

paribas

chowk

multiplicative

dermatitis

mamluks

devotes

adenosine

newbery

meditative

minefields

inflection

oxfam

conwy

bystrica

imprints

pandavas

infinitesimal

conurbation

amphetamine

reestablish

furth

edessa

injustices

frankston

serjeant

4x200

khazar

sihanouk

longchamp

stags

pogroms

coups

upperparts

endpoints

infringed

nuanced

summing

humorist
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pacification

ciaran

jamaat

anteriorly

roddick

springboks

faceted

hypoxia

rigorously

cleves

fatimid

ayurvedic

tabled

ratna

senhora

maricopa

seibu

gauguin

holomorphic

campgrounds

amboy

coordinators

ponderosa

casemates

ouachita

nanaimo

mindoro

zealander

rimsky

cluny

tomaszow

meghalaya

caetano

tilak

roussillon

landtag

gravitation

dystrophy

cephalopods

trombones

glens

killarney

denominated

anthropogenic

pssas

roubaix

carcasses

montmorency
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neotropical

communicative

rabindranath

ordinated

separable

overriding

surged

sagebrush

conciliation

codice_4

durrani

phosphatase

qadir

votive

revitalized

taiyuan

tyrannosaurus

graze

slovaks

nematodes

environmentalism

blockhouse

illiteracy

schengen

ecotourism

alternation

conic

wields

hounslow

blackfoot

kwame

ambulatory

volhynia

hordaland

croton

piedras

rohit

drava

conceptualized

birla

illustrative

gurgaon

barisal

tutsi

dezong

nasional

polje

chanson
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clarinets

krasnoyarsk

aleksandrovich

cosmonaut

d'este

palliative

midseason

silencing

wardens

durer

girders

salamanders

torrington

supersonics

lauda

farid

circumnavigation

embankments

funnels

bajnoksag

lorries

cappadocia

jains

warringah

retirees

burgesses

equalization

cusco

ganesan

algal

amazonian

lineups

allocating

conquerors

usurper

mnemonic

predating

brahmaputra

ahmadabad

maidenhead

numismatic

subregion

encamped

reciprocating

freebsd

irgun

tortoises

governorates
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zionists

airfoil

collated

ajmer

fiennes

etymological

polemic

chadian

clerestory

nordiques

fluctuated

calvados

oxidizing

trailhead

massena

quarrels

dordogne

tirunelveli

pyruvate

pulsed

athabasca

sylar

appointee

serer

japonica

andronikos

conferencing

nicolaus

chemin

ascertained

incited

woodbine

helices

hospitalised

emplacements

to/from

orchestre

tyrannical

pannonia

methodism

pop/rock

shibuya

berbers

despot

seaward

westpac

separator

perpignan
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alamein

judeo

publicize

quantization

ethniki

gracilis

menlo

offside

oscillating

unregulated

succumbing

finnmark

metrical

suleyman

raith

sovereigns

bundesstrasse

kartli

fiduciary

darshan

foramen

curler

concubines

calvinism

larouche

bukhara

sophomores

mohanlal

lutheranism

monomer

eamonn

'black

uncontested

immersive

tutorials

beachhead

bindings

permeable

postulates

comite

transformative

indiscriminate

hofstra

associacao

amarna

dermatology

lapland

aosta
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babur

unambiguous

formatting

schoolboys

gwangju

superconducting

replayed

adherent

aureus

compressors

forcible

spitsbergen

boulevards

budgeting

nossa

annandale

perumal

interregnum

sassoon

kwajalein

greenbrier

caldas

triangulation

flavius

increment

shakhtar

nullified

pinfall

nomen

microfinance

depreciation

cubist

steeper

splendour

gruppe

everyman

chasers

campaigners

bridle

modality

percussive

darkly

capes

velar

picton

triennial

factional

padang
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toponym

betterment

norepinephrine

112th

estuarine

diemen

warehousing

morphism

ideologically

pairings

immunization

crassus

exporters

sefer

flocked

bulbous

deseret

booms

calcite

bohol

elven

groot

pulau

citigroup

wyeth

modernizing

layering

pastiche

complies

printmaker

condenser

theropod

cassino

oxyrhynchus

akademie

trainings

lowercase

coxae

parte

chetniks

pentagonal

keselowski

monocoque

morsi

reticulum

meiosis

clapboard

recoveries
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tinge

an/fps

revista

sidon

livre

epidermis

conglomerates

kampong

congruent

harlequins

tergum

simplifies

epidemiological

underwriting

tcp/ip

exclusivity

multidimensional

mysql

columbine

ecologist

hayat

sicilies

levees

handset

aesop

usenet

pacquiao

archiving

alexandrian

compensatory

broadsheet

annotation

bahamian

d'affaires

interludes

phraya

shamans

marmara

customizable

immortalized

ambushes

chlorophyll

diesels

emulsion

rheumatoid

voluminous

screenwriters

tailoring
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sedis

runcorn

democratization

bushehr

anacostia

constanta

antiquary

sixtus

radiate

advaita

antimony

acumen

barristers

reichsbahn

ronstadt

symbolist

pasig

cursive

secessionist

afrikaner

munnetra

inversely

adsorption

syllabic

moltke

idioms

midline

olimpico

diphosphate

cautions

radziwill

mobilisation

copelatus

trawlers

unicron

bhaskar

financiers

minimalism

derailment

marxists

oireachtas

abdicate

eigenvalue

zafar

vytautas

ganguly

chelyabinsk

telluride
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subordination

ferried

dived

vendee

pictish

dimitrov

expiry

carnation

cayley

magnitudes

lismore

gretna

sandwiched

unmasked

sandomierz

swarthmore

tetra

nanyang

pevsner

dehradun

mormonism

rashi

complying

seaplanes

ningbo

cooperates

strathcona

mornington

mestizo

yulia

edgbaston

palisade

ethno

polytopes

espirito

tymoshenko

pronunciations

paradoxical

taichung

chipmunks

erhard

maximise

accretion

kanda

`abdu'l

narrowest

umpiring

mycenaean
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divisor

geneticist

ceredigion

barque

hobbyists

equates

auxerre

spinose

cheil

sweetwater

guano

carboxylic

archiv

tannery

cormorant

agonists

fundacion

anbar

tunku

hindrance

meerut

concordat

secunderabad

kachin

achievable

murfreesboro

comprehensively

forges

broadest

synchronised

speciation

scapa

aliyev

conmebol

tirelessly

subjugated

pillaged

udaipur

defensively

lakhs

stateless

haasan

headlamps

patterning

podiums

polyphony

mcmurdo

mujer
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vocally

storeyed

mucosa

multivariate

scopus

minimizes

formalised

certiorari

bourges

populate

overhanging

gaiety

unreserved

borromeo

woolworths

isotopic

bashar

purify

vertebra

medan

juxtaposition

earthwork

elongation

chaudhary

schematic

piast

steeped

nanotubes

fouls

achaea

legionnaires

abdur

qmjhl

embraer

hardback

centerville

ilocos

slovan

whitehorse

mauritian

moulding

mapuche

donned

provisioning

gazprom

jonesboro

audley

lightest
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calyx

coldwater

trigonometric

petroglyphs

psychoanalyst

congregate

zambezi

fissure

supervises

bexley

etobicoke

wairarapa

tectonics

emphasises

formula_41

debugging

linfield

spatially

ionizing

ungulates

orinoco

clades

erlangen

news/talk

vols.

ceara

yakovlev

finsbury

entanglement

fieldhouse

graphene

intensifying

grigory

keyong

zacatecas

ninian

allgemeine

keswick

societa

snorri

femininity

najib

monoclonal

guyanese

postulate

huntly

abbeys

machinist
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yunus

emphasising

ishaq

urmia

bremerton

pretenders

lumiere

thoroughfares

chikara

dramatized

metathorax

taiko

transcendence

wycliffe

retrieves

umpired

steuben

racehorses

taylors

kuznetsov

montezuma

precambrian

canopies

gaozong

propodeum

disestablished

retroactive

shoreham

rhizome

doubleheader

clinician

diwali

quartzite

shabaab

agassiz

despatched

stormwater

luxemburg

callao

universidade

courland

skane

glyph

dormers

witwatersrand

curacy

qualcomm

nansen
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entablature

lauper

hausdorff

lusaka

ruthenian

360deg

cityscape

douai

vaishnava

spars

vaulting

rationalist

gygax

sequestration

typology

pollinates

accelerators

leben

colonials

cenotaph

imparted

carthaginians

equaled

rostrum

gobind

bodhisattva

oberst

bicycling

arabi

sangre

biophysics

hainaut

vernal

lunenburg

apportioned

finches

lajos

nenad

repackaged

zayed

nikephoros

r.e.m

swaminarayan

gestalt

unplaced

crags

grohl

sialkot
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unsaturated

gwinnett

linemen

forays

palakkad

writs

instrumentalists

aircrews

badged

terrapins

180deg

oneness

commissariat

changi

pupation

circumscribed

contador

isotropic

administrated

fiefs

nimes

intrusions

minoru

geschichte

nadph

tainan

changchun

carbondale

frisia

swapo

evesham

hawai'i

encyclopedic

transporters

dysplasia

formula_42

onsite

jindal

guetta

judgements

narbonne

permissions

paleogene

rationalism

vilna

isometric

subtracted

chattahoochee
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lamina

missa

greville

pervez

lattices

persistently

crystallization

timbered

hawaiians

fouling

interrelated

masood

ripening

stasi

gamal

visigothic

warlike

cybernetics

tanjung

forfar

cybernetic

karelian

brooklands

belfort

greifswald

campeche

inexplicably

refereeing

understory

uninterested

prius

collegiately

sefid

sarsfield

categorize

biannual

elsevier

eisteddfod

declension

autonoma

procuring

misrepresentation

novelization

bibliographic

shamanism

vestments

potash

eastleigh
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ionized

turan

lavishly

scilly

balanchine

importers

parlance

'that

kanyakumari

synods

mieszko

crossovers

serfdom

conformational

legislated

exclave

heathland

sadar

differentiates

propositional

konstantinos

photoshop

manche

vellore

appalachia

orestes

taiga

exchanger

grozny

invalidated

baffin

spezia

staunchly

eisenach

robustness

virtuosity

ciphers

inlets

bolagh

understandings

bosniaks

parser

typhoons

sinan

luzerne

webcomic

subtraction

jhelum
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businessweek

ceske

refrained

firebox

mitigated

helmholtz

dilip

eslamabad

metalwork

lucan

apportionment

provident

gdynia

schooners

casement

danse

hajjiabad

benazir

buttress

anthracite

newsreel

wollaston

dispatching

cadastral

riverboat

provincetown

nantwich

missal

irreverent

juxtaposed

darya

ennobled

electropop

stereoscopic

maneuverability

laban

luhansk

udine

collectibles

haulage

holyrood

materially

supercharger

gorizia

shkoder

townhouses

pilate

layoffs
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folkloric

dialectic

exuberant

matures

malla

ceuta

citizenry

crewed

couplet

stopover

transposition

tradesmen

antioxidant

amines

utterance

grahame

landless

isere

diction

appellant

satirist

urbino

intertoto

subiaco

antonescu

nehemiah

ubiquitin

emcee

stourbridge

fencers

103rd

wranglers

monteverdi

watertight

expounded

xiamen

manmohan

pirie

threefold

antidepressant

sheboygan

grieg

cancerous

diverging

bernini

polychrome

fundamentalism

bihari
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critiqued

cholas

villers

tendulkar

dafydd

vastra

fringed

evangelization

episcopalian

maliki

sana'a

ashburton

trianon

allegany

heptathlon

insufficiently

panelists

pharrell

hexham

amharic

fertilized

plumes

cistern

stratigraphy

akershus

catalans

karoo

rupee

minuteman

quantification

wigmore

leutnant

metanotum

weeknights

iridescent

extrasolar

brechin

deuterium

kuching

lyricism

astrakhan

brookhaven

euphorbia

hradec

bhagat

vardar

aylmer

positron
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amygdala

speculators

unaccompanied

debrecen

slurry

windhoek

disaffected

rapporteur

mellitus

blockers

fronds

yatra

sportsperson

precession

physiologist

weeknight

pidgin

pharma

condemns

standardize

zetian

tibor

glycoprotein

emporia

cormorants

amalie

accesses

leonhard

denbighshire

roald

116th

will.i.am

symbiosis

privatised

meanders

chemnitz

jabalpur

shing

secede

ludvig

krajina

homegrown

snippets

sasanian

euripides

peder

cimarron

streaked
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graubunden

kilimanjaro

mbeki

middleware

flensburg

bukovina

lindwall

marsalis

profited

abkhaz

polis

camouflaged

amyloid

morgantown

ovoid

bodleian

morte

quashed

gamelan

juventud

natchitoches

storyboard

freeview

enumeration

cielo

preludes

bulawayo

1600s

olympiads

multicast

faunal

asura

reinforces

puranas

ziegfeld

handicraft

seamount

kheil

noche

hallmarks

dermal

colorectal

encircle

hessen

umbilicus

sunnis

leste

unwin
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disclosing

superfund

montmartre

refuelling

subprime

kolhapur

etiology

bismuth

laissez

vibrational

mazar

alcoa

rumsfeld

recurve

ticonderoga

lionsgate

onlookers

homesteads

filesystem

barometric

kingswood

biofuel

belleza

moshav

occidentalis

asymptomatic

northeasterly

leveson

huygens

numan

kingsway

primogeniture

toyotomi

yazoo

limpets

greenbelt

booed

concurrence

dihedral

ventrites

raipur

sibiu

plotters

kitab

109th

trackbed

skilful

berthed
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effendi

fairing

sephardi

mikhailovich

lockyer

wadham

invertible

paperbacks

alphabetic

deuteronomy

constitutive

leathery

greyhounds

estoril

beechcraft

poblacion

cossidae

excreted

flamingos

singha

olmec

neurotransmitters

ascoli

nkrumah

forerunners

dualism

disenchanted

benefitted

centrum

undesignated

noida

o'donoghue

collages

egrets

egmont

wuppertal

cleave

montgomerie

pseudomonas

srinivasa

lymphatic

stadia

resold

minima

evacuees

consumerism

ronde

biochemist
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automorphism

hollows

smuts

improvisations

vespasian

bream

pimlico

eglin

colne

melancholic

berhad

ousting

saale

notaulices

ouest

hunslet

tiberias

abdomina

ramsgate

stanislas

donbass

pontefract

sucrose

halts

drammen

chelm

l'arc

taming

trolleys

konin

incertae

licensees

scythian

giorgos

dative

tanglewood

farmlands

o'keeffe

caesium

romsdal

amstrad

corte

oglethorpe

huntingdonshire

magnetization

adapts

zamosc

shooto
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cuttack

centrepiece

storehouse

winehouse

morbidity

woodcuts

ryazan

buddleja

buoyant

bodmin

estero

austral

verifiable

periyar

christendom

curtail

shura

kaifeng

cotswold

invariance

seafaring

gorica

androgen

usman

seabird

forecourt

pekka

juridical

audacious

yasser

cacti

qianlong

polemical

d'amore

espanyol

distrito

cartographers

pacifism

serpents

backa

nucleophilic

overturning

duplicates

marksman

oriente

vuitton

oberleutnant

gielgud
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gesta

swinburne

transfiguration

1750s

retaken

celje

fredrikstad

asuka

cropping

mansard

donates

blacksmiths

vijayanagara

anuradhapura

germinate

betis

foreshore

jalandhar

bayonets

devaluation

frazione

ablaze

abidjan

approvals

homeostasis

corollary

auden

superfast

redcliffe

luxembourgish

datum

geraldton

printings

ludhiana

honoree

synchrotron

invercargill

hurriedly

108th

three-and-a-half

colonist

bexar

limousin

bessemer

ossetian

nunataks

buddhas

rebuked
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thais

tilburg

verdicts

interleukin

unproven

dordrecht

solent

acclamation

muammar

dahomey

operettas

4x400

arrears

negotiators

whitehaven

apparitions

armoury

psychoactive

worshipers

sculptured

elphinstone

airshow

kjell

o'callaghan

shrank

professorships

predominance

subhash

coulomb

sekolah

retrofitted

samos

overthrowing

vibrato

resistors

palearctic

datasets

doordarshan

subcutaneous

compiles

immorality

patchwork

trinidadian

glycogen

pronged

zohar

visigoths

freres
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akram

justo

agora

intakes

craiova

playwriting

bukhari

militarism

iwate

petitioners

harun

wisla

inefficiency

vendome

ledges

schopenhauer

kashi

entombed

assesses

tenn.

noumea

baguio

carex

o'donovan

filings

hillsdale

conjectures

blotches

annuals

lindisfarne

negated

vivek

angouleme

trincomalee

cofactor

verkhovna

backfield

twofold

automaker

rudra

freighters

darul

gharana

busway

formula_43

plattsburgh

portuguesa

showrunner
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roadmap

valenciennes

erdos

biafra

spiritualism

transactional

modifies

carne

107th

cocos

gcses

tiverton

radiotherapy

meadowlands

gunma

srebrenica

foxtel

authenticated

enslavement

classicist

klaipeda

minstrels

searchable

infantrymen

incitement

shiga

nadp+

urals

guilders

banquets

exteriors

counterattacks

visualized

diacritics

patrimony

svensson

transepts

prizren

telegraphy

najaf

emblazoned

coupes

effluent

ragam

omani

greensburg

taino

flintshire
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cd/dvd

lobbies

narrating

cacao

seafarers

bicolor

collaboratively

suraj

floodlit

sacral

puppetry

tlingit

malwa

login

motionless

thien

overseers

vihar

golem

specializations

bathhouse

priming

overdubs

winningest

archetypes

uniao

acland

creamery

slovakian

lithographs

maryborough

confidently

excavating

stillborn

ramallah

audiencia

alava

ternary

hermits

rostam

bauxite

gawain

lothair

captions

gulfstream

timelines

receded

mediating
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petain

bastia

rudbar

bidders

disclaimer

shrews

tailings

trilobites

yuriy

jamil

demotion

gynecology

rajinikanth

madrigals

ghazni

flycatchers

vitebsk

bizet

computationally

kashgar

refinements

frankford

heralds

europe/africa

levante

disordered

sandringham

queues

ransacked

trebizond

verdes

comedie

primitives

figurine

organists

culminate

gosport

coagulation

ferrying

hoyas

polyurethane

prohibitive

midfielders

ligase

progesterone

defectors

sweetened

backcountry
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diodorus

waterside

nieuport

khwaja

jurong

decried

gorkha

ismaili

300th

octahedral

kindergartens

paseo

codification

notifications

disregarding

risque

reconquista

shortland

atolls

texarkana

perceval

d'etudes

kanal

herbicides

tikva

nuova

gatherer

dissented

soweto

dexterity

enver

bacharach

placekicker

carnivals

automate

maynooth

symplectic

chetnik

militaire

upanishads

distributive

strafing

championing

moiety

miliband

blackadder

enforceable

maung
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dimer

stadtbahn

diverges

obstructions

coleophoridae

disposals

shamrocks

aural

banca

bahru

coxed

grierson

vanadium

watermill

radiative

ecoregions

berets

hariri

bicarbonate

evacuations

mallee

nairn

rushden

loggia

slupsk

satisfactorily

milliseconds

cariboo

reine

cyclo

pigmentation

postmodernism

aqueducts

vasari

bourgogne

dilemmas

liquefied

fluminense

alloa

ibaraki

tenements

kumasi

humerus

raghu

labours

putsch

soundcloud

bodybuilder
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rakyat

domitian

pesaro

translocation

sembilan

homeric

enforcers

tombstones

lectureship

rotorua

salamis

nikolaos

inferences

superfortress

lithgow

surmised

undercard

tarnow

barisan

stingrays

federacion

coldstream

haverford

ornithological

heerenveen

eleazar

jyoti

murali

bamako

riverbed

subsidised

theban

conspicuously

vistas

conservatorium

madrasa

kingfishers

arnulf

credential

syndicalist

sheathed

discontinuity

prisms

tsushima

coastlines

escapees

vitis

optimizing
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megapixel

overground

embattled

halide

sprinters

buoys

mpumalanga

peculiarities

106th

roamed

menezes

macao

prelates

papyri

freemen

dissertations

irishmen

pooled

sverre

reconquest

conveyance

subjectivity

asturian

circassian

formula_45

comdr

thickets

unstressed

monro

passively

harmonium

moveable

dinar

carlsson

elysees

chairing

b'nai

confusingly

kaoru

convolution

godolphin

facilitator

saxophones

eelam

jebel

copulation

anions

livres
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licensure

pontypridd

arakan

controllable

alessandria

propelling

stellenbosch

tiber

wolka

liberators

yarns

d'azur

tsinghua

semnan

amhara

ablation

melies

tonality

historique

beeston

kahne

intricately

sonoran

robespierre

gyrus

boycotts

defaulted

infill

maranhao

emigres

framingham

paraiba

wilhelmshaven

tritium

skyway

labial

supplementation

possessor

underserved

motets

maldivian

marrakech

quays

wikimedia

turbojet

demobilization

petrarch

encroaching
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sloops

masted

karbala

corvallis

agribusiness

seaford

stenosis

hieronymus

irani

superdraft

baronies

cortisol

notability

veena

pontic

cyclin

archeologists

newham

culled

concurring

aeolian

manorial

shouldered

fords

philanthropists

105th

siddharth

gotthard

halim

rajshahi

jurchen

detritus

practicable

earthenware

discarding

travelogue

neuromuscular

elkhart

raeder

zygmunt

metastasis

internees

102nd

vigour

upmarket

summarizing

subjunctive

offsets
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elizabethtown

udupi

pardubice

repeaters

instituting

archaea

substandard

technische

linga

anatomist

flourishes

velika

tenochtitlan

evangelistic

fitchburg

springbok

cascading

hydrostatic

avars

occasioned

filipina

perceiving

shimbun

africanus

consternation

tsing

optically

beitar

45deg

abutments

roseville

monomers

huelva

lotteries

hypothalamus

internationalist

electromechanical

hummingbirds

fibreglass

salaried

dramatists

uncovers

invokes

earners

excretion

gelding

ancien

aeronautica
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haverhill

stour

ittihad

abramoff

yakov

ayodhya

accelerates

industrially

aeroplanes

deleterious

dwelt

belvoir

harpalus

atpase

maluku

alasdair

proportionality

taran

epistemological

interferometer

polypeptide

adjudged

villager

metastatic

marshalls

madhavan

archduchess

weizmann

kalgoorlie

balan

predefined

sessile

sagaing

brevity

insecticide

psychosocial

africana

steelworks

aether

aquifers

belem

mineiro

almagro

radiators

cenozoic

solute

turbocharger

invicta
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guested

buccaneer

idolatry

unmatched

paducah

sinestro

dispossessed

conforms

responsiveness

cyanobacteria

flautist

procurator

complementing

semifinalist

rechargeable

permafrost

cytokine

refuges

boomed

gelderland

franchised

jinan

burnie

doubtless

randomness

colspan=12

angra

ginebra

famers

nuestro

declarative

roughness

lauenburg

motile

rekha

issuer

piney

interceptors

napoca
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formulaic

formula_44

viswanathan
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thessalonica
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unsold
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html5

taito

mobutu

icann

carnarvon

fairtrade

morphisms

upsilon

nozzles

fabius

meander

murugan

strontium

episcopacy

sandinista

parasol

attenuated

bhima

primeval

panay

ordinator

negara

osteoporosis

glossop

ebook

paradoxically

grevillea

modoc

equating

phonetically

legumes

covariant

dorje

quatre

bruxelles

pyroclastic

shipbuilder

zhaozong

obscuring

sveriges

tremolo

extensible

barrack

multnomah

hakon

chaharmahal

parsing

volumetric
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astrophysical

glottal

combinatorics

freestanding

encoder

paralysed

cavalrymen

taboos

heilbronn

orientalis

lockport

marvels

ozawa

dispositions

waders

incurring

saltire

modulate

papilio

phenol

intermedia

rappahannock

plasmid

fortify

phenotypes

transiting

correspondences

leaguer

larnaca

incompatibility

mcenroe

deeming

endeavoured

aboriginals

helmed

salar

arginine

werke

ferrand

expropriated

delimited

couplets

phoenicians

petioles

ouster

anschluss

protectionist

plessis
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urchins

orquesta

castleton

juniata

bittorrent

fulani

donji

mykola

rosemont

chandos

scepticism

signer

chalukya

wicketkeeper

coquitlam

programmatic

o'brian

carteret

urology

steelhead

paleocene

konkan

bettered

venkatesh

surfacing

longitudinally

centurions

popularization

yazid

douro

widths

premios

leonards

gristmill

fallujah

arezzo

leftists

ecliptic

glycerol

inaction

disenfranchised

acrimonious

depositing

parashah

cockatoo

marechal

bolzano

chios
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cablevision

impartiality

pouches

thickly

equities

bentinck

emotive

boson

ashdown

conquistadors

parsi

conservationists

reductive

newlands

centerline

ornithologists

waveguide

nicene

philological

hemel

setanta

masala

aphids

convening

casco

matrilineal

chalcedon

orthographic

hythe

replete

damming

bolivarian

admixture

embarks

borderlands

conformed

nagarjuna

blenny

chaitanya

suwon

shigeru

tatarstan

lingayen

rejoins

grodno

merovingian

hardwicke

puducherry
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prototyping

laxmi

upheavals

headquarter

pollinators

bromine

transom

plantagenet

arbuthnot

chidambaram

woburn

osamu

panelling

coauthored

zhongshu

hyaline

omissions

aspergillus

offensively

electrolytic

woodcut

sodom

intensities

clydebank

piotrkow

supplementing

quipped

focke

harbinger

positivism

parklands

wolfenbuttel

cauca

tryptophan

taunus

curragh

tsonga

remand

obscura

ashikaga

eltham

forelimbs

analogs

trnava

observances

kailash

antithesis

ayumi
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abyssinia

dorsally

tralee

pursuers

misadventures

padova

perot

mahadev

tarim

granth

licenced

compania

patuxent

baronial

korda

cochabamba

codices

karna

memorialized

semaphore

playlists

mandibular

halal

sivaji

scherzinger

stralsund

foundries

ribosome

mindfulness

nikolayevich

paraphyletic

newsreader

catalyze

ioannina

thalamus

gbit/s

paymaster

sarab

500th

replenished

gamepro

cracow

formula_46

gascony

reburied

lessing

easement

transposed
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meurthe

satires

proviso

balthasar

unbound

cuckoos

durbar

louisbourg

cowes

wholesalers

manet

narita

xiaoping

mohamad

illusory

cathal

reuptake

alkaloid

tahrir

mmorpg

underlies

anglicanism

repton

aharon

exogenous

buchenwald

indigent

odostomia

milled

santorum

toungoo

nevsky

steyr

urbanisation

darkseid

subsonic

canaanite

akiva

eglise

dentition

mediators

cirencester

peloponnesian

malmesbury

durres

oerlikon

tabulated

saens
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canaria

ischemic

esterhazy

ringling

centralization

walthamstow

nalanda

lignite

takht

leninism

expiring

circe

phytoplankton

promulgation

integrable

breeches

aalto

menominee

borgo

scythians

skrull

galleon

reinvestment

raglan

reachable

liberec

airframes

electrolysis

geospatial

rubiaceae

interdependence

symmetrically

simulcasts

keenly

mauna

adipose

zaidi

fairport

vestibular

actuators

monochromatic

literatures

congestive

sacramental

atholl

skytrain

tycho

tunings
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jamia

catharina

modifier

methuen

tapings

infiltrating

colima

grafting

tauranga

halides

pontificate

phonetics

koper

hafez

grooved

kintetsu

extrajudicial

linkoping

cyberpunk

repetitions

laurentian

parnu

bretton

darko

sverdlovsk

foreshadowed

akhenaten

rehnquist

gosford

coverts

pragmatism

broadleaf

ethiopians

instated

mediates

sodra

opulent

descriptor

enugu

shimla

leesburg

officership

giffard

refectory

lusitania

cybermen

fiume

corus
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tydfil

lawrenceville

ocala

leviticus

burghers

ataxia

richthofen

amicably

acoustical

watling

inquired

tiempo

multiracial

parallelism

trenchard

tokyopop

germanium

usisl

philharmonia

shapur

jacobites

latinized

sophocles

remittances

o'farrell

adder

dimitrios

peshwa

dimitar

orlov

outstretched

musume

satish

dimensionless

serialised

baptisms

pagasa

antiviral

1740s

quine

arapaho

bombardments

stratosphere

ophthalmic

injunctions

carbonated

nonviolence

asante
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creoles

sybra

boilermakers

abington

bipartite

permissive

cardinality

anheuser

carcinogenic

hohenlohe

surinam

szeged

infanticide

generically

floorball

'white

automakers

cerebellar

homozygous

remoteness

effortlessly

allude

'great

headmasters

minting

manchurian

kinabalu

wemyss

seditious

widgets

marbled

almshouses

bards

subgenres

tetsuya

faulting

kickboxer

gaulish

hoseyn

malton

fluvial

questionnaires

mondale

downplayed

traditionalists

vercelli

sumatran

landfills
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gamesradar

exerts

franciszek

unlawfully

huesca

diderot

libertarians

professorial

laane

piecemeal

conidae

taiji

curatorial

perturbations

abstractions

szlachta

watercraft

mullah

zoroastrianism

segmental

khabarovsk

rectors

affordability

scuola

diffused

stena

cyclonic

workpiece

romford

'little

jhansi

stalag

zhongshan

skipton

maracaibo

bernadotte

thanet

groening

waterville

encloses

sahrawi

nuffield

moorings

chantry

annenberg

islay

marchers

tenses
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wahid

siegen

furstenberg

basques

resuscitation

seminarians

tympanum

gentiles

vegetarianism

tufted

venkata

fantastical

pterophoridae

machined

superposition

glabrous

kaveri

chicane

executors

phyllonorycter

bidirectional

jasta

undertones

touristic

majapahit

navratilova

unpopularity

barbadian

tinian

webcast

hurdler

rigidly

jarrah

staphylococcus

igniting

irrawaddy

stabilised

airstrike

ragas

wakayama

energetically

ekstraklasa

minibus

largemouth

cultivators

leveraging

waitangi

carnaval
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weaves

turntables

heydrich

sextus

excavate

govind

ignaz

pedagogue

uriah

borrowings

gemstones

infractions

mycobacterium

batavian

massing

praetor

subalpine

massoud

passers

geostationary

jalil

trainsets

barbus

impair

budejovice

denbigh

pertain

historicity

fortaleza

nederlandse

lamenting

masterchef

doubs

gemara

conductance

ploiesti

cetaceans

courthouses

bhagavad

mihailovic

occlusion

bremerhaven

bulwark

morava

kaine

drapery

maputo

conquistador
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kaduna

famagusta

first-past-the-post

erudite

galton

undated

tangential

filho

dismembered

dashes

criterium

darwen

metabolized

blurring

everard

randwick

mohave

impurity

acuity

ansbach

chievo

surcharge

plantain

algoma

porosity

zirconium

selva

sevenoaks

venizelos

gwynne

golgi

imparting

separatism

courtesan

idiopathic

gravestones

hydroelectricity

babar

orford

purposeful

acutely

shard

ridgewood

viterbo

manohar

expropriation

placenames

brevis
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cosine

unranked

richfield

newnham

recoverable

flightless

dispersing

clearfield

abu'l

stranraer

kempe

streamlining

goswami

epidermal

pieta

conciliatory

distilleries

electrophoresis

bonne

tiago

curiosities

candidature

picnicking

perihelion

lintel

povoa

gullies

configure

excision

facies

signers

1730s

insufficiency

semiotics

streatham

deactivation

entomological

skippers

albacete

parodying

escherichia

honorees

singaporeans

counterterrorism

tiruchirappalli

omnivorous

metropole

globalisation
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athol

unbounded

codice_5

landforms

classifier

farmhouses

reaffirming

reparation

yomiuri

technologists

mitte

medica

viewable

steampunk

konya

kshatriya

repelling

edgewater

lamiinae

devas

potteries

llandaff

engendered

submits

virulence

uplifted

educationist

metropolitans

frontrunner

dunstable

forecastle

frets

methodius

exmouth

linnean

bouchet

repulsion

computable

equalling

liceo

tephritidae

agave

hydrological

azarenka

fairground

l'homme

enforces

xinhua
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cinematographers

cooperstown

sa'id

paiute

christianization

tempos

chippenham

insulator

kotor

stereotyped

dello

cours

hisham

d'souza

eliminations

supercars

passau

rebrand

natures

coote

persephone

rededicated

cleaved

plenum

blistering

indiscriminately

cleese

safed

recursively

compacted

revues

hydration

shillong

echelons

garhwal

pedimented

grower

zwolle

wildflower

annexing

methionine

petah

valens

famitsu

petiole

specialities

nestorian

shahin
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tokaido

shearwater

barberini

kinsmen

experimenter

alumnae

cloisters

alumina

pritzker

hardiness

soundgarden

julich

ps300

watercourse

cementing

wordplay

olivet

demesne

chasseurs

amide

zapotec

gaozu

porphyry

absorbers

indium

analogies

devotions

engravers

limestones

catapulted

surry

brickworks

gotra

rodham

landline

paleontologists

shankara

islip

raucous

trollope

arpad

embarkation

morphemes

recites

picardie

nakhchivan

tolerances

formula_47
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khorramabad

nichiren

adrianople

kirkuk

assemblages

collider

bikaner

bushfires

roofline

coverings

reredos

bibliotheca

mantras

accentuated

commedia

rashtriya

fluctuation

serhiy

referential

fittipaldi

vesicle

geeta

iraklis

immediacy

chulalongkorn

hunsruck

bingen

dreadnoughts

stonemason

meenakshi

lebesgue

undergrowth

baltistan

paradoxes

parlement

articled

tiflis

dixieland

meriden

tejano

underdogs

barnstable

exemplify

venter

tropes

wielka

kankakee

iskandar
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zilina

pharyngeal

spotify

materialised

picts

atlantique

theodoric

prepositions

paramilitaries

pinellas

attlee

actuated

piedmontese

grayling

thucydides

multifaceted

unedited

autonomously

universelle

utricularia

mooted

preto

incubated

underlie

brasenose

nootka

bushland

sensu

benzodiazepine

esteghlal

seagoing

amenhotep

azusa

sappers

culpeper

smokeless

thoroughbreds

dargah

gorda

alumna

mankato

zdroj

deleting

culvert

formula_49

punting

wushu

hindering
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immunoglobulin

standardisation

birger

oilfield

quadrangular

ulama

recruiters

netanya

1630s

communaute

istituto

maciej

pathan

meher

vikas

characterizations

playmaker

interagency

intercepts

assembles

horthy

introspection

narada

matra

testes

radnicki

estonians

csiro

instar

mitford

adrenergic

crewmembers

haaretz

wasatch

lisburn

rangefinder

ordre

condensate

reforestation

corregidor

spvgg

modulator

mannerist

faulted

aspires

maktoum

squarepants

aethelred
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piezoelectric

mulatto

dacre

progressions

jagiellonian

norge

samaria

sukhoi

effingham

coxless

hermetic

humanists

centrality

litters

stirlingshire

beaconsfield

sundanese

geometrically

caretakers

habitually

bandra

pashtuns

bradenton

arequipa

laminar

brickyard

hitchin

sustains

shipboard

ploughing

trechus

wheelers

bracketed

ilyushin

subotica

d'hondt

reappearance

bridgestone

intermarried

fulfilment

aphasia

birkbeck

transformational

strathmore

hornbill

millstone

lacan

voids
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solothurn

gymnasiums

laconia

viaducts

peduncle

teachta

edgware

shinty

supernovae

wilfried

exclaim

parthia

mithun

flashpoint

moksha

cumbia

metternich

avalanches

militancy

motorist

rivadavia

chancellorsville

federals

gendered

bounding

footy

gauri

caliphs

lingam

watchmaker

unrecorded

riverina

unmodified

seafloor

droit

pfalz

chrysostom

gigabit

overlordship

besiege

espn2

oswestry

anachronistic

ballymena

reactivation

duchovny

ghani

abacetus
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duller

legio

watercourses

nord-pas-de-calais

leiber

optometry

swarms

installer

sancti

adverbs

iheartmedia

meiningen

zeljko

kakheti

notional

circuses

patrilineal

acrobatics

infrastructural

sheva

oregonian

adjudication

aamir

wloclawek

overfishing

obstructive

subtracting

aurobindo

archeologist

newgate

'cause

secularization

tehsils

abscess

fingal

janacek

elkhorn

trims

kraftwerk

mandating

irregulars

faintly

congregationalist

sveti

kasai

mishaps

kennebec

provincially
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durkheim

scotties

aicte

rapperswil

imphal

surrenders

morphs

nineveh

hoxha

cotabato

thuringian

metalworking

retold

shogakukan

anthers

proteasome

tippeligaen

disengagement

mockumentary

palatial

erupts

flume

corrientes

masthead

jaroslaw

rereleased

bharti

labors

distilling

tusks

varzim

refounded

enniskillen

melkite

semifinalists

vadodara

bermudian

capstone

grasse

origination

populus

alesi

arrondissements

semigroup

verein

opossum

messrs.

portadown
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bulbul

tirupati

mulhouse

tetrahedron

roethlisberger

nonverbal

connexion

warangal

deprecated

gneiss

octet

vukovar

hesketh

chambre

despatch

claes

kargil

hideo

gravelly

tyndale

aquileia

tuners

defensible

tutte

theotokos

constructivist

ouvrage

dukla

polisario

monasticism

proscribed

commutation

testers

nipissing

codon

mesto

olivine

concomitant

exoskeleton

purports

coromandel

eyalet

dissension

hippocrates

purebred

yaounde

composting

oecophoridae
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procopius

o'day

angiogenesis

sheerness

intelligencer

articular

felixstowe

aegon

endocrinology

trabzon

licinius

pagodas

zooplankton

hooghly

satie

drifters

sarthe

mercian

neuilly

tumours

canal+

scheldt

inclinations

counteroffensive

roadrunners

tuzla

shoreditch

surigao

predicates

carnot

algeciras

militaries

generalize

bulkheads

gawler

pollutant

celta

rundgren

microrna

gewog

olimpija

placental

lubelski

roxburgh

discerned

verano

kikuchi

musicale
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l'enfant

ferocity

dimorphic

antigonus

erzurum

prebendary

recitative

discworld

cyrenaica

stigmella

totnes

sutta

pachuca

ulsan

downton

landshut

castellan

pleural

siedlce

siecle

catamaran

cottbus

utilises

trophic

freeholders

holyhead

u.s.s

chansons

responder

waziristan

suzuka

birding

shogi

asker

acetone

beautification

cytotoxic

dixit

hunterdon

cobblestone

formula_48

kossuth

devizes

sokoto

interlaced

shuttered

kilowatts

assiniboine
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isaak

salto

alderney

sugarloaf

franchising

aggressiveness

toponyms

plaintext

antimatter

henin

equidistant

salivary

bilingualism

mountings

obligate

extirpated

irenaeus

misused

pastoralists

aftab

immigrating

warping

tyrolean

seaforth

teesside

soundwave

oligarchy

stelae

pairwise

iupac

tezuka

posht

orchestrations

landmass

ironstone

gallia

hjalmar

carmelites

strafford

elmhurst

palladio

fragility

teleplay

gruffudd

karoly

yerba

potok

espoo
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inductance

macaque

nonprofits

pareto

rock'n'roll

spiritualist

shadowed

skateboarder

utterances

generality

congruence

prostrate

deterred

yellowknife

albarn

maldon

battlements

mohsen

insecticides

khulna

avellino

menstruation

glutathione

springdale

parlophone

confraternity

korps

countrywide

bosphorus

preexisting

damodar

astride

alexandrovich

sprinting

crystallized

botev

leaching

interstates

veers

angevin

undaunted

yevgeni

nishapur

northerners

alkmaar

bethnal

grocers

sepia
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tornus

exemplar

trobe

charcot

gyeonggi

larne

tournai

lorain

voided

genji

enactments

maxilla

adiabatic

eifel

nazim

transducer

thelonious

pyrite

deportiva

dialectal

bengt

rosettes

labem

sergeyevich

synoptic

conservator

statuette

biweekly

adhesives

bifurcation

rajapaksa

mammootty

republique

yusef

waseda

marshfield

yekaterinburg

minnelli

fundy

fenian

matchups

dungannon

supremacist

panelled

drenthe

iyengar

fibula

narmada
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homeport

oceanside

precept

antibacterial

altarpieces

swath

ospreys

lillooet

legnica

lossless

formula_50

galvatron

iorga

stormont

rsfsr

loggers

kutno

phenomenological

medallists

cuatro

soissons

homeopathy

bituminous

injures

syndicates

typesetting

displacements

dethroned

makassar

lucchese

abergavenny

targu

alborz

akb48

boldface

gastronomy

sacra

amenity

accumulator

myrtaceae

cornices

mourinho

denunciation

oxbow

diddley

aargau

arbitrage

bedchamber
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gruffydd

zamindar

klagenfurt

caernarfon

slowdown

stansted

abrasion

tamaki

suetonius

dukakis

individualistic

ventrally

hotham

perestroika

ketones

fertilisation

sobriquet

couplings

renderings

misidentified

rundfunk

sarcastically

braniff

concours

dismissals

elegantly

modifiers

crediting

combos

crucially

seafront

lieut

ischemia

manchus

derivations

proteases

aristophanes

adenauer

porting

hezekiah

sante

trulli

hornblower

foreshadowing

ypsilanti

dharwad

khani

hohenstaufen
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distillers

cosmodrome

intracranial

turki

salesian

gorzow

jihlava

yushchenko

leichhardt

venables

cassia

eurogamer

airtel

curative

bestsellers

timeform

sortied

grandview

massillon

ceding

pilbara

chillicothe

heredity

elblag

rogaland

ronne

millennial

batley

overuse

bharata

fille

campbelltown

abeyance

counterclockwise

250cc

neurodegenerative

consigned

electromagnetism

sunnah

saheb

exons

coxswain

gleaned

bassoons

worksop

prismatic

immigrate

pickets
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takeo

bobsledder

stosur

fujimori

merchantmen

stiftung

forli

endorses

taskforce

thermally

atman

gurps

floodplains

enthalpy

extrinsic

setubal

kennesaw

grandis

scalability

durations

showrooms

prithvi

outro

overruns

andalucia

amanita

abitur

hipper

mozambican

sustainment

arsene

chesham

palaeolithic

reportage

criminality

knowsley

haploid

atacama

shueisha

ridgefield

astern

getafe

lineal

timorese

restyled

hollies

agincourt

unter
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justly

tannins

mataram

industrialised

tarnovo

mumtaz

mustapha

stretton

synthetase

condita

allround

putra

stjepan

troughs

aechmea

specialisation

wearable

kadokawa

uralic

aeros

messiaen

existentialism

jeweller

effigies

gametes

fjordane

cochlear

interdependent

demonstrative

unstructured

emplacement

famines

spindles

amplitudes

actuator

tantalum

psilocybe

apnea

monogatari

expulsions

seleucus

tsuen

hospitaller

kronstadt

eclipsing

olympiakos

clann

canadensis
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inverter

helio

egyptologist

squamous

resonate

munir

histology

torbay

khans

jcpenney

veterinarians

aintree

microscopes

colonised

reflectors

phosphorylated

pristimantis

tulare

corvinus

multiplexing

midweek

demosthenes

transjordan

ecija

tengku

vlachs

anamorphic

counterweight

radnor

trinitarian

armidale

maugham

njsiaa

futurism

stairways

avicenna

montebello

bridgetown

wenatchee

lyonnais

amass

surinamese

streptococcus

m*a*s*h

hydrogenation

frazioni

proscenium

kalat
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pennsylvanian

huracan

tallying

kralove

nucleolar

phrygian

seaports

hyacinthe

ignace

donning

instalment

regnal

fonds

prawn

carell

folktales

goaltending

bracknell

vmware

patriarchy

mitsui

kragujevac

pythagoras

soult

thapa

disproved

suwalki

secures

somoza

l'ecole

divizia

chroma

herders

technologist

deduces

maasai

rampur

paraphrase

raimi

imaged

magsaysay

ivano

turmeric

formula_51

subcommittees

axillary

ionosphere

organically
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indented

refurbishing

pequot

violinists

bearn

colle

contralto

silverton

mechanization

etruscans

wittelsbach

pasir

redshirted

marrakesh

scarp

plein

wafers

qareh

teotihuacan

frobenius

sinensis

rehoboth

bundaberg

newbridge

hydrodynamic

traore

abubakar

adjusts

storytellers

dynamos

verbandsliga

concertmaster

exxonmobil

appreciable

sieradz

marchioness

chaplaincy

rechristened

cunxu

overpopulation

apolitical

sequencer

beaked

nemanja

binaries

intendant

absorber

filamentous
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indebtedness

nusra

nashik

reprises

psychedelia

abwehr

ligurian

isoform

resistive

pillaging

mahathir

reformatory

lusatia

allerton

ajaccio

tepals

maturin

njcaa

abyssinian

objector

fissures

sinuous

ecclesiastic

dalits

caching

deckers

phosphates

wurlitzer

navigated

trofeo

berea

purefoods

solway

unlockable

grammys

kostroma

vocalizations

basilan

rebuke

abbasi

douala

helsingborg

ambon

bakar

runestones

cenel

tomislav

pigmented
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northgate

excised

seconda

kirke

determinations

dedicates

vilas

pueblos

reversion

unexploded

overprinted

ekiti

deauville

masato

anaesthesia

endoplasmic

transponders

aguascalientes

hindley

celluloid

affording

bayeux

piaget

rickshaws

eishockey

camarines

zamalek

undersides

hardwoods

hermitian

mutinied

monotone

blackmails

affixes

jpmorgan

habermas

mitrovica

paleontological

polystyrene

thana

manas

conformist

turbofan

decomposes

logano

castration

metamorphoses

patroness
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herbicide

mikolaj

rapprochement

macroeconomics

barranquilla

matsudaira

lintels

femina

hijab

spotsylvania

morpheme

bitola

baluchistan

kurukshetra

otway

extrusion

waukesha

menswear

helder

trung

bingley

protester

boars

overhang

differentials

exarchate

hejaz

kumara

unjustified

timings

sharpness

nuovo

taisho

sundar

etc..

jehan

unquestionably

muscovy

daltrey

canute

paneled

amedeo

metroplex

elaborates

telus

tetrapods

dragonflies

epithets
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saffir

parthenon

lucrezia

refitting

pentateuch

hanshin

montparnasse

lumberjacks

sanhedrin

erectile

odors

greenstone

resurgent

leszek

amory

substituents

prototypical

viewfinder

monck

universiteit

joffre

revives

chatillon

seedling

scherzo

manukau

ashdod

gympie

homolog

stalwarts

ruinous

weibo

tochigi

wallenberg

gayatri

munda

satyagraha

storefronts

heterogeneity

tollway

sportswriters

binocular

gendarmes

ladysmith

tikal

ortsgemeinde

ja'far

osmotic
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linlithgow

bramley

telecoms

pugin

repose

rupaul

sieur

meniscus

garmisch

reintroduce

400th

shoten

poniatowski

drome

kazakhstani

changeover

astronautics

husserl

herzl

hypertext

katakana

polybius

antananarivo

seong

breguet

reliquary

utada

aggregating

liangshan

sivan

tonawanda

audiobooks

shankill

coulee

phenolic

brockton

bookmakers

handsets

boaters

wylde

commonality

mappings

silhouettes

pennines

maurya

pratchett

singularities

eschewed
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pretensions

vitreous

ibero

totalitarianism

poulenc

lingered

directx

seasoning

deputation

interdict

illyria

feedstock

counterbalance

muzik

buganda

parachuted

violist

homogeneity

comix

fjords

corsairs

punted

verandahs

equilateral

laoghaire

magyars

117th

alesund

televoting

mayotte

eateries

refurbish

nswrl

yukio

caragiale

zetas

dispel

codecs

inoperable

outperformed

rejuvenation

elstree

modernise

contributory

pictou

tewkesbury

chechens

ashina
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psionic

refutation

medico

overdubbed

nebulae

sandefjord

personages

eccellenza

businessperson

placename

abenaki

perryville

threshing

reshaped

arecibo

burslem

colspan=3|turnout

rebadged

lumia

erinsborough

interactivity

bitmap

indefatigable

theosophy

excitatory

gleizes

edsel

bermondsey

korce

saarinen

wazir

diyarbakir

cofounder

liberalisation

onsen

nighthawks

siting

retirements

semyon

d'histoire

114th

redditch

venetia

praha

'round

valdosta

hieroglyphic

postmedial
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edirne

miscellany

savona

cockpits

minimization

coupler

jacksonian

appeasement

argentines

saurashtra

arkwright

hesiod

folios

fitzalan

publica

rivaled

civitas

beermen

constructivism

ribeira

zeitschrift

solanum

todos

deformities

chilliwack

verdean

meagre

bishoprics

gujrat

yangzhou

reentered

inboard

mythologies

virtus

unsurprisingly

rusticated

museu

symbolise

proportionate

thesaban

symbian

aeneid

mitotic

veliki

compressive

cisterns

abies

winemaker
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massenet

bertolt

ahmednagar

triplemania

armorial

administracion

tenures

smokehouse

hashtag

fuerza

regattas

gennady

kanazawa

mahmudabad

crustal

asaph

valentinian

ilaiyaraaja

honeyeater

trapezoidal

cooperatively

unambiguously

mastodon

inhospitable

harnesses

riverton

renewables

djurgardens

haitians

airings

humanoids

boatswain

shijiazhuang

faints

veera

punjabis

steepest

narain

karlovy

serre

sulcus

collectives

1500m

arion

subarctic

liberally

apollonius

ostia
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droplet

headstones

norra

robusta

maquis

veronese

imola

primers

luminance

escadrille

mizuki

irreconcilable

stalybridge

temur

paraffin

stuccoed

parthians

counsels

fundamentalists

vivendi

polymath

sugababes

mikko

yonne

fermions

vestfold

pastoralist

kigali

unseeded

glarus

cusps

amasya

northwesterly

minorca

astragalus

verney

trevelyan

antipathy

wollstonecraft

bivalves

boulez

royle

divisao

quranic

bareilly

coronal

deviates

lulea
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erectus

petronas

chandan

proxies

aeroflot

postsynaptic

memoriam

moyne

gounod

kuznetsova

pallava

ordinating

reigate

'first

lewisburg

exploitative

danby

academica

bailiwick

brahe

injective

stipulations

aeschylus

computes

gulden

hydroxylase

liveries

somalis

underpinnings

muscovite

kongsberg

domus

overlain

shareware

variegated

jalalabad

agence

ciphertext

insectivores

dengeki

menuhin

cladistic

baerum

betrothal

tokushima

wavelet

expansionist

pottsville
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siyuan

prerequisites

carpi

nemzeti

nazar

trialled

eliminator

irrorated

homeward

redwoods

undeterred

strayed

lutyens

multicellular

aurelian

notated

lordships

alsatian

idents

foggia

garros

chalukyas

lillestrom

podlaski

pessimism

hsien

demilitarized

whitewashed

willesden

kirkcaldy

sanctorum

lamia

relaying

escondido

paediatric

contemplates

demarcated

bluestone

betula

penarol

capitalise

kreuznach

kenora

115th

hold'em

reichswehr

vaucluse

m.i.a
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windings

boys/girls

cajon

hisar

predictably

flemington

ysgol

mimicked

clivina

grahamstown

ionia

glyndebourne

patrese

aquaria

sleaford

dayal

sportscenter

malappuram

m.b.a.

manoa

carbines

solvable

designator

ramanujan

linearity

academicians

sayid

lancastrian

factorial

strindberg

vashem

delos

comyn

condensing

superdome

merited

kabaddi

intransitive

bideford

neuroimaging

duopoly

scorecards

ziggler

heriot

boyars

virology

marblehead

microtubules
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westphalian

anticipates

hingham

searchers

harpist

rapides

morricone

convalescent

mises

nitride

metrorail

matterhorn

bicol

drivetrain

marketer

snippet

winemakers

muban

scavengers

halberstadt

herkimer

peten

laborious

stora

montgomeryshire

booklist

shamir

herault

eurostar

anhydrous

spacewalk

ecclesia

calliostoma

highschool

d'oro

suffusion

imparts

overlords

tagus

rectifier

counterinsurgency

ministered

eilean

milecastle

contre

micromollusk

okhotsk

bartoli
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matroid

hasidim

thirunal

terme

tarlac

lashkar

presque

thameslink

flyby

troopship

renouncing

fatih

messrs

vexillum

bagration

magnetite

bornholm

androgynous

vehement

tourette

philosophic

gianfranco

tuileries

codice_6

radially

flexion

hants

reprocessing

setae

burne

palaeographically

infantryman

shorebirds

tamarind

moderna

threading

militaristic

crohn

norrkoping

125cc

stadtholder

troms

klezmer

alphanumeric

brome

emmanuelle

tiwari

alchemical
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formula_52

onassis

bleriot

bipedal

colourless

hermeneutics

hosni

precipitating

turnstiles

hallucinogenic

panhellenic

wyandotte

elucidated

chita

ehime

generalised

hydrophilic

biota

niobium

rnzaf

gandhara

longueuil

logics

sheeting

bielsko

cuvier

kagyu

trefoil

docent

pancrase

stalinism

postures

encephalopathy

monckton

imbalances

epochs

leaguers

anzio

diminishes

pataki

nitrite

amuro

nabil

maybach

l'aquila

babbler

bacolod

thutmose
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evora

gaudi

breakage

recur

preservative

60deg

mendip

functionaries

columnar

maccabiah

chert

verden

bromsgrove

clijsters

dengue

pastorate

phuoc

principia

viareggio

kharagpur

scharnhorst

anyang

bosons

l'art

criticises

ennio

semarang

brownian

mirabilis

asperger

calibers

typographical

cartooning

minos

disembark

supranational

undescribed

etymologically

alappuzha

vilhelm

lanao

pakenham

bhagavata

rakoczi

clearings

astrologers

manitowoc

bunuel
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acetylene

scheduler

defamatory

trabzonspor

leaded

scioto

pentathlete

abrahamic

minigames

aldehydes

peerages

legionary

1640s

masterworks

loudness

bryansk

likeable

genocidal

vegetated

towpath

declination

pyrrhus

divinely

vocations

rosebery

associazione

loaders

biswas

oeste

tilings

xianzong

bhojpuri

annuities

relatedness

idolator

psers

constriction

chuvash

choristers

hanafi

fielders

grammarian

orpheum

asylums

millbrook

gyatso

geldof

stabilise
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tableaux

diarist

kalahari

panini

cowdenbeath

melanin

4x100m

resonances

pinar

atherosclerosis

sheringham

castlereagh

aoyama

larks

pantograph

protrude

natak

gustafsson

moribund

cerevisiae

cleanly

polymeric

holkar

cosmonauts

underpinning

lithosphere

firuzabad

languished

mingled

citrate

spadina

lavas

daejeon

fibrillation

porgy

pineville

ps1000

cobbled

emamzadeh

mukhtar

dampers

indelible

salonika

nanoscale

treblinka

eilat

purporting

fluctuate
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mesic

hagiography

cutscenes

fondation

barrens

comically

accrue

ibrox

makerere

defections

'there

hollandia

skene

grosseto

reddit

objectors

inoculation

rowdies

playfair

calligrapher

namor

sibenik

abbottabad

propellants

hydraulically

chloroplasts

tablelands

tecnico

schist

klasse

shirvan

bashkortostan

bullfighting

north/south

polski

hanns

woodblock

kilmore

ejecta

ignacy

nanchang

danubian

commendations

snohomish

samaritans

argumentation

vasconcelos

hedgehogs
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vajrayana

barents

kulkarni

kumbakonam

identifications

hillingdon

weirs

nayanar

beauvoir

messe

divisors

atlantiques

broods

affluence

tegucigalpa

unsuited

autodesk

akash

princeps

culprits

kingstown

unassuming

goole

visayan

asceticism

blagojevich

irises

paphos

unsound

maurier

pontchartrain

desertification

sinfonietta

latins

especial

limpet

valerenga

glial

brainstem

mitral

parables

sauropod

judean

iskcon

sarcoma

venlo

justifications

zhuhai
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blavatsky

alleviated

usafe

steppenwolf

inversions

janko

chagall

secretory

basildon

saguenay

pergamon

hemispherical

harmonized

reloading

franjo

domaine

extravagance

relativism

metamorphosed

labuan

baloncesto

gmail

byproducts

calvinists

counterattacked

vitus

bubonic

120th

strachey

ritually

brookwood

selectable

savinja

incontinence

meltwater

jinja

1720s

brahmi

morgenthau

sheaves

sleeved

stratovolcano

wielki

utilisation

avoca

fluxus

panzergrenadier

philately
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deflation

podlaska

prerogatives

kuroda

theophile

zhongzong

gascoyne

magus

takao

arundell

fylde

merdeka

prithviraj

venkateswara

liepaja

daigo

dreamland

reflux

sunnyvale

coalfields

seacrest

soldering

flexor

structuralism

alnwick

outweighed

unaired

mangeshkar

batons

glaad

banshees

irradiated

organelles

biathlete

cabling

chairlift

lollapalooza

newsnight

capacitive

succumbs

flatly

miramichi

burwood

comedienne

charteris

biotic

workspace

aficionados
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sokolka

chatelet

o'shaughnessy

prosthesis

neoliberal

refloated

oppland

hatchlings

econometrics

loess

thieu

androids

appalachians

jenin

pterostichinae

downsized

foils

chipsets

stencil

danza

narrate

maginot

yemenite

bisects

crustacean

prescriptive

melodious

alleviation

empowers

hansson

autodromo

obasanjo

osmosis

daugava

rheumatism

moraes

leucine

etymologies

chepstow

delaunay

bramall

bajaj

flavoring

approximates

marsupials

incisive

microcomputer

tactically
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waals

wilno

fisichella

ursus

hindmarsh

mazarin

lomza

xenophobia

lawlessness

annecy

wingers

gornja

gnaeus

superieur

tlaxcala

clasps

symbolises

slats

rightist

effector

blighted

permanence

divan

progenitors

kunsthalle

anointing

excelling

coenzyme

indoctrination

dnipro

landholdings

adriaan

liturgies

cartan

ethmia

attributions

sanctus

trichy

chronicon

tancred

affinis

kampuchea

gantry

pontypool

membered

distrusted

fissile

dairies
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hyposmocoma

craigie

adarsh

martinsburg

taxiway

30deg

geraint

vellum

bencher

khatami

formula_53

zemun

teruel

endeavored

palmares

pavements

u.s..

internationalization

satirized

carers

attainable

wraparound

muang

parkersburg

extinctions

birkenfeld

wildstorm

payers

cohabitation

unitas

culloden

capitalizing

clwyd

daoist

campinas

emmylou

orchidaceae

halakha

orientales

fealty

domnall

chiefdom

nigerians

ladislav

dniester

avowed

ergonomics

newsmagazine
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kitsch

cantilevered

benchmarking

remarriage

alekhine

coldfield

taupo

almirante

substations

apprenticeships

seljuq

levelling

eponym

symbolising

salyut

opioids

underscore

ethnologue

mohegan

marikina

libro

bassano

parse

semantically

disjointed

dugdale

padraig

tulsi

modulating

xfinity

headlands

mstislav

earthworms

bourchier

lgbtq

embellishments

pennants

rowntree

betel

motet

mulla

catenary

washoe

mordaunt

dorking

colmar

girardeau

glentoran
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grammatically

samad

recreations

technion

staccato

mikoyan

spoilers

lyndhurst

victimization

chertsey

belafonte

tondo

tonsberg

narrators

subcultures

malformations

edina

augmenting

attests

euphemia

cabriolet

disguising

1650s

navarrese

demoralized

cardiomyopathy

welwyn

wallachian

smoothness

planktonic

voles

issuers

sardasht

survivability

cuauhtemoc

thetis

extruded

signet

raghavan

lombok

eliyahu

crankcase

dissonant

stolberg

trencin

desktops

bursary

collectivization
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charlottenburg

triathlete

curvilinear

involuntarily

mired

wausau

invades

sundaram

deletions

bootstrap

abellio

axiomatic

noguchi

setups

malawian

visalia

materialist

kartuzy

wenzong

plotline

yeshivas

parganas

tunica

citric

conspecific

idlib

superlative

reoccupied

blagoevgrad

masterton

immunological

hatta

courbet

vortices

swallowtail

delves

haridwar

diptera

boneh

bahawalpur

angering

mardin

equipments

deployable

guanine

normality

rimmed

artisanal
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boxset

chandrasekhar

jools

chenar

tanakh

carcassonne

belatedly

millville

anorthosis

reintegration

velde

surfactant

kanaan

busoni

glyphipterix

personas

fullness

rheims

tisza

stabilizers

bharathi

joost

spinola

mouldings

perching

esztergom

afzal

apostate

lustre

s.league

motorboat

monotheistic

armature

barat

asistencia

bloomsburg

hippocampal

fictionalised

defaults

broch

hexadecimal

lusignan

ryanair

boccaccio

breisgau

southbank

bskyb

adjoined
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neurobiology

aforesaid

sadhu

langue

headship

wozniacki

hangings

regulus

prioritized

dynamism

allier

hannity

shimin

antoninus

gymnopilus

caledon

preponderance

melayu

electrodynamics

syncopated

ibises

krosno

mechanistic

morpeth

harbored

albini

monotheism

'real

hyperactivity

haveli

writer/director

minato

nimoy

caerphilly

chitral

amirabad

fanshawe

l'oreal

lorde

mukti

authoritarianism

valuing

spyware

hanbury

restarting

stato

embed

suiza
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empiricism

stabilisation

stari

castlemaine

orbis

manufactory

mauritanian

shoji

taoyuan

prokaryotes

oromia

ambiguities

embodying

slims

frente

innovate

ojibwa

powdery

gaeltacht

argentinos

quatermass

detergents

fijians

adaptor

tokai

chileans

bulgars

oxidoreductases

bezirksliga

conceicao

myosin

nellore

500cc

supercomputers

approximating

glyndwr

polypropylene

haugesund

cockerell

tudman

ashbourne

hindemith

bloodlines

rigveda

etruria

romanos

steyn

oradea
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deceleration

manhunter

laryngeal

fraudulently

janez

wendover

haplotype

janaki

naoki

belizean

mellencamp

cartographic

sadhana

tricolour

pseudoscience

satara

bytow

s.p.a.

jagdgeschwader

arcot

omagh

sverdrup

masterplan

surtees

apocrypha

ahvaz

d'amato

socratic

leumit

unnumbered

nandini

witold

marsupial

coalesced

interpolated

gimnasia

karadzic

keratin

mamoru

aldeburgh

speculator

escapement

irfan

kashyap

satyajit

haddington

solver

rothko
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ashkelon

kickapoo

yeomen

superbly

bloodiest

greenlandic

lithic

autofocus

yardbirds

poona

keble

javan

sufis

expandable

tumblr

ursuline

swimwear

winwood

counsellors

aberrations

marginalised

befriending

workouts

predestination

varietal

siddhartha

dunkeld

judaic

esquimalt

shabab

ajith

telefonica

stargard

hoysala

radhakrishnan

sinusoidal

strada

hiragana

cebuano

monoid

independencia

floodwaters

mildura

mudflats

ottokar

translit

radix

wigner
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philosophically

tephritid

synthesizing

castletown

installs

stirner

resettle

bushfire

choirmaster

kabbalistic

shirazi

lightship

rebus

colonizers

centrifuge

leonean

kristofferson

thymus

clackamas

ratnam

rothesay

municipally

centralia

thurrock

gulfport

bilinear

desirability

merite

psoriasis

macaw

erigeron

consignment

mudstone

distorting

karlheinz

ramen

tailwheel

vitor

reinsurance

edifices

superannuation

dormancy

contagion

cobden

rendezvoused

prokaryotic

deliberative

patricians
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feigned

degrades

starlings

sopot

viticultural

beaverton

overflowed

convener

garlands

michiel

ternopil

naturelle

biplanes

bagot

gamespy

ventspils

disembodied

flattening

profesional

londoners

arusha

scapular

forestall

pyridine

ulema

eurodance

aruna

callus

periodontal

coetzee

immobilized

o'meara

maharani

katipunan

reactants

zainab

microgravity

saintes

britpop

carrefour

constrain

adversarial

firebirds

brahmo

kashima

simca

surety

surpluses
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superconductivity

gipuzkoa

cumans

tocantins

obtainable

humberside

roosting

'king

formula_54

minelayer

bessel

sulayman

cycled

biomarkers

annealing

shusha

barda

cassation

djing

polemics

tuple

directorates

indomitable

obsolescence

wilhelmine

pembina

bojan

tambo

dioecious

pensioner

magnificat

1660s

estrellas

southeasterly

immunodeficiency

railhead

surreptitiously

codeine

encores

religiosity

tempera

camberley

efendi

boardings

malleable

hagia

input/output

lucasfilm
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ujjain

polymorphisms

creationist

berners

mickiewicz

irvington

linkedin

endures

kinect

munition

apologetics

fairlie

predicated

reprinting

ethnographer

variances

levantine

mariinsky

jadid

jarrow

asia/oceania

trinamool

waveforms

bisexuality

preselection

pupae

buckethead

hieroglyph

lyricists

marionette

dunbartonshire

restorer

monarchical

pazar

kickoffs

cabildo

savannas

gliese

dench

spoonbills

novelette

diliman

hypersensitivity

authorising

montefiore

mladen

qu'appelle

theistic
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maruti

laterite

conestoga

saare

californica

proboscis

carrickfergus

imprecise

hadassah

baghdadi

jolgeh

deshmukh

amusements

heliopolis

berle

adaptability

partenkirchen

separations

baikonur

cardamom

southeastward

southfield

muzaffar

adequacy

metropolitana

rajkot

kiyoshi

metrobus

evictions

reconciles

librarianship

upsurge

knightley

badakhshan

proliferated

spirituals

burghley

electroacoustic

professing

featurette

reformists

skylab

descriptors

oddity

greyfriars

injects

salmond

lanzhou
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dauntless

subgenera

underpowered

transpose

mahinda

gatos

aerobatics

seaworld

blocs

waratahs

joris

giggs

perfusion

koszalin

mieczyslaw

ayyubid

ecologists

modernists

sant'angelo

quicktime

him/her

staves

sanyo

melaka

acrocercops

qigong

iterated

generalizes

recuperation

vihara

circassians

psychical

chavo

memoires

infiltrates

notaries

pelecaniformesfamily

strident

chivalric

pierrepont

alleviating

broadsides

centipede

b.tech

reinterpreted

sudetenland

hussite

covenanters
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radhika

ironclads

gainsbourg

testis

penarth

plantar

azadegan

beano

espn.com

leominster

autobiographies

nbcuniversal

eliade

khamenei

montferrat

undistinguished

ethnological

wenlock

fricatives

polymorphic

biome

joule

sheaths

astrophysicist

salve

neoclassicism

lovat

downwind

belisarius

forma

usurpation

freie

depopulation

backbench

ascenso

'high

aagpbl

gdanski

zalman

mouvement

encapsulation

bolshevism

statny

voyageurs

hywel

vizcaya

mazra'eh

narthex
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azerbaijanis

cerebrospinal

mauretania

fantail

clearinghouse

bolingbroke

pequeno

ansett

remixing

microtubule

wrens

jawahar

palembang

gambian

hillsong

fingerboard

repurposed

sundry

incipient

veolia

theologically

ulaanbaatar

atsushi

foundling

resistivity

myeloma

factbook

mazowiecka

diacritic

urumqi

clontarf

provokes

intelsat

professes

materialise

portobello

benedictines

panionios

introverted

reacquired

bridport

mammary

kripke

oratorios

vlore

stoning

woredas

unreported
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antti

togolese

fanzines

heuristics

conservatories

carburetors

clitheroe

cofounded

formula_57

erupting

quinnipiac

bootle

ghostface

sittings

aspinall

sealift

transferase

boldklub

siskiyou

predominated

francophonie

ferruginous

castrum

neogene

sakya

madama

precipitous

'love

posix

bithynia

uttara

avestan

thrushes

seiji

memorably

septimius

libri

cibernetico

hyperinflation

dissuaded

cuddalore

peculiarity

vaslui

grojec

albumin

thurles

casks

fasteners
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fluidity

buble

casals

terek

gnosticism

cognates

ulnar

radwanska

babylonians

majuro

oxidizer

excavators

rhythmically

liffey

gorakhpur

eurydice

underscored

arborea

lumumba

tuber

catholique

grama

galilei

scrope

centreville

jacobin

bequests

ardeche

polygamous

montauban

terai

weatherboard

readability

attainder

acraea

transversely

rivets

winterbottom

reassures

bacteriology

vriesea

chera

andesite

dedications

homogenous

reconquered

bandon

forrestal
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ukiyo

gurdjieff

tethys

sparc

muscogee

grebes

belchatow

mansa

blantyre

palliser

sokolow

fibroblasts

exmoor

misaki

soundscapes

housatonic

middelburg

convenor

leyla

antipope

histidine

okeechobee

alkenes

sombre

alkene

rubik

macaques

calabar

trophee

pinchot

'free

frusciante

chemins

falaise

vasteras

gripped

schwarzenberg

cumann

kanchipuram

acoustically

silverbacks

fangio

inset

plympton

kuril

vaccinations

recep

theropods
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axils

stavropol

encroached

apoptotic

papandreou

wailers

moonstone

assizes

micrometers

hornchurch

truncation

annapurna

egyptologists

rheumatic

promiscuity

satiric

fleche

caloptilia

anisotropy

quaternions

gruppo

viscounts

awardees

aftershocks

sigint

concordance

oblasts

gaumont

stent

commissars

kesteven

hydroxy

vijayanagar

belorussian

fabricius

watermark

tearfully

mamet

leukaemia

sorkh

milepost

tattooing

vosta

abbasids

uncompleted

hedong

woodwinds

extinguishing
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malus

multiplexes

francoist

pathet

responsa

bassists

'most

postsecondary

ossory

grampian

saakashvili

alito

strasberg

impressionistic

volador

gelatinous

vignette

underwing

campanian

abbasabad

albertville

hopefuls

nieuwe

taxiways

reconvened

recumbent

pathologists

unionized

faversham

asymptotically

romulo

culling

donja

constricted

annesley

duomo

enschede

lovech

sharpshooter

lansky

dhamma

papillae

alanine

mowat

delius

wrest

mcluhan

podkarpackie
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imitators

bilaspur

stunting

pommel

casemate

handicaps

nagas

testaments

hemings

necessitate

rearward

locative

cilla

klitschko

lindau

merion

consequential

antic

soong

copula

berthing

chevrons

rostral

sympathizer

budokan

ranulf

beria

stilt

replying

conflated

alcibiades

painstaking

yamanashi

calif.

arvid

ctesiphon

xizong

rajas

caxton

downbeat

resurfacing

rudders

miscegenation

deathmatch

foregoing

arthropod

attestation

karts
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reapportionment

harnessing

eastlake

schola

dosing

postcolonial

imtiaz

formula_55

insulators

gunung

accumulations

pampas

llewelyn

bahnhof

cytosol

grosjean

teaneck

briarcliff

arsenio

canara

elaborating

passchendaele

searchlights

holywell

mohandas

preventable

gehry

mestizos

ustinov

cliched

'national

heidfeld

tertullian

jihadist

tourer

miletus

semicircle

outclassed

bouillon

cardinalate

clarifies

dakshina

bilayer

pandyan

unrwa

chandragupta

formula_56

portola
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sukumaran

lactation

islamia

heikki

couplers

misappropriation

catshark

montt

ploughs

carib

stator

leaderboard

kenrick

dendrites

scape

tillamook

molesworth

mussorgsky

melanesia

restated

troon

glycoside

truckee

headwater

mashup

sectoral

gangwon

docudrama

skirting

psychopathology

dramatised

ostroleka

infestations

thabo

depolarization

wideroe

eisenbahn

thomond

kumaon

upendra

foreland

acronyms

yaqui

retaking

raphaelite

specie

dupage

villars
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lucasarts

chloroplast

werribee

balsa

ascribe

havant

flava

khawaja

tyumen

subtract

interrogators

reshaping

buzzcocks

eesti

campanile

potemkin

apertures

snowboarder

registrars

handbooks

boyar

contaminant

depositors

proximate

jeunesse

zagora

pronouncements

mists

nihilism

deified

margraviate

pietersen

moderators

amalfi

adjectival

copepods

magnetosphere

pallets

clemenceau

castra

perforation

granitic

troilus

grzegorz

luthier

dockyards

antofagasta

ffestiniog
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subroutine

afterword

waterwheel

druce

nitin

undifferentiated

emacs

readmitted

barneveld

tapers

hittites

infomercials

infirm

braathens

heligoland

carpark

geomagnetic

musculoskeletal

nigerien

machinima

harmonize

repealing

indecency

muskoka

verite

steubenville

suffixed

cytoskeleton

surpasses

harmonia

imereti

ventricles

heterozygous

envisions

otsego

ecoles

warrnambool

burgenland

seria

rawat

capistrano

welby

kirin

enrollments

caricom

dragonlance

schaffhausen

expanses
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photojournalism

brienne

etude

referent

jamtland

schemas

xianbei

cleburne

bicester

maritima

shorelines

diagonals

bjelke

nonpublic

aliasing

m.f.a

ovals

maitreya

skirmishing

grothendieck

sukhothai

angiotensin

bridlington

durgapur

contras

gakuen

skagit

rabbinate

tsunamis

haphazard

tyldesley

microcontroller

discourages

hialeah

compressing

septimus

larvik

condoleezza

psilocybin

protectionism

songbirds

clandestinely

selectmen

wargame

cinemascope

khazars

agronomy

melzer
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latifah

cherokees

recesses

assemblymen

basescu

banaras

bioavailability

subchannels

adenine

o'kelly

prabhakar

leonese

dimethyl

testimonials

geoffroy

oxidant

universiti

gheorghiu

bohdan

reversals

zamorin

herbivore

jarre

sebastiao

infanterie

dolmen

teddington

radomsko

spaceships

cuzco

recapitulation

mahoning

bainimarama

myelin

aykroyd

decals

tokelau

nalgonda

rajasthani

121st

quelled

tambov

illyrians

homilies

illuminations

hypertrophy

grodzisk

inundation
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incapacity

equilibria

combats

elihu

steinitz

berengar

gowda

canwest

khosrau

maculata

houten

kandinsky

onside

leatherhead

heritable

belvidere

federative

chukchi

serling

eruptive

patan

entitlements

suffragette

evolutions

migrates

demobilisation

athleticism

trope

sarpsborg

kensal

translink

squamish

concertgebouw

energon

timestamp

competences

zalgiris

serviceman

codice_7

spoofing

assange

mahadevan

skien

suceava

augustan

revisionism

unconvincing

hollande
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drina

gottlob

lippi

broglie

darkening

tilapia

eagerness

nacht

kolmogorov

photometric

leeuwarden

jrotc

haemorrhage

almanack

cavalli

repudiation

galactose

zwickau

cetinje

houbraken

heavyweights

gabonese

ordinals

noticias

museveni

steric

charaxes

amjad

resection

joinville

leczyca

anastasius

purbeck

subtribe

dalles

leadoff

monoamine

jettisoned

kaori

anthologized

alfreton

indic

bayezid

tottori

colonizing

assassinating

unchanging

eusebian
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d'estaing

tsingtao

toshio

transferases

peronist

metrology

equus

mirpur

libertarianism

kovil

indole

'green

abstention

quantitatively

icebreakers

tribals

mainstays

dryandra

eyewear

nilgiri

chrysanthemum

inositol

frenetic

merchantman

hesar

physiotherapist

transceiver

dancefloor

rankine

neisse

marginalization

lengthen

unaided

rework

pageantry

savio

striated

funen

witton

illuminates

frass

hydrolases

akali

bistrita

copywriter

firings

handballer

tachinidae
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dmytro

coalesce

neretva

menem

moraines

coatbridge

crossrail

spoofed

drosera

ripen

protour

kikuyu

boleslav

edwardes

troubadours

haplogroups

wrasse

educationalist

sroda

khaneh

dagbladet

apennines

neuroscientist

deplored

terje

maccabees

daventry

spaceport

lessening

ducats

singer/guitarist

chambersburg

yeong

configurable

ceremonially

unrelenting

caffe

graaf

denizens

kingsport

ingush

panhard

synthesised

tumulus

homeschooled

bozorg

idiomatic

thanhouser
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queensway

radek

hippolytus

inking

banovina

peacocks

piaui

handsworth

pantomimes

abalone

thera

kurzweil

bandura

augustinians

bocelli

ferrol

jiroft

quadrature

contravention

saussure

rectification

agrippina

angelis

matanzas

nidaros

palestrina

latium

coriolis

clostridium

ordain

uttering

lanchester

proteolytic

ayacucho

merseburg

holbein

sambalpur

algebraically

inchon

ostfold

savoia

calatrava

lahiri

judgeship

ammonite

masaryk

meyerbeer

hemorrhagic
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superspeedway

ningxia

panicles

encircles

khmelnytsky

profusion

esher

babol

inflationary

anhydride

gaspe

mossy

periodicity

nacion

meteorologists

mahjong

interventional

sarin

moult

enderby

modell

palgrave

warners

montcalm

siddha

functionalism

rilke

politicized

broadmoor

kunste

orden

brasileira

araneta

eroticism

colquhoun

mamba

blacktown

tubercle

seagrass

manoel

camphor

neoregelia

llandudno

annexe

enplanements

kamien

plovers

statisticians
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iturbide

madrasah

nontrivial

publican

landholders

manama

uninhabitable

revivalist

trunkline

friendliness

gurudwara

rocketry

unido

tripos

besant

braque

evolutionarily

abkhazian

staffel

ratzinger

brockville

bohemond

intercut

djurgarden

utilitarianism

deploys

sastri

absolutism

subhas

asghar

fictions

sepinwall

proportionately

titleholders

thereon

foursquare

machinegun

knightsbridge

siauliai

aqaba

gearboxes

castaways

weakens

phallic

strzelce

buoyed

ruthenia

pharynx
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intractable

neptunes

koine

leakey

netherlandish

preempted

vinay

terracing

instigating

alluvium

prosthetics

vorarlberg

politiques

joinery

reduplication

nebuchadnezzar

lenticular

banka

seaborne

pattinson

helpline

aleph

beckenham

californians

namgyal

franziska

aphid

branagh

transcribe

appropriateness

surakarta

takings

propagates

juraj

b0d3fb

brera

arrayed

tailback

falsehood

hazleton

prosody

egyptology

pinnate

tableware

ratan

camperdown

ethnologist

tabari
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classifiers

biogas

126th

kabila

arbitron

apuestas

membranous

kincardine

oceana

glories

natick

populism

synonymy

ghalib

mobiles

motherboards

stationers

germinal

patronised

formula_58

gaborone

torts

jeezy

interleague

novaya

batticaloa

offshoots

wilbraham

filename

nswrfl

'well

trilobite

pythons

optimally

scientologists

rhesus

pilsen

backdrops

batang

unionville

hermanos

shrikes

fareham

outlawing

discontinuing

boisterous

shamokin

scanty
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southwestward

exchangers

unexpired

mewar

h.m.s

saldanha

pawan

condorcet

turbidity

donau

indulgences

coincident

cliques

weeklies

bardhaman

violators

kenai

caspase

xperia

kunal

fistula

epistemic

cammell

nephi

disestablishment

rotator

germaniawerft

pyaar

chequered

jigme

perlis

anisotropic

popstars

kapil

appendices

berat

defecting

shacks

wrangel

panchayath

gorna

suckling

aerosols

sponheim

talal

borehole

encodings

enlai
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subduing

agong

nadar

kitsap

syrmia

majumdar

pichilemu

charleville

embryology

booting

literati

abutting

basalts

jussi

repubblica

hertogenbosch

digitization

relents

hillfort

wiesenthal

kirche

bhagwan

bactrian

oases

phyla

neutralizing

helsing

ebooks

spearheading

margarine

'golden

phosphor

picea

stimulants

outliers

timescale

gynaecology

integrator

skyrocketed

bridgnorth

senecio

ramachandra

suffragist

arrowheads

aswan

inadvertent

microelectronics

118th
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sofer

kubica

melanesian

tuanku

balkh

vyborg

crystallographic

initiators

metamorphism

ginzburg

looters

unimproved

finistere

newburyport

norges

immunities

franchisees

asterism

kortrijk

camorra

komsomol

fleurs

draughts

patagonian

voracious

artin

collaborationist

revolucion

revitalizing

xaver

purifying

antipsychotic

disjunct

pompeius

dreamwave

juvenal

beinn

adiyaman

antitank

allama

boletus

melanogaster

dumitru

caproni

aligns

athabaskan

stobart

phallus
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veikkausliiga

hornsey

buffering

bourbons

dobruja

marga

borax

electrics

gangnam

motorcyclist

whidbey

draconian

lodger

galilean

sanctification

imitates

boldness

underboss

wheatland

cantabrian

terceira

maumee

redefining

uppercase

ostroda

characterise

universalism

equalized

syndicalism

haringey

masovia

deleuze

funkadelic

conceals

thuan

minsky

pluralistic

ludendorff

beekeeping

bonfires

endoscopic

abuts

prebend

jonkoping

amami

tribunes

yup'ik

awadh
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gasification

pforzheim

reforma

antiwar

vaishnavism

maryville

inextricably

margrethe

empresa

neutrophils

sanctified

ponca

elachistidae

curiae

quartier

mannar

hyperplasia

wimax

busing

neologism

florins

underrepresented

digitised

nieuw

cooch

howards

frege

hughie

plied

swale

kapellmeister

vajpayee

quadrupled

aeronautique

dushanbe

custos

saltillo

kisan

tigray

manaus

epigrams

shamanic

peppered

frosts

promotion/relegation

concedes

zwingli

charentes
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whangarei

hyung

spring/summer

sobre

eretz

initialization

sawai

ephemera

grandfathered

arnaldo

customised

permeated

parapets

growths

visegrad

estudios

altamont

provincia

apologises

stoppard

carburettor

rifts

kinematic

zhengzhou

eschatology

prakrit

folate

yvelines

scapula

stupas

rishon

reconfiguration

flutist

1680s

apostolate

proudhon

lakshman

articulating

stortford

faithfull

bitterns

upwelling

qur'anic

lidar

interferometry

waterlogged

koirala

ditton
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wavefunction

fazal

babbage

antioxidants

lemberg

deadlocked

tolled

ramapo

mathematica

leiria

topologies

khali

photonic

balti

1080p

corrects

recommenced

polyglot

friezes

tiebreak

copacabana

cholmondeley

armband

abolishment

sheamus

buttes

glycolysis

cataloged

warrenton

sassari

kishan

foodservice

cryptanalysis

holmenkollen

cosplay

machi

yousuf

mangal

allying

fertiliser

otomi

charlevoix

metallurg

parisians

bottlenose

oakleigh

debug

cidade
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accede

ligation

madhava

pillboxes

gatefold

aveyron

sorin

thirsk

immemorial

menelik

mehra

domingos

underpinned

fleshed

harshness

diphthong

crestwood

miskolc

dupri

pyrausta

muskingum

tuoba

prodi

incidences

waynesboro

marquesas

heydar

artesian

calinescu

nucleation

funders

covalently

compaction

derbies

seaters

sodor

tabular

amadou

peckinpah

o'halloran

zechariah

libyans

kartik

daihatsu

chandran

erzhu

heresies

superheated
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yarder

dorde

tanjore

abusers

xuanwu

juniperus

moesia

trusteeship

birdwatching

beatz

moorcock

harbhajan

sanga

choreographic

photonics

boylston

amalgamate

prawns

electrifying

sarath

inaccurately

exclaims

powerpoint

chaining

cpusa

adulterous

saccharomyces

glogow

vfl/afl

syncretic

simla

persisting

functors

allosteric

euphorbiaceae

juryo

mlada

moana

gabala

thornycroft

kumanovo

ostrovsky

sitio

tutankhamun

sauropods

kardzhali

reinterpretation

sulpice
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rosyth

originators

halesowen

delineation

asesoria

abatement

gardai

elytra

taillights

overlays

monsoons

sandpipers

ingmar

henrico

inaccuracy

irwell

arenabowl

elche

pressburg

signalman

interviewees

sinkhole

pendle

ecommerce

cellos

nebria

organometallic

surrealistic

propagandist

interlaken

canandaigua

aerials

coutinho

pascagoula

tonopah

letterkenny

gropius

carbons

hammocks

childe

polities

hosiery

donitz

suppresses

diaghilev

stroudsburg

bagram

pistoia
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regenerating

unitarians

takeaway

offstage

vidin

glorification

bakunin

yavapai

lutzow

sabercats

witney

abrogated

gorlitz

validating

dodecahedron

stubbornly

telenor

glaxosmithkline

solapur

undesired

jellicoe

dramatization

four-and-a-half

seawall

waterpark

artaxerxes

vocalization

typographic

byung

sachsenhausen

shepparton

kissimmee

konnan

belsen

dhawan

khurd

mutagenesis

vejle

perrot

estradiol

formula_60

saros

chiloe

misiones

lamprey

terrains

speke

miasto
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eigenvectors

haydock

reservist

corticosteroids

savitri

shinawatra

developmentally

yehudi

berates

janissaries

recapturing

rancheria

subplots

gresley

nikkatsu

oryol

cosmas

boavista

formula_59

playfully

subsections

commentated

kathakali

dorid

vilaine

seepage

hylidae

keiji

kazakhs

triphosphate

1620s

supersede

monarchists

falla

miyako

notching

bhumibol

polarizing

secularized

shingled

bronislaw

lockerbie

soleyman

bundesbahn

latakia

redoubts

boult

inwardly
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invents

ondrej

minangkabau

newquay

permanente

alhaji

madhav

malini

ellice

bookmaker

mankiewicz

etihad

o'dea

interrogative

mikawa

wallsend

canisius

bluesy

vitruvius

noord

ratifying

mixtec

gujranwala

subprefecture

keelung

goiania

nyssa

shi'ite

semitone

ch'uan

computerised

pertuan

catapults

nepomuk

shruti

millstones

buskerud

acolytes

tredegar

sarum

armia

dell'arte

devises

custodians

upturned

gallaudet

disembarking

thrashed
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sagrada

myeon

undeclared

qumran

gaiden

tepco

janesville

showground

condense

chalon

unstaffed

pasay

undemocratic

hauts

viridis

uninjured

escutcheon

gymkhana

petaling

hammam

dislocations

tallaght

rerum

shias

indios

guaranty

simplicial

benares

benediction

tajiri

prolifically

huawei

onerous

grantee

ferencvaros

otranto

carbonates

conceit

digipak

qadri

masterclasses

swamiji

cradock

plunket

helmsman

119th

salutes

tippecanoe
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murshidabad

intelligibility

mittal

diversifying

bidar

asansol

crowdsourcing

rovere

karakoram

grindcore

skylights

tulagi

furrows

ligne

stuka

sumer

subgraph

amata

regionalist

bulkeley

teletext

glorify

readied

lexicographer

sabadell

predictability

quilmes

phenylalanine

bandaranaike

pyrmont

marksmen

quisling

viscountess

sociopolitical

afoul

pediments

swazi

martyrology

nullify

panagiotis

superconductors

veldenz

jujuy

l'isle

hematopoietic

shafi

subsea

hattiesburg
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jyvaskyla

kebir

myeloid

landmine

derecho

amerindians

birkenau

scriabin

milhaud

mucosal

nikaya

freikorps

theoretician

proconsul

o'hanlon

clerked

bactria

houma

macular

topologically

shrubby

aryeh

ghazali

afferent

magalhaes

moduli

ashtabula

vidarbha

securitate

ludwigsburg

adoor

varun

shuja

khatun

chengde

bushels

lascelles

professionnelle

elfman

rangpur

unpowered

citytv

chojnice

quaternion

stokowski

aschaffenburg

commutes

subramaniam
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methylene

satrap

gharb

namesakes

rathore

helier

gestational

heraklion

colliers

giannis

pastureland

evocation

krefeld

mahadeva

churchmen

egret

yilmaz

galeazzo

pudukkottai

artigas

generalitat

mudslides

frescoed

enfeoffed

aphorisms

melilla

montaigne

gauliga

parkdale

mauboy

linings

prema

sapir

xylophone

kushan

rockne

sequoyah

vasyl

rectilinear

vidyasagar

microcosm

san'a

carcinogen

thicknesses

aleut

farcical

moderating

detested
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hegemonic

instalments

vauban

verwaltungsgemeinschaft

picayune

razorback

magellanic

moluccas

pankhurst

exportation

waldegrave

sufferer

bayswater

1up.com

rearmament

orangutans

varazdin

b.o.b

elucidate

harlingen

erudition

brankovic

lapis

slipway

urraca

shinde

unwell

elwes

euboea

colwyn

srivijaya

grandstands

hortons

generalleutnant

fluxes

peterhead

gandhian

reals

alauddin

maximized

fairhaven

endow

ciechanow

perforations

darters

panellist

manmade

litigants
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exhibitor

tirol

caracalla

conformance

hotelier

stabaek

hearths

borac

frisians

ident

veliko

emulators

schoharie

uzbeks

samarra

prestwick

wadia

universita

tanah

bucculatrix

predominates

genotypes

denounces

roadsides

ganassi

keokuk

philatelist

tomic

ingots

conduits

samplers

abdus

johar

allegories

timaru

wolfpacks

secunda

smeaton

sportivo

inverting

contraindications

whisperer

moradabad

calamities

bakufu

soundscape

smallholders

nadeem
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crossroad

xenophobic

zakir

nationalliga

glazes

retroflex

schwyz

moroder

rubra

quraysh

theodoros

endemol

infidels

km/hr

repositioned

portraitist

lluis

answerable

arges

mindedness

coarser

eyewall

teleported

scolds

uppland

vibraphone

ricoh

isenburg

bricklayer

cuttlefish

abstentions

communicable

cephalopod

stockyards

balto

kinston

armbar

bandini

elphaba

maxims

bedouins

sachsen

friedkin

tractate

pamir

ivanovo

mohini

kovalainen
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nambiar

melvyn

orthonormal

matsuyama

cuernavaca

veloso

overstated

streamer

dravid

informers

analyte

sympathized

streetscape

gosta

thomasville

grigore

futuna

depleting

whelks

kiedis

armadale

earner

wynyard

dothan

animating

tridentine

sabri

immovable

rivoli

ariege

parley

clinker

circulates

junagadh

fraunhofer

congregants

180th

buducnost

formula_62

olmert

dedekind

karnak

bayernliga

mazes

sandpiper

ecclestone

yuvan

smallmouth
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decolonization

lemmy

adjudicated

retiro

legia

benue

posit

acidification

wahab

taconic

floatplane

perchlorate

atria

wisbech

divestment

dallara

phrygia

palustris

cybersecurity

rebates

facie

mineralogical

substituent

proteges

fowey

mayenne

smoothbore

cherwell

schwarzschild

junin

murrumbidgee

smalltalk

d'orsay

emirati

calaveras

titusville

theremin

vikramaditya

wampanoag

burra

plaines

onegin

emboldened

whampoa

langa

soderbergh

arnaz

sowerby
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arendal

godunov

pathanamthitta

damselfly

bestowing

eurosport

iconoclasm

outfitters

acquiesced

badawi

hypotension

ebbsfleet

annulus

sohrab

thenceforth

chagatai

necessitates

aulus

oddities

toynbee

uniontown

innervation

populaire

indivisible

rossellini

minuet

cyrene

gyeongju

chania

cichlids

harrods

1690s

plunges

abdullahi

gurkhas

homebuilt

sortable

bangui

rediff

incrementally

demetrios

medaille

sportif

svend

guttenberg

tubules

carthusian

pleiades
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torii

hoppus

phenyl

hanno

conyngham

teschen

cronenberg

wordless

melatonin

distinctiveness

autos

freising

xuanzang

dunwich

satanism

sweyn

predrag

contractually

pavlovic

malaysians

micrometres

expertly

pannonian

abstaining

capensis

southwesterly

catchphrases

commercialize

frankivsk

normanton

hibernate

verso

deportees

dubliners

codice_8

condors

zagros

glosses

leadville

conscript

morrisons

usury

ossian

oulton

vaccinium

civet

ayman

codrington
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hadron

nanometers

geochemistry

extractor

grigori

tyrrhenian

neocollyris

drooping

falsification

werft

courtauld

brigantine

orhan

chapultepec

supercopa

federalized

praga

havering

encampments

infallibility

sardis

pawar

undirected

reconstructionist

ardrossan

varuna

pastimes

archdiocesan

fledging

shenhua

molise

secondarily

stagnated

replicates

ciencias

duryodhana

marauding

ruislip

ilyich

intermixed

ravenswood

shimazu

mycorrhizal

icosahedral

consents

dunblane

follicular

pekin
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suffield
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venta

vallis

icosahedron

cortona

lachine

mohammedan

sandnes

zynga
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clarin

diomedes

tsuyoshi

pribram

gulbarga

chartist

superettan

boscawen

altus

subang

gating

epistolary

vizianagaram

ogdensburg

panna

thyssen

tarkovsky

dzogchen

biograph

seremban

unscientific

nightjar

legco

deism

n.w.a

sudha

siskel

sassou

flintlock

jovial

montbeliard

pallida

formula_66

tranquillity

nisei

adornment

'people

yamhill

hockeyallsvenskan

adopters

appian

lowicz

haplotypes

succinctly

starogard

presidencies

kheyrabad

sobibor
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kinesiology

cowichan

militum

cromwellian

leiningen

ps1.5

concourses

dalarna

goldfield

brzeg

faeces

aquarii

matchless

harvesters

181st

numismatics

korfball

sectioned

transpires

facultative

brandishing

kieron

forages

menai

glutinous

debarge

heathfield

1580s

malang

photoelectric

froome

semiotic

alwar

grammophon

chiaroscuro

mentalist

maramures

flacco

liquors

aleutians

marvell

sutlej

patnaik

qassam

flintoff

bayfield

haeckel

sueno
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avicii

exoplanets

hoshi

annibale

vojislav

honeycombs

celebrant

rendsburg

veblen

quails

141st

carronades

savar

narrations

jeeva

ontologies

hedonistic

marinette

godot

munna

bessarabian

outrigger

thame

gravels

hoshino

falsifying

stereochemistry

nacionalista

medially

radula

ejecting

conservatorio

odile

ceiba

jaina

essonne

isometry

allophones

recidivism

iveco

ganda

grammarians

jagan

signposted

uncompressed

facilitators

constancy

ditko
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propulsive

impaling

interbank

botolph

amlaib

intergroup

sorbus

cheka

debye

praca

adorning

presbyteries

dormition

strategos

qarase

pentecostals

beehives

hashemite

goldust

euronext

egress

arpanet

soames

jurchens

slovenska

copse

kazim

appraisals

marischal

mineola

sharada

caricaturist

sturluson

galba

faizabad

overwintering

grete

uyezds

didsbury

libreville

ablett

microstructure

anadolu

belenenses

elocution

cloaks

timeslots

halden
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rashidun

displaces

sympatric

germanus

tuples

ceska

equalize

disassembly

krautrock

babangida

memel

deild

gopala

hematology

underclass

sangli

wawrinka

assur

toshack

refrains

nicotinic

bhagalpur

badami

racetracks

pocatello

walgreens

nazarbayev

occultation

spinnaker

geneon

josias

hydrolyzed

dzong

corregimiento

waistcoat

thermoplastic

soldered

anticancer

lactobacillus

shafi'i

carabus

adjournment

schlumberger

triceratops

despotate

mendicant

krishnamurti

bahasa
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earthworm

lavoisier

noetherian

kalki

fervently

bhawan

saanich

coquille

gannet

motagua

kennels

mineralization

fitzherbert

svein

bifurcated

hairdressing

felis

abounded

dimers

fervour

hebdo

bluffton

aetna

corydon

clevedon

carneiro

subjectively

deutz

gastropoda

overshot

concatenation

varman

carolla

maharshi

mujib

inelastic

riverhead

initialized

safavids

rohini

caguas

bulges

fotbollforbund

hefei

spithead

westville

maronites

lytham
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americo

gediminas

stephanus

chalcolithic

hijra

gnu/linux

predilection

rulership

sterility

haidar

scarlatti

saprissa

sviatoslav

pointedly

sunroof

guarantor

thevar

airstrips

pultusk

sture

129th

divinities

daizong

dolichoderus

cobourg

maoists

swordsmanship

uprated

bohme

tashi

largs

chandi

bluebeard

householders

richardsonian

drepanidae

antigonish

elbasan

occultism

marca

hypergeometric

oirat

stiglitz

ignites

dzungar

miquelon

pritam

d'automne
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ulidiid

niamey

vallecano

fondo

billiton

incumbencies

raceme

chambery

cadell

barenaked

kagame

summerside

haussmann

hatshepsut

apothecaries

criollo

feint

nasals

timurid

feltham

plotinus

oxygenation

marginata

officinalis

salat

participations

ising

downe

izumo

unguided

pretence

coursed

haruna

viscountcy

mainstage

justicia

powiat

takara

capitoline

implacable

farben

stopford

cosmopterix

tuberous

kronecker

galatians

kweli

dogmas
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exhorted

trebinje

skanda

newlyn

ablative

basidia

bhiwani

encroachments

stranglers

regrouping

tubal

shoestring

wawel

anionic

mesenchymal

creationists

pyrophosphate

moshi

despotism

powerbook

fatehpur

rupiah

segre

ternate

jessore

b.i.g

shevardnadze

abounds

gliwice

densest

memoria

suborbital

vietcong

ratepayers

karunanidhi

toolbar

descents

rhymney

exhortation

zahedan

carcinomas

hyperbaric

botvinnik

billets

neuropsychological

tigranes

hoards

chater
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biennially

thistles

scotus

wataru

flotillas

hungama

monopolistic

payouts

vetch

generalissimo

caries

naumburg

piran

blizzards

escalates

reactant

shinya

theorize

rizzoli

transitway

ecclesiae

streptomyces

cantal

nisibis

superconductor

unworkable

thallus

roehampton

scheckter

viceroys

makuuchi

ilkley

superseding

takuya

klodzko

borbon

raspberries

operand

w.a.k.o

sarabande

factionalism

egalitarianism

temasek

torbat

unscripted

jorma

westerner

perfective
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vrije

underlain

goldfrapp

blaenau

jomon

barthes

drivetime

bassa

bannock

umaga

fengxiang

zulus

sreenivasan

farces

codice_10

freeholder

poddebice

imperialists

deregulated

wingtip

o'hagan

pillared

overtone

hofstadter

149th

kitano

saybrook

standardizing

aldgate

staveley

o'flaherty

hundredths

steerable

soltan

empted

cruyff

intramuros

taluks

cotonou

marae

karur

figueres

barwon

lucullus

niobe

zemlya

lathes

homeported
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chaux

amyotrophic

opines

exemplars

bhamo

homomorphisms

gauleiter

ladin

mafiosi

airdrieonians

b/soul

decal

transcaucasia

solti

defecation

deaconess

numidia

sampradaya

normalised

wingless

schwaben

alnus

cinerama

yakutsk

ketchikan

orvieto

unearned

monferrato

rotem

aacsb

loong

decoders

skerries

cardiothoracic

repositioning

pimpernel

yohannan

tenebrionoidea

nargis

nouvel

costliest

interdenominational

noize

redirecting

zither

morcha

radiometric

frequenting
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irtysh

gbagbo

chakri

litvinenko

infotainment

ravensbruck

harith

corbels

maegashira

jousting

natan

novus

falcao

minis

railed

decile

rauma

ramaswamy

cavitation

paranaque

berchtesgaden

reanimated

schomberg

polysaccharides

exclusionary

cleon

anurag

ravaging

dhanush

mitchells

granule

contemptuous

keisei

rolleston

atlantean

yorkist

daraa

wapping

micrometer

keeneland

comparably

baranja

oranje

schlafli

yogic

dinajpur

unimpressive

masashi
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recreativo

alemannic

petersfield

naoko

vasudeva

autosport

rajat

marella

busko

wethersfield

ssris

soulcalibur

kobani

wildland

rookery

hoffenheim

kauri

aliphatic

balaclava

ferrite

publicise

victorias

theism

quimper

chapbook

functionalist

roadbed

ulyanovsk

cupen

purpurea

calthorpe

teofilo

mousavi

cochlea

linotype

detmold

ellerslie

gakkai

telkom

southsea

subcontractor

inguinal

philatelists

zeebrugge

piave

trochidae

dempo

spoilt
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saharanpur

mihrab

parasympathetic

barbarous

chartering

antiqua

katsina

bugis

categorizes

altstadt

kandyan

pambansa

overpasses

miters

assimilating

finlandia

uneconomic

am/fm

harpsichordist

dresdner

luminescence

authentically

overpowers

magmatic

cliftonville

oilfields

skirted

berthe

cuman

oakham

frelimo

glockenspiel

confection

saxophonists

piaseczno

multilevel

antipater

levying

maltreatment

velho

opoczno

harburg

pedophilia

unfunded

palettes

plasterwork

breve

dharmendra
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auchinleck

nonesuch

blackmun

libretti

rabbani

145th

hasselbeck

kinnock

malate

vanden

cloverdale

ashgabat

nares

radians

steelworkers

sabor

possums

catterick

hemispheric

ostra

outpaced

dungeness

almshouse

penryn

texians

1000m

franchitti

incumbency

texcoco

newar

tramcars

toroidal

meitetsu

spellbound

agronomist

vinifera

riata

bunko

pinas

ba'al

github

vasilyevich

obsolescent

geodesics

ancestries

tujue

capitalised

unassigned
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throng

unpaired

psychometric

skegness

exothermic

buffered

kristiansund

tongued

berenger

basho

alitalia

prolongation

archaeologically

fractionation

cyprinid

echinoderms

agriculturally

justiciar

sonam

ilium

baits

danceable

grazer

ardahan

grassed

preemption

glassworks

hasina

ugric

umbra

wahhabi

vannes

tinnitus

capitaine

tikrit

lisieux

scree

hormuz

despenser

jagiellon

maisonneuve

gandaki

santarem

basilicas

lancing

landskrona

weilburg

fireside
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elysian

isleworth

krishnamurthy

filton

cynon

tecmo

subcostal

scalars

triglycerides

hyperplane

farmingdale

unione

meydan

pilings

mercosur

reactivate

akiba

fecundity

jatra

natsume

zarqawi

preta

masao

presbyter

oakenfold

rhodri

ferran

ruizong

cloyne

nelvana

epiphanius

borde

scutes

strictures

troughton

whitestone

sholom

toyah

shingon

kutuzov

abelard

passant

lipno

cafeterias

residuals

anabaptists

paratransit

criollos
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pleven

radiata

destabilizing

hadiths

bazaars

mannose

taiyo

crookes

welbeck

baoding

archelaus

nguesso

alberni

wingtips

herts

viasat

lankans

evreux

wigram

fassbinder

ryuichi

storting

reducible

olesnica

znojmo

hyannis

theophanes

flatiron

mustering

rajahmundry

kadir

wayang

prome

lethargy

zubin

illegality

conall

dramedy

beerbohm

hipparchus

ziarat

ryuji

shugo

glenorchy

microarchitecture

morne

lewinsky

cauvery
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battenberg

hyksos

wayanad

hamilcar

buhari

brazo

bratianu

solms

aksaray

elamite

chilcotin

bloodstock

sagara

dolny

reunified

umlaut

proteaceae

camborne

calabrian

dhanbad

vaxjo

cookware

potez

rediffusion

semitones

lamentations

allgau

guernica

suntory

pleated

stationing

urgell

gannets

bertelsmann

entryway

raphitomidae

acetaldehyde

nephrology

categorizing

beiyang

permeate

tourney

geosciences

khana

masayuki

crucis

universitaria

slaskie
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khaimah

finno

advani

astonishingly

tubulin

vampiric

jeolla

sociale

cleethorpes

badri

muridae

suzong

debater

decimation

kenyans

mutualism

pontifex

middlemen

insee

halevi

lamentation

psychopathy

brassey

wenders

kavya

parabellum

prolactin

inescapable

apses

malignancies

rinzai

stigmatized

menahem

comox

ateliers

welshpool

setif

centimetre

truthfulness

downfield

drusus

woden

glycosylation

emanated

agulhas

dalkeith

jazira

nucky
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unifil

jobim

operon

oryzomys

heroically

seances

supernumerary

backhouse

hashanah

tatler

imago

invert

hayato

clockmaker

kingsmill

swiecie

analogously

golconda

poste

tacitly

decentralised

ge'ez

diplomatically

fossiliferous

linseed

mahavira

pedestals

archpriest

byelection

domiciled

jeffersonian

bombus

winegrowing

waukegan

uncultivated

haverfordwest

saumur

communally

disbursed

cleeve

zeljeznicar

speciosa

vacationers

sigur

vaishali

zlatko

iftikhar

cropland
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transkei

incompleteness

bohra

subantarctic

slieve

physiologic

similis

klerk

replanted

'right

chafee

reproducible

bayburt

regicide

muzaffarpur

plurals

hanyu

orthologs

diouf

assailed

kamui

tarik

dodecanese

gorne

on/off

179th

shimoga

granaries

carlists

valar

tripolitania

sherds

simmern

dissociated

isambard

polytechnical

yuvraj

brabazon

antisense

pubmed

glans

minutely

masaaki

raghavendra

savoury

podcasting

tachi

bienville
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gongsun

ridgely

deform

yuichi

binders

canna

carcetti

llobregat

implored

berri

njegos

intermingled

offload

athenry

motherhouse

corpora

kakinada

dannebrog

imperio

prefaces

musicologists

aerospatiale

shirai

nagapattinam

servius

cristoforo

pomfret

reviled

entebbe

stane

east/west

thermometers

matriarchal

siglo

bodil

legionnaire

ze'ev

theorizing

sangeetha

horticulturist

uncountable

lookalike

anoxic

ionospheric

genealogists

chicopee

imprinting

popish
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crematoria

diamondback

cyathea

hanzhong

cameramen

halogaland

naklo

waclaw

storehouses

flexed

comuni

frits

glauca

nilgiris

compresses

nainital

continuations

albay

hypoxic

samajwadi

dunkerque

nanticoke

sarwar

interchanged

jubal

corba

jalgaon

derleth

deathstroke

magny

vinnytsia

hyphenated

rimfire

sawan

boehner

disrepute

normalize

aromanian

dualistic

approximant

chama

karimabad

barnacles

sanok

stipends

dyfed

rijksmuseum

reverberation
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suncorp

fungicides

reverie

spectrograph

stereophonic

niazi

ordos

alcan

karaite

lautrec

tableland

lamellar

rieti

langmuir

russula

webern

tweaks

hawick

southerner

morphy

naturalisation

enantiomer

michinoku

barbettes

relieves

carburettors

redruth

oblates

vocabularies

mogilev

bagmati

galium

reasserted

extolled

symon

eurosceptic

inflections

tirtha

recompense

oruro

roping

gouverneur

pared

yayoi

watermills

retooled

leukocytes

jubilant
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mazhar

nicolau

manheim

touraine

bedser

hambledon

kohat

powerhouses

tlemcen

reuven

sympathetically

afrikaners

interes

handcrafts

etcher

baddeley

wodonga

amaury

155th

vulgarity

pompadour

automorphisms

1540s

oppositions

prekmurje

deryni

fortifying

arcuate

mahila

bocage

uther

nozze

slashes

atlantica

hadid

rhizomatous

azeris

'with

osmena

lewisville

innervated

bandmaster

outcropping

parallelogram

dominicana

twang

ingushetia

extensional
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ladino

sastry

zinoviev

relatable

nobilis

cbeebies

hitless

eulima

sporangia

synge

longlisted

criminalized

penitential

weyden

tubule

volyn

priestesses

glenbrook

kibbutzim

windshaft

canadair

falange

zsolt

bonheur

meine

archangels

safeguarded

jamaicans

malarial

teasers

badging

merseyrail

operands

pulsars

gauchos

biotin

bambara

necaxa

egmond

tillage

coppi

anxiolytic

preah

mausoleums

plautus

feroz

debunked

187th
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belediyespor

mujibur

wantage

carboxyl

chettiar

murnau

vagueness

racemic

backstretch

courtland

municipio

palpatine

dezful

hyperbola

sreekumar

chalons

altay

arapahoe

tudors

sapieha

quilon

burdensome

kanya

xxviii

recension

generis

siphuncle

repressor

bitrate

mandals

midhurst

dioxin

democratique

upholds

rodez

cinematographic

epoque

jinping

rabelais

zhytomyr

glenview

rebooted

khalidi

reticulata

122nd

monnaie

passersby

ghazals
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europaea

lippmann

earthbound

tadic

andorran

artvin

angelicum

banksy

epicentre

resemblances

shuttled

rathaus

bernt

stonemasons

balochi

siang

tynemouth

cygni

biosynthetic

precipitates

sharecroppers

d'annunzio

softbank

shiji

apeldoorn

polycyclic

wenceslas

wuchang

samnites

tamarack

silmarillion

madinah

palaeontology

kirchberg

sculpin

rohtak

aquabats

oviparous

thynne

caney

blimps

minimalistic

whatcom

palatalization

bardstown

direct3d

paramagnetic

kamboja
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khash

globemaster

lengua

matej

chernigov

swanage

arsenals

cascadia

cundinamarca

tusculum

leavers

organics

warplanes

'three

exertions

arminius

gandharva

inquires

comercio

kuopio

chabahar

plotlines

mersenne

anquetil

paralytic

buckminster

ambit

acrolophus

quantifiers

clacton

ciliary

ansaldo

fergana

egoism

thracians

chicoutimi

northbrook

analgesia

brotherhoods

hunza

adriaen

fluoridation

snowfalls

soundboard

fangoria

cannibalistic

orthogonius

chukotka
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dindigul

manzoni

chainz

macromedia

beltline

muruga

schistura

provable

litex

initio

pneumoniae

infosys

cerium

boonton

cannonballs

d'une

solvency

mandurah

houthis

dolmens

apologists

radioisotopes

blaxploitation

poroshenko

stawell

coosa

maximilien

tempelhof

espouse

declaratory

hambro

xalapa

outmoded

mihiel

benefitting

desirous

archeparchy

repopulated

telescoping

captor

mackaye

disparaged

ramanathan

crowne

tumbled

technetium

silted

chedi
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nievre

hyeon

cartoonish

interlock

infocom

rediff.com

dioramas

timekeeping

concertina

kutaisi

cesky

lubomirski

unapologetic

epigraphic

stalactites

sneha

biofilm

falconry

miraflores

catena

'outstanding

prospekt

apotheosis

o'odham

pacemakers

arabica

gandhinagar

reminisces

iroquoian

ornette

tilling

neoliberalism

chameleons

pandava

prefontaine

haiyan

gneisenau

utama

bando

reconstitution

azaria

canola

paratroops

ayckbourn

manistee

stourton

manifestos

lympne
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denouement

tractatus

rakim

bellflower

nanometer

sassanids

turlough

presbyterianism

varmland

20deg

phool

nyerere

almohad

manipal

vlaanderen

quickness

removals

makow

circumflex

eatery

morane

fondazione

alkylation

unenforceable

galliano

silkworm

junior/senior

abducts

phlox

konskie

lofoten

buuren

glyphosate

faired

naturae

cobbles

taher

skrulls

dostoevsky

walkout

wagnerian

orbited

methodically

denzil

sarat

extraterritorial

kohima

d'armor
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brinsley

rostropovich

fengtian

comitatus

aravind

moche

wrangell

giscard

vantaa

viljandi

hakoah

seabees

muscatine

ballade

camanachd

sothern

mullioned

durad

margraves

maven

arete

chandni

garifuna

142nd

reading/literature

thickest

intensifies

trygve

khaldun

perinatal

asana

powerline

acetylation

nureyev

omiya

montesquieu

riverwalk

marly

correlating

intermountain

bulgar

hammerheads

underscores

wiretapping

quatrain

ruisseau

newsagent

tuticorin
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polygyny

hemsworth

partisanship

banna

istrian

evaporator

 

Found in path(s):

* /opt/cola/permits/1195288221_1629742785.52/0/zxcvbn-1-3-1-1-

jar/com/nulabinc/zxcvbn/matchers/dictionarys/english_wikipedia.txt

 

1.140 libcap 2.27 
1.140.1 Available under license : 

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this module release

may be distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of this module, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU Library General Public License, in which case the provisions of

the GNU LGPL are required INSTEAD OF the above restrictions.  (This

clause is necessary due to a potential conflict between the GNU LGPL

and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,
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BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Unless otherwise *explicitly* stated, the following text describes the

licensed conditions under which the contents of this libcap release

may be used and distributed:

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms of libcap, with

or without modification, are permitted provided that the following

conditions are met:

 

1. Redistributions of source code must retain any existing copyright

  notice, and this entire permission notice in its entirety,

  including the disclaimer of warranties.

 

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce all prior and current

  copyright notices, this list of conditions, and the following

  disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided

  with the distribution.

 

3. The name of any author may not be used to endorse or promote

  products derived from this software without their specific prior

  written permission.

 

ALTERNATIVELY, this product may be distributed under the terms of the

GNU General Public License (v2.0 - see below), in which case the

provisions of the GNU GPL are required INSTEAD OF the above

restrictions.  (This clause is necessary due to a potential conflict

between the GNU GPL and the restrictions contained in a BSD-style

copyright.)

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED ``AS IS'' AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED

WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED.

IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR(S) BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT,

INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING,

BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS

OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND

ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR

TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE

USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH

DAMAGE.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------
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-------------------------

Full text of gpl-2.0.txt:

-------------------------

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

                      Version 2, June 1991

 

Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA

Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies

of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

 

                           Preamble

 

 The licenses for most software are designed to take away your

freedom to share and change it.  By contrast, the GNU General Public

License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free

software--to make sure the software is free for all its users.  This

General Public License applies to most of the Free Software

Foundation's software and to any other program whose authors commit to

using it.  (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by

the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.)  You can apply it to

your programs, too.

 

 When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not

price.  Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you

have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for

this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it

if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it

in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.

 

 To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid

anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.

These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you

distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.

 

 For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether

gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that

you have.  You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the

source code.  And you must show them these terms so they know their

rights.

 

 We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and

(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,

distribute and/or modify the software.

 

 Also, for each author's protection and ours, we want to make certain
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that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free

software.  If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we

want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so

that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original

authors' reputations.

 

 Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software

patents.  We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free

program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the

program proprietary.  To prevent this, we have made it clear that any

patent must be licensed for everyone's free use or not licensed at all.

 

 The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and

modification follow.

 

                   GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION

 

 0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains

a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed

under the terms of this General Public License.  The "Program", below,

refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"

means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:

that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,

either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another

language.  (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in

the term "modification".)  Each licensee is addressed as "you".

 

Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not

covered by this License; they are outside its scope.  The act of

running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program

is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the

Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).

Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.

 

 1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program's

source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you

conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate

copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the

notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;

and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License

along with the Program.

 

You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and

you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.

 

 2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion

of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1

above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:

 

   a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices

   stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.

 

   b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in

   whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any

   part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third

   parties under the terms of this License.

 

   c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively

   when run, you must cause it, when started running for such

   interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an

   announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a

   notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide

   a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under

   these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this

   License.  (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but

   does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on

   the Program is not required to print an announcement.)

 

These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole.  If

identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,

and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in

themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those

sections when you distribute them as separate works.  But when you

distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based

on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of

this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the

entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.

 

Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest

your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to

exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or

collective works based on the Program.

 

In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program

with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of

a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under

the scope of this License.

 

 3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,

under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of

Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:

 

   a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable

   source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
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   1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three

   years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your

   cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete

   machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be

   distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium

   customarily used for software interchange; or,

 

   c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer

   to distribute corresponding source code.  (This alternative is

   allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you

   received the program in object code or executable form with such

   an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)

 

The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for

making modifications to it.  For an executable work, complete source

code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any

associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to

control compilation and installation of the executable.  However, as a

special exception, the source code distributed need not include

anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary

form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the

operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component

itself accompanies the executable.

 

If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering

access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent

access to copy the source code from the same place counts as

distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not

compelled to copy the source along with the object code.

 

 4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program

except as expressly provided under this License.  Any attempt

otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is

void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.

However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under

this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such

parties remain in full compliance.

 

 5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not

signed it.  However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or

distribute the Program or its derivative works.  These actions are

prohibited by law if you do not accept this License.  Therefore, by

modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the

Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and

all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying

the Program or works based on it.
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 6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the

Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the

original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to

these terms and conditions.  You may not impose any further

restrictions on the recipients' exercise of the rights granted herein.

You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to

this License.

 

 7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent

infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),

conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or

otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not

excuse you from the conditions of this License.  If you cannot

distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this

License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you

may not distribute the Program at all.  For example, if a patent

license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by

all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then

the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to

refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.

 

If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under

any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to

apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other

circumstances.

 

It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any

patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any

such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the

integrity of the free software distribution system, which is

implemented by public license practices.  Many people have made

generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed

through that system in reliance on consistent application of that

system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing

to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot

impose that choice.

 

This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to

be a consequence of the rest of this License.

 

 8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in

certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the

original copyright holder who places the Program under this License

may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding

those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among

countries not thus excluded.  In such case, this License incorporates

the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
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 9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions

of the General Public License from time to time.  Such new versions will

be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to

address new problems or concerns.

 

Each version is given a distinguishing version number.  If the Program

specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any

later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions

either of that version or of any later version published by the Free

Software Foundation.  If the Program does not specify a version number of

this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software

Foundation.

 

 10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free

programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author

to ask for permission.  For software which is copyrighted by the Free

Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes

make exceptions for this.  Our decision will be guided by the two goals

of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and

of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.

 

                           NO WARRANTY

 

 11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY

FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW.  EXCEPT WHEN

OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES

PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED

OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  THE ENTIRE RISK AS

TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU.  SHOULD THE

PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,

REPAIR OR CORRECTION.

 

 12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING

WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR

REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,

INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING

OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED

TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY

YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER

PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE

POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

 

                    END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

           How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
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 If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest

possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it

free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.

 

 To do so, attach the following notices to the program.  It is safest

to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively

convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least

the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.

 

   <one line to give the program's name and a brief idea of what it does.>

   Copyright (C) <year>  <name of author>

 

   This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify

   it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by

   the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or

   (at your option) any later version.

 

   This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,

   but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of

   MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.  See the

   GNU General Public License for more details.

 

   You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along

   with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,

   51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.

 

Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.

 

If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this

when it starts in an interactive mode:

 

   Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author

   Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type `show w'.

   This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it

   under certain conditions; type `show c' for details.

 

The hypothetical commands `show w' and `show c' should show the appropriate

parts of the General Public License.  Of course, the commands you use may

be called something other than `show w' and `show c'; they could even be

mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.

 

You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your

school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if

necessary.  Here is a sample; alter the names:

 

 Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program

 `Gnomovision' (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
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 <signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989

 Ty Coon, President of Vice

 

This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into

proprietary programs.  If your program is a subroutine library, you may

consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the

library.  If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General

Public License instead of this License.

 

1.141 netaddr 0.8.0 
1.141.1 Available under license : 

Here are the copyright notices applicable to the netaddr library.

 

-------

netaddr

-------

 

Copyright (c) 2008 by David P. D. Moss. All rights reserved.

 

Released under the BSD license. See the LICENSE file for details.

 

------------------------------------------

IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority)

------------------------------------------

 

netaddr is not sponsored nor endorsed by IANA.

 

Use of data from IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers Authority) is subject to

copyright and is provided with prior written permission.

 

IANA data files included with netaddr are not modified in any way but are

parsed and made available to end users through an API.

 

See README file and source code for URLs to latest copies of the relevant

files.

 

------------------------------------------

IEEE (Institution of Electrical Engineers)

------------------------------------------

 

netaddr is not sponsored nor endorsed by the IEEE.

 

Use of data from the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics

Engineers) is subject to copyright. See the following URL for

details :-
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http://www.ieee.org/web/publications/rights/legal.html

 

IEEE data files included with netaddr are not modified in any way but are

parsed and made available to end users through an API. There is no

guarantee that referenced files are not out of date.

 

See README file and source code for URLs to latest copies of the relevant

files.

Here are the licenses applicable to the use of the netaddr library.

 

-------

netaddr

-------

 

COPYRIGHT AND LICENSE

 

Copyright (c) 2008 by David P. D. Moss. All rights reserved.

 

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without

modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are

met:

 

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.

 

* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright

 notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the

 documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

 

* Neither the name of David P. D. Moss nor the names of contributors

 may be used to endorse or promote products derived from this

 software without specific prior written permission.

 

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS

"AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR

A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT

OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,

SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT

LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,

DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY

THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT

(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE

OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
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1.142 zxcvbn 4.4.2 
1.142.1 Available under license : 

Copyright (c) 2012-2016 Dan Wheeler and Dropbox, Inc.

 

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining

a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the

"Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including

without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish,

distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to

permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to

the following conditions:

 

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be

included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

 

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND,

EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF

MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND

NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE

LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION

OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION

WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

 

1.143 material-icons 0.5.2 
1.143.1 Available under license : 

 

                                Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       http://www.apache.org/licenses/

 

  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the
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     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of

     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of
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     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works

         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and
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         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A

     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor
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     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "[]"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright [yyyy] [name of copyright owner]

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      http://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0

 

  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.

 

1.144 AdoptOpenJDK jdk-15.0.1_9-alpine 
1.144.1 Available under license : 

                                 Apache License

                          Version 2.0, January 2004

                       https://www.apache.org/licenses/
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  TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

 

  1. Definitions.

 

     "License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction,

     and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

 

     "Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by

     the copyright owner that is granting the License.

 

     "Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all

     other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common

     control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition,

     "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the

     direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or

     otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the

     outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

 

     "You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity

     exercising permissions granted by this License.

 

     "Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications,

     including but not limited to software source code, documentation

     source, and configuration files.

 

     "Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical

     transformation or translation of a Source form, including but

     not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation,

     and conversions to other media types.

 

     "Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or

     Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a

     copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work

     (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

 

     "Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object

     form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the

     editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications

     represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes

     of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain

     separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of,

     the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

 

     "Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including

     the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions

     to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally

     submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner

     or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of
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     the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition, "submitted"

     means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent

     to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to

     communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems,

     and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the

     Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but

     excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise

     designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

 

     "Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity

     on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and

     subsequently incorporated within the Work.

 

  2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of,

     publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the

     Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

 

  3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of

     this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual,

     worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable

     (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made,

     use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work,

     where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable

     by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their

     Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s)

     with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You

     institute patent litigation against any entity (including a

     cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work

     or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct

     or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses

     granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate

     as of the date such litigation is filed.

 

  4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the

     Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without

     modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You

     meet the following conditions:

 

     (a) You must give any other recipients of the Work or

         Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

 

     (b) You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices

         stating that You changed the files; and

 

     (c) You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works
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         that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and

         attribution notices from the Source form of the Work,

         excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of

         the Derivative Works; and

 

     (d) If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its

         distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must

         include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained

         within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not

         pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one

         of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed

         as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or

         documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or,

         within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and

         wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents

         of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and

         do not modify the License. You may add Your own attribution

         notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside

         or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided

         that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed

         as modifying the License.

 

     You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and

     may provide additional or different license terms and conditions

     for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or

     for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use,

     reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with

     the conditions stated in this License.

 

  5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise,

     any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work

     by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of

     this License, without any additional terms or conditions.

     Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify

     the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed

     with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

 

  6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade

     names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor,

     except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the

     origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

 

  7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or

     agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each

     Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS,

     WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or

     implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions

     of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A
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     PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the

     appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any

     risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

 

  8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory,

     whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise,

     unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly

     negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be

     liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special,

     incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a

     result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the

     Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill,

     work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all

     other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor

     has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

 

  9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing

     the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer,

     and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity,

     or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this

     License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only

     on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf

     of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify,

     defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability

     incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason

     of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

 

  END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

 

  APPENDIX: How to apply the Apache License to your work.

 

     To apply the Apache License to your work, attach the following

     boilerplate notice, with the fields enclosed by brackets "{}"

     replaced with your own identifying information. (Don't include

     the brackets!)  The text should be enclosed in the appropriate

     comment syntax for the file format. We also recommend that a

     file or class name and description of purpose be included on the

     same "printed page" as the copyright notice for easier

     identification within third-party archives.

 

  Copyright {yyyy} {name of copyright owner}

 

  Licensed under the Apache License, Version 2.0 (the "License");

  you may not use this file except in compliance with the License.

  You may obtain a copy of the License at

 

      https://www.apache.org/licenses/LICENSE-2.0
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  Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, software

  distributed under the License is distributed on an "AS IS" BASIS,

  WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied.

  See the License for the specific language governing permissions and

  limitations under the License.
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